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        The intention of this set is to bring together all 1967 Hendrix-related recordings in the best available sound 
quality and the most complete versions. This collection was assembled based on information contained at Doug 
Bell's website, which is compiled from several reference sources. Further details were obtained from From The 
Benjamin Franklin Studios, 4th Edition by Gary Geldeart and Steve Rodham (2014-15, Jimpress), EarlyHendrix, 
Ultimate Hendrix by John McDermott, Billy Cox, and Eddie Kramer (2009, Backbeat Books), In From The Storm, 
Discogs, U.S. copyright records, BMI, and additional sources. Detailed information about vinyl releases can also 
be found at the excellent JMHVinyl website. 3000+ individual tracks were collected from as many sources as were 
available to me for comparison purposes to locate the best sounding and most complete version of each track 
presented here, with preference given to completeness. Many officially released tracks from CD sources 
(including “remasters”) were unfortunately mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and/or low ends of 
the music (amplitude clipping) essentially eliminating an aspect of the music, so these sources were usually 
disqualified. As with all reference works of this magnitude there are likely unintended errors in spite of diligent 
efforts to be error free; corrections are encouraged. If you are aware of any upgrades, know of additional tracks 
that should be included, or have comments about the information presented here please contact me or JPIO (Jimi 
Pass It On collectors’ group). Collectors are encouraged to consult Doug Bell's website for additional details. 
 
        The Jimpress numbers (numbers assigned by Jimpress to variations of a song) are listed at the beginning of 
the track title. The brief track summary descriptions following the track titles are subjective and may be worded 
differently from the reference sources. The date format is determined by the recording location, i.e. US dates are 
month-day-year and UK dates are day-month-year. The track times given are Bell’s timing of the music “from first 
note to last” as noted in Part II of his Jimi collection (if not noted there, the time listed here is the most common 
time amongst the various sources noted in his Jimi track list), followed by the Jimpress timing (noted in 
parentheses), followed by the actual timing [noted in brackets] which often includes studio chatter, track silence, 
etc.; n/a means not available. Some of the discrepancies between track times are due to differences in mastering 
speeds between the various sources. There are likely numerous additional sources, both Official Releases and 
Alternate Sources (bootlegs and collector compiled discs) for most of these tracks, especially the Curtis Knight 
tracks as this material seems to be endlessly recycled and released. The Comparison Notes pertain specifically to 
the copies of tracks I received from other collectors and may not always apply to copies from the same source 
obtained from a different disc rip or vinyl-to-digital transfer. 
 
        Any tracks in this compilation that include the notation “optimally amplified” have had their levels increased in 
Audacity to an optimal point without cutting off the high and low ends (amplitude clipping). Some collectors disc 
sources are known to have utilized equalization, normalization, pitch correction, etc. Any tracks that are sourced 
from collector-created remasters, such as those done by Prof. Stoned, are not “pure” representations of the tracks 
as they originally appear on official releases; their inclusion here is due to their exceptional sound quality. All 
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tracks were lossless tested; 21 tracks are lossy/MPEG/MP3 and so noted, mostly due to either being extracted 
from a video file or only being available as an internet download. There are numerous tracks that have stereo 
opposite variations, i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel 
and vice versa. Apparently these variations can be unintentionally introduced from vinyl sources depending on the 
digital transfer equipment and method. There are some true stereo opposite variations on officially released CDs. 
As much as possible these have been noted in the listings, though since they are not really alternate mixes, rather 
just mastering (or digital transfer) anomalies, they are generally not included in this compilation. 
 
        There are a total of 351 tracks in this compilation that are not listed in Jimpress or Bell, 44 tracks listed in 
Bell but not in Jimpress, and 4 tracks listed in Jimpress but not listed in Bell. Most of these are wider and/or 
narrower stereo mixes of the Curtis Knight tracks (which are generally not differentiated in Jimpress and Bell from 
the standard stereo mix and are best differentiated audibly with headphones on), the Rock Band multitracks, and 
the numerous fake mixes that presently circulate. However, there are some newly discovered alternate mixes 
presented here. The fake mixes are primarily included to serve as comparison references for collectors who 
encounter “new mixes” which are quite likely fakes. With the digital age of music and the range of music editing 
software readily available it is now quite easy for anyone to create a fake mix of an authentic track. Due to the 
vast number of releases of the Curtis Knight material, some of which were not available for testing and 
comparison, it is quite probable that there exist other variations of these songs that have wider and/or narrower 
stereo mixes or even alternate mixes that are not included here. 
 
        Regarding the wider and narrower stereo mixes of tracks that originate from vinyl sources, it should be noted 
that these variations could possibly be due to the digital transfer equipment and method and may not be true 
variations, although Doug Bell things this is unlikely. For example, one collector provided two different copies of 
the Curtis Knight vinyl LP set Golden Book with each copy digitally transferred years apart. The tracks contained 
on the earlier copy/transfer when initially tested were generally sounding like standard stereo mixes of the 
pertinent tracks, however the same tracks contained on the later copy/transfer were generally sounding like wider 
stereo variations. This presents a dilemma as to what to consider as accurate in regards to vinyl-sourced tracks, 
and whether or not these wider/narrower stereo variations actually exist, a complicated problem that will need to 
be worked out by other collectors, but until then they are included here. 
 
        The original Track Records releases of Are You Experienced and Axis: Bold As Love were used as guides 
for track and album titles. For example, some official releases of the album and the song Are You Experienced 
have a question mark at the end of the title, but the original UK release on Track Records does not in either case, 
so both appear in this compilation without the question mark. Another example is the song titled You’ve Got Me 
Floating on the original Track Records release; on many subsequent releases it is titled You Got Me Floatin’. The 
same with the song If Six Was Nine, as titled on the original Track Records release, subsequently found with the 
title as If 6 Was 9. 
 
        This set would not have been possible without the generosity of Emil Vukov who supplied many of the rare 
vinyl transfers. Enormous thanks to Doug Bell for his expert knowledge and contributions. Special thanks to Hervé 
Champion, FendersFingers, MarkJ, GreenManalishi, Nipsyco, Frank Moriarty, Gary Geldeart, Steve Rodham, 
Hans-Peter Johnsen, Steve Jakaub, Mike Sheridan, George Kanakaris, Gary Flower, Alan B, Miomir, Nozomu, 
Jim Silverton, Big Time Bob Smith, Dowling, Andy Hunter, Steve Elphick, Maury Hopboy, Funkydrummer, Paul 
Fitzpatrick, and all the collectors at Crosstown Torrents and JimiPassItOn (JPIO) who have generously shared 
their recordings and information. 
 
         – David Chance, September 2019 
 
 
 
“I believe you live and live again until you have got all the evil and hatred out of the soul.” – Jimi Hendrix 

4 January 1969 Top Of The Pops interview with Tony Norman, London (1992, Electric Gypsy by Shapiro & Glebbeek, pg. 329) 
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====================================================================================== 
11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, England, United Kingdom 
====================================================================================== 
 
001. (4) Purple Haze (incomplete overdub session, stereo) 
        Source: Get The Experience!; unrelated track (studio noises) at the end have been removed 
        Univibes number: S1053 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:39 (2:48) [2:39] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This track seems to be from an overdub session for the vocal effects and double-speed guitar. It is 
incomplete at the start, beginning at the 0:27 mark as heard in (2). The main basic track for (2), including the lead 
vocals, is heard in mono. At the 0:02 mark Jimi is heard coughing. At the 0:27 mark there is a sound heard like 
the sound of billiard balls being knocked about, though it could be some vocal effect, or possibly some 
mechanical error. Starting at the 0:51 mark the basic track is mixed low with the vocal effects and double-speed 
guitar high in the mix and in stereo. At the 0:54 mark there is more coughing in the left channel. Amongst the 
various vocal phrases added in this session, at the 1:04 mark Mitch says, “What’s going on man?” followed at the 
1:05 mark with Jimi saying, “Something’s happening.” Jimpress notes the double-speed guitar, which begins at 
the 1:54 mark, runs @1 second longer at the end in comparison to (2), however the ending here runs @7 
seconds longer at the end than (2), coming to an abrupt stop rather than fading out. 
        Special Notes: See track 005 Special Notes. 
        Alternate Sources: The 1st Experienced; Astro Man; ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of 
Are You Experienced; Axis Bold A Love: The Alternate Versions; Beginnings 66-68; The Complete Are You 
Experienced Outtakes; The Complete BBC Session And...; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP 
Dester); De Lane Lea Demos And Olympic Outs; Demos 1968 [World Productions of Compact Music]; Everything 
You Ever Wanted To Know About Purple Haze [Bell, tape]; Get The Experience!; Jimi: A Musical Legacy; Magic 
Hand; The Making Of Are You Experienced [Wonderland]; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Olympic Sessions; 
Out Of The Studio: Demo’s From 1967; Studio '67; Studio Out-Takes Volume 1...1966-1968; Studio Recordings 
1967-1968; The Wind Cries Mary [Oil Well] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Astro Man was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and 
low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:39. The copy on ATM 109-112: 
Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced; track time = 2:40. The copy on The Complete Are 
You Experienced Outtakes is sub-labeled “voices and guitar overdub”; track time = 2:43. The copy on The 
Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); track time = 2:39. The copy on De Lane Lea Demos And 
Olympic Outs; track time = 2:39. The copy on Get The Experience! has 3 seconds of an unrelated track (studio 
noises) at the end; track time = 2:43. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); track time = 2:39. The copy 
on Out Of The Studio: Demo’s From ’67; track time = 2:39. The copy on Studio ’67 tests as lossy/MP3; track time 
= 2:40. 
 
002. (120) Purple Haze (early mix, version 1, mono) 
        Source: ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced 
        Univibes number: S1462 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:58 (2:59) [2:59] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This track seems to be part of a mixing session using the results from (4). The main basic track for 
(2), including the lead vocals, is heard from the start in mono. The coughing heard in (4) at the 0:02 mark is heard 
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here at the 0:29 mark. The “billiard balls” sound that is heard in (4) at the 0:27 mark is heard here at the 0:53 
mark. The cough heard in (4) at the 0:54 mark is heard here at the 1:20 mark. Mitch’s vocal phrase “What’s going 
on man?” heard at the 1:04 mark in (4) is heard here at the 1:29 mark, but Jimi’s following phrase in (4), 
“Something’s happening”, has been mixed out here (only very faintly heard). From the @1:35 mark there begins 
what sounds like mixing or selected isolated playback of the overdubbed vocal effects and double-speed guitar 
that were added in (4). The basic track drops low in the mix from 1:43-1:47 while the overdubbed vocal effects are 
high in the mix. At the 1:53 mark there is a break in the basic track which omits the words “in my eyes”, which is 
followed from 1:54-1:57 by the basic track dropping low in the mix again. From 2:21-2:23 the basic track drops 
low again while the double-speed guitar is high in the mix. At the 2:53 mark the track switches to stereo until the 
end. The ending runs longer than (2), without fading out, and with the tape cutting off just prior to the complete 
ending as heard in (4). 
        Special Notes: See track 005 Special Notes. 
        Alternate Sources: Are You Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg; Are You Experienced Sessions 1966-67; 
Astro Man; ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced; The Complete Are You 
Experienced Outtakes; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); Everything You Ever Wanted 
To Know About Purple Haze [Bell, tape]; First Steps; I Am Experienced; In The Studio Volume 10 (lossy); The 
Making Of Are You Experienced [Wonderland]; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Olympic Gold Vol. 1; Out Of 
The Studio 2; Studio '67; Studio Out-Takes Volume 1...1966-1968; Through The Haze: The Ultimate Experience; 
Voodoo Blues #3 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Are You Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg was mastered with the 
levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 
3:02. The copy on Astro Man was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places 
throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:58. The copy on ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - 
The Making Of Are You Experienced; track time = 2:59. The copy on The Complete Are You Experienced 
Outtakes; track time = 3:00. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); track time = 
2:59. The copy on First Steps tests as lossy/MP3, and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high 
and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:00. The copy on In The Studio 
Volume 10 is known to be lossy/MP3 (all tracks on volumes 5-10 of this set are known to be lossy/MP3, i.e. no 
lossless copies exist), and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places 
throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:59. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); track 
time = 2:58. The copy on Out Of The Studio 2 was mastered with the levels extremely low in comparison to other 
source copies; track time = 3:02. The copy on Studio ’67; track time = 2:59. The copy on Through The Haze: The 
Ultimate Experience; track time = 2:57. The copy on Voodoo Blues #3 was mastered with the levels too high 
cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:58. 
 
003. (133) Purple Haze (early mix, version 2, mono) 
        Source: Making Of Are You Experienced ’66-’67; track courtesy of Hervé Champion 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (2:58) [2:58] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: Jimpress issue 113 notes this track as an alternate mix of (1), but it seems to be part of a mixing 
session using the results from (4). The main basic track for (2), including the lead vocals, is heard from the start in 
mono. The coughing heard in (4) at the 0:02 mark and in (120) at the 0:29 mark is heard here at the 0:29 mark. 
The “billiard balls” sound that is heard in (4) at the 0:27 mark and in (120) at the 0:53 mark is also heard here at 
the 0:53 mark. The cough heard in (4) at the 0:54 mark and in (120) at the 1:20 mark is also heard here at the 
1:20 mark. Mitch’s vocal phrase “What’s going on man?” heard at the 1:04 mark in (4) and the 1:29 mark in (120) 
is also heard here at the 1:29 mark, but Jimi’s following phrase in (4), “Something’s happening”, has been mixed 
out here (only very faintly heard). From 1:53-1:58 the track switches from mono to stereo with the phrase “in my 
eyes” panned to the right channel and low in the mix. The continuing phrase, “don’t know if it’s day” has double-
tracked vocals panned to the right channel, and thereafter the track switches back to mono. From 2:20-2:23 it 
switches to stereo again, just after the double-speed guitar comes in, panning the double-speed guitar to the left 
and the vocals to the right. The ending runs longer than (2), fading out slowly rather than coming to the complete 
ending as heard in (4). The source copy tests as lossy/MP3 in Trader’s Little Helper but tests as lossless in Exact 
Audio Copy (EAC). 
        Special Notes: See track 005 Special Notes. 
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004. (121) Purple Haze (intermediate mix of (2), mono) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: The Sessions Vol. 1; speed-corrected +2% 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:45 (2:42) [2:43] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: Jimpress notes this track as an alternate mix of (1); Bell notes it as a different mono mix based on (2). 
The track seems to runs slightly slow by about 2%. The coughing heard in (4) at the 0:02 mark and in (120) at the 
0:29 mark has been mostly mixed out here at the 0:30 mark (sounding here more like a faint sneeze). There is a 
split-second drop-out at the 0:39 mark. The “billiard balls” sound that is heard in (4) at the 0:27 mark and in (120) 
at the 0:53 mark has been mixed out here at the 0:55 mark. The “help me” and other vocal phrases by Jimi from 
1:12-1:18 are double-tracked in this mix, which is unique to this variation. The cough heard in (4) at the 0:54 
mark, in (120) at the 1:20 mark, and in (133) at the 1:20 mark is heard here at the 1:22 mark. Mitch’s vocal phrase 
“What’s going on man?” heard at the 1:04 mark in (4) and the 1:29 mark in (120) has been mixed out here, but 
Jimi’s following phrase in (4), “Something’s happening” is heard here at the 1:33 mark. Jimpress notes the echo 
on the vocals on this track is much slower, “heard clearly on the line “is it tomorrow”” at the 2:05 mark, but after 
speed-correction and careful comparison to the official stereo version (2), the speed of the echo seems to be the 
same. The ending fades out earlier than what’s heard in (2). 
        Special Notes: See track 005 Special Notes. 
        Alternate Sources: The 1st Experienced; Are You Experienced: The Sessions Vol. 1; The Complete Studio 
Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); Everything You Ever Wanted To Know About Purple Haze [Bell, tape]; I Am 
Experienced; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Studio '67 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Are You Experienced: The Sessions Vol. 1 has high levels at the 1:23 
mark, cutting off the high end (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:46. The copy on The Complete Studio 
Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) has high levels at the 1:23 mark, cutting off the high end (amplitude clipping); 
track time = 2:46. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) has high levels at the 1:23 mark, cutting off the 
high end (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:46. The copy on Studio '67 when viewed in Audacity looks like it may 
have manipulated one of the other source copies to reduce the levels in order to remove the amplitude clipping at 
the 1:23 mark; track time = 2:46. 
 
005. (2) Purple Haze (official stereo mix) 
        Source: Cornerstones 1967-1970 [CD]; produced under the supervision of Alan Douglas; beginning silence 
removed 
        Univibes number: S003 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:49 (2:49) [2:50] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: At the 0:02 mark of this track there is the faint sound of what seems like Jimi coughing. The only other 
variation of this song where this anomaly is heard is in the fake mono mix of (2); see track 560. There is a similar 
coughing sound heard at the 0:29 mark that is heard in all other variations of this song except (4), likely because 
the beginning is missing, and the alternate vocal takes (119) and (126). The “billiard balls” sound that is heard in 
(4) at the 0:27 mark and in (120) at the 0:53 mark is mixed out here, which is also the case with the official 
versions (1) and (3). The cough heard in (4) at the 0:54 mark, in (120) at the 1:20 mark, and in (133) and (121) at 
the 1:20 mark is mixed out here, which is also the case with the official versions (1) and (3). Both Mitch’s vocal 
phrase “What’s going on man?” heard at the 1:04 mark in (4) and the 1:29 mark in (120), as well as Jimi’s 
following phrase in (4) and (133), “Something’s happening”, are mixed out here, which is also the case with the 
official versions (1) and (3). 
        Special Notes: Overdubs and mixing for this track were done at Olympic Sound Studios on 3, 7 and 8 
February 1967. 3 February was the first Hendrix session with Eddie Kramer as the engineer. In Eyewitness 
Hendrix (page 72) Chas Chandler explains that a lot of the background sound is actually a recording being fed 
back into the studio through the earphones held around the microphone, moving them in and out to create a weird 
echo. 
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        Official Release: vinyl single [1967, Reprise 0597; 1968, Reprise 0728; 2012, Sony 88725-47324-7; 1971, 
Polydor (Australia) 2058-178; Polydor (Norway); 1972, Barclay 061.359; Polydor (Holland) 2001-466; 1973?, 
Polydor (Belgium) 2001-993; Polydor (France) 2001-993; 1975?, Polydor/RTB (Yugoslavia) 2607-002; Die 
Grossen Vier Von Jimi Hendrix, 1970s?, Polydor (Germany) 2607-001; 1980?, Polydor/RTB (Yugoslavia) S-
53847; Polydor (Australia) 2001-983; Polydor (Germany) 2001-993; 1982, Polydor POSPX-401 (12”); 1983?, 
Reprise 0728; 1988, Polydor (England) PZ-33 (12”)]; vinyl maxi-single [1971, Track 2094-010; Polydor (Australia, 
Germany, New Zealand) 2058-176]; vinyl EP [1967, Polydor (Spain) 51080-EPH; 1968, Polydor (Mexico) EPO-
1499, labeled Neblina Morada; 1969, Polydor (Japan) SKP-1145; 1970s?, Barclay 071.157; Polydor (Australia, 
New Zealand) EPM-60033; Polydor (Australia, New Zealand) EPH-60033; Are You Experienced, 1970s?, TK 
Records (Thailand) TK241]; CD EP [1988, Polydor (England) PZCD-33; Polydor (Germany) 887-585-2]; 6 Singles 
Pack [Polydor 260 8001]; Are You Experienced; Best Of Jimi Hendrix [Universe Gold]; Classic Singles Collection; 
Cornerstones 1967-1970 [CD]; Experience Hendrix: The Best Of Jimi Hendrix; Greatest Hits [2010, Legacy, Sony 
Music (Russia) 4607147897478]; Hey Joe! [Selles]; Inside The Experience; Jimi Hendrix [Bellaphon]; Jimi Hendrix 
Reference Library: Fuzz, Feedback & Wah-Wah (excerpt); Jimi Hendrix Reference Library: Octavia & Univibe 
(excerpt); The Jimi Hendrix Story [Arcade France]; Kiss The Sky; Lifelines: The Jimi Hendrix Story; Live & 
Unreleased: The Radio Show; Sessions - Are You Experienced [Polydor]; The Singles Album; Smash Hits; The 
Ultimate Experience; Voodoo Child Sampler; Voodoo Child: The Jimi Hendrix Collection 
        Alternate Sources: All Along The Watchtower [Experience Hendrix (fake) 10” LP]; All The Hits [Duchesse; 
Universe]; Are You Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. Stoned); Are You Experienced?: 
Deluxe Edition Bootleg (from Are You Experienced [1986, Reprise 6261-2, DIDX 810 11B3 variation without 
NoNoise processing]); ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced; The Best Of 
Jimi Hendrix [Dureco]; The Best Of Jimi Hendrix [Musical]; Burnin' Soul; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 
(2018, OP Dester); Everything You Ever Wanted To Know About Purple Haze [Bell, tape]; Jimi Hendrix [Bell 
(bootleg label)]; Jimi Hendrix [Champion Selection Series]; Jimi Hendrix [Falcon Neue Medien/Eurosound]; Jimi 
Hendrix [Universe 3323]; Jimi Hendrix And Pink Floyd [Golden Pop’s Gallery]; Live & Unreleased Part 1 
[Westwood One pirate]; The Making Of Are You Experienced [Wonderland]; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); 
The Rock And Roll Hall Of Fame Live From Cleveland Municipal Stadium 2 September 1995 (incomplete); Studio 
’67; Test Pressing Singles (2018, M. Sheridan) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on 6 Singles Pack [Polydor 260 8001] mastered with the levels very slightly too 
high cutting off the high end at the 1:31.1 mark of the left channel and the low end at the 2:13.4 mark of the right 
channel (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:46. The copy on All The Hits [Universe] has lightly audible hiss 
throughout the track; track time = 2:49. The copy on Are You Experienced [1967, Reprise RS 6261, first pressing] 
has digital transfer anomalies; track time = 2:50. The copy on Are You Experienced [1993, Polydor (USA) 521 
036-2] has 3 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 2:54. The copy on Are You Experienced [1997, MCA 
(Canada) MCASD-11602] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places 
throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:49. The copy on Are You Experienced [1997, MCA (USA) 
MCA2-11608] has lightly audible hiss throughout the track; track time = 2:50. The copy on Are You Experienced 
[2010, Sony Legacy 88697-62162-2] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in 
places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:50. The copy on Are You Experienced [2010, Sony 
Records Int’l (Japan) SICP 2636-7] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in 
places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:51. The copy on Are You Experienced: 50th 
Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. Stoned) is sourced from the 2010 180 gram vinyl remastered reissue of Are 
You Experienced (Legacy 88697-62395-1), and has lightly audible hiss throughout the track; track time = 2:51. 
The copy on Are You Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg is sourced from Are You Experienced [1986, Reprise 
6261-2, DIDX 810 11B3 variation without NoNoise processing], and was mastered with the levels too high cutting 
off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:53. The copy on ATM 
109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced; track time = 2:47. The copy on Best Of 
Jimi Hendrix [Universe Gold] has lightly audible hiss throughout the track; track time = 2:48. There are two copies 
on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester), one of which is incorrectly labeled the mono 
version (1) which contains lightly audible hiss throughout the track (track time = 2:48), while the copy labeled (2) 
was mastered with the levels slightly too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track 
(amplitude clipping); track time = 2:50. The copy on Cornerstones 1967-1970 [CD] has 4 seconds of silence at the 
start, doesn’t have quite as much of the lightly audible hiss heard on most other source copies, and sounds (to my 
ears) just slightly better than the comparable copy on Smash Hits [1988, Polydor 613004]; track time = 2:53. The 
copy on Experience Hendrix: The Best Of Jimi Hendrix was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high 
and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:51. The copy on Greatest Hits 
[2010, Legacy, Sony Music (Russia) 4607147897478] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high 
and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:52. The copy on Inside The 
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Experience has voice-over commentary at the start, is incomplete on the ending fade-out, and has voice-over 
commentary at the end; track time = 2:46. The copy on Kiss The Sky [1984, Warner Bros. 1-25119] has 4 
seconds of silence at the end, and noticeable vinyl surface noise; track time = 2:55. The copy on Kiss The Sky 
[1989, Polydor (Japan) P20P 22017] has lightly audible hiss throughout the track; track time = 2:53. The copy on 
Lifelines: The Jimi Hendrix Story has voice-over commentary at the end; track time = 2:48. The copy on Live & 
Unreleased: The Radio Show has voice-over commentary at the end; track time = 2:48. The copy on Moonbeams 
& Fairytales (Rev 3.1) was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places 
throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:50. The copy on Sessions - Are You Experienced 
[Polydor] was mastered with the levels slightly too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the 
track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:50. The copy on The Singles Album [1983, Polydor (West Germany) 
2625 047] doesn’t have quite as much of the lightly audible hiss heard on most other source copies, but it sounds 
somewhat flat in comparison to the copy on Cornerstones 1967-1970 [CD], and it has 4 seconds of silence at the 
end; track time = 2:48. The copy on The Singles Album [1989, Polydor (Japan) P58P 20112-13] has lightly 
audible hiss throughout the track; track time = 2:48. The copy on Smash Hits [1976, Reprise MS 2025] has 5 
seconds of silence at the start, and noticeable vinyl surface noises throughout; track time = 2:55. The copy on 
Smash Hits [1984, Polydor (West Germany) 825-255-2] has lightly audible hiss throughout the track; track time = 
2:48. The copy on Smash Hits [1988, Polydor 613004] doesn’t have quite as much of the lightly audible hiss 
heard on most other source copies, and has 3 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 2:53. The copy on 
Smash Hits [1989, Polydor (Japan) P20P 22003] has lightly audible hiss throughout the track; track time = 2:48. 
The copy on Smash Hits [2002, MCA (Europe) 113-007-2] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the 
high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:50. The copy on Smash Hits 
[2002, MCA (USA) 088-112-984-2] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in 
places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:52. The copy on Studio ’67 is incorrectly labeled 
(3), the “Legacy mono mix with added echo”, but it is a copy of (2), in stereo, contains lightly audible hiss 
throughout the track, and tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 2:47. The copy on Test Pressing Singles (2018, M. 
Sheridan) is probably sources from Classic Singles Collection; track time = 2:50. The copy on The Ultimate 
Experience has lightly audible hiss throughout the track; track time = 2:51. The copy on Voodoo Child: The Jimi 
Hendrix Collection was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout 
the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:51. 
 
006. (1) Purple Haze (official mono mix) 
        Source: vinyl single [1967, Track 604001]; ending silence removed 
        Univibes number: S003 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:42 (2:42) [2:44] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This is the standard mono mix. 
        Special Notes: See track 005 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: vinyl single [1967, Track 604001, Polydor (Germany, Italy, Sweden, Norway) 59072; 
Polydor (New Zealand) NH-59072; Polydor (Australia) NH-59092; Barclay 060824, 0698241; Polydor (Japan) DP-
1559, DPQ-6912; Polydor (Spain) 60.005; 1960s?, Polydor International (Philippines) PRO-3169; 1983?, Reprise 
GRE-0728 (mono); 1988, Polydor (Germany) PO-33]; vinyl EP [1967, Polydor (Israel) EP-IP 1011; The Best Of 
Jimmi Hendrix, 1971?, Polydor (Portugal) 2229-083; Smash Hits, 1970s?, Royal (Iran) RT-597-89; 1970s?, Top4 
(Iran) EX-4269]; vinyl mini-EP [Mini-Boum, 1968, Barclay 500004]; Are You Experienced (mono); The Best Of 

Jimi Hendrix [Karussell]; Classic Singles Collection Vol. 2; The In Sound (incomplete end); Jimi Hendrix Volume 

3: Greatest Hits [Barclay]; Jimi Plays Berkeley [Barclay]; The Singles Collection; Smash Hits [Polydor (Europe, 
Japan)] 
        Alternate Sources: Are You Experienced [Odeon]; Are You Experienced [Reprieve]; Are You Experienced: 
50th Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. Stoned); Are You Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 
(Prof. Stoned - 2018 Nipsyco remaster); Are You Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg; Are You Experienced: 
The UK Mono Version (2013, Prof. Stoned); ATM 091: In Glorious Mono; ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - 
The Making Of Are You Experienced (2 copies); Axis Bold As Love [B476 bootleg CDR]; Bits And Pieces 3; Can 
You Please Crawl Out Your Window [Major Tom]; Early Experiences 1966-67; Everything You Ever Wanted To 
Know About Purple Haze [Bell, tape]; Hotel Intercontinental, Frankfurt 17.05.67; The Making Of Are You 
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Experienced (2 copies); Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Poetry Recital – Vibratory Merge [aka Vibratory 
Merges: Bits n’ Pieces]; Sessions Vol. 2; Smash Hits [Reprieve] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on vinyl single [1967, Track 604001] contains a fraction of a second more 
music on the ending fade-out than other source copies, and has 2 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 
2:46. The copy on Are You Experienced (mono) [1967, Reprise R-6261] has 3 seconds of silence at the end, and 
has considerable vinyl surface noise; track time = 2:48. The copy on Are You Experienced (mono) [2013, US 
Sony Legacy 88765419691] has 4 seconds of silence at the end, and contains slight vinyl surface noise; track 
time = 2:49. The copy on Are You Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. Stoned) is sourced 
from Classic Singles Collection Vol. 2, and has excellent sound; track time = 2:47. The copy on Are You 
Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. Stoned - 2018 Nipsyco remaster) has 3 seconds of 
silence at the end; track time = 2:47. The copy on Are You Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg is sourced from 
a mono single, and was digitally transferred with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places 
throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:49. The copy on Are You Experienced: The UK Mono 
Version (2013, Prof. Stoned) is sourced from Classic Singles Collection Vol. 2, and has excellent sound; track 
time = 2:47. The copy on ATM 091: In Glorious Mono is slightly clipped at the end; track time = 2:43. There are 
two copies on ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced with copy 1 sourced 
from the single Track 604001 with excellent sound (track time = 2:46), and copy 2 sourced from the single 
Reprise GRE-0728 with very good sound but some vinyl artifacts/noises (track time = 2:47). The copy on The 
Best Of Jimi Hendrix [Karussell 2499 043 (Germany)] sounds mono with the music predominantly right of center, 
but viewing the track in Audacity shows that it is in stereo, though this may be an anomaly caused by the 
considerable vinyl surface noise which is oddly dominant in the left channel; track time = 2:42. There is 
supposedly a copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester), but it is actually a copy of (2). 
The copy on Jimi Hendrix Volume 3: Greatest Hits [Barclay]; track time = 2:44. The copy on Moonbeams & 
Fairytales (Rev 3.1) is incomplete at the end, and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and 
low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:40. The copy on The Singles 
Collection [2003, MCA 0602498145036] is slightly incomplete at the end, and was mastered with the levels too 
high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:43. The 
copy on Smash Hits [1974, MPF 1077] has vinyl surface noise and sounds somewhat thin in comparison to other 
copies; track time = 2:47. 
 
007. (3) Purple Haze (official alternate mono mix) 
        Source: Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); opening vinyl artifact removed 
        Univibes number: S003 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:42 (2:42) [2:44] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This is an alternate mono mix of (1) with added echo. 
        Special Notes: See track 005 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Legacy 
        Alternate Sources: Are You More Experienced; ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are 
You Experienced; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); Everything You Ever Wanted To 
Know About Purple Haze [Bell, tape]; Legacy [B616 pirate CDR]; The Making Of Are You Experienced 
[Wonderland]; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced 
is very slightly clipped at the end; track time = 2:43. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, 
OP Dester) is very slightly clipped at the end; track time = 2:43. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) 
contains a vinyl artifact at the very start, but is complete; track time = 2:44. There is supposedly a copy on Studio 
‘67 but it is actually a copy of (2). 
 
008. (119) Purple Haze (official alternate vocal take of (2), stereo) 
        Source: The Jimi Hendrix Experience [purple box] 
        Univibes number: S1531 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:25 (3:26) [3:26] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
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        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: Alternate mix using the basic track for (2) with an alternate vocal take and slightly different lyrics. This 
version is more complete without the edit after the guitar solo and riff at the @1:52 mark, and running through to 
the basic track’s end where Jimi ad libs “freak out”, what sounds like “man to mabley number 9”?, and “Mary had 
a little lamb”. Both official release sources for this track were mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high 
and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping). 
        Special Notes: See track 005 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: CD EP [2000, MCA (Europe) JHRPR01]; The Jimi Hendrix Experience [purple box] 
        Alternate Sources: Are You Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 
(2018, OP Dester); Everything You Ever Wanted To Know About Purple Haze [Bell, tape]; The First Studio 
Sessions; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Smash Alternates (2015, ghostryder14) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Are You Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg has 4 seconds of silence at 
the end; track time = 3:29. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); track time = 
3:26. The copy on ]; The First Studio Sessions; track time = 3:25. The copy on The Jimi Hendrix Experience 
[purple box]; track time = 3:26. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); track time = 3:26. The copy on 
Smash Alternates (2015, ghostryder14); track time = 3:29. 
 
009. (126) Purple Haze (official incomplete alternate mix of (119), mono) 
        Source: Backing Tracks; optimally amplified, beginning silence removed 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:49 (2:54) [2:54] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer.. 
        Notes: This track is an alternate mix of (119) created by Eddie Kramer specifically for the Line 6 Guitarport 
(via online download only), mixing the guitar low for practicing purposes, though still faintly heard in the 
background. This track in mono begins with a 4-beat metronome count-in, and fades out at the 2:50 mark as 
heard in (119). The source copy tests as lossy/MP3 due to having been sourced from an internet-only download. 
        Special Notes: See track 005 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Line 6 GuitarPort (online) 
        Alternate Sources: Backing Tracks (sub-labeled E Major); Everything You Ever Wanted To Know About 
Purple Haze [Bell, tape]; Jimi Hendrix Studio Tapes Without Guitar Univibe Wah [2006, eBay]; Line 6 Mixes [Bell, 
tape]; No Guitar 
 
010. Purple Haze (official Kramer isolation mix of (2), stereo) 
        Source: An Inside Look: Are You Experienced [DVD]; optimally amplified 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:59] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 005 Notes. This track is extracted from the 
documentary DVD accompanying the 2010 remaster of Are You Experienced, titled An Inside Look. In various 
segments Eddie Kramer isolates and comments upon Jimi’s lead vocals, Noel’s bass and Mitch’s drums, Jimi’s 
high octave guitar part, and the “purple haze” background choir from the master tapes. Chas Chandler and Mitch 
Mitchell also provide commentary about working at Olympic Sound Studios. Kramer also confirms that the 
background “purple haze” choir was provided by all three band members, including Mitch Mitchell. The beginning 
of the track is slightly incomplete, coming in at the cough heard at the 0:02 mark in (2). The coughing sound heard 
at the 0:29 mark in (2) is heard here at the 0:27 mark. This track tests as lossy/MP3 due to its extraction from a 
video file. 
        Official Release: An Inside Look: Are You Experienced [DVD] 
 
011. Purple Haze (official multitrack of (2), instrumental, stereo) 

https://line6.com/guitarport/guitarportonline.html
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        Source: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:56] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 005 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of the instruments only with the vocals mixed out, though Jimi’s vocals are briefly heard 
at the 0:47, 1:08, 2:09, and 2:28-2:37 marks. The double-speed guitar heard in (2) from 2:20 to the end is slightly 
shorter here, beginning at the 2:21 mark and dropping out at the 2:46 mark. This is followed by a guitar part not 
heard in (2), although it is heard in (119), though here it ends abruptly at the 2:58 mark as heard in (119). These 
Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted 
from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
 
012. Purple Haze (official multitrack of (2), guitar, stereo) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:01] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 005 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. It is comprised of Jimi’s lead guitar part, and the double-speed guitar. The track begins with a cymbal strike 
count-in, and drums can be faintly heard in the background in places. Noel’s bass part is also heard faintly in 
places, as are Jimi’s vocals. The double-speed guitar is heard it’s complete length as in (2), followed by the extra 
guitar part only heard in (119), though here it ends abruptly at the 2:58 mark as heard in (119). These Rock Band 
multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their 
original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
 
013. Purple Haze (official multitrack of (2), tracks, stereo) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:01] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 005 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. It is comprised of some of Jimi’s additional guitar parts, and Noel’s additional bass parts. The track begins 
with a cymbal strike count-in, and drums can be faintly heard in the background in places. There are 5 seconds of 
silence at the end of the track. These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test 
as lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
 
014. Purple Haze (official multitrack of (2), vocals, stereo) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:01] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
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        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 005 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. It is comprised of Jimi’s lead vocal parts and the “purple haze” background choir with the instruments 
mixed low throughout the track. The track begins with a cymbal strike count-in. The end of the track extends 
longer than what is heard in (2), and ends at the @3:02 mark as heard in (119). These Rock Band multitracks 
often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg 
files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
 
015. Purple Haze (official multitrack of (2), bass, mono) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:01] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 005 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. It is comprised of Noel’s bass part in mono with the guitar and drum parts mixed low throughout the track. 
The track begins with a cymbal strike count-in. The end of the track extends longer than what is heard in (2), and 
ends at the @3:02 mark as heard in (119). These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though 
sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among 
collectors. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
 
016. Purple Haze (official multitrack of (2), drums, mono) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:01] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 005 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. It is comprised of Mitch’s drum part in mono with the guitar and bass parts mixed low throughout the track. 
The track begins with a cymbal strike count-in. Jimi’s vocals are briefly heard at the 0:53, 1:13, and 2:14 marks. 
The end of the track extends longer than what is heard in (2), and ends at the @3:02 mark as heard in (119). 
These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been 
extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
 
017. (2-4) 51st Anniversary (2 instrumental takes + composite backing track, mono) 
        Source: Out Of The Studio 2; optimally amplified 
        Univibes number: S1469-S1471 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 0:35+0:36+3:14 (0:36+0:35+3:13) [0:36+0:36+3:14=5:23] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Dave Siddle. 
        Notes: This track is comprised of two brief instrumental takes plus an overdub composite of five different 
instrumental takes to create the backing track for (1). In Ultimate Hendrix (page 32) Chas Chandler notes that this 
song had “quite a bit of overdubbing…there were five guitar overdubs all linking in together [picking up where one 
left off] to sound like one guitar.” Complete versions of this track have a 7-second fragment following (4). The tape 
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begins with Jimi saying, “Here you go, 1…”, followed by someone in the control booth making some faintly heard 
indecipherable comment. At 0:08 a sound is heard that resembles the sound of a tape recorder being started. 
Take 1 runs from 0:10-0:46, ending abruptly followed by some more faintly heard comments from the control 
booth and Jimi tuning his guitar. There is a tape break at 0:54, followed by a bit more tuning then a count-in from 
Jimi. Take 2 runs from 1:00-1:36, again ending abruptly, followed by what sounds like Mitch making a comment 
about “one of the guitars”. After a few moments of silence, what is noted as “take 3” in the reference sources but 
is more probably an overdub composite of five different instrumental takes begins at 1:45 and runs to a nearly 
complete but abrupt ending at 4:59. This seems to be followed by another tape break, then from 5:14-5:18 there 
is a sudden fragment of another take (or possibly a repeat of some segment from (2), (3), or (4)) which ends in a 
tape stop/smear followed by a fragment of studio commentary with Jimi saying what sounds like, “…ow, The 
Kinks” with Chas Chandler responding what sounds like, “no fuckin’ sweet notes”. 
        Alternate Sources: The 1st Experienced; Are You Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg; Are You More 
Experienced; Are You Experienced Sessions 1966-67; Are You Experienced: The Sessions Vol. 1; ATM 109-112: 
Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced; The Complete Are You Experienced Outtakes; The 
Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); The First Studio Sessions; I Am Experienced; In The 
Studio Volume 10 (lossy); Instrumentals Volume 1 (2017, Funkydrummer); The Making Of Are You Experienced 
[Wonderland]; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Olympic Gold Vol. 1; Olympic Sessions; Out Of The Studio 2; 
Out Of The Studio: Strongest Edition; Studio '67 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Are You Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg is divided into (2-3) and (4), 
and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track 
(amplitude clipping), and is lacking the “here you go, 1” comment at the start and all the pre-music studio noises; 
track time = 1:34+3:26=5:01. The copy on Are You Experienced: The Sessions Vol. 1 was mastered with the 
levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping), and is lacking 
the 7-second excerpt at the end of (4); track time = 5:02. The copy on ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The 
Making Of Are You Experienced is divided into (2), (3) and (4), was mastered with the levels too high cutting off 
the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping), and is lacking the 7-second excerpt at 
the end of (4); track time = 1:00+0:44+3:18=5:02. The copy on The Complete Are You Experienced Outtakes is 
divided into (2), (3) and (4), and is lacking the “here you go, 1” comment at the start and all the pre-music studio 
noises; track time = 5:00. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) is divided into 
(2), (3) and (4), was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the 
track (amplitude clipping), is lacking the “here you go, 1” comment at the start and all the pre-music studio noises, 
and the 7-second excerpt at the end of (4); track time = 1:00+0:44+3:18=5:02. The copy on The First Studio 
Sessions is divided into (2), (3) and (4), and is incomplete; track time = 0:50+0:41+3:16=4:47. The copy on In The 
Studio Volume 10 is known to be lossy/MP3 (all tracks on volumes 5-10 of this set are known to be lossy/MP3, 
i.e. no lossless copies exist), was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places 
throughout the track (amplitude clipping), is lacking the “here you go, 1” comment at the start and all the pre-
music studio noises, and the 7-second excerpt at the end of (4); track time = 4:54. The copy on Instrumentals 
Volume 1 (2017, Funkydrummer) contains only (4); track time = 3:14. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 
3.1) is divided into (2), (3), (4), and the ending 7-second excerpt of (4) labeled “part of unknown version”, was 
mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude 
clipping), and is lacking the “here you go, 1” comment at the start; track time = 0:52+0:43+(3:21+0:17)=5:14. The 
copy on Olympic Gold Vol. 1 is divided into (2), (3) and (4), and is lacking the “here you go, 1” comment at the 
start; track time = 0:50+0:46+3:38=5:15. The copy on Out Of The Studio 2; track time = 5:23. The copy on Out Of 
The Studio: Strongest Edition; track time = 5:23. The copy on Studio '67 is divided into (2), (3), (4) and the ending 
excerpt of (4), and is lacking the “here you go, 1” comment at the start and all the pre-music studio noises; track 
time = 0:49+0:45+3:17+0:07=4:59. 
 
018. (1) 51st Anniversary (official version, mono) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. Stoned - 2018 Nipsyco remaster) 
        Univibes number: S004 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:13 (3:17) [3:17] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. 
        Notes: Jimpress Part 1 notes this track uses the instrumental “take 3” from the session as the backing track, 
whereas Jimpress Part 3 notes this track uses “take 4” from the session. Since we don’t have an instrumental 
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“take 4” of this song, we can assume the note in Jimpress Part 3 is a clerical error and that “take 3” (i.e. the 
composite (4)) is the backing track; see track 017 from 1:45-4:59. 
        Official Release: vinyl single [1967, Track 604001; Polydor (Germany, Italy, Sweden, Norway) 59072; 
Polydor (New Zealand) NH-59072; Polydor (Australia) NH-59092; Barclay 060824, 0698241; Polydor (Japan) DP-
1559, DPQ-6912; 1972, Barclay 061.389; 1988, Polydor (Germany) PO-33; Polydor (England) PZ-33 (12”)]; vinyl 
EP [1967, Polydor (Spain) 51080-EPH; Polydor (Israel) EP-IP 1011; 1970s, Barclay 071.111; Polydor (Australia, 
New Zealand) EPM-60033; Polydor (Australia, New Zealand) EPH-60033; Polydor (Uruguay, Argentina) 10150, 
labeled 51 Aniversario; 1988, Polydor (France) 879-082-7]; CD EP [1988, Polydor (France) 879-083-2; Polydor 
(England) PZCD-33; 1993, Polydor (Australia) 859-715-2]; Are You Experienced; Classic Singles Collection Vol. 
2; Greatest Hits [Experience Hendrix/Sony Music]; Inside The Experience (excerpt); The Jimi Hendrix Story 
[Arcade France]; Lifelines: The Jimi Hendrix Story (excerpt); The Singles Album; The Singles Collection; Smash 
Hits 
        Alternate Sources: All The Hits [Duchesse; Universe]; Are You Experienced [Odeon]; Are You Experienced 
[Reprieve]; Are You Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. Stoned); Are You Experienced: 50th 
Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. Stoned - 2018 Nipsyco remaster); Are You Experienced?: Deluxe Edition 
Bootleg; Are You Experienced: The UK Mono Version (2013, Prof. Stoned); ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience 
- The Making Of Are You Experienced; Burnin’ Soul; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); 
Day Tripper [Quality]; The First Studio Sessions; Hotel Intercontinental, Frankfurt 17.05.67; Jimi Hendrix 
[Champion Selection Series]; The Making Of Are You Experienced [Wonderland]; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 
3.1); Rarities On Compact Disc Vol. 1; Rarities Vol. 1; Smash Hits [Reprieve] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on vinyl single [1967, Track 604001]; track time = 3:16. The copy on All The 
Hits [Universe]; track time = 3:19. The copy on Are You Experienced [1993, Polydor (USA) 521 036-2]; track time 
= 3:18. The copy on Are You Experienced [1997, MCA (Canada) MCASD-11602] was mastered with the levels 
too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:15. 
The copy on Are You Experienced [1997, MCA (USA) MCA2-11608] has lightly audible hiss throughout the track; 
track time = 3:14. The copy on Are You Experienced [2010, Sony Legacy 88697-62162-2] was mastered with the 
levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 
3:15. The copy on Are You Experienced [2010, Sony Records Int’l SICP 2636-7] was mastered with the levels too 
high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:16. The 
copy on Are You Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. Stoned) is sourced from Classic Singles 
Collection Vol. 2; track time = 3:17. The copy on Are You Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. 
Stoned - 2018 Nipsyco remaster) has 3 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 3:17. The copy on Are You 
Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg is sourced from a mono single, and was mastered with the levels slightly 
too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:19. 
The copy on Are You Experienced: The UK Mono Version (2013, Prof. Stoned) is sourced from the 1997 MCA 
CD reissue of Are You Experienced; track time = 3:17. The copy on ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The 
Making Of Are You Experienced tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 3:16. The copy on The Complete Studio 
Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); track time = 3:17. The copy on The First Studio Sessions; track time = 3:14. 
The copy on Greatest Hits [2010, Experience Hendrix/Sony Music]; track time = 3:17. The copy on Moonbeams & 
Fairytales (Rev 3.1) was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout 
the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:15. The copy on The Singles Album [1983, Polydor (West Germany) 
2625 047]; track time = 3:18. The copy on The Singles Album [1989, Polydor (Japan) P58P 20112-13]; track time 
= 3:17. The copy on The Singles Collection [2003, MCA 0602498145036] is slightly clipped at the end; track time 
= 3:14. The copy on Smash Hits [1974, MPF 1077] has lightly audible hiss throughout the track; track time = 3:18. 
The copy on Smash Hits [1984, Polydor (West Germany) 825-255-2]; track time = 3:17. The copy on Smash Hits 
[1988, Polydor 613004] was mastered with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the high and low ends in 
places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:19. The copy on Smash Hits [1989, Polydor 
(Japan) P20P 22003]; track time = 3:17. The copy on Smash Hits [2002, MCA (Europe) 113-007-2] was mastered 
with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track 
time = 3:15. 
 
019. 51st Anniversary (official simulated (fake) stereo mix of (1)) 
        Source: 6 Singles Pack [Polydor 260 8001]; track courtesy of Miomir 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:16] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
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        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 018 Notes. The copy of (1) on 6 Singles Pack 
[Polydor 260 8001] seems to be in simulated (fake) stereo using the mono mix (1), especially noticeable in the 
softer sections where mainly the cymbals are being played (0:00-0:04, 1:01-1:10, 2:08-2:18, etc.). Although 
everything is primarily heard centrally or slightly left of center, the cymbals and some of the echo on the vocals 
can also be lightly heard in the right channel. The ending fade-out is very slightly incomplete. Doug Bell explains, 
“This is one of the Polydor fake stereo masters using the mono as the basis. Polydor originally released Are You 
Experienced in fake stereo created from the mono. Over the years and across countries they made a bunch of 
different fake stereo versions, all of which sound slightly (or significantly, in some cases) different. For the original 
German Polydor 184 085, they basically EQ'd the two channels differently: one was bassy and the other trebly, 
giving some separation but sounding weird under headphones. That's what you hear here. When Polydor 
released Smash Hits (184 138) the following year, the Are You Experienced tracks on that LP had a different fake 
stereo, the same idea but less heavy-handed. In that case there was no real separation but the fake stereo just 
added a little openness to the sound.” 
        Official Release: 6 Singles Pack [Polydor 260 8001] 
 
020. (5) 51st Anniversary (alternate mix of (1), stereo) 
        Source: Out Of The Studio 2; optimally amplified, unrelated tape bleed-through removed 
        Univibes number: S1478 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:14 (3:15) [3:17] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. 
        Notes: Alternate mix of (1) in stereo with an additional vocal take overdub. The original vocal take heard in 
(1) is heard here in the right channel, and the additional vocal take with slight lyric differences is heard in the left 
channel. The 3:12 mark is where the original vocal take fades out in (1), though here it continues further with 
Jimi’s excited “oo-wee” and a sudden ending of the music. This is followed by Jimi coughing in the additional left 
channel vocal take, while the original right channel vocal take has him commenting, “Hey, you know what, I got a 
verse…” at which point the tape cuts off. 
        Alternate Sources: The 1st Experienced; Are You Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg; Are You 
Experienced Sessions 1966-67; Are You Experienced: The Sessions Vol. 1; Are You More Experienced; Astro 
Man; ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced; Beginnings 66-68; The 
Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); First Steps; I Am Experienced; In The Studio Volume 10 
(lossy); Jimi Plays Berkeley/The Studio Outtakes...1966-1970; The Making Of Are You Experienced 
[Wonderland]; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Olympic Gold Vol. 2; Olympic Sessions; Out Of The Studio 2; 
Savage Beethoven; Studio '67; The Studio Out-Takes 1966-1970; Studio Out-Takes Volume 1...1966-1968; The 
Studio Out-takes Volume 1 1966-1968 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Are You Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg is lacking the final word 
(“verse”) of Jimi’s ending comment, and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in 
places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:21. The copy on Are You Experienced: The 
Sessions Vol. 1 was mastered with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the high and low ends in places 
throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:21. The copy on Astro Man is lacking the final word 
(“verse”) of Jimi’s ending comment, and was mastered with the levels slightly too high cutting off the high and low 
ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:17. The copy on ATM 109-112: Maximum 
Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced is lacking the final word (“verse”) of Jimi’s ending comment; 
track time = 3:18. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) has very low levels in 
comparison to other copies, contains 15 seconds of “silence” following Jimi’s ending comment – though from the 
3:27 mark to the end there is the extremely faint sound of someone singing, and upon amplification it does not 
sound like Jimi but is likely some type of unrelated tape bleed-through – and is likely sourced from Out Of The 
Studio 2; track time = 3:34. The copy on First Steps is lacking most of Jimi’s ending comment, and tests as 
lossy/MP3; track time = 3:19. The copy on In The Studio Volume 10 is known to be lossy/MP3 (all tracks on 
volumes 5-10 of this set are known to be lossy/MP3, i.e. no lossless copies exist), is lacking the final word 
(“verse”) of Jimi’s ending comment, and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in 
places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:17. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 
3.1) was mastered with the levels slightly too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track 

https://www.discogs.com/The-Jimi-Hendrix-Experience-Are-You-Experienced/release/9046687
https://www.discogs.com/Jimi-Hendrix-Experience-Smash-Hits/release/716747
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(amplitude clipping); track time = 3:19. The copy on Olympic Gold Vol. 2 is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s 
heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa; track time 
= 3:23. The copy on Out Of The Studio 2 has very low levels in comparison to other copies, and contains 15 
seconds of “silence” following Jimi’s ending comment – though from the 3:27 mark to the end there is the 
extremely faint sound of someone singing, and upon amplification it does not sound like Jimi but is likely some 
type of unrelated tape bleed-through (see ((86-90) Fire from this source for a similar anomaly), and optimally 
amplifying the track exhibits that this source may have slightly less tape hiss than other copies, i.e. it is a lower 
generation closer to the master; track time = 3:34. The copy on Savage Beethoven is incomplete fading out 
before the ending cough and comment; track time = 3:15. The copy on Studio ’67 is lacking the final word 
(“verse”) of Jimi’s ending comment; track time = 3:18. 
 
021. (5) 3rd Stone From The Sun (official voice overdub session, stereo) 
        Source: The Jimi Hendrix Experience [purple box] 
        Univibes number: S1535 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:35 (n/a) [2:35] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, voice), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums), Chas Chandler 
(voice). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Secondary 
Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is a voice overdub session with three takes of the “level 2” vocal parts by Jimi and Chas 
with the backing track heard low in the background; see track 028. Take 1 of the session runs from 0:00-0:45 as 
Jimi begins, “Star fleet to scout ship, will you please give your position. Over.” Followed by Chas saying, “I am in 
orbit around the planet…the third planet of the sun known…” Jimi then asks, “May this be Earth? Over.” Chas 
responds, “Positive. It is known by the…to have some form of intelligent species.” Jimi then says, “Well, we’ll just 
take a look then.” As Jimi begins his spaceship sounds, Chas breaks in, “You better…better do this again ‘cause 
there’s so many [indecipherable]…” The brief take 2 runs from 0:46-0:52: “Star fleet to shout…” Take 3, which is 
the take used in (2) and (1), runs from 0:53-2:35. Jimi begins again, “Star fleet to scout ship, please give your 
position. Over.” Followed by Chas saying, “I am in orbit around the third planet of star known as sun. Over.” Jimi 
then asks, “May this be Earth? Over.” Chas responds, “Positive. It is known to have some form of intelligent 
species. Over.” Jimi then says, “I think we should take a look.” At 1:21 Eddie Kramer breaks in with an 
indecipherable comment for Jimi. From 1:24-1:40 Jimi gives his second dialogue, “Strange. Beautiful. Grass of 
green, with your majestic silver seas. Your mysterious mountains I’d wish to see closer. May I land my kinky 
machine?” From 2:00-2:35 Jimi gives his third dialogue, “Although your world wonders me with your majestic and 
superior cackling hen, your people I do not understand. So to you I shall put an end…and you’ll never hear surf 
music again. That sounds like a lie to me. Come on, man. Let’s go home.” 
        This track is sourced from The Jimi Hendrix Experience [purple box] which contains, as part of the same 
track following the voice overdub session, what is noted by Jimpress as an alternate mix of (2) “which runs longer 
at the end with more effects added”. Upon careful comparison it is exactly the same mix as (2), also confirmed by 
Doug Bell. Therefore the “alternate mix” section of the complete track as it appeared on the box set has been 
edited out for this compilation as it is a duplicate of (2). 
        Official Release: The Jimi Hendrix Experience [purple box] 
        Alternate Sources: Are You Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg (incomplete); The Complete Studio 
Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); The First Studio Sessions (incomplete); Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Are You Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg contains the voice overdub 
session only; track time = 2:36. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) contains 
both the voice overdub session followed by the copy of (2); track time = 9:18. The copy on The First Studio 
Sessions contains the voice overdub session only; track time = 2:35. The copy on The Jimi Hendrix Experience 
[purple box] contains both the voice overdub session followed by the copy of (2); track time = 9:18. The copy on 
Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) has the voice overdub session and the copy of (2) split into two tracks; 
combined track time = 9:18. 
 
022. (2) 3rd Stone From The Sun (official stereo mix) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. Stoned) 
        Univibes number: S015 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 6:40 (6:40) [6:45] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
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        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, voice), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums), Chas Chandler 
(voice). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Secondary 
Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: Overdubs and mixing for this track were done on 4 and 10 April 1967 at Olympic Sound Studios. 
Chas Chandler decided to scrap nearly the entire original recording from 11 January 1967 in favor of new 
overdubs. “We barely kept anything from the original session,” remembers Eddie Kramer (Ultimate Hendrix, page 
44). The brief spoken dialogue by Hendrix and Chandler was known as Wild Chat, recorded in five different takes 
of various segments on 10 April 1967 at Olympic Sound Studios. The line by Hendrix (4:27-4:32), “and you’ll 
never hear surf music again” actually ended with the words “that sounds like a lie to me”. Hendrix created the 
spaceship sounds by voicing them, as well as other sounds created by moving his headphones into and away 
from his vocal microphone; these sounds were labeled by engineer George Chkiantz on the studio tape boxes as 
Noises. The final fixes and mixes for this track were done on 24-25 April 1967 at Olympic Sound Studios. 
        The first segment of dialogue from 0:01-0:41 at half-speed is Jimi saying, “Star fleet to scout ship, please 
give your position. Over.” Followed by Chas saying, “I am in orbit around the third planet of star known as sun. 
Over.” Jimi then asks, “May this be Earth? Over.” Chas responds, “Positive. It is known to have some form of 
intelligent species. Over.” Jimi then says, “I think we should take a look.” The second dialogue segment from 
1:38-1:52 is Jimi saying, “Strange. Beautiful. Grass of green, with your majestic silver seas. Your mysterious 
mountains I’d wish to see closer. May I land my kinky machine?” The third segment of dialogue from 2:22-2:51 a 
repeat at half-speed of the second segment of dialogue. The fourth segment of dialogue from 4:09-4:32 is Jimi 
saying, “Although your world wonders me with your majestic and superior cackling hen, your people I do not 
understand. So to you I shall put an end…and you’ll never hear surf music again.” The fifth segment of dialogue 
from @4:39-4:48 at half-speed is Jimi saying, “just tryin’ the…the acid drop that make people fly”, which is 
actually part of a longer dialogue, most of which is buried in the mix but still present; see track 027. 
        Official Release: vinyl single [1982, Polydor POSPX-608 (12”); Polydor 2141-608 (12”)]; Are You 
Experienced; Inside The Experience; Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Are You Experienced [1980, Polydor 
(Germany) 2625 038]; The Jimi Hendrix Experience [purple box]; Jimi Hendrix Reference Library: Fuzz, Feedback 
& Wah-Wah (excerpt); Jimi Hendrix Reference Library: Whammy Bar & Finger Grease (4 excerpts); The Jimi 
Hendrix Story [Arcade France]; Kiss The Sky; Lifelines: The Jimi Hendrix Story (incomplete); Live & Unreleased: 
The Radio Show (incomplete); Sessions - Are You Experienced [Polydor]; The Singles Album; Voodoo Child: The 
Jimi Hendrix Collection 
        Alternate Sources: Are You Experienced [Barclay picture disc]; Are You Experienced: 50th Anniversary 
Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. Stoned); Are You Experienced And More; Are You Experienced?: Deluxe Edition 
Bootleg (from Are You Experienced [1986, Reprise 6261-2, DIDX 810 11B3 variation without NoNoise 
processing]); ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced; Axis Bold As Love 
[B476 bootleg CDR]; Come On [Universe]; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester, 2 copies); 
En Ecoutant Des Images; Jimi Hendrix [Champion Selection Series]; Live & Unreleased Part 1 [Westwood One 
pirate]; The Making Of Are You Experienced [Wonderland]; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1, 2 copies) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Are You Experienced [1967, Reprise RS 6261, first pressing]; track time = 
6:42. The copy on Are You Experienced [1985, Polydor (West Germany) 825-416-2] fades out very slightly early; 
track time = 6:41. The copy on Are You Experienced [1989, Polydor (Japan) P20P 22001] fades out very slightly 
early; track time = 6:41. The copy on Are You Experienced [1993, Polydor (USA) 521 036-2]; track time = 6:50. 
The copy on Are You Experienced [1997, MCA (Canada) MCASD-11602] was mastered with the levels too high 
cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 6:45. The copy 
on Are You Experienced [1997, MCA (USA) MCA2-11608]; track time = 6:42. The copy on Are You Experienced 
[2010, Sony Legacy 88697-62162-2] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in 
places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 6:44. The copy on Are You Experienced [2010, Sony 
Records Int’l SICP 2636-7] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places 
throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 6:45. The copy on Are You Experienced [2010, Experience 
Hendrix/Sony Music SICP-30001] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in 
places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 6:45. The copy on Are You Experienced: 50th 
Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. Stoned) is sourced from the 2010 180 gram vinyl remastered reissue of Are 
You Experienced (Legacy 88697-62395-1); track time = 6:45. The copy on Are You Experienced And More; track 
time = 6:51. The copy on Are You Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg is sourced from Are You Experienced 
[1986, Reprise 6261-2, DIDX 810 11B3 variation without NoNoise processing], and was mastered with the levels 
too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 6:47. 
The copy on ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced fades out very slightly 
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early, and tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 6:39. There are two copies of this track on The Complete Studio 
Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) with copy 1 labeled (2) and copy 2 labeled (5) which contains both the voice 
overdub session (5) followed by the copy of (2), which has been incorrectly labeled an alternate take of (2) by 
Jimpress; track time = 6:42. The copy on Inside The Experience has voice-over commentary at the start and end, 
and is incomplete at the end; track time = 6:39. The copy on Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Are You 
Experienced [1980, Polydor (Germany) 2625 038] fades out slightly early; track time = 6:41. The copy on The Jimi 
Hendrix Experience [purple box] contains both the voice overdub session (5) followed by the copy of (2), which 
has been incorrectly labeled an alternate take of (2) by Jimpress; combined track time = 9:18. The copy on Kiss 
The Sky [1984, Warner Bros. 1-25119] contains vinyl surface noise; track time = 6:48. The copy on Kiss The Sky 
[1989, Polydor (Japan) P20P 22017]; track time = 6:46. There are two copies of this track on Moonbeams & 
Fairytales (Rev 3.1) with copy 1 labeled (2) being was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and 
low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping), and copy 2 labeled (5), which is actually a copy of 
(2); track time = 6:42. The copy on Sessions - Are You Experienced [Polydor] fades out very slightly early, and 
was mastered with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track 
(amplitude clipping); track time = 6:43. The copy on The Singles Album [1983, Polydor (West Germany) 2625 
047] fades out slightly early, and contains faint vinyl surface noise; track time = 6:42. The copy on The Singles 
Album [1989, Polydor (Japan) P58P 20112-13] fades out slightly early; track time = 6:41. The copy on Voodoo 
Child: The Jimi Hendrix Collection was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in 
places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 6:45. 
 
023. 3rd Stone From The Sun (official simulated (fake) stereo mix of (1)) 
        Source: Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Are You Experienced [1980, Polydor (Australia) 2625 038]; 
track courtesy of MarkJ; opening silence removed 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [6:33] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, voice), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums), Chas Chandler 
(voice). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Secondary 
Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 024 Notes. This simulated (fake) stereo mix 
using the mono mix (1) is predominantly heard in the left channel and barely heard in the right channel resulting in 
a track that sounds nearly mono. Doug Bell explains, “This is one of the Polydor fake stereo masters using the 
mono as the basis. Polydor originally released Are You Experienced in fake stereo created from the mono. Over 
the years and across countries they made a bunch of different fake stereo versions, all of which sound slightly (or 
significantly, in some cases) different. For the original German Polydor 184 085, they basically EQ'd the two 
channels differently: one was bassy and the other trebly, giving some separation but sounding weird under 
headphones. That's what you hear here. When Polydor released Smash Hits (184 138) the following year, the Are 
You Experienced tracks on that LP had a different fake stereo, the same idea but less heavy-handed. In that case 
there was no real separation but the fake stereo just added a little openness to the sound.” The source copy has 3 
seconds of silence at the start of the track, fades out @3 seconds earlier than (2) and (1), and has slight vinyl 
surface noise. 
        Official Release: Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Are You Experienced [1980, Polydor (Australia) 2625 
038] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
024. (1) 3rd Stone From The Sun (official mono mix) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. Stoned - 2018 Nipsyco remaster) 
        Univibes number: S015 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 6:31 (6:40) [6:39] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 

 

DISC 2 – STUDIO RECORDINGS 

https://www.discogs.com/The-Jimi-Hendrix-Experience-Are-You-Experienced/release/9046687
https://www.discogs.com/Jimi-Hendrix-Experience-Smash-Hits/release/716747
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        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, voice), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums), Chas Chandler 
(voice). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Secondary 
Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This is the standard mono mix. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced (mono); Backtrack Ten: Are You Experienced; Suns And Rainbow - 
Are You Experienced [aka The Old Barclay Box] 
        Alternate Sources: The 1st Experienced; Are You Experienced [B692 bootleg CDR]; Are You Experienced 
[B887 bootleg CDR]; Are You Experienced [Barclay]; Are You Experienced [Mono Masters]; Are You Experienced 
[Odeon]; Are You Experienced [Reprieve]; Are You Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. 
Stoned); Are You Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. Stoned - 2018 Nipsyco remaster); Are 
You Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg; Are You Experienced: The UK Mono Version (2013, Prof. Stoned); 
ATM 091: In Glorious Mono; ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced (2 
copies); The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); The Making Of Are You Experienced (2 
copies); Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) (2 copies, 1 incomplete) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Are You Experienced (mono) [1967, Barclay 829143, 1st pressing] has 
considerable vinyl surface noise; track time = 6:36. The copy on Are You Experienced (mono) [1967, Reprise R-
6261] is slightly clipped on the ending fade-out, and has considerable vinyl surface noise; track time = 6:32. The 
copy on Are You Experienced (mono) [1967, Track 612 001] contains vinyl surface noise; track time = 6:34. The 
copy on Are You Experienced (mono) [1971, Barclay 0820.143 T, 2nd pressing] has considerable vinyl surface 
noise; track time = 6:34. The copy on Are You Experienced (mono) [1973, Polydor 2683-031] contains slight vinyl 
surface noise, and sounds slightly muffled; track time = 6:36. The copy on Are You Experienced (mono) [2013, 
US Sony Legacy 88765419691] is slightly clipped on the ending fade-out, and sounds slightly muffled in 
comparison to other copies; track time = 6:33. The copy on Are You Experienced (mono) [2013, UK Sony Legacy 
88765441751] is slightly clipped on the ending fade-out, and sounds slightly muffled in comparison to other 
copies; track time = 6:32. The copy on Are You Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. Stoned); 
track time = 6:39. The copy on Are You Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. Stoned - 2018 
Nipsyco remaster); track time = 6:39. The copy on Are You Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg is sourced from 
the Barclay (France) “superior sounding” mono version, and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the 
high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 6:39. The copy on Are You 
Experienced: The UK Mono Version (2013, Prof. Stoned) is sourced from the 1971 Barclay reissue of Are You 
Experienced (XBLY 0820.143); track time = 6:39. The copy on ATM 091: In Glorious Mono fades out slightly 
early; track time = 6:32. There are two copies on ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You 
Experienced with copy 1 sourced from the Track Records mono release, fading out slightly early, and testing as 
lossy/MP3 in Trader’s Little Helper but tests as lossless in Exact Audio Copy (EAC) (track time = 6:33), and copy 
2 sourced from the Reprise Records mono release, fading out slightly early, sounding slightly muffled, and testing 
as lossy/MP3 (track time = 6:33). The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) fades 
out slightly early, and tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 6:33. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) was 
mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude 
clipping); track time = 6:34. The copy on Suns And Rainbow - Are You Experienced [aka The Old Barclay Box, MJ 
1st transfer] has a faint high-pitched digital transfer noise throughout the track; track time = 6:30. 
 
025. 3rd Stone From The Sun (official multitrack of (2), instrumental, stereo) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [6:46] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Secondary Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 022 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of the instruments only with the overdubbed “Noises” mixed out. There are two copies of 
this track present in the Rock Band .mogg file, one of which is labeled “instrumental, no vocal effects”, though 
after careful comparison they are exactly the same. These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though 
sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among 
collectors. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
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026. 3rd Stone From The Sun (official multitrack of (2), guitar, stereo) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [6:51] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Secondary Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 022 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Jimi’s isolated guitar parts, though the drums and bass can still be heard faintly in the 
background. The overdubbed “Noises” are mixed out here. These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, 
though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate 
among collectors. See also track 571. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
 
027. 3rd Stone From The Sun (official multitrack of (2), vocals 1, stereo) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [6:51] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, voice), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums), Chas Chandler 
(voice). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Secondary 
Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 022 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. It consists of one level of Jimi and Chas’s isolated vocal parts and the overdubbed “Noises”, though the 
instruments can still be heard faintly in the background. This track is especially notable in that most of the 
dialogue here is undetectable in (2), being buried in the mix though evidently still present since it is included in the 
multitrack. The first segment of dialogue between Jimi and Chas runs from 0:05-0:46 in @10% slower than 
normal speed. It consists of Jimi saying, “I don’t know man, do you think it’ll be worthwhiles to come down to 
Earth, and uh, mess with these people with these little funny tape recorders.” Followed by Chas saying, “As long 
as the [indecipherable] shield holds [indecipherable].” Jimi responds, “Yeah, well, you know how smart some 
people think they are.” Chas responds, “If I know the hippies they’ll [indecipherable] twice [indecipherable].” Jimi 
then says, “Pilot to co-pilot, uh, can you read me, there’s something down below. Can you check this down 
below.” Chas says, “Looks like it’s coming in alright.” Jimi responds as if urging Chas on, “More. Speak more.” 
From 1:07-1:10 Chas is heard saying at half-speed, “OK, do it again, do it...”, followed by Jimi coughing and then 
a tape stop/smear. The second segment of dialogue, the slowed voice heard from 3:38-4:54, when speeded up 
+100% Jimi is saying, “Something just doesn’t seem right with these, ah, people. Over. I think we’re gonna have 
ta’ kinda check this out…like, there’s a lot of acid heads around here…just tryin’ the…the acid drop that make 
people fly.” Only the end phrase is detectable in (2) at half-speed from @4:39-4:48. These Rock Band multitracks 
often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg 
files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
 
028. 3rd Stone From The Sun (official multitrack of (2), vocals 2, stereo) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [6:51] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, voice), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums), Chas Chandler 
(voice). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Secondary 
Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 022 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of a second level of Jimi and Chas’s isolated vocal parts, though the instruments can 
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still be heard faintly in the background in places; see also track 021. It is essentially four segments of spoken 
dialogue, two sections slowed in half and two sections at normal-speed. The first segment slowed voice heard 
from 0:06-0:46, when speeded up +100% Jimi is saying, “Star fleet to scout ship, please give your position. Over.” 
Followed by Chas saying, “I am in orbit around the third planet of star known as sun. Over.” Jimi then asks, “May 
this be Earth? Over.” Chas responds, “Positive. It is known to have some form of intelligent species. Over.” Jimi 
then says, “I think we should take a look.” This segment is heard at half-speed in (2) from 0:01-0:41. The second 
segment from 1:43-1:58 is Jimi saying, “Strange. Beautiful. Grass of green, with your majestic silver seas. Your 
mysterious mountains I’d wish to see closer. May I land my kinky machine?” This is heard at normal-speed in (2) 
from 1:38-1:52. The third segment slowed voice from 2:27-2:58 is a repeat of the second segment of dialogue 
heard at half-speed in (2) from 2:22-2:51. The fourth segment from 4:15-4:39 is Jimi saying, “Although your world 
wonders me with your majestic and superior cackling hen, your people I do not understand. So to you I shall put 
an end…and you’ll never hear surf music again.” This is heard at normal-speed in (2) from 4:09-4:32. At 4:51 Jimi 
coughs, which is buried in the mix of (2) but still present. These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, 
though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate 
among collectors. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
 
029. 3rd Stone From The Sun (official multitrack of (2), bass, mono) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [6:51] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Secondary Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 022 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Noel’s isolated bass part in mono accompanied by Mitch’s drums, though the guitar 
can still be heard faintly in the background. The overdubbed “Noises” are mixed out here. The overdubbed 
“Noises” are mixed out here. These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test 
as lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
 
030. 3rd Stone From The Sun (official multitrack of (2), drums, mono) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [6:50] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Secondary Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 022 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Mitch’s isolated drum part in mono accompanied by Noel’s bass, though the guitar 
can still be heard faintly in the background. The overdubbed “Noises” are mixed out here. The beginning of the 
track has 4.5 seconds of silence marred by faint static, and the end of the track has 40 seconds of silence marred 
by faint static. These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all 
have been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
 
031. (86-90) Fire (instrumental takes, mono) 
        Source: Out Of The Studio 2; optimally amplified, ending silence removed 
        Univibes number: S1472-1477 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 0:44+0:10+1:07+1:49+(1:49+1:15) 

     (0:46+0:09+1:06+1:48+(1:49+1:15)) 
     [0:44+0:09+1:07+1:49+(1:49+1:15)=7:34] 

        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
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        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums), unknown 
(tambourine). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. 
        Notes: 7 takes of this song were recorded at the session. Jimpress Part I notes this track as takes 1-5, 
whereas Jimpress Part III notes it as takes 2-6. Bell notes this track as takes 1-6. The track begins with take 1 
(86) which runs from 0:00-0:44. Jimi’s vocals can be heard very faintly in the background from 0:14-0:23, which 
would seem to indicate that the band is likely playing along to a pre-recorded guide demo by Jimi. At 0:46 Chas is 
heard to say, “Can you try it a bit slower Jim. It’s [indecipherable]. Just a little bit slower, [indecipherable].” This is 
followed by some instrumental noodling. Take 2 (87) runs from 1:06-1:15. Take 3 (88) runs from 1:19-2:26 
followed by a tape break. Again, Jimi’s vocals are heard very faintly in the background throughout the take. At 
2:27 there is a faint sound like a tape recorder button being pressed. Take 4 (89) runs from 2:28-4:17. Jimi’s very 
faint vocals are again heard in the background, especially noticeably from 2:42-2:53 and from 3:14-3:25. From 
3:38-4:10 Jimi performs an excellent guitar solo. At 4:19 Jimi gives a quick double-strum on his guitar, 
immediately followed by a very faint tape break click. From 4:20-4:21 there is a fragment of drum beats followed 
by another tape break. Take 5 (90) runs from 4:26-7:32, beginning with a count-in from Jimi at the 4:21 mark, 
“uhm, 2…” Jimi’s guide vocals are again faintly heard in the background though on this take they are very difficult 
to detect. Jimi performs another excellent guitar solo from 5:37-6:09. At 6:16 there is a sudden 2-second passage 
of silence, which I suspect is due to a collector’s tape flip, i.e. the take abruptly ending on side A of a tape and 
resuming on side B of the tape. All sources for take 5 (90) stop abruptly around the 1:49 mark after the solo then 
continue on after a couple seconds of silence. After two more quick dropouts at 6:33 and 6:34 the take continues 
to the end which falters to a stop and a sputter of notes from Jimi’s guitar. A tambourine is heard in places 
throughout these takes, especially noticeable at 0:55, 1:34 and from 5:02-5:08, which is not noted in the reference 
sources, though who is playing it is unknown. 
        Alternate Sources: The 1st Experienced; Are You Experienced And More; Are You Experienced?: Deluxe 
Edition Bootleg; Are You Experienced Sessions 1966-67; Are You Experienced: The Sessions Vol. 1; Are You 
More Experienced; ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced; The Complete 
Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); Electric Warrior ((90) only with two edits at 1:49 and 1:59 removing 
tape cuts and some music); The First Studio Sessions; I Am Experienced; In The Studio Volume 10 (lossy); The 
Making Of Are You Experienced [Wonderland]; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Olympic Gold Vol. 1; Olympic 
Sessions; Out Of The Studio 2; Out Of The Studio: Strongest Edition; Savage Beethoven ((89) only); Studio '67 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Are You Experienced And More is divided into (86-89) and (90) with (90) 
fading out slightly early; combined track time = 4:15+3:04=7:20. The copy on Are You Experienced?: Deluxe 
Edition Bootleg was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the 
track (amplitude clipping); track time = 7:34. The copy on Are You Experienced: The Sessions Vol. 1 was 
mastered with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track 
(amplitude clipping); track time = 7:37. The copy on ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are 
You Experienced (disc 2) is divided into 5 tracks, and was mastered with the levels very slightly too high cutting 
off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); combined track time = 
1:06+0:13+1:09+1:58+3:08=7:35. The copy on The Complete Are You Experienced Outtakes; track time = 7:36. 
The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) is divided into 5 tracks, and was mastered 
with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude 
clipping); combined track time = 1:06+0:13+1:09+1:58+3:08 
=7:35. The copy on The First Studio Sessions has (90) divided into two parts; combined track time = 
1:05+0:13+1:09+1:57+(2:03+1:00)=7:29. The copy on In The Studio Volume 10 was mastered with the levels too 
high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping), and is known to be 
lossy/MP3 (all tracks on volumes 5-10 of this set are known to be lossy/MP3, i.e. no lossless copies exist); track 
time = 7:33. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) is divided into 6 tracks, and was mastered with the 
levels very slightly too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); 
combined track time = 1:04+0:14+1:10+1:56+(1:52+1:18)=7:36. The copy on Olympic Gold Vol. 1 is divided into 5 
tracks, contains 16 seconds of “silence” at the end – though from the 3:10-3:13 mark there is the extremely faint 
sound of someone singing, and upon amplification it does not sound like Jimi but is likely some type of unrelated 
tape bleed-through – and was mastered with the levels very low in comparison to other source copies; combined 
track time = 1:07+0:12+1:10+1:55+3:24=7:50 (7:34 without the ending silence). The copy on Out Of The Studio 2 
contains 20 seconds of silence at the end (from the 7:36-7:39 mark there is the extremely faint sound of someone 
singing, and upon amplification it does not sound like Jimi but is likely some type of unrelated tape bleed-through; 
see ((5) 51st Anniversary from this source for a similar anomaly), and was mastered with the levels very low in 
comparison to other source copies; track time = 7:54 (7:34 without the ending silence). The copy on Out Of The 
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Studio: Strongest Edition has 19 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 7:54. The copy on Studio '67 is 
divided into 5 tracks, has 5 seconds of silence at the end, and was mastered with the levels very low in 
comparison to other source copies (thus, probably sourced from Olympic Gold Vol. 1 or Out Of The Studio 2); 
combined track time = 1:07+0:12+1:10+1:55+3:13=7:39. 
 
032. (3) Fire (take 7, instrumental backing track, mono) 
        Source: Astro Man 
        Univibes number: S1064 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:35 (2:35) [2:32] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: 7 takes of this song were recorded at the session. Jimpress notes this track as take 7, an 
instrumental backing track of (1) in mono. At the 1:25 mark it sounds like someone saying “don’t stop”, partially 
drowned out by the instruments though still detectable, although this could just be an auditory misinterpretation. 
Echo has obviously been applied to this backing track, which is @10 seconds incomplete at the end. The track 
fades out quickly 10 seconds earlier than the stereo mix (2), ending just before Jimi’s whooping vocalizations that 
are heard from 2:35-2:37 in (2) just before the fade-out. 
        Alternate Sources: The 1st Experienced; Are You Experienced And More; Are You Experienced?: Deluxe 
Edition Bootleg; Are You Experienced Sessions 1966-67; Are You More Experienced; Astro Man; ATM 109-112: 
Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced; Axis Bold A Love: The Alternate Versions; 
Beginnings 66-68; The Complete Are You Experienced Outtakes; The Complete BBC Session And...; The 
Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); De Lane Lea Demos And Olympic Outs; Demos 1968 
[World Productions of Compact Music]; En Ecoutant Des Images; First Steps; The First Studio Sessions; Get The 
Experience!; I Am Experienced; In The Studio Volume 10 (lossy); Instrumentals Volume 1 (2017, Funkydrummer); 
Jimi: A Musical Legacy; Jimi Plays Berkeley/The Studio Outtakes...1966-1970; Magic Hand; The Making Of Are 
You Experienced [Wonderland]; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Olympic Gold Vol. 1; Olympic Sessions; Out 
Of The Studio: Demo’s From 1967; Out Of The Studio 2; Studio '67; The Studio Out-Takes 1966-1970; Studio 
Out-Takes Volume 1...1966-1968; The Studio Out-takes Volume 1 1966-1968; Studio Recordings 1967-1968; 
The Wind Cries Mary [Oil Well] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Are You Experienced And More; track time = 2:32. The copy on Are You 
Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg has 5 seconds of silence at the end, and was mastered with the levels too 
high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:36. The 
copy on Astro Man seems to have slightly better sound quality than other source copies; track time = 2:32. The 
copy on ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced is slightly clipped at the end; 
track time = 2:36. The copy on The Complete Are You Experienced Outtakes; track time = 2:32. The copy on The 
Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) is slightly clipped at the end; track time = 2:36. The copy on 
De Lane Lea Demos And Olympic Outs is very slightly clipped at the end; track time = 2:36. The copy on First 
Steps fades out too soon, tests as lossy/MP3, and was mastered with the levels slightly too high cutting off the 
high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:37. The copy on Get The 
Experience! is slightly clipped at the end; track time = 2:41. The copy on In The Studio Volume 10 is known to be 
lossy/MP3 (all tracks on volumes 5-10 of this set are known to be lossy/MP3, i.e. no lossless copies exist), and 
was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude 
clipping); track time = 2:32. The copy on Instrumentals Volume 1 (2017, Funkydrummer) is slightly clipped at the 
end; track time = 2:35. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) is slightly clipped at the end; track time = 
2:35. The copy on Olympic Gold Vol. 1 has more tape hiss than other source copies, and contains 16 seconds of 
silence at the end, and some digital anomalies from 0:06-0:14; track time = 2:51. The copy on Out Of The Studio: 
Demo’s From ’67 is slightly clipped at the end; track time = 2:34. The copy on Out Of The Studio 2 has more tape 
hiss than other source copies, and contains 14 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 2:48. The copy on 
Studio ’67; track time = 2:34. 
 
033. (2) Fire (official stereo mix) 
        Source: Are You Experienced [1967, Reprise RS 6261, first pressing] 
        Univibes number: S014 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:41 (2:41) [2:43] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
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        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: 7 takes of this song were recorded at the session. This track uses take 7 as the backing track. 
Overdubs and mixing for this track were done on 8 February 1967 at Olympic Sound Studios. The final fixes and 
mixes for this track were done 24-25 April 1967 at Olympic Sound Studios. The vocals are mixed centrally, the 
bass mixed right of center, the drums mixed left of center, the backing vocals mixed to the left, and the guitar 
mixed in both channels. The track runs 10 seconds longer at the end than the simulated (fake) stereo and mono 
versions; in this ending segment Jimi is heard making some whooping vocalizations from 2:35-2:37 just before the 
fade-out. 
        Official Release: vinyl single [1969, Track 604033; Polydor (Germany, Turkey) 59375; Polydor (Italy) NH-
59375; Polydor (Australia) 604033; Polydor (Spain) 1060079; Polydor (Greece) 298; 1970, Polydor/RTB 
(Yugoslavia) S-53579; 1992, Polydor (France) 863-912-7]; vinyl split single [1969, Polydor (Italy) NH-59375/AS-
076, labeled Let Me Light Your Fire]; vinyl EP [1968, Polydor (Mexico) EPO-1499, labeled Fuego; 1968?, Polydor 
(Portugal) 60041; 1970s?, Barclay 071.157; Polydor (Australia, New Zealand) EPH-60036; Polydor (Uruguay, 
Argentina) 10150, labeled Fuego; Are You Experienced, 1970s?, TK Records (Thailand) TK241]; CD single 
[1992, Polydor (France) 863-916-2]; CD EP [1992, Polydor (England or Germany) 863-917-2]; Are You 
Experienced; Backtrack Ten: Are You Experienced; Best Of Jimi Hendrix [Universe Gold]; Classic Singles 
Collection; Experience Hendrix: The Best Of Jimi Hendrix; Greatest Hits [2010, Experience Hendrix/Sony Music]; 
Hey Joe! [Selles]; Inside The Experience; Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Are You Experienced [1980, 
Polydor (Germany) 2625 038]; Jimi Hendrix Reference Library: Octavia & Univibe (excerpt); Sessions - Are You 
Experienced [Polydor]; The Singles Album (labeled Let Me Light Your Fire); Smash Hits; Ultimate Experience 
[Polydor]; Voodoo Child: The Jimi Hendrix Collection 
        Alternate Sources: All Along The Watchtower [Experience Hendrix (fake) 10” LP]; All The Hits [Duchesse; 
Universe] (labeled Let Me Light Your Fire); Are You Experienced [B149 Barclay pirate]; Are You Experienced 
[Barclay picture disc]; Are You Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. Stoned); Are You 
Experienced And More; Are You Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg (from Are You Experienced [1986, 
Reprise 6261-2, DIDX 810 11B3 variation without NoNoise processing]); ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - 
The Making Of Are You Experienced; The Best Of Jimi Hendrix [Dureco]; The Best Of Jimi Hendrix [Musical]; 
Burnin’ Soul; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); En Ecoutant Des Images; 
Introspective/The Wind Cries Mary [Oil Well]; Jimi Hendrix [Bell (bootleg label)]; Jimi Hendrix [Champion Selection 
Series]; Jimi Hendrix [Falcon Neue Medien/Eurosound]; Jimi Hendrix [Universe 3323]; Jimi Hendrix And Pink 
Floyd [Golden Pop’s Gallery]; The Making Of Are You Experienced [Wonderland]; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 
3.1) (3 copies, 2 are fake alternate mixes); Test Pressing Singles (2018, M. Sheridan) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on All The Hits [Universe] is labeled Let Me Light Your Fire, and fades out 
several seconds early; track time = 2:38. The copy on Are You Experienced [1967, Reprise RS 6261, first 
pressing] contains the complete ending fade-out; track time = 2:43. The copy on Are You Experienced [1973, 
Polydor (UK) 2683-031] contains vinyl surface noise; track time = 2:44. The copy on Are You Experienced [1985, 
Polydor (West Germany) 825-416-2] fades out slightly early; track time = 2:45. The copy on Are You Experienced 
[1989, Polydor (Japan) P20P 22001] fades out slightly early; track time = 2:45. The copy on Are You Experienced 
[1993, Polydor (USA) 521 036-2] has 3 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 2:47. The copy on Are You 
Experienced [1997, MCA (Canada) MCASD-11602] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and 
low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time =2:42. The copy on Are You Experienced 
[1997, MCA (USA) MCA2-11608] fades out very slightly early; track time = 2:43. The copy on Are You 
Experienced [2010, Experience Hendrix/Sony Music SICP-30001] was mastered with the levels too high cutting 
off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:44. The copy on Are 
You Experienced [2010, Sony Legacy 88697-62162-2] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high 
and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:43. The copy on Are You 
Experienced [2010, Sony Records Int’l SICP 2636-7] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high 
and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:43. The copy on Are You 
Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. Stoned) is sourced from the 2010 180 gram vinyl 
remastered reissue of Are You Experienced (Legacy 88697-62395-1), has excellent sound, and contains the 
complete ending fade-out but it slowly fades very slightly prematurely; track time = 2:45. The copy on Are You 
Experienced And More fades out slightly early; track time = 2:44. The copy on Are You Experienced?: Deluxe 
Edition Bootleg is sourced from Are You Experienced [1986, Reprise 6261-2, DIDX 810 11B3 variation without 
NoNoise processing], fades out slightly early, and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and 
low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:45. The copy on ATM 109-112: 
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Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced fades out slightly early, and tests as lossy/MP3; 
track time = 2:42. The copy on Best Of Jimi Hendrix [Universe Gold] fades out early, is a stereo opposite variation 
i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa, 
and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track 
(amplitude clipping); track time = 2:36. There are two copies on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP 
Dester) with copy 1 containing the complete ending fade-out (track time = 2:43), and copy 2 incorrectly labeled a 
copy of (1), fading out slightly early (track time = 2:41). The copy on Experience Hendrix: The Best Of Jimi 
Hendrix was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track 
(amplitude clipping); track time = 2:43. The copy on Greatest Hits [2010, Experience Hendrix/Sony Music] has 3 
seconds of silence at the end; track time = 2:46. The copy on Inside The Experience has voice-over commentary 
at the start and end, and is incomplete at the end; track time = 2:40. The copy on Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary 
Box) - Are You Experienced [1980, Polydor (Germany) 2625 038] fades out a few seconds early; track time = 
2:41. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high 
and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:42. The copy on Sessions - Are 
You Experienced [Polydor] fades out slightly early, and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high 
and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:41. The copy on The Singles 
Album [1983, Polydor (West Germany) 2625 047] is labeled Let Me Light Your Fire, and fades out slightly early; 
track time = 2:42. The copy on The Singles Album [1989, Polydor (Japan) P58P 20112-13] fades out several 
seconds early; track time = 2:37. The copy on Smash Hits [1976, Reprise MS 2025] contains vinyl surface noise; 
track time = 2:42. The copy on Smash Hits [1984, Polydor (West Germany) 825-255-2] fades out slightly early; 
track time = 2:40. The copy on Smash Hits [1988, Polydor 613004] fades out slightly early; track time = 2:43. The 
copy on Smash Hits [1989, Polydor (Japan) P20P 22003] fades out slightly early; track time = 2:41. The copy on 
Smash Hits [2002, MCA (Europe) 113-007-2] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low 
ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:44. The copy on Smash Hits [2002, MCA 
(USA) 088-112-984-2] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places 
throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:45. The copy on Test Pressing Singles (2018, M. 
Sheridan) is probably sourced from Classic Singles Collection; track time = 2:43. The copy on Ultimate 
Experience [Polydor] fades out very slightly early; track time = 2:43. The copy on Voodoo Child: The Jimi Hendrix 
Collection fades out very slightly early, and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low 
ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:43. 
 
034. Fire (official simulated (fake) stereo mix of (1)) 
        Source: Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Are You Experienced [1980, Polydor (Australia) 2625 038]; 
optimally amplified; track courtesy of MarkJ 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:33] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 035 Notes. This simulated (fake) stereo mix 
using the mono mix (1) is predominantly heard in the left channel and barely heard in the right channel resulting in 
a track that sounds nearly mono. Doug Bell explains, “This is one of the Polydor fake stereo masters using the 
mono as the basis. Polydor originally released Are You Experienced in fake stereo created from the mono. Over 
the years and across countries they made a bunch of different fake stereo versions, all of which sound slightly (or 
significantly, in some cases) different. For the original German Polydor 184 085, they basically EQ'd the two 
channels differently: one was bassy and the other trebly, giving some separation but sounding weird under 
headphones. That's what you hear here. When Polydor released Smash Hits (184 138) the following year, the Are 
You Experienced tracks on that LP had a different fake stereo, the same idea but less heavy-handed. In that case 
there was no real separation but the fake stereo just added a little openness to the sound.” The track fades out 10 
seconds earlier than the stereo mix (2), ending just before Jimi’s whooping vocalizations from 2:35-2:37 in (2) just 
before the fade-out. 
        Official Release: Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Are You Experienced [1980, Polydor (Australia) 2625 
038] 
 
035. (1) Fire (official mono mix) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: The UK Mono Version (2013, Prof. Stoned); ending silence removed 
        Univibes number: S014 

https://www.discogs.com/The-Jimi-Hendrix-Experience-Are-You-Experienced/release/9046687
https://www.discogs.com/Jimi-Hendrix-Experience-Smash-Hits/release/716747
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        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:32 (2:30) [2:33] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This is the standard mono mix. The track fades out 10 seconds earlier than the stereo mix (2), ending 
just before Jimi’s whooping vocalizations from 2:35-2:37 in (2) just before the fade-out. 
        Official Release: vinyl single [1967, Polydor (Australia) NH-59137 (mono); Polydor (Philippines) PRO-3180; 
1969, Polydor (Peru) L-70299-F (mono), labeled Dejame Prender Tu Fuego]; vinyl EP [1972, Polydor (Germany) 
2835-040; Smash Hits, 1970s?, Royal (Iran) RT-597-89]; Are You Experienced (mono); Jimi Hendrix Volume 3: 
Greatest Hits [Barclay]; Legacy; Smash Hits (mono); Suns And Rainbow - Are You Experienced [aka The Old 
Barclay Box] 
        Alternate Sources: The 1st Experienced; Are You Experienced [B692 bootleg CDR]; Are You Experienced 
[B887 bootleg CDR]; Are You Experienced [Barclay]; Are You Experienced [Mono Masters]; Are You Experienced 
[Odeon]; Are You Experienced [Reprieve]; Are You Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. 
Stoned); Are You Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. Stoned - 2018 Nipsyco remaster); Are 
You Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg; Are You Experienced: The UK Mono Version (2013, Prof. Stoned); 
ATM 091: In Glorious Mono; ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced (2 
copies); Legacy [B616 pirate CDR]; The Making Of Are You Experienced (2 copies); Moonbeams & Fairytales 
(Rev 3.1); Smash Hits [Reprieve] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Are You Experienced (mono) [1967, Barclay 829143, 1st pressing] has 6 
seconds of silence at the end, and has considerable vinyl surface noise; track time = 2:37. The copy on Are You 
Experienced (mono) [1967, Reprise R-6261] has 3 seconds of silence at the end, and contains vinyl surface 
noise; track time = 2:34. The copy on Are You Experienced (mono) [1967, Track 612 001] has 6 seconds of 
silence at the end, and contains vinyl surface noise; track time = 2:36. The copy on Are You Experienced (mono) 
[1971, Barclay 0820.143 T, 2nd pressing] has 6 seconds of silence at the end, and has considerable vinyl surface 
noise; track time = 2:36. The copy on Are You Experienced (mono) [2013, US Sony Legacy 88765419691] has 3 
seconds of silence at the end, and contains vinyl surface noise; track time = 2:35. The copy on Are You 
Experienced (mono) [2013, UK Sony Legacy 88765441751] has 3 seconds of silence at the end, and contains 
vinyl surface noise; track time = 2:34. The copy on Are You Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 
(Prof. Stoned) is sourced from the 1971 Barclay reissue of Are You Experienced (XBLY 0820.143), and was 
digitally transferred with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the low end at the 0:39.7 mark (amplitude 
clipping), but has excellent sound; track time = 2:36. The copy on Are You Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 
1967-2017 (Prof. Stoned - 2018 Nipsyco remaster); track time = 2:36. The copy on Are You Experienced?: 
Deluxe Edition Bootleg is sourced from the Barclay (France) “superior sounding” mono version, contains 7 
seconds of silence at the end, and was digitally transferred with the levels too high cutting off the high and low 
ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:38. The copy on Are You Experienced: 
The UK Mono Version (2013, Prof. Stoned) is sourced from the 1971 Barclay reissue of Are You Experienced 
(XBLY 0820.143), has 3 seconds of silence at the end, and has excellent sound; track time = 2:36. The copy on 
ATM 091: In Glorious Mono has inferior sound in comparison to the Prof. Stoned source copies; track time = 2:32. 
The copy on ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced (disc 2); track time = 
2:33. The copy on ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced (disc 4); track time 
= 2:34. There is supposedly a copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) but it is actually 
a copy of (2). The copy on Greatest Hits [Barclay]; track time = 2:31. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 
3.1) was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track 
(amplitude clipping); track time = 2:33. The copy on Smash Hits [1974, MPF 1077] has 2 seconds of silence at the 
start, 3 seconds of silence at the end, and contains vinyl surface noise; track time = 2:37. The copy on Suns And 
Rainbow - Are You Experienced [aka The Old Barclay Box, MJ 1st transfer] has very good sound; track time = 
2:34. 
 
036. (106) Fire (official slightly longer alternate mix, stereo drums) 
        Source: West Coast Seattle Boy: The Jimi Hendrix Anthology; optimally amplified 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:49 (2:53) [2:51] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
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        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: Alternate mix of (2) with the drums in stereo and running to the end of the track rather than fading out. 
The whooping vocalizations heard in (2) from 2:35-2:37 are not present here. At the point in (2) where the track 
fades out on a sustained guitar note at the 2:42 mark, here the guitar note ends abruptly followed by a brief drum 
break followed by a guitar/bass phrase that ends the track. 
        Official Release: vinyl single [2011, Sony Legacy 88697-85851-7; Music On Vinyl MOV7005]; CD single 
[2011, Sony Legacy 88697-86150-2]; West Coast Seattle Boy: The Jimi Hendrix Anthology; West Coast Seattle 
Boy: The Jimi Hendrix Anthology [promo 15-track CD] 
        Alternate Sources: The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); Smash Alternates (2015, 
ghostryder14) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on the CD single [2011, Sony Legacy 88697-86150-2]; track time = 2:51. The 
copy on vinyl single [2011, Sony Legacy 88697-85851-7] is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left 
channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be 
the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 2:52. The copy on The Complete Studio 
Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); track time = 2:51. The copy on Smash Alternates (2015, ghostryder14) was 
mastered with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the low end at the 0:13.5 mark of the left channel 
(amplitude clipping); track time = 2:50. The copy on West Coast Seattle Boy: The Jimi Hendrix Anthology; track 
time = 2:51. The copy on West Coast Seattle Boy: The Jimi Hendrix Anthology [promo 15-track CD]; track time = 
2:53. 
 
037. (101) Fire (official alternate mix of (2), mono) 
        Source: Backing Tracks; optimally amplified 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:30 (2:30) [2:41] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals). Producer: 
Chas Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This track is an alternate mix of (2) created by Eddie Kramer specifically for the Line 6 Guitarport (via 
online download only), removing the guitar for practicing purposes. This track in mono begins with 2 seconds of 
silence followed by a 7-beat metronome count-in. The end of the track fades out early at the 2:31 mark as heard 
in (2) and (1) on the “yeah, baby” phrase. The source copy tests as lossy/MP3 due to having been sourced from 
an internet-only download. 
        Official Release: Line 6 GuitarPort (online) 
        Alternate Sources: Backing Tracks (sub-labeled D Minor); Jimi Hendrix Studio Tapes Without Guitar Univibe 
Wah [2006, eBay]; Line 6 Mixes [Bell, tape]; No Guitar 
 
038. Fire (official multitrack of (106), instrumental, stereo) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:44] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 036 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The release indicates this is a live version of the song from Live At Woodstock [1999, Experience Hendrix] 
but it is actually the alternate mix studio version (106) from West Coast Seattle Boy [2010, Experience Hendrix]. 
The track primarily consists of the instruments, although Jimi’s vocals can still be heard faintly in the background 
in places throughout the track. These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test 
as lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
 
039. Fire (official multitrack of (106), guitars, stereo) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:47] 

https://line6.com/guitarport/guitarportonline.html
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        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 036 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The release indicates this is a live version of the song from Live At Woodstock [1999, Experience Hendrix] 
but it is actually the alternate mix studio version (106) from West Coast Seattle Boy [2010, Experience Hendrix]. 
The track consists of Jimi’s isolated guitar parts, although Jimi’s vocals, the drums and the bass can still be heard 
faintly in the background in places throughout the track. These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, 
though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate 
among collectors. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
 
040. Fire (official multitrack of (106), lead vocals, mono) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:47] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, finger snapping), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 036 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The release indicates this is a live version of the song from Live At Woodstock [1999, Experience Hendrix] 
but it is actually the alternate mix studio version (106) from West Coast Seattle Boy [2010, Experience Hendrix]. 
The track consists of Jimi’s isolated vocals (and finger snapping) in mono, though the instrumental backing can 
still be heard faintly in the background. These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes 
they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 

 
 
 
 
 
 
041. Fire (official multitrack of (106), backing vocals, mono) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:47] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 036 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The release indicates this is a live version of the song from Live At Woodstock [1999, Experience Hendrix] 
but it is actually the alternate mix studio version (106) from West Coast Seattle Boy [2010, Experience Hendrix]. 
The track consists of a 1-2, 1-2-3 cymbal beat count-in at the start and Noel and Mitch’s isolated backing vocals in 
mono, though the instrumental backing and Jimi’s vocals can still be heard faintly in the background. These Rock 
Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from 
their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
 
042. Fire (official multitrack of (106), bass, mono) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 

 

DISC 3 – STUDIO RECORDINGS 
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        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:47] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 036 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The release indicates this is a live version of the song from Live At Woodstock [1999, Experience Hendrix] 
but it is actually the alternate mix studio version (106) from West Coast Seattle Boy [2010, Experience Hendrix]. 
The track consists of Noel’s isolated bass part in mono, although Jimi’s faint vocals, and the guitar and drums can 
still be heard mixed low throughout the track. These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though 
sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among 
collectors. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 

 
043. Fire (official multitrack of (106), drums, mono) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:47] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 036 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The release indicates this is a live version of the song from Live At Woodstock [1999, Experience Hendrix] 
but it is actually the alternate mix studio version (106) from West Coast Seattle Boy [2010, Experience Hendrix]. 
The track consists of Mitch’s drum part in mono accompanied by Noel’s bass, although Jimi’s vocals can still be 
heard faintly in the background in places throughout the track. These Rock Band multitracks often test as 
lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files which 
circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 

 
044. (2) The Wind Cries Mary (official stereo mix) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. Stoned); channels flipped 
        Univibes number: S005 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:17 (3:17) [3:22] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. 
        Notes: In the Kramer isolation mix of this track (see track 048), Chas Chandler notes that Jimi played five 
overdubbed guitar parts on this track. The source copy for this track is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s 
heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa. The vinyl 
and early CD releases of this track have the drums in the left channel, the vocals in the right channel, and the 
guitar solo mixed far right; stereo opposite variations have the drums in the right channel, the vocals in the left 
channel, and the guitar solo mixed far left. The bass and the rhythm guitar are mixed centrally. 
        Official Release: vinyl single [1967, Reprise 0572; Reprise 0597; 1972, Reprise 1118 (stock & promo); 
Barclay 061.360; Polydor (Holland) 2001-466; Die Grossen Vier Von Jimi Hendrix, 1970s?, Polydor (Germany) 
2607-001; 1982?, Polydor (Germany, Holland) 2200-135; 1992, Polydor (France) 863-912-7]; vinyl EP [1968?, 
Polydor (Portugal) 60041; 1970s?, Barclay 071.157; Polydor (Australia, New Zealand) EPM-60033; Polydor 
(Australia, New Zealand) EPH-60033; Polydor (Germany) 2135-013]; CD single [1992, Polydor (France) 863-916-
2]; CD EP [1992, Polydor (England or Germany) 863-917-2]; 6 Singles Pack [Polydor 260 8001]; Are You 
Experienced; Best Of Jimi Hendrix [Universe Gold]; Classic Singles Collection; Cornerstones 1967-1970; 
Experience Hendrix: The Best Of Jimi Hendrix; Greatest Hits [2010, Experience Hendrix/Sony Music]; Hendrix At 
"The Beeb"; Hey Joe! [Selles]; Inside The Experience (complete + 2 excerpts); Jimi Hendrix Reference Library: 
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Whammy Bar & Finger Grease (excerpt); The Jimi Hendrix Story [Arcade France]; Lifelines: The Jimi Hendrix 
Story; Live & Unreleased: The Radio Show; Rainy Day Dream Away [Hear Music]; Sessions - Are You 
Experienced [Polydor]; The Singles Album; Smash Hits; Ultimate Experience [Polydor]; Voodoo Child: The Jimi 
Hendrix Collection 
        Alternate Sources: All The Hits [Duchesse; Universe]; Are You Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 1967-
2017 (Prof. Stoned); Are You Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg (from Are You Experienced [1986, Reprise 
6261-2, DIDX 810 11B3 variation without NoNoise processing]); ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The 
Making Of Are You Experienced; The Best Of Jimi Hendrix [Dureco]; The Best Of Jimi Hendrix [Musical]; Burnin' 
Soul; The Complete BBC Session And... (incomplete); The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); 
Introspective/The Wind Cries Mary [Oil Well]; Jimi At The Beeb (incomplete); Jimi Hendrix [Bell (bootleg label)]; 
Jimi Hendrix [Champion Selection Series]; Jimi Hendrix [Falcon Neue Medien/Eurosound]; Jimi Hendrix [Universe 
3323]; Jimi Hendrix And Pink Floyd [Golden Pop’s Gallery]; Live & Unreleased Part 1 [Westwood One pirate]; The 
Making Of Are You Experienced [Wonderland]; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); The Obscure Singles [aka 
The Jimpress Collection: Pre-Experience Singles / Mono Singles]; Rescued From Randall’s Island (slightly 
incomplete start); Test Pressing Singles (2018, M. Sheridan); TV On The Radio: Tommy Vance Tribute Show; 
The Ultimate BBC Collection 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on 6 Singles Pack [Polydor 260 8001] was digitally transferred with the levels 
very slightly too high cutting off the high end in a few places of the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:18. 
The copy on All The Hits [Universe] is slightly clipped at the start; track time = 3:19. The copy on Are You 
Experienced [1967, Reprise RS 6261, first pressing]; track time = 3:19. The copy on Are You Experienced [1993, 
Polydor (USA) 521 036-2] is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source 
copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa, and has 3 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 
3:24. The copy on Are You Experienced [1997, MCA (Canada) MCASD-11602] is a stereo opposite variation i.e. 
what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa, and 
was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude 
clipping); track time = 3:21. The copy on Are You Experienced [1997, MCA (USA) MCA2-11608] is a stereo 
opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel 
here and vice versa; track time = 3:19. The copy on Are You Experienced [2010, Sony Legacy 88697-62162-2] is 
a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right 
channel here and vice versa, and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in 
places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:20. The copy on Are You Experienced [2010, Sony 
Records Int’l SICP 2636-7] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places 
throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:21. The copy on Are You Experienced: 50th Anniversary 
Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. Stoned) is sourced from the 2010 180 gram vinyl remastered reissue of Are You 
Experienced (Legacy 88697-62395-1), is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most 
other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa, has 3 seconds of silence at the end, and 
has excellent sound; track time = 3:22. The copy on Are You Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg is sourced 
from Are You Experienced [1986, Reprise 6261-2, DIDX 810 11B3 variation without NoNoise processing], is a 
stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right 
channel here and vice versa, and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in 
places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:22. The copy on ATM 109-112: Maximum 
Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced; track time = 3:20. The copy on Best Of Jimi Hendrix [Universe 
Gold] fades out very slightly on the ending; track time = 3:20. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 
(2018, OP Dester); track time = 3:19. The copy on Cornerstones 1967-1970 [CD] is a stereo opposite variation i.e. 
what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa, has 
3 seconds of silence at the start, and has excellent sound comparable to the Prof. Stoned version; track time = 
3:24. The copy on Experience Hendrix: The Best Of Jimi Hendrix is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in 
the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa, and was mastered 
with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track 
time = 3:20. The copy on Greatest Hits [2010, Experience Hendrix/Sony Music] was mastered with the levels too 
high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:22. The 
complete copy on Inside The Experience has voice-over commentary at the start, and is slightly incomplete at the 
end; track time = 3:19. The copy on Lifelines: The Jimi Hendrix Story is slightly clipped at the start, and has voice-
over commentary at the very end; track time = 3:15. Live & Unreleased: The Radio Show is slightly clipped at the 
start, and has voice-over commentary at the very end; track time = 3:15. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales 
(Rev 3.1) is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in 
the right channel here and vice versa, and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends 
in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:20. The copy on Rainy Day Dream Away [Hear 
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Music] is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in 
the right channel here and vice versa, and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends 
in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:21. The copy on Rescued From Randall’s Island 
[Tendolar] is missing the opening 12-second instrumental intro; track time = 3:07. The copy on Sessions - Are 
You Experienced [Polydor] is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source 
copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa, and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the 
high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:20. The copy on The Singles 
Album [1983, Polydor (West Germany) 2625 047] is very slightly clipped at the start; track time = 3:20. The copy 
on The Singles Album [1989, Polydor (Japan) P58P 20112-13] is very slightly clipped at the start; track time = 
3:18. The copy on Smash Hits [1976, Reprise MS 2025] contains vinyl surface noise; track time = 3:24. The copy 
on Smash Hits [1984, Polydor (West Germany) 825-255-2] is slightly clipped at the start; track time = 3:18. The 
copy on Smash Hits [1988, Polydor 613004] is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of 
most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa, and was mastered with the levels very 
slightly too high cutting off the low end in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:22. The 
copy on Smash Hits [1989, Polydor (Japan) P20P 22003]; track time = 3:18. The copy on Smash Hits [2002, MCA 
(Europe) 113-007-2] is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies 
is heard in the right channel here and vice versa, and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high 
and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:23. The copy on Smash Hits 
[2002, MCA (USA) 088-112-984-2] is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other 
source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa, and was mastered with the levels too high cutting 
off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:21. The copy on Test 
Pressing Singles (2018, M. Sheridan) is probably sourced from Classic Singles Collection, and is a stereo 
opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel 
here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time 
= 3:19. The copy on Ultimate Experience [Polydor]; track time = 3:23. The copy on Voodoo Child: The Jimi 
Hendrix Collection is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is 
heard in the right channel here and vice versa, and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and 
low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:20. 
 
045. (1) The Wind Cries Mary (official alternate mix of (2), mono) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. Stoned - 2018 Nipsyco remaster) 
        Univibes number: S005 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:20 (3:20) [3:22] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. 
        Notes: This mono mix has more echo applied to it than the stereo version (2), and fades out just before the 
ending drum roll as heard in (2). 
        Official Release: vinyl single [1967, Track 604004; Polydor (Germany, Sweden) 59078; Polydor (Italy, New 
Zealand) NH-59078; Polydor (Spain) 60.008; Polydor (Australia) NH-59096; Polydor (Japan) DP-1548; Barclay 
060840; Polydor (France) 2141-277; Polydor (South Africa) PD-9239; Reprise 0572 (mono promo); 1972, Reprise 
1118 (promo)]; vinyl EP [1967, Polydor (Israel) EP-IP 1011; The Best Of Jimmi Hendrix, 1971?, Polydor 
(Portugal) 2229-083]; vinyl mini-EP [Mini-Boum, 1968, Barclay 500004]; Are You Experienced (mono); The Best 
Of Jimi Hendrix [Karussell]; Classic Singles Collection Vol. 2; Jimi Hendrix Volume 3: Greatest Hits [Barclay]; 
Legacy; The Singles Collection; Smash Hits [Polydor (Europe, Japan)] (mastered slow); Smash Hits (mastered 
slow) 
        Alternate Sources: Are You Experienced [B692 bootleg CDR]; Are You Experienced [Odeon]; Are You 
Experienced [Reprieve]; Are You Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. Stoned); Are You 
Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. Stoned - 2018 Nipsyco remaster); Are You 
Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg; Are You Experienced: The UK Mono Version (2013, Prof. Stoned); ATM 
091: In Glorious Mono; ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced (2 copies); 
The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); The First Studio Sessions; Legacy [B616 pirate CDR]; 
The Making Of Are You Experienced (2 copies); Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); The Obscure Singles [aka 
The Jimpress Collection: Pre-Experience Singles / Mono Singles]; Smash Hits [Reprieve] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on vinyl single [1967, Track 604004]; track time = 3:18. The copy on Are You 
Experienced (mono) [1967, Reprise R-6261] contains vinyl surface noise; track time = 3:21. The copy on Are You 
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Experienced (mono) [2013, US Sony Legacy 88765419691] has 4 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 
3:22. The copy on Are You Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. Stoned) is sourced from 
Classic Singles Collection Vol. 2, and has 3 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 3:22. The copy on Are You 
Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. Stoned - 2018 Nipsyco remaster); track time = 3:22. The 
copy on Are You Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg is sourced from a mono single, has 5 seconds of silence 
at the end, and was digitally transferred with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places 
throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:24. The copy on Are You Experienced: The UK Mono 
Version (2013, Prof. Stoned) is sourced from Classic Singles Collection Vol. 2, and has 3 seconds of silence at 
the end; track time = 3:22. The copy on ATM 091: In Glorious Mono is very slightly clipped at the end; track time = 
3:17. There are 2 copies on ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced with copy 
1 being sourced from the vinyl single Track 604004, which contains vinyl surface noise, is slightly clipped at the 
end, and was digitally transferred with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the low end at the 3:04.7 mark 
(amplitude clipping), track time = 3:24; copy 2 is sourced from the vinyl single Reprise 0572 (mono promo) which 
contains vinyl surface noise; track time = 3:22. The copy on The Best Of Jimi Hendrix [Karussell 2499 043 
(Germany)] sounds mono but viewing the track in Audacity shows that it is in stereo, though this may be an 
anomaly caused by the considerable vinyl surface noise which is oddly dominant in the left channel; track time = 
3:16. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) contains vinyl surface noise; track 
time = 3:24. The copy on The First Studio Sessions was mastered with the levels slightly too high cutting off the 
high and low ends in several places throughout the track (amplitude clipping), and the left channel has slightly 
higher levels than the right channel; track time = 3:21. The copy on Jimi Hendrix Volume 3: Greatest Hits 
[Barclay]; track time = 3:16. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) was mastered with the levels too 
high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:21. The 
copy on The Singles Collection [2003, MCA 0602498145036] is very slightly clipped at the end, and was 
mastered with the levels slightly too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track 
(amplitude clipping); track time = 3:18. The copy on Smash Hits [1974, MPF 1077] has 3 seconds of silence at the 
end, and vinyl surface noise; track time = 3:25. 
 
046. The Wind Cries Mary (official alternate mix of (1), simulated (fake) stereo) 
        Source: The Best Of Jimi Hendrix [Karussell 2499 043 (Germany)]; optimally amplified; track courtesy of 
Emil Vukov 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:18 (n/a) [3:16] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress. It is a simulated (fake) stereo mix using the mono mix (1) with 
heavy reverb added, which has the effect of sounding like the band is playing inside a tunnel. It fades out just 
before the ending drum roll as heard in (2). The source copy has light vinyl surface noise throughout, and the 
ending fade-out is very slightly clipped. 
 
047. (25) The Wind Cries Mary (official alternate mix of (2), low guitar, stereo) 
        Source: Backing Tracks; optimally amplified 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:19 (3:19) [3:28] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. 
        Notes: This track is an alternate mix of (2) created by Eddie Kramer specifically for the Line 6 Guitarport (via 
online download only), mixing the guitar low for practicing purposes, though still heard faintly in the background. 
This track in stereo begins with 2 seconds of silence followed by a 4-beat metronome count-in. The source copy 
tests as lossy/MP3 due to having been sourced from an internet-only download. 
        Official Release: Line 6 GuitarPort (online) 
        Alternate Sources: Backing Tracks (sub-labeled F Major); Jimi Hendrix Studio Tapes Without Guitar Univibe 
Wah [2006, eBay]; Line 6 Mixes [Bell, tape]; No Guitar 
 
048. The Wind Cries Mary (official Kramer isolation mix of (2), stereo) 

https://line6.com/guitarport/guitarportonline.html
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        Source: An Inside Look: Are You Experienced [DVD]; optimally amplified 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:41] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 044 Notes. This track is extracted from the 
documentary DVD accompanying the 2010 remaster of Are You Experienced, titled An Inside Look. In various 
segments Eddie Kramer isolates and comments upon Jimi’s lead vocal track, lead guitar track, and an additional 
guitar track from the master tapes. Chas Chandler provides additional commentary, noting that Jimi played five 
overdubbed guitar parts on this track. This track tests as lossy/MP3 due to its extraction from a video file. 
        Official Release: An Inside Look: Are You Experienced [DVD] 
 
049. The Wind Cries Mary (official multitrack of (2), instrumental, stereo) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:30] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 044 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track primarily consists of the instruments, although Jimi’s vocals can still be heard faintly in the 
background from 0:14-0:17. The end of the track has 10 seconds of silence marred by faint static. These Rock 
Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from 
their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
        Alternate Sources: Instrumentals Volume 1 (2017, Funkydrummer) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game]; track time = 3:30. 
The copy on Instrumentals Volume 1 (2017, Funkydrummer); track time = 3:21. 
 
050. The Wind Cries Mary (official multitrack of (2), version 1, guitar, stereo) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:28] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Dave 
Siddle. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 044 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Jimi’s isolated guitar parts, although his vocals and the drums can still be heard 
faintly in the background throughout the track. The track begins with 3 seconds of silence, and ends with 4 
seconds of silence. These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as 
lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
 
051. The Wind Cries Mary (official multitrack of (2), version 1, vocals + guitar solo, stereo) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:28] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. 
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        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 044 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Jimi’s isolated vocals plus the guitar solo from 1:24-1:56+, though the other guitar 
parts and instruments can still be heard faintly in the background in places. The track ends with 11 seconds of 
silence. These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have 
been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
 
052. The Wind Cries Mary (official multitrack of (2), version 1, bass, mono) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:28] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Dave Siddle. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 044 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Noel’s isolated bass part in mono, though the guitars and drums can still be heard 
faintly in the background throughout the track. The track ends with 5 seconds of silence. These Rock Band 
multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their 
original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
 
053. The Wind Cries Mary (official multitrack of (2), version 1, snare drum, mono) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:28] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 044 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Mitch’s isolated snare drum in mono, though some of the other drum parts can be 
heard in the background in places. The track ends with 6 seconds of silence. These Rock Band multitracks often 
test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files 
which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
 
054. The Wind Cries Mary (official multitrack of (2), version 1, kick drum, mono) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:28] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 044 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Mitch’s isolated kick drum in mono, though some of the other drum parts can be 
heard in the background in places. Jimi’s guitar is heard briefly from 1:21-1:23. The track ends with 5 seconds of 
silence. These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have 
been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
 
055. The Wind Cries Mary (official multitrack of (2), version 1, hi hat, stereo) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:28] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
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        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Dave Siddle. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 044 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Mitch’s isolated hi hat, though the other drum parts and instruments can be heard in 
the background in places throughout the track. The track ends with 6 seconds of silence. These Rock Band 
multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their 
original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
 
056. The Wind Cries Mary (official multitrack of (2), version 2, guitar, stereo) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:37] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 044 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. This track is very similar to the version 1 guitar multitrack, though they are different. The track consists of 
Jimi’s isolated guitar parts, although his vocals and the drums can still be heard faintly in the background 
throughout the track. The track begins with 6 seconds of silence marred by light static, and ends with 10 seconds 
of silence marred by light static. These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they 
test as lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
        Alternate Sources: The Solo Guitar Track CD 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game]; track time = 3:37. 
The copy on The Solo Guitar Track CD; track time = 3:37. 
 
057. The Wind Cries Mary (official multitrack of (2), version 2, guitar 2, stereo) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:37] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 044 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Jimi’s isolated guitar solo from 1:27-2:00 and 3:06-3:27, though Mitch’s drums can be 
heard faintly in the background during the first segment. The track ends with 10 seconds of silence. These Rock 
Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from 
their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
 
058. The Wind Cries Mary (official multitrack of (2), version 2, vocals, stereo) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:37] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Dave 
Siddle. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 044 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Jimi’s isolated vocals from 0:21-1:24 with guitar heard in the background, and vocals 
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again from 1:59-3:04 with the guitar accompaniment, though some of the other guitar parts and drums are heard 
in the background in places. The track ends with 31 seconds of silence. These Rock Band multitracks often test 
as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files 
which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
 
059. The Wind Cries Mary (official multitrack of (2), version 2, bass, mono) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:37] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Dave Siddle. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 044 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. This track is very similar to the version 1 bass multitrack, though they are different. The track consists of 
Noel’s isolated bass part in mono, though the guitars and drums can still be heard faintly in the background 
throughout the track. The track ends with 10 seconds of silence. These Rock Band multitracks often test as 
lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files which 
circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
 
060. The Wind Cries Mary (official multitrack of (2), version 2, drums, stereo) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:37] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Dave Siddle. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 044 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Mitch’s isolated drum part, though the bass and guitar can still be heard faintly in the 
background. The track begins with 7 seconds of silence marred by static, and ends with 10 seconds of silence 
marred by static. These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; 
all have been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
 
061. (2) Love Or Confusion (official stereo mix) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. Stoned); optimally amplified 
        Univibes number: S011 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:11 (3:10) [3:14] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Secondary Second Engineer: George 
Chkiantz. 
        Notes: Jimpress notes this track as the stereo mix of (1) with overdubs added to the vocals, though it seems 
what was actually added to the vocals was echo. Overdubs and mixing for this track were done on 8 February 
1967 at Olympic Sound Studios. Ultimate Hendrix notes that on 4 April 1967 at Olympic Sound Studios with Eddie 
Kramer as the engineer and George Chkiantz as the second engineer, “Chandler elected to overhaul the original 
recording and take advantage of the superior sound quality Olympic provided. A new four-to-four reduction mix 
was made, placing this new master three generations away from the original recording. Hendrix added a lead 
vocal and guitar part before a final mix was prepared and set aside for the album.” The final fixes and mixes for 
this track were done 24-25 April 1967 at Olympic Sound Studio. The Ultimate Lyric Book (2012, Backbeat Books) 
shows handwritten lyrics for this song on stationary from Hyde Park Towers, London. 
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        Official Release: Are You Experienced; Backtrack Ten: Are You Experienced; Inside The Experience 
(excerpt); Jimi Hendrix [1973, Polydor 2343-080; Polydor 3795-105; Polydor 3192-205; 1975, Contour 2870-481; 
Contour SG-043; 197?, Rainbow RDLC 1808]; Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Are You Experienced [1980, 
Polydor (Germany) 2625 038]; Jimi Hendrix Reference Library: Fuzz, Feedback & Wah-Wah (excerpt); Jimi 
Hendrix Reference Library: Rhythm (excerpt); Sessions - Are You Experienced [Polydor] 
        Alternate Sources: Are You Experienced [B149 Barclay pirate]; Are You Experienced: 50th Anniversary 
Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. Stoned); Are You Experienced And More; Are You Experienced?: Deluxe Edition 
Bootleg (from Are You Experienced [1986, Reprise 6261-2, DIDX 810 11B3 variation without NoNoise 
processing]); ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced; Come On [Universe]; 
The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); En Ecoutant Des Images; Greatest Hits Of Jimi 
Hendrix [Starling]; The Making Of Are You Experienced [Wonderland]; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Are You Experienced [1967, Reprise RS 6261, first pressing]; track time = 
3:11. The copy on Are You Experienced [1973, Polydor (UK) 2683-031] has vinyl surface noise; track time = 3:13. 
The copy on Are You Experienced [1985, Polydor (West Germany) 825-416-2] has very good sound; track time = 
3:13. The copy on Are You Experienced [1989, Polydor (Japan) P20P 22001] has very good sound; track time = 
3:13. The copy on Are You Experienced [1993, Polydor (USA) 521 036-2] was mastered with the levels slightly 
too high cutting off the high and low end at the 3:05 mark (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:17. The copy on Are 
You Experienced [1997, MCA (Canada) MCASD-11602] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high 
and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:12. The copy on Are You 
Experienced [1997, MCA (USA) MCA2-11608]; track time = 3:11. The copy on Are You Experienced [2010, Sony 
Legacy 88697-62162-2] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places 
throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:12. The copy on Are You Experienced [2010, Experience 
Hendrix/Sony Music SICP-30001] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in 
places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:12. The copy on Are You Experienced [2010, Sony 
Records Int’l SICP 2636-7] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places 
throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:12. The copy on Are You Experienced: 50th Anniversary 
Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. Stoned) is sourced from the 2010 180 gram vinyl remastered reissue of Are You 
Experienced (Legacy 88697-62395-1), and has 3 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 3:14. The copy on 
Are You Experienced And More fades out very slightly early; track time = 3:15. The copy on Are You 
Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg is sourced from Are You Experienced [1986, Reprise 6261-2, DIDX 810 
11B3 variation without NoNoise processing], and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and 
low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:15. The copy on ATM 109-112: 
Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 3:11. The copy on 
The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); track time = 3:11. The copy on Jimi Hendrix [1973, 
Polydor 2343-080]; track time = 3:13. The copy on Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Are You Experienced 
[1980, Polydor (Germany) 2625 038] is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most 
other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the 
digital transfer equipment and method, and it has excellent sound; track time = 3:11. The copy on Moonbeams & 
Fairytales; track time = 3:13. The copy on Sessions - Are You Experienced [Polydor]; track time = 3:11. 
 
062. Love Or Confusion (official alternate mix of (1), simulated (fake) stereo) 
        Source: Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Are You Experienced [1980, Polydor (Australia) 2625 038]; 
track courtesy of MarkJ 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:07] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Secondary Second Engineer: George 
Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 063 Notes. This simulated (fake) stereo mix 
using the mono mix (1) is predominantly heard in the left channel and barely heard in the right channel resulting in 
a track that sounds nearly mono. Doug Bell explains, “This is one of the Polydor fake stereo masters using the 
mono as the basis. Polydor originally released Are You Experienced in fake stereo created from the mono. Over 
the years and across countries they made a bunch of different fake stereo versions, all of which sound slightly (or 
significantly, in some cases) different. For the original German Polydor 184 085, they basically EQ'd the two 
channels differently: one was bassy and the other trebly, giving some separation but sounding weird under 
headphones. That's what you hear here. When Polydor released Smash Hits (184 138) the following year, the Are 

https://www.discogs.com/The-Jimi-Hendrix-Experience-Are-You-Experienced/release/9046687
https://www.discogs.com/Jimi-Hendrix-Experience-Smash-Hits/release/716747
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You Experienced tracks on that LP had a different fake stereo, the same idea but less heavy-handed. In that case 
there was no real separation but the fake stereo just added a little openness to the sound.” 
        Official Release: Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Are You Experienced [1980, Polydor (Australia) 2625 
038] 
 
063. (1) Love Or Confusion (official alternate mix of (2), mono) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. Stoned - 2018 Nipsyco remaster) 
        Univibes number: S011 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:06 (3:10) [3:10] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Secondary Second Engineer: George 
Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This mono mix doesn’t have echo on the vocals as heard in (2). 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced (mono); Legacy; Suns And Rainbow - Are You Experienced [aka The 
Old Barclay Box] 
        Alternate Sources: The 1st Experienced; Are You Experienced [B692 bootleg CDR]; Are You Experienced 
[B887 bootleg CDR]; Are You Experienced [Barclay]; Are You Experienced [Barclay picture disc]; Are You 
Experienced [Mono Masters]; Are You Experienced [Odeon]; Are You Experienced [Reprieve]; Are You 
Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. Stoned); Are You Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 
1967-2017 (Prof. Stoned - 2018 Nipsyco remaster); Are You Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg; Are You 
Experienced: The UK Mono Version (2013, Prof. Stoned); ATM 091: In Glorious Mono; ATM 109-112: Maximum 
Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced (2 copies); The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP 
Dester); The First Studio Sessions; Legacy [B616 pirate CDR]; The Making Of Are You Experienced (2 copies); 
Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Studio ’66 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Are You Experienced (mono) [1967, Barclay 829143, 1st pressing] has 5 
seconds of silence at the end, and has considerable vinyl surface noise; track time = 3:10. The copy on Are You 
Experienced (mono) [1967, Reprise R-6261] has 3 seconds of silence at the end, and contains vinyl surface 
noise; track time = 3:10. The copy on Are You Experienced (mono) [1967, Track 612 001] has 5 seconds of 
silence at the end, and contains vinyl surface noise; track time = 3:10. The copy on Are You Experienced (mono) 
[1971, Barclay 0820.143 T, 2nd pressing] has 3 seconds of silence at the end, and has considerable vinyl surface 
noise; track time = 3:08. The copy on Are You Experienced (mono) [2013, US Sony Legacy 88765419691] is 
slightly clipped on the ending fade-out, has 3 seconds of silence at the end, and contains vinyl surface noise; 
track time = 3:10. The copy on Are You Experienced (mono) [2013, UK Sony Legacy 88765441751] is slightly 
clipped on the ending fade-out, and contains vinyl surface noise; track time = 3:09. The copy on Are You 
Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. Stoned) is sourced from the 1971 Barclay reissue of Are 
You Experienced (XBLY 0820.143); track time = 3:10. The copy on Are You Experienced: 50th Anniversary 
Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. Stoned - 2018 Nipsyco remaster); track time = 3:10. The copy on Are You Experienced?: 
Deluxe Edition Bootleg is sourced from the Barclay “superior sounding” mono version, and was digitally 
transferred with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude 
clipping); track time = 3:11. The copy on Are You Experienced: The UK Mono Version (2013, Prof. Stoned) is 
sourced from the 1971 Barclay reissue of Are You Experienced (XBLY 0820.143); track time = 3:10. The copy on 
ATM 091: In Glorious Mono is slightly clipped at the end; track time = 3:07. The copy on ATM 109: Maximum 
Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced is slightly clipped at the end; track time = 3:07. The copy on 
ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced (disc 4) is slightly clipped at the end; 
track time = 3:09. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) is slightly clipped at the 
end; track time = 3:07. The copy on The First Studio Sessions; track time = 3:10. The copy on Moonbeams & 
Fairytales is very slightly incomplete on the ending fade-out; track time = 3:10. The copy on Studio ’66 tests is 
slightly clipped at the end, and tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 3:05. The copy on Suns And Rainbow - Are You 
Experienced [aka The Old Barclay Box, MJ 1st transfer] has a faint high-pitched vinyl transfer noise throughout; 
track time = 3:07. 
 
064. (5) Love Or Confusion (official alternate mix, stereo) 
        Source: West Coast Seattle Boy: The Jimi Hendrix Anthology 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:15 (3:17) [3:16] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
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        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Secondary Second Engineer: George 
Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is an alternate stereo mix of (2). The distorted lead guitar is mixed to the left up to the 1:24 
mark rather than centrally as heard in (2), and the vocals are mixed centrally as opposed to being panned to the 
left as in (2). There is only light echo applied to the vocals on this mix as opposed to the heavy echo heard in (2). 
The guitar solo primarily mixed centrally in (2) from 1:24-2:00 has very different panning here, with one example 
being the 1:55-1:59 section which is here panned from the center to the left and then slowly back to center 
whereas in (2) it is mixed centrally. The guitar from 2:00-3:04 here again is mixed primarily to the left with some 
panning whereas in (2) it is mixed primarily in the center. In (2) the panning from 3:04-end is to the left and center, 
whereas here the panning is back and forth between channels. 
        Official Release: vinyl single [2010, Sony/Legacy (UK)]; CD single [2010, Sony Legacy 88697-77217-2]; 
West Coast Seattle Boy: The Jimi Hendrix Anthology; West Coast Seattle Boy: The Jimi Hendrix Anthology 
[promo 15-track CD] 
        Alternate Sources: The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on CD single [2010, Sony Legacy 88697-77217-2]; track time = 3:17. The copy 
on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); track time = 3:16. The copy on West Coast Seattle 
Boy: The Jimi Hendrix Anthology; track time = 3:16. The copy on West Coast Seattle Boy: The Jimi Hendrix 
Anthology [promo 15-track CD]; track time = 3:18. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
065. Love Or Confusion (official multitrack of (2), instrumental, stereo) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:13] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Secondary Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 061 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of the instruments only with Jimi’s vocals mixed out. From 0:10-0:11 there is an odd 
crunching sound, and again at 1:19 and 2:49; whether or not these are part of the multitrack or an error due to the 
extraction from the .mogg file is unknown, though the sounds don’t seem to be present in (2) or (1). These sounds 
are also present in the multitrack for the bass (see track 069). The panning of the guitar at the end is the same as 
what is heard in (5), back and forth between the channels, rather than what is heard in (2), to the left and center. 
These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been 
extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
 
066. Love Or Confusion (official multitrack of (2), guitar, stereo) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:17] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. 
Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Secondary Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 061 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Jimi’s isolated guitar parts, though the drums can still be heard faintly in the 
background in places. The track begins with 3 seconds of silence. The panning of the guitar at the end is the 
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same as what is heard in (5), back and forth between the channels, rather than what is heard in (2), to the left and 
center. These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have 
been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
 
067. Love Or Confusion (official multitrack of (2), tracks, stereo) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:17] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. 
Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Secondary Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 061 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of one of Jimi’s isolated guitar parts in mono from 0:11-1:41 which switches to stereo 
from 1:43-3:06, though the drums can still be heard faintly in the background in places. The track begins with a 
cymbal beat count-in, 1, 2, 1-2-3-4, and ends with 12 seconds of silence. These Rock Band multitracks often test 
as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files 
which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
 
068. Love Or Confusion (official multitrack of (2), vocals, stereo) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:17] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Secondary Second Engineer: George 
Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 061 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. This track is a stereo opposite of what is heard in (2), i.e. what’s heard in the left channel there is heard in 
the right channel here and vice versa. The track consists of Jimi’s isolated vocals from 0:20-1:30 and 2:04-3:17, 
though the instruments are heard in the background throughout these segments. The panning of the guitar at the 
end is from the center to the side as is heard in (2), which is different from the panning heard in the multitracks for 
the instruments and guitar (see tracks 065 and 066), which are back and forth between the channels as is heard 
in (5). The end of the track is slightly clipped. These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though 
sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among 
collectors. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
 
069. Love Or Confusion (official multitrack of (2), bass, single-channel mono) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:17] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Secondary Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 061 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track, which is a single-channel mono track, consists of Noel’s bass part accompanied by drums, 
though Jimi’s guitar can still be heard faintly in the background in places. From 0:14-0:16 there is an odd 
crunching sound, and again at 1:23 and 2:53; whether or not these are part of the multitrack or an error due to the 
extraction from the .mogg file is unknown, though the sounds don’t seem to be present in (2) or (1). These sounds 
are also present in the instrumental multitrack (see track 065). The track ends with 8 seconds of silence. These 
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Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted 
from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
 
070. Love Or Confusion (official multitrack of (2), drums, mono) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:17] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Secondary Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 061 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track in mono consists of Mitch’s drums accompanied by bass, though Jimi’s guitar can still be heard 
faintly in the background in places. The track begins with 8 seconds of silence, and ends with 5 seconds of 
silence. These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have 
been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
 
 
====================================================================================== 
possibly 17 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, England, United 

Kingdom 
====================================================================================== 
 
071. (3) The Wind Cries Mary (alternate instrumental take, stereo) 
        Source: ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced 
        Univibes number: S1065 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:28 (3:28) [3:30] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: possibly 17 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, 
London, England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Dave Siddle? 
        Notes: This instrumental take has the drums mixed far to the right from the start up to the 0:39 mark, at 
which point they are mixed centrally. The speed of this track may be slightly slow, especially noticeable in 
comparison to the alternate mix (26) which sounds like a more natural speed (see track 073). The precise date of 
this track is unknown. 
        Alternate Sources: Are You More Experienced; ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are 
You Experienced; Axis Bold A Love: The Alternate Versions; Beginnings 66-68; The Complete Are You 
Experienced Outtakes; The Complete BBC Session And...; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP 
Dester); De Lane Lea Demos And Olympic Outs; Demos 1968 [World Productions Of Compact Music]; The First 
Studio Sessions; I Am Experienced; I Don’t Live Today [CD/LP]; In The Studio Volume 10 (lossy); Jimi: A Musical 
Legacy; Magic Hand; The Making Of Are You Experienced [Wonderland]; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Out 
Of The Studio: Demo’s From 1967; Studio '67; Studio Recordings 1967-1968; The Wind Cries Mary [Oil Well] 
        Comparison Notes: The various source copies of this track that were tested seem to be of comparable sound 
quality with very little difference between them. The copy on ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making 
Of Are You Experienced; track time = 3:30. The copy on The Complete Are You Experienced Outtakes; track time 
= 3:30. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); track time = 3:30. The copy on De 
Lane Lea Demos And Olympic Outs is very slightly clipped at the start; track time = 3:30. The copy on I Don’t Live 
Today [CD] is clipped at the start; track time = 3:37. The copy on In The Studio Volume 10 is known to be 
lossy/MP3 (all tracks on volumes 5-10 of this set are known to be lossy/MP3, i.e. no lossless copies exist), and is 
clipped at the start; track time = 3:30. There are two copies of this track on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) 
with copy 1 correctly sub-labeled [S1065] (track time = 3:29) and copy 2 incorrectly sub-labeled [S1464] (track 
time = 3:30). The copy on Out Of The Studio: Demo’s From ’67; track time = 3:29. The copy on Studio ’67; track 
time = 3:30. 
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072. The Wind Cries Mary (narrow stereo mix of (3)) 
        Source: Get The Experience! 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:30] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: possibly 17 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, 
London, England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Dave Siddle? 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. It is a narrower stereo mix of (3). At the start the drums are 
mixed to the right rather than far right, and the guitar and bass are mixed to the left rather than far left. At the point 
in (3) where the drums become mixed centrally, here they become mixed left-of-center. Another example of the 
differences can be heard in Jimi’s guitar solo from 1:25-1:57 where here the guitar is mixed to the left rather than 
far left as in (3). The sound quality of this track is also slightly better (less hiss) than the copies of (3) that were 
tested. The precise date of this track is unknown. 
 
073. (26) The Wind Cries Mary (alternate mix of (3), mono) 
        Source: Out Of The Studio 2; optimally amplified, tape silence removed 
        Univibes number: S1464 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:24 (3:24) [3:25] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: possibly 17 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, 
London, England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Dave Siddle? 
        Notes: Jimpress notes this track as the mono mix of (3), whereas Bell notes it as a slightly different mix. For 
comparison purposes, a copy of (3) was mixed to mono and speed-corrected +2% to match the speed of (26). 
Comparing the two tracks there does seem to be a difference with (26) possibly having light reverb applied to it. 
The precise date of this track is unknown. 
        Alternate Sources: The 1st Experienced; Are You Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg; Are You 
Experienced Sessions 1966-67; Are You Experienced: The Sessions Vol. 1; The Complete Studio Recordings 
1967 (2018, OP Dester); Olympic Gold Vol. 1; Olympic Sessions; Out Of The Studio 2; Out Of The Studio: 
Strongest Edition; Smash Alternates (2015, ghostryder14); Studio '67 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Are You Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg is sub-labeled “Master 
Backing Track”, has 4 seconds of silence at the end, and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the 
high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:28. The copy on The 
Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) has 3 seconds of tape silence at the start, and 2 seconds of 
tape silence at the end; track time = 3:29. The copy on Olympic Gold Vol. 1 has 7 seconds of tape silence at the 
end followed by the unrelated pre-music comments, etc. for (7) Can You See Me (recorded 13 December 1966), 
and has slightly muffled sound compared to other source copies; track time = 3:40. The copy on Out Of The 
Studio 2 has 3 seconds of tape silence at the start, and 2 seconds of tape silence at the end; track time = 3:29. 
There is supposedly a copy of this track on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) but it is a second copy of (3). The 
copy on Out Of The Studio: Strongest Edition has 3 seconds of tape silence at the start, and 2 seconds of tape 
silence at the end; track time = 3:29. The copy on Smash Alternates (2015, ghostryder14) was mastered with the 
levels very slightly too high cutting off the high and low ends in a few places of the track (amplitude clipping); track 
time = 3:25. The copy on Studio '67 has 7 seconds of tape silence at the end followed by the unrelated pre-music 
comments, etc. for (7) Can You See Me (recorded 13 December 1966), and has slightly muffled sound compared 
to other source copies; track time = 3:40. 
 
====================================================================================== 

possibly 8 February 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, 
Barnes, London, England, United Kingdom 

====================================================================================== 
 
        Special Notes: Jimpress notes the recording date and location of this song as 8 February 1967 De Lane 
Lea Music Recording Studios. Bell notes that both UniVibes and John McDermott in the book Sessions note the 
recording date as February 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios. However, Ultimate Hendrix, which is the 
updated version of Sessions, does not specify which date this song was recorded, but notes the 8 February 1967 
session took place at Olympic Sound Studios. Kees de Lange in the book Plug Your Ears notes the recording 
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date as possibly 8 February 1967 Olympic Sound Studios. If this song was recorded at De Lane Lea Music 
Recording Studios the recording engineer most likely would have been Dave Siddle. If this song was recorded at 
Olympic Sound Studios the recording engineer most likely would have been Eddie Kramer, perhaps the first song 
on which he was the engineer from start to finish. Ultimate Hendrix notes the final fixes and mixes for this song 
were done 24-25 April 1967 at Olympic Sound Studios with Eddie Kramer as the engineer. 
 
074. (3-7) Remember (5 instrumental takes, mono) 
        Source: Out Of The Studio 2; optimally amplified, 37-second opening segment from (8) spliced on at the end 
        Univibes number: S1486-S1490 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 0:29+2:29+0:46+1:45+2:53 (0:29+0:30+0:46+1:44+2:54) [14:18] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: possibly 8 February 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, 
London, England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums), Chas Chandler? (tambourine). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This track contains five instrumental takes in mono of the song in an attempt to get a backing track. 
There is an unknown tambourine player present on these takes, not noted in the reference sources, which can be 
heard faintly in places throughout the track and clearly on take 5 (7) at the 12:51 mark. Mitch Mitchell is credited 
in the reference sources as the tambourine player on (8) (see the following track), but it doesn’t seem likely that 
he is playing drums and tambourine at the same time here. Perhaps Chas Chandler has stepped in for this light 
duty. The track begins with 44 seconds of studio noises, chatter, and instrument noodling. From 0:22-0:25 Jimi 
plays the opening notes to the song, and again from 0:34-0:38. Take 1 runs from 0:45-1:14. Following this there 
are two false starts from 1:15-1:21 and 1:22-1:32. This is followed by more instrument noodling and studio 
chatter. Take 2 runs from 1:48-4:17. This is followed by more studio chatter and Jimi tuning his guitar. There are 
two tape breaks at 4:31 and 4:32. There is a false start from 4:34-4:41, followed by more of Jimi tuning, studio 
chatter, and instrument noodling. Jimi plays the opening notes to the song again from 6:04-6:06, followed by more 
tuning. Take 3 runs from 6:14-7:01. Again there is more of Jimi tuning and studio chatter from Chas. Take 4 runs 
from 7:50-9:36. There is more studio chatter, instrument noodling with Jimi and Noel practicing the main riff, and 
more guitar tuning. There is a tape break at 10:13, followed by take 5 which runs from 10:15-13:09. At the end of 
take 5 Chas comments, “Engineer(?) says do it again, but keep that track [indecipherable].” This is followed by 
some remarks by Mitch and further faintly heard studio chatter. At 13:34 Jimi checks his tuning then begins 
practicing the bridge riff. There is a tape break at the 13:42 mark. This is followed by a 37-second segment of 
studio comments, which begins with an indecipherable comment by Chas, followed by an 8-second false start, 
followed by some comments by Mitch: “He wants to have a piss, don’t you? You want to have a piss, don’t you?” 
Chas makes some comments, and then a faint click of a tape break is heard, which marks the end of this 37-
second segment. See the Special Notes below for a further explanation of this segment’s inclusion here as 
opposed to being part of (8). 
        Special Notes: See the Special Notes at the beginning of this session date’s section. (3-7) and (8) evidently 
circulated amongst collectors together on the same tape. The timing for (8) given by Jimpress and Bell includes 
an opening 37-second segment of studio commentary, however, the presence of a faintly heard tape click/break 
at the end of this segment, as well as the nature of (8), points to it actually belonging to the session that produced 
(3-7). For this reason I have edited that 37-second segment onto the end of (7), which explains the time 
differences between what is presented here and what is noted by Jimpress and Bell. Additionally, since there are 
no vocals for (3-7), and since (8) has apparent guitar overdubs, it seems reasonable to say that (8) is from a later 
overdub session than (3-7), possibly from the 24-25 April 1967 overdub/mixing sessions for the song at Olympic 
Sound Studios with Eddie Kramer as the engineer. For that reason I have separated (8) apart from (3-7) rather 
than combining them all together as they are often found on bootleg sources. Some of the Alternate Sources 
listed for (3-7) that were not available for testing may be the simulated (fake) stereo mix (see track 587). 
        Alternate Sources: The 1st Experienced; Are You Experienced And More; Are You Experienced?: Deluxe 
Edition Bootleg; Are You More Experienced; The Complete Are You Experienced Outtakes; The Complete Studio 
Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); The First Studio Sessions; I Am Experienced; The Making Of Are You 
Experienced [Wonderland]; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Olympic Gold Vol. 2 (partial); Olympic Sessions; 
Out Of The Studio 2; Out Of The Studio: Strongest Edition; Studio '67 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Are You Experienced And More is divided into (3-5), (6), and (7), and is 
incomplete, missing some of the studio chatter following (7) and elsewhere; combined track time = 
5:52+3:50+3:35=13:19. The copy on Are You Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg contains the pre-take studio 
chatter and false start for (8) at the end, and was mastered with the levels extremely high cutting off the high and 
low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 14:19. The copy on The Complete Are 
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You Experienced Outtakes is combined with (8), was mastered with the levels slightly too high cutting off the high 
and low ends in places during (8) (amplitude clipping), and contains some of the unrelated studio chatter and part 
of Manic Depression (recorded 29 March 1967) following (8); combined track time = 17:49. The copy on The 
Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) is divided into separate tracks for each take, and contains 5 
seconds of the pre-take studio chatter for (8) at the end of (7); combined track time = 
1:14+3:18+3:14+2:26+3:32=13:46. The copy on The First Studio Sessions is divided into nine tracks; track time = 
(0:53+0:07+0:25)+2:45+(1:34+1:35)+2:24+(3:15+0:31)=13:31. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) is 
divided into separate tracks for each take, has 3 seconds of silence at the start of (3), and contains the pre-take 
studio chatter and false start for (8) at the end of (7); combined track time = 1:49+4:27+1:35+2:24+4:03=14:19. 
The copy on Olympic Gold Vol. 2 is divided into separate tracks for each take, contains the pre-take studio chatter 
and false start for (8) at the end of (7), and seems to have less tape hiss than other source copies, but (3) and (4) 
seem to be in simulated (fake) stereo, with the track switching to mono at the 4:32 mark for the remainder of the 
takes, at which point there is also a repeat of Mitch’s comment “hang on”, indicating there was a splice here from 
another source; combined track time = 1:47+2:44+3:17+2:24+4:06=14:20. The copy on Out Of The Studio 2 is 
combined with (8), and contains some of the unrelated studio chatter and part of Manic Depression (recorded 29 
March 1967) following (8); combined track time = 17:49. The copy on Out Of The Studio: Strongest Edition 
contains the pre-take studio chatter and false start for (8) at the end of (7); track time = 14:18. The copy on Studio 
’67 is divided into separate tracks for each take, and contains 5 seconds of the pre-take studio chatter for (8) at 
the end; combined track time = 1:14+3:18+3:14+2:26+3:32=13:46. 
 
075. (8) Remember (vocal overdub session, mono) 
        Source: Out Of The Studio 2; optimally amplified, unrelated ending removed 
        Univibes number: S1491 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:47 (2:47) [2:54] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: possibly 8 February 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, 
London, England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums), Chas Chandler? or 
Mitch Mitchell? (tambourine). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: Jimpress describes (8) as an alternate rough mono mix of (1) with the vocals high and the guitar solo 
a little low. However it actually seems to be an overdub session for Jimi’s vocals. The backing track includes a 
basic instrumental track which is very similar to (7), although there are differences and they are not the same. The 
basic track used here has had additional guitar (and possibly other instrument) overdubs on top of it to create the 
backing track. It is this backing track which is being played back in order for Jimi to record his vocals to use for an 
overdub. At the end of the track Jimi gives a vocal “pop” into the mic, followed by 5 seconds of commentary by 
Chas, “Yeah…[indecipherable].” The official versions (2) and (1) fade out just before the complete end of the 
music and the vocal “pop” heard here. Mitch Mitchell is credited in the reference sources as the tambourine player 
here, but since there is also a tambourine player present on the basic track (7), and that it doesn’t seem likely that 
he was playing drums and tambourine at the same time there, it’s quite possible that the tambourine player here 
is the same as the unknown tambourine player in (3-7). Perhaps Chas Chandler has stepped in for this light duty. 
At the 2:10 mark there is an odd clacking sound heard, which can also be heard on the official versions (2) and 
(1), which indicates this track is likely the vocal overdub take that had additional mixing to create the finished 
version. 
        Special Notes: See track 074 Special Notes. Some of the Alternate Sources listed for (8) that were not 
available for testing may be the simulated (fake) stereo mix (see track 587). 
        Alternate Sources: The 1st Experienced; Are You Experienced And More; Are You Experienced?: Deluxe 
Edition Bootleg; Are You More Experienced; Beginnings 66-68; The Complete Are You Experienced Outtakes; 
The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); First Steps; The First Studio Sessions; I Am 
Experienced; The Making Of Are You Experienced [Wonderland]; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Olympic 
Gold Vol. 2; Olympic Sessions; Out Of The Studio 2; Studio '67 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Are You Experienced And More does not include the pre-take 7-second 
false start and studio chatter, and is missing the final 5 seconds of studio chatter by Chas Chandler at the end; 
track time = 2:47. The copy on Are You Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg does not include the pre-take 7-
second false start and studio chatter – it is found at the end of (7) on this source; track time = 2:56. The copy on 
The Complete Are You Experienced Outtakes is combined with (3-7), was mastered with the levels slightly too 
high cutting off the high and low ends in places during (8) (amplitude clipping), and contains some of the 
unrelated studio chatter prior to the start of Manic Depression (recorded 29 March 1967) at the very end of the 
track following (8); combined track time = 17:49. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP 
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Dester) is missing the final 5 seconds of studio chatter by Chas Chandler at the end; track time = 3:21. The copy 
on First Steps does not include the pre-take 7-second false start and studio chatter, and tests as lossy/MP3; track 
time = 2:49. The copy on The First Studio Sessions does not include the pre-take 7-second false start and studio 
chatter, and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the 
track; track time = 2:49. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) does not include the pre-take 7-second 
false start and most of the studio chatter – it is found at the end of (7) on this source; track time = 3:00. The copy 
on Olympic Gold Vol. 2 does not include the pre-take 7-second false start and studio comments by Mitch – it is 
found at the end of (7) on this source, contains 7 seconds of tape silence at the end, and seems to have less tape 
hiss than other source copies; track time = 2:59. The copy on Out Of The Studio 2 is combined with (3-7), and 
contains some of the unrelated studio chatter prior to the start of Manic Depression (recorded 29 March 1967) at 
the very end of the track following (8); combined track time = 17:49. The copy on Studio ’67 is missing the final 5 
seconds of studio chatter by Chas Chandler at the end; track time = 3:21. 
 
076. (2) Remember (official stereo mix) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. Stoned) 
        Univibes number: S016 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:47 (2:49) [2:47] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: possibly 8 February 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, 
London, England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums), Chas Chandler? or 
Mitch Mitchell? (tambourine). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This track uses the vocal overdub heard in (8) with added echo and additional mixing. The guitar solo 
is panned to the right, the bass is panned to the left, and the drums are mixed centrally. At the 2:12 mark there is 
an odd clacking sound heard, which can also be heard on the vocal overdub (8) at the 2:10 mark. The track fades 
out just before the complete ending and vocal “pop” heard in (8). 
        Special Notes: See the Special Notes at the beginning of this session date’s section. 
        Official Release: vinyl single [1970s, Polydor (Portugal) 2058-177]; vinyl maxi-single [1971, Track 2094-010; 
Polydor (Australia, Germany, New Zealand) 2058-176]; CD single [1999, MCA 155-635-2]; Are You Experienced; 
Hey Joe! [Selles]; Inside The Experience (excerpt); Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Are You Experienced 
[1980, Polydor (Germany) 2625 038]; The Jimi Hendrix Story [Arcade France]; Lifelines: The Jimi Hendrix Story 
(excerpt); Live & Unreleased: The Radio Show (excerpt); Rainy Day Dream Away [Hear Music]; Smash Hits 
[Reprise] 
        Alternate Sources: Are You Experienced [Barclay picture disc]; Are You Experienced: 50th Anniversary 
Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. Stoned); Are You Experienced And More; Are You Experienced?: Deluxe Edition 
Bootleg; ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced; Burnin' Soul; The Complete 
Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); En Ecoutant Des Images; Live & Unreleased Part 1 [Westwood One 
pirate]; The Making Of Are You Experienced [Wonderland]; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Are You Experienced [1993, Polydor (USA) 521 036-2] seems to run very 
slightly slow, and has 3 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 2:53. The copy on Are You Experienced [1997, 
MCA (Canada) MCASD-11602] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places 
throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:48. The copy on Are You Experienced [1997, MCA (USA) 
MCA2-11608]; track time = 2:48. The copy on Are You Experienced [2010, Sony Legacy 88697-62162-2] was 
mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude 
clipping); track time = 2:48. The copy on Are You Experienced [2010, Experience Hendrix/Sony Music SICP-
30001] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track 
(amplitude clipping); track time = 2:49. The copy on Are You Experienced [2010, Sony Records Int’l SICP 2636-7] 
was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude 
clipping); track time = 2:49. The copy on Are You Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. 
Stoned) is sourced from the 2016 vinyl remastered reissue of Smash Hits (Legacy 88985-303081); track time = 
2:47. The copy on Are You Experienced And More fades out slightly early, and has 4 seconds of silence at the 
end; track time = 2:53. The copy on Are You Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg is sourced from Are You 
Experienced [1986, Reprise 6261-2, DIDX 810 11B3 variation without NoNoise processing], has a slightly 
different sound quality to other copies tested but not enough to separate it as a different mix, and has 2 seconds 
of silence at the end; track time = 2:53. The copy on ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are 
You Experienced was mastered with the levels slightly too high cutting off the high and low ends in places 
throughout the track (amplitude clipping), and appears to be sourced from Smash Hits [1988, Polydor 613004]; 
track time = 2:48. The copy on Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Are You Experienced [1980, Polydor 
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(Germany) 2625 038] has a faintly heard echo effect at the very end of the track (and probably undetectable 
throughout the track), i.e. the fade-out “hurry home”, etc. is faintly repeated immediately after it is first played – 
this is not an alternate mix, but an anomaly most likely as a result of the vinyl transfer process; track time = 2:50. 
The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low 
ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:48. The copy on Rainy Day Dream Away 
[Hear Music] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the 
track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:50. The copy on Smash Hits [1976, Reprise MS 2025] has vinyl surface 
noise; track time = 2:50. The copy on Smash Hits [1988, Polydor 613004] was mastered with the levels slightly 
too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:50. 
The copy on Smash Hits [2002, MCA (USA) 088-112-984-2] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the 
high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:48. 
 
077. Remember (official simulated (fake) stereo mix of (1), version 1) 
        Source: The Singles Album [1989, Polydor (Japan) P58P 20112-13]; optimally amplified 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:46] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: possibly 8 February 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, 
London, England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums), Chas Chandler? or 
Mitch Mitchell? (tambourine). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 080 Notes. This track is noted as being “mono 
enhanced for stereo”. This simulated (fake) stereo mix using the mono mix (1) is predominantly heard in the left 
channel and barely heard in the right channel resulting in a track that sounds nearly mono. Doug Bell explains, 
“This is one of the Polydor fake stereo masters using the mono as the basis. Polydor originally released Are You 
Experienced in fake stereo created from the mono. Over the years and across countries they made a bunch of 
different fake stereo versions, all of which sound slightly (or significantly, in some cases) different. For the original 
German Polydor 184 085, they basically EQ'd the two channels differently: one was bassy and the other trebly, 
giving some separation but sounding weird under headphones. That's what you hear here. When Polydor 
released Smash Hits (184 138) the following year, the Are You Experienced tracks on that LP had a different fake 
stereo, the same idea but less heavy-handed. In that case there was no real separation but the fake stereo just 
added a little openness to the sound.” 
        Special Notes: See the Special Notes at the beginning of this session date’s section. 
        Official Release: All The Hits [Universe]; Are You Experienced [1973, Polydor (UK) 2683-031]; The Singles 
Album [1989, Polydor (Japan) P58P 20112-13] 
        Alternate Sources: The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on All The Hits [Universe] fades out slightly early; track time = 2:47. The copy 
on Are You Experienced [1973, Polydor (UK) 2683-031] has vinyl surface noise, fades out early, and has 5 
seconds of silence at the end; track time = 2:52. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP 
Dester) is incorrectly labeled a copy of (1), and fades out slightly early; track time = 2:46. The copy on The 
Singles Album [1989, Polydor (Japan) P58P 20112-13] fades out slightly early, and has 3 second of silence at the 
end; track time = 2:46. 
 
078. Remember (official simulated (fake) stereo mix of (1), version 2) 
        Source: Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Are You Experienced [1980, Polydor (Australia) 2625 038]; 
optimally amplified; track courtesy of MarkJ 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:46] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: possibly 8 February 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, 
London, England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums), Chas Chandler? or 
Mitch Mitchell? (tambourine). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See tracks 077 and 080 Notes. This second variation of the 
simulated (fake) stereo mix using the mono mix (1) is noticeably different from version 1 with the sound heard 
predominantly further into the left channel and the drums slightly higher in the mix. This variation is also slightly 
more complete at the end. 
        Special Notes: See the Special Notes at the beginning of this session date’s section. 
        Official Release: Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Are You Experienced [1980, Polydor (Australia) 2625 
038] 

https://www.discogs.com/The-Jimi-Hendrix-Experience-Are-You-Experienced/release/9046687
https://www.discogs.com/Jimi-Hendrix-Experience-Smash-Hits/release/716747
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079. Remember (official simulated (fake) stereo mix of (1), version 3) 
        Source: The Singles Album [1983, Polydor (West Germany) 2625 047]; optimally amplified, ending silence 
removed 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:44] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: possibly 8 February 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, 
London, England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums), Chas Chandler? or 
Mitch Mitchell? (tambourine). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See tracks 077 and 080 Notes. This third variation of the 
simulated (fake) stereo mix using the mono mix (1) is noticeably different from versions 1 and 2 with what sounds 
like more treble in the mix which results in the tambourine being more pronounced. The source copy fades out 
slightly early, and has 4 seconds of silence at the end. 
        Special Notes: See the Special Notes at the beginning of this session date’s section. 
        Official Release: The Singles Album [1983, Polydor (West Germany) 2625 047] 
 
080. (1) Remember (official mono mix) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. Stoned - 2018 Nipsyco remaster) 
        Univibes number: S016 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:44 (2:49) [2:49] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: possibly 8 February 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, 
London, England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums), Chas Chandler? or 
Mitch Mitchell? (tambourine). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This mono mix uses the vocal overdub heard in (8) with added echo and additional mixing. At the 
2:10 mark there is an odd clacking sound heard, which can also be heard on the vocal overdub (8). The track 
fades out just before the complete ending and vocal “pop” heard in (8). Most copies of this track that were tested 
fade-out very slightly earlier than (2). 
        Special Notes: See the Special Notes at the beginning of this session date’s section. 
        Official Release: vinyl EP [1972, Polydor (Germany) 2835-040]; Are You Experienced (mono); Backtrack 
Ten: Are You Experienced; Suns And Rainbow - Are You Experienced [aka The Old Barclay Box] 
        Alternate Sources: The 1st Experienced; Are You Experienced [Barclay]; Are You Experienced [Mono 
Masters]; Are You Experienced [Odeon]; Are You Experienced [Reprieve]; Are You Experienced: 50th 
Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. Stoned); Are You Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. 
Stoned - 2018 Nipsyco remaster); Are You Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg; Are You Experienced: The UK 
Mono Version (2013, Prof. Stoned); ATM 091: In Glorious Mono; ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The 
Making Of Are You Experienced; The First Studio Sessions; The Making Of Are You Experienced [Wonderland]; 
Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Are You Experienced (mono) [1967, Barclay 829143, 1st pressing] has 5 
seconds of silence at the end, and has considerable vinyl surface noise; track time = 2:49. The copy on Are You 
Experienced (mono) [1967, Track 612 001] fades out slightly early, has 6 seconds of silence at the end, and 
contains vinyl surface noise; track time = 2:48. The copy on Are You Experienced (mono) [1971, Barclay 
0820.143 T, 2nd pressing] has 6 seconds of silence at the end, and has considerable vinyl surface noise; track 
time = 2:48. The copy on Are You Experienced [1985, Polydor (West Germany) 825-416-2]; track time = 2:46. 
The copy on Are You Experienced [1989, Polydor (Japan) P20P 22001]; track time = 2:46. The copy on Are You 
Experienced (mono) [2013, UK Sony Legacy 88765441751] contains vinyl surface noise; track time = 2:47. The 
copy on Are You Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. Stoned) is sourced from the 1971 
Barclay reissue of Are You Experienced (XBLY 0820.143), and seems to have the complete ending fade-out; 
track time = 2:49. The copy on Are You Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. Stoned - 2018 
Nipsyco remaster); track time = 2:49. The copy on Are You Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg is sourced from 
the Barclay (France) “superior sounding” mono version, and was digitally transferred with the levels too high 
cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:50. The copy 
on Are You Experienced: The UK Mono Version (2013, Prof. Stoned) is sourced from the 1971 Barclay reissue of 
Are You Experienced (XBLY 0820.143), seems to have the complete ending fade-out, and was digitally 
transferred with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the high end at the 1:08.6 mark (amplitude clipping); 
track time = 2:49. The copy on ATM 091: In Glorious Mono; track time = 2:44. The copy on ATM 109-112: 
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Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced (disc 3); track time = 2:44. There is supposedly a 
copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) but it is actually a copy of the narrower stereo 
mix of (2). The copy on The First Studio Sessions was mastered with the levels very slightly too high cutting off 
the high end at 0:54.0 mark of the left channel (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:43. The copy on Moonbeams & 
Fairytales (Rev 3.1); track time = 2:43. The copy on Suns And Rainbow - Are You Experienced [aka The Old 
Barclay Box, MJ 1st transfer] has vinyl surface noise, and a faint high-pitched digital transfer noise throughout the 
track; track time = 2:45. 
 
 
====================================================================================== 

20 February 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, England, United 
Kingdom 

====================================================================================== 
 
081. (5) I Don't Live Today (first instrumental take, stereo) 
        Source: Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); optimally amplified 
        Univibes number: S1059 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:22 (2:22) [2:54] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 20 February 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Dave Siddle. 
        Notes: The track begins with 2 seconds of Jimi tuning his guitar, then a tape break followed by a 2-second 
indecipherable comment by Chas Chandler. There is another tape break at 0:06, then the unnumbered first take 
(5) begins at 0:08 and ends at 2:30. At 2:33 Jimi and Mitch briefly practice a riff. At 2:42 Jimi comments what 
sounds like, “OK, we’re gonna stop the tape right there [indecipherable],” immediately followed by a tape break. 
Then there are 6 seconds of silence, then a couple bass notes at 2:50, followed by 4 seconds of silence and then 
a tape break. 
        Special Notes: Several sources for this track have (5), (6), (7), (4), and (3) combined together in that order, 
which may be how these first circulated among collectors, edited together in this manner, though there are tape 
breaks after each take/segment. There is no indication as to what the actual take numbers are for these; it is quite 
possible that there were takes prior to and after (5), after (6), and after (7). (4) is the basic track that was used for 
the official release (2). The combined takes/segments runs 16:27. For this compilation I have joined the source 
tracks from Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1), then separated them again at the precise tape breaks 2:54, 5:04, 
7:39, and 11:59; the original timings for each segment are noted in the Comparison Notes sections. Some of the 
Alternate Sources that were not available for testing may be the fake mono mix (see track 589). 
        Alternate Sources: Are You Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg; Are You Experienced: The Sessions Vol. 
2; ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced; Beginnings 66-68; The Complete 
BBC Session And...; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); De Lane Lea Demos And 
Olympic Outs; Demos 1968 [World Productions of Compact Music]; First Steps; I Am Experienced; In The Studio 
Volume 10 (lossy); Jimi: A Musical Legacy; Kiss The Skies; The Making Of Are You Experienced [Wonderland]; 
Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Out Of The Studio: Demo’s From 1967; Studio '67; Studio Recordings 1967-
1968; The Wind Cries Mary [Oil Well] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Are You Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg is sub-labeled “Alternate 
Session Take”, is combined with (6) and (7), is missing the opening studio chatter, and was mastered with the 
levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 
7:11. The copy on Are You Experienced: The Sessions Vol. 2 is combined with (6), (7), (4), and (3), and was 
mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track, primarily in the 
right channel (amplitude clipping); combined track time = 16:18. The copy on ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience 
- The Making Of Are You Experienced; track time = 2:51, combined track time for (5-7) = 7:32, combined track 
time for (5-7,4,3) = 16:19. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); track time = 
2:51, combined track time for (5-7) = 7:32, combined track time for (5-7,4,3) = 16:19. The copy on De Lane Lea 
Demos And Olympic Outs is combined with (6), (7), (4), and (3); combined track time = 16:17. The copy on First 
Steps the right channel drops out briefly from 0:02-0:05, and tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 2:39; First Steps 
only contains copies of (5) and (4). The copy on In The Studio Volume 10 is combined with (4) and (3), was 
mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude 
clipping), and is known to be lossy/MP3 (all tracks on volumes 5-10 of this set are known to be lossy/MP3, i.e. no 
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lossless copies exist); combined track time = 11:00. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) has 5 
seconds of silence at the start, followed by 7 seconds of studio chatter before the actual start of (5), making it the 
most complete copy; track time = 3:00, combined track time for (5-7) = 7:41, combined track time for (5-7,4,3) 
=.16:32. The copy on Out Of The Studio: Demo’s From 1967 is combined with (6), (7), (4), and (3); combined 
track time = 16:18. The copy on Studio '67; track time = 2:46, combined track time for (5-7) = 7:09, combined 
track time for (5-7,4,3) = 15:52. 
 
082. (6) I Don't Live Today (second instrumental take, stereo) 
        Source: Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); optimally amplified 
        Univibes number: S1060 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 1:09 (1:09) [2:09] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 20 February 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Dave Siddle. 
        Notes: This track begins with 4 seconds of silence with the unnumbered second take (6) running to the 1:14 
mark, followed by 2 seconds of remarks between Jimi and Chas, “[indecipherable], listen, listen.” From 1:16 to 
1:26 the band practices the song’s riff again, followed by 3 seconds of Jimi playing the riff solo, and then some 
brief indecipherable comments by Jimi and Chas. There is another tape break at 1:31, then from 1:32-1:37 Chas 
makes a comment, “[indecipherable] you’re playing a little note, eh, [indecipherable] time occasionally 
[indecipherable] when you’re hittin’ on the one note,” followed by Jimi’s brief indecipherable response. From 1:39 
to the end of this segment at 2:09 there are brief practice bits, instrument noodling, and studio comments 
including from 1:50-1:54 Mitch saying, “Yeah, make sure you bring it up clearly. I can’t hear it coming out 
[indecipherable].” This segment ends at another tape break. 
        Special Notes: See track 081 Special Notes. Some of the Alternate Sources that were not available for 
testing may be the fake mono mix (see track 590). 
        Alternate Sources: Are You Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg; Are You Experienced: The Sessions Vol. 
2; ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced; The Complete BBC Session 
And...; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); De Lane Lea Demos And Olympic Outs; 
Demos 1968 [World Productions of Compact Music]; I Am Experienced; Jimi: A Musical Legacy; The Making Of 
Are You Experienced [Wonderland]; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Out Of The Studio: Demo’s From 1967; 
Studio '67; Studio Recordings 1967-1968; The Wind Cries Mary [Oil Well] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Are You Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg is sub-labeled “Alternate 
Session Take”, is combined with (5) and (7), is missing the opening studio chatter, and was mastered with the 
levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 
7:11. The copy on Are You Experienced: The Sessions Vol. 2 is combined with (5), (7), (4), and (3), and was 
mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track, primarily in the 
right channel (amplitude clipping); combined track time = 16:18. The copy on ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience 
- The Making Of Are You Experienced; track time = 2:08, combined track time for (5-7) = 7:32, combined track 
time for (5-7,4,3) = 16:19. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester), combined track 
time for (5-7) = 7:32, combined track time for (5-7,4,3) = 16:19; track time = 2:08. The copy on De Lane Lea 
Demos And Olympic Outs is combined with (5), (7), (4), and (3); combined track time = 16:17. The copy on 
Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); track time = 2:10, combined track time for (5-7) = 7:41, combined track time 
for (5-7,4,3) =.16:32. The copy on Out Of The Studio: Demo’s From 1967 is combined with (5), (7), (4), and (3); 
combined track time = 16:18. The copy on Studio '67; track time = 1:27, combined track time for (5-7) = 7:09, 
combined track time for (5-7,4,3) = 15:52. 
 
083. (7) I Don't Live Today (third instrumental take, stereo) 
        Source: Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) 
        Univibes number: S1061 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:10 (2:10) [2:35] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 20 February 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Dave Siddle. 
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        Notes: This segment begins with Jimi’s count-in to the unnumbered third take (7), “Here ya’ go, 1, 2, 1, 2, 3, 
4”. This take runs until 2:15, followed by 3 seconds of silence, and then the click of the tape recorder at 2:18, 
immediately followed by another tape break. There is silence from 2:19 until the end of this segment at 2:35, 
which is where another tape break occurs. 
        Special Notes: See track 081 Special Notes. Some of the Alternate Sources that were not available for 
testing may be the fake mono mix (see track 591). 
        Alternate Sources: Are You Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg; Are You Experienced: The Sessions Vol. 
2; ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced; Axis Bold A Love: The Alternate 
Versions; The Complete BBC Session And...; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); De Lane 
Lea Demos And Olympic Outs; Demos 1968 [World Productions of Compact Music]; Get The Experience!; I Am 
Experienced; I Don’t Live Today [CD/LP]; Kiss The Skies; The Making Of Are You Experienced [Wonderland]; 
Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Out Of The Studio: Demo’s From 1967; Studio '67; Studio Recordings 1967-
1968; The Wind Cries Mary [Oil Well] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Are You Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg is sub-labeled “Alternate 
Session Take”, is combined with (5) and (6), is missing the opening studio chatter, and was mastered with the 
levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 
7:11. The copy on Are You Experienced: The Sessions Vol. 2 is combined with (5), (6), (4), and (3), and was 
mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track, primarily in the 
right channel (amplitude clipping); combined track time = 16:18. The copy on ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience 
- The Making Of Are You Experienced; track time = 2:32, combined track time for (5-7) = 7:32, combined track 
time for (5-7,4,3) = 16:19. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); track time = 
2:32, combined track time for (5-7) = 7:32, combined track time for (5-7,4,3) = 16:19. The copy on De Lane Lea 
Demos And Olympic Outs is combined with (5), (6), (4), and (3); combined track time = 16:17. The copy on Get 
The Experience!; track time = 2:13. The copy on I Don’t Live Today [CD] is combined with (4) and (3), and is 
missing the opening count-in; combined track time = 11:01. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); track 
time = 2:30, combined track time for (5-7) = 7:41, combined track time for (5-7,4,3) =.16:32. The copy on Out Of 
The Studio: Demo’s From 1967 is combined with (5), (6), (4), and (3); combined track time = 16:18. The copy on 
Studio ’67; track time = 2:55, combined track time for (5-7) = 7:09, combined track time for (5-7,4,3) = 15:52. 
 
084. (4) I Don't Live Today (fourth instrumental take, stereo) 
        Source: Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); optimally amplified 
        Univibes number: S1062 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 4:18 (4:18) [4:19] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 20 February 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This unnumbered fourth take is a longer (20 seconds), more complete basic track that was used for 
the official version (2) without vocals, final guitar overdubs, or mixing. The track begins with Mitch’s drums, then at 
0:03 the click of a tape recorder is heard, which can still be detected in the official version (2) at the 0:02 mark. 
The first musical section comes to a silent pause at the 2:27 mark, followed by the second section which ends 
prematurely at 4:19 with a sudden tape break, which may indicate the studio tape reel ran out. What’s heard here 
up until the 3:59 mark is also heard in (2) up until the ending fade-out at the 3:51 mark, though a small section 
from 2:21-2:28 here has been edited out from the official version. 
        Special Notes: See track 081 Special Notes. Some of the Alternate Sources that were not available for 
testing may be the fake mono mix (see track 592). 
        Alternate Sources: Are You Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg; Are You Experienced: The Sessions Vol. 
2; ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced; Axis Bold A Love: The Alternate 
Versions; Beginnings 66-68; The Complete BBC Session And...; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, 
OP Dester); De Lane Lea Demos And Olympic Outs; Demos 1968 [World Productions of Compact Music]; First 
Steps; Get The Experience!; Gypsy Charm; I Am Experienced; I Don’t Live Today [CD/LP]; In The Studio Volume 
10 (lossy); The Making Of Are You Experienced [Wonderland]; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Out Of The 
Studio: Demo’s From 1967; Studio '67; Studio Recordings 1967-1968; The Wind Cries Mary [Oil Well] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Are You Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg was mastered with the 
levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 
4:22. The copy on Are You Experienced: The Sessions Vol. 2 is combined with (5), (6), (7), and (3), and was 
mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track, primarily in the 
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right channel (amplitude clipping); combined track time = 16:18. The copy on ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience 
- The Making Of Are You Experienced; track time = 4:24. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 
(2018, OP Dester); track time = 4:24. The copy on De Lane Lea Demos And Olympic Outs is combined with (5), 
(6), (7), and (3); combined track time = 16:17. The copy on First Steps was mastered with the levels slightly too 
high cutting off the high ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 4:21. The copy on 
Get The Experience!; track time = 4:24. The copy on I Don’t Live Today [CD] is combined with (7), and (3); 
combined track time = 11:00. The copy on In The Studio Volume 10 is combined with (5) and (3), was mastered 
with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping), and is 
known to be lossy/MP3 (all tracks on volumes 5-10 of this set are known to be lossy/MP3, i.e. no lossless copies 
exist); combined track time = 11:00. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); track time = 4:26. The copy 
on Out Of The Studio: Demo’s From 1967 is combined with (5), (6), (7), and (3); combined track time = 16:18. The 
copy on Studio '67; track time = 4:22. 
 
085. (3) I Don't Live Today (overdub session, stereo) 
        Source: Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) 
        Univibes number: S1063 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 4:19 (4:19) [4:28] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 20 February 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: Jimpress notes this as an alternate mix of (1) with two lead vocal tracks; Bell notes it as an alternate 
stereo mix of (2) with double-tracked vocals and the ending of (4). What it actually seems to be is an overdub 
session for an additional vocal take, additional guitar parts, and the tapping/clacking sound heard in the ending 
section of the official version (2). The basic track heard in (4) has had a first vocal take added to it to create a mix 
that is being played back here for Jimi to record additional parts on top of it. From 0:47-0:54, 1:04-1:07, 1:21-1:25, 
2:03-2:07, and 2:14-2:20 Jimi repeats the lyrics previously recorded though here his timing is slightly off with 
occasional variations. This can especially be heard from 2:14-2:20 where in the previously recorded vocal take he 
is saying, “spend the time...away like this”, while in the new overdubbed vocal take he is saying, “waste your 
lifetime…like this“. The track begins with 5 seconds of silence with the music running from 0:06-4:25. The 
previously recorded vocal take mix is primarily heard in the right channel with the vocals mixed initially left-of-
center up until the 0:52 mark then to the left thereafter, and the additional guitar overdub heard left-of-center 
(noticeable from 1:07-1:23, 1:58-2:12, and 2:47-3:34). At 3:37 Jimi can be faintly heard saying in the previously 
recorded vocal take, “damn man”, which is heard in the official version (2) at the 3:25 mark. From 3:46 onwards 
the tapping/clacking sound heard in the official version (2) from 3:34 onwards begins in the left channel (is Jimi 
tapping on his guitar with a drum stick?). The track ends with Jimi chuckling, then a split-second excerpt of a 
comment by Chas. What is heard here has had later additional mixing to create the official version (2), which uses 
the first vocal take plus some of the end vocal remarks (“are you experienced”, etc.) from the second vocal take, 
plus the guitar overdubs and tapping/clacking sounds recorded here. Some small parts of the second vocal take 
may also be used during the chorus sections (“I don’t live today”) on the official version to create the double-
tracked vocal effect. A small section from 2:27-2:33 here has been edited out from the official version. The official 
version (2) fades out at what is heard here at the 4:04 mark, thus this overdub session is 20 seconds longer. 
Mixes of this song were prepared on 3 April 1967 at Olympic Sound Studios, and the final fixes and mixes were 
done 24-25 April 1967 at Olympic Sound Studios. 
        Special Notes: See track 081 Special Notes. Some of the Alternate Sources that were not available for 
testing may be the fake mono mix (see track 593). 
        Alternate Sources: Are You Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg; Are You Experienced: The Sessions Vol. 
2; ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced; Axis Bold A Love: The Alternate 
Versions; The Complete BBC Session And...; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); De Lane 
Lea Demos And Olympic Outs; Demos 1968 [World Productions of Compact Music]; En Ecoutant Des Images 
(incomplete); Get The Experience!; Gypsy Charm; I Am Experienced; I Don’t Live Today [CD/LP]; In The Studio 
Volume 10 (lossy); The Making Of Are You Experienced [Wonderland]; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Out 
Of The Studio: Demo’s From 1967; Studio '67 (2 copies); Studio Recordings 1967-1968; The Wind Cries Mary [Oil 
Well] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Are You Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg was mastered with the 
levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 
4:06. The copy on Are You Experienced: The Sessions Vol. 2 is combined with (5), (6), (7), and (4), and was 
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mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track, primarily in the 
right channel (amplitude clipping); combined track time = 16:18. The copy on ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience 
- The Making Of Are You Experienced was mastered with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the high end 
at the 4:12.2 mark (amplitude clipping); track time = 4:22. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 
(2018, OP Dester) was mastered with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the high end at the 4:12.2 mark 
(amplitude clipping); track time = 4:22. The copy on De Lane Lea Demos And Olympic Outs is combined with (5), 
(6), (7), and (4), and was mastered with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the high end at the 16:08.8 
mark in (3) (amplitude clipping); combined track time = 16:17. The copy on Get The Experience! was mastered 
with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the low ends from 3:41-4:12 (amplitude clipping); track time = 4:23. 
The copy on I Don’t Live Today [CD] is combined with (7), and (4); combined track time = 11:00. The copy on In 
The Studio Volume 10 is combined with (5) and (4), was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and 
low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping), and is known to be lossy/MP3 (all tracks on volumes 
5-10 of this set are known to be lossy/MP3, i.e. no lossless copies exist); combined track time = 11:00. The copy 
on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) was mastered with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the high end 
at the 4:14.9 mark (amplitude clipping); track time = 4:24. The copy on Out Of The Studio: Demo’s From 1967 is 
combined with (5), (6), (7), and (4), and was mastered with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the high end 
at the 16:08.9 mark in (3) (amplitude clipping); combined track time = 16:18. The copy on Studio '67 is incorrectly 
labeled (49), and (49) is incorrectly labeled (3), plus there is an additional copy of (3) which has had the opening 
silence edited out; track time = 4:21. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
086. (2) I Don't Live Today (official stereo mix) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. Stoned) 
        Univibes number: S012 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:50 (3:50) [3:55] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 20 February 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This track is slightly longer than the mono alternate mix (1), which also has more echo than this 
stereo mix. Mixes of this song were prepared on 3 April 1967 at Olympic Sound Studios, and the final fixes and 
mixes were done 24-25 April 1967 at Olympic Sound Studios. Complete versions of this track have on the ending 
fade-out a tap in the far right channel followed by the complete spoken phrase “Are you experienced?” followed 
by one final left channel tap; many sources fade-out slightly too early cutting off most of the last spoken phrase 
after the right channel tap. 
        Special Notes: Some of the Official Release and Alternate Sources listed for (2) that weren’t available for 
testing may be the alternate stereo mix; see track 089. 
        Official Release: vinyl split EP [1970s?, TK Records (Thailand) TK243]; Are You Experienced; Backtrack 
Ten: Are You Experienced; Greatest Hits [2010, Experience Hendrix/Sony Music]; Inside The Experience 
(excerpt); Jimi Hendrix Reference Library: Whammy Bar & Finger Grease (excerpt); Sessions - Are You 
Experienced [Polydor] 
        Alternate Sources: Are You Experienced [B149 Barclay pirate]; Are You Experienced [Barclay picture disc]; 
Are You Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. Stoned); Are You Experienced And More; Are 
You Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg (from Are You Experienced [1986, Reprise 6261-2, DIDX 810 11B3 
variation without NoNoise processing]); ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You 
Experienced; Come On [Universe]; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); En Ecoutant Des 
Images; The Making Of Are You Experienced [Wonderland]; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Are You Experienced [1967, Reprise RS 6261, first pressing] fades out 
slightly early; track time = 3:53. The copy on Are You Experienced [1973, Polydor (UK) 2683-031] has vinyl 
surface noise, and fades out slightly early; track time = 3:52. The copy on Are You Experienced [1985, Polydor 
(West Germany) 825-416-2] fades out early, cutting off all of the final spoken phrase after the right channel tap; 
track time = 3:54. The copy on Are You Experienced [1989, Polydor (Japan) P20P 22001] fades out slightly early; 
track time = 3:54. The copy on Are You Experienced [1993, Polydor (USA) 521 036-2] has 3 seconds of silence at 
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the end; track time = 3:58. The copy on Are You Experienced [1997, MCA (Canada) MCASD-11602] was 
mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude 
clipping); track time = 3:54. The copy on Are You Experienced [1997, MCA (USA) MCA2-11608] is a good 
complete copy; track time = 3:53. The copy on Are You Experienced [2010, Experience Hendrix/Sony Music 
SICP-30001] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the 
track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:55. The copy on Are You Experienced [2010, Sony Legacy 88697-
62162-2] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track 
(amplitude clipping); track time = 3:54. The copy on Are You Experienced [2010, Sony Records Int’l SICP 2636-7] 
was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude 
clipping); track time = 3:54. The copy on Are You Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. 
Stoned) is a good complete copy, is sourced from the 2010 180 gram vinyl remastered reissue of Are You 
Experienced (Legacy 88697-62395-1), and has 2 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 3:55. The copy on 
Are You Experienced And More fades out slightly early; track time = 3:57. The copy on Are You Experienced?: 
Deluxe Edition Bootleg is sourced from Are You Experienced [1986, Reprise 6261-2, DIDX 810 11B3 variation 
without NoNoise processing] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places 
throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:55. The copy on ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - 
The Making Of Are You Experienced is incomplete at the end, and tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 3:48. The 
copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) fades out very slightly early; track time = 3:53. 
The copy on Greatest Hits [2010, Experience Hendrix/Sony Music] has 3 seconds of silence at the end; track time 
= 3:56. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high 
and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:53. The copy on Sessions - Are 
You Experienced [Polydor] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the low end in places throughout the 
track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:52. 
 
087. I Don't Live Today (official simulated (fake) stereo mix of (1)) 
        Source: Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Are You Experienced [1980, Polydor (Australia) 2625 038]; 
track courtesy of MarkJ 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:54] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 20 February 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 088 Notes. This simulated (fake) stereo mix 
using the mono alternate mix (1) is predominantly heard in the left channel and barely heard in the right channel 
resulting in a track that sounds nearly mono. Doug Bell explains, “This is one of the Polydor fake stereo masters 
using the mono as the basis. Polydor originally released Are You Experienced in fake stereo created from the 
mono. Over the years and across countries they made a bunch of different fake stereo versions, all of which 
sound slightly (or significantly, in some cases) different. For the original German Polydor 184 085, they basically 
EQ'd the two channels differently: one was bassy and the other trebly, giving some separation but sounding weird 
under headphones. That's what you hear here. When Polydor released Smash Hits (184 138) the following year, 
the Are You Experienced tracks on that LP had a different fake stereo, the same idea but less heavy-handed. In 
that case there was no real separation but the fake stereo just added a little openness to the sound.” 
        Official Release: Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Are You Experienced [1980, Polydor (Australia) 2625 
038] 
 
088. (1) I Don't Live Today (official alternate mix of (2), mono) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: The UK Mono Version (2013, Prof. Stoned) 
        Univibes number: S012 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:49 (3:55) [3:53] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 20 February 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This mono mix has more echo than the stereo version (2), especially noticeable on the opening drum 
part, and all copies tested fade-out slightly earlier than the stereo version (2). Mixes of this song were prepared on 

https://www.discogs.com/The-Jimi-Hendrix-Experience-Are-You-Experienced/release/9046687
https://www.discogs.com/Jimi-Hendrix-Experience-Smash-Hits/release/716747
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3 April 1967 at Olympic Sound Studios, and the final fixes and mixes were done 24-25 April 1967 at Olympic 
Sound Studios. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced (mono); Jimi Plays Berkeley [Barclay]; Suns And Rainbow - Are You 
Experienced [aka The Old Barclay Box] 
        Alternate Sources: The 1st Experienced; Are You Experienced [B692 bootleg CDR]; Are You Experienced 
[B887 bootleg CDR]; Are You Experienced [Barclay]; Are You Experienced [Mono Masters]; Are You Experienced 
[Odeon]; Are You Experienced [Reprieve]; Are You Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. 
Stoned); Are You Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. Stoned - 2018 Nipsyco remaster); Are 
You Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg; Are You Experienced: The UK Mono Version (2013, Prof. Stoned); 
ATM 091: In Glorious Mono; ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced (disc 2); 
The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); The Making Of Are You Experienced (2 copies); 
Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Are You Experienced (mono) [1967, Barclay 829143, 1st pressing] contains 
vinyl surface noise; track time = 3:47. The copy on Are You Experienced (mono) [1967, Track 612 001] contains 
slight vinyl surface noise; track time = 3:46. The copy on Are You Experienced (mono) [1971, Barclay 0820.143 T, 
2nd pressing] has considerable vinyl surface noise; track time = 3:47. The copy on Are You Experienced (mono) 
[2013, US Sony Legacy 88765419691] contains slight vinyl surface noise; track time = 3:50. The copy on Are You 
Experienced (mono) [2013, UK Sony Legacy 88765441751] contains slight vinyl surface noise; track time = 3:50. 
The copy on Are You Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. Stoned) is sourced from the 1971 
Barclay reissue of Are You Experienced (XBLY 0820.143), and was digitally transferred with the levels very 
slightly too high cutting off the low end at 0:22.4 and 2:27.0 (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:54. The copy on 
Are You Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. Stoned - 2018 Nipsyco remaster); track time = 
3:54. The copy on Are You Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg is sourced from the Barclay (France) “superior 
sounding” mono version, and was digitally transferred with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in 
places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:53. The copy on Are You Experienced: The UK 
Mono Version (2013, Prof. Stoned) is sourced from the 1971 Barclay reissue of Are You Experienced (XBLY 
0820.143); track time = 3:53. The copy on ATM 091: In Glorious Mono fades out early; track time = 3:49. The 
copy on ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced (disc 2) is sourced from the 
Track mono LP; track time = 3:52. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); track 
time = 3:52. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the 
high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:50. The copy on Suns And 
Rainbow - Are You Experienced [aka The Old Barclay Box, MJ 1st transfer] has a faint high-pitched digital 
transfer noise throughout the track, and was digitally transferred with the levels very slightly too high cutting off 
the high end in a few places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:48. 
 
089. I Don't Live Today (official alternate mix of (2), stereo) 
        Source: Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Are You Experienced [1980, Polydor (Germany) 2625 038]; 
optimally amplified 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:52] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 20 February 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 086 Notes. The copy of (2) on Jimi Hendrix (10th 
Anniversary Box) - Are You Experienced [1980, Polydor (Germany) 2625 038] is missing all of the tapping heard 
on other source copies from @3:41 to the end. It is also a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left 
channel of most other source copies of (2) is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may 
merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method. It’s possible that other Official Release and/or 
Alternate Sources for (2) that weren’t available for testing could be this alternate mix. 
        Official Release: Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Are You Experienced [1980, Polydor (Germany) 2625 
038] 
 
090. I Don't Live Today (official alternate mix of (1), mono) 
        Source: ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:54] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
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        Recording date/location: 20 February 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 088 Notes. This variation of (1) has more echo 
than other copies that were tested, especially noticeable during the opening drum solo, and everything sounds 
slightly further back spatially than other source copies which sound spatially closer. It’s possible that other Official 
Release and/or Alternate Sources for (1) that weren’t available for testing could be this alternate mix. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced (mono) [1967, Reprise R-6261] 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Are You Experienced (mono) [1967, Reprise R-6261] (FendersFingers copy 
digitally transferred) has considerable vinyl surface noise; track time = 3:51. The copy on ATM 109-112: Maximum 
Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced (disc 4) is sourced from Are You Experienced (mono) [1967, 
Reprise R-6261]; track time = 3:54. 
 
 
====================================================================================== 
29 March 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, England, United Kingdom 

====================================================================================== 
 
091. (11) Manic Depression (first instrumental take, stereo) 
        Source: ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced; separate parts 
combined 
        Univibes number: S1492 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 0:23 (0:23) [0:54] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 29 March 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Dave Siddle. 
        Notes: This track is the first of two takes of an alternate backing track; there is no indication as to what the 
actual take number is. The complete track begins with 2 seconds of faintly heard indecipherable studio 
comments, followed by 3 seconds of Jimi noodling on guitar, then a tambourine hit, followed by some faintly heard 
comment, then 5 seconds of Noel practicing the bass riff, ending in Mitch giving a couple drums beats. After 2 
seconds of silence there is a 6-second false start, followed by 7 seconds of comments by Chas? and Mitch: 
“Wanna do it once more…OK, ready?” “From the beginning?”. The incomplete take begins at the 0:25 mark and 
runs to 0:49, followed by some more brief studio comments prior to the start of the next take (12). 
        Alternate Sources: The 1st Experienced; Are You Experienced And More; Are You Experienced?: Deluxe 
Edition Bootleg; Are You Experienced: The Sessions Vol. 2; Are You More Experienced; ATM 109-112: Maximum 
Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced; The Complete Are You Experienced Outtakes; The Complete 
Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); The First Studio Sessions (doesn’t include the false start); I Am 
Experienced; The Making Of Are You Experienced [Wonderland]; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Olympic 
Gold Vol. 2; Olympic Sessions; Out Of The Studio 2; Studio '67 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Are You Experienced And More is missing the faintly heard indecipherable 
studio comments at the very beginning; track time = 0:51, combined with (12) = 5:23. The copy on Are You 
Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg is combined with (12), and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off 
the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 5:31. The copy on Are You 
Experienced: The Sessions Vol. 2 is combined with (12), and is missing the pre-take studio chatter and 
instrument noodling at the start; combined track time = 5:08. The copy on ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - 
The Making Of Are You Experienced separates the pre-take studio chatter and instrument noodling apart from the 
incomplete take into two tracks; combined track time = 0:54, combined with (12) = 5:31. The copy on The 
Complete Are You Experienced Outtakes is incorrectly sequenced, beginning with the pre-take studio chatter & 
noodling prior to (11), followed by (2) from 0:27-4:08, followed by (11) from 4:30-4:53, followed by (12) from 4:58 
to the end; track time = 9:38. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) is missing 
the pre-take studio chatter and instrument noodling at the start; track time = 0:27, combined with (12) = 5:04. The 
copy on The First Studio Sessions and is missing the pre-take studio chatter and instrument noodling at the start; 
track time = 0:27. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) separates the pre-take studio chatter and 
instrument noodling apart from the incomplete take into two tracks; combined track time = 0:58, combined with 
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(12) = 5:31. The copy on Olympic Gold Vol. 2 has @4 seconds of tape silence before the pre-take studio chatter 
and instrument noodling at the start, and contains 16 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 0:57, combined 
with (12) = 5:45. The copy on Out Of The Studio 2 is combined with (12), and is missing the pre-take studio 
chatter and instrument noodling at the start; combined track time = 5:06. The copy on Studio '67 is missing the 
faintly heard indecipherable studio comments at the very beginning prior to the studio chatter and instrument 
noodling; track time = 0:52, combined with (12) = 5:25. 
 
092. (12) Manic Depression (second instrumental take, stereo) 
        Source: ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced 
        Univibes number: S1493 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 4:31 (4:30) [4:37] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 29 March 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Dave Siddle. 
        Notes: This track is the second of two takes of an alternate backing track; there is no indication as to what 
the actual take number is. 
        Alternate Sources: The 1st Experienced; Are You Experienced And More; Are You Experienced?: Deluxe 
Edition Bootleg; Are You Experienced: The Sessions Vol. 2; Are You More Experienced; ATM 109-112: Maximum 
Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced; Beginnings 66-68; The Complete Are You Experienced 
Outtakes; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); The First Studio Sessions; I Am 
Experienced; The Making Of Are You Experienced [Wonderland]; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Olympic 
Gold Vol. 2; Olympic Sessions; Out Of The Studio 2; Studio '67 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Are You Experienced And More; track time = 4:32, combined with (11) = 
5:23. The copy on Are You Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg is combined with (11), and was mastered with 
the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time 
= 5:31. The copy on Are You Experienced: The Sessions Vol. 2 is combined with (11); combined track time = 
5:08. The copy on ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced has 3 seconds of 
silence at the end; track time = 4:37, combined with the two parts of (11) = 5:31. The copy on The Complete Are 
You Experienced Outtakes is incorrectly sequenced, beginning with the pre-take studio chatter & noodling prior to 
(11), followed by (2) from 0:27-4:08, followed by (11) from 4:30-4:53, followed by (12) from 4:58 to the end; track 
time = 9:38. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); track time = 4:37, combined 
with (11) = 5:04. The copy on The First Studio Sessions; track time = 4:33, combined with (11) = 5:02. The copy 
on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); track time = 4:36, combined with (11) = 5:03. The copy on Olympic Gold 
Vol. 2; track time = 4:48, combined with (11) = 5:45. The copy on Out Of The Studio 2 is combined with (11); 
combined track time = 5:06. The copy on Studio '67; track time = 4:33, combined with (11) = 5:25. 
 
093. (17) Manic Depression (vocal alternate mix of (12), mono) 
        Source: Making Of Are You Experienced ’66-’67; track courtesy of Hervé Champion 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (4:32) [4:40] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 29 March 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. 
        Notes: This track is noted in issue 113 of Jimpress as an alternate mono mix of (12) during which a live 
guide vocal by Jimi can be heard faintly during the first two verses. There is a vinyl click heard at the 4:29 mark, 
which would seem to indicate that this may come from a previously undocumented acetate source. 
 
094. (10) Manic Depression (vocal overdub session, mono) 
        Source: Out Of The Studio 2; optimally amplified, beginning and ending silence removed 
        Univibes number: S1480 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:36 (3:37) [3:40] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 29 March 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
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        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: Jimpress describes this track is an alternate mono mix of (1) with different vocals. However, the vocal 
take is exactly the same as what is heard in (1) and (2). The track runs to the end of the take as heard in (2) with 
the final cymbal crash. At the very end there is faintly heard the sound of a bass note plus a studio comment by 
Chas, what sounds like, “Try again.” I suspect this may be a vocal overdub session with Jimi recording his vocals 
live over the pre-recorded basic track, the results of which were later mixed to create the final official versions (2) 
and (1). 
        Alternate Sources: The 1st Experienced; Are You Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg; Are You 
Experienced: The Sessions Vol. 2; Are You More Experienced; ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The 
Making Of Are You Experienced; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); The First Studio 
Sessions; The Making Of Are You Experienced [Wonderland]; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Olympic Gold 
Vol. 2; Olympic Sessions; Out Of The Studio 2; Studio '67 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Are You Experienced: The Sessions Vol. 2 was mastered with the levels 
slightly too high cutting off the low end in places throughout the right channel of the track (amplitude clipping); 
track time = 3:41. The copy on ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced was 
mastered with the levels slightly too high cutting off the low end in places throughout the right channel of the track 
(amplitude clipping); track time = 3:41. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) 
contains 12 seconds of tape silence at the beginning, 14 seconds of tape silence following the ending faint studio 
comment, then 5 seconds of drum noodling from an unrelated track, and was mastered with the levels very low; 
track time = 4:12. The copy on The First Studio Sessions has the ending faint studio comment clipped; track time 
= 3:37. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) was mastered with the levels very low; track time = 3:39. 
The copy on Olympic Gold Vol. 2 contains 8 seconds of tape silence at the beginning, and 12 seconds of tape 
silence following the ending faint studio comment; track time = 3:59. The copy on Out Of The Studio 2 contains 12 
seconds of tape silence at the beginning, 14 seconds of tape silence following the ending faint studio comment, 
then 5 seconds of drum noodling from an unrelated track, and was mastered with the levels very low; track time = 
4:12. The copy on Studio ’67 has the ending faint studio comment clipped; track time = 3:38. 
 
095. (2) Manic Depression (official stereo mix) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. Stoned) 
        Univibes number: S008 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:40 (3:40) [3:43] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 29 March 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This stereo mix is slightly longer than the mono mix (1) and has a cymbal crash at the end. Jimpress 
notes the final mix of this track was done during the first week of April 1967. Ultimate Hendrix notes the final fixes 
and mixes for this track were done 24-25 April 1967 at Olympic Sound Studios. 
        Official Release: vinyl single [1967, Polydor (Germany, Italy) 59159; 1982, Polydor POSPX-401 (12”)]; Are 
You Experienced; Backtrack Ten: Are You Experienced; Best Of Jimi Hendrix [Universe Gold]; Experience 
Hendrix: The Best Of Jimi Hendrix; Greatest Hits [2010, Experience Hendrix/Sony Music]; Hey Joe! [Selles]; 
Inside The Experience; Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Are You Experienced [1980, Polydor (Germany) 
2625 038]; Jimi Hendrix Reference Library: Fuzz, Feedback & Wah-Wah (excerpt); Jimi Hendrix Reference 
Library: Rhythm (excerpt); Jimi Hendrix Reference Library: Whammy Bar & Finger Grease (excerpt); Sessions - 
Are You Experienced [Polydor]; The Singles Album; The Singles Collection; Smash Hits; Ultimate Experience 
[Polydor] 
        Alternate Sources: All The Hits [Duchesse; Universe]; Are You Experienced [B149 Barclay pirate, Jimpress 
notes this contains (1)]; Are You Experienced [B692 bootleg CDR]; Are You Experienced [Barclay picture disc]; 
Are You Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. Stoned); Are You Experienced And More; Are 
You Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg (from Are You Experienced [1986, Reprise 6261-2, DIDX 810 11B3 
variation without NoNoise processing]); ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You 
Experienced; The Best Of Jimi Hendrix [Dureco]; The Best Of Jimi Hendrix [Musical]; Burnin’ Soul; The Complete 
Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) (2 copies, one labeled (1)); Jimi Hendrix [Champion Selection Series]; 
Jimi Hendrix And Pink Floyd [Golden Pop’s Gallery]; The Making Of Are You Experienced [Wonderland]; 
Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); TV On The Radio: Tommy Vance Tribute Show 
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        Comparison Notes: The copy on All The Hits [Universe] fades out slightly early; track time = 3:39. The copy 
on Are You Experienced [1967, Reprise RS 6261, first pressing]; track time = 3:40. The copy on Are You 
Experienced [1973, Polydor (UK) 2683-031] has vinyl surface noise; track time = 3:41. The copy on Are You 
Experienced [1985, Polydor (West Germany) 825-416-2]; track time = 3:42. The copy on Are You Experienced 
[1989, Polydor (Japan) P20P 22001]; track time = 3:42. The copy on Are You Experienced [1993, Polydor (USA) 
521 036-2] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track 
(amplitude clipping); track time = 3:46. The copy on Are You Experienced [1997, MCA (Canada) MCASD-11602] 
was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude 
clipping); track time = 3:42. The copy on Are You Experienced [1997, MCA (USA) MCA2-11608]; track time = 
3:41. The copy on Are You Experienced [2010, Experience Hendrix/Sony Music SICP-30001] was mastered with 
the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time 
= 3:42. The copy on Are You Experienced [2010, Sony Legacy 88697-62162-2] was mastered with the levels too 
high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:42. The 
copy on Are You Experienced [2010, Sony Records Int’l SICP 2636-7] was mastered with the levels too high 
cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:42. The copy 
on Are You Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. Stoned) is sourced from the 2010 180 gram 
vinyl remastered reissue of Are You Experienced (Legacy 88697-62395-1), and has 3 seconds of silence at the 
end; track time = 3:43. The copy on Are You Experienced And More; track time = 3:46. The copy on Are You 
Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg is sourced from Are You Experienced [1986, Reprise 6261-2, DIDX 810 
11B3 variation without NoNoise processing], and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and 
low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:44. The copy on ATM 109-112: 
Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 3:40. The copy on 
Best Of Jimi Hendrix [Universe Gold] fades out early omitting the ending cymbals flourish, was mastered with the 
levels too high cutting off the low end in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping), and is a stereo opposite 
variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and 
vice versa; track time = 3:36. There are two copies on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester), 
one of which is incorrectly labeled the mono version (1) (track time = 3:40), while the copy labeled (2) was 
mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude 
clipping); track time = 3:42. The copy on Experience Hendrix: The Best Of Jimi Hendrix was mastered with the 
levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 
3:42. The copy on Greatest Hits [2010, Experience Hendrix/Sony Music] has 3 seconds of silence at the end; 
track time = 3:44. The copy on Inside The Experience has voice-over commentary at the start and end; track time 
= 3:40. The copy on Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Are You Experienced [1980, Polydor (Germany) 2625 
038]; track time = 3:40. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) was mastered with the levels too high 
cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:41. The copy 
on Sessions - Are You Experienced [Polydor] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low 
ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:41. The copy on The Singles Album [1983, 
Polydor (West Germany) 2625 047] fades out slightly early; track time = 3:40. The copy on The Singles Album 
[1989, Polydor (Japan) P58P 20112-13] fades out slightly early; track time = 3:39. The copy on The Singles 
Collection [2003, MCA 0602498145036]; track time = 3:39. The copy on Smash Hits [1976, Reprise MS 2025] has 
vinyl surface noise; track time = 3:41. The copy on Smash Hits [1984, Polydor (West Germany) 825-255-2] fades 
out slightly early; track time = 3:40. The copy on Smash Hits [1988, Polydor 613004] fades out slightly early; track 
time = 3:43. The copy on Smash Hits [1989, Polydor (Japan) P20P 22003] fades out slightly early; track time = 
3:40. The copy on Smash Hits [2002, MCA (Europe) 113-007-2] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off 
the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:42. The copy on Smash 
Hits [2002, MCA (USA) 088-112-984-2] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in 
places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:42. The copy on Ultimate Experience [Polydor]; 
track time = 3:43. 
 
096. Manic Depression (official simulated (fake) stereo mix of (1)) 
        Source: Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Are You Experienced [1980, Polydor (Australia) 2625 038]; 
track courtesy of MarkJ 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:35] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 29 March 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
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        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 097 Notes. This simulated (fake) stereo mix 
using the mono mix (1) is predominantly heard in the left channel and barely heard in the right channel resulting in 
a track that sounds nearly mono. Doug Bell explains, “This is one of the Polydor fake stereo masters using the 
mono as the basis. Polydor originally released Are You Experienced in fake stereo created from the mono. Over 
the years and across countries they made a bunch of different fake stereo versions, all of which sound slightly (or 
significantly, in some cases) different. For the original German Polydor 184 085, they basically EQ'd the two 
channels differently: one was bassy and the other trebly, giving some separation but sounding weird under 
headphones. That's what you hear here. When Polydor released Smash Hits (184 138) the following year, the Are 
You Experienced tracks on that LP had a different fake stereo, the same idea but less heavy-handed. In that case 
there was no real separation but the fake stereo just added a little openness to the sound.” The beginning of the 
track contains a vinyl echo of the start of the song. 
        Official Release: Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Are You Experienced [1980, Polydor (Australia) 2625 
038] 
 
097. (1) Manic Depression (official mono mix) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: The UK Mono Version (2013, Prof. Stoned) 
        Univibes number: S008 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:31 (3:30) [3:34] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 29 March 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This mono mix fades out just before the final cymbal crash heard at the very end of the stereo mix (2). 
Jimpress notes the final mix of this track was done during the first week of April 1967. Ultimate Hendrix notes the 
final fixes and mixes for this track were done 24-25 April 1967 at Olympic Sound Studios. 
        Official Release: vinyl single [1967, Polydor 59 159]; vinyl EP [1970s?, Polydor (Australia, New Zealand) 
EPH-60036; Polydor (Uruguay, Argentina) 10150, labeled Depresion Maniatica]; Are You Experienced (mono); 
Legacy; Smash Hits (mono); Suns And Rainbow - Are You Experienced [aka The Old Barclay Box] 
        Alternate Sources: The 1st Experienced; Are You Experienced [B692 bootleg CDR]; Are You Experienced 
[Odeon]; Are You Experienced [Reprieve]; Are You Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. 
Stoned); Are You Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. Stoned - 2018 Nipsyco remaster); Are 
You Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg (2 copies); Are You Experienced: The UK Mono Version (2013, Prof. 
Stoned); ATM 091: In Glorious Mono; ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You 
Experienced; En Ecoutant Des Images; Legacy [B616 pirate CDR]; The Making Of Are You Experienced 
[Wonderland]; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Smash Hits [Reprieve] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Are You Experienced (mono) [1967, Barclay 829143, 1st pressing] has 4 
seconds of silence at the end, and has considerable vinyl surface noise; track time = 3:34. The copy on Are You 
Experienced (mono) [1967, Reprise R-6261] has 3 seconds of silence at the end, and contains vinyl surface 
noise; track time = 3:34. The copy on Are You Experienced (mono) [1967, Track 612 001] has 4 seconds of 
silence at the end, and contains vinyl surface noise; track time = 3:33. The copy on Are You Experienced (mono) 
[1971, Barclay 0820.143 T, 2nd pressing] has 3 seconds of silence at the end, and has considerable vinyl surface 
noise; track time = 3:31. The copy on Are You Experienced (mono) [2013, US Sony Legacy 88765419691] has 4 
seconds of silence at the end, and contains vinyl surface noise; track time = 3:35. The copy on Are You 
Experienced (mono) [2013, UK Sony Legacy 88765441751] contains faint vinyl surface noise; track time = 3:34. 
The copy on Are You Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. Stoned) is sourced from the 1971 
Barclay reissue of Are You Experienced (XBLY 0820.143), and was digitally transferred with the levels very 
slightly too high cutting off the low end at the 2:38.2 mark (amplitude clipping), but the track otherwise has 
excellent sound; track time = 3:34. The copy on Are You Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. 
Stoned - 2018 Nipsyco remaster); track time = 3:34. There are two copies on Are You Experienced?: Deluxe 
Edition Bootleg with copy 1 sourced from the Barclay (France) “superior sounding” mono version, and was 
digitally transferred with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track 
(amplitude clipping) (track time = 3:34), and copy 2 mislabeled “alternate mono mix” which would seem to indicate 
it is a copy of (14) but it is a copy of (1), has 9 seconds of silence at the end, and was mastered with the levels too 
high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping) (track time = 3:44). The 
copy on Are You Experienced: The UK Mono Version (2013, Prof. Stoned) is sourced from the 1971 Barclay 
reissue of Are You Experienced (XBLY 0820.143); track time = 3:34. The copy on ATM 091: In Glorious Mono 
sounds slightly “thin” in comparison to other copies; track time = 3:31. The copy on ATM 109-112: Maximum 

https://www.discogs.com/The-Jimi-Hendrix-Experience-Are-You-Experienced/release/9046687
https://www.discogs.com/Jimi-Hendrix-Experience-Smash-Hits/release/716747
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Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced; track time = 3:32. There is supposedly a copy on The 
Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) but it is actually a copy of (2). The copy on Moonbeams & 
Fairytales (Rev 3.1) was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the low end in places throughout the right 
channel of the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:33. The copy on Smash Hits [1974, MPF 1077]; track time 
= 3:38. The copy on Suns And Rainbow - Are You Experienced [aka The Old Barclay Box, MJ 1st transfer] has a 
faint high-pitched digital transfer noise throughout the track; track time = 3:29. 
 
098. (14) Manic Depression (official alternate mix of (1), mono) 
        Source: ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced 
        Univibes number: S008 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:32 (3:30) [3:33] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 29 March 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This track is an alternate mono mix of (1) with reverb added to the guitar solo. It is difficult to 
distinguish this mix from (1), but a tell-tale point is the @1:44 mark in this mix where it sounds like an engine 
revving for a split second in the background, whereas in (1) this revving sound is not present. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced [Capitol (mono)] 
        Alternate Sources: Are You Experienced [B887 bootleg CDR]; Are You Experienced [Reprieve]; ATM 109-
112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, 
OP Dester); The Making Of Are You Experienced [Wonderland]; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You 
Experienced; track time = 3:33. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); track time 
= 3:33. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) contains vinyl surface noise, and has sounds at the very 
end of the track which indicate it was probably fairly heavily processed with noise reduction; track time = 3:31. 
 
099. Manic Depression (official multitrack of (2), instrumental, stereo) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:42] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 29 March 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 095 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. Although the track is noted as an “instrumental”, Jimi’s vocals are still heard low in the background, as are 
the drums. The bass end is slightly more dominant throughout the track; the guitar multitrack (see next track) is 
nearly identical to this track except that there the treble end is slightly more dominant throughout. There are 4 
seconds of silence at the start of the track. These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though 
sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among 
collectors. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
 
100. Manic Depression (official multitrack of (2), guitar, stereo) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:42] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 29 March 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 095 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. This track is nearly identical to the “instrumental” multitrack (see previous track), except that here the treble 
end is slightly more dominant. Jimi’s vocals are still heard low in the background, as are the drums. There are 4 
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seconds of silence at the start of the track. These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though 
sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among 
collectors. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
 
101. Manic Depression (official multitrack of (2), vocals, stereo) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:43] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 29 March 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 095 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Jimi’s isolated vocals, though the instruments can still be heard in the background 
during the vocal parts. The vocals are in the left channel at the start of the track then gradually move to the center 
around the 1:00 mark, then they move right-of-center starting at the 1:53 mark, thereafter gradually moving further 
and further to the right for the remainder of the track. This track sounds identical to the following track with no 
audibly discernable difference between the two, though visually comparing them in Audacity one can see very 
slight differences. These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; 
all have been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
 
102. Manic Depression (official multitrack of (2), vocals (clean-up), stereo) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:43] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 29 March 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 095 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. This track sounds identical to the previous track with no audibly discernable difference between the two, 
though visually comparing them in Audacity one can see very slight differences. These Rock Band multitracks 
often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg 
files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
 
103. Manic Depression (official multitrack of (2), bass (clean-up), mono) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:42] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 29 March 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 095 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track, in mono, consists of Noel’s isolated bass part, though the vocals, guitar, and the drums can still 
be faintly heard in the background. There are 4 seconds of silence at the start of the track. Unlike the “vocals” 
multitrack, the multitrack for this song didn’t contain a non-“clean-up” bass version. These Rock Band multitracks 
often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg 
files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
 
104. Manic Depression (official multitrack of (2), drums, stereo) 
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        Source: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:42] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 29 March 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 095 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Mitch’s drum part dominantly mixed, though Jimi’s vocals are still very much present. 
The guitar and bass are mixed lower, and the sound throughout is primarily heard in the left channel. There are 4 
seconds of silence at the start of the track. These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though 
sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among 
collectors. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
 
105. (1) La Poupée Qui Fait Non (stereo mix) 
        Source: De Lane Lea Demos And Olympic Outs 
        Univibes number: S1058 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:40 (3:40) [3:41] 
        Composers: Michel Polnareff & Gérald Biesel (Franck Gérald) 
        Recording date/location: 29 March 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (bass, guitar), Noel Redding (guitar), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. 
        Notes: The song title translates from French as The Doll Who Doesn’t, or The Doll That Says No. Complete 
copies of this track have a split-second of studio comment at the very beginning by Chas Chandler that sounds 
possibly like, “Let’s go”. Noel’s guitar is heard centrally in the mix up until the 0:30 mark where it suddenly moves 
to the left channel for the remainder of the track. From 1:09-1:12 the guitars and drums drop out briefly with only 
Jimi’s bass heard, first in the left channel, then moving to the center. This instrumental has the somewhat sloppy 
qualities of an attempt to create a backing track, which flounders to a halt at the end. The very end is slightly 
incomplete; see the mono version (2) for the complete ending. 
        Alternate Sources: Are You Experienced: The Sessions Vol. 2 (labeled No, No, No, No); Astro Man; ATM 
109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced; Axis Bold A Love: The Alternate Versions 
(labeled Ma Poupee Qui Fait Non); Beginnings 66-68; The Complete Are You Experienced Outtakes; The 
Complete BBC Session And...; De Lane Lea Demos And Olympic Outs (labeled Ma Pouppee Qui Fait Non); 
Demos 1968 [World Productions of Compact Music]; Electric Warrior; En Ecoutant Des Images; First Steps 
(labeled No, No, No, No); Get The Experience! (labeled Ma Poupee Qui Fait Non); Gypsy Charm; I Am 
Experienced; I Don’t Live Today [CD/LP]; In The Studio Volume 10 (lossy); Jimi Plays Berkeley/The Studio 
Outtakes...1966-1970; The Making Of Are You Experienced [Wonderland]; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); 
Out Of The Studio: Demo’s From ’67 (labeled Ma Pouppee Qui Fait No); Studio ’67; The Studio Out-Takes 1966-
1970; Studio Out-Takes Volume 1...1966-1968; The Studio Out-takes Volume 1 1966-1968; Studio Recordings 
1967-1968; The Wind Cries Mary [Oil Well] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Are You Experienced: The Sessions Vol. 2 is labeled No, No, No, No, and 
is missing the beginning studio comment; track time = 3:43. The copy on Astro Man has the complete beginning 
and very good sound, but viewing the track in Audacity it looks as though the high and low ends have been 
chopped off throughout the right channel; track time = 3:42. The copy on ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - 
The Making Of Are You Experienced is missing the beginning studio comment; track time = 3:41. The copy on 
The Complete Are You Experienced Outtakes is missing the beginning studio comment; track time = 3:43. There 
is supposedly a copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) but it is actually a copy of (2). 
The copy on De Lane Lea Demos And Olympic Outs is labeled Ma Pouppee Qui Fait Non; track time = 3:41. The 
copy on Electric Warrior is missing the beginning studio comment; track time = 3:44. The copy on First Steps is 
labeled No, No, No, No, is missing the beginning studio comment, and tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 3:43. The 
copy on Get The Experience! is labeled Ma Poupee Qui Fait Non, and is missing the beginning studio comment; 
track time = 3:43. The copy on I Don’t Live Today [CD] is missing the beginning studio comment; track time = 
3:43. The copy on In The Studio Volume 10 is missing the beginning studio comment, has been edited to remove 
@30 seconds of the complete track, and is known to be lossy/MP3 (all tracks on volumes 5-10 of this set are 
known to be lossy/MP3, i.e. no lossless copies exist); track time = 3:01. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales 
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(Rev 3.1) is missing the beginning studio comment; track time = 3:41. The copy on Out Of The Studio: Demo’s 
From ’67 is labeled Ma Pouppee Qui Fait No; track time = 3:40. The copy on Studio ’67; track time = 3:41. 
 
106. (2) La Poupée Qui Fait Non (alternate mix of (1), mono) 
        Source: Out Of The Studio 2; optimally amplified, beginning and ending silence removed 
        Univibes number: S1463 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:34 (3:40) [3:37] 
        Composers: Michel Polnareff & Gérald Biesel (Franck Gérald) 
        Recording date/location: 29 March 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (bass, guitar), Noel Redding (guitar), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. 
        Notes: Jimpress notes this track as being a “mono mix of (1)”, though viewing it visually in Audacity both 
channels look suspiciously similar to the right channel of the stereo mix (1). One probably needs to ask, why 
would a professional studio engineer bother creating a mono mix of something that was obviously an unfinished 
backing track? This “mono mix” first appeared on the bootlegs Olympic Gold Vol. 1 and Out Of The Studio 2, both 
released in early 1998; all other later sources for this track probably trace back to these bootlegs. This version 
doesn’t have the guitars and drums drop out segment from 1:09-1:12, where a drum fill not heard in (1) can be 
heard here. This version also has the complete end of the song as it flounders to a halt, followed by a faintly 
heard indistinguishable noise at the 3:36 mark. 
        Alternate Sources: The 1st Experienced; Are You Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg; Are You 
Experienced Sessions 1966-67; Are You More Experienced; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP 
Dester) (2 copies, one labeled (1)); Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Olympic Gold Vol. 1 (labeled No No No); 
Olympic Sessions; Out Of The Studio 2 (labeled No No No, with 10 secs of skips at 1:41); Out Of The Studio: 
Strongest Edition; Studio '67 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Are You Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg has 4 seconds of silence at 
the end, and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the 
track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:38. There are two copies on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 
(2018, OP Dester), one of which is incorrectly labeled the stereo version (1) with 2 seconds of tape silence at the 
start, and 2 seconds of tape silence at the end (track time = 3:40), and the copy labeled (2) has 3 seconds of tape 
silence at the start, and 3 seconds of tape silence at the end; track time = 3:42. The copy on Moonbeams & 
Fairytales (Rev 3.1) has 11 seconds of digital skips/errors from 1:40-1:51, and fades out slightly early on the 
ending note; track time = 3:26. The copy on Olympic Gold Vol. 1 is labeled No No No, has 2 seconds of tape 
silence at the start, digital skips/errors throughout most of the track, and 2 seconds of tape silence at the end; 
track time = 3:40. The copy on Out Of The Studio 2 is labeled No No No, has 3 seconds of tape silence at the 
start, and 3 seconds of tape silence at the end; track time = 3:42. The copy on Out Of The Studio: Strongest 
Edition has 3 seconds of tape silence at the start, and 3 seconds of tape silence at the end; track time = 3:42. The 
copy on Studio '67 has 2 seconds of tape silence at the start, and 2 seconds of tape silence at the end; track time 
= 3:40. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
====================================================================================== 

3 April 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, United Kingdom 
====================================================================================== 
 
107. (2) Highway Chile (official stereo mix) 
        Source: Smash Alternates (2015, ghostryder14); ending silence removed 
        Univibes number: S1533 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:37 (3:39) [3:39] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 April 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 

 

DISC 6 – STUDIO RECORDINGS 
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        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Laurie (unknown last name). 
        Notes: This track uses the final take 8 from the session. Overdubs and mixing for this track were done on 4 
April 1967. This stereo mix runs slightly longer at the end than the mono mix (1) with no fade-out, and includes an 
ending studio comment by probably the Second Engineer, “Come on in here,” followed by an indecipherable 
comment by Chas on the fade-out. 
        Official Release: The Jimi Hendrix Experience [purple box]; Voodoo Child: The Jimi Hendrix Collection 
        Alternate Sources: Are You Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 
(2018, OP Dester); Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Smash Alternates (2015, ghostryder14) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Are You Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg is presumably sourced from 
the vinyl version of The Jimi Hendrix Experience [purple box], is sub-labeled “2000 remix”, has 6 seconds of 
silence at the end, and was digitally transferred with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the high and low 
ends in several places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:46. The copy on The Complete 
Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low 
ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:40. The copy on The Jimi Hendrix 
Experience [purple box] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places 
throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:40. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) was 
mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude 
clipping); track time = 3:39. The copy on Smash Alternates (2015, ghostryder14) is presumably sourced from the 
vinyl version of The Jimi Hendrix Experience [purple box], has 6 seconds of silence at the end, and was mastered 
with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the low end at the 0:55.8 mark of the left channel (amplitude 
clipping); track time = 3:46. The copy on Voodoo Child: The Jimi Hendrix Collection fades out before the ending 
studio comments, and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places 
throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:36. 
 
108. Highway Chile (official simulated (fake) stereo mix of (1)) 
        Source: 6 Singles Pack [Polydor 260 8001]; track courtesy of Miomir 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:29] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 April 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Laurie (unknown last name). 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 109 Notes. This track is a simulated (fake) stereo 
mix using the mono mix (1). Doug Bell explains, “This is one of the Polydor fake stereo masters using the mono 
as the basis. Polydor originally released Are You Experienced in fake stereo created from the mono. Over the 
years and across countries they made a bunch of different fake stereo versions, all of which sound slightly (or 
significantly, in some cases) different. For the original German Polydor 184 085, they basically EQ'd the two 
channels differently: one was bassy and the other trebly, giving some separation but sounding weird under 
headphones. That's what you hear here. When Polydor released Smash Hits (184 138) the following year, the Are 
You Experienced tracks on that LP had a different fake stereo, the same idea but less heavy-handed. In that case 
there was no real separation but the fake stereo just added a little openness to the sound.” This track is slightly 
incomplete on the ending fade-out in comparison to (1). 
        Official Release: 6 Singles Pack [Polydor 260 8001] 
 
109. (1) Highway Chile (official mono mix) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. Stoned - 2018 Nipsyco remaster) 
        Univibes number: S006 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:30 (3:30) [3:32] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 April 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Laurie (unknown last name). 
        Notes: This track uses the final take 8 from the session. Overdubs and mixing for this track were done on 4 
April 1967. The track fades out 6-seconds before the complete ending as heard in (2).  
        Official Release: vinyl single [1967, Track 604004; Polydor (Germany, Sweden) 59078; Polydor (Italy, New 
Zealand) NH-59078; Polydor (Spain) 60.008; Polydor (Australia) NH-59096; Polydor (Japan) DP-1548; Barclay 

https://www.discogs.com/The-Jimi-Hendrix-Experience-Are-You-Experienced/release/9046687
https://www.discogs.com/Jimi-Hendrix-Experience-Smash-Hits/release/716747
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060840; Polydor (France) 2141-277; Polydor (South Africa) PD-9239; Reprise 0572; 1971, Polydor (Japan) DP-
1765; 1972, Barclay 061.359]; vinyl EP [1967, Polydor (Israel) EP-IP 1011; 1969?, Polydor (Portugal) 60588; 
1970s?, Barclay 071.157]; vinyl mini-EP [Mini-Boum, 1968, Barclay 500004]; CD single [1999, MCA 155-635-2]; 
Are You Experienced (mono); Best Of Jimi Hendrix [Universe Gold]; Classic Singles Collection Vol. 2; Greatest 
Hits [2010, Experience Hendrix/Sony Music]; Inside The Experience (doctored, short portion with voice-over); Jimi 
Hendrix Volume 3: Greatest Hits [Barclay]; Legacy; The Singles Album; The Singles Collection; Smash Hits; 
Ultimate Experience [Polydor]; War Heroes [early European CD release]; War Heroes [later European CD copies] 
        Alternate Sources: bootleg vinyl single [Napoleon NP-1018]; 4 In 2; All The Hits [Duchesse; Universe]; Are 
You Experienced [Reprieve]; Are You Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. Stoned); Are You 
Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. Stoned - 2018 Nipsyco remaster); Are You 
Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg; Are You Experienced: The UK Mono Version (2013, Prof. Stoned); ATM 
109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced; Axis: Bold As Love: Mono Edition [Track 
(fake), Reprieve]; Axis Bold As Love: The Mono Mix; Burnin’ Soul; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, 
OP Dester); The First Studio Sessions; Four Originals [Uranus]; Jimi Hendrix [Bell (bootleg label)]; Jimi Hendrix 
[Champion Selection Series]; Jimi Hendrix [Falcon Neue Medien/Eurosound]; Jimi Hendrix [Universe 3323]; Jimi 
Hendrix And Pink Floyd [Golden Pop’s Gallery]; Jimi Hendrix Experience - Eric Clapton - Ginger Baker - John 
Mayall - Jack Bruce; Jimi Hendrix Volume 2: A Man Of Our Time; Legacy [B616 pirate CDR]; The Making Of Are 
You Experienced [Wonderland]; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Overdose (USC); Scrambled Eggs; Smash 
Hits [Reprieve]; Static Music; Studio '67; War Heroes [JimiThang pirate CDR]; War Heroes (Prof. Stoned) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on vinyl single [1967, Track 604004] fades out 3 seconds early; track time = 
3:29. The copy on All The Hits [Universe] fades out slightly early; track time = 3:31. The copy on Are You 
Experienced [1993, Polydor (USA) 521 036-2] has 3 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 3:35. The copy on 
Are You Experienced [1997, MCA (Canada) MCASD-11602] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the 
high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:32. The copy on Are You 
Experienced [1997, MCA (USA) MCA2-11608] is complete and has very good sound; track time = 3:31. The copy 
on Are You Experienced [2010, Sony Legacy 88697-62162-2] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off 
the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:32. The copy on Are You 
Experienced [2010, Sony Records Int’l SICP 2636-7] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high 
and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:34. The copy on Are You 
Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. Stoned) is sourced from War Heroes [1972, Reprise MS 
2103], is complete and has very good sound; track time = 3:32. The copy on Are You Experienced: 50th 
Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. Stoned - 2018 Nipsyco remaster); track time = 3:32. The copy on Are You 
Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg is sourced from a mono single, has 6 seconds of silence at the end, and 
was digitally transferred with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track 
(amplitude clipping); track time = 3:37. The copy on Are You Experienced: The UK Mono Version (2013, Prof. 
Stoned) is sourced from War Heroes [1972, Reprise], and has 4 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 3:34. 
The copy on ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced was mastered with the 
levels slightly too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track 
time = 3:31. The copy on Best Of Jimi Hendrix [Universe Gold] fades out early; track time = 3:27. The copy on 
The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) fades out slightly early; track time = 3:32. The copy on 
The First Studio Sessions fades out early; track time = 3:26. The copy on Greatest Hits [2010, Experience 
Hendrix/Sony Music]; track time = 3:34. The copy on Inside The Experience is an incomplete edited excerpt of 
various instrumental portions of the track, and contains voice-over narration throughout; track time = 0:42. The 
copy on Jimi Hendrix Volume 3: Greatest Hits [Barclay]; track time = 3:31. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales 
(Rev 3.1) was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track 
(amplitude clipping); track time = 3:32. The copy on The Singles Album [1983, Polydor (West Germany) 2625 
047] fades out slightly early; track time = 3:31. The copy on The Singles Album [1989, Polydor (Japan) P58P 
20112-13] fades out early; track time = 3:29. The copy on The Singles Collection [2003, MCA 0602498145036] 
runs at a slightly slower speed, and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in 
places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:35. The copy on Smash Hits [1974, MPF 1077] 
runs at a slightly slower speed, and has vinyl surface noise; track time = 3:39. The copy on Smash Hits [1984, 
Polydor (West Germany) 825-255-2] fades out slightly early; track time = 3:32. The copy on Smash Hits [1988, 
Polydor 613004] fades out slightly early; track time = 3:32. The copy on Smash Hits [1989, Polydor (Japan) P20P 
22003] fades out slightly early; track time =3:32. The copy on Smash Hits [2002, MCA (Europe) 113-007-2] was 
mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude 
clipping); track time = 3:32. The copy on Studio ’67 fades out slightly early; track time = 3:31. The copy on 
Ultimate Experience [Polydor] was mastered with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the low end in several 
places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:32. The copy on War Heroes [1989, Polydor 
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(Japan) P20P 22010] fades out slightly early, and has 6 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 3:36. The 
copy on War Heroes (Prof. Stoned) is sourced from War Heroes [1972, Reprise MS 2103], and has 3 seconds of 
silence at the end; track time = 3:34. 
 
110. Highway Chile (official multitrack of (2), instrumental, stereo) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:38] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 April 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Laurie (unknown last name). 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 107 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of the instrumental parts only without Jimi’s vocals. The end of the track fades out just 
before the final second of the last guitar note as heard in (2). These Rock Band multitracks often test as 
lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files which 
circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
        Alternate Sources: Instrumentals Volume 1 (2017, Funkydrummer) 
 
111. Highway Chile (official multitrack of (2), guitar, stereo) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:42] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 April 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: 
Laurie (unknown last name). 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 107 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Jimi’s isolated lead guitar part. The end of the track fades out just before the final 
second of the last guitar note as heard in (2). These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though 
sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among 
collectors. See also track 606. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
 
112. Highway Chile (official multitrack of (2), second guitar, stereo) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:42] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 April 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Laurie (unknown last name). 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 107 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Jimi’s isolated overdub guitar part, which sounds like an amplified acoustic guitar. 
The lead guitar and drums can still be heard faintly in the background, and presumably the bass as well though it 
is difficult to distinguish. These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as 
lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
 
113. Highway Chile (official multitrack of (2), vocals, stereo) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:42] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
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        Recording date/location: 3 April 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Laurie (unknown last name). 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 107 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Jimi’s isolated vocals, though the instruments can still be heard faintly in the 
background. The vocals are primarily mixed to the left, though occasionally they move briefly towards the center. 
These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been 
extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
 
114. Highway Chile (official multitrack of (2), bass, mono) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:42] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 April 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
Second Engineer: Laurie (unknown last name). 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 107 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track, in mono, consists of Noel’s isolated bass part, though Jimi’s lead guitar can still be heard faintly 
in the background. These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; 
all have been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
 
115. Highway Chile (official multitrack of (2), drums, stereo) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:42] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 April 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
Second Engineer: Laurie (unknown last name). 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 107 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Mitch’s isolated drum part, though Jimi’s lead guitar can still be heard faintly in the 
background. The end of the track fades out just before the final second of the last guitar note as heard in (2). 
These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been 
extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
 
116. (3) May This Be Love (official stereo mix) 
        Source: Are You Experienced [1993, Polydor (USA) 521 036-2]; ending silence removed 
        Univibes number: S013 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:07 (3:07) [3:12] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 April 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums with ching ring on hi-
hat). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Laurie (unknown last name). 
Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: The master for this track, originally titled Waterfall as initially marked on the studio tape box, was 
obtained on the fourth take. This stereo mix is 9 seconds longer at the end than the mono mix (1), and it contains 
double-tracked vocals on certain words, an effect not present on the mono mix. The two guitar parts are mixed 
primarily in the right channel, and the bass and drums are mixed in the left channel. At 0:56 one can year Jimi 
turning the pages of his lyrics sheets. From 1:54-2:02 the channels flip, i.e. the guitars are briefly moved to the left 
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channel while the bass and drums are briefly moved to the right channel. This happens again from 2:11-2:21, and 
2:32-2:37. From 2:49 to the end of the track the channels flip/pan back-and-forth gradually ending with the guitars 
to the right and the other instruments to the left. In the Kramer isolation mix of this track (see track 123), Eddie 
Kramer explains that the “bell-like sound” heard in the track, previously thought to be a tambourine, is something 
called a ching ring which is placed on Mitch’s hi-hat. The final fixes and mixes for this track were done 24-25 April 
1967 at Olympic Sound Studios.  
        Official Release: CD EP [1992, Polydor (England or Germany) 863-917-2]; Are You Experienced; Backtrack 
Ten: Are You Experienced; Greatest Hits [2010, Experience Hendrix/Sony Music]; Inside The Experience 
(excerpt); Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Are You Experienced [1980, Polydor (Germany) 2625 038]; Jimi 
Hendrix Reference Library: Whammy Bar & Finger Grease (excerpt); The Jimi Hendrix Story [Arcade France]; 
Lifelines: The Jimi Hendrix Story (excerpt); Live & Unreleased: The Radio Show (excerpt); Rainy Day Dream 
Away [Hear Music]; Sessions - Are You Experienced [Polydor] 
        Alternate Sources: Are You Experienced [B149 Barclay pirate]; Are You Experienced [Barclay picture disc]; 
Are You Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. Stoned); Are You Experienced And More; Are 
You Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg (from Are You Experienced [1986, Reprise 6261-2, DIDX 810 11B3 
variation without NoNoise processing]); ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You 
Experienced; Come On [Universe]; The Complete Are You Experienced Outtakes; The Complete Studio 
Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); Greatest Hits Of Jimi Hendrix [Starling]; Introspective/The Wind Cries Mary 
[Oil Well]; The Jimi Hendrix Story [Arcade France] (incomplete); Live & Unreleased Part 1 [Westwood One pirate]; 
The Making Of Are You Experienced [Wonderland]; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Are You Experienced [1967, Reprise RS 6261, first pressing]; track time = 
3:09. The copy on Are You Experienced [1973, Polydor (UK) 2683-031] contains vinyl surface noise, and 3 
seconds of silence at the end; track time = 3:12. The copy on Are You Experienced [1985, Polydor (West 
Germany) 825-416-2] has 4 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 3:11. The copy on Are You Experienced 
[1989, Polydor (Japan) P20P 22001] has 3 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 3:11. The copy on Are You 
Experienced [1993, Polydor (USA) 521 036-2] is very slightly longer at the end than other copies tested, and has 
3 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 3:14. The copy on Are You Experienced [1997, MCA (Canada) 
MCASD-11602] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the 
track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:10. The copy on Are You Experienced [1997, MCA (USA) MCA2-11608]; 
track time = 3:09. The copy on Are You Experienced [2010, Experience Hendrix/Sony Music SICP-30001] was 
mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude 
clipping); track time = 3:11. The copy on Are You Experienced [2010, Sony Legacy 88697-62162-2] was 
mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude 
clipping); track time = 3:10. The copy on Are You Experienced [2010, Sony Records Int’l SICP 2636-7] was 
mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude 
clipping); track time = 3:11. The copy on Are You Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. 
Stoned) is sourced from the 2010 180 gram vinyl remastered reissue of Are You Experienced (Legacy 88697-
62395-1), and has 3 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 3:11. The copy on Are You Experienced And 
More has 4 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 3:15. The copy on Are You Experienced?: Deluxe Edition 
Bootleg is sourced from Are You Experienced [1986, Reprise 6261-2, DIDX 810 11B3 variation without NoNoise 
processing], has 3 seconds of silence at the end, and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high 
and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:12. The copy on ATM 109-112: 
Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced; track time = 3:09. The copy on The Complete Are 
You Experienced Outtakes has 4 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 3:14. The copy on The Complete 
Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); track time = 3:09. The copy on Greatest Hits [2010, Experience 
Hendrix/Sony Music] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout 
the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:12. The copy on Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Are You 
Experienced [1980, Polydor (Germany) 2625 038] is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left 
channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be 
the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 3:08. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales 
(Rev 3.1) was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track 
(amplitude clipping); track time = 3:10. The copy on Rainy Day Dream Away [Hear Music] has 3 seconds of 
silence at the end, and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places 
throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:12. The copy on Sessions - Are You Experienced 
[Polydor] has 3 seconds of silence at the end, and was mastered with the levels slightly too high cutting off the 
high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:09. 
 
117. May This Be Love (official simulated (fake) stereo mix of (1)) 
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        Source: Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Are You Experienced [1980, Polydor (Australia) 2625 038]; 
optimally amplified; track courtesy of MarkJ 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:02] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 April 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums with ching ring on hi-
hat). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Laurie (unknown last name). 
Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 118 Notes. This simulated (fake) stereo mix 
using the mono mix (1) is predominantly heard in the left channel and barely heard in the right channel resulting in 
a track that sounds nearly mono. Doug Bell explains, “This is one of the Polydor fake stereo masters using the 
mono as the basis. Polydor originally released Are You Experienced in fake stereo created from the mono. Over 
the years and across countries they made a bunch of different fake stereo versions, all of which sound slightly (or 
significantly, in some cases) different. For the original German Polydor 184 085, they basically EQ'd the two 
channels differently: one was bassy and the other trebly, giving some separation but sounding weird under 
headphones. That's what you hear here. When Polydor released Smash Hits (184 138) the following year, the Are 
You Experienced tracks on that LP had a different fake stereo, the same idea but less heavy-handed. In that case 
there was no real separation but the fake stereo just added a little openness to the sound.” The source copy 
contains noticeable vinyl surface noises, and 3 seconds of silence at the end. 
        Official Release: Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Are You Experienced [1980, Polydor (Australia) 2625 
038] 
 
118. (1) May This Be Love (official alternate mix of (3), mono) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: The UK Mono Version (2013, Prof. Stoned) 
        Univibes number: S013 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:58 (2:55) [3:02] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 April 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums with ching ring on hi-
hat). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Laurie (unknown last name). 
Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This mono alternate mix of (3) fades out 9 seconds earlier than the stereo mix (3), and does not 
contain double-tracked vocals on certain words as heard in the stereo mix. The sound of Jimi turning the pages of 
his lyrics sheets at the 0:56 mark in (3) has also been mixed out here. In the Kramer isolation mix of this track 
(see track 123), Eddie Kramer explains that the “bell-like sound” heard in the track, previously thought to be a 
tambourine, is something called a ching ring which is placed on Mitch’s hi-hat. The final fixes and mixes for this 
track were done 24-25 April 1967 at Olympic Sound Studios. 
        Official Release: vinyl single [1971?, IS (Thailand) 45.001]; vinyl EP [1967, Polydor (Spain) 51085-EPH; 
1971, Polydor (Mexico) 2229-030; 1972, Polydor (Germany) 2835-040]; vinyl mini-EP [Mini-Boum, 1968, Barclay 
500004]; vinyl split EP [1970s?, Metro Records (Thailand) MTR-480; 4 Hits, 1970s?, U.B. (Thailand) GC-004; Hit 
Parade Vol. X, 1971?, TK Records (Thailand) TK-452; Super Bad, 1976?, U.B. (Thailand) GC-007]; Are You 
Experienced (mono); Suns And Rainbow - Are You Experienced [aka The Old Barclay Box] 
        Alternate Sources: The 1st Experienced; Are You Experienced [B692 bootleg CDR]; Are You Experienced 
[B887 bootleg CDR]; Are You Experienced [Barclay]; Are You Experienced [Mono Masters]; Are You Experienced 
[Odeon]; Are You Experienced [Reprieve]; Are You Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. 
Stoned); Are You Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg; Are You Experienced: The UK Mono Version (2013, 
Prof. Stoned); ATM 091: In Glorious Mono; ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You 
Experienced; The Making Of Are You Experienced (2 copies); Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Are You Experienced (mono) [1967, Barclay 829143, 1st pressing] has 5 
seconds of silence at the end, and has considerable vinyl surface noise; track time = 3:01. The copy on Are You 
Experienced (mono) [1967, Reprise R-6261] has 3 seconds of silence at the end, and has considerable vinyl 
surface noise; track time = 3:01. The copy on Are You Experienced (mono) [1967, Track 612 001] is slightly 
clipped on the ending fade-out, has 5 seconds of silence at the end, and has considerable vinyl surface noise; 
track time = 3:01. The copy on Are You Experienced (mono) [1971, Barclay 0820.143 T, 2nd pressing] has 4 
seconds of silence at the end, and has considerable vinyl surface noise; track time = 3:01. The copy on Are You 
Experienced (mono) [2013, US Sony Legacy 88765419691] has 4 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 
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3:01. The copy on Are You Experienced (mono) [2013, UK Sony Legacy 88765441751]; track time = 2:59. The 
copy on Are You Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. Stoned) is sourced from the 1971 
Barclay reissue of Are You Experienced (XBLY 0820.143), and was digitally transferred with the levels slightly too 
high cutting off the low end in a few spots from 0:59-1:03 (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:02. The copy on Are 
You Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg is sourced from the Barclay (France) “superior sounding” mono 
version, and was digitally transferred with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places 
throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:03. The copy on Are You Experienced: The UK Mono 
Version (2013, Prof. Stoned) is sourced from the 1971 Barclay reissue of Are You Experienced (XBLY 0820.143), 
and has 3 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 3:02. The copy on ATM 091: In Glorious Mono is clipped at 
the end; track time = 2:58. The copy on ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You 
Experienced (disc 2) is sourced from the Track mono vinyl release of Are You Experienced, and is clipped at the 
end; track time = 2:58. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) is clipped at the end, and was mastered 
with the levels too high cutting off the low end throughout the right channel of the track (amplitude clipping); track 
time = 2:58. The copy on Suns And Rainbow - Are You Experienced [aka The Old Barclay Box, MJ 1st transfer] 
has 5 seconds of silence at the beginning, and has a faint high-pitched digital transfer noise throughout the track; 
track time = 3:01. 
 
119. May This Be Love (official alternate mix of (1), mono) 
        Source: ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced (disc 4); optimally 
amplified 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:00] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 April 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums with ching ring on hi-
hat). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Laurie (unknown last name). 
Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. The copy on ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The 
Making Of Are You Experienced (disc 4) is sourced from the Reprise mono LP of Are You Experienced [1967, 
Reprise R 6261, mono], which has slightly more echo than other copies of (1). The sound of Jimi turning the 
pages of his lyrics sheets at the 0:56 mark in (3) has also been mixed out here. It’s possible that other Official 
Release and/or Alternate Sources for (1) that weren’t available for testing could be this alternate mix. The source 
copy tests as lossy/MP3 in Trader’s Little Helper but tests as lossless in Exact Audio Copy (EAC). 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced [1967, Reprise R 6261, mono] 
        Alternate Sources: The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); Studio '67 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced 
(disc 4) is sourced from the Reprise mono vinyl release of Are You Experienced; track time = 3:00. The copy on 
The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); track time = 3:00. The copy on Studio ‘67; track time = 
3:00. 
 
120. (2) May This Be Love (official longer alternate mix of (1), mono) 
        Source: ATM 091: In Glorious Mono; optimally amplified 
        Univibes number: S137 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:10 (3:10) [3:12] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 April 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums with ching ring on hi-
hat). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Laurie (unknown last name). 
Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This alternate mono mix is similar to the previous track in that it contains more echo than the standard 
mono mix (1), but it also runs longer to the complete ending as heard in the stereo mix (3), although the ending 
here is even 2 seconds longer than (3). Complete copies of this track begin with what sounds like a drum beat (or 
a cough?) as the rolling drum opening begins. The sound of Jimi turning the pages of his lyrics sheets can be 
heard here at the 0:56 mark. The source copy tests as lossy/MP3 in Trader’s Little Helper but tests as lossless in 
Exact Audio Copy (EAC). 
        Official Release: vinyl single [1972, Barclay 061.389] 
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        Alternate Sources: The 1st Experienced; Are You Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg; Are You 
Experienced: The Sessions Vol. 2 (labeled Waterfall); ATM 063-064: On The Road To Electric Ladyland; ATM 
091: In Glorious Mono; ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced; Axis: Bold As 
Love: Mono Edition [Track (fake), Reprieve]; Brilliant Outtakes, Demos & Specials (labeled Waterfall); The 
Complete Are You Experienced Outtakes; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); The First 
Studio Sessions; In The Studio Volume 1 (labeled Waterfall); The Making Of Are You Experienced [Wonderland]; 
Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); The Sotheby Auction Tapes [Midnight Beat] (labeled Waterfall); Studio '67 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Are You Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg is slightly clipped at the end, 
has 3 seconds of silence at the end, and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends 
in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:13. The copy on Are You Experienced: The 
Sessions Vol. 2 is labeled Waterfall, and is missing the opening drum beat; track time = 3:12. The copy on ATM 
063-064: On The Road To Electric Ladyland; track time = 3:12. The copy on ATM 091: In Glorious Mono; track 
time = 3:12. The copy on ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced tests as 
lossy/MP3; track time = 3:11. The copy on The Complete Are You Experienced Outtakes has vinyl surface noise; 
track time = 3:17. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) is missing the opening 
drum beat; track time = 3:13. The copy on The First Studio Sessions is missing the opening drum beat; track time 
= 3:10. The copy on In The Studio Volume 1 is labeled Waterfall, and is missing the opening drum beat; track time 
= 3:10. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 3:11. The copy on The 
Sotheby Auction Tapes [Midnight Beat] is labeled Waterfall, and is missing the opening drum beat; track time = 
3:11. The copy on Studio '67; track time = 3:11. 
 
121. (4) May This Be Love (official alternate mix of (3), stereo) 
        Source: West Coast Seattle Boy: The Jimi Hendrix Anthology 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:17 (3:19) [3:18] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 April 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums with ching ring on hi-
hat). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Laurie (unknown last name). 
Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This stereo alternate mix of (3) has double-tracked vocals throughout the song rather than just on 
certain words as heard in (3). The two guitar parts are mixed in separate channels rather than in the same 
channel as in (3), and the bass and drums are mixed centrally rather than to the side as in (3). This mix allows 
one to clearly hear guitar parts that are somewhat buried in (3), such as the segment from 1:03-1:11. There is an 
additional slide guitar note at the 0:34 mark, and from 1:53 to the end of the track there is more (and smoother) 
panning of the guitar back and forth between channels than what is heard in (3) where the channels briefly and 
quickly flip in a few places. The sound of Jimi turning the pages of his lyrics sheets at the 0:56 mark in (3) has 
also been mixed out here. The ending of this mix also lasts 6 seconds longer than what is heard in (3). 
        Official Release: West Coast Seattle Boy: The Jimi Hendrix Anthology; West Coast Seattle Boy: The Jimi 
Hendrix Anthology [promo 15-track CD] 
        Alternate Sources: The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) 
        Comparison Notes: All copies of this track were mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low 
ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping). The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 
(2018, OP Dester); track time = 3:18. The copy on West Coast Seattle Boy: The Jimi Hendrix Anthology; track 
time = 3:18. The copy on West Coast Seattle Boy: The Jimi Hendrix Anthology [promo 15-track CD]; track time = 
3:19. 
 
122. May This Be Love (official fake live mix of (3), stereo) 
        Source: The Legend Live [Sm’Art Art]; optimally amplified; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:07] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 April 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums with ching ring on hi-
hat). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Laurie (unknown last name). 
Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 116 Notes. This track has had fake audience 
applause added to the stereo mix (3) to give the impression that it is live. The track begins with loud fake 
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applause that continues through the descending slide guitar run up to the 0:12 mark, and heard thereafter faintly 
in the background in places throughout the track, especially noticeable during the quieter passages. We even get 
a fake audience “whistle” at the 2:13 mark, and the track ends with more loud fake applause. The sound of Jimi 
turning the pages of his lyrics sheets can be heard here at the 0:54 mark. 
        Official Release: The Legend Live [Sm’Art Art] 
 
123. May This Be Love (official Kramer isolation mix of (3), stereo) 
        Source: An Inside Look: Are You Experienced [DVD]; optimally amplified 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:08] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 April 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums with ching ring on hi-
hat). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Laurie (unknown last name). 
Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 116 Notes. This track is extracted from the 
documentary DVD accompanying the 2010 remaster of Are You Experienced, titled An Inside Look. Eddie Kramer 
enhances (brings to the forefront) and comments upon Mitch’s drum track and Jimi’s slide guitar from the master 
tapes. Kramer explains that the “bell-like sound” heard in the track, previously thought to be a tambourine, is 
something called a ching ring which is placed on Mitch’s hi-hat. There is also commentary by Mitch Mitchell and 
Noel Redding. This track tests as lossy/MP3 due to its extraction from a video file. 
        Official Release: An Inside Look: Are You Experienced [DVD] 
 
124. May This Be Love (official multitrack of (3), instrumental, stereo) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:16] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 April 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums with ching ring on hi-hat). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Laurie (unknown last name). Secondary 
Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 116 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of the instrumental parts only without Jimi’s vocals. The sound of Jimi turning the pages 
of his lyrics sheets at the 0:56 mark in (3) has also been mixed out here. These Rock Band multitracks often test 
as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files 
which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
        Alternate Sources: Instrumentals Volume 1 (2017, Funkydrummer) 
 
125. May This Be Love (official multitrack of (3), guitar, stereo) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:22] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 April 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
Second Engineer: Laurie (unknown last name). Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 116 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Jimi’s isolated lead guitar part. There is a 4-second drum cymbal count-in at the start 
of the track. These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all 
have been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. See also track 610. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
 
126. May This Be Love (official multitrack of (3), second guitar, mono) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
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        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:22] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 April 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
Second Engineer: Laurie (unknown last name). Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 116 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Jimi’s second guitar part in mono, which is only heard from 2:00-3:08. There is a 4-
second drum cymbal count-in at the start of the track. These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, 
though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate 
among collectors. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
 
127. May This Be Love (official multitrack of (3), vocals, mono) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:22] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 April 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie 
Kramer. Second Engineer: Laurie (unknown last name). Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 116 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Jimi’s isolated vocals in mono, though the guitar and drums can be heard faintly in 
the background. The sound of Jimi turning the pages of his lyrics sheets can be heard here at the 0:58 mark. At 
the 1:37 and 1:43 marks there is a similar sound of page turning, though it could be some other unknown action 
by Jimi taking place. The sound heard at the 1:37 mark can still be heard in the official version (3) at the 1:32 
mark. There is a 4-second drum cymbal count-in at the start of the track. These Rock Band multitracks often test 
as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files 
which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
 
128. May This Be Love (official multitrack of (3), bass, mono) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:22] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 April 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums with ching ring on hi-hat). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Laurie (unknown last name). Secondary 
Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 116 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Noel’s isolated bass part in mono, though Jimi’s guitar can still be heard faintly in the 
background. There is a 4-second drum cymbal count-in at the start of the track. These Rock Band multitracks 
often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg 
files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
 
129. May This Be Love (official multitrack of (3), drums, stereo) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:22] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 April 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
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        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums with ching ring on hi-
hat). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Laurie (unknown last name). 
Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 116 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Mitch’s drum part, though Jimi’s guitar can still be faintly heard in the background in 
places. There is a 4-second drum cymbal count-in at the start of the track. These Rock Band multitracks often test 
as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files 
which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
 
130. Title #3 (official, very narrow stereo) 
        Source: The Jimi Hendrix Experience [purple box] 
        Univibes number: S1534 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:07 (2:12) [2:12] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 April 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Laurie (unknown last name). 
        Notes: This track was realized in one take. Jimpress notes this is an instrumental backing track for a song 
which was never completed, and that it sounds like Can You See Me in places. The track is in very narrow stereo, 
nearly mono. The music comes to an end at the 2:07 mark followed by a comment by Mitch Mitchell, “(? he wants 
some?) [indecipherable] a bit louder please”, and someone else faintly heard making an indecipherable remark on 
the fade-out. 
        Official Release: The Jimi Hendrix Experience [purple box] 
        Alternate Sources: The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 
3.1); Through The Haze: The Ultimate Experience (labeled Between The Lines); Voodoo Blues #3 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) was mastered 
with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track 
time = 2:12. The copy on The Jimi Hendrix Experience [purple box] was mastered with the levels too high cutting 
off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:12. The copy on 
Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in 
places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:11. The copy on Through The Haze: The Ultimate 
Experience has vinyl surface noise, but the levels are fine, unlike other source copies which have the levels too 
high; track time = 2:11. The copy on Voodoo Blues #3 was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high 
and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:12. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
131. (20) Are You Experienced (official longer alternate instrumental take, mono) 
        Source: West Coast Seattle Boy: The Jimi Hendrix Anthology 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 5:59 (6:06) [6:04] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 April 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Laurie (unknown last name). 
        Notes: This song was originally known as Title #4. Jimpress notes this as an alternate instrumental backing 
track from the same session as (1). This track is in mono, and begins with a 1-2-3 count-in from Jimi. There is a 
tambourine sound on this track which is probably a ching ring on Mitch’s hi-hat, which was also used on May This 
Be Love recorded at the same session as this song; see tracks 116-129. 
        Official Release: West Coast Seattle Boy: The Jimi Hendrix Anthology; West Coast Seattle Boy: The Jimi 
Hendrix Anthology [promo 15-track CD] 
        Alternate Sources: The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) 
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        Comparison Notes: The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); track time = 
6:04. The copy on West Coast Seattle Boy: The Jimi Hendrix Anthology; track time = 6:04. The copy on West 
Coast Seattle Boy: The Jimi Hendrix Anthology [promo 15-track CD]; track time = 6:05. 
 
132. (2) Are You Experienced (official stereo mix) 
        Source: Are You Experienced [1985, Polydor (West Germany) 825-416-2]; optimally amplified 
        Univibes number: S017 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 4:07 (4:10) [4:11] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 April 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, piano), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Laurie (unknown last name). Secondary Second Engineer: 
George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This song was originally known as Title #4. This track uses take 6 from the session. Additional work 
on this song, including the addition of Jimi’s piano part, was done on 4 April 1967 with George Chkiantz replacing 
Laurie (unknown last name) as the Second Engineer. Four backward guitar takes were recorded for this track with 
take 4 being the one that was used. Jimpress notes that this stereo mix is slightly longer than the mono mix (1), 
though in fact it is not; the original Track mono vinyl LP of (1) has an abbreviated ending whereas most other later 
source copies have the complete ending. 
        Official Release: vinyl EP [Are You Experienced, 1970s?, TK Records (Thailand) TK241]; CD single [1999, 
MCA 155-635-2]; Are You Experienced; Backtrack Ten: Are You Experienced; Inside The Experience; Jimi 
Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Are You Experienced [1980, Polydor 2625 038]; The Jimi Hendrix Story [Arcade 
France]; Johnny B. Goode [VHS, audio only]; Kiss The Sky; Lifelines: The Jimi Hendrix Story (excerpt); Live & 
Unreleased: The Radio Show (excerpt); Sessions - Are You Experienced [Polydor]; Voodoo Child: The Jimi 
Hendrix Collection 
        Alternate Sources: Are You Experienced [B149 Barclay pirate]; Are You Experienced: 50th Anniversary 
Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. Stoned); Are You Experienced And More; Are You Experienced?: Deluxe Edition 
Bootleg (from Are You Experienced [1986, Reprise 6261-2, DIDX 810 11B3 variation without NoNoise 
processing]); ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced; Axis Bold As Love 
[B476 bootleg CDR]; Come On [Universe]; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); En 
Ecoutant Des Images; Live & Unreleased Part 1 [Westwood One pirate]; The Making Of Are You Experienced 
[Wonderland]; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Are You Experienced [1967, Reprise RS 6261, first pressing] has a clean 
complete ending fade-out, but contains slightly more “master tape” hiss than some copies; track time = 4:12. The 
copy on Are You Experienced [1973, Polydor (UK) 2683-031] contains vinyl surface noise; track time = 4:12. The 
copy on Are You Experienced [1985, Polydor (West Germany) 825-416-2] contains slightly less “master tape” hiss 
than most other copies; track time = 4:11. The copy on Are You Experienced [1989, Polydor (Japan) P20P 22001] 
contains slightly less “master tape” hiss than most other copies; track time = 4:11. The copy on Are You 
Experienced [1993, Polydor (USA) 521 036-2] is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of 
most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa; track time = 4:16. The copy on Are 
You Experienced [1997, MCA (Canada) MCASD-11602] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high 
and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping), and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s 
heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa; track time 
= 4:14. The copy on Are You Experienced [1997, MCA (USA) MCA2-11608] is a stereo opposite variation i.e. 
what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa; 
track time = 4:12. The copy on Are You Experienced [2010, Sony Legacy 88697-62162-2] was mastered with the 
levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping), and is a 
stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right 
channel here and vice versa; track time = 4:15. The copy on Are You Experienced [2010, Sony Records Int’l SICP 
2636-7] is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in 
the right channel here and vice versa, and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends 
in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 4:13. The copy on Are You Experienced [2010, 
Experience Hendrix/Sony Music SICP-30001] is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of 
most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa, and was mastered with the levels too 
high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 4:14. The 
copy on Are You Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. Stoned) is sourced from the 2010 180 
gram vinyl remastered reissue of Are You Experienced (Legacy 88697-62395-1), fades out very slightly early, has 
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6 seconds of silence at the end, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most 
other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa; track time = 4:18. The copy on Are You 
Experienced And More is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source 
copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa; track time = 4:15. The copy on Are You Experienced?: 
Deluxe Edition Bootleg is sourced from Are You Experienced [1986, Reprise 6261-2, DIDX 810 11B3 variation 
without NoNoise processing], has 13 seconds of silence at the end, was mastered with the levels too high cutting 
off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping), and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. 
what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa; 
track time = 4:26. The copy on ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced fades 
out slightly early, and tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 4:09. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 
(2018, OP Dester); track time = 4:12. The copy on Inside The Experience is incomplete at the start and very 
slightly incomplete at the end, has voice-over commentary at the start and end, and is a stereo opposite variation 
i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa; 
track time = 4:07. The copy on Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Are You Experienced [1980, Polydor 
(Australia) 2625 038]; track time = 4:10. The copy on Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Are You Experienced 
[1980, Polydor (Germany) 2625 038]; track time = 4:09. The copy on Kiss The Sky [1984, Warner Bros. 1-25119] 
has vinyl surface noise, is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source 
copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa; track time = 4:14. The copy on Kiss The Sky [1989, 
Polydor (Japan) P20P 22017] is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other 
source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa; track time = 4:15. The copy on Moonbeams & 
Fairytales (Rev 3.1) was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout 
the track (amplitude clipping), and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other 
source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa; track time = 4:13. The copy on Sessions - Are 
You Experienced [Polydor] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places 
throughout the track (amplitude clipping), and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of 
most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa; track time = 4:13. The copy on 
Voodoo Child: The Jimi Hendrix Collection was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends 
in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping), and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left 
channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa; track time = 4:14. 
 
133. Are You Experienced (official simulated (fake) stereo mix of (1)) 
        Source: Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Are You Experienced [1980, Polydor (Australia) 2625 038]; 
track courtesy of MarkJ 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [4:10] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 April 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, piano), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Laurie (unknown last name). Secondary Second Engineer: 
George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 134 Notes. This simulated (fake) stereo mix 
using the mono mix (1) is predominantly heard in the left channel and barely heard in the right channel resulting in 
a track that sounds nearly mono. Doug Bell explains, “This is one of the Polydor fake stereo masters using the 
mono as the basis. Polydor originally released Are You Experienced in fake stereo created from the mono. Over 
the years and across countries they made a bunch of different fake stereo versions, all of which sound slightly (or 
significantly, in some cases) different. For the original German Polydor 184 085, they basically EQ'd the two 
channels differently: one was bassy and the other trebly, giving some separation but sounding weird under 
headphones. That's what you hear here. When Polydor released Smash Hits (184 138) the following year, the Are 
You Experienced tracks on that LP had a different fake stereo, the same idea but less heavy-handed. In that case 
there was no real separation but the fake stereo just added a little openness to the sound.” 
        Official Release: Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Are You Experienced [1980, Polydor (Australia) 2625 
038] 
 
134. (1) Are You Experienced (official mono mix) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. Stoned - 2018 Nipsyco remaster) 
        Univibes number: S017 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 4:07 (4:07) [4:13] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 

https://www.discogs.com/The-Jimi-Hendrix-Experience-Are-You-Experienced/release/9046687
https://www.discogs.com/Jimi-Hendrix-Experience-Smash-Hits/release/716747
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        Recording date/location: 3 April 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, piano), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Laurie (unknown last name). Secondary Second Engineer: 
George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This is the standard mono mix. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced (mono); Suns And Rainbow - Are You Experienced [aka The Old 
Barclay Box] 
        Alternate Sources: The 1st Experienced; Are You Experienced [B692 bootleg CDR]; Are You Experienced 
[B887 bootleg CDR]; Are You Experienced [Barclay]; Are You Experienced [Barclay picture disc]; Are You 
Experienced [Mono Masters]; Are You Experienced [Odeon]; Are You Experienced [Reprieve]; Are You 
Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. Stoned); Are You Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 
1967-2017 (Prof. Stoned - 2018 Nipsyco remaster); Are You Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg; Are You 
Experienced: The UK Mono Version (2013, Prof. Stoned); ATM 091: In Glorious Mono; ATM 109-112: Maximum 
Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced (2 copies); The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP 
Dester); The Making Of Are You Experienced (2 copies); Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Studio '67 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 091: In Glorious Mono; track time = 4:06. The copy on ATM 109-112: 
Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced (disc 3) is sourced from the Track mono LP, and 
fades out early; track time = 4:00. The copy on ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You 
Experienced (disc 4) is sourced from the Reprise mono LP; track time = 4:11. The copy on Are You Experienced 
(mono) [1967, Barclay 829143, 1st pressing] has considerable vinyl surface noise; track time = 4:05. The copy on 
Are You Experienced (mono) [1967, Reprise R-6261] has considerable vinyl surface noise; track time = 4:09. The 
copy on Are You Experienced (mono) [1967, Track 612 001] fades out early, and has considerable vinyl surface 
noise; track time = 3:59. The copy on Are You Experienced (mono) [1971, Barclay 0820.143 T, 2nd pressing] has 
considerable vinyl surface noise; track time = 4:04. The copy on Are You Experienced (mono) [2013, US Sony 
Legacy 88765419691] fades out slightly early, and contains vinyl surface noise; track time = 4:06. The copy on 
Are You Experienced (mono) [2013, UK Sony Legacy 88765441751] fades out slightly early, and contains vinyl 
surface noise; track time = 4:06. The copy on Are You Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 (Prof. 
Stoned) is sourced from the 1971 Barclay reissue of Are You Experienced (XBLY 0820.143), and has 5 seconds 
of silence at the end; track time = 4:13. The copy on Are You Experienced: 50th Anniversary Edition 1967-2017 
(Prof. Stoned - 2018 Nipsyco remaster); track time = 4:13. The copy on Are You Experienced?: Deluxe Edition 
Bootleg is sourced from the Barclay (France) “superior sounding” mono version, and was digitally transferred with 
the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time 
= 4:17. The copy on Are You Experienced: The UK Mono Version (2013, Prof. Stoned) is sourced from the 1971 
Barclay reissue of Are You Experienced (XBLY 0820.143), and has 10 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 
4:15. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); track time = 4:08. The copy on 
Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in 
places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 4:05. The copy on Studio ’67; track time = 4:01. The 
copy on Suns And Rainbow - Are You Experienced [aka The Old Barclay Box, MJ 1st transfer] was digitally 
transferred with the levels slightly too high cutting off the high end in several places throughout the track 
(amplitude clipping), and has a faint high-pitched digital transfer noise throughout the track; track time = 4:07. 
 
135. Are You Experienced (official Kramer isolation mix of (2), stereo) 
        Source: An Inside Look: Are You Experienced [DVD]; optimally amplified 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [4:01] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 April 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, piano), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Laurie (unknown last name). Secondary Second Engineer: 
George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 132 Notes. This track is extracted from the 
documentary DVD accompanying the 2010 remaster of Are You Experienced, titled An Inside Look. Eddie Kramer 
isolates and comments upon Jimi’s piano and guitar parts, and Jimi’s backward guitar solo from the master tapes. 
There is also commentary by Chas Chandler. This track tests as lossy/MP3 due to its extraction from a video file. 
        Official Release: An Inside Look: Are You Experienced [DVD] 
 
136. Are You Experienced (official multitrack of (2), instrumental, stereo) 
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        Source: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [4:17] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 April 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, piano), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Laurie (unknown last name). Secondary Second Engineer: 
George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 132 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of  the instruments only without Jimi’s vocals. The beginning of the track contains a 2-
second reversed cymbal count-in which has been edited out of the official version (2). The end of the track 
contains an additional 6 seconds of music, the nearly complete ending that is not heard in the official version (2), 
which fades out at the 4:10 mark as heard here. These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though 
sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among 
collectors. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
 
137. Are You Experienced (official multitrack of (2), guitar, stereo) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [4:17] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 April 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
Second Engineer: Laurie (unknown last name). Secondary Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 132 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of  Jimi’s guitar part accompanied by Mitch’s drums. From 1:39-2:52 the drums are 
mixed very low in the background, otherwise they are mixed up front with Jimi’s guitar throughout the rest of the 
track. The beginning of the track contains part of a 2-second reversed cymbal count-in which has been edited out 
of the official version (2). The end of the track contains an additional 6 seconds of music, the nearly complete 
ending that is not heard in the official version (2), which fades out at the 4:10 mark as heard here. These Rock 
Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from 
their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. See also track 619. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
 
138. Are You Experienced (official multitrack of (2), underneath rhythm re-reversed, stereo) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:11] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 April 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, piano), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Laurie (unknown last name). Secondary Second Engineer: 
George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 132 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of  the an additional guitar part and the bass and drums reversed to sound as they did 
when they were played forward as recorded. Also heard lower in the mix is the piano and main guitar part, which 
are played forward in (2) but are heard backward here. What’s heard at the very end of the track from @3:08-3:11 
is a forward-played cymbal part which would correspond to a brief backward cymbals count-in at the start of (2) 
which has been edited out there. Beginning at the 3:07 mark here and working backwards to 0:00 corresponds to 
the actual forward start of (2) from 0:00-@3:07. The track is incomplete, lacking @1 minute of the end of (2), 
which if present here, would be at the beginning. These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though 
sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among 
collectors. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
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139. Are You Experienced (official multitrack of (2), vocals, stereo) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [4:17] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 April 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, piano), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Laurie (unknown last name). Secondary Second Engineer: 
George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 132 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Jimi’s isolated vocals, though the instruments can still be heard faintly in the 
background throughout the track. The beginning of the track contains part of a 2-second reversed cymbal count-in 
which has been edited out of the official version (2). The end of the track contains part of an additional 6 seconds 
of music, the nearly complete ending that is not heard in the official version (2), which fades out at the 4:10 mark 
as heard here. These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all 
have been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
 
140. Are You Experienced (official multitrack of (2), piano, stereo) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [4:17] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 April 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, piano), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Laurie (unknown last name). Secondary Second Engineer: 
George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 132 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Jimi’s piano part raised high in the mix and accompanied by the other instruments. 
The beginning of the track contains a 2-second reversed cymbal count-in which has been edited out of the official 
version (2). The end of the track contains part of an additional 6 seconds of music, the nearly complete ending 
that is not heard in the official version (2), which fades out at the 4:10 mark as heard here. These Rock Band 
multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their 
original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
 
141. Are You Experienced (official multitrack of (2), bass, stereo) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [4:17] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 April 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, piano), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Laurie (unknown last name). Secondary Second Engineer: 
George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 132 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Noel’s isolated reversed bass part though the other instruments can still be heard in 
the background. The beginning of the track contains part of a 2-second reversed cymbal count-in which has been 
edited out of the official version (2). The end of the track contains part of an additional 6 seconds of music, the 
nearly complete ending that is not heard in the official version (2), which fades out at the 4:10 mark as heard here. 
These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been 
extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
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142. Are You Experienced (official multitrack of (2), drums, stereo) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [4:17] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 April 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, piano), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Laurie (unknown last name). Secondary Second Engineer: 
George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 132 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Mitch’s isolated drum part though the other instruments can still be heard in the 
background. The beginning of the track contains part of a 2-second reversed cymbal count-in which has been 
edited out of the official version (2). The end of the track contains part of an additional 6 seconds of music, the 
nearly complete ending that is not heard in the official version (2), which fades out at the 4:10 mark as heard here. 
These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been 
extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Are You Experienced: Rock Band Edition [video game] 
 
 
====================================================================================== 

4 April 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, United Kingdom 
====================================================================================== 
 
143. Here He Comes (Lover Man) [(46) Lover Man] (official instrumental, stereo) 
        Source: The Jimi Hendrix Experience [purple box] 
        Univibes number: S1537 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:00 (3:02) [3:02] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 4 April 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This is an unfinished instrumental backing track which Ultimate Hendrix notes was inspired by B.B. 
King’s “Rock Me Baby”. See also tracks 718 and 719. 
        Official Release: The Jimi Hendrix Experience [purple box] 
        Alternate Sources: Are You Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 
(2018, OP Dester); Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) 
        Comparison Notes: All copies of this track were mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low 
ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping). The copy on Are You Experienced?: Deluxe Edition 
Bootleg; track time = 3:05. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); track time = 
3:02. The copy on The Jimi Hendrix Experience [purple box] (titled Here He Comes (Lover Man)); track time = 
3:02. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); track time = 3:02. 
 
 
====================================================================================== 

4 May 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, United Kingdom 
====================================================================================== 
 
144. (5) She's So Fine (official instrumental alternate mix of (1), stereo)  
        Source: Noel Redding – The Experience Sessions [CD]; optimally amplified 
        Univibes number: S1593 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:38 (2:38) [2:38] 
        Composer: David Noel Redding 
        Recording date/location: 4 May 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
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        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass, guitar), Mitch Mitchell (drums, congas). Producer: 
Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. Secondary Second Engineer: Andy 
Johns. 
        Notes: This track is very similar to the Rock Band multitrack of (1) instrumental mix (see track 151), except 
that here the drums are mixed centrally whereas there they are mixed to the left. 
        Special Notes: Ultimate Hendrix notes, “Following a playback of take 22, the group resumed recording. 
Three quick false starts of “Retake 1” were followed by an enthusiastic fourth take that they designated as the 
working master.” Depending on how one interprets that statement, counting the false starts as takes or not, this 
track either uses take 26 or take 23 from the session; Jimpress notes it as take 23 whereas Ultimate Hendrix 
seems to note it as take 26. Noel Redding has stated that Hendrix thought of the G solo in the middle of the song. 
Overdubs for this track were done on 30 October 1967. Final mixing for this song was done on 31 October 1967. 
An aspect of this track that is buried in the mix is the presence of congas, presumably played by Mitch; these can 
distinctly be heard in the Rock Band multitrack of (1) guitars mix (see track 152), and in places throughout the 
various mixes of this song if one listens carefully, notably at the @1:14 mark. 
        Official Release: Noel Redding – The Experience Sessions 
        Alternate Sources: Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, 
OP Dester); Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg has 4 seconds of silence at the 
end; track time = 2:41. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); track time = 2:39. 
The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); track time = 2:38. The copy on Noel Redding – The Experience 
Sessions [CD]; track time = 2:38. 
 
145. (4) She's So Fine (original vocal alternate mix of (1), stereo) 
        Source: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions 
        Univibes number: S1004 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:36 (2:36) [2:39] 
        Composer: David Noel Redding 
        Recording date/location: 4 May 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, congas). Producer: 
Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. Secondary Second Engineer: Andy 
Johns. 
        Notes: This track is an alternate mix of (1), also known as the Sotheby’s mix, which uses Noel’s original lead 
vocal, an earlier and different vocal take to what is heard in (1), and there are no backing vocals. 
        Special Notes: See track 144 Special Notes. Some of the Alternate Sources listed for (4) that were not 
available for testing may be either of the alternate mixes; see the following two tracks. 
        Alternate Sources: 51st Anniversary: The Story Of Life; ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; 
Axis Bold A Love: The Alternate Versions; Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg; Axis Bold As Love: Mono 
Release [Funky Monkey]; Axis: Bold As Love Sessions; Axis Bold As Love: Sessions Rare Tracks 1967; Axis 
Bold As Love: The Sotheby’s Reels [Gold Standard]; The Axis Love Sessions [1-CD]; The Axis Love Sessions [2-
CD]; The Baker/Terry Tapes Part 1 [Bell, tape, 2 copies]; Beginnings 66-68; Bob's DATs [Bell, tape]; The 
Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); Get The Experience!; I Am Experienced; Jimi: A Musical 
Legacy; Making Of Axis: Bold As Love: Unreleased Studio Session 1967; Miscellaneous 2 [Bell, tape T0197] (2 
copies, 1 copy incomplete end); The Nitopi Reels [Bell, tape]; The Nitopi Reels Part 2 [Bell, tape]; Other Side Of 
Axis; The Ross Tapes; Sotheby Plus Masters; Sotheby's And BBC [Bell, tape]; Sothebys Auction Tapes [STG 
016] (artwork titled Southebys Auction Tapes); Sothebys Auction Tapes: New Edit/Repaired Version; Sotheby's 
Defined; Sotheby's Mixes [Bell, tape]; Sotheby's Plus [Bell, tape]; The Sotheby’s Tapes [Bell, tape T0082]; 
Sotheby's Tapes And Studio Outtakes [Bell, tape]; The Sotheby’s Tapes ‘67-’68; Studio '67 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on 51st Anniversary: The Story Of Life is clipped at the end (incomplete), and 
was mastered with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the high end at the 1:13.5 mark in the left channel 
(amplitude clipping); track time = 2:36. Bell notes a copy of this track on The Alternate Axis: Bold As Love, but it is 
a fake mono mix of (4); see track 624. The copy on ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions was 
mastered with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the high end at the 0:07 mark in the left channel 
(amplitude clipping), but is generally the best sounding and most complete copy; track time = 2:39. The copy on 
Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg fades out very slightly early, and has 4 seconds of silence at the end; 
track time = 2:36. The copy on Axis Bold As Love: The Sotheby’s Reels [Gold Standard] has muffled sound 
throughout, was mastered slightly fast, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of 
most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa; track time = 2:28. The copy on The 
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Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) was mastered with the levels very slightly too high cutting 
off the high end at the 0:07 mark in the left channel (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:39. The copy on Get The 
Experience! fades out very slightly early, and has 3 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 2:38. The copy on 
Making Of Axis: Bold As Love: Unreleased Studio Session 1967; track time = 2:38. The copy on Other Side Of 
Axis fades out very slightly early, and has 3 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 2:35. The copy on The 
Ross Tapes has 3 seconds of silence at the start, has muffled sound throughout, has 3 seconds of silence at the 
end, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in 
the right channel here and vice versa; track time = 2:46. The copy on Sotheby Plus Masters; track time = 2:35. 
The copy on Sothebys Auction Tapes [STG 016] (artwork titled Southebys Auction Tapes) is slightly incomplete at 
the end; track time = 2:33. The copy on Sothebys Auction Tapes: New Edit/Repaired Version is clipped at the end 
(incomplete); track time = 2:35. 
 
146. She's So Fine (alternate mix of (4), stereo) 
        Source: Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); optimally amplified, channels flipped 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:40] 
        Composer: David Noel Redding 
        Recording date/location: 4 May 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, congas). Producer: 
Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. Secondary Second Engineer: Andy 
Johns. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This alternate mix of (4) has the vocals mixed right-of-
center rather than centrally. 
        Special Notes: See track 144 Special Notes. Some of the Alternate Sources for (4) that were not available 
for testing may be this alternate mix. 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 005: To The Highest Bidder; Axis Outtakes; The Complete Axis: Bold As Love 
Outtakes; The Completer; First Steps; Hell Fire Red; Living Reels Vol. I; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); 
Southeby Reel With Soft Machine 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 005: To The Highest Bidder is clipped at the start (incomplete), has 3 
seconds of silence at the end, is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other 
source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa, and was mastered with the levels slightly too high 
cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the left channel (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:40. The 
copy on Axis Outtakes fades out very slightly early, has 3 seconds of silence at the end, and was mastered with 
the levels very slightly too high cutting off the high end at the 0:39.7 mark in the left channel (amplitude clipping), 
and tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 2:39. The copy on The Complete Axis: Bold As Love Outtakes is sub-labeled 
“different vocal”, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies 
is heard in the right channel here and vice versa; track time = 2:40. The copy on The Completer contains digital 
errors throughout the track, has 9 seconds of silence at the end, is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in 
the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa, and tests as 
lossy/MP3; track time = 2:46. The copy on First Steps was mastered slightly fast, is a stereo opposite variation i.e. 
what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa, and 
tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 2:34. The copy on Hell Fire Red fades out very slightly early; track time = 2:37. 
The copy on Living Reels Vol. I is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other 
source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa, and the end of the track reveals what sounds like 
noise reduction has been applied; track time = 2:42. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) has 3 
seconds of silence at the end, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other 
source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa; track time = 2:40. The copy on Southeby Reel 
With Soft Machine has considerable tape noise and digital errors throughout; track time = 2:42. The copy on 
Studio '67; track time = 2:39. 
 
147. She's So Fine (alternate mix of (4), drums to the side, stereo) 
        Source: In The Studio Volume 1; optimally amplified, channels flipped 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:37] 
        Composer: David Noel Redding 
        Recording date/location: 4 May 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
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        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, congas). Producer: 
Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. Secondary Second Engineer: Andy 
Johns. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This alternate mix of (4) has the vocals mixed right-of-
center rather than centrally, and the opening drums are mixed wide to the right rather than centrally. 
        Special Notes: See track 144 Special Notes. Some of the Alternate Sources for (4) that were not available 
for testing may be this alternate mix. 
        Alternate Sources: In The Studio Volume 1; (Slight Return) [Jon’s Attic]; The Sotheby Auction Tapes 
[Midnight Beat]; Sotheby’s Private Reels; Symphony Of Experience 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on In The Studio Volume 1 fades out very slightly early, and is a stereo 
opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel 
here and vice versa; track time = 2:37. The copy on (Slight Return) [Jon’s Attic, version 1] is clipped at the end 
(incomplete), has 4 seconds of silence at the end, was mastered slightly fast, has muffled sound compared to 
other copies, is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is 
heard in the right channel here and vice versa, and tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 2:35. The copy on The 
Sotheby Auction Tapes [Midnight Beat] fades out very slightly early; track time = 2:37. The copy on Sotheby’s 
Private Reels fades out very slightly early, has muffled sound compared to other copies, and is a stereo opposite 
variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and 
vice versa; track time = 2:35. The copy on Symphony Of Experience is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s 
heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa, and runs 
about 7% fast making Noel’s already nasally vocals with a slight lisp sound even stranger like he’s just huffed 
some helium; track time = 2:27. 
 
148. (1) She's So Fine (official stereo mix) 
        Source: Axis: Bold As Love [2018, Analogue Productions CAPP 19792 SA]; optimally amplified, ending 
silence removed 
        Univibes number: S030 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:38 (2:38) [2:38] 
        Composer: David Noel Redding 
        Recording date/location: 4 May 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, congas, 
vocals). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. Secondary 
Second Engineers: George Chkiantz and Andy Johns. 
        Notes: In this standard stereo mix there is extreme panning of the guitar in the section from 2:18-2:27. 
        Special Notes: See track 144 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Axis: Bold As Love; The Experience Collection: Axis: Bold As Love; Noel Redding – The 
Experience Sessions; Sessions - Axis: Bold As Love [Polydor]; Suns And Rainbow - Axis: Bold As Love [aka The 
Old Barclay Box] 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; Axis: Bold As Love [B146 Barclay 
pirate]; Axis Bold As Love [B476 bootleg CDR]; Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg (from Reprise 6281-2 
DADC pressing without noise reduction); Axis Bold As Love: Sessions Rare Tracks 1967; Axis: Bolder Than Love; 
The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; track time = 2:38. The 
copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1967, Track 613-003]; track time = 2:38. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1968, 
Reprise RS 6281] has 3 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 2:41. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1974, 
Reprise RS 6281] has 4 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 2:41. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1997, 
MCA (Europe) MCD-11601-2] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places 
throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:38. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [2006, Experience 
Hendrix UICY-6207] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends throughout the track 
(amplitude clipping); track time = 2:38. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [2010, Sony Legacy 88697-62163-2] was 
mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude 
clipping); track time = 2:40. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [2010, Sony Records Int’l SICP 2638-9] was 
mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track 
time = 2:39. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [2018, Analogue Productions CAPP 19792 SA] has 3 seconds of 
silence at the end; track time = 2:41. The copy on Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg is sourced from 
Reprise 6281-2 DADC pressing without noise reduction, and has 4 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 
2:41. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); track time = 2:38. The copy on 
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Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); track time = 2:38. The copy on Noel Redding – The Experience Sessions 
[CD] looks as though the levels have been shaved off evenly throughout the track, especially noticeable in the 
right channel when viewed in Audacity; track time = 2:37. The copy on Sessions - Axis: Bold As Love [Polydor] 
was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the low end in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); 
track time = 2:38. The copy on Suns And Rainbow - Axis: Bold As Love [aka The Old Barclay Box, MJ 1st 
transfer] has 3 seconds of silence at the end, is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of 
most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of 
the digital transfer equipment and method, and was digitally transferred with the levels slightly too high cutting off 
the low end in the right channel throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:36. 
 
149. (3) She's So Fine (official mono mix) 
        Source: Axis: Bold As Love [2018, Analogue Productions CAPP 19792 SA] 
        Univibes number: S030 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:39 (2:38) [2:41] 
        Composer: David Noel Redding 
        Recording date/location: 4 May 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, congas, 
vocals). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. Secondary 
Second Engineers: George Chkiantz and Andy Johns. 
        Notes: This mono mix was specifically created by Chas Chandler, Jimi Hendrix, and Eddie Kramer on 2 
November 1967. 
        Special Notes: See track 144 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Axis: Bold As Love (mono) 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions (3 copies); Axis: Bold As Love (mono) 
(Prof. Stoned); Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg (sourced from 2002 Classic Records 612 003 LP); 
Axis: Bold As Love: Mono (sourced from 2002 Classic Records 612 003 LP); Axis: Bold As Love: Mono Edition 
[Track (fake), Reprieve]; Axis Bold As Love: Mono Release [Funky Monkey]; Axis Bold As Love: Sessions Rare 
Tracks 1967; Axis Bold As Love: The Mono Mix; The Complete Axis: Bold As Love Outtakes; The Complete 
Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; track time = 2:41. There 
are two copies on the ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions bonus disc with copy 1 sourced from 
Axis: Bold As Love [Reprise R-6281 (mono)] which has 6 seconds of silence at the end and a track time of 2:44, 
and copy 2 sourced from Axis: Bold As Love [Track 612-003 (mono)] with a track time of 2:42. The copy on Axis: 
Bold As Love [1967, Track 613-003 (mono)] has slightly higher levels in the right channel than other copies; track 
time = 2:42. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love (mono) (Prof. Stoned) is sourced from Axis: Bold As Love [2002, 
Classic Records 612 003 LP]; track time = 2:41. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [2018, Analogue Productions 
CAPP 19792 SA]; track time = 2:41. The copy on Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg is sourced from Axis: 
Bold As Love [2002, Classic Records 612 003 LP], and was digitally transferred with the levels very slightly too 
high cutting off the low end in a few places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:41. The copy 
on Axis: Bold As Love: Mono is sourced from Axis: Bold As Love [2002, Classic Records 612 003 LP] and fades 
out slightly early; track time = 2:40. The copy on The Complete Axis: Bold As Love Outtakes is sub-labeled 
“alternate mono version” was mastered with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the low end in three places 
of the right channel (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:41. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 
(2018, OP Dester); track time = 2:41. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) has 3 seconds of silence at 
the start, and was mastered with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the low end in a few places in the right 
channel (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:44. 
 
150. (2) She's So Fine (official alternate mix of (1), stereo) 
        Source: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; optimally amplified 
        Univibes number: S030 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:39 (2:38) [2:40] 
        Composer: David Noel Redding 
        Recording date/location: 4 May 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, congas, 
vocals). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. Secondary 
Second Engineer: Andy Johns. 
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        Notes: This alternate mix of (1), also known as the “Backtrack” or “safe” mix. From 1:36-1:37 the two guitars 
in separate channels pan to the opposite channel crossing each other in the middle whereas in (1) they remain in 
their respective channels but have echo applied. From 1:43-1:46 the guitar in the left channel pans to the center 
then back to the left, whereas in (1) the guitar pans quickly back and forth repeatedly from the left to left-of-center. 
From 2:18-2:27 there is no panning on the lead guitar, whereas in (1) there is back-and-forth panning between 
channels. From 2:30-2:33 there is back-and-forth panning between channels, whereas in (1) there is very little 
panning. 
        Special Notes: See track 144 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Axis: Bold As Love [1967, Polydor 184-110; 1967, Polydor 2459-391; 1967, Polydor 
239.000; 1967, Track 613 003; 1968, Polydor SLPM-1398; 1968, Polydor SMP-1398; 1971, Polydor MP-2193; 
1975, Polydor MP-2493; 1977, Polydor MPF-1076; 1979, Polydor MPX-4008; 1980, Polydor MPA-7005; 1989, 
Polydor 18MM-0582; 1989, Polydor 813-572-2; 1989, Polydor P33P-25023]; Backtrack Eleven: Axis: Bold As 
Love; Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Axis: Bold As Love [1980, Polydor 2625 038]; The Jimi Hendrix 
Experience [Karussell] 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; Axis: Bold As Love [Karussell (pirate) 
picture disc]; Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg (from Axis: Bold As Love [1989, Polydor (West Germany) 
813 572-2]); Axis Bold As Love: Sessions Rare Tracks 1967; The Axis Love Sessions [1-CD]; The Complete Axis: 
Bold As Love Outtakes; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 
3.1); Studio ‘67 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; track time = 2:40. The 
copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1973, Polydor 2683 031] has 2 seconds of silence at the start; track time = 2:43. The 
copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1989, Polydor (West Germany) 813 572-2] has 6 seconds of silence at the end; track 
time = 2:43. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1989, Polydor [Japan] P20P 22002]; track time = 2:40. The copy on 
Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg is sourced from Axis: Bold As Love [1989, Polydor (West Germany) 
813 572-2], and has 6 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 2:43. The copy on The Complete Axis: Bold As 
Love Outtakes is sub-labeled “alt stereo”; track time = 2:39. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 
(2018, OP Dester) has 6 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 2:43. The copy on Jimi Hendrix (10th 
Anniversary Box) - Axis: Bold As Love [1980, Polydor (Australia) 2625 038] has 3 seconds of silence at the start, 
and 5 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 2:46. The copy on Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Axis: 
Bold As Love [1980, Polydor (Germany) 2625 038]; track time = 2:38. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 
3.1); track time = 2:40. The copy on Studio ’67; track time = 2:40. 
 
151. She's So Fine (official multitrack of (1), instrumental, stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:49] 
        Composer: David Noel Redding 
        Recording date/location: 4 May 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums, congas). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. Secondary Second Engineer: Andy 
Johns. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 148 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of the instruments only without vocals, begins with a 3-second cymbals count-in, and 
ends with 7 seconds of silence. This track is very similar to the official instrumental version (5) (see track 144), 
except that here the drums are mixed to the left whereas in (5) they are mixed centrally. These Rock Band 
multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their 
original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
152. She's So Fine (official multitrack of (1), guitars, stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:46] 
        Composer: David Noel Redding 
        Recording date/location: 4 May 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Mitch Mitchell (drums, congas). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie 
Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. Secondary Second Engineer: Andy Johns. 
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        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 148 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Jimi’s isolated guitar parts, though Mitch’s congas can still be heard in the 
background, an aspect of the official version (1) which is buried in the mix. The track begins with a 3-second 
cymbals count-in, and ends with 4 seconds of silence. These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, 
though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate 
among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
153. She's So Fine (official multitrack of (1), guitars 1 re-split, mono) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:46] 
        Composer: David Noel Redding 
        Recording date/location: 4 May 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Mitch Mitchell (drums, congas). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie 
Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. Secondary Second Engineer: Andy Johns. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 148 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track, in mono, consists of one of Jimi’s isolated guitar parts, the cleaner sounding guitar heard 
primarily in the left channel of (1), accompanied by Mitch’s congas. Mitch’s drums can also be faintly heard in the 
background. From 2:21 onwards the raunchier guitar primarily heard in the right channel of (1) replaces the 
cleaner sounding guitar. The track ends with 4 seconds of silence. These Rock Band multitracks often test as 
lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files which 
circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
154. She's So Fine (official multitrack of (1), guitars 2 re-split, mono) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:46] 
        Composer: David Noel Redding 
        Recording date/location: 4 May 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. Secondary Second Engineer: Andy Johns. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 148 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track, in mono, consists of one of Jimi’s isolated guitar parts, the raunchier sounding guitar heard 
primarily in the right channel of (1). The track begins with a 3-second cymbals count-in, and ends with 4 seconds 
of silence. These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have 
been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Alternate Sources: The Solo Guitar Track CD 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game]; track time = 2:46. The copy 
on The Solo Guitar Track CD was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places 
throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:49. 
 
155. She's So Fine (official multitrack of (1), guitar 2, stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:39] 
        Composer: David Noel Redding 
        Recording date/location: 4 May 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
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        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Mitch Mitchell (congas). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. Secondary Second Engineer: Andy Johns. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 148 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of one of Jimi’s isolated guitar parts, the cleaner sounding guitar heard primarily in the 
left channel of (1), accompanied by Mitch’s congas, the end segment from 2:18-2:33 that is absent from the 
guitars 1 re-split multitrack (see track 153). Aside from that segment, the remainder of the track is silent, and the 
track ends with 5 seconds of silence. These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes 
they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
156. She's So Fine (official multitrack of (1), vocals, mono) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:39] 
        Composer: David Noel Redding 
        Recording date/location: 4 May 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, congas, 
vocals). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. Secondary 
Second Engineer: Andy Johns. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 148 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track, in mono, consists of the isolated vocal parts, though the instruments can still be heard faintly in 
the background during these segments from 0:18-1:35 and 1:50-2:17. The instruments can also be heard very 
faintly in the non-vocals segment from 2:19-2:32. The track ends with 7 seconds of silence. These Rock Band 
multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their 
original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
157. She's So Fine (official multitrack of (1), bass, mono) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:49] 
        Composer: David Noel Redding 
        Recording date/location: 4 May 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. Secondary Second Engineer: Andy 
Johns. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 148 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track, in mono, consists of Noel’s isolated bass part, though Noel’s vocals can still be heard very 
faintly in the background throughout. Jimi’s guitar is also heard very faintly in the background from 1:40-1:51 and 
2:34-2:37. The track ends with 11 seconds of silence and one brief faintly heard drum hit at the 2:48 mark. These 
Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted 
from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
158. She's So Fine (official multitrack of (1), drums, stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:47] 
        Composer: David Noel Redding 
        Recording date/location: 4 May 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. Secondary Second Engineer: Andy Johns. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 148 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Mitch’s isolated drum part, though the guitar and bass can still be heard faintly in the 
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background. The track begins with a 3-second cymbals count-in, and ends with 10 seconds of silence. These 
Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted 
from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
159. (1) Taking Care Of No Business (altered bar crowd overdub take 1 mix, mono) 
        Source: Studio Haze; optimally amplified, beginning and ending silence removed 
        Univibes number: S927 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:27 (3:27) [3:57] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 4 May 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, voice), Mitch Mitchell (drums, tambourine, 
voice), unknown road crew member (voice), unknown (tuba), and unknown (saxophone). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: The original 1967 recording was altered in 1987 with bass and drum overdubs by Noel Redding and 
Mitch Mitchell, plus tuba and saxophone overdubs by unknown musicians. This track, in mono, begins with Eddie 
Kramer saying, “Rolling”, followed by Jimi giving instructions to someone on glass tinkling, “Don’t rub ‘em, just tink 
‘em”. The “beginning” of the song begins at the 0:16 mark with the “drunken bar crowd” noises. At the 0:24 mark 
the unnamed road crew member says, “Get out you bum! We don’t want your kind in here anymore.” The hand 
claps heard in (2) are mixed very low here. 
        Special Notes: Ultimate Hendrix notes 4 takes in all were recorded of the basic track; Jimpress Part 3 notes 
that take 3 was used as the basic track for the official version, though the indication in Ultimate Hendrix is that it 
was take 4. The “drunken bar crowd” noises, recorded at the same session, were overdubbed on top of the basic 
track. This is verified by comparing versions (1) and (2), both using the same guitar and vocal basic track by Jimi, 
noted by Ultimate Hendrix as a four-to-four reduction mix, but the “drunken bar crowd” noises are different 
between the two versions. At the beginning of (1) Eddie Kramer says, “Rolling”, and at the beginning of (2) he 
says, “2”. Most likely (1) uses the first take of the “drunken bar crowd” overdub track and (2) uses the second 
take. (2) contains the complete original unbroken ending of Jimi’s guitar and vocal track, whereas (1) has an edit 
at the 3:51 mark to splice in a new ending comment and final guitar strum, “That damn cat spilled the last bottle I 
had”. Listening carefully to the somewhat sloppy edit/splice one can hear the very end of Jimi’s original “yeah” 
comment from the 3:37 mark in (2). The tambourine was overdubbed on 5 May 1967. This track is part of The 
Chandler Tapes, tapes that were discovered by Chas Chandler in 1987. Additional work on the tapes was done 
under Chandler’s supervision in June 1987 at AIR Studios, Lyndhurst Hall, Lyndhurst Rd., Hampstead, London, 
England for a proposed new album which never came about. 
        Alternate Sources: The Alternate Electric Ladyland [Polyboy]; The Alternate Electric Ladyland [The Swingin' 
Pig]; Are You More Experienced; ATM 158-160: Axis Bold As Love - The Sessions; Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe 
Edition Bootleg; Axis Bold As Love: Sessions Rare Tracks 1967; The Axis Love Sessions [1-CD]; Axis Outtakes; 
Axis Outtakes Volume 1; Beginnings 66-68; Bootleg Perspective; The Complete Are You Experienced Outtakes; 
The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); De Lane Lea Demos And Olympic Outs; Electric 
Ladyland Outtakes; First Steps; I Don’t Live Today [CD/LP]; In Flame (labeled Takin' Care Of Business); In The 
Studio Volume 10 (lossy); Letters From Ladyland; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Outtakes & Studio 
Sessions; Studio ’67; Studio Haze; Studio Recordings 1967-1968; Voodoo In Ladyland 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 158-160: Axis Bold As Love - The Sessions was mastered with the 
levels slightly too high cutting off the low end in several places throughout the track (amplitude clipping), and tests 
as lossy/MP3; track time = 3:58. The copy on Axis Outtakes tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 3:58. The copy on 
Bootleg Perspective; track time = 3:57. The copy on The Complete Are You Experienced Outtakes has 7 seconds 
of silence at the start; track time = 4:10. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); 
track time = 3:58. The copy on De Lane Lea Demos And Olympic Outs has 4 seconds of silence at the start, and 
has very low levels, but comparable sound quality to the copies on I Don’t Live Today [CD] and Studio Haze; track 
time = 4:02. The copy on Electric Ladyland Outtakes is incomplete at the start, omitting all of the pre-music studio 
chatter and noises, and fades out early on Jimi’s ending comment; track time = 3:25. The copy on First Steps 
tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 4:00. The copy on I Don’t Live Today [CD] has 4 seconds of silence at the start, 5 
seconds of silence at the end, and has very low levels, but comparable sound quality to the copies on De Lane 
Lea Demos And Olympic Outs and Studio Haze; track time = 4:06. The copy on In The Studio Volume 10 was 
mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude 
clipping), and is known to be lossy/MP3 (all tracks on volumes 5-10 of this set are known to be lossy/MP3, i.e. no 
lossless copies exist); track time = 4:01. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) has 7 seconds of silence 
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at the start, 3 seconds of silence at the end, and has very low levels; track time = 4:07. The copy on Studio ’67; 
track time = 3:58. The copy on Studio Haze has 7 seconds of silence at the start, 3 seconds of silence at the end, 
and has very low levels, but comparable sound quality to the copies on De Lane Lea Demos And Olympic Outs 
and I Don’t Live Today [CD]; track time = 4:06. 
 
160. (2) Taking Care Of No Business (official bar crowd overdub take 2 mix, stereo) 
        Source: The Jimi Hendrix Experience [purple box] 
        Univibes number: S1536 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:38 (3:42) [3:42] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 4 May 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (tambourine, voice), unknown road crew member 
(voice). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: The track begins with Eddie Kramer saying, “2”, followed by the “drunken bar crowd” noises. At the 
0:09 mark the unnamed road crew member says, “Get out you bum! We don’t want your kind in here anymore.” 
The end of the track contains Chas Chandler’s comment, “Come on in,” probably calling Jimi into the control 
booth to hear the playback. Aside from the crowd noises and glass tinkling there are also hand claps in this 
version which are lower in the mix on (1). 
        Special Notes: See track 159 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: The Jimi Hendrix Experience [purple box] 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition 
Bootleg; Axis Bold As Love: Sessions Rare Tracks 1967; The Axis Love Sessions [1-CD]; Axis Outtakes; Axis 
Outtakes Volume 1; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 
3.1) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions was mastered with the 
levels slightly too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track 
time = 3:43. The copy on Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg; track time = 3:44. The copy on Axis 
Outtakes contains 23 seconds of studio chat that is missing from most copies of (2) and heard at the start of (1), 
though carefully listening one can tell by the levels of tape hiss that this has been edited on from (1), and tests as 
lossy/MP3; track time = 4:05. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) was 
mastered with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the high end at the 0:48.7 mark (amplitude clipping); 
track time = 3:42. The copy on The Jimi Hendrix Experience [purple box] was mastered with the levels slightly too 
high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:42. The 
copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) was mastered with the levels slightly too high cutting off the high and 
low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:41. 
 
161. (1) If Six Was Nine (official stereo mix) 
        Source: Axis: Bold As Love [2018, Analogue Productions CAPP 19792 SA]; optimally amplified 
        Univibes number: S027 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 5:33 (5:33) [5:36] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 4 May 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, recorder, foot stomping), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell 
(drums, congas), Graham Nash (foot stomping), Gary Walker [Gary Leeds] (foot stomping), Chas Chandler (foot 
stomping). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: At the very end of the track from 5:31-5:32 there is an indecipherable faintly heard comment spoken 
by someone. See track 163 Notes for the differences between this mix and the alternate “Backtrack/safe” mix (7). 
        Special Notes: This song was recorded in two pieces, “Section A” (0:00-1:31) and “Section B” (beginning 
with the line “white collar conservative”), which were edited together to create a single basic track. Most copies 
have a 2-3 second silent gap between the sections, though some variations have as much as 6 seconds between 
the sections. The end section with Jimi playing recorder, and he, Chas Chandler, Graham Nash, and Gary Walker 
[Gary Leeds] stomping their feet on a drum platform, was labeled Symphony Of The Experience on the tape box 
by Eddie Kramer. Overdubs for this track were done on 5 and 9 May 1967. Final mixing for this song was done on 
31 October 1967, but this song, which was part of Side A of the album, was lost by Hendrix when he left the 
master tape box in a taxi cab that night. Noel Redding had a copy of the rough mix from 31 October on a 3-inch 
plastic reel that had been recorded at 7½ i.p.s.; it was this tape that was then transferred to 15 i.p.s. that became 
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the version heard on the album. At the 0:40 mark there is an odd sound heard in the background of all variations 
of this song, perhaps the remnant of an edit or splice? One can hear it clearly in the Kramer isolation mix at the 
0:35 mark (see track 165). 
        Official Release: vinyl single [1970, Polydor (Brazil) FC-126.028]; Axis: Bold As Love [1967, Polydor 184-
110; 1967, Polydor 2459-391; 1967, Polydor 239.000; 1967, Track 613 003; 1968, Polydor SLPM-1398; 1968, 
Polydor SMP-1398; 1971, Polydor MP-2193; 1975, Polydor MP-2493; 1977, Polydor MPF-1076; 1979, Polydor 
MPX-4008; 1980, Polydor MPA-7005; 1989, Polydor 18MM-0582; 1989, Polydor 813-572-2; 1989, Polydor P33P-
25023]; Backtrack Eleven: Axis: Bold As Love; Classic Singles Collection; The Experience Collection: Axis: Bold 
As Love; Experience Hendrix: The Best Of Jimi Hendrix; Inside The Experience (1 excerpt + complete); The Jimi 
Hendrix Experience [Karussell]; Sessions - Axis: Bold As Love [Polydor]; Suns And Rainbow - Axis: Bold As Love 
[aka The Old Barclay Box] 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; Axis: Bold As Love [B146 Barclay 
pirate]; Axis Bold As Love [B476 bootleg CDR]; Axis: Bold As Love [Karussell (pirate) picture disc]; Axis Bold As 
Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg (from Reprise 6281-2 DADC pressing without noise reduction); Axis Bold As Love: 
Sessions Rare Tracks 1967; Axis: Bolder Than Love; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); 
Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1967, Track 613-003]; track time = 5:37. The copy on 
Axis: Bold As Love [1968, Reprise RS 6281] has 4 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 5:39. The copy on 
Axis: Bold As Love [1974, Reprise RS 6281]; track time = 5:39. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1997, MCA 
(Europe) MCD-11601-2] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places 
throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 5:35. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [2006, Experience 
Hendrix UICY-6207] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout 
the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 5:35. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [2010, Sony Legacy 88697-
62163-2] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track 
(amplitude clipping); track time = 5:34. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [2010, Sony Records Int’l SICP 2638-9] 
was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude 
clipping); track time = 5:35. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [2018, Analogue Productions CAPP 19792 SA] is 
very slightly more complete on the ending fade-out than most copies; track time = 5:36. The copy on Axis Bold As 
Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg is sourced from Reprise 6281-2 DADC pressing without noise reduction; track time 
= 5:34. The copy on ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions seems to have slightly better sound than 
other copies tested; track time = 5:34. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); 
track time = 5:37. The copy on Experience Hendrix: The Best Of Jimi Hendrix was mastered with the levels too 
high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 5:35. The 
complete copy on Inside The Experience has voice-over commentary at the start and end; track time = 5:32. The 
copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low 
ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 5:33. The copy on Sessions - Axis: Bold As 
Love [Polydor] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the 
track (amplitude clipping); track time = 5:33. The copy on Suns And Rainbow - Axis: Bold As Love [aka The Old 
Barclay Box, MJ 1st transfer] has vinyl surface noise, seems to be mastered very slightly faster than other copies, 
and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the 
right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and 
method; track time = 5:29. 
 
162. (2) If Six Was Nine (official mono mix) 
        Source: Axis: Bold As Love [2018, Analogue Productions CAPP 19792 SA]; optimally amplified 
        Univibes number: S027 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 5:37 (5:32) [5:37] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 4 May 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, recorder, foot stomping), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell 
(drums, congas), Graham Nash (foot stomping), Gary Walker [Gary Leeds] (foot stomping), Chas Chandler (foot 
stomping). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This mono mix was specifically created by Chas Chandler, Jimi Hendrix, and Eddie Kramer on 2 
November 1967. The indecipherable faintly heard comment spoken by someone at the end of (1) has been mixed 
out here. 
        Special Notes: See track 161 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: vinyl single [1969, Reprise 0853; Polydor (Australia) NH-53911]; Axis: Bold As Love (mono) 
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        Alternate Sources: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions (3 copies); Axis: Bold As Love (mono) 
(Prof. Stoned); Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg (sourced from 2002 Classic Records 612 003 LP); 
Axis: Bold As Love: Mono (sourced from 2002 Classic Records 612 003 LP); Axis: Bold As Love: Mono Edition 
[Track (fake), Reprieve]; Axis Bold As Love: Mono Release [Funky Monkey]; Axis Bold As Love: Sessions Rare 
Tracks 1967; Axis Bold As Love: The Mono Mix; The Complete Axis: Bold As Love Outtakes; The Complete 
Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); Making Of Axis: Bold As Love: Unreleased Studio Session 1967; 
Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Test Pressing Singles (2018, M. Sheridan) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions is sourced from Axis: 
Bold As Love [Reprise R-6281 (mono)]; track time = 5:37. There are two copies on the ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold 
As Love - The Sessions bonus disc with copy 1 sourced from Axis: Bold As Love [Reprise R-6281 (mono)] with a 
track time of 5:37, and copy 2 sourced from Axis: Bold As Love [Track 612-003 (mono)] with a track time of 5:38. 
The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1967, Track 613-003 (mono)]; track time = 5:38. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love 
(mono) (Prof. Stoned) is sourced from Axis: Bold As Love [2002, Classic Records 612 003 LP], has a fractional 
vinyl noise at the @0:00.4 mark at the beginning, and was digitally transferred with the levels very slightly too high 
cutting off the low end at the 0:44.2 mark (amplitude clipping); track time = 5:35. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love 
[2018, Analogue Productions CAPP 19792 SA]; track time = 5:37. The copy on Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition 
Bootleg is sourced from Axis: Bold As Love [2002, Classic Records 612 003 LP], has a fractional vinyl noise at 
the @0:00.4 mark at the beginning, and was digitally transferred with the levels slightly too high cutting off the low 
end in a couple places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 5:35. The copy on Axis: Bold As 
Love: Mono is sourced from Axis: Bold As Love [2002, Classic Records 612 003 LP], has a fractional vinyl noise 
at the @0:00.4 mark at the beginning, has slightly higher levels in the right channel, and was digitally transferred 
with the levels slightly too high cutting off the low end in a few places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); 
track time = 5:36. The copy on The Complete Axis: Bold As Love Outtakes is sub-labeled “mono backing track”; 
track time = 5:35. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); track time = 5:37. The 
copy on Making Of Axis: Bold As Love: Unreleased Studio Session 1967; track time = 5:36. The copy on 
Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) has 3 seconds of silence at the start, has a fractional vinyl noise at the 
@0:03.5 mark at the beginning, has slightly higher levels in the right channel, and was mastered with the levels 
slightly too high cutting off the low end in several places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 
5:37. The copy on Test Pressing Singles (2018, M. Sheridan) may be sourced from Classic Singles Collection 
though it is uncertain since the B-side is One Rainy Wish (which does not appear on that compilation but does 
appear on Classic Singles Collection Vol. 2), and is incomplete at the start missing the first 2 seconds of the track; 
track time = 5:32. 
 
163. (7) If Six Was Nine (official alternate mix of (1), stereo) 
        Source: Axis: Bold As Love [1989, Polydor (West Germany) 813 572-2]; optimally amplified 
        Univibes number: S027 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 5:38 (5:32) [5:35] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 4 May 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, recorder, foot stomping), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell 
(drums, congas), Graham Nash (foot stomping), Gary Walker [Gary Leeds] (foot stomping), Chas Chandler (foot 
stomping). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This alternate mix of (1) is also known as the “Backtrack” or “safe” mix. From 1:49-2:06 there is 
different panning of the guitar than what is heard in (1). Here the panning goes mostly from the left to right-of 
center and back again, whereas in (1) the panning goes from left all the way to the right and back again. From 
3:53-4:14 the guitar is mixed centrally, whereas in (1) it’s mixed to the left. From 5:03-5:24 the recorder has 
extreme back-and-forth panning between channels, whereas in (1) the panning is smoother and not as extreme. 
At the very end of the track from 5:29-5:31 there is an indecipherable faintly heard comment spoken by someone. 
See tracks 629 and 630 for the officially split variation of this track. 
        Special Notes: See track 161 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Axis: Bold As Love [Polydor (Germany, Spain, Israel, Mexico) 184-110; Polydor (Germany) 
2459-391; Polydor (Germany) 239.000; Polydor (Japan) SLPM-1398; Polydor (Japan) SMP-1398; Polydor 
(Japan) MP-2193; Polydor (Japan) MP-2493; Polydor (Japan) MPF-1076; Polydor (Japan) MPX-4008; Polydor 
(Japan) MPA-7005; Polydor (Japan) 18MM-0582; Polydor (Germany, UK) 813-572-2; Polydor (Japan) P20P 
22002; Polydor (Japan) P33P-25023]; Backtrack Eleven: Axis: Bold As Love (6-second gap); Jimi Hendrix (10th 
Anniversary Box) - Axis: Bold As Love [1980, Polydor 2625 038]; The Jimi Hendrix Experience [Karussell] (6-
second gap) 
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        Alternate Sources: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; Axis: Bold As Love [Karussell (pirate) 
picture disc]; Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg (from Axis: Bold As Love [1989, Polydor (West Germany) 
813 572-2]); Axis Bold As Love: Sessions Rare Tracks 1967; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP 
Dester); Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Studio '67 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; track time = 5:34. The 
copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1973, Polydor 2683 031] has 4 seconds of silence at the start, and has a 6-second 
gap between Section A and Section B; track time = 5:42. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1989, Polydor (West 
Germany) 813 572-2]; track time = 5:35. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1989, Polydor [Japan] P20P 22002]; 
track time = 5:34. The copy on Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg is sourced from Axis: Bold As Love 
[1989, Polydor (West Germany) 813 572-2]; track time = 5:36. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 
1967 (2018, OP Dester); track time = 5:35. The copy on Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Axis: Bold As Love 
[1980, Polydor (Australia) 2625 038] has a 4-second gap between Section A and Section B; track time = 5:34. 
The copy on Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Axis: Bold As Love [1980, Polydor (Germany) 2625 038] has a 
6-second gap between Section A and Section B; track time = 5:38. The copy on Studio ’67; track time = 5:34. 
 
164. (4) If Six Was Nine (official longer alternate mix, mono) 
        Source: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions 
        Univibes number: S1539 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 5:55 (5:57) [5:58] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 4 May 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, recorder, foot stomping), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell 
(drums, congas), Graham Nash (foot stomping), Gary Walker [Gary Leeds] (foot stomping), Chas Chandler (foot 
stomping). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This alternate mix in mono has more echo on Jimi’s vocals, and between “Section A” and “Section B”, 
from 1:30-1:49 there is an added piece of music and vocals that is not present in any other variation of this song: 
”I ain’t finished yet brother…got more to say.” From 4:31-4:46, between the end of Jimi’s harmony vocal and the 
start of the recorder, there is an additional 6 seconds of music not heard in the same segment from 4:15-4:24 in 
any other variation. From @5:41-5:50 the song appears to slowly fade out before coming back up again at the 
5:51 mark. From 5:52-5:53 there is an indecipherable faintly heard comment spoken by someone, followed by a 
quick fade-out to the end. 
        Special Notes: See track 161 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: The Jimi Hendrix Experience [purple box] 
        Alternate Sources: The Alternate Axis: Bold As Love; ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; Axis 
Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg; Axis Bold As Love: Sessions Rare Tracks 1967; The Complete Axis: Bold 
As Love Outtakes; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); 
Smash Alternates (2015, ghostryder14); Sotheby's And BBC [Bell, tape]; Studio ’67; Through The Haze: The 
Ultimate Experience; Voodoo Blues #3 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on The Alternate Axis: Bold As Love; track time = 5:58. The copy on ATM 158-
160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions has slightly higher levels in the left channel; track time = 5:58. The copy 
on Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg has 4 seconds of silence at the end, and was mastered with the 
levels very slightly too high cutting off the low end in the right channel at the 2:43.5 mark (amplitude clipping); 
track time = 6:00. The copy on The Complete Axis: Bold As Love Outtakes is sub-labeled “different guitar”, and 
was mastered with the levels slightly too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track 
(amplitude clipping); track time = 5:57. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) 
has slightly higher levels in the left channel; track time = 5:58. The copy on The Jimi Hendrix Experience [purple 
box] has slightly higher levels in the left channel, and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high 
and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 5:57. The copy on Moonbeams & 
Fairytales (Rev 3.1) was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout 
the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 5:57. The copy on Smash Alternates (2015, ghostryder14); track time = 
5:59. The copy on Studio ’67; track time = 5:58. The copy on Through The Haze: The Ultimate Experience; track 
time = 5:55. The copy on Voodoo Blues #3 was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low 
ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 5:58. 
 
165. If Six Was Nine (official Kramer isolation mix of (1), stereo) 
        Source: An Inside Look: Axis: Bold As Love [DVD]; optimally amplified 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:32] 
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        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 4 May 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, recorder, foot stomping), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell 
(drums, congas), Graham Nash (foot stomping), Gary Walker [Gary Leeds] (foot stomping), Chas Chandler (foot 
stomping). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 161 Notes. This track is extracted from the 
documentary DVD accompanying the 2010 remaster of Axis: Bold As Love, titled An Inside Look. In various 
segments Eddie Kramer isolates and comments upon Jimi’s guitar, vocal, and recorder parts, as well as Noel and 
Mitch’s parts, and the group effort foot stomping, all from the master tapes. There is also commentary by Chas 
Chandler. This mix is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of (1) is heard in the right 
channel here and vice versa, though Jimi’s vocals are mixed centrally here rather than to the right as in (1). This 
track tests as lossy/MP3 due to its extraction from a video file. 
        Official Release: An Inside Look: Axis: Bold As Love [DVD] 
 
166. If Six Was Nine (official multitrack of (1), instrumental, stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [5:38] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 4 May 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, recorder, foot stomping), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell 
(drums, congas), Graham Nash (foot stomping), Gary Walker [Gary Leeds] (foot stomping), Chas Chandler (foot 
stomping). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 161 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists primarily of the instruments only without the vocals, though Jimi’s vocals are heard 
briefly in the background from 2:53-3:04 and faintly from 3:28-3:38. There are 6 seconds of silence at the end of 
the track. These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have 
been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
167. If Six Was Nine (official multitrack of (1), version 1, guitar, stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [5:36] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 4 May 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Mitch Mitchell (drums, congas). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie 
Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 161 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of two of Jimi’s isolated guitar parts, though the drums and congas can still be heard 
faintly in the background. There are 3 seconds of silence at the start of the track and 7 seconds of silence at the 
end of the track. This track sounds identical to the version 2 guitar multitrack (see track 172) with no audibly 
discernable difference between the two, though visually comparing them in Audacity one can see very slight 
differences. These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all 
have been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
168. If Six Was Nine (official multitrack of (1), version 1, vocals, stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [5:36] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 4 May 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
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        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 161 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Jimi and Noel’s vocal track, though the guitar and drums can still be heard faintly in 
the background. It sounds as though Jimi is chewing gum during the recording of his vocals. There are 3 seconds 
of silence at the start of the track. The vocal track comes to an end at the 4:27 mark followed by 1:09 seconds of 
silence at the end of the track. This track sounds identical to the version 2 vocals multitrack (see track 173) with 
no audibly discernable difference between the two, though visually comparing them in Audacity one can see very 
slight differences. These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; 
all have been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
169. If Six Was Nine (official multitrack of (1), version 1, bass, mono) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [5:36] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 4 May 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 161 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track, in mono, consists of Noel’s isolated bass track, though the guitar and drums can still be heard in 
the background. There are 3 seconds of silence at the start of the track and 15 seconds of silence at the end of 
the track. This track sounds identical to the version 2 bass multitrack (see track 174) with no audibly discernable 
difference between the two, though visually comparing them in Audacity one can see very slight differences. 
These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been 
extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
170. If Six Was Nine (official multitrack of (1), version 1, drums, stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [5:36] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 4 May 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, recorder, foot stomping), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell 
(drums, congas), Graham Nash (foot stomping), Gary Walker [Gary Leeds] (foot stomping), Chas Chandler (foot 
stomping). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 161 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. This track sounds more like an alternate mix of (1) than a multitrack of the drums as it sounds very similar 
to the officially released version (1), though the congas and some of the guitar parts are higher in the mix, the foot 
stomping and recorder are lower in the mix, and some of the guitar panning is different. There are 3 seconds of 
silence at the start of the track. These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test 
as lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
171. If Six Was Nine (official multitrack of (1), version 1, stamping etcetera, stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [5:36] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 4 May 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
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        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, recorder, foot stomping), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums, 
congas), Graham Nash (foot stomping), Gary Walker [Gary Leeds] (foot stomping), Chas Chandler (foot 
stomping). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 161 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of the isolated foot stomping, congas, and recorder, though the guitar, drums, and bass 
can be heard in the background. The first 1:50 of the track is silent, with the foot stomping, etc. beginning at the 
1:51 mark. These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all 
have been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
172. If Six Was Nine (official multitrack of (1), version 2, guitar, stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [5:45] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 4 May 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Mitch Mitchell (drums, congas). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie 
Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 161 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of two of Jimi’s isolated guitar parts, though the drums and congas can still be heard 
faintly in the background. There are 6 seconds of silence at the start of the track and 13 seconds of silence at the 
end of the track. This track sounds identical to the version 1 guitar multitrack (see track 167) with no audibly 
discernable difference between the two, though visually comparing them in Audacity one can see very slight 
differences. These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all 
have been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. See also track 635. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
173. If Six Was Nine (official multitrack of (1), version 2, vocals, stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [5:45] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 4 May 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, recorder, foot stomping), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell 
(drums, congas), Graham Nash (foot stomping), Gary Walker [Gary Leeds] (foot stomping), Chas Chandler (foot 
stomping). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 161 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Jimi and Noel’s vocal track, though the guitar and drums can still be heard faintly in 
the background. It sounds as though Jimi is chewing gum during the recording of his vocals. There are 6 seconds 
of silence at the start of the track. The vocal track comes to an end at the 4:30 mark followed by 1:15 seconds of 
silence at the end of the track. This track sounds identical to the version 1 vocals multitrack (see track 168) with 
no audibly discernable difference between the two, though visually comparing them in Audacity one can see very 
slight differences. These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; 
all have been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
174. If Six Was Nine (official multitrack of (1), version 2, bass, mono) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [5:45] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 4 May 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, recorder, foot stomping), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell 
(drums, congas), Graham Nash (foot stomping), Gary Walker [Gary Leeds] (foot stomping), Chas Chandler (foot 
stomping). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
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        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 161 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track, in mono, consists of Noel’s isolated bass track, though the guitar and drums can still be heard in 
the background. There are 6 seconds of silence at the start of the track and 21 seconds of silence at the end of 
the track. This track sounds identical to the version 1 bass multitrack (see track 169) with no audibly discernable 
difference between the two, though visually comparing them in Audacity one can see very slight differences. 
These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been 
extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
175. If Six Was Nine (official multitrack of (1), version 2, cymbals, stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [5:45] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 4 May 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 161 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Mitch’s cymbals and accompanying drum parts, though the guitar and bass can still 
be heard in the background. Jimi’s vocals are heard briefly from 2:59-3:10, at the 3:29 mark, and from 3:38-3:45. 
There are 6 seconds of silence at the start of the track and 20 seconds of silence at the end of the track. These 
Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted 
from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
176. If Six Was Nine (official multitrack of (1), version 2, kick drum, stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [5:45] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 4 May 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 161 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Mitch’s kick drum parts accompanied by Noel’s bass, though the guitar and other 
drum parts can also be heard occasionally. Jimi’s vocals are heard intermittently from 2:59-3:10, and 3:43-3:45. 
There are 6 seconds of silence at the start of the track and 20 seconds of silence at the end of the track. These 
Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted 
from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
177. If Six Was Nine (official multitrack of (1), version 2, snare drum, stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [5:45] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 4 May 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 161 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Mitch’s snare drum parts, though the guitar and bass can also be heard in the 
background. Jimi’s vocals are heard intermittently from 2:59-3:10. There are 6 seconds of silence at the start of 
the track and 20 seconds of silence at the end of the track. These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, 
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though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate 
among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
178. If Six Was Nine (official multitrack of (1), version 2, toms, stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [5:45] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 4 May 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 161 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Mitch’s isolated tom-toms parts, which only appear sporadically from 0:47-5:12; the 
remainder of the track is silence. Jimi’s vocals are heard briefly at 3:06, and Noel’s bass is heard briefly at 3:35. 
These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been 
extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
179. If Six Was Nine (official multitrack of (1), version 2, stamping and effects, stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [5:45] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 4 May 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, recorder, foot stomping), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums, 
congas), Graham Nash (foot stomping), Gary Walker [Gary Leeds] (foot stomping), Chas Chandler (foot 
stomping). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 161 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of the foot stomping, congas, and recorder from 1:54-5:39, though the guitar, bass, and 
drums can be heard in the background. From 0:55-1:01 the bass is heard briefly with the guitar and drums faintly 
in the background. There are 54 seconds of silence at the start of the track and 6 seconds of silence at the end of 
the track. These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have 
been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
 
====================================================================================== 

5 May 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, United Kingdom 
====================================================================================== 
 
        Special Notes: This song is listed under Look Over Yonder in Jimpress and Bell; Mr. Bad Luck was an early 
working title for Look Over Yonder. This is part of The Chandler Tapes, tapes that were discovered by Chas 
Chandler in 1987. Additional work on the tapes was done under Chandler’s supervision in June 1987 at AIR 
Studios, Lyndhurst Hall, Lyndhurst Rd., Hampstead, London, England for a proposed new album which never 
came about. 
 
180. (23) Mr. Bad Luck [(23) Look Over Yonder] (early mix, mono) 
        Source: Studio Haze; optimally amplified 
        Univibes number: S932 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:53 (2:53) [2:54] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 5 May 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
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        Notes: Jimpress notes this track as an alternate mix of (1) without the tambourine in the mix, missing “pop, 
pop” at the 1:37 mark, and fading out slightly early. Bell notes that this track in mono has no reverb on the vocals 
as in (1), and that this mix may also have 1987 overdubs. The lack of the overdubbed faintly heard background 
vocals and the overdubbed tambourine, both of which are heard in all other variations, would seem to indicate 
that this is an original early mix from 1967. 
        Special Notes: See the Special Notes at the beginning of this session date’s section. 
        Alternate Sources: Are You More Experienced; Astro Man; ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The 
Sessions; Axis Bold As Love: Sessions Rare Tracks 1967; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP 
Dester); De Lane Lea Demos And Olympic Outs; In Flame; Jimi Plays Berkeley/The Studio Outtakes...1966-1970; 
Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Outtakes & Studio Sessions; Savage Beethoven; Studio '67; Studio Haze; 
The Studio Out-Takes 1966-1970; Studio Out-Takes Volume 1...1966-1968; The Studio Out-takes Volume 1 
1966-1968; Studio Recordings 1967-1968 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Astro Man was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the low end in 
places throughout the track (amplitude clipping; track time = 2:54. The copy on ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love 
- The Sessions was mastered with the levels slightly too high cutting off the high and low ends in a few places in 
the left channel (amplitude clipping), and tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 2:54. The copy on The Complete Studio 
Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); track time = 2:54. The copy on De Lane Lea Demos And Olympic Outs has 
equivalent sound quality to the copy on Studio Haze; track time = 2:56. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales 
(Rev 3.1) has 3 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 2:57. The copy on Savage Beethoven was mastered 
with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the high end at the 0:39.5 mark (amplitude clipping); track time = 
2:54. The copy on Studio ’67; track time = 2:54. The copy on Studio Haze has equivalent sound quality to the 
copy on; track time = 2:57. 
 
181. (22) Mr. Bad Luck [(22) Look Over Yonder] (official stereo mix) 
        Source: West Coast Seattle Boy: The Jimi Hendrix Anthology 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:56 (2:59) [2:57] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 5 May 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums, tambourine). Producer: 
Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This mix in stereo includes a 1967 overdubbed faintly heard background vocal track by Jimi from 
0:14-2:07, which includes the “pop, pop” remark at 1:37, and a tambourine, possibly a 1987 overdub by Mitch. 
        Special Notes: See the Special Notes at the beginning of this session date’s section. 
        Official Release: West Coast Seattle Boy: The Jimi Hendrix Anthology; West Coast Seattle Boy: The Jimi 
Hendrix Anthology [promo 15-track CD] 
        Alternate Sources: The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) 
        Comparison Notes: All sources tested were mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low 
ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping). The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 
(2018, OP Dester); track time = 2:57. The copy on West Coast Seattle Boy: The Jimi Hendrix Anthology; track 
time = 2:57. The copy on West Coast Seattle Boy: The Jimi Hendrix Anthology [promo 15-track CD]; track time = 
2:58. 
 
182. (1) Look Over Yonder / Mr. Bad Luck [(1) Look Over Yonder] (official alternate mix, mono) 
        Source: Live & Unreleased: The Radio Show; optimally amplified 
        Univibes number: S236 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:55 (3:01) [3:00] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 5 May 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums, tambourine). Producer: 
Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This alternate mix in mono has added reverb. It contains the 1967 overdubbed faintly heard 
background vocal track by Jimi, and the tambourine, possibly a 1987 overdub by Mitch. The end of the track has 
voice-over commentary by Dave Kephart. 
        Special Notes: See the Special Notes at the beginning of this session date’s section. 
        Official Release: The Jimi Hendrix Story [Arcade France]; Lifelines: The Jimi Hendrix Story; Live & 
Unreleased: The Radio Show 
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        Alternate Sources: Acoustic Jams (incomplete); ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; Axis Bold 
As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg; Axis Bold As Love: Sessions Rare Tracks 1967 (incomplete); Best Of The 
Bootlegs (incomplete); The Complete Are You Experienced Outtakes; The Complete BBC Session And... 
(incomplete); The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); Electric Gypsy [B403] (incomplete); 
Every Way To Paradise (incomplete); Everybody Should Own One; First Rays Of The New Rising Sun [Living 
Legend] (incomplete); The First Rays Of The New Rising Sun [Triangle] (incomplete); Hoochie Coochie Man 
(incomplete); House Of The New Rising Sun (incomplete); Ladyland In Flames (incomplete); Live & Unreleased 
Part 1 [Westwood One pirate]; Living Reels Vol. II (slightly incomplete); The Master's Masters; Moonbeams & 
Fairytales (Rev 3.1); The Official Bootleg Album (incomplete end); Peace, Mud & Tears; Rainbow Bridge [B477 
bootleg CDR] (incomplete); Slight Return (Jon's Attic); Sotheby Plus Masters; Sotheby's Plus [Bell, tape]; Studio 
’67; Studio Experience; TV On The Radio: Tommy Vance Tribute Show; Underground And Psychedelic 
(incomplete); Voodoo Blues (incomplete) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Acoustic Jams [Sphinx] is slightly incomplete, fading in late at the start and 
fading out early at the end; track time = 2:56. The copy on ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions was 
mastered with the levels slightly too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track 
(amplitude clipping), and tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 2:57. The copy on Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition 
Bootleg is incomplete, and has 3 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 2:59. The copy on The Complete Are 
You Experienced Outtakes has a considerable amount of tape hiss and sounds muffled compared to other source 
copies; track time = 2:53. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) is slightly 
incomplete; track time = 2:57. The copy on Electric Gypsy [B403] is mastered fast, has slightly higher levels in the 
left channel, and is incomplete at the end, omitting about 30 seconds; track time = 2:26. The copy on Every Way 
To Paradise is slightly incomplete, fading in late at the start and fading out early at the end; track time = 3:04. The 
copy on First Rays Of The New Rising Sun [Living Legend] was mastered with low levels, and is slightly 
incomplete, fading in late at the start and fading out early at the end; track time = 2:57. The copy on The First 
Rays Of The New Rising Sun [Triangle] was mastered with low levels, and is incomplete at the end, omitting 
about 30 seconds; track time = 2:31. The copy on Ladyland In Flames is mastered slightly slow, and is incomplete 
at the end, omitting about 30 seconds; track time = 2:35. The copy on Lifelines: The Jimi Hendrix Story has voice-
over during the last 3 seconds; track time = 3:00. The copy on Live & Unreleased: The Radio Show has voice-
over during the last 3 seconds; track time = 3:00. The copy on The Master's Masters has slightly higher levels in 
the left channel, and is incomplete at the end, omitting about 30 seconds; track time = 2:25. The copy on 
Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) has 3 seconds of silence at the start, and has voice-over during the last 3 
seconds; track time = 3:08. The copy on Slight Return (Jon's Attic, version 1) is slightly incomplete, fading in late 
at the start and fading out early at the end, and tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 2:58. The copy on Sotheby Plus 
Masters has slightly higher levels in the right channel especially from 0:05-0:15, and is incomplete at the end, 
omitting about 30 seconds; track time = 2:31. The copy on Studio ’67 is slightly incomplete, fading in late at the 
start and fading out early at the end; track time = 2:56. The copy on Studio Experience has slightly higher levels in 
the right channel, and is slightly incomplete, fading in late at the start and fading out early at the end; track time = 
2:56. The copy on Voodoo Blues [The Snippin’ Engineer] is slightly incomplete, fading in late at the start, fading 
out early at the end, and has 4 seconds of silence at the very end; track time = 3:06. 
 
183. (21) Mr. Bad Luck [(21) Look Over Yonder] (official altered mix, stereo) 
        Source: Valleys Of Neptune 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:56 (2:58) [2:58] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 5 May 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums, tambourine). Producer: 
Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This mix in stereo has replaced the original 1967 bass and drums with 1987 overdubs by Noel and 
Mitch. It also contains the 1967 overdubbed faintly heard background vocal track by Jimi, and the tambourine, 
possibly a 1987 overdub by Mitch. 
        Special Notes: See the Special Notes at the beginning of this session date’s section. 
        Official Release: Valleys Of Neptune 
        Alternate Sources: The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) was mastered 
with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track 
time = 2:58. The copy on Valleys Of Neptune was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low 
ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:58. 
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====================================================================================== 

9 May 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, United Kingdom 
====================================================================================== 
 
184. (11) Burning Of The Midnight Lamp (early instrumental session, stereo) 
        Source: ATM 234-235: Electric Ladyland Sessions Vol. 1; optimally amplified 
        Univibes number: S1538 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 1:16 (1:30) [1:29] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 9 May 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (harpsichord), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track fades in at the start with an end fragment of take 3 from this session, which comes to a halt 
at 0:07, followed by Jimi saying, “Wait, let me just do it one more time, OK?” Chas responds from the control 
booth, “OK”, and both he and Eddie Kramer announce the next take as take 4, which begins at the 0:12 mark. 
The take flounders to a halt at 1:25 with Chas? indicating, “4...got it”, followed by what sounds like Jimi walking 
over to a tape recorder in the room to turn it off.  
        Official Release: The Jimi Hendrix Experience [purple box] 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 234-235: Electric Ladyland Sessions Vol. 1; Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition 
Bootleg; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); More 
Electric Ladyland Sessions; Naked Ladyland 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 234-235: Electric Ladyland Sessions Vol. 1; track time = 1:29. The 
copy on Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg has 4 seconds of silence at the end of the track; track time = 
1:32. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) was mastered with the levels too 
high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 1:30. The 
copy on The Jimi Hendrix Experience [purple box] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and 
low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 1:30. The copy on Moonbeams & 
Fairytales (Rev 3.1) was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout 
the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 1:29. The copy on Naked Ladyland was mastered with the levels too 
high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 1:29. 
 
 
====================================================================================== 

5 June 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, United Kingdom 
====================================================================================== 
 
185. (4) Cat Talking To Me (official take 2 instrumental stereo mix) 
        Source: West Coast Seattle Boy: The Jimi Hendrix Anthology 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:52 (2:55) [2:54] 
        Composers: James Marshall Hendrix & John Graham (Mitch) Mitchell 
        Recording date/location: 5 June 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums, percussion, cowbell). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Laurie (last name unknown). 
        Notes: This track is part of The Chandler Tapes, tapes that were discovered by Chas Chandler in 1987. It is 
the original instrumental version of this song in stereo. Jimpress has the title as Cat Talkin’ To Me, but the official 
releases of this song have it as Cat Talking To Me. This track uses take 2 (of 17 takes) from the original session. 
        Official Release: West Coast Seattle Boy: The Jimi Hendrix Anthology 
        Alternate Sources: The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) was mastered 
with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track 
time = 2:54. The copy on West Coast Seattle Boy: The Jimi Hendrix Anthology was mastered with the levels too 
high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:54. 
 
186. (2a) Cat Talking To Me (mono mix of (4)) 
        Source: Alternate Master Tapes; optimally amplified, ending silence removed 
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        Univibes number: S1024 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:50 (2:53) [2:46] 
        Composers: James Marshall Hendrix & John Graham (Mitch) Mitchell 
        Recording date/location: 5 June 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums, percussion, cowbell). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Laurie (last name unknown). 
        Notes: Jimpress notes this track as a “later, more musically defined version, probably recorded at Olympic 
Sound Studios during January 1968”, however Bell notes the recording date given by Jimpress as 5 June 1967 as 
noted in the West Coast Seattle Boy liner notes for (4) (see track 185). Jimpress assigns number (2) to both the 
incomplete official version (see next track) and the complete bootleg version; for this compilation the complete 
version is labeled (2a) and the incomplete version is labeled (2b). This mix in mono runs slightly faster than the 
stereo mix (4). This track is part of The Chandler Tapes, tapes that were discovered by Chas Chandler in 1987. 
Jimpress has the title as Cat Talkin’ To Me, but the official releases of this song have it as Cat Talking To Me. 
This track uses take 2 (of 17 takes) from the original session. 
        Alternate Sources: Alternate Master Tapes; Astro Man; ATM 057-058: The KPFA Tapes; ATM 234-235: 
Electric Ladyland Sessions Vol. 1; Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg; The Axis Love Sessions [1-CD]; 
Brilliant Outtakes, Demos & Specials; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); I Don’t Live 
Today [CD/LP] (sub-labeled Take Two); Jimi And Friends; Jimi Plays Berkeley/The Studio Outtakes...1966-1970; 
Keep On Groovin’ [Gypsy Eye Project]; Message From Nine To The Universe [Reclamation] (labeled Lonely 
Avenue Jam); Midnight Lightning [Oil Well]; Mixdown Master Tapes Vol. 2; More Electric Ladyland Sessions; 
Naked Ladyland; Rainy Day Sessions; Rock Prophecy (All Kinds Of Everything…); Sotheby's Tapes And Studio 
Outtakes [Bell, tape]; Studio ’67; The Studio Out-Takes 1966-1970; Studio Out-Takes Volume 1...1966-1968; The 
Studio Out-takes Volume 1 1966-1968; Temple University (Copy 2) [Bell, tape T0662]; Valleys Of Neptune [Bell, 
tape T0604] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Alternate Master Tapes has 6 seconds of silence at the end, and seems to 
have the overall cleanest sound; track time = 2:52. The copy on Astro Man is slightly clipped at the end, and was 
mastered with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the low end at the 1:47.2 mark (amplitude clipping); track 
time = 2:46. The copy on ATM 057-058: The KPFA Tapes is slightly clipped at the end, and has higher levels in 
the left channel; track time = 2:45. The copy on ATM 234-235: Electric Ladyland Sessions Vol. 1 is slightly clipped 
at the end; track time = 2:51. The copy on Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg is slightly clipped at the end; 
track time = 2:48. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); track time = 2:48. The 
copy on I Don’t Live Today [CD] is sub-labeled Take Two, and has 7 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 
2:52. The copy on Message From Nine To The Universe [Reclamation] is labeled Lonely Avenue Jam, and is 
slightly clipped at the end; track time = 2:48. The copy on Naked Ladyland is slightly clipped at the end, and was 
mastered with the levels slightly too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track 
(amplitude clipping); track time = 2:51. The copy on Rainy Day Sessions is slightly clipped at the start and end, 
has higher levels in the left channel, and tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 2:46. The copy on (Slight Return) [Jon’s 
Attic, version 1] has higher levels in the right channel, has digital transfer errors in the later part of the track, and 
has 4 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 2:55. The copy on (Slight Return) [Jon’s Attic, version 2] has 
higher levels in the right channel, has digital transfer errors in the later part of the track, and has 4 seconds of 
silence at the end; track time = 2:55. The copy on Studio ’67 has higher levels in the left channel, and is slightly 
clipped at the end; track time = 2:47. 
 
187. (2b) Cat Talking To Me (official mono mix edit of (4)) 
        Source: Live & Unreleased: The Radio Show; optimally amplified 
        Univibes number: S234 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 1:47 (n/a) [1:47] 
        Composers: James Marshall Hendrix & John Graham (Mitch) Mitchell 
        Recording date/location: 5 June 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums, percussion, cowbell). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Laurie (last name unknown). 
        Notes: See track 186 Notes. This edit of the instrumental version is missing @1:05 seconds at the end as 
heard in (4) and (2a). There is voiceover commentary by Dave Kephart, Mick Jagger, Chas Chandler, Pete 
Townshend, and Eric Clapton from 0:12 to the end of the track. This track is part of The Chandler Tapes, tapes 
that were discovered by Chas Chandler in 1987. Jimpress has the title as Cat Talkin’ To Me, but the official 
releases of this song have it as Cat Talking To Me. This track uses take 2 (of 17 takes) from the original session. 
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        Official Release: The Jimi Hendrix Story [Arcade France]; Lifelines: The Jimi Hendrix Story; Live & 
Unreleased: The Radio Show 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Lifelines: The Jimi Hendrix Story; track time = 1:47. The copy on Live & 
Unreleased: The Radio Show; track time = 1:47. 
 
188. (3) Cat Talking To Me (official take 2 altered mix, narrow stereo) 
        Source: The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:14 (n/a) [3:14] 
        Composers: James Marshall Hendrix & John Graham (Mitch) Mitchell 
        Recording date/location: 5 June 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Laurie (last name unknown). 
        Notes: This track uses a different take than what is heard in (4) and (2), which use take 2 (of 17 takes), so 
this is likely a later take from the same session. One of the notable segment differences between the takes can be 
heard near the end where Jimi begins his ascending scale at the 2:35 mark in (4) and at the 2:46 mark in (3). This 
track uses Jimi’s original guitar part but Noel’s original bass and Mitch’s original drums, percussion, and cowbell 
have been mixed out. In June 1987 under Chas Chandler’s supervision, Noel and Mitch recorded and 
overdubbed new bass and drum parts at AIR Studios in London. Mitch also wrote and sang lyrics to accompany 
the tune. This was done in preparation for a proposed new album which never came about. This track is in narrow 
stereo, the drums are slightly wider in the mix than (1) (see next track), and this runs to the complete original 
ending. This track is part of The Chandler Tapes, tapes that were discovered by Chas Chandler in 1987. Jimpress 
has the title as Cat Talkin’ To Me, but the official releases of this song have it as Cat Talking To Me. 
        Official Release: vinyl single [2010, Sony Legacy 88697-64358-7]; CD single [2011, Sony Legacy 88697-
86150-2] 
        Alternate Sources: The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); Vally Of Sunsets 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on CD single [2011, Sony Legacy 88697-86150-2] was mastered with the 
levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping), and fades out 
fractionally earlier than the vinyl single copy; track time = 3:12. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 
1967 (2018, OP Dester); track time = 3:14. The copy on Vally Of Sunsets is fractionally clipped at the end; track 
time = 3:16. 
 
189. (1) Cat Talking To Me (alternate mix edit of (3), very narrow stereo) 
        Source: Studio Haze; optimally amplified, ending silence removed 
        Univibes number: S935 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:36 (2:36) [2:37] 
        Composers: James Marshall Hendrix & John Graham (Mitch) Mitchell 
        Recording date/location: 5 June 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom + June 1987 AIR Studios, Lyndhurst Hall, Lyndhurst Rd., Hampstead, London, England 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Laurie (last name unknown). 
        Notes: This track is in very narrow stereo, nearly mono, and there is slight echo applied to the mix. The track 
begins to slowly fade out @2:24 and ends @40 seconds early in comparison to (3). 
        Alternate Sources: The Alternate Electric Ladyland [Polyboy]; The Alternate Electric Ladyland [The Swingin' 
Pig]; Are You More Experienced; ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions (from Studio Haze); Axis Bold 
As Love: Sessions Rare Tracks 1967; Axis Outtakes; Axis Outtakes Volume 1; Beginnings 66-68; Brilliant 
Outtakes, Demos & Specials; The Complete Are You Experienced Outtakes; The Complete Axis: Bold As Love 
Outtakes; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); De Lane Lea Demos And Olympic Outs; 
Electric Ladyland Outtakes; First Steps; I Am Experienced; I Don’t Live Today [CD/LP] (sub-labeled Take One); In 
Flame; Letters From Ladyland; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Outtakes & Studio Sessions; (Slight Return) 
[Jon’s Attic]; Studio ’67; Studio Haze; Studio Recordings 1967-1968; Voodoo In Ladyland 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions is sourced from Studio 
Haze, has 3 seconds of silence at the end, was mastered with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the high 
and low ends in a few places throughout the track (amplitude clipping), and tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 2:37. 
The copy on Axis Outtakes has 3 seconds of silence at the end, has considerably more tape hiss than other 
copies, and tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 2:36. The copy on The Complete Are You Experienced Outtakes; 
track time = 2:35. The copy on The Complete Axis: Bold As Love Outtakes has 4 seconds of silence at the end; 
track time = 2:40. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) has 3 seconds of 
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silence at the end; track time = 2:38. The copy on De Lane Lea Demos And Olympic Outs has 2 seconds of 
silence at the beginning, and has comparable sound quality to the copies on I Don’t Live Today [CD] and Studio 
Haze; track time = 2:37. The copy on Electric Ladyland Outtakes was mastered with the levels slightly too high 
cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:36. The copy 
on First Steps tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 2:35. The copy on I Don’t Live Today [CD] is sub-labeled Take 
One, has 5 seconds of silence at the end, and has comparable sound quality to the copies on De Lane Lea 
Demos And Olympic Outs and Studio Haze; track time = 2:40. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) 
has 3 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 2:39. The copy on Studio ’67; track time = 2:35. The copy on 
Studio Haze has 5 seconds of silence at the end, and has comparable sound quality to the copies on De Lane 
Lea Demos And Olympic Outs and I Don’t Live Today [CD]; track time = 2:40. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
====================================================================================== 

June 28-30, 1967 “Houston Studios” (possibly? Gold Star Studios, 6252 Santa Monica Boulevard, 
Hollywood), Los Angles, California, U.S.A. 

====================================================================================== 
 
190. (1) The Stars That Play With Laughing Sam’s Dice (instrumental acetate, mono) 
        Source: Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) 
        Univibes number: S271 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:57 (3:57) [4:02] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: June 28-30, 1967 “Houston Studios” (possibly? Gold Star Studios, 6252 Santa 
Monica Boulevard, Hollywood), Los Angles, California, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass, 12-string guitar), Mitch Mitchell (drums), unknown? 
(organ?). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
        Notes: This track comes from an acetate. Reference sources note the presence of an unknown organ player, 
though I have difficulty distinguishing an organ on this track at all; no other variation of this song contains an 
organ. There is a skip in the acetate at the 0:45 mark. Ultimate Hendrix notes the sessions that resulted in this 
track occurred June 28-30, 1967; a specific date is not given. Jimpress Part I notes the recording date as June 
28, 1967, whereas Jimpress Part III notes the date as June 28/29/30, 1967. Reference sources note the recording 
location as “Houston Studios, Los Angeles”. After some research trying to locate any references to such a studio 
outside of Hendrix circles and finding none, I suspect the actual location may have been Gold Star Studios. When 
Chas Chandler later recalled recording at “Houston Studios”, perhaps he was confusedly referencing the similarly 
named Gold Star Recording Studio in Houston, Texas. Chas Chandler (from Eyewitness Hendrix by Johnny 
Black, 2004 Carlton Books Ltd, pg.100): "I had never recorded there myself. I booked three days because I had 
been told it was a state-of-the-art studio, but it was dire. The place was like a rehearsal room compared to 
Olympic. Los Angeles was so far behind at that time." Even an email exchange between a Hendrix fan and a 
Hendrix recording engineer from that time has the engineer stating, “First time I had heard of Houston Studios.” 
Apparently everyone who has tried to discover more about the mysterious “Houston Studios” Chandler referred to 
has been completely stumped. 
        Alternate Sources: Are You Experienced: Acetates / Demos / Remixes; ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - 
The Sessions; Axis Bold As Love: Sessions Rare Tracks 1967; The Axis Love Sessions [1-CD]; Beginnings 66-
68; Can You Please Crawl Out Your Window [Major Tom]; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP 
Dester); Davenport '68/RAH Rehearsals '69 [Hey-Joe CDR Tree] (from Electric Gypsy); Electric Gypsy [B403]; 
Electric Landlady; First Steps; Hotel Intercontinental, Frankfurt 17.05.67; Jimi: A Musical Legacy; Making Of Axis: 
Bold As Love: Unreleased Studio Session 1967; Memorial Auditorium, Portland, OR 09.09.68; Moonbeams & 
Fairytales (Rev 3.1); The Ross Tapes; Studio '67 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Are You Experienced: Acetates / Demos / Remixes is slightly clipped at the 
start, and sounds slightly muffled in comparison to other copies; track time = 4:05. The copy on ATM 158-160: 
Axis Bold As Love - The Sessions tests as lossy/MP3, and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the 
high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 4:02. The copy on The 
Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); track time = 4:02. The copy on Electric Gypsy [B403] is 

 

DISC 10 – STUDIO RECORDINGS 

https://www.discogs.com/label/268900-Gold-Star-Studios
https://www.discogs.com/label/344492-Gold-Star-Recording-Studio
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slightly clipped at the start; track time = 3:59. The copy on First Steps is clipped at the start; track time = 4:06. The 
copy on Making Of Axis: Bold As Love: Unreleased Studio Session 1967; track time = 4:01. The copy on 
Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); track time = 4:02. The copy on The Ross Tapes was mastered faster than 
other copies tested, and sounds slightly muffled in comparison to other copies; track time = 3:47. The copy on 
Studio ’67; track time = 4:02. 
 
 
====================================================================================== 

July 6-7, 1967 Mayfair Recording Studio Inc., 701 Seventh Avenue, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
====================================================================================== 
 
191. Burning Of The Midnight Lamp (official instrumental basic track fragment, mono) 
        Source: Lifelines: The Jimi Hendrix Story; optimally amplified 
        Univibes number: S237 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 0:39 (n/a) [0:39] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: July 6-7, 1967 Mayfair Recording Studio Inc., 701 Seventh Avenue, New York, New 
York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Gary Kellgren. 
        Notes: This track is noted in Jimpress in the entry for (1) Burning Of The Midnight Lamp: “Just before the 
incomplete version of the official stereo mix (2) found on Live & Unreleased and Lifelines, the mono introduction 
of possibly (1) or another instrumental backing track from the same session can be heard very faintly in the 
background of the voice-over. Proper identification is not possible at this time.” The voice-over commentary by 
Dave Kephart includes part of an interview with Jimi about the song.  
        Special Notes: See track 198 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: The Jimi Hendrix Story [Arcade France]; Lifelines: The Jimi Hendrix Story; Live & 
Unreleased: The Radio Show 
        Alternate Sources: Live & Unreleased Part 1 [Westwood One pirate] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Lifelines: The Jimi Hendrix Story; track time = 0:39. The copy on Live & 
Unreleased: The Radio Show; track time = 0:38. Oddly, when viewing these two source copies in Audacity, the 
high and low ends appear to be inverted between the two, i.e. the high end in both channels on Lifelines: The Jimi 
Hendrix Story appears as the low end in both channels on Live & Unreleased: The Radio Show, and vice versa. 
 
192. (15) Burning Of The Midnight Lamp (instrumental basic track, mono) 
        Source: Freezer Burn: Bootleg! 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:35 (3:35) [3:46] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: July 6-7, 1967 Mayfair Recording Studio Inc., 701 Seventh Avenue, New York, New 
York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Gary Kellgren. 
        Notes: This track in mono is the basic instrumental track used for the official version with just guitar, bass, 
and drums. The track begins with probably engineer Gary Kellgren faintly stating “Ready to go”, followed by a 
count-in by Mitch, “1-2-3-4.” The song begins at the 0:07 mark and comes to an abrupt tape stop rather than 
fading out as heard in the official versions (1) and (2). The track is in mono, though the left channel has higher 
levels. There is a brief drop-out at the 3:28 mark, and there are 3 seconds of silence at the end of the track.  
        Special Notes: See track 198 Special Notes. 
        Alternate Sources: The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); Freezer Burn: Bootleg!; Under 
The Gypsy Sun 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) was mastered 
with the levels slightly too high cutting off the low end in places throughout the left channel (amplitude clipping); 
track time = 3:46. The copy on Freezer Burn: Bootleg was mastered with the levels slightly too high cutting off the 
low end in places throughout the left channel (amplitude clipping), and has 3 seconds of silence at the end; track 
time = 3:46. The copy on Under The Gypsy Sun is sub-labeled “instrumental”, is missing 4 seconds of the 
opening studio noises, and may be very slightly clipped at the end; track time = 3:33. 
 
193. Burning Of The Midnight Lamp (early take mixes demo tape part 1, mono) 
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        Source: ATM 234-235: Electric Ladyland Sessions Vol. 1 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [1:59] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: July 6-7, 1967 Mayfair Recording Studio Inc., 701 Seventh Avenue, New York, New 
York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, harpsichord, mellotron), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums, 
percussion). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Gary Kellgren. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress directly, though it is (incorrectly) referred to in the notes for (12) 
(see the following track): “mixes #2 and #3 can be found on Naked Ladyland”. Bell lists this track, “two incomplete 
mixes”, in the section for (12); presumably this relates to the August 2003 eBay auction tape (see Notes for the 
following track). All source copies tested are lossy/MP3, which would be consistent with an internet download 
from that time if these mixes come from an online sample provided for the eBay auction. Both mixes are in mono. 
The first mix fades in at the start, beginning about 1 minute into the song, then comes to a stop at 1:06 followed 
by a tape rewind. This particular mix which stops at the point that it does followed by a tape rewind is not heard in 
(12), so this must be part of a different mix altogether. Also, there seems to be the sound of a hand drum of some 
sort heard just before the lyrics begin (0:06-0:08), which is not heard in mixes 1-3 of (12). The second mix runs 
from 1:24-1:59, coming to a sudden stop/cut, and seems to be a portion of mix 1, 2, or 3 of (12). As in mixes 1-3 
of (12) the cymbals are present on the opening segment as is the percussion instrument clacking heard 25 
seconds into the song. It’s possible this second mix may be a completely different mix altogether though it is 
difficult to determine. One thought about this “sampler” is that the first mix heard here may be part of a mix that, 
on the original auction tape, precedes “mix 1” as heard in (12) and that the second mix heard here is the 
beginning of “mix 1” heard in (12). The source copy tests as lossy/MP3 in Trader’s Little Helper but tests as 
lossless in Exact Audio Copy (EAC). 
        Special Notes: See track 198 Special Notes. 
        Alternate Sources: Apartment Jams And Other Samplers [Bell, tape]; ATM 234-235: Electric Ladyland 
Sessions Vol. 1; More Electric Ladyland Sessions; Naked Ladyland; Studio '67 (2 copies, 1 with tape rewind 
edited out) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 234-235: Electric Ladyland Sessions Vol. 1 tests as lossy/MP3; track 
time = 1:59. The copy on Naked Ladyland was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends 
in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping), and tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 1:59. The copy on Studio 
'67 tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 2:00. 
 
194. (12) Burning Of The Midnight Lamp (early take mixes demo tape part 2, mono) 
        Source: Burning Of The Midnight Lamp, Houston Studios, Los Angeles 1967 [collector’s CDR]; optimally 
amplified, beginning silence removed 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:47+1:22+3:47+0:16+0:36 (2:46+1:21+3:47+0:17+0:35) [10:30] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: July 6-7, 1967 Mayfair Recording Studio Inc., 701 Seventh Avenue, New York, New 
York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, harpsichord, mellotron), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums, 
percussion). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Gary Kellgren. 
        Notes: This track is part of a mixing session for an early take of this song. The session is listed in Jimpress 
as The Burning Of The Midnight Lamp Mixing Session (2) with a total time of 10:53. This originates from a tape 
initially auctioned on eBay in August 2003, then later sold in a CooperOwen auction in June 2004 for £20,000. 
John McDermott believes the tape sold at the auction was a 15 i.p.s. copy from the master tape that was made for 
Jimi or Chas and later lost or stolen. The track on the collector’s source begins with 15 seconds of total silence 
followed by 6 seconds of tape silence (light tape hiss); this has been edited out for this compilation. All mixes are 
in mono. In between mixes the tape can be heard rewinding; Gary Kellgren “always left the 2-track tape machine 
running when he mixed, hence the spooling of tape that can be heard after each pass”. Mix 1 runs from 0:01-2:47 
followed by a tape rewind then a tape stop. Mix 2 runs from 3:12-4:34 followed by a tape rewind, a brief silent 
segment, then a false start from 4:59-5:01 noted by Bell as “false start 2” from the original recording session; this 
is the same false start that is heard preceding mixes 4 and 5. Mix 3, which is the only complete mix of the song, 
runs from 5:04-8:53 followed by a tape stop. The final note of “false start 1” is heard at 8:59 quickly followed by 
“false start 2” from 9:01-9:03, followed in turn by the brief “mix 4” from 9:06-9:23. There is a tape stop, then “false 
start 1” is heard again from 9:32-9:35, followed by “false start 2” again from 9:37-9:39. Mix 5 runs from 9:42-10:17 
followed by a tape rewind and stop. Some of the notable differences between the mixes are as follows. Mixes 1-4 
have the cymbals come in @11 seconds into the song, whereas in mix 5 the cymbals are mixed out of the 
opening segment altogether. “Mix 4”, which is only 16 seconds long, may actually be a repeat of the opening 

http://cooperowen.com/about-us/
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segment of mix 3 used to demonstrate the difference between having cymbals at the start and not having them (in 
mix 5). Mixes 1-3 have a percussion instrument clacking just before the start of the lyrics 25 seconds into the 
song (0:25, 3:37, 5:29), whereas in mix 5 this clacking is not heard at all (10:07). In mixes 1 and 3 at the lyric 
segment “the smiling portrait of you hanging on my frowning wall...” (1:15-1:20 and 6:19-6:24) the harpsichord is 
at balanced levels with the other instruments, whereas in mix 2 (4:27-4:32) it is higher in the mix. In mix 3 just 
before the same lyric segment (6:16), the brief guitar frill that sounds somewhat like shakers is noticeably present 
in the mix, whereas in mixes 1 and 2 (1:13 and 4:25) this sound is mixed out or very low. The source copy tests 
as CDDA in Trader’s Little Helper with probability 43% but tests as lossless in Exact Audio Copy (EAC). 
        Special Notes: See track 198 Special Notes. 
        Alternate Sources: Burning Of The Midnight Lamp [Bell, tape T0056]; Burning Of The Midnight Lamp, 
Houston Studios, Los Angeles 1967 [collector’s CDR]; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); 
Poisoned Apples [Bell, tape] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Burning Of The Midnight Lamp, Houston Studios, Los Angeles 1967 
[collector’s CDR]; track time = 10:51. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); 
track time = 10:51. 
 
195. (16) Burning Of The Midnight Lamp (early take alternate mix, stereo) 
        Source: Freezer Burn: Bootleg! 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:53 (3:53) [4:07] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: July 6-7, 1967 Mayfair Recording Studio Inc., 701 Seventh Avenue, New York, New 
York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, harpsichord, mellotron), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums, 
percussion). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Gary Kellgren. 
        Notes: This track is another mix of the same early take heard in the previous two tracks, although this time in 
stereo. The track begins with “false start 1” and “false start 2” as heard in (12) (see previous track). The song 
begins at the 0:10 mark. There are two separate vocal takes in the mix, the wah-wah guitar mixed low in the 
previous mixes is mixed up front here in the left channel, the drums are mixed low, and the track is @7 seconds 
longer than the longest mix (mix 3) of (12), running to the end of the take where it falls apart rather than fading 
out.  
        Special Notes: See track 198 Special Notes. 
        Alternate Sources: The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); Freezer Burn: Bootleg! 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) was mastered 
with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the right channel (amplitude 
clipping); track time = 4:07. The copy on Freezer Burn: Bootleg! was mastered with the levels too high cutting off 
the high and low ends in places throughout the right channel (amplitude clipping); track time = 4:07. 
 
196. (4) Burning Of The Midnight Lamp (later take mixes demo tape, mono) 
        Source: ATM 234-235: Electric Ladyland Sessions Vol. 1 
        Univibes number: S1000 [portion only] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 22:15 (23:50) [22:16] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: July 6-7, 1967 Mayfair Recording Studio Inc., 701 Seventh Avenue, New York, New 
York, U.S.A.  
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, harpsichord, mellotron), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums, 
percussion, tambourine?), The Sweet Inspirations: Cissy Houston, Myrna Smith, and Estelle Brown (backing 
vocals). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Gary Kellgren. 
        Notes: This track is part of a mixing session for a later take of this song, in mono. The session is listed in 
Jimpress as The Burning Of The Midnight Lamp Mixing Session (1) with a total time of 23:50. As described by 
Jimpress, “Although regarded as a mixing session, any difference between the versions presented here is 
extremely subtle, to the point that it is impossible to tell if there is any difference.” Perhaps one slightly detectable 
difference may be the levels of various instruments being slightly higher or lower in the mix from version to 
version, though again it is difficult to determine. There are a total of 11 segments with most containing brief 
playbacks (or mixes?) of the same session take. The timings for each playback (or mix?) are 3:30, 0:17, 1:09, 
0:06, 3:30, 0:37, 0:52, 2:25, 2:41, 1:09, and 0:17. The track begins with Segment 1 consisting of Mitch counting in 
“1-2-3-4”, followed by Jimi’s harpsichord which is almost immediately broken by a tape stop at 0:05, resuming with 
a few more harpsichord notes before Jimi stops with a faintly heard comment. At 0:13 probably engineer Gary 
Kellgren says, “Here we go”, soon followed by Mitch counting in again, “2-3-4”, followed by the nearly complete 
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playback from 0:18-3:48 (3:30), followed by tape clicks and silence. Segment 2 begins at 4:01 with Mitch’s count-
in, “2-3-4”, followed by a playback from 4:03-4:21 (0:17), followed by tape clicks and silence. Segment 3 begins at 
4:48 with Kellgren’s “Here we go”, followed by Mitch’s count-in, followed by a playback from 4:54-6:03 (1:09). 
Then follows more tape clicks, a tape rewind, studio noises, and a long tape silence. Segment 4 begins at 7:01 
with the tape spooling on a harpsichord note to a stop followed by Jimi’s brief indecipherable comment. At 7:06 
Kellgren’s “Here we go” is heard again, then Mitch’s count-in, followed by a playback from 7:11-7:18 (0:06). After 
more tape stops and clicks, Segment 5 begins at 7:41 with Kellgren’s “Here we go”, Mitch’s count-in, and the 
complete playback from 7:46-11:16 (3:30) which slowly fades out. Then follows more tape stops and clicks with 
Segment 6 beginning at 11:23 with the spooling harpsichord note, Jimi’s indecipherable comment, Kellgren’s 
“Here we go”, Mitch’s count-in, and a playback from 11:33-12:11 (0:37). More tape stops, clicks, a rewind, and 
silence leads to Segment 7 beginning at 12:37 with Kellgren’s “Here we go”, Mitch’s count-in, and a playback from 
12:43-13:34 (0:52). More tape stops, rewinds, clicks, and silence lead to Segment 8 starting at 14:28 with Jimi’s 
indecipherable comment, tape clicks, Mitch’s count-in “2-3-4”, and an incomplete playback from 14:37-17:02 
(2:25), which is slightly clipped at the start. More tape clicks lead to Segment 9 beginning at 17:11 with Kellgren’s 
“Here we go”, Mitch’s count-in, and an incomplete playback from 17:17-19:57 (2:41). After more tape stops and 
clicks Segment 10 begins at 20:03 with the spooling harpsichord note, Jimi’s indecipherable comment, Kellgren’s 
“Here we go”, Mitch’s count-in, and a playback from 20:14-21:23 (1:09). More tape clicks and a tape rewind lead 
to Segment 11 starting at 21:55 with Mitch’s count-in and a brief playback from 21:57-22:14 (0:17) followed by the 
tape cutting out and 2 seconds of silence at the very end of the track. 
        Special Notes: See track 198 Special Notes. 
        Alternate Sources: 1968 A.D. (2 mixes; mono; less wah-wah; both incomplete); Are You Experienced: 
Reconstructed Mono…Plus; ATM 063-064: On The Road To Electric Ladyland (complete mixing tape; includes 
mixes 3:30, 0:18, 1:09, 0:07, 3:28, 0:38, 0:51, 2:24, 2:38, 1:08, 0:17); ATM 234-235: Electric Ladyland Sessions 
Vol. 1 (complete mixing tape; includes mixes 0:06, 3:30 (fade at end), 0:18, 1:10, 0:07, 3:30 (no fade at end), 
0:38, 0:51, 2:25, 2:41, 1:09, 0:17); Brilliant Outtakes, Demos & Specials (portion only); The Complete Studio 
Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); Electric Landlady (incomplete); Kiss The Sunshine; Master Series Volume 1 
[Bell, tape] (complete mixing tape; includes mixes 3:42, 0:19, 1:13, 0:07, 3:40, 0:40, 0:54, 2:31, 2:47, 1:12, 0:17); 
Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Moonlight Is White; More Electric Ladyland Sessions; Naked Ladyland 
(complete mixing tape; includes mixes 0:06, 3:30 (fade at end), 0:18, 1:10, 0:07, 3:30 (no fade at end), 0:38, 0:51, 
2:25, 2:41, 1:09, 0:17); Screaming Eagle (one mix; mono; less wah-wah); The Sotheby Auction Tapes [Midnight 
Beat] (one mix; mono; less wah-wah); Studio ‘67 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on1968 A.D. has 2 mixes only on separate tracks; track times = 3:40+3:40. 
The copy on ATM 063-064: On The Road To Electric Ladyland has been speed corrected (thus the shorter track 
time), and tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 19:15. The copy on ATM 234-235: Electric Ladyland Sessions Vol. 1; 
track time = 22:16. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) was mastered with the 
levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 
22:03. The copy on Kiss The Sunshine; track time = 23:18. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) tests 
as lossy/MP3; track time = 22:07. The copy on Moonlight Is White (1 mix only) tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 
1:59. The copy on Naked Ladyland was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in 
places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 22:03. The copy on Screaming Eagle (1 mix only); 
track time = 4:11. The copy on The Sotheby Auction Tapes [Midnight Beat] (1 mix only); track time = 3:45. The 
copy on Studio '67; track time = 22:06. 
 
197. (3) Burning Of The Midnight Lamp (acetate of (2), stereo) 
        Source: ATM 234-235: Electric Ladyland Sessions Vol. 1 
        Univibes number: S019 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:37 (3:37) [3:39] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: July 6-7, 1967 Mayfair Recording Studio Inc., 701 Seventh Avenue, New York, New 
York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, harpsichord, mellotron), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums, 
percussion, tambourine?), The Sweet Inspirations: Cissy Houston, Myrna Smith, and Estelle Brown (backing 
vocals). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Gary Kellgren. 
        Notes: Jimpress notes this track as a slightly different mix of (1) taken from an acetate. Bell notes that “this 
seems to be the official stereo mix (2)”, which seems to be correct as I don’t discern any notable differences 
between this mix and (2), other than (2) perhaps being in slightly wider stereo, and this acetate being slightly 
more complete at the end than any copy of (2) that was tested. The track is in stereo and contains a considerable 
amount of acetate surface noise throughout (pops & crackles).  
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        Special Notes: See track 198 Special Notes. 
        Alternate Sources: Are You Experienced: Reconstructed Mono…Plus; ATM 234-235: Electric Ladyland 
Sessions Vol. 1; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); More Electric Ladyland Sessions; 
Naked Ladyland 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 234-235: Electric Ladyland Sessions Vol. 1; track time = 3:39. The 
copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) was mastered with the levels too high cutting 
off the high and low ends in places throughout the left channel (amplitude clipping), and tests as lossy/MP3; track 
time = 3:39. The copy on Naked Ladyland was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends 
in places throughout the left channel (amplitude clipping), and tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 3:39. 
 
198. (2) Burning Of The Midnight Lamp (official stereo mix) 
        Source: Electric Ladyland [1989, Polydor (Japan) P36P 22004]; optimally amplified, ending silence removed 
        Univibes number: S019 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:37 (3:37) [3:40] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: July 6-7, 1967 Mayfair Recording Studio Inc., 701 Seventh Avenue, New York, New 
York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, harpsichord, mellotron), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums, 
percussion, tambourine?), The Sweet Inspirations: Cissy Houston, Myrna Smith, and Estelle Brown (backing 
vocals). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Gary Kellgren. 
        Notes: The very end of the track fades out on the background singers vocalizing, which can be heard 
completely without fading out in the acetate version (3). 
        Special Notes: Ultimate Hendrix notes that it took 6 hours in the studio with 30 takes and 2 reels of tape 
before achieving a complete version of this song on July 6, 1967. Overdubs and mixing were done on July 7, 
1967, and the final mix was prepared on July 20, 1967. 
        Official Release: vinyl single [1968, Reprise PRO-293; Reprise 0767; Reprise/Americom (pocket disc); 1969, 
Track 604033; Polydor (Germany, Turkey) 59375; Polydor (Italy) NH-59375; Polydor (Australia) 604033; Polydor 
(Spain) 1060079; Polydor (Greece) 298; 1970, Polydor/RTB (Yugoslavia) S-53579]; vinyl EP [1968?, Polydor 
(Portugal) 60041; 1969, Polydor (Japan) SKP-1145]; 6 Singles Pack [Polydor 260 8001]; Best Of Jimi Hendrix 
[Universe Gold]; Electric Ladyland; The Experience Collection: Electric Ladyland; Electric Ladyland, Part 2 [Track 
613017]; Greatest Hits [2010, Experience Hendrix/Sony Music]; Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Electric 
Ladyland [1980, Polydor 2625 038]; Jimi Hendrix Reference Library: Fuzz, Feedback & Wah-Wah (excerpt); The 
Jimi Hendrix Story [Arcade France]; Legacy; Lifelines: The Jimi Hendrix Story; Live & Unreleased: The Radio 
Show; Rainy Day Dream Away [Hear Music]; Sessions - Electric Ladyland [Polydor]; The Singles Album; Smash 
Hits [Polydor (Europe, Japan)]; Suns And Rainbow - Electric Ladyland [aka The Old Barclay Box]; Ultimate 
Experience [Polydor]; Voodoo Child: The Jimi Hendrix Collection 
        Alternate Sources: All The Hits [Duchesse; Universe]; ATM 234-235: Electric Ladyland Sessions Vol. 1; 
Burnin’ Soul; Electric Jimi Hendrix [Bell, tape]; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) (2 
copies, mislabeled (1)); Electric Ladyland [B145 pirate LP]; Electric Ladyland [Barclay picture disc]; Electric 
Ladyland [Beat]; Electric Ladyland [CDM]; Electric Ladyland And Beyond; Jimi Hendrix [Bell (bootleg label)]; Jimi 
Hendrix [Falcon Neue Medien/Eurosound]; Jimi Hendrix [Universe 3323]; Jimi Hendrix And Pink Floyd [Golden 
Pop’s Gallery]; Legacy [B616 pirate CDR]; Live & Unreleased Part 1 [Westwood One pirate]; Moonbeams & 
Fairytales (Rev 3.1); More Electric Ladyland Sessions; Naked Ladyland; Praying Silently For Jimi; Red House 
[The Entertainers/Sarabandas] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on 6 Singles Pack [Polydor 260 8001] was digitally transferred with the levels 
very slightly too high cutting off the high end at a few places in the right channel (amplitude clipping); track time = 
3:37. The copy on All The Hits [Universe] fades out very slightly early on the ending “Oh my” fade-out; track time 
= 3:38. The copy on ATM 234-235: Electric Ladyland Sessions Vol. 1 was mastered with the levels very slightly 
too high cutting off the low end at the 0:25.6 mark in the left channel (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:38. The 
copy on Best Of Jimi Hendrix [Universe Gold] fades out very slightly early; track time = 3:37. There are two copies 
on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) with copy 1 labeled “2 mixdown” (track time = 3:38), 
and copy 2 mislabeled a copy of (1); track time = 3:39. The copy on Electric Ladyland [1968, Reprise RST 6307 
reel]; track time = 3:38. The copy on Electric Ladyland [1968, Track 613008]; track time = 3:40. The copy on 
Electric Ladyland, Part 2 [1969, Track 613017] has 4 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 3:42. The copy 
on Electric Ladyland [1989, Polydor (Japan) P36P 22004] has 3 seconds of silence at the end, and seems to 
have slightly less tape hiss than other source copies; track time = 3:42. The copy on Electric Ladyland [1997, 
MCA MCD-11600] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout 
the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:39. The copy on Electric Ladyland [2010, Sony Legacy 88697-62164-
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2] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track 
(amplitude clipping); track time = 3:39. The copy on Electric Ladyland [2010, Experience Hendrix (Japan) SICP 
2641-2] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track 
(amplitude clipping); track time = 3:39. The copy on Electric Ladyland: 50th Anniversary Deluxe Edition [2018, 
Experience Hendrix 19075859022] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in 
places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:41. The copy on Electric Ladyland And Beyond 
was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude 
clipping); track time = 3:40. The copy on Greatest Hits [2010, Experience Hendrix/Sony Music]; track time = 3:41. 
The copy on Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) – Electric Ladyland [1980, Polydor (Australia) 2625 038] is 
mastered very slightly fast, and seems to be in slightly narrower stereo than other source copies; track time = 
3:36. The copy on Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) – Electric Ladyland [1980, Polydor (Germany) 2625 038] 
is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right 
channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; 
track time = 3:39. The copy on Lifelines: The Jimi Hendrix Story has voice-over commentary at the end; track time 
= 3:39. The copy on Live & Unreleased: The Radio Show has voice-over commentary at the end; track time = 
3:39. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high 
and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:38. The copy on Naked Ladyland 
was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude 
clipping), and tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 3:38. The copy on Rainy Day Dream Away [Hear Music] was 
mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude 
clipping); track time = 3:40. The copy on Sessions - Electric Ladyland [Polydor] fades out very slightly early on the 
ending “Oh my” fade-out; track time = 3:37. The copy on The Singles Album [1983, Polydor (West Germany) 2625 
047] has vinyl surface noise, and 6 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 3:40. The copy on The Singles 
Album [1989, Polydor (Japan) P58P 20112-13] fades out slightly early on the ending “Oh my” fade-out; track time 
= 3:37. The copy on Smash Hits [1974, MPF 1077] seems to be in slightly narrower stereo than other source 
copies; track time = 3:46. The copy on Smash Hits [1984, Polydor (West Germany) 825-255-2] has 3 seconds of 
silence at the end; track time = 3:39. The copy on Smash Hits [1989, Polydor (Japan) P20P 22003] has 3 
seconds of silence at the end; track time = 3:39. The copy on Smash Hits [2002, MCA (Europe) 113-007-2] was 
mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude 
clipping), and fades out slightly early on the ending “Oh my” fade-out; track time = 3:38. The copy on Suns And 
Rainbow - Electric Ladyland [aka The Old Barclay Box, MJ 1st transfer] has 3 seconds of silence at the end, and 
a faint high-pitched digital transfer noise throughout the track; track time = 3:40. The copy on Ultimate Experience 
[Polydor]; track time = 3:40. The copy on Voodoo Child: The Jimi Hendrix Collection was mastered with the levels 
too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:38. 
 
199. (1) Burning Of The Midnight Lamp (official mono mix) 
        Source: ATM 234-235: Electric Ladyland Sessions Vol. 1 
        Univibes number: S019 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:37 (3:33) [3:37] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: July 6-7, 1967 Mayfair Recording Studio Inc., 701 Seventh Avenue, New York, New 
York, U.S.A.  
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, harpsichord, mellotron), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums, 
percussion, tambourine?), The Sweet Inspirations: Cissy Houston, Myrna Smith, and Estelle Brown (backing 
vocals). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Gary Kellgren. 
        Notes: This track (1) is a true mono mix, an individual mix of the track in mono not a reduction/fold-down 
from the stereo mix (2) as is the case with (13) (see next track). In this mix Jimi’s vocals are dominant over the 
background vocals, whereas in (13) his vocals are at similar levels to the background vocals. While testing 
various source copies of this track, there appeared to be two different variations identifiable by viewing the source 
copy in Audacity. The segments from 1:04-1:15 and 2:24-2:34 have significantly lower levels in both channels on 
some copies, while this segment in other copies has levels comparable to the rest of the track. The original 1967 
Track single has these lower level segments, while the 1968 Reprise single does not. Upon comparison to known 
copies of (13), the mono reduction/fold-down mix, those copies that have lower levels are likely the true mono mix 
(1), and those copies that have comparable levels are likely the mono reduction (13). 
        Special Notes: See track 198 Special Notes. Some of the Official Release and Alternate Sources listed for 
(1) that were not available for testing may be the mono reduction (13). 
        Official Release: vinyl single [1967, Track 604007; Polydor (Germany) 59117; Polydor (Sweden) NH-59117; 
Barclay 060-858; Polydor (Australia) NH-59098 (mono); Polydor (France) 2141-278; Polydor (Japan) DP-1564; 
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1969, Polydor (Peru) L-70299-F (mono), labeled La Ardiente Lampara De Medianoche]; vinyl EP [1967, Polydor 
(Spain) 51085-EPH]; vinyl mini-EP [Mini-Boum, 1968, Barclay 500004]; The Best Of Jimi Hendrix [Karussell]; 
Classic Singles Collection Vol. 2; The Singles Collection; Smash Hits [Polydor (Europe, Japan)]; Smash Hits 
        Alternate Sources: The Alternate Electric Ladyland [The Swingin' Pig] (incomplete); Are You Experienced: 
The UK Mono Version (2013, Prof. Stoned); ATM 091: In Glorious Mono; ATM 234-235: Electric Ladyland 
Sessions Vol. 1; Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg (from Classic Singles Collection Vol. 2); Axis: Bold As 
Love: Mono Edition [Track (fake), Reprieve]; Axis Bold As Love: The Mono Mix; Hotel Intercontinental, Frankfurt 
17.05.67; Lost In The Mists Of Time; More Electric Ladyland Sessions; Naked Ladyland; The Obscure Singles 
[aka The Jimpress Collection: Pre-Experience Singles / Mono Singles]; Smash Hits [Reprieve] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on vinyl single [1967, Track 604007] is incomplete at the end, fading out 5 
seconds early; track time = 3:30. The copy on Are You Experienced: The UK Mono Version (2013, Prof. Stoned) 
is sourced from Classic Singles Collection Vol. 2, and fades out very slightly early; track time = 3:36. The copy on 
ATM 091: In Glorious Mono is incomplete at the end, fading out 5 seconds early; track time = 3:33. The copy on 
ATM 234-235: Electric Ladyland Sessions Vol. 1; track time = 3:37. The copy on The Best Of Jimi Hendrix 
[Karussell 2499 043 (Germany)] sounds mono, but viewing the track in Audacity shows that it is in stereo, though 
this may be an anomaly caused by the considerable vinyl surface noise which is oddly dominant in the left 
channel, and it fades out @6 second early; track time = 3:34. The copy on Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition 
Bootleg is sourced from Classic Singles Collection Vol. 2, and has 4 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 
3:38. The copy on Naked Ladyland was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in 
places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:37. The copy on The Singles Collection is slightly 
clipped at the end, and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places 
throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:32. 
 
200. (13) Burning Of The Midnight Lamp (official mono reduction of (2)) 
        Source: Electric Ladyland [1969, Polydor (Brazil) LPG-624.011, mono]; optimally amplified 
        Univibes number: S019 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:37 (n/a) [3:38] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: July 6-7, 1967 Mayfair Recording Studio Inc., 701 Seventh Avenue, New York, New 
York, U.S.A.  
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, harpsichord, mellotron), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums, 
percussion, tambourine?), The Sweet Inspirations: Cissy Houston, Myrna Smith, and Estelle Brown (backing 
vocals). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Gary Kellgren. 
        Notes: This track is the official mono reduction from the stereo mix (2). Whereas (1) is an individual mix of 
the track in mono, this is a fold-down of the stereo mix (2) into mono. 
        Special Notes: See track 198 Special Notes. Some of the Official Release and Alternate Sources listed for 
(1) that were not available for testing may be the mono reduction (13); see track 199 Notes. 
        Official Release: vinyl single [1968, Reprise 0767 (mono)]; Electric Ladyland [Polydor (Brazil), mono]; Jimi 
Hendrix Volume 3: Greatest Hits [Barclay] 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 234-235: Electric Ladyland Sessions Vol. 1; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 
(2018, OP Dester) (2 copies, 1 mislabeled (2)); Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Moonlight Is White; Naked 
Ladyland 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on vinyl single [1968, Reprise 0767 (mono)] has vinyl surface noise; track time 
= 3:37. The copy on ATM 234-235: Electric Ladyland Sessions Vol. 1 was mastered with the levels very slightly 
too high cutting off the low end at the 1:18.7 mark (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:38. There are two copies on 
The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester), one of which is incorrectly labeled the stereo version 
(2), and has vinyl surface noise (track time = 3:37), and the copy labeled (13) was mastered with the levels too 
high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping), and tests as lossy/MP3; 
track time = 3:38. The copy on Electric Ladyland [Polydor (Brazil), mono] has slightly better sound and less vinyl 
noise than other source copies; track time = 3:38. The copy on Jimi Hendrix Volume 3: Greatest Hits [Barclay]; 
track time = 3:39. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) has vinyl surface noise, 6 seconds of silence at 
the end, and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the 
track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:46. The copy on Moonlight Is White has significant vinyl surface noise, 
was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude 
clipping), and tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 3:36. The copy on Naked Ladyland was mastered with the levels 
too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:38. 
 
201. Burning Of The Midnight Lamp (alternate mix of (2), stereo) 
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        Source: Electric Ladyland Outtakes (Part 1) [Bell, tape]; track courtesy of Doug Bell; optimally amplified 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:37 (n/a) [3:40] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: July 6-7, 1967 Mayfair Recording Studio Inc., 701 Seventh Avenue, New York, New 
York, U.S.A.  
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, harpsichord, mellotron), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums, 
percussion, tambourine?), The Sweet Inspirations: Cissy Houston, Myrna Smith, and Estelle Brown (backing 
vocals). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Gary Kellgren. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress. Bell notes it as possibly a slightly different mix, especially with the 
background chorus. The drums and Jimi’s vocals are further back in the mix with Jimi’s vocals also sounding as 
though they’re being projected through a speaker with some slight distortion, and there may be slightly more echo 
applied to the mix. There is the possibility that this is a fake alternate mix; the collector’s tape that this is taken 
from is the only source for this track. 
        Special Notes: See track 198 Special Notes. 
 
202. Burning Of The Midnight Lamp (official Kramer isolation mix of (2), version 1, stereo) 
        Source: ATM 234-235: Electric Ladyland Sessions Vol. 1 
        Univibes number: S019 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 4:20 (n/a) [4:21] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: July 6-7, 1967 Mayfair Recording Studio Inc., 701 Seventh Avenue, New York, New 
York, U.S.A.  
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, harpsichord, mellotron), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums, 
percussion, tambourine?), The Sweet Inspirations: Cissy Houston, Myrna Smith, and Estelle Brown (backing 
vocals). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Gary Kellgren. 
        Notes: See track 198 Notes. Eddie Kramer isolates different instruments in the mix from the multi-track 
master tape. There are two similar but different versions of this demonstration mix, though only one version is 
noted in Jimpress and Bell. This first version has segments that isolate Jimi’s harpsichord, his wah-wah guitar and 
electric guitar parts played at half speed to create a mandolin effect, Noel’s bass part, the backing vocal parts of 
The Sweet Inspirations, and Jimi’s vocal part. There is voice-over commentary by Eddie Kramer, Mitch Mitchell, 
Chas Chandler, and an unnamed crew member. 
        Official Release: Classic Albums: Electric Ladyland [DVD, VHS]; Electric Ladyland Deluxe CD & DVD 
Collectors Edition [DVD] 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 234-235: Electric Ladyland Sessions Vol. 1; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); 
Naked Ladyland 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 234-235: Electric Ladyland Sessions Vol. 1; track time = 4:21. The 
copy on Classic Albums: Electric Ladyland [DVD] is an edited, incomplete version missing everything after the 
2:18 mark; track time = 2:13. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) has been edited to remove the 
commentary from 1:53-2:57, though that segment does contain some isolated vocals by The Sweet Inspirations 
from 2:34-2:45; track time = 3:18. The copy on Naked Ladyland was mastered with the levels too high cutting off 
the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping), and tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 
4:21. 
 
203. Burning Of The Midnight Lamp (official Kramer isolation mix of (2), version 2, stereo) 
        Source: At Last The Beginning: The Making Of Electric Ladyland [DVD] 
        Univibes number: S019 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:56] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: July 6-7, 1967 Mayfair Recording Studio Inc., 701 Seventh Avenue, New York, New 
York, U.S.A.  
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, harpsichord, mellotron), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums, 
percussion, tambourine?), The Sweet Inspirations: Cissy Houston, Myrna Smith, and Estelle Brown (backing 
vocals). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Gary Kellgren. 
        Notes: See track 198 Notes. Eddie Kramer isolates different instruments in the mix from the multi-track 
master tape. There are two similar but different versions of this demonstration mix, though only one version is 
noted in Jimpress and Bell. This second version is essentially the same as version 1 but with some notable 
differences. The segment from 2:06-2:56 as heard in version 1 has been edited out. The segment isolating Jimi’s 
vocal part doesn’t have Eddie’s channel in the mix after the 4:02 mark, resulting in a cleaner, more up-front 
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isolation of Jimi’s vocals and the lack of Eddie’s voicing of the lyric line “the wishing well” as heard at the 4:06 
mark in version 1. Where version 1 ends with the lyric line “I continue to burn the same old…” ending in Kramer’s 
comment, “He was always laughing and carrying on on the sessions”, version 2 continues the song at the 3:27 
mark with voice-over commentary by Noel Redding and Eddie Kramer, followed by and ending with Chas 
Chandler’s comments as heard from the 2:06-2:18 mark in version 1.  
        Official Release: At Last The Beginning: The Making Of Electric Ladyland [DVD] 
 
204. Burning Of The Midnight Lamp (official Kramer isolation mix of (2), version 3 – wah-wah guitars, 
mono) 
        Source: Classic Albums Interactive: The Making of Electric Ladyland CD-ROM; mono single-channel 
doubled; track courtesy of GreenManalishi 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [0:40] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: July 6-7, 1967 Mayfair Recording Studio Inc., 701 Seventh Avenue, New York, New 
York, U.S.A.  
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Gary Kellgren. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 198 Notes. This track is an additional part of 
Eddie Kramer’s demonstration mix that is not available on any other source. Here Eddie isolates and comments 
upon Jimi’s two wah-wah guitar parts. Extracting this track from the CD-ROM resulted in a single-channel mono 
track; for this compilation the channel has been doubled. 
        Official Release: Classic Albums Interactive: The Making of Electric Ladyland CD-ROM 
 
205. Burning Of The Midnight Lamp (official Kramer isolation mix of (2), version 3 – bass guitar, mono) 
        Source: Classic Albums Interactive: The Making of Electric Ladyland CD-ROM; mono single-channel 
doubled; track courtesy of GreenManalishi 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [0:40] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: July 6-7, 1967 Mayfair Recording Studio Inc., 701 Seventh Avenue, New York, New 
York, U.S.A.  
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Gary Kellgren. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 198 Notes. This track is a variation of what is 
heard in versions 1 and 2 where Eddie isolates Noel’s bass part. Here there is some additional commentary at the 
start that is not heard in the other versions, and the drums are further back in the mix. Extracting this track from 
the CD-ROM resulted in a single-channel mono track; for this compilation the channel has been doubled. 
        Official Release: Classic Albums Interactive: The Making of Electric Ladyland CD-ROM 
 
206. Burning Of The Midnight Lamp (official Kramer isolation mix of (2), version 3 – backing vocals, 
mono) 
        Source: Classic Albums Interactive: The Making of Electric Ladyland CD-ROM; mono single-channel 
doubled; track courtesy of GreenManalishi 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [0:39] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: July 6-7, 1967 Mayfair Recording Studio Inc., 701 Seventh Avenue, New York, New 
York, U.S.A.  
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, harpsichord, mellotron), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums, 
percussion, tambourine?), The Sweet Inspirations: Cissy Houston, Myrna Smith, and Estelle Brown (backing 
vocals). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Gary Kellgren. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 198 Notes. This track is an alternate take of what 
is heard in versions 1 and 2 where Eddie isolates and comments upon the backing vocal parts of The Sweet 
Inspirations. Extracting this track from the CD-ROM resulted in a single-channel mono track; for this compilation 
the channel has been doubled. 
        Official Release: Classic Albums Interactive: The Making of Electric Ladyland CD-ROM 
 
 
 
 
 

 

DISC 11 – STUDIO RECORDINGS 
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====================================================================================== 

July 17, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
====================================================================================== 
 
        Special Notes: The 1967 Curtis Knight recordings are a horrendously confusing mess due to the hundreds 
of releases containing this material, and discrepancies between the reference sources about the scant details 
surrounding them. Although an attempt has been made to sort through all of this, undoubtedly I have made some 
unintended errors; corrections are greatly encouraged. Due to the vast number of releases of this material, some 
of which were not available for testing and comparison, it is quite probable that there exist other variations of 
these songs that have wider and/or narrower stereo mixes or even alternate mixes that are not included here. 
This section of the compilation would not have been possible without the extreme generosity of Emil Vukov who 
supplied most of the sources used here. 
        The recordings were done in two sessions. Ultimate Hendrix notes the first session came about as a result of 
Jimi encountering Toni Gregory, the wife of The Squires bass player Ed “Bugs” Gregory, after a press conference 
held at the Warwick Hotel. “When Hendrix inquired about Bugs, he was told that Bugs was recording that evening 
with Knight. Hendrix agreed to go to the studio to visit his old friends. When they arrived, the session was already 
in progress. In time, Jimi joined the proceedings, lending bass and guitar to what he would later describe as a 
“practice session”. Ultimate Hendrix notes the date of the first session as the evening of July 17. Jimpress notes 
the first session took place in late-July, referring to Ultimate Hendrix’s July 17th date, but noting “it is more likely to 
be after the 25th when Jimi and Noel appeared in a photo session for the 8-string basses”. Jimpress is probably 
referring to an advertisement (and accompanying session photos) for the 8-string bass made by Hagstrom 
Guitars which includes Noel Redding. Jimi does not appear in the advertisement, and one collector familiar with 
Hendrix photos has stated that he has never seen session photos of Jimi with the bass from this date/source. 
Until some additional documentation can be shown, the date of the first session given by Ultimate Hendrix (July 
17) will be considered correct. 
        EarlyHendrix notes that practically all of the reliable date and personnel information about these sessions 
comes from Jimi's March 7, 1968 pre-trial deposition for the PPX court case. “Unfortunately Jimi mixes the two 
sessions up with each other (and several pages of the transcript are missing), so it's not always clear which 
session he's talking about. He says there was a guitar player whose last name possibly was "Shears" present in 
at least one of the sessions, and that he himself also played 12-string acoustic on occasion [he doesn’t 
specifically state “acoustic”; he may be playing the Danelectro Bellzouki 12-string semi-hollow body electric guitar 
that was also used on the July 17 session by “Shears”]. Jimi maintains that he played bass and didn't do any 
overdubs during the 17 July 1967 session, and this is backed up by the recordings and pictures that we have – 
the people present match the instruments audible – [and] there are no overdubs (by Jimi) to be heard.” Ultimate 
Hendrix contradicts this by stating about the first session (July 17) that, “Hendrix had brought his wah-wah pedal, 
and his guitar work can be heard on Knight recordings including Happy Birthday, Love Love, and Hush Now…At 
the conclusion of the session, he told Knight that he had participated as a personal favor, and that while he had 
no objection to the recording, under no circumstances should his name be used in connection with it.” Ultimate 
Hendrix seems to be stating that the recordings with wah-wah guitar were made during the first session, which 
would also include Gloomy Monday (which also has wah-wah guitar in sections) and its pre-take 1 comment by 
Jimi, “You can’t use my name for none of this stuff though, right?” Ultimate Hendrix later contradicts itself by 
stating about the second session (August 8) that, “Gloomy Monday and other Knight material was recorded during 
this early-morning session.” Jimpress seems to bring things back in line by stating, “It’s not clear which session 
the tracks with wah-wah guitar come from, though it is thought that Gloomy Monday and Ballad Of Jimi were 
recorded along with other overdubs at the second session.” Until some additional evidence or information can be 
presented, the first session will be assumed to be as EarlyHendrix notes (according to court documents), that Jimi 
“played bass and didn't do any overdubs”. EarlyHendrix groups the following songs in the first session: Day 
Tripper / Future Trip / Flashing; No Business; Odd Ball; Get That Feeling. Jimpress notes the order of the first 
session, probably alphabetically rather than literally, as: Day Tripper / Future Trip / Flashing; Get That Feeling; No 
Business; Odd Ball. To further confuse matters, during Jimi’s PPX deposition he states in regards to the first 
session that, “I recorded, counting the over-dub, like it was three sides”, and that he was at the PPX studio a total 
of “two, two and a half hours”. The over-dub he refers to is in reference to the band playing along to a demo of No 
Business; see track 240 Special Notes. Were there only three songs recorded that day, or were there four, or was 
Jimi’s memory of the session 8 months prior to his deposition a little fuzzy and uncertain, which the transcript with 
its many statements of uncertainty seems to indicate. 

mailto:dchance@wustl.edu?subject=1967%20Curtis%20Knight%20recordings
http://www.earlyhendrix.com/knight1-menu-1967studio
http://crosstowntorrents.org/showthread.php?28357-68-03-08-NEW-YORK-CITY-JIMI-S-1968-DEPOSITION
https://images.equipboard.com/uploads/item/image/20476/danelectro-bellzouki-12-string-semi-hollow-body-electric-guitar-xl.jpg?v=1541209531
http://www.earlyhendrix.com/knight2-menu-pictures-studio76
http://www.earlyhendrix.com/knight1-menu-1967studio
http://crosstowntorrents.org/showthread.php?28357-68-03-08-NEW-YORK-CITY-JIMI-S-1968-DEPOSITION
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        Ultimate Hendrix notes the date of the second session as the very early morning of August 8 (4:00 a.m.). 
EarlyHendrix notes that, “during this second session Jimi played guitar, "sometimes lead and I played sometimes 
melody and twelve string, I think, sometimes". Is he referring to the acoustic rhythm guitar or possibly the 
Danelectro Bellzouki 12-string semi-hollow body electric guitar, both of which are heard in Ballad Of Jimi? 
EarlyHendrix groups the following songs in the second session: Ballad Of Jimi; Gloomy Monday; Hush Now; 
Happy Birthday / Love, Love. Jimpress notes the order of the second session as: Hush Now; Happy Birthday / 
Love, Love; Gloomy Monday; Ballad Of Jimi. It seems more reasonable to think that the songs using wah-wah 
guitar (Hush Now, Ballad Of Jimi, and Gloomy Monday) were recorded back to back rather than at the beginning 
and end of the session. Ultimate Hendrix notes in the section for the first session (July 17) that, “At the conclusion 
of the session, he told Knight that he had participated as a personal favor, and that while he had no objection to 
the recording, under no circumstances should his name be used in connection with it.” This would be referring to 
Jimi’s comments prior to take 1 of Gloomy Monday, “You can’t use my name for none of this stuff though, right?” 
If Gloomy Monday finishes out the second session, with Ultimate Hendrix only being incorrect about the 
session/date it comes from, then a speculative order of the second session might be from slower to faster songs: 
Ballad Of Jimi; Hush Now; Happy Birthday / Love, Love; Gloomy Monday. EarlyHendrix speculates the bass 
player on the second session may be Ed “Bugs” Gregory, and the drummer may be Ray Lucas, both of whom 
were present at the first session. During Jimi’s PPX deposition he states that he thinks drummer Ray Lucas and 
bassist Ed “Bugs” Gregory were at the second session. EarlyHendrix notes the engineer on both sessions as 
unknown, but Ultimate Hendrix notes the engineer on both sessions as Mickey Lane. 
        When Knight recorded his vocals is uncertain, i.e. during or after the original sessions, though there is a 
photo from one of the sessions which seems to show Knight singing into the mic. EarlyHendrix speculates that the 
vocals for No Business, Ballad Of Jimi, and Happy Birthday were cut live as instrumental versions of these songs 
have faintly heard vocals which “suggests that there is leakage from the vocals on the multitrack that can’t be 
mixed out, which in turn means the vocals may have been recorded live”. The vocals on the other songs 
appearing on the 1967 Get That Feeling LP (Get That Feeling, and Hush Now) may have been recorded 
sometime after the August 8, 1967 second session and prior to the mid-October 1967 release of the Hush 
Now/Flashing single, probably in either August or September 1967. The vocals on Gloomy Monday seem to have 
been cut live during the second session. 
        Chalpin didn’t waste much time in utilizing Jimi’s jam session to cash in on his skyrocketing popularity. The 
single of Hush Now/Flashing was released in mid-October 1967 and reviewed in the October 21, 1967 issue of 
Melody Maker. The Get That Feeling LP was released in mid-December 1967 (just in time to cash in from 
Christmas purchases), as written about in the December 15, 1967 issue of Cash Box and reviewed in the 
December 23, 1967 issue of Billboard. The original 1967 release of the Get That Feeling LP included the following 
songs recorded during the 1967 sessions: Get That Feeling; Hush Now; and No Business. The other songs (and 
variations/derivatives of them) recorded at these sessions appeared in 1968 on subsequent label/country 
releases of the Get That Feeling LP and on the Flashing LP [Capitol (US)] released circa early-August 1968 and 
reviewed in the August 10, 1968 issues of Billboard and Cash Box: Ballad Of Jimi [on 1968 releases of the Get 
That Feeling LP]; Day Tripper; Gloomy Monday; Happy Birthday; and Odd Ball. 
 
207. (1) Day Tripper (official complete instrumental, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: ATM 103-104: Curtis Knight: The Complete Recordings Vol. 2 – Studio 
        Univibes number: S387 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 8:18 (8:18) [8:22] 
        Composers: John Winston Lennon & James Paul McCartney 
        Recording date/location: July 17, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (8-string fuzz bass), Curtis Knight? (tambourine), “Shears” (electric 12-string guitar), 
Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas (drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. Engineer: Mickey 
Lane. 
        Notes: This is the original complete instrumental jam which was cut up to create three songs: Day Tripper, 
Future Trip, and Flashing. 
        Special Notes: See the Special Notes at the beginning of this session date’s section. Bell notes a copy of this 
song on the following official releases, though which version is contained thereon is uncertain: From The 
Beginning Vol. 3 [Astor]; La Balada De Jimi [Top Hits (Venezuela)]; Second Time Around [Orfeon]; Sessions 
[Orfeon]. 
        Official Release: Kassette: My Best Friend; My Best Friend [Astan]; My Best Friend [Time Wind]; Star Box: 
The Legend Of Jimi Hendrix [Astan] 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 103-104: Curtis Knight: The Complete Recordings Vol. 2 – Studio 
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        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 103-104: Curtis Knight: The Complete Recordings Vol. 2 – Studio; 
track time = 8:22. The copy on My Best Friend [Astan] is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left 
channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be 
the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 8:21. The copy on My Best Friend [Time 
Wind]; track time = 8:17. The copy on Star Box: The Legend Of Jimi Hendrix [Astan] is a stereo opposite variation 
i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa 
though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 8:21. 
 
208. Day Tripper (official narrow stereo mix of (1)) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Early Psychedelic Vol. 1; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [8:17] 
        Composers: John Winston Lennon & James Paul McCartney 
        Recording date/location: July 17, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (8-string fuzz bass), Curtis Knight? (tambourine), “Shears” (electric 12-string guitar), 
Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas (drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. Engineer: Mickey 
Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 207 Notes. This track is a narrow stereo variation 
of (1). 
        Special Notes: See track 207 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: The Ballad Of Jimi [Nardem]; Early Psychedelic Vol. 1 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on The Ballad Of Jimi [Nardem] is slightly incomplete at the start missing the 
guitar string sliding heard at the start of (1); track time = 8:20. The copy on Early Psychedelic Vol. 1 is very slightly 
incomplete at the end; track time = 8:17. 
 
209. Day Tripper (official mono mix of (1)) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Guitar Giants Vol. 3; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [8:19] 
        Composers: John Winston Lennon & James Paul McCartney 
        Recording date/location: July 17, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (8-string fuzz bass), “Shears” (electric 12-string guitar), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), 
Ray Lucas (drums), unknown (tambourine). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. Engineer: Mickey 
Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 207 Notes. This variation of (1) is in mono, and is 
slightly incomplete at the end. 
        Special Notes: See track 207 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Guitar Giants Vol. 3; The Story Of Jimi Hendrix [Babylon Budget] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Guitar Giants Vol. 3; track time = 8:19. The copy on The Story Of Jimi 
Hendrix [Babylon Budget] is slightly more incomplete at the end; track time = 8:16. 
 
210. (2) Day Tripper (official stereo mix) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Flashing [Jugodisk]; track courtesy of Emil Vukov; optimally amplified, channels flipped 
        Univibes number: S374 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:43 (2:43) [2:44] 
        Composers: John Winston Lennon & James Paul McCartney 
        Recording date/location: July 17, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (8-string fuzz bass), Curtis Knight (vocals), “Shears” (electric 12-string guitar), Ed 
“Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas (drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: Jimpress notes this mix (2) as having the bass and vocals panned to one channel; Bell notes only the 
straight bass panned to one channel. For the alternate mix (6), Jimpress notes the bass, drums, and vocals mixed 
centrally; Bell notes only the straight bass mixed centrally. Comparing copies of (2) and (6) as noted by Jimpress 
and Bell, distinguishing particular differences between the mixes is impossible to me as they both sound similar, 
and even visually look similar in Audacity. The only striking difference seems to be that some copies are in wider 
stereo. Both the standard and wider stereo mixes have the fuzz bass mixed to the right, and the vocals and 
straight bass mixed centrally. Since most of the identified wider stereo mixes are noted by Jimpress and Bell as 
being copies of (6), I have decided for this compilation to make the wider stereo mix the notable difference from 
(2). Considering that decision, most copies of what are noted as either (2) or (6) by Jimpress and Bell would 
actually be copies of (2), the standard stereo mix, and have been listed here accordingly unless verified to be the 
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wider stereo mix (6). The source copy tests as CDDA in Trader’s Little Helper with probability 62% but it comes 
from a lossless vinyl LP source and tests as lossless in Exact Audio Copy (EAC). 
        Special Notes: See track 207 Special Notes. This track uses the segment from 0:03-2:47 of the complete 
instrumental jam (1) with vocals added by Curtis Knight sometime after the original session. Some of the Official 
Release sources listed for (2) that were not available for testing may be one of the various mixes of (2) or (6); see 
tracks 211-213, and 215-217. 
        Official Release: vinyl single [1968, Quality (Canada) 1912X] (noted as (6)); 1967 Material [Pink Elephant] 
(noted as (2)); Attention! [Mercury] (noted as (6)); The Ballad Of Jimi [EMI/Stateside, Jugoton/Yugoton] (noted as 
(6)); Best Live Rarities Of Jimi Hendrix (noted as (6)); The Eternal Fire Of Jimi Hendrix [Hallmark, Importa 
Som/Som Livre, Interdisc] (noted as (6)); Flashing [Capitol] (noted as (6)); Flashing [Jugodisk, Powderworks] 
(noted as (2)); The Great Jimi Hendrix In New York (noted as (2)); Guitar Experience; Guitar Giants Vol. 3 (noted 
as (6)); Hush Now [Time Wind] (noted as (6)); Jimi Hendrix [Time Wind] (noted as (6)); Jimi Hendrix & Curtis 
Knight [Swe Disc] (noted as (6)); Jimi Hendrix With Curtis Knight [Music For Pleasure] (noted as (6)); Kassette: 
Hush Now (noted as (2)); Love Love [Music For Pleasure]; Psychedelia; The Story Of Jimi Hendrix [Babylon 
Budget]; Strange Things [Showcase] (noted as (2)); Strange Things [Success] (noted as (2)) 
        Alternate Sources: The Great Jimi Hendrix In New York [B656 bootleg CDR] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on vinyl single [1968, Quality (Canada) 1912X] is noted as being a copy of (6), 
and has a noticeable amount of vinyl surface noise; track time = 2:42. The copy on 1967 Material [Pink Elephant] 
is slightly incomplete at the end, and sounds muffled in comparison to other copies; track time = 2:42. The copy 
on Attention! [Mercury] is noted as being a copy of (6), is slightly incomplete at the end, is a stereo opposite 
variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and 
vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method, and sounds muffled 
in comparison to other copies; track time = 2:43. The copy on The Ballad Of Jimi [Stateside/Yugoton] is noted as 
being a copy of (6), is slightly incomplete at the end, sounds muffled in comparison to other copies, and is a 
stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right 
channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; 
track time = 2:43. The copy on Best Live Rarities Of Jimi Hendrix is noted as being a copy of (6), and is slightly 
incomplete at the end; track time = 2:44. The copy on The Eternal Fire Of Jimi Hendrix [Hallmark] is noted as 
being a copy of (6), is incomplete at the end, and sounds muffled in comparison to other copies; track time = 2:39. 
The copy on The Eternal Fire Of Jimi Hendrix [Interdisc] is noted as being a copy of (6), and sounds muffled in 
comparison to other copies; track time = 2:43. The copy on Flashing [1968, Capitol ST 2894] is noted as being a 
copy of (6), is slightly incomplete at the end, and has noticeable vinyl surface noise; track time = 2:42. The copy 
on Flashing [Jugodisk] is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source 
copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer 
equipment and method; track time = 2:44. The copy on The Great Jimi Hendrix In New York is slightly incomplete 
at the end; track time = track time = 2:43. The copy on Guitar Experience fades out slightly early, and has a 
considerable amount of vinyl surface noise; track time = 2:41. The copy on Guitar Giants Vol. 3 is noted as being 
a copy of (6), has very good sound quality, and is complete at the end; track time = 2:44. The copy on Hush Now 
[Astan-Timewind] is noted as being a copy of (6), and fades out very slightly early; track time = 2:39. The copy on 
Jimi Hendrix & Curtis Knight [Swe Disc] is noted as being a copy of (6), is incomplete at the end, and sounds 
muffled in comparison to other copies; track time = 2:39. The copy on Jimi Hendrix With Curtis Knight [Music For 
Pleasure MFP 2M 046-95297] is noted as being a copy of (6), is slightly incomplete at the end, is a stereo 
opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel 
here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method, and 
sounds muffled in comparison to other copies; track time = 2:42. The copy on Jimi Hendrix With Curtis Knight 
[Music For Pleasure EMI-MFP 95297, cassette tape] is noted as being a copy of (6), is mastered slightly fast, is a 
stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right 
channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method, 
and contains a considerable amount of tape hiss; track time = 2:38. The copy on Love Love [Music For Pleasure] 
is slightly incomplete at the end, is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other 
source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital 
transfer equipment and method, and sounds muffled in comparison to other copies; track time = 2:42. The copy 
on Psychedelia is slightly incomplete at the end; track time = 2:42. The copy on The Story Of Jimi Hendrix 
[Babylon Budget]; track time = 2:42. The copy on Strange Things [Showcase] has exceptionally good sound in 
comparison to other copies, but is slightly clipped at the end; track time = 2:43. 
 
211. Day Tripper (official wide stereo mix of (2)) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Soul [Telefunken]; optimally amplified; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
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        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:43] 
        Composers: John Winston Lennon & James Paul McCartney 
        Recording date/location: July 17, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (8-string fuzz bass), Curtis Knight (vocals), “Shears” (electric 12-string guitar), Ed 
“Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas (drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 210 Notes. The mix on this track is not quite as 
narrow as the standard stereo mix (2), nor is it quite as wide as the very wide stereo mix (6), but rather it falls 
somewhere in between the two. This is especially noticeable during the electric 12-string guitar solo from 2:24 to 
the end of the track. 
        Special Notes: See track 207 Special Notes. This track uses the segment from 0:03-2:47 of the complete 
instrumental jam (1) with vocals added by Curtis Knight sometime after the original session. Some of the Official 
Release sources listed for (2) that were not available for testing may be this wider stereo mix. 
        Official Release: Soul [Telefunken] (noted as (6)) 
 
212. (6) Day Tripper (official very wide stereo mix of (2)) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: The Psychedelic Voodoo Child; optimally amplified, channels flipped 
        Univibes number: S374 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:43 (2:43) [2:43] 
        Composers: John Winston Lennon & James Paul McCartney 
        Recording date/location: July 17, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (8-string fuzz bass), Curtis Knight (vocals), “Shears” (electric 12-string guitar), Ed 
“Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas (drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: See track 210 Notes. This very wide stereo mix of (2) has the drums and electric 12-string guitar 
mixed to the left and the fuzz bass mixed to the right. 
        Special Notes: See track 207 Special Notes. This track uses the segment from 0:03-2:47 of the complete 
instrumental jam (1) with vocals added by Curtis Knight sometime after the original session. Jimpress incorrectly 
notes a copy of this track on Smashing The Amps [B685]. Some of the Official Release sources listed for (2) that 
were not available for testing may be this very wide stereo mix. 
        Official Release: 16 Greatest Classics; The Collection [Object Enterprises] (noted as (2)); Day Tripper 
[Quality]; Early Classics; The Eternal Fire Of Jimi Hendrix [Mercury]; Flashing [1986, Special Music Company, 
cassette]; Get That Feeling/Day Tripper [Quality]; Good Times [Dino/Music World]; Good Times [Starburst]; The 
Great Jimi Hendrix [Goldies (Portugal, Spain)]; Hendrix In The Beginning [Movieplay]; Hendrix In The Beginning 
[ShowBizz]; Historic Hendrix; The Jimi Hendrix Story [Music Box]; The Legendary Jimi Hendrix [J.H. Records] 
(noted as (2)); Prologue [Vavan Media]; The Psychedelic Voodoo Child; That Special Sound 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 103-104: Curtis Knight: The Complete Recordings Vol. 2 – Studio; James Marshall 
Hendrix With Curtis Knight 1967 Vol.1 (2009, Lachacore) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on 16 Greatest Classics is slightly incomplete at the end; track time = 2:41. 
The copy on ATM 103-104: Curtis Knight: The Complete Recordings Vol. 2 – Studio has very slight vinyl surface 
noise, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard 
in the right channel here and vice versa; track time = 2:44. The copy on The Collection [Object Enterprises] is 
noted as being a copy of (2), and fades out 5 seconds early; track time = 2:38. The copy on Day Tripper [Quality] 
has slight vinyl surface noise throughout, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of 
most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of 
the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 2:43. The copy on Early Classics fades out slightly early, 
has 6 seconds of silence at the end, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most 
other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa; track time = 2:46. The copy on The Eternal 
Fire Of Jimi Hendrix [Mercury] fades out early, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left 
channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be 
the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 2:42. The copy on Flashing [1986, Special 
Music Company, cassette] is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source 
copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa; track time = 2:42. The copy on Good Times [Dino/Music 
World] fades out early, and was mastered slightly fast; track time = 2:35. The copy on Good Times [Starburst] 
fades out early, has 3 seconds of silence at the end, and was mastered slightly fast; track time = 2:34. The copy 
on The Great Jimi Hendrix [Goldies (Portugal, Spain)] is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left 
channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa; track time = 2:41. The copy 
on Hendrix In The Beginning [Movieplay] fades out slightly early, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s 
heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa; track time 
= 2:39. The copy on Hendrix In The Beginning [ShowBizz] fades out early, has 3 seconds of silence at the end, 
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and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the 
right channel here and vice versa; track time = 2:43. The copy on Historic Hendrix [CD] is a stereo opposite 
variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and 
vice versa; track time = 2:46. The copy on Historic Hendrix [vinyl]; track time = 2:41. The copy on James Marshall 
Hendrix With Curtis Knight 1967 Vol.1 (2009, Lachacore) is very slightly incomplete at the end, and is a stereo 
opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel 
here and vice versa; track time = 2:42. The copy on The Jimi Hendrix Story [Music Box] fades out early, and was 
mastered slightly fast; track time = 2:34. The copy on The Legendary Jimi Hendrix [J.H. Records] is noted as 
being a copy of (2); track time = 2:44. The copy on Prologue [Vavan Media] fades out early, has 5 seconds of 
silence at the end, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source 
copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa; track time = 2:45. The copy on The Psychedelic Voodoo 
Child is incorrectly noted by Jimpress as a copy of (2), contains fractionally more music on the ending fade-out 
than other copies tested, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other 
source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa; track time = 2:45. The copy on That Special 
Sound is slightly incomplete at the end, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of 
most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa; track time = 2:42. 
 
213. Day Tripper (official very narrow stereo mix of (2)) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Hush Now [Astan]; optimally amplified; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:42] 
        Composers: John Winston Lennon & James Paul McCartney 
        Recording date/location: July 17, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (8-string fuzz bass), Curtis Knight (vocals), “Shears” (electric 12-string guitar), Ed 
“Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas (drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 210 Notes. This track is a very narrow stereo mix 
of (2), nearly mono. The source copy is slightly incomplete at the end, and tests as lossy/MP3 in Trader’s Little 
Helper but it comes from a lossless vinyl LP source and tests as lossless in Exact Audio Copy (EAC). 
        Special Notes: See track 207 Special Notes. This track uses the segment from 0:03-2:47 of the complete 
instrumental jam (1) with vocals added by Curtis Knight sometime after the original session. Some of the Official 
Release sources listed for (2) that were not available for testing may be this very narrow stereo mix. 
        Official Release: Hush Now [Astan] (noted as (2)) 
 
214. (7) Day Tripper (official mono mix of (2)) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Pre-Experience Singles [Bell, tape]; track courtesy of Doug Bell; optimally amplified, beginning 
silence removed 
        Univibes number: S374 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:44 (2:43) [2:45] 
        Composers: John Winston Lennon & James Paul McCartney 
        Recording date/location: July 17, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (8-string fuzz bass), Curtis Knight (vocals), “Shears” (electric 12-string guitar), Ed 
“Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas (drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is a mono mix of (2). The source copy contains a considerable amount of vinyl surface 
noise. 
        Special Notes: See track 207 Special Notes. This track uses the segment from 0:03-2:47 of the complete 
instrumental jam (1) with vocals added by Curtis Knight sometime after the original session. Supposedly a copy of 
this track can be found on the mono version of the LP Flashing on Capitol Records [1968, Capitol 2894], but there 
seems to be a consensus among collectors that a mono version of that LP does not actually exist. 
        Official Release: vinyl single [1969, London (Holland) FLX-3224] 
        Alternate Sources: Pre-Experience Singles [Bell, tape] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on vinyl single [1969, London (Holland) FLX-3224] (Emil Vukov copy) is slightly 
clipped (incomplete digital transfer) on the ending fade-out; track time = 2:43. The copy on Pre-Experience 
Singles [Bell, tape] is obviously at least a first generation copy from the vinyl single [1969, London (Holland) FLX-
3224] and thus has slight inherent tape hiss, has a noticeable amount of vinyl surface noise, and has 3 seconds 
of silence at the start; track time = 2:48. 
 
215. Day Tripper (official alternate mix of (2), lower drums, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: The Legendary Jimi Hendrix: Get That Feeling [51 West]; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:45] 
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        Composers: John Winston Lennon & James Paul McCartney 
        Recording date/location: July 17, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (8-string fuzz bass), Curtis Knight (vocals), “Shears” (electric 12-string guitar), Ed 
“Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas (drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 210 Notes. This track is an alternate stereo mix 
of (2) with the drums lower in the mix, and the fuzz bass mixed centrally rather than to the right as heard in (2) 
and (6). The track seems to run slightly slower than other variations of (2). The source copy is slightly incomplete 
at the end, and tests as lossy/MP3 in Trader’s Little Helper but it comes from a lossless vinyl LP source and tests 
as lossless in Exact Audio Copy (EAC). 
        Special Notes: See track 207 Special Notes. This track uses the segment from 0:03-2:47 of the complete 
instrumental jam (1) with vocals added by Curtis Knight sometime after the original session. Some of the Official 
Release sources listed for (2) that were not available for testing may be this alternate mix with lower drums. 
        Official Release: The Legendary Jimi Hendrix: Get That Feeling [51 West] 
 
216. Day Tripper (official alternate mix of (2), higher fuzz bass, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: vinyl single [1967, Visadisc JLR 3; aka Collection: Rock-Story No. 3]; optimally amplified; track 
courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:41] 
        Composers: John Winston Lennon & James Paul McCartney 
        Recording date/location: July 17, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (8-string fuzz bass), Curtis Knight (vocals), “Shears” (electric 12-string guitar), Ed 
“Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas (drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 210 Notes. This track is an alternate mix of (2) in 
wide stereo with the fuzz bass higher in the mix and mixed right-of-center as opposed to being mixed to the right 
as heard in (2) and (6). 
        Special Notes: See track 207 Special Notes. This track uses the segment from 0:03-2:47 of the complete 
instrumental jam (1) with vocals added by Curtis Knight sometime after the original session. Some of the Official 
Release sources listed for (2) that were not available for testing may be this alternate mix with the higher fuzz 
bass and in wider stereo. 
        Official Release: vinyl single [1967, Visadisc JLR 3; aka Collection: Rock-Story No. 3] 
 
217. Day Tripper (official alternate mix of (2), lower guitar, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Still With Us; optimally amplified; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:39] 
        Composers: John Winston Lennon & James Paul McCartney 
        Recording date/location: July 17, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (8-string fuzz bass), Curtis Knight (vocals), “Shears” (electric 12-string guitar), Ed 
“Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas (drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 210 Notes. This track is an alternate stereo mix 
of (2) with more echo, the electric 12-string guitar lower in the mix, and the fuzz bass mixed higher and centrally 
rather than to the right as heard in (2) and (6). The source copy is incomplete at the end, fading out too early, has 
noticeable vinyl surface noise, and tests as CDDA in Trader’s Little Helper with probability 43% but it comes from 
a lossless vinyl LP source and tests as lossless in Exact Audio Copy (EAC). 
        Special Notes: See track 207 Special Notes. This track uses the segment from 0:03-2:47 of the complete 
instrumental jam (1) with vocals added by Curtis Knight sometime after the original session. Some of the Official 
Release sources listed for (2) that were not available for testing may be this alternate mix with the higher fuzz 
bass. 
        Official Release: Still With Us (noted as (6)) 
 
218. (5) Day Tripper (official extended edit alternate mix of (2), stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: The Complete PPX Studio Recordings; channels flipped 
        Univibes number: S1437 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:16 (3:19) [3:18] 
        Composers: John Winston Lennon & James Paul McCartney 
        Recording date/location: July 17, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (8-string fuzz bass), Curtis Knight (vocals), “Shears” (electric 12-string guitar), Ed 
“Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas (drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
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        Notes: This is an extended edit of (2) with the first verse (0:25-0:55) repeated from 2:26-2:55. At 2:55 the 
track resumes from the original edit point in (2) and continues to the ending fade-out. All source copies tested 
were stereo opposite variations i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other variations of (2) is heard in the 
right channel here and vice versa. Although this track is in stereo, the vocals and all the instruments seem to be 
mostly balanced around the center without anything wandering too far to either channel, unlike most other 
variations of (2) where one or more instruments are mixed to one channel or the other. 
        Special Notes: See track 207 Special Notes. This track uses the segment from 0:03-2:47 of the complete 
instrumental jam (1) with vocals added by Curtis Knight sometime after the original session. 
        Official Release: The Authentic PPX Studio Recordings Vol. 2: Flashing; The Complete PPX Studio 
Recordings; Summer Of Love Sessions 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on The Complete PPX Studio Recordings has 3 seconds of silence at the end; 
track time = 3:18. The copy on Get That Feeling & Flashing: The Authentic PPX Studio Recordings Vol. 1&2 
[remastered] [1996, Grammy (Russia)] is slightly incomplete at the end; track time = 3:15. The copy on Summer 
Of Love Sessions has 3 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 3:18. 
 
219. (1) Future Trip (official stereo mix) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Golden Book: Strange; channels flipped and optimally amplified; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Univibes number: S364 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:30 (2:30) [2:31] 
        Composer: Edward Chalpin [aka Ed Dantes] 
        Recording date/location: July 17, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (8-string fuzz bass), Curtis Knight (vocals), “Shears” (electric 12-string guitar), Ed 
“Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas (drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This stereo mix has the fuzz bass lower in the mix in comparison to what is heard in the 
corresponding section of the complete instrumental jam (1) Day Tripper. 
        Special Notes: See the Special Notes at the beginning of this session date’s section. This track uses the 
segment from 2:30-5:00 of the complete instrumental jam (1) Day Tripper with vocals added by Curtis Knight 
sometime after the original session. The Day Tripper riff can still be heard played by the fuzz bass and straight 
bass from 1:01-1:30. The copyright registration for this segment credits words and music to Ed Chalpin, 
registered on September 12, 1967, though interestingly this song didn’t show up until the 1968 releases of the Get 
That Feeling LP and the lyrics start out “1968…got a good reason”. This song is listed in BMI with Ed Dantes as 
the composer, which is the pseudonym for Edward Chalpin, BMI Work# 454396. Bell notes a copy of this song on 
the following official release, though which version is contained thereon is uncertain: Mr. Soul [Imperial (Iran)]. 
Some of the Official Releases listed that were not available for testing may be one of the variation mixes; see the 
following three tracks. 
        Official Release: vinyl single [1970, London (Australia) HL-9286]; The Authentic PPX Studio Recordings Vol. 
3: Ballad Of Jimi; The Complete PPX Studio Recordings; Golden Book: Strange; In Memoriam; Jimi Hendrix & 
Curtis Knight [Swe Disc]; Strange [FCA-111]; Strange Things - Get That Feeling (London [Spain]); Summer Of 
Love Sessions; The Wild One [Hallmark, Summit]; The Wild One [Mercury] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on vinyl single [1970, London (Australia) HL-9286]; track time = 2:31. The copy 
on The Complete PPX Studio Recordings fades out several seconds early, and was mastered with the levels too 
high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:29. The 
copy on Golden Book is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source 
copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer 
equipment and method; track time = 2:31. The copy on In Memoriam is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s 
heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that 
may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 2:31. The copy on Jimi 
Hendrix & Curtis Knight [Swe Disc] fades out several seconds early, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s 
heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that 
may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 2:26. The copy on Strange 
Things - Get That Feeling (London [Spain]) has noticeable vinyl surface noise, and is a stereo opposite variation 
i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa 
though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 2:31. The copy on 
Summer Of Love Sessions fades out several seconds early, and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off 
the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:29. The copy on The Wild 
One [Hallmark] has noticeable vinyl surface noise; track time = 2:29. The copy on The Wild One [Mercury]; track 
time = 2:31. 
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220. Future Trip (official wide stereo mix of (1)) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Day Tripper [Quality]; channels flipped; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:32] 
        Composer: Edward Chalpin [aka Ed Dantes] 
        Recording date/location: July 17, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (8-string fuzz bass), Curtis Knight (vocals), “Shears” (electric 12-string guitar), Ed 
“Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas (drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 219 Notes. This variation of (1) is a wider stereo 
mix. Some of the Official Releases listed for (1) that were not available for testing may be this wider stereo mix. 
        Special Notes: See track 219 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Day Tripper [Quality]; Feed-Back [WHEI]; Get That Feeling [London]; Get That Feeling/Day 
Tripper [Quality]; Jimi Hendrix In New-York; Prologue [Vavan Media] 
        Alternate Sources: James Marshall Hendrix With Curtis Knight 1967 Vol.1 (2009, Lachacore) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Day Tripper [Quality] is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the 
left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely 
be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 2:32. The copy on Feed-Back [WHEI] 
fades out slightly early, has 4 seconds of silence at the end, and tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 2:33. The copy 
on Get That Feeling [London] is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other 
source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital 
transfer equipment and method; track time = 2:31. The copy on James Marshall Hendrix With Curtis Knight 1967 
Vol.1 (2009, Lachacore) has a considerable amount of vinyl surface noise; track time = 2:32. The copy on Jimi 
Hendrix In New-York is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source 
copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer 
equipment and method, was digitally transferred with the levels slightly too high cutting off the low end in 
numerous places throughout the left channel (amplitude clipping), and has noticeable vinyl surface noise; track 
time = 2:30. The copy on Prologue [Vavan Media] fades out slightly early, and has 4 seconds of silence at the 
end; track time = 2:33. 
 
221. Future Trip (official narrow stereo mix of (1)) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: In The Beginning [Metronome]; channels flipped; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:30] 
        Composer: Edward Chalpin [aka Ed Dantes] 
        Recording date/location: July 17, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (8-string fuzz bass), Curtis Knight (vocals), “Shears” (electric 12-string guitar), Ed 
“Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas (drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 219 Notes. This variation of (1) is a narrower 
stereo mix. Some of the Official Releases listed for (1) that were not available for testing may be this narrow 
stereo mix. 
        Special Notes: See track 219 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: In The Beginning [Karussell/Polydor]; In The Beginning [Metronome] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on In The Beginning [Karussell/Polydor] is labeled Futuro Salvaje, seems to 
fall somewhere between this narrow stereo mix and the standard stereo mix, though it seems closer to the narrow 
stereo mix, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is 
heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer 
equipment and method; track time = 2:31. The copy on In The Beginning [Metronome] is a stereo opposite 
variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and 
vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 2:30. 
 
222. Future Trip (official very narrow stereo mix of (1)) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: De Exportacion: An Hi Fi Rare Batch of Jimi Hendrix; optimally amplified, speed-corrected +3%; 
track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:30] 
        Composer: Edward Chalpin [aka Ed Dantes] 
        Recording date/location: July 17, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (8-string fuzz bass), Curtis Knight (vocals), “Shears” (electric 12-string guitar), Ed 
“Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas (drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
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        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 219 Notes. This variation of (1) is a very narrow 
stereo mix, nearly mono. The source copy was mastered slightly slower than other variations. Some of the Official 
Releases listed for (1) that were not available for testing may be this very narrow stereo mix. 
        Special Notes: See track 219 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: De Exportacion: An Hi Fi Rare Batch of Jimi Hendrix 
 
223. (2) Future Trip (official mono mix) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: The Great Jimi Hendrix In New York; optimally amplified; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Univibes number: S364 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:31 (2:33) [2:31] 
        Composer: Edward Chalpin [aka Ed Dantes] 
        Recording date/location: July 17, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (8-string fuzz bass), Curtis Knight (vocals), “Shears” (electric 12-string guitar), Ed 
“Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas (drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is the mono mix of (1). The fuzz bass is lower in the mix in comparison to what is heard in 
the corresponding section of the complete instrumental jam (1) Day Tripper. 
        Special Notes: See track 219 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Get That Feeling [London (mono); Quality (mono)]; Grandes Exitos; The Great Jimi Hendrix 
In New York; An Hi Fi Rare Batch of Jimi Hendrix [Diresa]; An Hi Fi Rare Batch of Jimi Hendrix [Les Disques 
Motors]; Jimi Hendrix [Importa/Som] 
        Alternate Sources: The Great Jimi Hendrix In New York [B656 bootleg CDR] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Get That Feeling [London] has vinyl surface noise; track time = 2:31. The 
copy on The Great Jimi Hendrix In New York has a light hiss throughout, but generally has better sound quality 
than the copy on Get That Feeling [London]; track time = 2:31. The copy on An Hi Fi Rare Batch of Jimi Hendrix 
[Diresa] sounds muffled compared to other copies, and is slightly incomplete at the end; track time = 2:29. The 
copy on An Hi Fi Rare Batch of Jimi Hendrix [Les Disques Motors] sounds muffled compared to other copies; 
track time = 2:29. The copy on Jimi Hendrix [Importa/Som]; track time = 2:30. 
 
224. (3) Flashing (official longer stereo mix of (2)) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Looking Back With Jimi Hendrix; channels flipped, beginning and ending silence removed; track 
courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Univibes number: S369 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:08 (3:12) [3:08] 
        Composer: Edward Chalpin [aka Ed Dantes] 
        Recording date/location: July 17, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (8-string fuzz bass), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), “Shears” (electric 12-string 
guitar), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas (drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. Engineer: 
Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is a more complete version of (2) with more of the drum solo at the start, and running to the 
complete ending rather than fading out. Knight’s vocal part is very brief, only heard from 2:38-2:49. All copies that 
were tested were a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of (1) Day Tripper is heard in the 
right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and 
method. 
        Special Notes: See the Special Notes at the beginning of this session date’s section. This track uses the 
segment from 5:13-end of the complete instrumental jam (1) Day Tripper with vocals added by Curtis Knight 
sometime after the original session. Whereas (1) Day Tripper slowly fades out at the end, this track contains the 
complete un-faded ending. The copyright registration for this segment credits words and music to Ed Chalpin, 
registered on September 12, 1967. There are two BMI entries for this song, both of which are registered dually 
under the names Edward Chalpin and Ed Dantes, his pseudonym: BMI Work# 423689, International Standard 
Musical Works Code ISWC# T-700014147-1; and BMI Work# 19561357, International Standard Musical Works 
Code ISWC# T-916711380-6. This song first appeared on the Flashing album released on Capitol circa early-
August 1968 and reviewed in the August 10, 1968 issue of Cash Box. Bell notes a copy of this song on the 
following official release, though which version is contained thereon is uncertain: From The Beginning Vol. 3 
[Astor]. 
        Official Release: 20 Golden Pieces of Jimi Hendrix (incomplete); Forever; In Memoriam; Jimi Hendrix & 
Curtis Knight [London (Spain)]; Looking Back With Jimi Hendrix 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on 20 Golden Pieces of Jimi Hendrix is incomplete, fading out @45 seconds 
early, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of (1) Day Tripper is heard in the right 

https://www.americanradiohistory.com/hd2/IDX-Business/Music/Archive-Cash-Box-IDX/60s/1968/CB-1968-08-10-OCR-Page-0036.pdf
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channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; 
track time = 2:25. The copy on Forever is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of (1) 
Day Tripper is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital 
transfer equipment and method; track time = 3:07. The copy on In Memoriam is a stereo opposite variation i.e. 
what’s heard in the left channel of (1) Day Tripper is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that 
may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 3:08. The copy on Jimi 
Hendrix & Curtis Knight [London (Spain)] has more vinyl surface noise than other source copies, and is a stereo 
opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of (1) Day Tripper is heard in the right channel here and 
vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 3:09. 
The copy on Looking Back With Jimi Hendrix has @2 seconds more music at the beginning fade-in than other 
source copies, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of (1) Day Tripper is heard in 
the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and 
method; track time = 3:11. 
 
225. Flashing (official alternate mix of (3), lower drums, wide stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Get That Feeling [London]; optimally amplified, channels flipped; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:09] 
        Composer: Edward Chalpin [aka Ed Dantes] 
        Recording date/location: July 17, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (8-string fuzz bass), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), “Shears” (electric 12-string 
guitar), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas (drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. Engineer: 
Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 224 Notes. This alternate mix of (3) is in wider 
stereo, and has the drums lower in the mix. 
        Special Notes: See track 224 Special Notes.  
        Official Release: Get That Feeling [London]; Jimi Hendrix & Curtis Knight [London/Teldec (West Germany)]; 
Jimi Hendrix In New-York; Strange Things - Get That Feeling (London [Spain]) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Get That Feeling [London] is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in 
the left channel of (1) Day Tripper is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the 
result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 3:09. The copy on Jimi Hendrix & Curtis Knight 
[London/Teldec (West Germany)] is very slightly clipped on the ending fade-out, and is a stereo opposite variation 
i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of (1) Day Tripper is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that 
may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 3:08. The copy on Jimi 
Hendrix In New-York is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of (1) Day Tripper is heard 
in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and 
method, and it was digitally transferred with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the low end at the 1:36.5 
mark of the left channel (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:09. The copy on Strange Things - Get That Feeling 
(London [Spain]) has slight vinyl surface noise, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left 
channel of (1) Day Tripper is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result 
of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 3:09. 
 
226. Flashing (official alternate mix of (3), lower drums, narrow stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: In The Beginning [Metronome]; channels flipped; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:08] 
        Composer: Edward Chalpin [aka Ed Dantes] 
        Recording date/location: July 17, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (8-string fuzz bass), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), “Shears” (electric 12-string 
guitar), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas (drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. Engineer: 
Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 224 Notes. This alternate mix of (3) is in 
narrower stereo, and has the drums lower in the mix. The source copy is clipped at the start missing the opening 
drum beat fade-in, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source 
copies of (3) is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital 
transfer equipment and method. 
        Special Notes: See track 224 Special Notes.  
        Official Release: In The Beginning [Metronome] 
 
227. Flashing (official alternate mix of (3), right tambourine, narrow stereo) – Curtis Knight 
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        Source: Soul [Telefunken]; optimally amplified, channels flipped; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:07] 
        Composer: Edward Chalpin [aka Ed Dantes] 
        Recording date/location: July 17, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (8-string fuzz bass), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), “Shears” (electric 12-string 
guitar), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas (drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. Engineer: 
Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 224 Notes. This alternate mix of (3) is in 
narrower stereo, and has the tambourine mixed to the right rather than centrally, especially noticeable from 2:32-
2:56. The source copy is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of (1) Day Tripper is 
heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer 
equipment and method. 
        Special Notes: See track 224 Special Notes.  
        Official Release: Soul [Telefunken] 
 
228. Flashing (official alternate mix of (3), loud tambourine, narrow stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: James Marshall Hendrix With Curtis Knight 1967 Vol.1 (2009, Lachacore) 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:02] 
        Composer: Edward Chalpin [aka Ed Dantes] 
        Recording date/location: July 17, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (8-string fuzz bass), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), “Shears” (electric 12-string 
guitar), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas (drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. Engineer: 
Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 224 Notes. This alternate mix of (3) is in 
narrower stereo, has more echo, and the tambourine is mixed to the left rather than centrally and much higher in 
the mix, especially noticeable from @1:30 onwards. The collector’s compilation from which this comes does not 
indicate what the official vinyl source was for the track, though it would presumably come from Get That Feeling 
[London] which was unavailable for comparison. The source copy is clipped at the start missing the opening drum 
beat fade-in, was digitally transferred with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the high end at the 2:49.4 
mark of the left channel (amplitude clipping), and tests as lossy/MP3 in Trader’s Little Helper and Exact Audio 
Copy (EAC). 
        Special Notes: See track 224 Special Notes.  
        Official Release: unknown, probably Get That Feeling [London] (stereo) 
        Alternate Sources: James Marshall Hendrix With Curtis Knight 1967 Vol.1 (2009, Lachacore) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
229. (5) Flashing (official mono mix of (3)) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Get That Feeling [London (mono)]; optimally amplified; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Univibes number: S369 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:09 (3:12) [3:08] 
        Composer: Edward Chalpin [aka Ed Dantes] 
        Recording date/location: July 17, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (8-string fuzz bass), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), “Shears” (electric 12-string 
guitar), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas (drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. Engineer: 
Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This mono mix of (3) fades in 2 seconds later than what is heard in (3). 
        Special Notes: See track 224 Special Notes.  
        Official Release: Get That Feeling [London (mono); Quality (mono)] 
 
230. (2) Flashing (official edit of (3), stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Attention! [Mercury]; optimally amplified, channels flipped; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Univibes number: S369 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:34 (2:34) [2:34] 
        Composer: Edward Chalpin [aka Ed Dantes] 

 

DISC 12 – STUDIO RECORDINGS 

http://crosstowntorrents.org/showthread.php?2088-James-Marshall-Hendrix-with-Curtis-Knight-1967-volume-1
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        Recording date/location: July 17, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (8-string fuzz bass), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), “Shears” (electric 12-string 
guitar), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas (drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. Engineer: 
Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This edited version of (3) has much less of the drum solo at the start, and fades out rather than 
coming to the complete ending. The fuzz bass is mixed to the right rather than centrally as heard in the complete 
instrumental (1) Day Tripper. Curtis’s brief vocals are heard from 2:11-2:22. 
        Special Notes: See track 224 Special Notes. See the Special Notes at the beginning of this session date’s 
section. This track uses the segment from 5:42-8:16 of the complete instrumental jam (1) Day Tripper with vocals 
added by Curtis Knight sometime after the original session. Jimpress incorrectly notes a copy of this track on 
Smashing The Amps [B685]. Some of the Official Release and Alternate Sources listed for (2) that were not 
available for testing may be the wider stereo mix; see the following track. 
        Official Release: 1967 Material [Pink Elephant]; Attention! [Mercury]; The Ballad Of Jimi [EMI/Stateside, 
Jugoton/Yugoton]; Dawn Of Jimi Hendrix; The Eternal Fire Of Jimi Hendrix [Hallmark, Importa Som/Som Livre, 
Interdisc]; Flashing [Capitol]; Flashing [FCA-112]; Flashing [Jugodisk, Powderworks]; Flashing [Nardem]; Good 
Times [Starburst]; The Great Jimi Hendrix In New York; Guitar Experience; Guitar Giants Vol. 2 (labeled Fashing); 
Jimi Hendrix & Curtis Knight [Swe Disc]; Jimi Hendrix Featuring Curtis Knight [Disques Esperance]; The Jimi 
Hendrix Story [Music Box] (2 copies); Jimi Hendrix With Curtis Knight [Music For Pleasure]; The Legendary Jimi 
Hendrix: Flashing [51 West]; Love Love [Music For Pleasure]; The Story Of Jimi Hendrix [Babylon Budget]; 
Strange Things [Showcase]; Strange Things [Success]; That Special Sound 
        Alternate Sources: The Great Jimi Hendrix In New York [B656 bootleg CDR] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on 1967 Material [Pink Elephant] fades out very slightly early; track time = 
2:34. The copy on Attention! [Mercury] has a fraction of a second music on the very ending fade-out, and is a 
stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right 
channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; 
track time = 2:34. The copy on The Ballad Of Jimi [Stateside/Yugoton] fades out very slightly early, and is a stereo 
opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel 
here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time 
= 2:35. The copy on Dawn Of Jimi Hendrix; track time = 2:33. The copy on The Eternal Fire Of Jimi Hendrix 
[Hallmark] fades out slightly early; track time = 2:33. The copy on The Eternal Fire Of Jimi Hendrix [Interdisc]; 
track time = 2:36. The copy on Flashing [1968, Capitol ST 2894] fades out very slightly early, and is a stereo 
opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel 
here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time 
= 2:34. The copy on Flashing [Jugodisk] is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most 
other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the 
digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 2:34. The copy on Flashing [Nardem] fades out slightly early; 
track time = 2:33. The copy on Good Times [Starburst] fades out very early; track time = 2:27. The copy on The 
Great Jimi Hendrix In New York fades out slightly early; track time = 2:34. The copy on Guitar Experience; track 
time = 2:34. The copy on Guitar Giants Vol. 2 is labeled Fashing, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s 
heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that 
may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 2:36. The copy on Jimi 
Hendrix & Curtis Knight [Swe Disc] fades in slightly late omitting @1 second of the start, and fades out slightly 
early; track time = 2:32. There are two copies on The Jimi Hendrix Story [Music Box] with both copies fading out 
very early and having a track time of 2:27. The copy on Jimi Hendrix With Curtis Knight [Music For Pleasure EMI-
MFP 95297, cassette tape] is mastered slightly fast, is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left 
channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be 
the result of the digital transfer equipment and method, and contains a considerable amount of tape hiss; track 
time = 2:30. The copy on Jimi Hendrix With Curtis Knight [Music For Pleasure, LP] sounds muffled in comparison 
to other copies tested; track time = 2:34. The copy on The Legendary Jimi Hendrix: Flashing [51 West] fades out 
very slightly early, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source 
copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer 
equipment and method; track time = 2:34. The copy on Love Love [Music For Pleasure] sounds muffled in 
comparison to other copies tested; track time = 2:33. The copy on The Story Of Jimi Hendrix [Babylon Budget] 
has very good sound; track time = 2:34. The copy on Strange Things [Showcase] fades out very slightly early, and 
is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right 
channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; 
track time = 2:33. The copy on That Special Sound fades out slightly early, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. 
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what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa 
though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 2:33. 
 
231. Flashing (official alternate mix of (2), wide stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Day Tripper [Quality]; channels flipped; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:35] 
        Composer: Edward Chalpin [aka Ed Dantes] 
        Recording date/location: July 17, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (8-string fuzz bass), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), “Shears” (electric 12-string 
guitar), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas (drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. Engineer: 
Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This variation of (2) is in wider stereo, especially noticeable 
around the 1:20+ section of the track, and there seems to be more echo applied to the mix. The source was 
mastered with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the low end at the 0:11.0 mark of the right channel and 
the high end at the 1:24.5 mark of the left channel (amplitude clipping). 
        Special Notes: See track 224 Special Notes.  
        Official Release: Day Tripper [Quality]; The Eternal Fire Of Jimi Hendrix [Mercury]; Get That Feeling [Orbe]; 
Get That Feeling/Day Tripper [Quality]; Golden Book: Flashing; The Legendary Jimi Hendrix [J.H. Records]; 
Prologue [Vavan Media] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Day Tripper [Quality] is very slightly longer at the end than other copies 
tested, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard 
in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and 
method; track time = 2:35. The copy on The Eternal Fire Of Jimi Hendrix [Mercury] is a stereo opposite variation 
i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa 
though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 2:33. The copy on 
Get That Feeling [Orbe] has light vinyl surface noise throughout, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s 
heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that 
may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 2:35. The copy on Golden 
Book: Flashing; track time = 2:34. The copy on The Legendary Jimi Hendrix [J.H. Records]; track time = 2:33. The 
copy on Prologue [Vavan Media] fades out early, has 4 seconds of silence at the end, and is a stereo opposite 
variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and 
vice versa; track time = 2:35. 
 
232. (1) Flashing (official mono mix of (2)) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Pre-Experience Singles [Bell, tape]; optimally amplified; track courtesy of Doug Bell 
        Univibes number: S361 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:33 (2:34) [2:38] 
        Composer: Edward Chalpin [aka Ed Dantes] 
        Recording date/location: July 17, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (8-string fuzz bass), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), “Shears” (electric 12-string 
guitar), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas (drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. Engineer: 
Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is the mono mix of (2). 
        Special Notes: See track 224 Special Notes. The Dutch single (London FLX-3197) is noted at 45cat as being 
released on 13 November 1967. Supposedly a copy of this track can be found on the mono version of the LP 
Flashing on Capitol Records [1968, Capitol 2894], but there seems to be a consensus among collectors that a 
mono version of that LP does not actually exist. 
        Official Release: vinyl single [1967, London (Denmark, England, Italy) HL-10160; London (France) 80.067; 
London / Melodi (Turkey) HL-10160; London (Holland) FLX-3197; London / Hit Parade (France) 69-002; London 
(Germany) DL-20-850; London (Spain) ME-359; London (New Zealand) NZL-983] 
        Alternate Sources: Pre-Experience Singles [Bell, tape] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on vinyl single [1967, London (Denmark) HL-10160]; track time = 2:33. The 
copy on vinyl single [1967, London (England) HL-10160] has a considerable amount of vinyl surface noise; track 
time = 2:39. The copy on vinyl single [1967, London (France) 80.067] is slightly incomplete at the end; track time 
= 2:33. The copy on vinyl single [1967, London (Germany) DL-20-850]; track time = 2:33. The copy on Pre-
Experience Singles [Bell, tape] is presumably at least a first generation copy from a vinyl source, has 2 seconds 
of silence at the start, and is very slightly longer on the fade-out than other copies tested; track time = 2:38. 
 

http://www.45cat.com/record/flx3197
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233. Flashing (official alternate mix of (1), simulated (fake) stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Still With Us; optimally amplified; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:33 (n/a) [2:33] 
        Composer: Edward Chalpin [aka Ed Dantes] 
        Recording date/location: July 17, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (8-string fuzz bass), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), “Shears” (electric 12-string 
guitar), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas (drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. Engineer: 
Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress. This is a simulated (fake) stereo mix using the mono mix (1). 
There seems to be more echo applied to this mix as well. 
        Special Notes: See tracks 224 and 232 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Still With Us 
 
234. Flashing (official alternate mix of (2), more echo higher tambourine right, wide stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: The Psychedelic Voodoo Child; optimally amplified, channels flipped, beginning and ending silence 
removed 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:33] 
        Composer: Edward Chalpin [aka Ed Dantes] 
        Recording date/location: July 17, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (8-string fuzz bass), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), “Shears” (electric 12-string 
guitar), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas (drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. Engineer: 
Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This variation of (2) is in wider stereo with more echo, and 
the tambourine mixed higher and to the right rather than centrally. 
        Special Notes: See track 224 Special Notes.  
        Official Release: 16 Greatest Classics; The Collection [Object Enterprises]; Early Classics; Early Psychedelic 
Vol. 2; Flashing [1986, Special Music Company, cassette]; Good Times [Dino/Music World]; Hendrix In The 
Beginning [Movieplay]; Hendrix In The Beginning [ShowBizz]; Historic Hendrix; The Psychedelic Voodoo Child 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 103-104: Curtis Knight: The Complete Recordings Vol. 2 – Studio 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on 16 Greatest Classics fades out a few seconds early, and is a stereo 
opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel 
here and vice versa; track time = 2:32. The copy on ATM 103-104: Curtis Knight: The Complete Recordings Vol. 2 
– Studio is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in 
the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and 
method; track time = 2:34. The copy on The Collection [Object Enterprises] fades out 3 seconds early; track time 
= 2:30. The copy on Early Classics is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other 
source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa; track time = 2:35. The copy on Early Psychedelic 
Vol. 2 is very slightly clipped at the end; track time = 2:31. The copy on Flashing [1986, Special Music Company, 
cassette] is slightly incomplete at the end, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of 
most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of 
the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 2:33. The copy on Good Times [Dino/Music World] fades 
out early; track time = 2:27. The copy on Hendrix In The Beginning [Movieplay] fades out very slightly early, and is 
a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right 
channel here and vice versa; track time = 2:32. The copy on Hendrix In The Beginning [ShowBizz] fades out very 
slightly early, has 3 seconds of silence at the end, is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left 
channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa, and was mastered with the 
levels slightly too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track 
time = 2:34. The copy on Historic Hendrix [CD] is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel 
of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa; track time = 2:35. The copy on 
Historic Hendrix [vinyl]; track time = 2:32. The copy on The Psychedelic Voodoo Child is a stereo opposite 
variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and 
vice versa; track time = 2:36. 
 
235. Flashing (official alternate mix of (2), more echo higher tambourine central, wide stereo) – Curtis 
Knight 
        Source: In The Beginning [Karussell/Polydor]; optimally amplified, channels flipped; track courtesy of Emil 
Vukov 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:37] 
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        Composer: Edward Chalpin [aka Ed Dantes] 
        Recording date/location: July 17, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (8-string fuzz bass), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), “Shears” (electric 12-string 
guitar), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas (drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. Engineer: 
Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This variation of (2) is very similar to the previous mix in 
that it contains more echo and the tambourine is mixed higher than what is heard in (2). In this variation of the 
previous mix the electric 12-string guitar is mixed even wider to the left and the tambourine is mixed centrally 
rather than to the right. The source copy is labeled Centelleante, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s 
heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that 
may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method. 
        Special Notes: See track 224 Special Notes.  
        Official Release: In The Beginning [Karussell/Polydor] 
 
236. Flashing (official alternate mix of (2), low tambourine, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: vinyl single [1980s, Groove GS-8002 (Argentina)]; optimally amplified; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:33] 
        Composer: Edward Chalpin [aka Ed Dantes] 
        Recording date/location: July 17, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (8-string fuzz bass), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), “Shears” (electric 12-string 
guitar), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas (drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. Engineer: 
Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This alternate mix of (2) has the tambourine mixed very 
low. 
        Special Notes: See track 224 Special Notes.  
        Official Release: vinyl single [1980s, Groove GS-8002 (Argentina)] 
 
237. (4) Flashing (official extended edit alternate mix of (2), stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: The Complete PPX Studio Recordings; channels flipped 
        Univibes number: S1440 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:43 (3:46) [3:45] 
        Composer: Edward Chalpin [aka Ed Dantes] 
        Recording date/location: July 17, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (8-string fuzz bass), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), “Shears” (electric 12-string 
guitar), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas (drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. Engineer: 
Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is a variation of (2) with several edits to extend the track, and more echo added to the mix. 
At the 0:38 mark the segment from 0:24-0:37 is repeated; at 0:52 the track continues on from the original edit 
point heard in (2) at the 0:38 mark. At 2:01 the segment from 1:23-2:00 is repeated; at 2:47 the track continues on 
from the original edit point heard in (2) at the 1:55 mark. The section from 2:01-2:47 contains another 10 second 
edit at some undetermined point. At 3:14 there is a repeat of the vocal segment from 3:06-3:13 which then 
continues on seamlessly past the 3:20 mark with the complete original unedited vocal segment; the word “cry” is 
heard here at the 3:22 mark but has been edited out of (2) at the 2:22 mark. At 3:23 the vocal segment which 
begins at 3:05 repeats again, although this time it continues on with the edited version heard in (2) in which the 
word “cry” is edited out. From there the track continues on seamlessly to the end as heard in (2). All source 
copies tested were stereo opposite variations i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of (2) is heard in the right 
channel here and vice versa. 
        Special Notes: See track 224 Special Notes.  
        Official Release: The Authentic PPX Studio Recordings Vol. 2: Flashing; The Complete PPX Studio 
Recordings; Feed-Back [WHEI]; Summer Of Love Sessions 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on The Complete PPX Studio Recordings has 3 seconds of silence at the end, 
and was mastered with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the 
track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:45. The copy on Feed-Back [WHEI] tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 
3:46. The copy on Get That Feeling & Flashing: The Authentic PPX Studio Recordings Vol. 1&2 [remastered] 
[1996, Grammy (Russia)] was mastered with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the high and low ends in 
places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:43. The copy on Summer Of Love Sessions has 4 
seconds of silence at the end, and was mastered with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the high and low 
ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:46. 
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238. Sleepy Fate [(2) No Business] (official longer instrumental mix, narrow stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Star Box: The Legend Of Jimi Hendrix [Astan]; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Univibes number: S388 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:50 (2:54) [2:50] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: July 17, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (8-string fuzz bass), Curtis Knight (faint vocals), “Shears” (electric 12-string guitar), 
Ed “Bugs” Gregory (faint bass), Ray Lucas (drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is an instrumental mix of No Business in narrow stereo running 23 seconds longer. The 
vocals and straight bass have been mixed out, though they are still faintly audible in the background in places. All 
officially released sources for this track list the title as Sleepy Fate; it is a variation of the song No Business. The 
source copy tests as lossy/MP3 in Trader’s Little Helper but it comes from a lossless vinyl LP source and tests as 
lossless in Exact Audio Copy (EAC). 
        Special Notes: See track 240 Special Notes. Some of the Official Release sources listed for (2) that were not 
available for testing may be the wider stereo mix; see the following track. 
        Official Release: The Authentic PPX Studio Recordings Vol. 5 & 6; Best Of The Authentic PPX Studio 
Recordings; The Complete PPX Studio Recordings; Guitar Giants Vol. 2; Kassette: My Best Friend; My Best 
Friend [Astan]; Second Time Around [Orfeon]; Sessions [Orfeon]; Star Box: The Legend Of Jimi Hendrix [Astan]; 
The Story Of Jimi Hendrix [Babylon Budget] 
        Alternate Sources: James Marshall Hendrix With Curtis Knight 1967 Vol.2 (2009, Lachacore) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on The Authentic PPX Studio Recordings Vol. 5 & 6 fades out slowly sooner 
than other source copies; track time = 2:52. The copy on Best Of The Authentic PPX Studio Recordings was 
mastered with the levels slightly too high cutting off the low end in places throughout the track (amplitude 
clipping); track time = 2:52. The copy on The Complete PPX Studio Recordings fades out slowly sooner than 
other source copies; track time = 2:52. The copy on Guitar Giants Vol. 2 fades out slightly early; track time = 2:49. 
The copy on James Marshall Hendrix With Curtis Knight 1967 Vol.2 (2009, Lachacore) fades out slowly sooner 
than other source copies, and was digitally transferred with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the high and 
low ends in several places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:50. The copy on My Best 
Friend [Astan]; track time = 2:50. The copy on Star Box: The Legend Of Jimi Hendrix [Astan]; track time = 2:50. 
The copy on The Story Of Jimi Hendrix [Babylon Budget] fades out slightly early; track time = 2:49. 
 
239. Sleepy Fate [(2) No Business] (official wide stereo mix) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: ATM 103-104: Curtis Knight: The Complete Recordings Vol. 2 – Studio; channels flipped 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:52] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: July 17, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (8-string fuzz bass), Curtis Knight (faint vocals), “Shears” (electric 12-string guitar), 
Ed “Bugs” Gregory (faint bass), Ray Lucas (drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This track is a wider stereo mix of Sleepy Fate [(2) No 
Business]. The source copy for this track, a stereo opposite variation, has had the channels flipped for this 
compilation in order to match the channel arrangement of the narrow stereo mix so listeners can clearly 
distinguish the differences between the mixes. 
        Special Notes: See track 240 Special Notes. Some of the Official Release sources listed for Sleepy Fate ((2) 
No Business, narrow stereo) that were not available for testing may be this wider stereo mix. 
        Official Release: Flashing [Nardem]; Jimi Hendrix Instrumental [Music For Pleasure]; My Best Friend [Time 
Wind] 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 103-104: Curtis Knight: The Complete Recordings Vol. 2 – Studio 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 103-104: Curtis Knight: The Complete Recordings Vol. 2 – Studio is a 
stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right 
channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method 
used for the source copy; track time = 2:52. The copy on Flashing [Nardem] fades out a couple seconds early, 
and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the 
right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and 
method; track time = 2:48. The copy on Jimi Hendrix Instrumental [Music For Pleasure] was digitally transferred 
with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the high end at the 0:51.2 mark in the left channel (amplitude 
clipping); track time = 2:52. The copy on My Best Friend [Time Wind] has 14 seconds of silence at the end, has a 
high-pitched noise throughout the track, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of 
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most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of 
the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 3:03. 
 
240. No Business (official dry mix, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Free Spirit [V&H Holding]; track courtesy of GreenManalishi 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:28] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: July 17, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (8-string fuzz bass), Curtis Knight (vocals), “Shears” (electric 12-string guitar), Ed 
“Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas (drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This mix doesn’t seem to have any echo or reverb applied 
to the vocals or instruments, and probably sounds as it did when it was originally recorded in the studio before 
effects were added. As on (5) the electric 12-string guitar is further up in the mix, although like (4) it fades out on “I 
just ain’t…” 
        Special Notes: See the Special Notes at the beginning of this session date’s section. This song was 
registered for copyright on August 14, 1967 with the title No Business. Both the U.S. Copyright Office and BMI 
(Work# 1069164) list the composer as Curtis Knight. BMI notes the alternate title as Taking Care Of No Business, 
which is a completely different song written by Hendrix (see tracks 159-160). EarlyHendrix notes that Jimi signed 
a publishing contract with R.S.V.P. Music, Inc. for "I Ain't Taking Care of No Business" on March 30, 1966, and 
that he's credited as the sole composer. In Jimi's March 7, 1968 pre-trial deposition for the PPX court case, when 
asked if he did any overdubs during the July 1976 session he states, "There was one time that Curtis started 
playing this song - I think it was No Business - and like he was playing an old version of it, some demo version or 
something, I don't know. And we were playing with it. But that old version was made like, you know, a while back.” 
The demo that Hendrix mentions has never been officially released or surfaced among collectors, and 
presumably it was recorded around the time of Hendrix signing the contract with R.S.V.P. in March 1966. Whether 
or not Hendrix or Knight (or both) is the composer is therefore uncertain, though until there is further evidence 
Knight is credited as the composer as per U.S. Copyright Office and BMI records. 
        Official Release: Free Spirit [V&H Holding]; Voodoo Chile [Masters] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Free Spirit [V&H Holding] has much better sound than the copy on Voodoo 
Chile [Masters] but it is very slightly less complete at the end fading out on “I just ain’t…”; track time = 2:28. The 
copy on Voodoo Chile [Masters] has a considerable amount of vinyl surface noise, but it very slightly more 
complete at the end fading out on “I just ain’t tak...”, and was digitally transferred with the levels very slightly too 
high cutting off the low end at the 1:29.2 mark of the left channel (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:27. 
 
241. (5) No Business (official alternate mix, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Looking Back With Jimi Hendrix; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Univibes number: S363 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:30 (2:26) [2:30] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: July 17, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (8-string fuzz bass), Curtis Knight (vocals), “Shears” (electric 12-string guitar), Ed 
“Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas (drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: Bell notes that mixes (4) and (5) may include some subtle variations of the descriptions in Jimpress, 
and all the releases listed under these mixes do not seem to be strictly identical. Upon comparison, one truly 
distinguishing aspect of (4) versus (5) can be heard on the vocals during the opening lyric lines; (4) seems to 
have more echo with Curtis sounding like he’s singing from the back of a large room, whereas on (5) he sounds 
like he’s close up to the mic. Also, the electric 12-string guitar on (5) is higher in the mix. Another distinguishing 
point is (4) fades out @2 seconds earlier than (5); (4) fades out on “I just ain’t…” whereas (5) fades out on “I just 
ain’t takin’ no business.” At 0:57 there is a clinking sound heard on the line “I even owe the subway lady a token 
or two.” 
        Special Notes: See track 240 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: 20 Golden Pieces of Jimi Hendrix; Hush Now [Astan]; Kassette: Hush Now; Looking Back 
With Jimi Hendrix; Love Love [Music For Pleasure]; Still With Us 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on 20 Golden Pieces of Jimi Hendrix has a considerable amount of vinyl 
surface noise; track time = 2:31. The copy on Hush Now [Astan]; track time = 2:29. The copy on Looking Back 
With Jimi Hendrix; track time = 2:30. The copy on Love Love [Music For Pleasure]; track time = 2:31. The copy on 
Still With Us is slightly clipped at the end; track time = 2:29. 
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242. No Business (official wide stereo mix of (5)) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: The Legendary Jimi Hendrix [J.H. Records]; optimally amplified; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:30] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: July 17, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (8-string fuzz bass), Curtis Knight (vocals), “Shears” (electric 12-string guitar), Ed 
“Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas (drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 241 Notes. This variation of (5) is a wider stereo 
mix. 
        Special Notes: See track 240 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: The Legendary Jimi Hendrix [J.H. Records] 
 
243. (4) No Business (official narrow stereo mix) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Hornets Nest [Nardem]; optimally amplified; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Univibes number: S363 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:26 (2:26) [2:28] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: July 17, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (8-string fuzz bass), Curtis Knight (vocals), “Shears” (electric 12-string guitar), Ed 
“Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas (drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: See track 241 Notes. This narrow stereo mix has the guitar and drums left of center and the fuzz bass 
right of center at the start. 
        Special Notes: See track 240 Special Notes. Some of the Official Release sources listed for (4) that were not 
available for testing may be the wider stereo mix or the fake mono mix; see the following two tracks. 
        Official Release: The Cream Of Jimi; Forever; Get That Feeling [Capitol, Quality]; Guitar Experience; Guitar 
Giants Vol. 2; Hornets Nest [Nardem]; Hush Now [Time Wind]; In Memoriam; In The Beginning [Metronome]; Jimi 
Hendrix [Starburst]; Soul [Telefunken]; The Story Of Jimi Hendrix [Babylon Budget] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on The Cream Of Jimi fades out very slightly early, and is a stereo opposite 
variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other copies of (4) is heard in the right channel here and vice 
versa, though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 2:25. The 
copy on Forever is very slightly clipped at the end, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left 
channel of most other copies of (4) is heard in the right channel here and vice versa, though that may merely be 
the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 2:25. The copy on Get That Feeling [Capitol] 
fades out early, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other copies of (4) is 
heard in the right channel here and vice versa, though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer 
equipment and method; track time =2:27. The copy on Guitar Experience fades out early, has a considerable 
amount of vinyl surface noise, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other 
copies of (4) is heard in the right channel here and vice versa, though that may merely be the result of the digital 
transfer equipment and method; track time = 2:24. The copy on Guitar Giants Vol. 2 fades out early, and is a 
stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other copies of (4) is heard in the right 
channel here and vice versa, though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; 
track time = 2:24. The copy on Hornets Nest [Nardem]; track time = 2:28. The copy on Hush Now [Astan-Time 
Wind] is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other copies of (4) is heard in the 
right channel here and vice versa, though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and 
method; track time = 2:23. The copy on In Memoriam is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left 
channel of most other copies of (4) is heard in the right channel here and vice versa, though that may merely be 
the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 2:28. The copy on In The Beginning 
[Metronome] is very slightly clipped at the end, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left 
channel of most other copies of (4) is heard in the right channel here and vice versa, though that may merely be 
the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 2:26. The copy on Soul [Telefunken] fades 
out early; track time = 2:24. The copy on The Story Of Jimi Hendrix [Babylon Budget] fades out 3 seconds early, 
and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other copies of (4) is heard in the 
right channel here and vice versa, though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and 
method; track time = 2:23. 
 
244. No Business (official wide stereo mix of (4)) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: ATM 103-104: Curtis Knight: The Complete Recordings Vol. 2 – Studio 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:28] 
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        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: July 17, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (8-string fuzz bass), Curtis Knight (vocals), “Shears” (electric 12-string guitar), Ed 
“Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas (drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 241 Notes. This wider stereo variation of (4) has 
the guitar and drums to the left and the fuzz bass to the right at the start. All copies tested were slightly longer at 
the end than copies of the standard mix of (4); on the standard mix (4) the track fades out at “I just ain’t…”, 
whereas on this wider stereo mix the track fades out on “I just ain’t takin’…”. 
        Special Notes: See track 240 Special Notes. Some of the Official Release sources listed for (4) that were not 
available for testing may be this wider stereo mix. 
        Official Release: Early Classics; Early Psychedelic Vol. 1; Get That Feeling [London]; Get That Feeling 
[1986, The Special Music Co]; Historic Hendrix; The Legendary Jimi Hendrix: Flashing [51 West]; The 
Psychedelic Voodoo Child; Strange Things - Get That Feeling (London [Spain]) 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 103-104: Curtis Knight: The Complete Recordings Vol. 2 – Studio 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 103-104: Curtis Knight: The Complete Recordings Vol. 2 – Studio; 
track time = 2:28. The copy on Early Classics has 4 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 2:29. The copy on 
Early Psychedelic Vol. 1 is very slightly clipped at the end; track time = 2:25. The copy on Get That Feeling 
[London] has slight vinyl surface noise, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of 
most other copies of (4) is heard in the right channel here and vice versa, though that may merely be the result of 
the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 2:27. The copy on Get That Feeling [1986, The Special 
Music Co] has 3 seconds of silence at the start; track time = 2:29. The copy on Historic Hendrix [CD] has 4 
seconds of silence at the end; track time = 2:29. The copy on Historic Hendrix [vinyl] is a stereo opposite variation 
i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other copies of (4) is heard in the right channel here and vice versa, 
though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 2:25. The copy on 
In The Beginning [Karussell/Polydor] is labeled No Hay Negocio, and fades out slightly early; track time = 2:25. 
The copy on The Legendary Jimi Hendrix: Flashing [51 West]; track time = 2:26. The copy on The Psychedelic 
Voodoo Child has 2 seconds of silence at the start, and fades out very slightly early; track time = 2:31. The copy 
on Strange Things - Get That Feeling (London [Spain]) fades out very slightly early, has noticeable vinyl surface 
noise, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other copies of (4) is heard in 
the right channel here and vice versa, though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and 
method; track time = 2:26. 
 
245. No Business (official fake mono mix) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: The Wild One [Mercury]; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:26 (n/a) [2:26] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: July 17, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (8-string fuzz bass), Curtis Knight (vocals), “Shears” (electric 12-string guitar), Ed 
“Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas (drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress. See track 241 Notes. The copy of this song on The Wild One 
[Mercury] is noted by Bell as sounding like the right channel of the stereo mix (4) doubled into mono rather than 
the mono mix (1). Comparing it to the mono mix (1) and test versions of the right channel of (4) doubled into mono 
and the left channel of (4) doubled into mono seems to verify that Bell is correct. Like (4) this track has the electric 
12-string guitar lower in the mix than what is heard in (5), and fades out on “I just ain’t takin’…”, however it seems 
to have less echo than (4) and in that sense is similar to (5). The source copy tests as lossy/MP3 in Trader’s Little 
Helper but tests as lossless in Exact Audio Copy (EAC). 
        Special Notes: See track 240 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: The Wild One [Mercury] 
 
246. (1) No Business (official mono mix) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Get That Feeling [London (mono)]; optimally amplified; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Univibes number: S363 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:26 (2:26) [2:27] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: July 17, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (8-string fuzz bass), Curtis Knight (vocals), “Shears” (electric 12-string guitar), Ed 
“Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas (drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
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        Notes: This track is the mono mix of this song. Like (4) it has the electric 12-string guitar lower in the mix 
than what is heard in (5), and fades out on “I just ain’t takin’…”, however it seems to have less echo than (4) and 
in that sense is similar to (5). The source copy tests as CDDA in Trader’s Little Helper with probability 62% but it 
comes from a lossless vinyl LP source and tests as lossless in Exact Audio Copy (EAC). 
        Special Notes: See track 240 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Get That Feeling [Capitol (mono); London (mono); Quality (mono)]; Get That Feeling (aka 
El Sentir Psicodelico) [Groove]; Postumo; The Wild One [Mercury] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Get That Feeling [Capitol (mono)] fades out slightly early; track time = 2:23. 
The copy on Get That Feeling (aka El Sentir Psicodelico) [Groove]; track time = 2:26. The copy on Get That 
Feeling [London (mono)] has a split second more music on the ending fade-out than other copies tested; track 
time = 2:27. The copy on Postumo; track time = 2:24. 
 
247. (3) No Business (official extended edit, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: The Complete PPX Studio Recordings 
        Univibes number: S1434 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:15 (3:14) [3:18] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: July 17, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (8-string fuzz bass), Curtis Knight (vocals), “Shears” (electric 12-string guitar), Ed 
“Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas (drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track uses (4) with some edited sections to make it longer. At the 2:07 mark the section from 
1:35-1:51 is repeated. At the end of that repeat at the 2:24 mark the section from 0:13-0:45 is repeated. At the 
end of that repeat at the 2:56 mark the track continues on from the original first edit point (2:07) seamlessly to the 
end. Like (4) this mix has the electric 12-string guitar lower in the mix, similar levels of echo, and fades out on “I 
just ain’t…” 
        Special Notes: See track 240 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: The Authentic PPX Studio Recordings Vol. 1: Get That Feeling; Best Of The Authentic PPX 
Studio Recordings; The Complete PPX Studio Recordings; Summer Of Love Sessions 
        Alternate Sources: James Marshall Hendrix With Curtis Knight 1967 Vol.1 (2009, Lachacore) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Best Of The Authentic PPX Studio Recordings was mastered with the 
levels too high cutting off the low end in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:17. The 
copy on The Complete PPX Studio Recordings has 3 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 3:18. The copy 
on Get That Feeling & Flashing: The Authentic PPX Studio Recordings Vol. 1&2 [remastered] [1996, Grammy 
(Russia)]; track time = 3:15. The copy on James Marshall Hendrix With Curtis Knight 1967 Vol.1 (2009, 
Lachacore) is slightly clipped at the end, and was digitally transferred with the levels too high cutting off the high 
and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:14. The copy on Summer Of Love 
Sessions has 5 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 3:19. 
 
248. Instrumental [(3) Odd Ball] (official complete stereo mix) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: The Complete PPX Studio Recordings 
        Univibes number: S1451 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 4:46 (4:46) [4:46] 
        Composer: Edward Chalpin [aka Ed Dantes] 
        Recording date/location: July 17, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (8-string fuzz bass), “Shears” (electric 12-string guitar), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), 
Ray Lucas (drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: All officially released sources for this track list the title as Instrumental; it is a variation of the song 
Odd Ball. This track is the complete backing track used for (1). It contains 1:15 more of the track at the start, runs 
to the complete ending rather than fading out, and the instruments are mixed closer to the center than what is 
heard in (1). 
        Special Notes: See the Special Notes at the beginning of this session date’s section. Curtis Knight doesn’t 
seem to be present on this recording. This song is listed in BMI with Ed Dantes as the composer, which is the 
pseudonym for Edward Chalpin, BMI Work# 1098794. The U.S. Copyright Office lists the composer as Edward 
Chalpin, registered September 15, 1967. 
        EarlyHendrix notes, “the last part of the jam sounds like an existing song but I can't recognize the tune that 
the band is playing.” Perhaps what EarlyHendrix is hearing are some riffs that have slight similarities to the tune 
“Ode To Billy Joe” by Bobbie Gentry, which was released on July 10, 1967 (or July 17, 1967). Cash Box noted in 
its August 5, 1967 issue (page 46), “Bobbie Gentry’s “Ode To Billy Joe,” topping sales of over 500,000 in less 
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than two-weeks since release, is one of the fastest rising decks in the history of Capitol Records.” Probably a 
stretch of the imagination, but perhaps even the song title “Odd Ball” echoes the Gentry song, i.e. “Odd Ball” = 
“Ode Bill(y)”. 
        Official Release: The Authentic PPX Studio Recordings Vol. 5 & 6; The Complete PPX Studio Recordings 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 103-104: Curtis Knight: The Complete Recordings Vol. 2 – Studio 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 103-104: Curtis Knight: The Complete Recordings Vol. 2 – Studio; 
track time = 4:47. The copy on The Complete PPX Studio Recordings; track time = 4:46. 
 
249. (1) Odd Ball (official edit of (3), stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: The Story Of Jimi Hendrix [Babylon Budget]; channels flipped and optimally amplified; track courtesy 
of Emil Vukov 
        Univibes number: S375 & S386 [later deleted] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:11 (3:10) [3:08] 
        Composer: Edward Chalpin [aka Ed Dantes] 
        Recording date/location: July 17, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (8-string fuzz bass), “Shears” (electric 12-string guitar), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), 
Ray Lucas (drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is an edited mix of Instrumental (see the previous track), coming in at the 1:16 mark as 
heard there, and fading out at the 4:28 mark as heard there. Here the fuzz bass and drums are mixed right-of-
center, and the straight bass and electric 12-string guitar are mixed to the left. At the very end of the fade-out 
there is a faintly heard 1-second studio comment that sounds like, “...right there”, probably being Chalpin 
indicating where the track should be faded. 
        Special Notes: See track 248 Special Notes. This song first appeared on the Flashing album released on 
Capitol circa early-August 1968 and reviewed in the August 10, 1968 issue of Cash Box. Some of the Official 
Release sources listed for (1) that were not available for testing may be the one of the stereo mix variations; see 
tracks 250, 251 and 253. 
        Official Release: The Ballad Of Jimi [Nardem]; Dawn Of Jimi Hendrix; De Exportacion: An Hi Fi Rare Batch 
of Jimi Hendrix; Flashing [Capitol]; Flashing [Jugodisk, Powderworks]; Good Times [Starburst]; Guitar Giants Vol. 
2; Jimi Hendrix Featuring Curtis Knight [Disques Esperance]; The Jimi Hendrix Story [Music Box]; Kassette: My 
Best Friend; The Legendary Jimi Hendrix: Get That Feeling [51 West]; My Best Friend [Astan]; My Best Friend 
[Time Wind]; Psychedelia; Star Box: The Legend Of Jimi Hendrix [Astan]; The Story Of Jimi Hendrix [Babylon 
Budget]; Strange [FCA-111]; Strange Things [London]; Strange Things [Showcase]; Strange Things [Success]; 
The Wild One [Hallmark, Summit]; The Wild One [Mercury] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on The Ballad Of Jimi [Nardem]; track time = 3:11. The copy on Dawn Of Jimi 
Hendrix sounds slightly muffled in comparison to other copies tested; track time = 3:10. The copy on De 
Exportacion: An Hi Fi Rare Batch of Jimi Hendrix is mastered slightly slow; track time = 3:20. The copy on 
Flashing [1968, Capitol ST 2894]; track time = 3:10. The copy on Flashing [Jugodisk] is a stereo opposite 
variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and 
vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 3:11. 
The copy on Good Times [Starburst] is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most 
other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa, and fades out @6 seconds early; track time 
= 3:03. The copy on Guitar Giants Vol. 2 is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most 
other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the 
digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 3:09. The copy on The Jimi Hendrix Story [Music Box] is a 
stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right 
channel here and vice versa, and fades out @6 seconds early; track time = 3:03. The copy on The Legendary 
Jimi Hendrix: Get That Feeling [51 West] sounds slightly muffled in comparison to other source copies; track time 
= 3:13. The copy on My Best Friend [Astan] is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of 
most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of 
the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 3:10. The copy on My Best Friend [Time Wind] has 2 
seconds of silence at the start, sounds muffled in comparison to other source copies, and a high-pitched digital 
transfer noise throughout; track time = 3:10. The copy on Psychedelia is slightly clipped on the ending fade-out; 
track time = 3:11. The copy on Star Box: The Legend Of Jimi Hendrix [Astan] is a stereo opposite variation i.e. 
what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa 
though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 3:10. The copy on 
The Story Of Jimi Hendrix [Babylon Budget] is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of 
most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of 
the digital transfer equipment and method, and is slightly clipped at the end but has the overall best sound quality; 
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track time = 3:08. The copy on Strange Things [London] sounds slightly muffled in comparison to other source 
copies, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard 
in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and 
method; track time = 3:10. The copy on Strange Things [Showcase]; track time = 3:10. The copy on The Wild One 
[Hallmark] is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard 
in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and 
method; track time = 3:11. 
 
250. Odd Ball (official very wide stereo mix of (1)) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Jimi Hendrix & Curtis Knight [London/Teldec (West Germany)]; optimally amplified; track courtesy of 
Emil Vukov 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:12] 
        Composer: Edward Chalpin [aka Ed Dantes] 
        Recording date/location: July 17, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (8-string fuzz bass), “Shears” (electric 12-string guitar), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), 
Ray Lucas (drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 249 Notes. This variation of (1) is a very wide 
stereo mix with the fuzz bass and drums mixed far to the right. The faintly heard studio comment at the very end 
of (1) is not heard here, and the track is slightly longer at the end than other variations of (1). 
        Special Notes: See tracks 248 and 249 Special Notes. Some of the Official Release sources listed for (1) 
that were not available for testing may be this very wide stereo mix. 
        Official Release: Golden Book: Strange; Jimi Hendrix & Curtis Knight [London/Teldec (West Germany)]; The 
Legendary Jimi Hendrix [J.H. Records]; Strange Things - Get That Feeling (London [Spain]) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Golden Book: Strange; track time = 3:12. The copy on Jimi Hendrix & Curtis 
Knight [London/Teldec (West Germany)]; track time = 3:12. The copy on The Legendary Jimi Hendrix [J.H. 
Records] is very slightly incomplete at the end; track time = 3:12. The copy on Strange Things - Get That Feeling 
(London [Spain]) is slightly incomplete at the end; track time = 3:10. 
 
251. Odd Ball (official narrow stereo mix of (1)) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: The Great Jimi Hendrix In New York; optimally amplified; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:11] 
        Composer: Edward Chalpin [aka Ed Dantes] 
        Recording date/location: July 17, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (8-string fuzz bass), “Shears” (electric 12-string guitar), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), 
Ray Lucas (drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 249 Notes. This is a narrower stereo variation of 
(1). The faintly heard studio comment at the very end of (1) is not heard here. The source copy tests as 
lossy/MP3 in Trader’s Little Helper but it comes from a lossless vinyl LP source and tests as lossless in Exact 
Audio Copy (EAC). 
        Special Notes: See tracks 248 and 249 Special Notes. Some of the Official Release sources listed for (1) 
that were not available for testing may be this narrower stereo mix. 
        Official Release: The Great Jimi Hendrix In New York; In Memoriam 
        Alternate Sources: The Great Jimi Hendrix In New York [B656 bootleg CDR] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on The Great Jimi Hendrix In New York; track time = 3:11. The copy on In 
Memoriam has vinyl surface noise on the ending fade-out; track time = 3:12. 
 
252. (4) Odd Ball (official edit of (3), mono) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Strange Things [London (mono)]; track courtesy of Doug Bell; optimally amplified, ending silence 
removed 
        Univibes number: S375 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:10 (3:10) [3:12] 
        Composer: Edward Chalpin [aka Ed Dantes] 
        Recording date/location: July 17, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (8-string fuzz bass), “Shears” (electric 12-string guitar), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), 
Ray Lucas (drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This is a mono version of (1). The faintly heard studio comment at the very end of (1) is not heard 
here. Supposedly a copy of this track can be found on the mono version of the LP Flashing on Capitol Records 
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[1968, Capitol 2894], but there seems to be a consensus among collectors that a mono version of that LP does 
not actually exist. 
        Special Notes: See tracks 248 and 249 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: An Hi Fi Rare Batch of Jimi Hendrix [Diresa]; An Hi Fi Rare Batch of Jimi Hendrix [Les 
Disques Motors]; Jimi Hendrix [Importa/Som]; Strange Things [London (mono)] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on An Hi Fi Rare Batch of Jimi Hendrix [Diresa], is slightly longer (@1 second) 
on the ending fade-out than the copy on Strange Things [London (mono)], but the sound quality is substantially 
inferior; track time = 3:10. The copy on An Hi Fi Rare Batch of Jimi Hendrix [Les Disques Motors] has inferior 
sound quality compared to other sources; track time = 3:09. The copy on Jimi Hendrix [Importa/Som] has very 
good sound quality; track time = 3:11. The copy on Strange Things [London (mono)] is slightly incomplete on the 
ending fade-out, but has superior sound quality to the copy on An Hi Fi Rare Batch of Jimi Hendrix [Diresa], and 
has 7 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 3:17. 
 
253. Odd Ball (official alternate mix of (1), wide stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: The Psychedelic Voodoo Child; optimally amplified 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:10] 
        Composer: Edward Chalpin [aka Ed Dantes] 
        Recording date/location: July 17, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (8-string fuzz bass), “Shears” (electric 12-string guitar), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), 
Ray Lucas (drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 249 Notes. This is a wider stereo variation of (1) 
with the drums higher in the mix. The faintly heard studio comment at the very end of (1) is not heard here. 
        Special Notes: See tracks 248 and 249 Special Notes. Some of the Official Release sources listed for (1) 
that were not available for testing may be this wider stereo alternate mix. 
        Official Release: 16 Greatest Classics; The Collection [Object Enterprises]; Early Classics; Flashing [1986, 
Special Music Company, cassette]; Good Times [Dino/Music World]; Historic Hendrix; In The Beginning 
[Karussell/Polydor]; The Psychedelic Voodoo Child; That Special Sound 
        Alternate Sources: James Marshall Hendrix With Curtis Knight 1967 Vol.2 (2009, Lachacore) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on 16 Greatest Classics is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the 
left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa; track time = 3:08. The 
copy on The Collection [Object Enterprises] fades out slightly early, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s 
heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa; track time 
= 3:06. The copy on Early Classics has slightly more hiss than the copy on The Psychedelic Voodoo Child; track 
time = 3:10. The copy on Flashing [1986, Special Music Company, cassette]; track time = 3:10. The copy on 
Good Times [Dino/Music World] fades out early, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left 
channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa; track time = 3:03. The copy 
on Historic Hendrix [CD]; track time = 3:12. The copy on Historic Hendrix [vinyl]; track time = 3:08. The copy on 
James Marshall Hendrix With Curtis Knight 1967 Vol.2 (2009, Lachacore) is slightly clipped on the ending fade-
out, and was digitally transferred with the levels slightly too high cutting off the high end at the 2:39.2 mark of the 
left channel (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:07. The copy on In The Beginning [Karussell/Polydor] is labeled 
Bola Rara (Instrumental), fades out very slightly early, has noticeable vinyl surface noise, and 3 seconds of 
silence at the very end; track time = 3:11. The copy on The Psychedelic Voodoo Child; track time = 3:11. The 
copy on That Special Sound sounds muffled in comparison to other source copies, and is a stereo opposite 
variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and 
vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 3:12. 
 
254. (2) Odd Ball (official alternate mix edit of (1), stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: The Complete PPX Studio Recordings 
        Univibes number: S375 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:02 (3:03) [3:03] 
        Composer: Edward Chalpin [aka Ed Dantes] 
        Recording date/location: July 17, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (8-string fuzz bass), “Shears” (electric 12-string guitar), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), 
Ray Lucas (drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is an alternate mix of (1) with added reverb, especially noticeable on the drums, and the 
drums higher in the mix. At the 2:20 mark there is an edit repeating the segment from 0:00-0:41. Unlike other 
similar edits from The Complete PPX Studio Recordings, after the repeated segment the track doesn’t continue 
on from the original edit point but rather slowly fades out towards the end of the repeated segment. 
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        Special Notes: See tracks 248 and 249 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: The Authentic PPX Studio Recordings Vol. 2: Flashing; The Complete PPX Studio 
Recordings; Feed-Back [WHEI]; Get That Feeling & Flashing: The Authentic PPX Studio Recordings Vol. 1&2 
[remastered] [1996, Grammy (Russia)]; Summer Of Love Sessions 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on The Complete PPX Studio Recordings was mastered with the levels slightly 
too high cutting off the high end in four places in the right channel of the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 
3:03. The copy on Feed-Back [WHEI] tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 3:04. The copy on Get That Feeling & 
Flashing: The Authentic PPX Studio Recordings Vol. 1&2 [remastered] [1996, Grammy (Russia)] was mastered 
with the levels slightly too high cutting off the high end in four places in the right channel of the track (amplitude 
clipping); track time = 3:02. The copy on Summer Of Love Sessions was mastered with the levels slightly too high 
cutting off the high end in four places in the right channel of the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:04. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
255. Second Time Around [(1) Get That Feeling] (official incomplete instrumental backing track, stereo) – Curtis 
Knight 
        Source: Second Time Around [Astan]; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Univibes number: S393 & S449 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 9:08 (9:08) [9:10] 
        Composers: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: July 17, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (8-string fuzz bass), “Shears” (electric 12-string guitar), Ray Lucas (drums). 
Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: Curtis Knight doesn’t seem to be present on this recording, nor does the bass player. This track is an 
incomplete stereo version of the original backing track used for the vocal versions. The track begins with a count-
in, “1-2, 1-2-3”, and fades out around the 8:28 mark as heard in (2), (3), and (6). In (2), (3), and (6) there is an edit 
removing the segment heard here from 7:49-8:24, which is most of the drum solo. All officially released sources 
for this track list the title as Second Time Around; it is a variation of the song Get That Feeling. Bell notes that 
Univibes assigns this track a separate index number [S449] as a more complete version, but that it is exactly the 
same length as [S393]. The source copy tests as lossy/MP3 in Trader’s Little Helper but it comes from a lossless 
vinyl LP source and tests as lossless in Exact Audio Copy (EAC). 
        Special Notes: Some of the Official Releases sources listed that were not available for testing may be the 
wider stereo alternate mix; see the following track. 
        Official Release: Kassette: Second Time Around; Second Time Around [Astan; Time Wind]; Second Time 
Around [Orfeon]; Sessions [Orfeon]; Star Box: The Legend Of Jimi Hendrix [Astan] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Second Time Around [Astan]; track time = 9:10. The copy on Star Box: The 
Legend Of Jimi Hendrix [Astan] has a considerable amount of vinyl surface noise; track time = 9:10. 
 
256. Second Time Around [(1) Get That Feeling] (official alternate mix, wide stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: The Story Of Jimi Hendrix [Babylon Budget]; optimally amplified; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [9:07] 
        Composers: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: July 17, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (8-string fuzz bass), “Shears” (electric 12-string guitar), Ray Lucas (drums). 
Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 255 Notes. This alternate mix of the previous 
track has a wider stereo image, and the electric 12-string guitar is higher in the mix. The opening count-in heard in 
(1) is either partly or completely missing on all source copies tested. 
        Special Notes: Some of the Official Release sources listed for (1) that were not available for testing may be 
this wider stereo alternate mix. 
        Official Release: The Album [Black Line]; The Authentic PPX Studio Recordings Vol. 3: Ballad Of Jimi; The 
Complete PPX Studio Recordings; Guitar Giants Vol. 1; The Story Of Jimi Hendrix [Babylon Budget] 
        Alternate Sources: James Marshall Hendrix With Curtis Knight 1967 Vol.2 (2009, Lachacore) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on The Album [Black Line] is missing the opening count-in, is a stereo opposite 
variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and 
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vice versa, and was mastered with the levels very high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the 
track (amplitude clipping); track time = 9:07. The copy on The Complete PPX Studio Recordings is missing most 
of the opening count-in, and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places 
throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 9:08. The copy on Guitar Giants Vol. 1 is missing the 
opening count-in, but contains a fraction of a second more music at the end than other copies tested; track time = 
9:07. The copy on James Marshall Hendrix With Curtis Knight 1967 Vol.2 (2009, Lachacore) is sub-labeled 
“instrumental”, has a considerable amount of vinyl surface noise, and was digitally transferred with the levels very 
slightly too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 
9:21. The copy on The Story Of Jimi Hendrix [Babylon Budget] is missing the opening count-in, but contains a 
fraction of a second more music at the end than other copies tested; track time = 9:07. 
 
257. (2) Get That Feeling (official stereo mix) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Strange Things [London]; optimally amplified; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Univibes number: S377 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 10:04 (10:10) [10:08] 
        Composers: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) & Edward H. Gregory Jr. (Ed “Bugs” Gregory) 
        Recording date/location: July 17, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (8-string fuzz bass), Curtis Knight (vocals), “Shears” (electric 12-string guitar), Ed 
“Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas (drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track uses the backing track heard in Second Time Around though running @2:40 longer at the 
end. There is also an edit at the 7:44 mark here which removes most of the drum solo heard in Second Time 
Around from 7:49-8:24. The vocals and clean bass were overdubbed sometime after the original session. The 
fuzz bass is considerably lower in the mix than what is heard in Second Time Around. The vocals are mixed lower 
and with less echo than what is heard in (3) and (6), and the vocals and fuzz bass are panned to the left rather 
than centrally as in (3) and (6). The track begins with a count-in, “1-2, 1-2-3”, and fades out on the fourth “keep on 
movin’”. 
        Special Notes: Some of the Official Release sources listed for (2) that were not available for testing may be 
any of the four variation mixes; see the following four tracks. 
        Official Release: The Cream Of Jimi; De Exportacion: An Hi Fi Rare Batch of Jimi Hendrix; Forever; House 
Of The Rising Sun; In Memoriam; Profile: Jimi Hendrix; Strange [FCA-111]; Strange Things [London]; The Wild 
One [Hallmark, Summit] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on The Cream Of Jimi is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left 
channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be 
the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 10:07. The copy on De Exportacion: An Hi Fi 
Rare Batch of Jimi Hendrix is missing most of the count-in, and fades out slightly early; track time = 10:14. The 
copy on Forever is slightly clipped on the ending fade-out, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in 
the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may 
merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 10:08. The copy on In Memoriam is 
a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right 
channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; 
track time = 10:07. The copy on Strange Things [London] has slightly better sound than other source copies 
tested; track time = 10:08. The copy on The Wild One [Hallmark]; track time = 10:01. 
 
258. Get That Feeling (official very wide stereo mix of (2)) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: The Legendary Jimi Hendrix [J.H. Records]; optimally amplified, channels flipped; track courtesy of 
Emil Vukov 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [10:07] 
        Composers: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) & Edward H. Gregory Jr. (Ed “Bugs” Gregory) 
        Recording date/location: July 17, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (8-string fuzz bass), Curtis Knight (vocals), “Shears” (electric 12-string guitar), Ed 
“Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas (drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 257 Notes. This track is a very wide stereo mix of 
(2). 
        Special Notes: Some of the Official Release sources listed for (2) that were not available for testing may be 
this very wide stereo mix. 
        Official Release: Get That Feeling [Orbe]; Jimi Hendrix & Curtis Knight [London/Teldec (West Germany)]; 
The Legendary Jimi Hendrix [J.H. Records]; Strange Things - Get That Feeling (London [Spain]) 
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        Comparison Notes: The copy on Get That Feeling [Orbe] runs slightly slow, and is slightly incomplete on the 
ending fade-out; track time = 10:17. The copy on Jimi Hendrix & Curtis Knight [London/Teldec (West Germany)] is 
very slightly incomplete on the ending fade-out, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left 
channel of most other source copies of (2) is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may 
merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 10:08. The copy on The Legendary 
Jimi Hendrix [J.H. Records] is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source 
copies of (2) is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital 
transfer equipment and method; track time = 10:07. The copy on Strange Things - Get That Feeling (London 
[Spain]) is not quite as wide as other copies but wider than the wider stereo mix i.e. falling somewhere in between 
but closer to the very wide stereo mix, fades out very slightly early, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s 
heard in the left channel of most other source copies of (2) is heard in the right channel here and vice versa 
though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 10:10. 
 
259. Get That Feeling (official very wide stereo mix edit of (2)) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: The Gold Collection: 40 Classic Performances [Retro] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:34] 
        Composers: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) & Edward H. Gregory Jr. (Ed “Bugs” Gregory) 
        Recording date/location: July 17, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (8-string fuzz bass), Curtis Knight (vocals), “Shears” (electric 12-string guitar), Ed 
“Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas (drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 257 Notes. This track is an edited version of the 
very wide stereo mix of (2), fading out 6½ minutes early, and was mastered with the levels very slightly too high 
cutting off the low end at the 1:36.0 mark of the right channel (amplitude clipping). 
        Official Release: The Gold Collection: 40 Classic Performances [Retro] 
 
260. Get That Feeling (official wide stereo mix of (2)) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Golden Book: Strange (2019 transfer); optimally amplified, channels flipped; track courtesy of Emil 
Vukov 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [10:05] 
        Composers: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) & Edward H. Gregory Jr. (Ed “Bugs” Gregory) 
        Recording date/location: July 17, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (8-string fuzz bass), Curtis Knight (vocals), “Shears” (electric 12-string guitar), Ed 
“Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas (drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 257 Notes. This variation of (2) is a wider stereo 
mix. 
        Special Notes: Some of the Official Release sources listed for (2) that were not available for testing may be 
this wider stereo mix. 
        Official Release: Golden Book: Strange; The Jimi Hendrix Story [Music Box] 
        Alternate Sources: James Marshall Hendrix With Curtis Knight 1967 Vol.2 (2009, Lachacore) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Golden Book: Strange (2019 transfer) is a stereo opposite variation i.e. 
what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa 
though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 10:05. The copy 
on James Marshall Hendrix With Curtis Knight 1967 Vol.2 (2009, Lachacore) is sub-labeled “long version”, has a 
considerable amount of vinyl surface noise, is slightly clipped at the end, and was digitally transferred with the 
levels very slightly too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); 
track time = 10:13. The copy on The Jimi Hendrix Story [Music Box] fades out very slightly early; track time = 
10:04. 
 
261. Get That Feeling (official narrow stereo mix of (2)) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: The Great Jimi Hendrix In New York; optimally amplified, channels flipped; track courtesy of Emil 
Vukov 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [10:09] 
        Composers: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) & Edward H. Gregory Jr. (Ed “Bugs” Gregory) 
        Recording date/location: July 17, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (8-string fuzz bass), Curtis Knight (vocals), “Shears” (electric 12-string guitar), Ed 
“Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas (drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 257 Notes. This track is a narrower stereo 
variation of (2). 
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        Special Notes: Some of the Official Release sources listed for (2) that were not available for testing may be 
this narrower stereo mix. 
        Official Release: The Great Jimi Hendrix In New York; In The Beginning [Metronome] (incomplete) 
        Alternate Sources: The Great Jimi Hendrix In New York [B656 bootleg CDR] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on The Great Jimi Hendrix In New York is a narrower stereo variation, and is a 
stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right 
channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; 
track time = 10:09. The copy on In The Beginning [Metronome] is an edited version which fades out @7:17 early, 
and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the 
right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and 
method; track time = 2:50. 
 
262. (5) Get That Feeling (official mono mix of (2)) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Strange Things [London (mono)]; optimally amplified; track courtesy of Doug Bell 
        Univibes number: S377 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 10:06 (10:10) [10:11] 
        Composers: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) & Edward H. Gregory Jr. (Ed “Bugs” Gregory) 
        Recording date/location: July 17, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (8-string fuzz bass), Curtis Knight (vocals), “Shears” (electric 12-string guitar), Ed 
“Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas (drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This is the mono mix of (2). 
        Official Release: An Hi Fi Rare Batch of Jimi Hendrix [Diresa]; An Hi Fi Rare Batch of Jimi Hendrix [Les 
Disques Motors]; Jimi Hendrix [Importa/Som]; Strange Things [London (mono)] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on An Hi Fi Rare Batch of Jimi Hendrix [Diresa], is very slightly longer (fraction 
of a second) on the ending fade-out than the copies on Jimi Hendrix [Importa/Som] and Strange Things [London 
(mono)], but the sound quality is inferior; track time = 10:06. The copy on An Hi Fi Rare Batch of Jimi Hendrix [Les 
Disques Motors] has inferior sound quality compared to other copies; track time = 10:02. The copy on Jimi 
Hendrix [Importa/Som] is fractionally incomplete on the ending fade-out, but has very good sound quality; track 
time = 10:05. The copy on Strange Things [London (mono)] is fractionally incomplete on the ending fade-out, but 
has superior sound quality; track time = 10:11. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
263. (3) Get That Feeling (official alternate mix of (2), stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: The Legends Of Rock; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Univibes number: S377 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 10:01 (10:10) [10:05] 
        Composers: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) & Edward H. Gregory Jr. (Ed “Bugs” Gregory) 
        Recording date/location: July 17, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (8-string fuzz bass), Curtis Knight (vocals), “Shears” (electric 12-string guitar), Ed 
“Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas (drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This alternate mix of (2) has slightly more echo on the vocals which are also higher in the mix. The 
vocals and fuzz bass are mixed centrally rather than to the left, and the track fades out slightly sooner on the third 
“keep on movin’” rather than the fourth as heard in (2). 
        Official Release: Flashing [Nardem]; Get That Feeling [Capitol, Quality]; Kassette: My Best Friend; The 
Legendary Jimi Hendrix: Get That Feeling [51 West]; The Legends Of Rock; Memorial 1942-1970; My Best Friend 
[Astan]; My Best Friend [Time Wind]; Star Box: The Legend Of Jimi Hendrix [Astan] 
        Alternate Sources: Apartment Jams And Other Samplers [Bell, tape] (excerpt); The Gold Collection 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Apartment Jams And Other Samplers [Bell, tape] is taken from an unknown 
source, is only an excerpt from the end of the song fading in at the 7:37 mark of the complete track, contains a 
significant amount of tape hiss, and has 6 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 2:24. The copy on Flashing 
[Nardem] is missing most of the opening count-in; track time = 9:32. The copy on Get That Feeling [Capitol] fades 
out early on the second “keep on movin’”; track time = 10:03. The copy on The Legendary Jimi Hendrix: Get That 
Feeling [51 West] is noted as being a copy of (2), and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left 
channel of most other source copies of (2) is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may 
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merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 10:13. The copy on The Legends 
Of Rock fades out slightly early on the third “keep on movin’”; track time = 10:05. The copy on My Best Friend 
[Astan] is missing most of the opening count-in; track time = 10:00. The copy on Memorial 1942-1970; track time 
= 10:02. The copy on My Best Friend [Time Wind] is mastered slightly fast, is missing most of the opening count-
in, fades out @15 seconds early, and has 12 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 9:50. The copy on Star 
Box: The Legend Of Jimi Hendrix [Astan] is missing most of the opening count-in; track time = 10:00. 
 
264. (4) Get That Feeling (official edit of (3), stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: The Complete PPX Studio Recordings; channels flipped 
        Univibes number: S1432 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 5:17 (5:18) [5:19] 
        Composers: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) & Edward H. Gregory Jr. (Ed “Bugs” Gregory) 
        Recording date/location: July 17, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (8-string fuzz bass), Curtis Knight (vocals), “Shears” (electric 12-string guitar), Ed 
“Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas (drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This edited version of (3) is missing most of the count-in, and fades out more than 4½ minutes early. 
All source copies tested were stereo opposite variations i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other 
variations of this song are heard in the right channel here and vice versa; the channels have been flipped for this 
compilation. 
        Official Release: The Authentic PPX Studio Recordings Vol. 1: Get That Feeling; Best Of The Authentic PPX 
Studio Recordings; The Complete PPX Studio Recordings; Early Classics; Get That Feeling (1986, The Special 
Music Co., cassette); Historic Hendrix; Summer Of Love Sessions 
        Alternate Sources: James Marshall Hendrix With Curtis Knight 1967 Vol.1 (2009, Lachacore) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Best Of The Authentic PPX Studio Recordings was mastered with the 
levels too high cutting off the low end in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 5:19. The 
copy on The Complete PPX Studio Recordings; track time = 5:19. The copy on Early Classics; track time = 5:21. 
The copy on Get That Feeling (1986, The Special Music Co., cassette) has tape hiss throughout, is clipped on the 
ending fade-out, and was digitally transferred with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the high and low 
ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 5:15. The copy on Get That Feeling & 
Flashing: The Authentic PPX Studio Recordings Vol. 1&2 [remastered] [1996, Grammy (Russia)] is very slightly 
incomplete on the ending fade-out than other source copies tested; track time = 5:17. The copy on Historic 
Hendrix [CD]; track time = 5:21. The copy on Historic Hendrix [vinyl]; track time = 5:15. The copy on James 
Marshall Hendrix With Curtis Knight 1967 Vol.1 (2009, Lachacore) was digitally transferred with the levels very 
slightly too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 
5:17. The copy on Summer Of Love Sessions; track time = 5:19. 
 
265. (6) Get That Feeling (official alternate mix of (3), mono) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Get That Feeling [Capitol (mono)]; optimally amplified; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Univibes number: S377 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 10:02 (10:10) [9:54] 
        Composers: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) & Edward H. Gregory Jr. (Ed “Bugs” Gregory) 
        Recording date/location: July 17, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (8-string fuzz bass), Curtis Knight (vocals), “Shears” (electric 12-string guitar), Ed 
“Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas (drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: In this alternate mix of (3) in mono the vocals and drums are higher in the mix, and the track fades out 
slightly sooner on the second “keep on movin’” rather than the third as heard in (3). 
        Official Release: Get That Feeling [Capitol (mono); London (mono); Quality (mono)]; Grandes Exitos; 
Postumo (incomplete) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Get That Feeling [Capitol (mono)] fades out early on the second “keep on 
movin’”; track time = 9:54. The copy on Postumo is incomplete, fading out nearly 6 minutes early; track time = 
4:13. 
 
266. Get That Feeling (official alternate mix edit of (6), mono) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Get That Feeling (aka El Sentir Psicodelico) [Groove]; optimally amplified; track courtesy of Emil 
Vukov 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [4:18] 
        Composers: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) & Edward H. Gregory Jr. (Ed “Bugs” Gregory) 
        Recording date/location: July 17, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
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        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (8-string fuzz bass), Curtis Knight (vocals), “Shears” (electric 12-string guitar), Ed 
“Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas (drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 265 Notes. This mono track is obviously an edit 
of one of the longer vocal versions of this song (over 5½ minutes are edited from the end), though which exact 
version it is an edit of is difficult to determine though I suspect it is an edit of (6). Additionally, the mix is different, 
which further complicates identification. Here there seems to be less echo applied, especially noticeable on the 
vocals and the fuzz bass, giving the track a cleaner sound without as much distortion as other variations of this 
song. 
        Official Release: Get That Feeling (aka El Sentir Psicodelico) [Groove] 
 
267. Get That Feeling (official alternate mix edit of (3), heavy echo, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Early Psychedelic Vol. 1; optimally amplified, channels flipped; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [9:44] 
        Composers: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) & Edward H. Gregory Jr. (Ed “Bugs” Gregory) 
        Recording date/location: July 17, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (8-string fuzz bass), Curtis Knight (vocals), “Shears” (electric 12-string guitar), Ed 
“Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas (drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 263 Notes. This alternate mix of (3) has heavy 
echo on the vocals, and the electric 12-string guitar is higher in the mix. The opening count-in is missing, and the 
music is slightly clipped at the start. The track ends @10 seconds earlier than (3). The source copy is a stereo 
opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other copies of (2) is heard in the right channel here 
and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method. 
        Official Release: Early Psychedelic Vol. 1 
 
268. Get That Feeling (official instrumental mix edit of (5), mono) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: The Wild One [Mercury]; optimally amplified; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:55 (n/a) [2:55] 
        Composers: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) & Edward H. Gregory Jr. (Ed “Bugs” Gregory) 
        Recording date/location: July 17, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (8-string fuzz bass), Curtis Knight (vocals), “Shears” (electric 12-string guitar), Ed 
“Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas (drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress. See track 262 Notes. This mono track has both the fuzz bass and 
vocals nearly mixed out, though listening closely one can still faintly hear the vocals in places throughout the 
track, especially noticeable around the 1 minute mark where Curtis is singing “clap your hands”. The clean bass is 
also lower in the mix, though still audible. The source copy tests as lossy/MP3 in Trader’s Little Helper but it 
comes from a lossless vinyl LP source and tests as lossless in Exact Audio Copy (EAC). 
        Official Release: The Wild One [Mercury] 
 
 
====================================================================================== 

July 19-20, 1967 Mayfair Recording Studio Inc., 701 Seventh Avenue, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
====================================================================================== 
 
269. The Stars That Play With Laughing Sam’s Dice (vocal overdub fragment, mono) 
        Source: The Beatles – Entomology [September 2018 silver bootleg CD]; optimally amplified 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [0:12] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: July 19-20, 1967 Mayfair Recording Studio Inc., 701 Seventh Avenue, New York, 
New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Gary Kellgren. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This mono fragment of Jimi singing vocals over a backing 
track, heard very faintly in the background, corresponds to the section from 0:06-0:18 in the officially released 
versions (2) and (3). The faintly heard backing track contains a backward guitar part during the beginning, and a 
straight/forward section at the end. The source copy tests as lossy/MP3 in Trader’s Little Helper but tests as 
lossless in Exact Audio Copy (EAC). 
        Special Notes: See track 270 Special Notes. 
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270. (5) The Stars That Play With Laughing Sam’s Dice (vocal overdub session, mono) 
        Source: Mixdown Master Tapes Vol. 1; ending silence removed 
        Univibes number: S1120 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 4:25 (4:34) [4:36] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: July 19-20, 1967 Mayfair Recording Studio Inc., 701 Seventh Avenue, New York, 
New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums), Devon Wilson and 
unknown others (crowd noises, whistling). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Gary Kellgren. 
        Notes: Jimpress and Bell note this track as a longer alternate mono mix, but it actually appears to be part of 
an overdub session for Jimi and “the crowd’s” vocals. The backing track is played while the vocals are recorded 
on top, sounding higher in “the mix” as a result. The backing track apparently also has vocals on it; the comment 
heard in (4) (see next track) at the 4:17 mark, “I think that’s the end” is faintly heard in the background at the 4:23 
mark just before Jimi’s “goodbye” comment. This mono track seems to have been manipulated with the right 
channel having higher levels; the mix is heard left-of-center up until @2:37 where the sound moves to right-of-
center thereafter. This track first appeared on the 1998 CD bootleg Mixdown Master Tapes Vol. 1. The track 
begins with a count-in from perhaps the engineer Gary Kellgren, and a loud click, perhaps the pressing of a 
button to start a tape recorder (Jimi’s portable tape recorder?). The song comes to an end at the 4:27 mark, 
followed by Jimi asking, “You want me to try it again?”, followed by a couple clicks (tape recorder stopping?). With 
indecipherable control booth comments heard faintly in the background, someone says, “I missed by cue,” 
followed by someone else saying, “Hey, can we hear that?” The final 3 seconds of the track seems to be a 
backward fragment of garbled voices and a heavily effects-treated guitar note. 
        Special Notes: Ultimate Hendrix notes this session began at 7:00 p.m. on July 19th and ended at 1:32 a.m. 
on July 20th. 21 takes were recorded with take 21 becoming the master. Mitch Mitchell has stated (Eyewitness 
Hendrix, page 105) that the background vocals were done by people in the studio, old friends of Jimi like Devon 
Wilson. Overdubs were done on July 29, 1967. 
        Alternate Sources: Alternate Master Tapes; ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; Axis Bold As 
Love: Sessions Rare Tracks 1967; Axis Complete [Bell, tape]; The Axis Love Sessions [1-CD]; The Complete 
Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); Mixdown Master Tapes Vol. 1; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); 
Studio '67 (2 copies, 1 mislabeled (4)); Studio Tracks (L.P.) [Bell, tape] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Alternate Master and low ends in places throughout the right channel of the 
track (amplitude clipping); track time = 4:41. The copy on ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions was 
mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude 
clipping), has 5 seconds of silence at the end, and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high low 
ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping), and tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 4:34. The copy on 
Axis Complete [Bell, tape] was mastered with the levels slightly too high cutting off the low end at 3:23 and 3:41 
(amplitude clipping), and there are some clicking sounds (digital error?) from 0:37-0:43; track time = 4:34. The 
copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) was mastered with the levels slightly too high 
cutting off the low end in a few places of the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 4:34. The copy on Mixdown 
Master Tapes Vol. 1 has 4 seconds of silence at the end, and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the 
high and low ends in places throughout the right channel of the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 4:39. The 
copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low 
ends in places throughout the right channel of the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 4:36. There are 2 copies 
on Studio ’67, both of which are missing the opening count-in, with one copy testing as CDDA in Trader’s Little 
Helper with probability 43% (track time = 4:29), and the second copy mislabeled a copy of (4a); track time = 4:32. 
The copy on Studio Tracks (L.P.) [Bell, tape] has, according to Bell, “the inter-channel phase off a little so the 
sound is a little to the side” which makes the track sound like it’s mostly in the right channel, there are some 
clicking sounds (digital error?) from 0:37-0:43, and 4 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 4:38. 
 
271. (4) The Stars That Play With Laughing Sam’s Dice (alternate mix of (2), lower vocals, stereo) 
        Source: Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) 
        Univibes number: S1120 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (4:22) [4:24] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: July 19-20, 1967 Mayfair Recording Studio Inc., 701 Seventh Avenue, New York, 
New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums), Devon Wilson and 
unknown others (crowd noises, whistling). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Gary Kellgren. 
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        Notes: This track is an alternate mix of (2) in stereo with the vocals lower in the mix, the guitar parts higher in 
the mix and panned centrally and to the left, and slightly longer at the end. After the song concludes Jimi asks, 
“You want me to try it again?”, which is also heard at the end of (5), though here there is echo added here to 
Jimi’s comment. 
        Special Notes: See track 270 Special Notes. Some of the Alternate Sources listed for (4) may be the wider 
stereo or narrow stereo variation; see the following two tracks. 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; Axis Bold A Love: The Alternate 
Versions (fade-in at start); Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg; Axis Bold As Love: Sessions Rare Tracks 
1967; The Axis Love Sessions [1-CD]; Axis Outtakes Volume 1; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, 
OP Dester); The Completer; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Studio '67 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions was mastered with the 
levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping), and tests as 
lossy/MP3; track time = 4:24. The copy on Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg has 4 seconds of silence at 
the end; track time = 4:26. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) was mastered 
with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the high and low ends in a couple places of the track (amplitude 
clipping); track time = 4:24. The copy on The Completer is missing the ending comment by Jimi, has 5 seconds of 
silence at the end, and tests as lossy; track time = 4:22. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) is noted 
by Bell as being the narrow stereo variation (see track 273), but it appears to be in standard stereo, and was 
mastered with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the high and low ends in a couple places of the track 
(amplitude clipping); track time = 4:24. The copy on Studio ’67; track time = 4:24. 
 
272. The Stars That Play With Laughing Sam’s Dice (wide stereo mix of (4)) 
        Source: Get The Experience!; ending silence removed 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [4:21] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: July 19-20, 1967 Mayfair Recording Studio Inc., 701 Seventh Avenue, New York, 
New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums), Devon Wilson and 
unknown others (crowd noises, whistling). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Gary Kellgren. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 271 Notes. This variation of (4) is a wider stereo 
mix. There is a fade-in at the start, a drop-out at the 4:17 mark, and an odd faintly heard repeat of Jimi’s 
“goodbye” comment just before his “You want me to try it again?” comment. The source copy has 3 seconds of 
silence at the end, and was mastered with the levels slightly too high cutting off the high and low ends in places 
throughout the track (amplitude clipping). 
        Special Notes: See track 270 Special Notes. Some of the Alternate Sources listed for (4) that were not 
available for testing may be this wider stereo variation. 
 
273. The Stars That Play With Laughing Sam’s Dice (narrow stereo mix of (4)) 
        Source: Dante’s Inferno; speed corrected, optimally amplified, beginning and ending silence removed, 
channels flipped 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [4:24] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: July 19-20, 1967 Mayfair Recording Studio Inc., 701 Seventh Avenue, New York, 
New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums), Devon Wilson and 
unknown others (crowd noises, whistling). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Gary Kellgren. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress. See track 271 Notes. Bell notes this track as “a different mono or 
narrow stereo mix, with end chat”. As all copies of variations of (4) that were tested had echo on Jimi’s ending 
comment, the real difference between this and (4) would seem to be the “mono or narrow stereo” mix. 
        Special Notes: See track 270 Special Notes. Some of the Alternate Sources listed for (4) that were not 
available for testing may be this narrow stereo variation. 
        Alternate Sources: Axis Bold As Love: Mono Release [Funky Monkey]; Axis Outtakes (mastered fast); 
Dante’s Inferno (mastered fast) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Axis Outtakes is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left 
channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa, has 4 seconds of silence at 
the end, is mastered fast, and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places 
throughout the track (amplitude clipping), and tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 4:10. The copy on Dante’s Inferno 
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is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right 
channel here and vice versa, has 7 seconds of silence at the end, and is mastered fast; track time = 4:15. 
 
274. (3) The Stars That Play With Laughing Sam’s Dice (official alternate mix of (2), echo vocals, stereo) 
        Source: Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) 
        Univibes number: S020 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 4:18 (4:18) [4:21] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: July 19-20, 1967 Mayfair Recording Studio Inc., 701 Seventh Avenue, New York, 
New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums), Devon Wilson and 
unknown others (crowd noises, whistling). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Gary Kellgren. 
        Notes: This track is another alternate mix of (2) in stereo with more echo added to the vocals, and the guitar 
parts higher in the mix and panned to both channels. It is also slightly longer at the end than (2), but fades out just 
before the complete ending as heard in (4). 
        Special Notes: See track 270 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: CD EP [1993, Polydor (Australia) 859-715-2]; Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Loose 
Ends [1980, Polydor 2625 038]; The Jimi Hendrix Story [Arcade France]; Lifelines: The Jimi Hendrix Story 
(excerpt); Live & Unreleased: The Radio Show (excerpt); Loose Ends; South Saturn Delta 
        Alternate Sources: 4 In 2; ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; Axis Bold As Love: Sessions 
Rare Tracks 1967; Come On [Universe]; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); Day Tripper 
[Quality]; Electric Gypsy [B403]; Electric Ladyland Revisited; Four Originals [Uranus]; Live & Unreleased Part 2 
[Westwood One pirate]; Loose Ends [Classic Remasters]; Loose Ends [JimiThang]; Loose Ends And Lost 
Treasures; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Rarities On Compact Disc Vol. 1; Rarities Vol. 1 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions was mastered with the 
levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 
4:20. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) was mastered with the levels very 
slightly too high cutting off the low end of the left channel in a couple places of the track (amplitude clipping); track 
time = 4:21. The copy on Electric Gypsy [B403] slowly fades out a few seconds early, and was mastered with the 
levels very slightly too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); 
track time = 4:20. The copy on Electric Ladyland Revisited was mastered with the levels very slightly too high 
cutting off the high and low ends in several places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 4:19. 
The copy on Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Loose Ends [1980, Polydor (Australia) 2625 038] has slight 
vinyl surface noise throughout; track time = 4:20. The copy on Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Loose Ends 
[1980, Polydor (Germany) 2625 038] fades out slightly early; track time = 4:18. The copy on Loose Ends [1989, 
Polydor (Japan) P20P 22011] was mastered with the levels slightly too high cutting off the high and low ends in 
places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 4:21. The copy on Loose Ends And Lost Treasures 
is slightly clipped at the start; track time = 4:21. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) was mastered 
with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the low end of the left channel in a couple places of the track 
(amplitude clipping); track time = 4:21. The copy on South Saturn Delta was mastered with the levels very high 
cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 4:20. 
 
275. The Stars That Play With Laughing Sam’s Dice (official slightly longer mono mix of (2)) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: The UK Mono Version (2013, Prof. Stoned); optimally amplified 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [4:20] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: July 19-20, 1967 Mayfair Recording Studio Inc., 701 Seventh Avenue, New York, 
New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums), Devon Wilson and 
unknown others (crowd noises, whistling). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Gary Kellgren. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This variation of the standard mono mix (2) contains 6 
seconds more music at the end, though it still fades out slightly sooner than (3) and (4). It ends just after Jimi 
says, “Goodbye”, which is not heard at the end of the standard mono mix (2). 
        Special Notes: See track 270 Special Notes. Some of the Official Release and Alternate Sources noted for 
(2) that were not available for testing may be this slightly longer version. 
        Official Release: vinyl single [1967, Barclay 060-858; Track 604007] 
        Alternate Sources: Are You Experienced: The UK Mono Version (2013, Prof. Stoned); Axis Bold As Love: 
Deluxe Edition Bootleg 
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        Comparison Notes: The copy on vinyl single [1967, Track 604007] fades out very slightly early; track time = 
4:20. The copy on Are You Experienced: The UK Mono Version (2013, Prof. Stoned) is sourced from the 1967 
Barclay single (060-858); track time = 4:20. The copy on Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg is sourced 
from the 1967 Barclay single (060-858), probably lifted from Are You Experienced: The UK Mono Version (2013, 
Prof. Stoned); track time = 4:23. 
 
276. (2) The Stars That Play With Laughing Sam’s Dice (official mono mix) 
        Source: Smash Hits [1989, Polydor (Japan) P20P 22003]; optimally amplified 
        Univibes number: S020 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 4:15 (4:15) [4:19] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: July 19-20, 1967 Mayfair Recording Studio Inc., 701 Seventh Avenue, New York, 
New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums), Devon Wilson and 
unknown others (crowd noises, whistling). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Gary Kellgren. 
        Notes: This mono mix fades out sooner than all other variations of this song. 
        Special Notes: See track 270 Special Notes. Some of the Official Release and Alternate Sources noted for 
(2) that were not available for testing may be the slightly longer mono mix; see previous track. 
        Official Release: vinyl single [1967, Polydor (Germany) 59117; Polydor (Sweden) NH-59117; Polydor 
(Australia) NH-59098 (mono); Polydor (France) 2141-278; Polydor (Japan) DP-1564]; vinyl EP [1967, Polydor 
(Spain) 51085-EPH]; Classic Singles Collection Vol. 2; The Jimi Hendrix Experience [purple box, 2013 reissue]; 
Legacy; Mixed Bag: Backtrack 7; The Singles Album [1989, Polydor (Japan) P58P 20112-13]; The Singles 
Collection; Smash Hits [Polydor (Europe, Japan)]; Smash Hits 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 091: In Glorious Mono; ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; Axis: 
Bold As Love: Mono Edition [Track (fake), Reprieve]; Axis Bold As Love: Sessions Rare Tracks 1967; Axis Bold 
As Love: The Mono Mix; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); Electric Landlady; Jimi 
Hendrix Experience - Eric Clapton - Ginger Baker - John Mayall - Jack Bruce; Legacy [B616 pirate CDR]; Live In 
Concert 1967 [B670 CDR]; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Overdose (USC); Scrambled Eggs; Smash Hits 
[Reprieve] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 091: In Glorious Mono; track time = 4:18. The copy on ATM 158-160: 
Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; track time = 4:18. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, 
OP Dester); track time = 4:18. The copy on Mixed Bag: Backtrack 7 is slightly incomplete at the end; track time = 
4:15. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); track time = 4:17. The copy on The Singles Album [1989, 
Polydor (Japan) P58P 20112-13] has 3 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 4:19. The copy on The Singles 
Collection [2003, MCA 0602498145036] is in stereo for a split second at the very start of the track, noticeable in 
the right channel, then quickly switches to mono, and is clipped at the end; track time = 4:15. The copy on Smash 
Hits [1974, MPF 1077] has 2 seconds of silence at the start; track time = 4:22. The copy on Smash Hits [1984, 
Polydor (West Germany) 825-255-2] is slightly clipped at the start; track time = 4:19. The copy on Smash Hits 
[1989, Polydor (Japan) P20P 22003] has 2 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 4:19. The copy on Smash 
Hits [2002, MCA (Europe) 113-007-2] is in stereo for a split second at the very start of the track, noticeable in the 
right channel, then quickly switches to mono, and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and 
low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 4:17. 
 
277. The Stars That Play With Laughing Sam’s Dice (official simulated (fake) stereo mix of (2)) 
        Source: The Singles Album [1983, Polydor (West Germany) 2625 047]; optimally amplified 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [4:19] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: July 19-20, 1967 Mayfair Recording Studio Inc., 701 Seventh Avenue, New York, 
New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums), Devon Wilson and 
unknown others (crowd noises, whistling). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Gary Kellgren. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This track seems to be a simulated (fake) stereo mix of (2) 
with the sound heard predominantly in the left channel. This track is an oddity, especially given that the version on 
the 1989 Japanese release of the The Singles Album [1989, Polydor (Japan) P58P 20112-13] is the standard 
mono mix (2). 
        Special Notes: See track 270 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: 6 Singles Pack [Polydor 260 8001]; The Singles Album [1983, Polydor (West Germany) 
2625 047] 
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        Comparison Notes: The copy on 6 Singles Pack [Polydor 260 8001] was digitally transferred with the levels 
very slightly too high cutting off the high end at the 0:31.4 mark of the left channel and the low end at the 4:01.2 
mark of the right channel (amplitude clipping); track time = 4:18. The copy on The Singles Album [1983, Polydor 
(West Germany) 2625 047]; track time = 4:19. 
 
 
====================================================================================== 

August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
====================================================================================== 
 
        Special Notes: The 1967 Curtis Knight recordings are a horrendously confusing mess due to the hundreds 
of releases containing this material, and discrepancies between the reference sources about the scant details 
surrounding them. Although an attempt has been made to sort through all of this, undoubtedly I have made some 
unintended errors; corrections are greatly encouraged. Due to the vast number of releases of this material, some 
of which were not available for testing and comparison, it is quite probable that there exist other variations of 
these songs that have wider and/or narrower stereo mixes or even alternate mixes that are not included here. 
This section of the compilation would not have been possible without the extreme generosity of Emil Vukov who 
supplied most of the sources used here. 
        The recordings were done in two sessions. Ultimate Hendrix notes the first session came about as a result of 
Jimi encountering Toni Gregory, the wife of The Squires bass player Ed “Bugs” Gregory, after a press conference 
held at the Warwick Hotel. “When Hendrix inquired about Bugs, he was told that Bugs was recording that evening 
with Knight. Hendrix agreed to go to the studio to visit his old friends. When they arrived, the session was already 
in progress. In time, Jimi joined the proceedings, lending bass and guitar to what he would later describe as a 
“practice session”. Ultimate Hendrix notes the date of the first session as the evening of July 17. Jimpress notes 
the first session took place in late-July, referring to Ultimate Hendrix’s July 17th date, but noting “it is more likely to 
be after the 25th when Jimi and Noel appeared in a photo session for the 8-string basses”. Jimpress is probably 
referring to an advertisement (and accompanying session photos) for the 8-string bass made by Hagstrom 
Guitars which includes Noel Redding. Jimi does not appear in the advertisement, and one collector familiar with 
Hendrix photos has stated that he has never seen session photos of Jimi with the bass from this date/source. 
Until some additional documentation can be shown, the date of the first session given by Ultimate Hendrix (July 
17) will be considered correct. 
        EarlyHendrix notes that practically all of the reliable date and personnel information about these sessions 
comes from Jimi's March 7, 1968 pre-trial deposition for the PPX court case. “Unfortunately Jimi mixes the two 
sessions up with each other (and several pages of the transcript are missing), so it's not always clear which 
session he's talking about. He says there was a guitar player whose last name possibly was "Shears" present in 
at least one of the sessions, and that he himself also played 12-string acoustic on occasion [he doesn’t 
specifically state “acoustic”; he may be playing the Danelectro Bellzouki 12-string semi-hollow body electric guitar 
that was also used on the July 17 session by “Shears”]. Jimi maintains that he played bass and didn't do any 
overdubs during the 17 July 1967 session, and this is backed up by the recordings and pictures that we have – 
the people present match the instruments audible – [and] there are no overdubs (by Jimi) to be heard.” Ultimate 
Hendrix contradicts this by stating about the first session (July 17) that, “Hendrix had brought his wah-wah pedal, 
and his guitar work can be heard on Knight recordings including Happy Birthday, Love Love, and Hush Now…At 
the conclusion of the session, he told Knight that he had participated as a personal favor, and that while he had 
no objection to the recording, under no circumstances should his name be used in connection with it.” Ultimate 
Hendrix seems to be stating that the recordings with wah-wah guitar were made during the first session, which 
would also include Gloomy Monday (which also has wah-wah guitar in sections) and its pre-take 1 comment by 
Jimi, “You can’t use my name for none of this stuff though, right?” Ultimate Hendrix later contradicts itself by 
stating about the second session (August 8) that, “Gloomy Monday and other Knight material was recorded during 
this early-morning session.” Jimpress seems to bring things back in line by stating, “It’s not clear which session 
the tracks with wah-wah guitar come from, though it is thought that Gloomy Monday and Ballad Of Jimi were 
recorded along with other overdubs at the second session.” Until some additional evidence or information can be 
presented, the first session will be assumed to be as EarlyHendrix notes (according to court documents), that Jimi 
“played bass and didn't do any overdubs”. EarlyHendrix groups the following songs in the first session: Day 
Tripper / Future Trip / Flashing; No Business; Odd Ball; Get That Feeling. Jimpress notes the order of the first 
session, probably alphabetically rather than literally, as: Day Tripper / Future Trip / Flashing; Get That Feeling; No 
Business; Odd Ball. To further confuse matters, during Jimi’s PPX deposition he states in regards to the first 
session that, “I recorded, counting the over-dub, like it was three sides”, and that he was at the PPX studio a total 
of “two, two and a half hours”. The over-dub he refers to is in reference to the band playing along to a demo of No 
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Business; see track 240 Special Notes. Were there only three songs recorded that day, or were there four, or was 
Jimi’s memory of the session 8 months prior to his deposition a little fuzzy and uncertain, which the transcript with 
its many statements of uncertainty seems to indicate. 
        Ultimate Hendrix notes the date of the second session as the very early morning of August 8 (4:00 a.m.). 
EarlyHendrix notes that, “during this second session Jimi played guitar, "sometimes lead and I played sometimes 
melody and twelve string, I think, sometimes". Is he referring to the acoustic rhythm guitar or possibly the 
Danelectro Bellzouki 12-string semi-hollow body electric guitar, both of which are heard in Ballad Of Jimi? 
EarlyHendrix groups the following songs in the second session: Ballad Of Jimi; Gloomy Monday; Hush Now; 
Happy Birthday / Love, Love. Jimpress notes the order of the second session as: Hush Now; Happy Birthday / 
Love, Love; Gloomy Monday; Ballad Of Jimi. It seems more reasonable to think that the songs using wah-wah 
guitar (Hush Now, Ballad Of Jimi, and Gloomy Monday) were recorded back to back rather than at the beginning 
and end of the session. Ultimate Hendrix notes in the section for the first session (July 17) that, “At the conclusion 
of the session, he told Knight that he had participated as a personal favor, and that while he had no objection to 
the recording, under no circumstances should his name be used in connection with it.” This would be referring to 
Jimi’s comments prior to take 1 of Gloomy Monday, “You can’t use my name for none of this stuff though, right?” 
If Gloomy Monday finishes out the second session, with Ultimate Hendrix only being incorrect about the 
session/date it comes from, then a speculative order of the second session might be from slower to faster songs: 
Ballad Of Jimi; Hush Now; Happy Birthday / Love, Love; Gloomy Monday. EarlyHendrix speculates the bass 
player on the second session may be Ed “Bugs” Gregory, and the drummer may be Ray Lucas, both of whom 
were present at the first session. During Jimi’s PPX deposition he states that he thinks drummer Ray Lucas and 
bassist Ed “Bugs” Gregory were at the second session. EarlyHendrix notes the engineer on both sessions as 
unknown, but Ultimate Hendrix notes the engineer on both sessions as Mickey Lane. 
        When Knight recorded his vocals is uncertain, i.e. during or after the original sessions, though there is a 
photo from one of the sessions which seems to show Knight singing into the mic. EarlyHendrix speculates that the 
vocals for No Business, Ballad Of Jimi, and Happy Birthday were cut live as instrumental versions of these songs 
have faintly heard vocals which “suggests that there is leakage from the vocals on the multitrack that can’t be 
mixed out, which in turn means the vocals may have been recorded live”. The vocals on the other songs 
appearing on the 1967 Get That Feeling LP (Get That Feeling, and Hush Now) may have been recorded 
sometime after the August 8, 1967 second session and prior to the mid-October 1967 release of the Hush 
Now/Flashing single, probably in either August or September 1967. The vocals on Gloomy Monday seem to have 
been cut live during the second session. 
        Chalpin didn’t waste much time in utilizing Jimi’s jam session to cash in on his skyrocketing popularity. The 
single of Hush Now/Flashing was released in mid-October 1967 and reviewed in the October 21, 1967 issue of 
Melody Maker. The Get That Feeling LP was released in mid-December 1967 (just in time to cash in from 
Christmas purchases), as written about in the December 15, 1967 issue of Cash Box and reviewed in the 
December 23, 1967 issue of Billboard. The original 1967 release of the Get That Feeling LP included the following 
songs recorded during the 1967 sessions: Get That Feeling; Hush Now; and No Business. The other songs (and 
variations/derivatives of them) recorded at these sessions appeared in 1968 on subsequent label/country 
releases of the Get That Feeling LP and on the Flashing LP [Capitol (US)] released circa early-August 1968 and 
reviewed in the August 10, 1968 issues of Billboard and Cash Box: Ballad Of Jimi [on 1968 releases of the Get 
That Feeling LP]; Day Tripper; Gloomy Monday; Happy Birthday; and Odd Ball. 
 
278. (2) Ballad Of Jimi (official original lyrics version, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: In Memoriam; optimally amplified; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Univibes number: S362 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:22 (2:24) [2:22] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (wah-wah guitar), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), 
Ray Lucas (drums), “Shears”? or unknown (electric 12-string guitar?), unknown (acoustic rhythm guitar), unknown 
(fuzz bass). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: EarlyHendrix notes the acoustic (rhythm) guitar (heard from 0:50 onwards), the second guitar (which 
sounds like the electric 12-string guitar played by “Shears” during the July 17 session), and the fuzz bass as being 
played by unknown musicians. Knight’s harmony vocals are obviously an overdub, but perhaps other instruments 
are overdubbed as well. Perhaps this track is an example of Jimi playing “sometimes lead and I played 
sometimes melody and twelve string, I think, sometimes". EarlyHendrix speculates that perhaps Knight is playing 
the tambourine on this track. The fuzz bass seems to be mixed low through much of the track except at the 
beginning from 0:10-0:18 where it is higher in the mix and definitely noticeable. The source copy tests as 
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lossy/MP3 in Trader’s Little Helper but it comes from a lossless vinyl LP source and tests as lossless in Exact 
Audio Copy (EAC). 
        Special Notes: See the Special Notes at the beginning of this session date’s section. The song Ballad Of 
Jimi was first recorded by Curtis Knight and The Squires without Hendrix supposedly in 1966 during the RSVP 
sessions (possibly at Studio 76), though with a vastly different arrangement than what is heard here. The original 
lyrics tell the story of Curtis's girlfriend falling in love with Jimi, then Jimi dying in a car accident while driving her 
home from their first date…”5 long years he’s been dead”. EarlyHendrix also notes, “This could very well be the 
song that Jimi mentions in his court deposition as being recorded on the 8th of August 1967, referring to it as "an 
old song" and "so funny and so diabolical".” The song was registered for copyright on August 14, 1967. There are 
two BMI records for this song, one with the title The Ballad Of Jimi (BMI Work# 83713, International Standard 
Musical Works Code ISWC# T-070227479-0), and the other with the title The Ballad Of Jimmy (BMI Work# 
83723, International Standard Musical Works Code ISWC# T-918220600-4). All variations of this original lyrics 
version including (2), (8), My Best Friend (1), My Best Friend (6), and (7) all have “scars” (damaged tape?) at the 
0:13 and 0:24 marks that must be on the master tape; some variations have been able to mask the scars (which 
almost sound like a digital error) but they are still present upon careful listening. Bell notes a copy of this song on 
the following official releases, though which version is contained thereon is uncertain: acetate [mid-1960s, The 
Ballad Of Jimi / I'm A Man – Dimensional Sound acetate]; vinyl single [1970, EMI/Stateside (France) 2C 006-
91963]; La Balada De Jimi [Top Hits (Venezuela)]; Mr. Soul [Imperial (Iran)]. 
        Official Release: vinyl single [1970, London (Australia) HL-9286]; Forever; In Memoriam; Soul [Telefunken] 
        Alternate Sources: The Great Jimi Hendrix In New York [B656 bootleg CDR] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on vinyl single [1970, London (Australia) HL-9286] is slightly incomplete at the 
end; track time = 2:21. The copy on Forever fades out slightly early; track time = 2:21. The copy on In Memoriam 
has vinyl surface noise on the ending fade-out; track time = 2:22. The copy on Soul [Telefunken] is slightly 
incomplete at the end; track time = 2:21. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
279. Ballad Of Jimi (official very wide stereo mix of (2)) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: ATM 103-104: Curtis Knight: The Complete Recordings Vol. 2 – Studio; optimally amplified, 
channels flipped 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:24] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (wah-wah guitar), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), 
Ray Lucas (drums), “Shears”? or unknown (electric 12-string guitar?), unknown (acoustic rhythm guitar), unknown 
(fuzz bass). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 278 Notes. This track is a very wide stereo mix of 
(2). 
        Special Notes: See track 278 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Get That Feeling [Orbe] (labeled Ballad Of Jimmy) 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 103-104: Curtis Knight: The Complete Recordings Vol. 2 – Studio 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 103-104: Curtis Knight: The Complete Recordings Vol. 2 – Studio 
comes from an undocumented source, though possibly from Get That Feeling [Orbe], and is a stereo opposite 
variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa; 
track time = 2:24. The copy on Get That Feeling [Orbe] is labeled Ballad Of Jimmy, contains vinyl surface noise 
throughout, is slightly clipped at the end, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of 
other copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital 
transfer equipment and method; track time = 2:22. 
 
280. Ballad Of Jimi (official wide stereo mix of (2)) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Get That Feeling [London]; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:23] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
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        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (wah-wah guitar), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), 
Ray Lucas (drums), “Shears”? or unknown (electric 12-string guitar?), unknown (acoustic rhythm guitar), unknown 
(fuzz bass). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 278 Notes. This track is a wider stereo mix of (2). 
        Special Notes: See track 278 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Get That Feeling [London]; Strange Things - Get That Feeling (London [Spain]) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Get That Feeling [London]; track time = 2:23. The copy on Strange Things - 
Get That Feeling (London [Spain]) has noticeable vinyl surface noise; track time = 2:23. 
 
281. Ballad Of Jimi (official narrow stereo mix of (2)) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: The Great Jimi Hendrix In New York; optimally amplified; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:23] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (wah-wah guitar), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), 
Ray Lucas (drums), “Shears”? or unknown (electric 12-string guitar?), unknown (acoustic rhythm guitar), unknown 
(fuzz bass). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 278 Notes. This track is a narrower stereo mix of 
(2). The source copy tests as lossy/MP3 in Trader’s Little Helper but it comes from a lossless vinyl LP source and 
tests as lossless in Exact Audio Copy (EAC). 
        Special Notes: See track 278 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: The Great Jimi Hendrix In New York; In Memoriam 
        Alternate Sources: The Great Jimi Hendrix In New York [B656 bootleg CDR] 
 
282. (8) Ballad Of Jimi (official mono mix of (2)) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Get That Feeling [London (mono)]; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Univibes number: S362 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:23 (2:24) [2:22] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (wah-wah guitar), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), 
Ray Lucas (drums), “Shears”? or unknown (electric 12-string guitar?), unknown (acoustic rhythm guitar), unknown 
(fuzz bass). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This is the mono mix of (2). The source copy contains noticeable vinyl surface noise throughout, and 
tests as CDDA in Trader’s Little Helper with probability 76% but it comes from a lossless vinyl LP source and tests 
as lossless in Exact Audio Copy (EAC). 
        Special Notes: See track 278 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Get That Feeling [London (mono); Quality (mono)]; Get That Feeling (aka El Sentir 
Psicodelico) [Groove]; Postumo 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Get That Feeling (aka El Sentir Psicodelico) [Groove] is clipped at the start 
missing 2 or 3 of the opening bass notes, and fades out slightly early; track time = 2:19. The copy on Get That 
Feeling [London (mono)]; track time = 2:22. The copy on Postumo is clipped at the start missing 2 or 3 of the 
opening bass notes; track time = 2:19. 
 
283. My Best Friend [(1) Ballad Of Jimi] (official instrumental alternate mix of (2), stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: The Legends Of Rock; optimally amplified; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Univibes number: S389 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:27 (2:24) [2:28] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (wah-wah guitar), Curtis Knight (faint vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory 
(bass), Ray Lucas (drums), “Shears”? or unknown (electric 12-string guitar?), unknown (acoustic rhythm guitar), 
unknown (fuzz bass). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: All officially released sources for this track list the title as My Best Friend; it is an instrumental 
variation of the song Ballad Of Jimi. This instrumental mix of (2) in stereo has the vocals mixed out, though they 
can still be heard faintly heard in the background, particularly at the 0:28 mark where the phrase “same time” can 
still be discerned (if this were the 1970 lyrics the phrase at this point would be “life’s highway”). EarlyHendrix 
notes that the faintly heard vocals suggest that the vocals for (2) were cut "live" with the band in the same room 
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with leakage remaining on the multitracks that can't be mixed out. The acoustic rhythm guitar comes in nearly at 
the start of the song much higher in the mix, whereas in variations of (2) it isn’t heard until the 0:50 mark and is 
mixed very low; see also (3) and (9) (tracks 290 and 293) which also have the acoustic rhythm guitar coming in 
near the start. The fuzz bass is mixed very low here, and the drums (and possibly other instruments) have been 
treated with reverb. Most of the complete ending can be heard here, as opposed to being slowly faded out slightly 
early in (2) and (8). The source copy tests as “cannot be qualified” in Trader’s Little Helper, but tests as lossless in 
Exact Audio Copy (EAC). 
        Special Notes: See track 278 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Attention! [Mercury]; Guitar Giants Vol. 2; Kassette: My Best Friend; The Legends Of Rock; 
My Best Friend [Astan]; My Best Friend [Time Wind]; Star Box: The Legend Of Jimi Hendrix [Astan]; The Story Of 
Jimi Hendrix [Babylon Budget]; What’d I Say [Mercury] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Attention! [Mercury]; track time = 2:27. The copy on Guitar Giants Vol. 2; 
track time = 2:27. The copy on The Legends Of Rock is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left 
channel of other copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of 
the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 2:28. The copy on My Best Friend [Astan] fades out 
slightly early; track time = 2:26. The copy on My Best Friend [Time Wind] has 3 seconds of silence at the end, has 
a high-pitched vinyl noise throughout the track, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left 
channel of other copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of 
the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 2:28. The copy on Star Box: The Legend Of Jimi Hendrix 
[Astan] fades out slightly early; track time = 2:26. The copy on The Story Of Jimi Hendrix [Babylon Budget]; track 
time = 2:26. The copy on What’d I Say [Mercury]; track time = 2:28. 
 
284. My Best Friend [(1) Ballad Of Jimi] (official wide stereo mix) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: ATM 103-104: Curtis Knight: The Complete Recordings Vol. 2 – Studio 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:30] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (wah-wah guitar), Curtis Knight (faint vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory 
(bass), Ray Lucas (drums), “Shears”? or unknown (electric 12-string guitar?), unknown (acoustic rhythm guitar), 
unknown (fuzz bass). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 283 Notes. This is a wider stereo variation of (1). 
The source copy of this track was digitally transferred with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the low end 
at the 1:52.9 mark in the left channel (amplitude clipping). 
        Special Notes: See track 278 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Jimi Hendrix Instrumental [Music For Pleasure]; Jimi Hendrix Vol. 8 [Circolo Del Cassette] 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 103-104: Curtis Knight: The Complete Recordings Vol. 2 – Studio; James Marshall 
Hendrix With Curtis Knight 1967 Vol.2 (2009, Lachacore) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 103-104: Curtis Knight: The Complete Recordings Vol. 2 – Studio is 
noted by Bell as being a copy of My Best Friend [(6) Ballad Of Jimi], but it appears to actually be a copy of this 
wider stereo mix of (1), presumably sourced from a more complete digital transfer of the copy on Jimi Hendrix 
Instrumental; track time = 2:30. The copy on James Marshall Hendrix With Curtis Knight 1967 Vol.2 (2009, 
Lachacore) is sub-labeled “instrumental”, and has noticeable vinyl surface noise; track time = 2:29. The copy on 
Jimi Hendrix Instrumental [Music For Pleasure] fades out very slightly early, and was digitally transferred with the 
levels very slightly too high cutting off the low end at the 1:52.9 mark in the left channel (amplitude clipping). The 
copy on Jimi Hendrix Vol. 8 [Circolo Del Cassette] was originally thought to be a mono mix mastered slightly fast, 
but a new transfer of the tape using Dolby B revealed it to be this wider stereo mix though in extremely poor 
quality, and there are 2 seconds of silence at the start; original transfer track time = 2:19, and new transfer track 
time = 2:30. 
  
285. My Best Friend [(1) Ballad Of Jimi] (official alternate mix, guitars left, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Hornets Nest [Nardem]; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:29] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (wah-wah guitar), Curtis Knight (faint vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory 
(bass), Ray Lucas (drums), “Shears”? or unknown (electric 12-string guitar?), unknown (acoustic rhythm guitar), 
unknown (fuzz bass). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
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        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 283 Notes. This stereo alternate mix of (1) has 
the wah-wah guitar and electric 12-string guitar mixed left-of-center rather than centrally. 
        Special Notes: See track 278 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Hornets Nest [Nardem] 
 
286. My Best Friend [(1) Ballad Of Jimi] (official alternate mix, wah-wah guitar low, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Love Love [Music For Pleasure]; optimally amplified; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:31] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (wah-wah guitar), Curtis Knight (faint vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory 
(bass), Ray Lucas (drums), “Shears”? or unknown (electric 12-string guitar?), unknown (acoustic rhythm guitar), 
unknown (fuzz bass). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 283 Notes. This stereo alternate mix of (1) has 
the wah-wah guitar lower in the mix, and the electric 12-string guitar higher in the mix. 
        Special Notes: See track 278 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Love Love [Music For Pleasure] 
 
287. My Best Friend [(6) Ballad Of Jimi] (official alternate mix, guitars high, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: The Complete PPX Studio Recordings 
        Univibes number: S389 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:27 (2:29) [2:29] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (wah-wah guitar), Curtis Knight (faint vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory 
(bass), Ray Lucas (drums), “Shears”? or unknown (electric 12-string guitar?), unknown (acoustic rhythm guitar), 
unknown (fuzz bass). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This alternate mix of (1) has the acoustic rhythm guitar, electric 12-string guitar, and tambourine 
higher in the mix. The beginning is slightly clipped on the opening bass notes. 
        Special Notes: See track 278 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: The Authentic PPX Studio Recordings Vol. 3: Ballad Of Jimi; The Complete PPX Studio 
Recordings 
        Comparison Notes: Bell notes a copy of this track on ATM 103-104: Curtis Knight: The Complete Recordings 
Vol. 2 – Studio but it appears to actually be a copy of the wider stereo mix of My Best Friend [(1) Ballad Of Jimi]. 
The copy on The Complete PPX Studio Recordings is slightly clipped at the start, and was mastered with the 
levels slightly too high cutting off the low end in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:29. 
 
288. (7) Ballad Of Jimi (official 1970 lyrics version, enhanced stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: The Complete PPX Studio Recordings 
        Univibes number: S1446 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:25 (2:28) [2:27] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (wah-wah guitar), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), 
Ray Lucas (drums), “Shears”? or unknown (electric 12-string guitar?), unknown (acoustic rhythm guitar), unknown 
(fuzz bass). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track uses (2) with the vocals mixed out (rather, buried in the mix) as the backing track for an 
overdubbed 1970 vocal take with different lyrics. In this version of the song Curtis reminisces about his friendship 
with Jimi, the impact of Jimi’s career, and foreseeing his own death, “”5 years”, this he said. He's not gone, he's 
just dead". The acoustic rhythm guitar comes in at the 0:22 mark in this mix as opposed to the 0:50 mark as in 
variations of (2). This electronically enhanced stereo version has heavy echo applied to the mix. 
        Special Notes: 45cat notes the release date of the single version (4) as October 16, 1970, which if true would 
mean Knight overdubbed the new vocals/lyrics very shortly after Jimi’s death on September 18, 1970. There are 
two BMI records for this song, one with the title The Ballad Of Jimi (BMI Work# 83713, International Standard 
Musical Works Code ISWC# T-070227479-0), and the other with the title The Ballad Of Jimmy (BMI Work# 
83723, International Standard Musical Works Code ISWC# T-918220600-4). Bell notes a copy of this song on the 
following official releases, though which version is contained thereon is uncertain: acetate [mid-1960s, The Ballad 

http://www.45cat.com/record/hl10321
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Of Jimi / I'm A Man – Dimensional Sound acetate]; vinyl single [1970, EMI/Stateside (France) 2C 006-91963]; La 
Balada De Jimi [Top Hits (Venezuela)]; Mr. Soul [Imperial (Iran)]. 
        Official Release: The Authentic PPX Studio Recordings Vol. 3: Ballad Of Jimi; Best Of The Authentic PPX 
Studio Recordings; The Complete PPX Studio Recordings; Summer Of Love Sessions 
        Alternate Sources: James Marshall Hendrix With Curtis Knight 1967 Vol.1 (2009, Lachacore) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Best Of The Authentic PPX Studio Recordings was mastered with the 
levels too high cutting off the low end in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:27. The 
copy on The Complete PPX Studio Recordings was mastered with the levels slightly too high cutting off the low 
end in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:27. The copy on James Marshall Hendrix 
With Curtis Knight 1967 Vol.1 (2009, Lachacore) was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and 
low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:25. The copy on Summer Of Love 
Sessions was mastered with the levels slightly too high cutting off the low end in places throughout the track 
(amplitude clipping); track time = 2:28. 
 
289. (4) Ballad Of Jimi (official mono mix of (7)) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Pre-Experience And Related Tracks Part 4 [Bell, tape]; track courtesy of Doug Bell 
        Univibes number: S401 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:27 (2:24) [2:31] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (wah-wah guitar), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), 
Ray Lucas (drums), “Shears”? or unknown (electric 12-string guitar?), unknown (acoustic rhythm guitar), unknown 
(fuzz bass). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is the mono mix of (7) which runs very slightly longer (@2 seconds) at the end. 
        Special Notes: See track 288 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: vinyl single [1970, London HLZ-10321; London HL-7126; London/Jugoton (Yugoslavia) SL-
8410; London (Japan) TOP-1570] 
        Alternate Sources: Pre-Experience And Related Tracks Part 4 [Bell, tape] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on vinyl single [1970, London HLZ-10321] is slightly clipped/incomplete on the 
ending fade-out; track time = 2:27. The copy on vinyl single [1970, London/Jugoton (Yugoslavia) SL-8410] is 
slightly clipped/incomplete on the ending fade-out; track time = 2:27. The copy on Pre-Experience And Related 
Tracks Part 4 [Bell, tape] is presumably at least a first generation copy from a vinyl source, but it is more complete 
on the ending fade-out than the copy on the vinyl singles tested; track time = 2:31. 
 
290. (3) Ballad Of Jimi (official alternate mix of (7), stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Prologue [Vavan Media]; ending silence removed; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Univibes number: S401 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:21 (2:24) [2:22] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (wah-wah guitar), Curtis Knight (vocals, faint tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory 
(bass), Ray Lucas (faint drums), “Shears”? or unknown (electric 12-string guitar?), unknown (acoustic rhythm 
guitar), unknown (fuzz bass). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This alternate mix of (7) has the acoustic rhythm guitar coming in near the beginning much higher in 
the mix (like what is heard in variations of My Best Friend; see tracks 283-287) rather than at the 0:22 mark and 
lower in the mix as heard in (7). The drums and tambourine have been mixed very low (nearly mixed out), the 
wah-wah guitar is treated with heavy delay, and the electric 12-string guitar is higher in the mix. 
        Special Notes: See track 288 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: 20 Golden Pieces of Jimi Hendrix; The Ballad Of Jimi [Nardem]; Guitar Experience; Guitar 
Giants Vol. 2; Jimi Hendrix & Curtis Knight [Swe Disc]; Looking Back With Jimi Hendrix; Memorial 1942-1970; 
Prologue [Vavan Media]; Still With Us; The Story Of Jimi Hendrix [Babylon Budget] 
        Alternate Sources: James Marshall Hendrix With Curtis Knight 1967 Vol.1 (2009, Lachacore) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on 20 Golden Pieces of Jimi Hendrix; track time = 2:21. The copy on The 
Ballad Of Jimi [Nardem]; track time = 2:21. Bell notes a copy of this track on Feed-Back [WHEI] but it is an entirely 
different alternate mix of (5); see track 292. The copy on Guitar Experience has a considerable amount of vinyl 
surface noise; track time = 2:20. The copy on Guitar Giants Vol. 2 has slightly less vinyl surface noise than other 
copies tested; track time = 2:21. The copy on James Marshall Hendrix With Curtis Knight 1967 Vol.1 (2009, 
Lachacore) is sub-labeled “basic version 2”, and contains a considerable amount of vinyl surface noise; track time 
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= 2:23. The copy on Jimi Hendrix & Curtis Knight [Swe Disc] fades out slightly early; track time = 2:19. The copy 
on Looking Back With Jimi Hendrix was digitally transferred with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the low 
end at the 1:01.6 mark (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:21. The copy on Memorial 1942-1970 contains 
noticeable vinyl surface noise; track time = 2:20. The copy on Prologue [Vavan Media] has 4 seconds of silence at 
the end; track time = 2:25. The copy on Still With Us is slightly clipped at the end; track time = 2:19. The copy on 
The Story Of Jimi Hendrix [Babylon Budget]; track time = 2:19. 
 
291. (5) Ballad Of Jimi (official 1970 lyrics version alternate vocal take, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Pre-Experience And Related Tracks Part 4 [Bell, tape]; optimally amplified; track courtesy of Doug 
Bell 
        Univibes number: S398 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:30 (2:32) [2:32] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (wah-wah guitar), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), 
Ray Lucas (drums), “Shears”? or unknown (electric 12-string guitar?), unknown (acoustic rhythm guitar), unknown 
(fuzz bass). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: Like (7) this track uses (2) with the original vocals mixed out (rather, buried in the mix) as the backing 
track for an overdubbed 1970 vocal take with different lyrics, though this uses an alternate vocal take. The track 
begins with 4 seconds of wah-wah guitar, probably the original intro from the 1967 session, prior to the bass intro. 
The acoustic rhythm guitar comes in at the 0:28 mark. This mix doesn’t seem to have many added effects other 
than light echo on the vocals. The harmony vocals from (7) are mixed in the background beginning at the 0:44 
mark, and the difference between them and the alternate vocal take overdub can be easily detected beginning at 
the 1:44 mark where Curtis’s alternate vocal take is spoken rather than sung from 1:44-2:01. In this mix the wah-
wah guitar, acoustic rhythm guitar, drums, and tambourine are mixed to the right rather than centrally has heard in 
(2) and (7). 
        Special Notes: See track 288 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: vinyl single [1970, Decca (Germany) DL-25430; Decca (Belgium) 105/26.261-Y] 
        Alternate Sources: Pre-Experience And Related Tracks Part 4 [Bell, tape] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on vinyl single [1970, Decca (Germany) DL-25430] is slightly incomplete on 
the ending fade-out, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other copies is heard 
in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and 
method; track time = 2:29. The copy on Pre-Experience And Related Tracks Part 4 [Bell, tape] is presumably at 
least a first generation copy from a vinyl source; track time = 2:32. 
 
292. Ballad Of Jimi (official alternate mix of (5), 12-string mixed low, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Feed-Back [WHEI]; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:27] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (wah-wah guitar), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), 
Ray Lucas (drums), unknown (acoustic rhythm guitar), unknown (fuzz bass). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: 
Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 291 Notes. This alternate mix of (5) has punched 
up all the instruments and vocals except the electric 12-string guitar has either been mixed out or very low (buried 
in the mix). There is heavy echo applied to the track, and the wah-wah guitar, acoustic rhythm guitar, drums, and 
tambourine are mixed centrally as opposed to being mixed to the right as in (5). The 4 seconds of wah-wah guitar 
heard at the start of (5) has been edited out here. The source copy was mastered with the levels slightly too high 
cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping), and tests as lossy/MP3 in 
Trader’s Little Helper but tests as probably lossless (inconclusive) in Exact Audio Copy (EAC). 
        Special Notes: See track 288 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Feed-Back [WHEI] 
 
293. (9) Ballad Of Jimi (official alternate mix of (5), longer acoustic guitar, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: In The Beginning [Karussell/Polydor]; channels flipped; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:26 (n/a) [2:28] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
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        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (wah-wah guitar), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), 
Ray Lucas (drums), “Shears”? or unknown (electric 12-string guitar?), unknown (acoustic rhythm guitar), unknown 
(fuzz bass). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This alternate mix of (5) has the acoustic rhythm guitar coming in near the beginning (like what is 
heard in variations of My Best Friend; see tracks 283-287) rather than at the 0:28 mark as heard in (5). The wah-
wah guitar, acoustic rhythm guitar, drums, and tambourine are mixed centrally as opposed to being mixed to the 
right as in (5). From 1:44-2:01 where Curtis speaks rather than sings the lyrics the vocals are mixed to the left 
while the harmony vocals are mixed centrally. The 4 seconds of wah-wah guitar heard at the start of (5) has been 
edited out here. The end is slightly longer on the fade-out than what is heard in (5), and is also the most complete 
ending of any variation of this song. The source copy tests as CDDA in Trader’s Little Helper with probability 43% 
but it comes from a lossless vinyl LP source and tests as lossless in Exact Audio Copy (EAC). 
        Special Notes: See track 288 Special Notes. Some of the Official Release sources listed for (9) that were not 
available for testing may be the wider stereo mix; see the following track. 
        Official Release: vinyl single [1970, Pink Elephant (Holland) PE-22.522-H]; Attention! [Mercury]; The Ballad 
Of Jimi [EMI/Stateside, Jugoton/Yugoton]; The Eternal Fire Of Jimi Hendrix [Mercury]; Flashing [FCA-112]; 
Golden Book: Flashing; In The Beginning [Karussell/Polydor]; Jimi Hendrix Con Curtis Knight; L'Extraordinaire 
Jimi Hendrix 
        Alternate Sources: Pre-Experience Singles [Bell, tape] (2 copies) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on vinyl single [1970, Pink Elephant (Holland) PE-22.522-H] is slightly clipped 
at the start and end, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other copies is heard 
in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and 
method; track time = 2:27. The copy on vinyl EP [1972, Polydor (Mexico) 2204]; track time = 2:23. The copy on 
Attention! [Mercury] fades out early; track time = 2:26. The copy on The Ballad Of Jimi [EMI/Stateside, 
Jugoton/Yugoton]; track time = 2:28. The copy on The Eternal Fire Of Jimi Hendrix [Mercury] is slightly incomplete 
at the end; track time = 2:26. The copy on Golden Book: Flashing is very slightly clipped on the ending fade-out, 
has slightly less vinyl surface noise than other copies tested, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in 
the left channel of other copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the 
result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 2:28. The copy on In The Beginning 
[Karussell/Polydor] is labeled La Balada De Jimi, was digitally transferred with the levels very slightly too high 
cutting off the low end at the 1:20.2 mark of the right channel (amplitude clipping) but is very slightly longer on the 
ending fade-out than other copies tested, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of 
other copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital 
transfer equipment and method; track time = 2:28. The copy on L'Extraordinaire Jimi Hendrix has a noticeable 
amount of vinyl surface noise; track time = 2:27. 
 
294. Ballad Of Jimi (official wide stereo mix of (9)) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: vinyl EP [1972, Polydor (Mexico) 2204]; optimally amplified, channels flipped; track courtesy of Emil 
Vukov 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:23] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (wah-wah guitar), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), 
Ray Lucas (drums), “Shears”? or unknown (electric 12-string guitar?), unknown (acoustic rhythm guitar), unknown 
(fuzz bass). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 293 Notes. This track is a wider stereo mix of (9) 
which is slightly incomplete at the end. The source copy is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left 
channel of other copies of (9) is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the 
result of the digital transfer equipment and method. 
        Special Notes: See track 288 Special Notes. Some of the Official Release sources listed for (9) that were not 
available for testing may be this wider stereo mix. 
        Official Release: vinyl EP [1972, Polydor (Mexico) 2204] 
 
295. Wah Wah [(1) Hush Now] (official take 1 instrumental, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: The Complete PPX Studio Recordings 
        Univibes number: S454 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 1:21 (1:21) [1:20] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
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        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (wah-wah guitar), Curtis Knight? (tambourine), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray 
Lucas (drums), “Shears”? or unknown (second guitar). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: All officially released sources for this track list the title as Wah Wah; it is a variation of the song Hush 
Now. This track is take 1 from the session. There is a tambourine being played on this track (by Curtis Knight?) 
which is not documented in the reference sources. Jimpress notes that this track stops suddenly “probably due to 
a mistake by the rhythm guitarist (and not Jimi, as has been suggested)”, however at the very end of complete 
copies (see next track) Jimi can be heard plucking three notes on his guitar for tuning, which would more likely 
indicate the track was stopped by or because of him and not the rhythm guitarist. 
        Special Notes: See the Special Notes at the beginning of this session date’s section. This song (Hush Now) 
was registered for copyright on August 9, 1967 with Curtis Knight credited for the words and music. EarlyHendrix 
suggests that this “song” is basically a jam around the riff of The Stars That Play With Laughing Sam's Dice (see 
tracks 190, and 269-277). Jimpress notes the personnel as Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Curtis Knight (guitar), Ray Lucas 
(drums), and Marvin Held (bass) – EarlyHendrix notes the bass player as possibly Ed “Bugs” Gregory, and 
Ultimate Hendrix notes the bass player as definitely Ed “Bugs” Gregory. In Bell’s listing for (4) [Torture Me Honey], 
the entry for the alternate mono mix found on The Wild One [Mercury], he indicates the second guitar is 
overdubbed; whether or not the second guitar is an overdub or cut live during the session doesn’t seem clear to 
me. Bell notes three versions of this song on the official release From The Beginning Vol. 3 [Astor], though only 
two of the three versions are precisely identified. 
        Official Release: The Authentic PPX Studio Recordings Vol. 3: Ballad Of Jimi; Best Of The Authentic PPX 
Studio Recordings; The Complete PPX Studio Recordings; The Eternal Fire Of Jimi Hendrix [Mercury]; Feed-
Back [WHEI] 
        Alternate Sources: James Marshall Hendrix With Curtis Knight 1967 Vol.1 (2009, Lachacore) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Best Of The Authentic PPX Studio Recordings was mastered with the 
levels too high cutting off the low end in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 1:21. The 
copy on The Complete PPX Studio Recordings was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low 
ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 1:20. The copy on The Eternal Fire Of Jimi 
Hendrix [Mercury]; track time = 1:22. The copy on Feed-Back [WHEI] was mastered with the levels too high 
cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping), and tests as lossy/MP3; track 
time = 1:21. The copy on James Marshall Hendrix With Curtis Knight 1967 Vol.1 (2009, Lachacore) was mastered 
with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track 
time = 1:18. 
 
296. Wah Wah [(1) Hush Now] (official wide stereo mix) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Jimi Hendrix Instrumental [Music For Pleasure]; track courtesy of Steve Elphick 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [1:21] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (wah-wah guitar), Curtis Knight? (tambourine), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray 
Lucas (drums), “Shears”? or unknown (second guitar). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 295 Notes. This is a wider stereo mix of Wah 
Wah [(1) Hush Now] that includes the complete ending with a fragment of Jimi’s guitar tuning which is not heard 
on the standard stereo mix. As the song fumbles to a halt one can hear the reverb that has been added to the 
drums. 
        Special Notes: See track 295 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Jimi Hendrix Instrumental [Music For Pleasure]; Jimi Hendrix Vol. 8 [Circolo Del Cassette] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Jimi Hendrix Instrumental [Music For Pleasure]; track time = 1:21. The copy 
on Jimi Hendrix Vol. 8 [Circolo Del Cassette] was originally thought to be a mono mix mastered slightly fast but a 
new transfer of the tape with Dolby B (incorrectly labeled Mercy Lady Day) revealed that it is this wider stereo mix 
though in very poor quality, there are 2 seconds of silence at the start, 6 seconds of silence at the end, just after 
Jimi’s tuning there is a faintly heard sound (like a bird squawking) that could be a place marker on the master 
tape, and the track is combined with and succeeded by take 2, a stereo alternate mix with higher second guitar 
variation of Torture Me Honey [(4) Hush Now] – see track 308; original transfer track time = 1:20, and new 
transfer track time = 1:30. 
 
297. Level [(2) Hush Now] (official extended edit of (1), stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: The Great Jimi Hendrix In New York; optimally amplified; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Univibes number: S378 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:51 (3:05) [2:56] 

http://www.earlyhendrix.com/knight1-menu-1967studio
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        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (wah-wah guitar), Curtis Knight? (tambourine), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray 
Lucas (drums), “Shears”? or unknown (second guitar). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: All officially released sources for this track list the title as Level; it is a variation of the song Hush Now. 
This track is an extended edit of take 1 (1). It begins with a drum strike, followed by an indecipherable comment 
from the control booth by either Chalpin or engineer Mickey Lane, followed by Jimi playing a single note on his 
guitar. This 5-second segment at the beginning is not heard in other variations of (1) or (2) [Wah Wah]. The take 
begins at the 0:05 mark, then there is an edit at the 1:12 mark which repeats the segment from 0:31-1:11. After 
the repeated section ends at the 1:53 mark, there is another edit which repeats the segment from 0:17-1:11 
again. At 2:48 the track resumes from the original first edit point, which corresponds to the 1:07 mark in (1). The 
track fades out @4 seconds earlier than (1). There is a tambourine being played on this track (by Curtis Knight?) 
which is not documented in the reference sources. 
        Special Notes: See track 295 Special Notes. Some of the Official Release sources listed for (2) that were not 
available for testing may be either of the three variations of this track; see tracks 299-301. 
        Official Release: 1967 Material [Pink Elephant]; Attention! [Mercury]; The Ballad Of Jimi [EMI/Stateside, 
Jugoton/Yugoton]; The Eternal Fire Of Jimi Hendrix [Hallmark, Importa Som/Som Livre, Interdisc]; Flashing [FCA-
112]; Flashing [Nardem]; From The Beginning Vol. 3 [Astor]; The Great Jimi Hendrix In New York; Guitar Giants 
Vol. 3; Hush Now [Time Wind]; Jimi Hendrix With Curtis Knight [Music For Pleasure]; Love Love [Music For 
Pleasure]; The Story Of Jimi Hendrix [Babylon Budget] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on 1967 Material [Pink Elephant]; track time = 2:56. The copy on Attention! 
[Mercury] is missing the opening studio noises, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left 
channel of other copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of 
the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 2:50. The copy on The Ballad Of Jimi [Stateside/Yugoton] 
is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other copies is heard in the right channel here 
and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 
2:56. The copy on The Eternal Fire Of Jimi Hendrix [Hallmark] is missing the opening studio noises, fades out 
slightly early, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other copies is heard in the 
right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and 
method; track time = 2:49. The copy on The Eternal Fire Of Jimi Hendrix [Interdisc] is missing the opening studio 
noises; track time = 2:50. The copy on Flashing [Nardem] is missing the opening studio noises, fades out slightly 
early, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other copies is heard in the right 
channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; 
track time = 2:50. The copy on The Great Jimi Hendrix In New York; track time = 2:56. The copy on Guitar Giants 
Vol. 3 is missing the opening studio noises; track time = 2:52. The copy on Hush Now [Astan/Time Wind] is 
missing the opening studio noises; track time = 2:47. The copy on Jimi Hendrix With Curtis Knight [Music For 
Pleasure MFP 2M 046-95297] is missing the opening studio noises, and fades out slightly early; track time = 2:50. 
The copy on Jimi Hendrix With Curtis Knight [Music For Pleasure EMI-MFP 95297, cassette tape] is missing the 
opening studio noises, is mastered slightly fast, is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel 
of other copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital 
transfer equipment and method, and generally has terrible sound quality; track time = 2:45. The copy on Love 
Love [Music For Pleasure] is missing the opening studio noises; track time = 2:50. The copy on The Story Of Jimi 
Hendrix [Babylon Budget] is missing the opening studio noises; track time = 2:50. 
 
298. Level [(9) Hush Now] (official variation of (2), stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: The Complete PPX Studio Recordings; channels flipped 
        Univibes number: S378 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:49 (6:36) [2:51] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (wah-wah guitar), Curtis Knight? (tambourine), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray 
Lucas (drums), “Shears”? or unknown (second guitar). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: Jimpress notes this track as an alternate mix of (2) with the bass and drums mixed centrally as 
opposed to being panned to each channel, and missing the opening studio noises. Bell notes it as a slightly 
different mix of (2), which is a more accurate description. All source copies tested sound as though they’ve had 
too much noise reduction applied during the mastering as there is a tinny sound throughout the track, and all are 
stereo opposite variations i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of (2) is heard in the right channel here and vice 
versa. The mix is also in slightly wider stereo than (2), though not as wide as the wider stereo mix of (2), and all 
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copies have been optimally amplified in the mastering. These things seem to be the main differences from (2) 
rather than the bass and drums mixed/panned differently. Jimpress Part III incorrectly notes this track as using 
take 2 from the session; Jimpress Part I gives the track time as 6:36, which would correspond with the timing for 
take 2, however all source copies of this track have a track time @2:51 and use take 1. 
        Special Notes: See track 295 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: The Authentic PPX Studio Recordings Vol. 5 & 6; The Complete PPX Studio Recordings; 
Summer Of Love Sessions 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on The Authentic PPX Studio Recordings Vol. 5 & 6 is a stereo opposite 
variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of (2) is heard in the right channel here and vice versa; track time = 
2:51. The copy on The Complete PPX Studio Recordings is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left 
channel of (2) is heard in the right channel here and vice versa; track time = 2:51. The copy on Summer Of Love 
Sessions has 3 seconds of silence at the end, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left 
channel of (2) is heard in the right channel here and vice versa; track time = 2:53. 
 
299. Level [(2) Hush Now] (official wide stereo mix) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: The Eternal Fire Of Jimi Hendrix [Mercury]; channels flipped; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:50] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (wah-wah guitar), Curtis Knight? (tambourine), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray 
Lucas (drums), “Shears”? or unknown (second guitar). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 297 Notes. This track is a wider stereo mix of (2), 
and is missing the opening studio noises. 
        Special Notes: See track 295 Special Notes. Some of the Official Release sources listed for (2) that were not 
available for testing may be this wider stereo mix. 
        Official Release: The Eternal Fire Of Jimi Hendrix [Mercury]; Golden Book: Flashing (2019 transfer) 
        Alternate Sources: James Marshall Hendrix With Curtis Knight 1967 Vol.1 (2009, Lachacore) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on The Eternal Fire Of Jimi Hendrix [Mercury] is a stereo opposite variation i.e. 
what’s heard in the left channel of other copies of (2) is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that 
may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 2:50. The copy on Golden 
Book: Flashing (2019 transfer) has noticeable vinyl surface noise; track time = 2:51. The copy on James Marshall 
Hendrix With Curtis Knight 1967 Vol.1 (2009, Lachacore) is sub-labeled “short version”, has a considerable 
amount of vinyl surface noise, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other 
copies of (2) is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital 
transfer equipment and method; track time = 2:53. 
 
300. Level [(2) Hush Now] (official very narrow stereo mix) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Guitar Experience; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:51] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (wah-wah guitar), Curtis Knight? (tambourine), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray 
Lucas (drums), “Shears”? or unknown (second guitar). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 297 Notes. This track is a very narrow stereo mix 
of (2), nearly mono, and is missing the opening studio noises. The source copy tests as lossy/MP3 in Trader’s 
Little Helper but it comes from a lossless vinyl LP source and tests as lossless in Exact Audio Copy (EAC). 
        Special Notes: See track 295 Special Notes. Some of the Official Release sources listed for (2) that were not 
available for testing may be this very narrow stereo mix. 
        Official Release: Guitar Experience 
 
301. Level [(2) Hush Now] (official alternate mix, wide stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Early Instrumentals [Capitol Special Markets, cassette tape] (new transfer); channels flipped and 
speed-corrected –3%; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:46] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (wah-wah guitar), Curtis Knight? (tambourine), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray 
Lucas (drums), “Shears”? or unknown (second guitar). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
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        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 297 Notes. The copy of (2) on Early 
Instrumentals [Capitol Special Markets, cassette tape] has more echo applied to the mix, and has a wider stereo 
separation. It is missing the opening studio noises, is mastered slightly fast, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. 
what’s heard in the left channel of other copies of (2) is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that 
may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 2:46. 
        Special Notes: See track 295 Special Notes. Some of the Official Release sources listed for (2) that were not 
available for testing may be this wider stereo alternate mix. 
        Official Release: Early Instrumentals [Capitol Special Markets, cassette tape] 
 
302. (5) Hush Now (official take 2 instrumental, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: ATM 103-104: Curtis Knight: The Complete Recordings Vol. 2 – Studio; channels flipped 
        Univibes number: S390 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 6:49 (6:56) [6:48] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (wah-wah guitar), Curtis Knight? (tambourine), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray 
Lucas (drums), “Shears”? or unknown (second guitar). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This instrumental track is the nearly complete take 2 from the session, fading out slightly before the 
complete ending as heard in the vocal overdub version (7); see tracks 315-318. In Bell’s listing for (4) [Torture Me 
Honey], the entry for the alternate mono mix found on The Wild One [Mercury], he indicates the second guitar is 
overdubbed; whether or not the second guitar is an overdub or cut live during the session doesn’t seem clear to 
me. There is a tambourine being played on this track (by Curtis Knight?) which is not documented in the reference 
sources. 
        Special Notes: See track 295 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Looking Back With Jimi Hendrix 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 103-104: Curtis Knight: The Complete Recordings Vol. 2 – Studio 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 103-104: Curtis Knight: The Complete Recordings Vol. 2 – Studio is a 
stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other copies of (5) is heard in the right channel 
here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time 
= 6:48. The copy on Looking Back With Jimi Hendrix has vinyl surface noise, and is a stereo opposite variation 
i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other copies of (5) is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though 
that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 6:41. 
 
303. Hush Now (official narrow stereo mix of (5)) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Hornets Nest [Nardem]; optimally amplified, channels flipped; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [6:51] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (wah-wah guitar), Curtis Knight? (tambourine), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray 
Lucas (drums), “Shears”? or unknown (second guitar). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 302 Notes. This is a narrower stereo mix of (5). 
The source copy tests as lossy/MP3 in Trader’s Little Helper but it comes from a lossless vinyl LP source and 
tests as lossless in Exact Audio Copy (EAC). 
        Special Notes: See track 295 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Guitar Experience; Guitar Giants Vol. 2; Hornets Nest [Nardem]; Hush Now [Time Wind]; 
The Story Of Jimi Hendrix [Babylon Budget] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Guitar Experience has a considerable amount of vinyl surface noise, and is 
a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other copies of (5) is heard in the right channel 
here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time 
= 6:48. The copy on Guitar Giants Vol. 2 is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other 
copies of (5) is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital 
transfer equipment and method; track time = 6:48. The copy on Hornets Nest [Nardem]; track time = 6:51. The 
copy on Hush Now [Time Wind] is mastered slightly faster than other source copies tested, and is a stereo 
opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other copies of (5) is heard in the right channel here and 
vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time= 6:39. 
The copy on The Story Of Jimi Hendrix [Babylon Budget] is slightly clipped at the end; track time = 6:47. 
 
304. Hush Now (official long edit of (5), stereo) – Curtis Knight 
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        Source: The Complete PPX Studio Recordings; channels flipped 
        Univibes number: S390 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 5:10 (n/a) [5:13] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (wah-wah guitar), Curtis Knight? (tambourine), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray 
Lucas (drums), “Shears”? or unknown (second guitar). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: See track 302 Notes. This track is listed in Jimpress and Bell under (5) Hush Now as incomplete, 
though because of the number of official releases containing it I have decided to create a separate entry for it in 
this compilation. This edit of (5) fades out 1:35 early. All copies tested were a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s 
heard in the left channel of (1), (2), and (9) Hush Now [Level] is heard in the right channel here and vice versa. 
        Special Notes: See track 295 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: The Authentic PPX Studio Recordings Vol. 1: Get That Feeling; Best Of The Authentic PPX 
Studio Recordings; The Complete PPX Studio Recordings; Early Classics; Get That Feeling (1986, The Special 
Music Co., cassette); Get That Feeling & Flashing: The Authentic PPX Studio Recordings Vol. 1&2 [remastered] 
[1996, Grammy (Russia)]; The Great Jimi Hendrix [Goldies (Portugal, Spain)]; Hendrix In The Beginning 
[Movieplay]; Hendrix In The Beginning [ShowBizz]; Historic Hendrix; The Psychedelic Voodoo Child; Summer Of 
Love Sessions 
        Alternate Sources: James Marshall Hendrix With Curtis Knight 1967 Vol.1 (2009, Lachacore) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Best Of The Authentic PPX Studio Recordings was mastered with the 
levels very slightly too high cutting off the low end at the 4:53.1 mark of the right channel (amplitude clipping); 
track time = 5:13. The copy on The Complete PPX Studio Recordings; track time = 5:13. The copy on Early 
Classics has more tape hiss than other source copies; track time = 5:13. The copy on Get That Feeling (1986, 
The Special Music Co., cassette) has 3 seconds of silence at the start, has a noticeable amount of tape hiss, and 
was digitally transferred with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the low end at the 0:15.3 mark of the right 
channel and the 0:25.9 mark of the left channel (amplitude clipping); track time = 5:12. The copy on Get That 
Feeling & Flashing: The Authentic PPX Studio Recordings Vol. 1&2 [remastered] [1996, Grammy (Russia)]; track 
time = 5:10. The copy on The Great Jimi Hendrix [Goldies (Portugal, Spain)]; track time = 5:11. The copy on 
Hendrix In The Beginning [Movieplay] fades out very slightly early; track time = 5:08. The copy on Hendrix In The 
Beginning [ShowBizz] fades out very slightly early, and was mastered with the levels slightly too high cutting off 
the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 5:10. The copy on Historic 
Hendrix [CD] has more tape hiss than other source copies; track time = 5:13. The copy on Historic Hendrix [vinyl] 
is very slightly incomplete at the end; track time = 5:08. The copy on James Marshall Hendrix With Curtis Knight 
1967 Vol.1 (2009, Lachacore) was mastered with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the high and low ends 
in several places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 5:08. The copy on The Psychedelic 
Voodoo Child; track time = 5:13. The copy on Summer Of Love Sessions; track time = 5:12. 
 
305. Hush Now (official alternate mix short edit of (5), narrow stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: 20 Golden Pieces of Jimi Hendrix; optimally amplified; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:19 (n/a) [3:26] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (wah-wah guitar), Curtis Knight? (tambourine), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray 
Lucas (drums), “Shears”? or unknown (second guitar). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress. See track 302 Notes. This alternate mix of (5) has added fake 
crowd noise at the beginning and ending to give the impression that it is a live version, and it is incomplete 
missing @3:30 of the complete track. It begins with fake audience applause as the music cross-fades in at the 
0:22 mark as heard in (5). The music cross-fades out at the 3:39 mark as heard in (5) into more fake audience 
applause at the end. The stereo mix is also narrower than (5). The source copy tests as lossy/MP3 in Trader’s 
Little Helper but it comes from a lossless vinyl LP source and tests as lossless in Exact Audio Copy (EAC). 
        Special Notes: See track 295 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: 20 Golden Pieces of Jimi Hendrix 
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306. Torture Me Honey [(4) Hush Now] (official alternate mix of (5), stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: L'Extraordinaire Jimi Hendrix; channels flipped; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Univibes number: S390 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 6:38 (6:48) [6:39] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (wah-wah guitar), Curtis Knight? (tambourine), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray 
Lucas (drums), “Shears”? or unknown (second guitar). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: All officially released sources for this track list the title as Torture Me Honey; it is a variation of the 
song Hush Now. This track uses take 2 from the session. This alternate mix of (5) has slower echo on the wah-
wah guitar, the bass and drums are higher in the mix, the second guitar is lower in the mix without any echo, and 
the track fades out 10 seconds earlier than (5). There is a tambourine being played on this track (by Curtis 
Knight?) which is not documented in the reference sources. 
        Special Notes: See track 295 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Guitar Giants Vol. 3; L'Extraordinaire Jimi Hendrix; The Story Of Jimi Hendrix [Babylon 
Budget] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Guitar Giants Vol. 3 fades out slightly early; track time = 6:35. The copy on 
L'Extraordinaire Jimi Hendrix is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other copies of 
(4) is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer 
equipment and method; track time = 6:39. The copy on The Story Of Jimi Hendrix [Babylon Budget] fades out 
slightly early, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other copies of (4) is heard 
in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and 
method; track time = 6:32. 
 
307. Torture Me Honey [(4) Hush Now] (official alternate mix, more echo, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: The Complete PPX Studio Recordings 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [6:41] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (wah-wah guitar), Curtis Knight? (tambourine), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray 
Lucas (drums), “Shears”? or unknown (second guitar). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 306 Notes. This alternate mix of (4) in stereo has 
slightly more echo applied to the instruments, the overall levels have been increased, and the mix is in slightly 
narrower stereo especially noticeable with the rhythm guitar. 
        Special Notes: See track 295 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: The Album [Black Line]; The Authentic PPX Studio Recordings Vol. 5 & 6; Best Of The 
Authentic PPX Studio Recordings; The Complete PPX Studio Recordings; Second Time Around [Astan]; Star 
Box: The Legend Of Jimi Hendrix [Astan] 
        Alternate Sources: James Marshall Hendrix With Curtis Knight 1967 Vol.2 (2009, Lachacore) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on The Album [Black Line] is labeled Torture Me, and was mastered with the 
levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 
6:38. The copy on The Authentic PPX Studio Recordings Vol. 5 & 6; track time = 6:41. The copy on Best Of The 
Authentic PPX Studio Recordings was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the low end in places 
throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 6:39. The copy on The Complete PPX Studio Recordings; 
track time = 6:41. The copy on James Marshall Hendrix With Curtis Knight 1967 Vol.2 (2009, Lachacore) is sub-
labeled “complete”, and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places 
throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 6:37. The copy on Second Time Around [Astan]; track time 
= 6:38. The copy on Star Box: The Legend Of Jimi Hendrix [Astan]; track time = 6:38. 
 
308. Torture Me Honey [(4) Hush Now] (official alternate mix, higher second guitar, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Jimi Hendrix Vol. 8 [Circolo Del Cassette] (new transfer); ending silence removed; track courtesy of 
Emil Vukov & GreenManalishi 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [6:43] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (wah-wah guitar), Curtis Knight? (tambourine), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray 
Lucas (drums), “Shears”? or unknown (second guitar). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
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        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 306 Notes. This alternate mix of (4) in stereo has 
the second guitar even higher in the mix, the overall mix is slightly wider to the left, and there is a very faintly 
heard indecipherable studio comment prior to the start of the music that is not heard in any other variation. 
        Special Notes: See track 295 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Jimi Hendrix Instrumental [Music For Pleasure]; Jimi Hendrix Vol. 8 [Circolo Del Cassette] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Jimi Hendrix Instrumental [Music For Pleasure]; track time = 6:39. The copy 
on Jimi Hendrix Vol. 8 [Circolo Del Cassette] was originally thought to be a mono mix mastered slightly fast but a 
new transfer of the tape with Dolby B (incorrectly labeled Mercy Lady Day) revealed that it is this stereo alternate 
mix with higher second guitar, there is a very faintly heard indecipherable studio comment prior to the start of the 
music that is not heard in any other variation or source, there are 6 seconds of silence at the end, and the track is 
combined with and preceded by take 1, a wider stereo variation of Wah Wah [(1) Hush Now] – see track 296; 
original transfer track time = 6:29, and new transfer track time = 6:49. 
 
309. Torture Me Honey [(4) Hush Now] (official alternate mix, higher bass, fake mono) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: The Wild One [Mercury]; optimally amplified; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 6:49 (n/a) [6:47] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (wah-wah guitar), Curtis Knight? (tambourine), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray 
Lucas (drums), “Shears”? or unknown (second guitar). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress. This alternate mix of (4) in mono has the bass higher in the mix, 
and the second guitar lower in the mix. Bell notes that this track is possibly one channel of the stereo mix (4). For 
testing purposes for this compilation, the standard stereo mix (4) (see track 306) was used to create mono mixes 
from the left and right channels and each were tested against this track. Bell is correct, in that this track seems to 
use the right channel of the standard stereo mix (4) doubled into mono which produces the same effects as heard 
here, i.e. higher bass and lower second guitar. 
        Special Notes: See track 295 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: The Wild One [Mercury] 
 
310. Torture Me Honey [(4) Hush Now] (official alternate mix, no reverb, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Early Instrumentals [Capitol Special Markets, cassette tape] (new transfer); optimally amplified, 
speed corrected -6%, and channels flipped; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [6:40] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (wah-wah guitar), Curtis Knight? (tambourine), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray 
Lucas (drums), “Shears”? or unknown (second guitar). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 306 Notes. This alternate mix of (4) in stereo has 
no reverb on the deeper echo, the drums are mixed to the right rather than left-of-center, the wah-wah guitar is 
higher in the mix, the second guitar is lower in the mix, and the track runs @6 seconds longer at the end than 
other variations of (4), ending abruptly (rather than fading out) 3 seconds before the fade-out heard in the nearly 
complete version (5). The source for this track is an officially released cassette tape with poor audio quality which 
was mastered fast, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other copies of (4) is 
heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer 
equipment and method; track time = 6:16. 
        Special Notes: See track 295 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Early Instrumentals [Capitol Special Markets, cassette tape] 
 
311. (13) Hush Now (official alternate mix longest edit of (5), stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Day Tripper [Quality]; optimally amplified, channels flipped; track courtesy of Hervé Champion 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 5:40 (5:40) [5:40] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (wah-wah guitar), Curtis Knight? (tambourine), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray 
Lucas (drums), “Shears”? or unknown (second guitar). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This alternate mix of (5) has no reverb on the echo, the second guitar is lower in the mix, and at the 
4:21 mark there is an edit which cuts out the segment heard in (5) from 4:21-5:27. The mix is similar to the mix on 
the previous track, Torture Me Honey [(4) Hush Now] (official stereo alternate mix, no reverb). The track fades out 
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4 seconds earlier than (5). The source copy is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of 
other copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital 
transfer equipment and method. 
        Special Notes: See track 295 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Day Tripper [Quality]; Get That Feeling/Day Tripper [Quality] 
 
312. (3) Hush Now (official edit of (13), stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: In The Beginning [Karussell/Polydor]; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Univibes number: S384 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 4:22 (4:19) [4:23] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (wah-wah guitar), Curtis Knight (tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray 
Lucas (drums), “Shears”? or unknown (second guitar). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is an edited version of (13) which ends at the edit point heard there at the 4:21 mark, which 
is also @2:25 earlier than the ending heard in (5). The source copy tests as CDDA in Trader’s Little Helper with 
probability 49% but it comes from a lossless vinyl LP source and tests as lossless in Exact Audio Copy (EAC). 
        Special Notes: See track 295 Special Notes. Some of the Official Release sources listed for (3) that were not 
available for testing may be the wider stereo mix or the narrower stereo mix; see the following two tracks. 
        Official Release: 1967 Material; The Ballad Of Jimi [EMI/Stateside, Jugoton/Yugoton] (incomplete ending); 
The Eternal Fire Of Jimi Hendrix [Hallmark, Importa Som/Som Livre, Interdisc]; Flashing [FCA-112]; From The 
Beginning Vol. 3 [Astor]; In The Beginning [Karussell/Polydor]; Jimi Hendrix With Curtis Knight [Music For 
Pleasure]; The Legends Of Rock 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on 1967 Material fades out @15 seconds early, and is a stereo opposite 
variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa 
though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 4:09. The copy on 
The Ballad Of Jimi [EMI/Stateside, Jugoton/Yugoton] fades out @1 minute early, and is a stereo opposite 
variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa 
though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 3:11. The copy on 
The Eternal Fire Of Jimi Hendrix [Hallmark] is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of 
other copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital 
transfer equipment and method; track time = 4:21. The copy on The Eternal Fire of Jimi Hendrix [Interdisc] is track 
B4, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other copies is heard in the right 
channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; 
track time = 4:24. The copy on In The Beginning [Karussell/Polydor] is labeled Desacelerate Ahora; track time = 
4:23. There are two copies of this song on Jimi Hendrix With Curtis Knight [Music For Pleasure MFP 2M 046-
95297] with this track being copy 2, which is very slightly incomplete at the end, and is a stereo opposite variation 
i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that 
may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 4:22. The copy on Jimi 
Hendrix With Curtis Knight [Music For Pleasure EMI-MFP 95297, cassette tape] fades out slightly early, is a 
stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other copies is heard in the right channel here and 
vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method, and was mastered 
fast; track time = 4:13. The copy on The Legends Of Rock fades out slightly early, and is a stereo opposite 
variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa 
though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 4:23. 
 
313. Hush Now (official wide stereo mix of (3)) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Golden Book: Flashing (2019 transfer); optimally amplified; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [4:22] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (wah-wah guitar), Curtis Knight (tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray 
Lucas (drums), “Shears”? or unknown (second guitar). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 312 Notes. This is a wider stereo variation of (3). 
        Special Notes: See track 295 Special Notes. Some of the Official Release sources listed for (3) that were not 
available for testing may be this wider stereo mix. 
        Official Release: The Eternal Fire Of Jimi Hendrix [Mercury]; Golden Book: Flashing (2019 transfer) 
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        Comparison Notes: The copy on The Eternal Fire Of Jimi Hendrix [Mercury] is a stereo opposite variation i.e. 
what’s heard in the left channel of other copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may 
merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 4:21. The copy on Golden Book: 
Flashing (2019 transfer); track time = 4:22. 
 
314. Hush Now (official narrow stereo mix of (3)) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: The Great Jimi Hendrix In New York; optimally amplified; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [4:23] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (wah-wah guitar), Curtis Knight (tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray 
Lucas (drums), “Shears”? or unknown (second guitar). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 312 Notes. This is a narrower stereo variation of 
(3). The source copy tests as lossy/MP3 in Trader’s Little Helper but it comes from a lossless vinyl LP source and 
tests as lossless in Exact Audio Copy (EAC). Compared to (3) it is slightly incomplete at the end, slowly fading out 
rather than coming to a stop/break as heard in (3). 
        Special Notes: See track 295 Special Notes. Some of the Official Release sources listed for (3) that were not 
available for testing may be this narrower stereo mix. 
        Official Release: The Great Jimi Hendrix In New York 
        Alternate Sources: The Great Jimi Hendrix In New York [B656 bootleg CDR] 
 
315. (7) Hush Now (official alternate mix vocal overdub of (5), stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Forever; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Univibes number: S368 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 6:46 (6:56) [6:47] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (wah-wah guitar), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), 
Ray Lucas (drums), “Shears”? or unknown (second guitar). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This alternate mix of (5) has no echo or reverb, and the instrumental backing track probably sounds 
much the same as it did when it was first recorded in the studio. Knight’s vocals were overdubbed sometime after 
the original recording session. The instruments are mixed centrally and to the left, and Knight’s overdubbed 
vocals are mixed to the right. On this track one can hear the complete ending of the instrumental backing track 
(take 2 from the session), which is faded out slightly early in (5). 
        Special Notes: See track 295 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Forever; In Memoriam; Jimi Hendrix & Curtis Knight [London (Spain)] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Forever was digitally transferred with the levels very slightly too high cutting 
off the low end at the 4:30.1 mark (amplitude clipping); track time = 6:47. The copy on In Memoriam; track time = 
6:41. The copy on Jimi Hendrix & Curtis Knight [London (Spain)] has a considerable amount of vinyl surface 
noise; track time = 6:48. 
 
316. Hush Now (official ultra wide stereo mix of (7)) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Get That Feeling [Orbe]; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [6:40] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (wah-wah guitar), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), 
Ray Lucas (drums), “Shears”? or unknown (second guitar). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 315 Notes. This track is an ultra wide stereo mix 
of (7) that fades out @12 seconds early. The source copy is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left 
channel of other copies of (7) is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the 
result of the digital transfer equipment and method. 
        Special Notes: See track 295 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Get That Feeling [Orbe] 
 
317. Hush Now (official very wide stereo mix of (7)) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Strange Things - Get That Feeling (London [Spain]); track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [6:49] 
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        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (wah-wah guitar), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), 
Ray Lucas (drums), “Shears”? or unknown (second guitar). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 315 Notes. This track is a very wide stereo mix of 
(7). 
        Special Notes: See track 295 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Jimi Hendrix & Curtis Knight [London/Teldec (West Germany)]; Strange Things - Get That 
Feeling (London [Spain]) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Jimi Hendrix & Curtis Knight [London/Teldec (West Germany)] is very 
slightly clipped at the end; track time = 6:46. The copy on Strange Things - Get That Feeling (London [Spain]); 
track time = 6:49. 
 
318. Hush Now (official wide stereo mix of (7)) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Get That Feeling [London]; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [6:47] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (wah-wah guitar), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), 
Ray Lucas (drums), “Shears”? or unknown (second guitar). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 315 Notes. This track is wider stereo mix of (7). 
        Special Notes: See track 295 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Get That Feeling [London] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
319. (11) Hush Now (official mono mix of (7)) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Get That Feeling (aka El Sentir Psicodelico) [Groove]; optimally amplified; track courtesy of Emil 
Vukov 
        Univibes number: S368 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 6:47 (6:56) [6:50] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (wah-wah guitar), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), 
Ray Lucas (drums), “Shears”? or unknown (second guitar). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is the mono mix of (7). 
        Special Notes: See track 295 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Get That Feeling [London (mono); Quality (mono)]; Get That Feeling (aka El Sentir 
Psicodelico) [Groove]; Postumo 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Get That Feeling (aka El Sentir Psicodelico) [Groove]; track time = 6:50. 
The copy on Get That Feeling [London (mono)] has noticeable vinyl surface noise; track time = 6:47. The copy on 
Postumo is slightly clipped at the end; track time = 6:44. 
 
320. (8) Hush Now (official alternate mix edit of (7), stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: The Great Jimi Hendrix In New York; optimally amplified, channels flipped; track courtesy of Emil 
Vukov 
        Univibes number: S368 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:48 (3:48) [3:51] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (wah-wah guitar), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), 
Ray Lucas (drums), “Shears”? or unknown (second guitar). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This alternate mix of (7) has light echo, the drums are higher in the mix, and it is in narrower stereo. 
There is an edit at the 0:35 mark which removes the segment heard in 7) from 0:34-1:06, and at the 1:47 mark 
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there is an edit which removes the segment in (7) from 2:19-4:19. The track fades out 25 seconds earlier at the 
6:20 mark as heard in (7); there are 7 “hush now”s prior to the end. 
        Special Notes: See track 295 Special Notes. Some of the Official Release sources listed for (8) that were not 
available for testing may be either of the three variations of this track; see tracks 321, 323, and 325. 
        Official Release: 1967 Material [Pink Elephant]; Attention! [Mercury]; The Ballad Of Jimi [EMI/Stateside, 
Jugoton/Yugoton]; The Cream Of Jimi; The Eternal Fire Of Jimi Hendrix [Hallmark, Importa Som/Som Livre, 
Interdisc]; Feed-Back [WHEI]; The Great Jimi Hendrix In New York; Jimi Hendrix & Curtis Knight [Swe Disc]; Jimi 
Hendrix With Curtis Knight [Music For Pleasure]; The Legendary Jimi Hendrix: Get That Feeling [51 West]; Love 
Love [1976, Music For Pleasure] 
        Alternate Sources: The Great Jimi Hendrix In New York [B656 bootleg CDR] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on 1967 Material [Pink Elephant] fades out very slightly early, and is a stereo 
opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other copies is heard in the right channel here and vice 
versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 3:50. The 
copy on Attention! [Mercury] fades out very slightly early; track time = 3:47. The copy on The Ballad Of Jimi 
[EMI/Stateside, Jugoton/Yugoton]; track time = 3:51. The copy on The Cream Of Jimi is a stereo opposite 
variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa 
though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 3:51. The copy on 
The Eternal Fire Of Jimi Hendrix [Hallmark] fades out slightly early, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s 
heard in the left channel of other copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely 
be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 3:49. The copy on The Eternal Fire of Jimi 
Hendrix [Interdisc] is track A1, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other 
copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer 
equipment and method; track time = 3:51. The copy on Feed-Back [WHEI] contains @1 second more music on 
the ending fade-out than all other variations of (8), has 5 seconds of silence at the end, and tests as lossy/MP3; 
track time = 3:54. The copy on The Great Jimi Hendrix In New York is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard 
in the left channel of other copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the 
result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 3:51. The copy on Jimi Hendrix & Curtis Knight 
[Swe Disc] fades out slightly early, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other 
copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer 
equipment and method; track time = 3:48. There are two copies of this song on Jimi Hendrix With Curtis Knight 
[Music For Pleasure MFP 2M 046-95297] with this track being copy 1, which fades out slightly early, and is a 
stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other copies is heard in the right channel here and 
vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 3:49. 
The copy on Jimi Hendrix With Curtis Knight [Music For Pleasure EMI-MFP 95297, cassette tape] is mastered 
slightly fast, and generally has poor sound quality; track time = 3:43. The copy on The Legendary Jimi Hendrix: 
Get That Feeling [51 West] is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other copies is 
heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer 
equipment and method; track time = 3:48. The copy on Love Love [1976, Music For Pleasure] fades out slowly 
very slightly early, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other copies is heard in 
the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and 
method; track time = 3:50. 
 
321. Hush Now (official alternate mix of (8), very wide stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: The Eternal Fire Of Jimi Hendrix [Mercury]; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:47] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (wah-wah guitar), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), 
Ray Lucas (drums), “Shears”? or unknown (second guitar). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 320 Notes. This very wide stereo alternate mix of 
(8) has slightly more echo. 
        Special Notes: See track 295 Special Notes. Some of the Official Release sources listed for (8) that were not 
available for testing may be this very wide stereo alternate mix. 
        Official Release: The Eternal Fire Of Jimi Hendrix [Mercury]; Prologue [Vavan Media] 
        Alternate Sources: James Marshall Hendrix With Curtis Knight 1967 Vol.1 (2009, Lachacore) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on The Eternal Fire Of Jimi Hendrix [Mercury] has 6 “hush now”s at the end 
which slowly fades out; track time = 3:47. The copy on James Marshall Hendrix With Curtis Knight 1967 Vol.1 
(2009, Lachacore) is sub-labeled “vocal”, has 7 “hush now”s at the end, has a considerable amount of vinyl 
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surface noise, was digitally transferred with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the low end at the 3:27.2 
mark of the left channel (amplitude clipping), and tests as lossy/MP3 in Trader’s Little Helper and Exact Audio 
Copy (EAC); track time = 3:54. The copy on Prologue [Vavan Media] has 6 “hush now”s at the end which slowly 
fades out, and has 4 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 3:54. 
 
322. (10) Hush Now (official alternate mix of (8), mono) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: vinyl single [1971, Ariola (Spain) 14.925A]; optimally amplified; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Univibes number: S368 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:49 (3:48) [3:47] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (wah-wah guitar), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), 
Ray Lucas (drums), “Shears”? or unknown (second guitar). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This alternate mix of (8) in mono has slightly more echo with levels similar to the amount of echo 
heard in the very wide stereo alternate mix of (8). It also fades out slightly sooner than (8) – there are 6 “hush 
now”s prior to the end. 
        Special Notes: See track 295 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: vinyl single [1971, Ariola (Spain) 14.925A] 
 
323. Hush Now (official alternate mix of (8), narrow stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Get That Feeling [Capitol]; optimally amplified; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:49] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (wah-wah guitar), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), 
Ray Lucas (drums), “Shears”? or unknown (second guitar). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 320 Notes. This alternate mix of (8) has even 
more echo than (8) or the very wide stereo alternate mix of (8), with levels similar to the amount of echo heard in 
the instrumental versions (13) and (3) (see tracks 311-312). It also fades out slightly sooner; there are 6 “hush 
now”s prior to the end. 
        Special Notes: See track 295 Special Notes. Some of the Official Release sources listed for (8) that were not 
available for testing may be this narrower stereo alternate mix. 
        Official Release: Early Psychedelic Vol. 1; Get That Feeling [Capitol, Quality]; Guitar Giants Vol. 2; Memorial 
1942-1970; The Story Of Jimi Hendrix [Babylon Budget] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Early Psychedelic Vol. 1 is very slightly clipped at the end; track time = 
3:45. The copy on Get That Feeling [Capitol] has 5 “hush now”s at the end; track time = 3:49. The copy on Guitar 
Giants Vol. 2 has 5 “hush now”s at the end, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel 
of other copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital 
transfer equipment and method; track time = 3:48. The copy on Memorial 1942-1970 has 5 “hush now”s at the 
end, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other copies is heard in the right 
channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; 
track time = 3:48. The copy on The Story Of Jimi Hendrix [Babylon Budget] has 5 “hush now”s at the end, and is a 
stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other copies is heard in the right channel here and 
vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 3:46. 
 
324. Hush Now (official alternate mix of (10), mono) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: The Ballad Of Jimi [Nardem]; optimally amplified; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Univibes number: S368 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:49 (3:48) [3:47] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (wah-wah guitar), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), 
Ray Lucas (drums), “Shears”? or unknown (second guitar). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 322 Notes. This alternate mix of (10) has even 
more echo than (10), with levels similar to the amount of echo heard in the narrower stereo alternate mix of (8), 
and the instrumental versions (13) and (3) (see tracks 311-312). Like (10) this alternate mix fades out slightly 
sooner than (8) – there are 6 “hush now”s prior to the end. 
        Special Notes: See track 295 Special Notes. 
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        Official Release: The Ballad Of Jimi [Nardem]; Get That Feeling [Capitol (mono); London (mono); Quality 
(mono)]; My Best Friend [Astan]; My Best Friend [Time Wind] 
        Alternate Sources: Apartment Jams And Other Samplers [Bell, tape] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Apartment Jams And Other Samplers [Bell, tape] is taken from an unknown 
source, is incomplete at the start fading in at the 0:57 mark of the complete track, fades out 13 seconds early, and 
contains a significant amount of tape hiss; track time = 2:39. The copy on The Ballad Of Jimi [Nardem]; track time 
= 3:47. The copy on Get That Feeling [Capitol (mono)] fades out slightly early, and sounds as though it has been 
slightly over-processed with noise reduction; track time = 3:44. The copy on My Best Friend [Time Wind] has 3 
seconds of silence at the start, 5 seconds of silence at the end, and has a high-pitched vinyl noise throughout the 
track; track time = 3:50. 
 
325. Hush Now (official alternate mix of (8), wide stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: ATM 103-104: Curtis Knight: The Complete Recordings Vol. 2 – Studio; optimally amplified 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:54] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (wah-wah guitar), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), 
Ray Lucas (drums), “Shears”? or unknown (second guitar). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 320 Notes. This alternate mix of (8) has 
considerably more echo than all other variations of (8) or (10), and is a wider stereo mix. It also fades out slightly 
sooner – there are 6 “hush now”s prior to the end. 
        Special Notes: See track 295 Special Notes. Some of the Official Release sources listed for (8) that were not 
available for testing may be this wider stereo alternate mix. 
        Official Release: Kassette: My Best Friend; My Best Friend [Astan]; Star Box: The Legend Of Jimi Hendrix 
[Astan] 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 103-104: Curtis Knight: The Complete Recordings Vol. 2 – Studio; James Marshall 
Hendrix With Curtis Knight 1967 Vol.1 (2009, Lachacore) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 103-104: Curtis Knight: The Complete Recordings Vol. 2 – Studio has 
6 “hush now”s at the end; track time = 3:50. The copy on My Best Friend [Astan] has 6 “hush now”s at the end, 
and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other copies is heard in the right channel 
here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time 
= 3:47. The copy on Star Box: The Legend Of Jimi Hendrix [Astan] has 6 “hush now”s at the end, has noticeable 
vinyl surface noise, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other copies is heard 
in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and 
method; track time = 3:47. 
 
326. Hush Now (official simulated (fake) stereo mix of (6a)) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Still With Us; optimally amplified, channels flipped; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 6:28 (n/a) [6:28] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (wah-wah guitar), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), 
Ray Lucas (drums), “Shears”? or unknown (second guitar). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress. See track 327 Notes. This is a simulated (fake) stereo version of 
(6a) that fades out 2 seconds earlier; see the following track. The source copy tests as lossy/MP3 in Trader’s 
Little Helper but it comes from a lossless vinyl LP source and tests as lossless in Exact Audio Copy (EAC). 
        Special Notes: See track 295 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: vinyl single [1967, Visadisc JLR 3; aka Collection: Rock-Story No. 3]; Still With Us 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on vinyl single [1967, Visadisc JLR 3; aka Collection: Rock-Story No. 3] fades 
out 9 seconds early, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other copies is heard 
in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and 
method; track time = 6:23. The copy on Still With Us fades out 2 seconds early, and is a stereo opposite variation 
i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that 
may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 6:28. 
 
327. (6a) Hush Now (official alternate mix of (7), mono) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Hush Now [Astan]; optimally amplified; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Univibes number: S368 
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        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 6:29 (6:46) [6:31] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (wah-wah guitar), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), 
Ray Lucas (drums), “Shears”? or unknown (second guitar). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This alternate mix of (7) in mono is distinguishable by Knight’s vocals beginning at the 0:06 mark 
rather than at the start of the track as heard in all variations of (7), (11), (8), and (10). Like the standard mix (8), 
there is light echo applied to the mix. The track fades out 16 seconds earlier than (7), at the 6:30 mark as heard in 
(7). The source copy tests as lossy/MP3 in Trader’s Little Helper but it comes from a lossless vinyl LP source and 
tests as lossless in Exact Audio Copy (EAC). 
        Special Notes: See track 295 Special Notes. Jimpress assigns the number (6) to both the longer LP version 
(Univibes number S368) and the shorter single version (Univibes number S360). The sub-designation of 6a is 
used here to distinguish the longer LP version. 
        Official Release: Free Spirit [V&H Holding]; Hush Now [Astan]; Jimi Hendrix [Starburst]; The Jimi Hendrix 
Story [Music Box]; Kassette: Hush Now; Voodoo Chile [Masters] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Free Spirit [V&H Holding] fades out early; track time = 6:24. The copy on 
Hush Now [Astan]; track time = 6:31. The copy on Jimi Hendrix [Starburst] fades out early, and was mastered with 
the levels very slightly too high cutting off the low end at the 5:36.8 mark (amplitude clipping); track time = 6:24. 
The copy on The Jimi Hendrix Story [Music Box] fades out early, and was mastered with the levels very slightly 
too high cutting off the low end at the 5:36.8 mark (amplitude clipping); track time = 6:24. The copy on Voodoo 
Chile [Masters] fades out @10 seconds early; track time = 6:21. 
 
328. (6b) Hush Now (official edit of (6a), mono) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Pre-Experience Singles [Bell, tape]; optimally amplified, pre-track vinyl noise removed; track 
courtesy of Doug Bell 
        Univibes number: S360 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 4:17 (4:26) [4:19] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (wah-wah guitar), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), 
Ray Lucas (drums), “Shears”? or unknown (second guitar). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: See track 327 Notes. This edited version of (6a) fades out 2:13 early at the 4:17 mark as heard in 
(6a). 
        Special Notes: See track 295 Special Notes. Jimpress assigns the number (6) to both the longer LP version 
(Univibes number S368) and the shorter single version (Univibes number S360). The sub-designation of 6b is 
used here to distinguish the shorter single version. Although this track is in mono, the right channel has higher 
levels than the left channel. 
        Official Release: vinyl single [1967, London (Denmark, England, Italy) HL-10160; London (France) 80.067; 
London / Melodi (Turkey) HL-10160; London (Holland) FLX-3197; London / Hit Parade (France) 69-002; London 
(Germany) DL-20-850; London (Spain) ME-359; London (New Zealand) NZL-983] 
        Alternate Sources: Pre-Experience Singles [Bell, tape]; What’d I Say [B667 bootleg CDR] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on vinyl single [1967, London (Denmark) HL-10160] is very slightly incomplete 
at the end; track time = 4:17. The copy on vinyl single [1967, London (France) 80.067] is 7 seconds incomplete at 
the end; track time = 4:11. The copy on vinyl single [1967, London (Germany) DL-20-850] is very slightly 
incomplete at the end; track time = 4:18. The copy on Pre-Experience Singles [Bell, tape] is presumably at least a 
first generation copy from a vinyl source, and contains the sound of the needle dropping onto the start of the vinyl; 
track time = 4:20. 
 
329. (12) Hush Now (official altered instrumental mix, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: The Legendary Jimi Hendrix [J.H. Records]; track courtesy of Doug Bell 
        Univibes number: S1429 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 5:55 (5:53) [5:58] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. + @1976 
unknown location 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (wah-wah guitar), Eddie Clarke? (second guitar), John Weier? (bass), unknown 
(drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. Secondary Producer: unknown. Secondary Engineer: 
unknown. 
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        Notes: This remake of Hush Now, probably recorded @1976, uses Jimi’s wah-wah guitar track from take 2 of 
the original 1967 session with new bass, second guitar, and drum parts recorded by unknown musicians. Jimi’s 
guitar track has no reverb on the echo, and the amount of echo is similar as to what is heard on Torture Me 
Honey (official stereo alternate mix, no reverb), and variations of (13) and (3); see tracks 310-312. The track 
fades out @50 seconds before the complete ending of the original instrumental backing track as heard in (7). 
Additional recording and personnel details of this track are unknown. Presumably the unknown musicians who 
recorded the overdubs are associated with Curtis Knight as the LP this track is taken from contains two similar 
altered tracks with vocals by Knight ((4) How Would You Feel and (4) Welcome Home; see The Collector’s 1964-
66 set). The Legendary Jimi Hendrix LP was released @1976. Knight recorded an album (The Second Coming) 
in March 1974 with musicians under the band name Zeus which included Eddie Clarke (lead guitar), John Weier 
(bass), Chris Perry (percussion), and Nicky Hogarth (keyboards). Eddie Clarke and Nicky Hogarth also appeared 
on the 1973 Knight Zeus album Sea Of Time. Eddie Clarke could be the possible second guitarist, and John 
Weier the possible bassist on this track, though that is purely speculative. 
        Official Release: The Legendary Jimi Hendrix [J.H. Records] 
 
330. Got To Have It [(3) Happy Birthday] (official stereo mix) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Star Box: The Legend Of Jimi Hendrix [Astan]; optimally amplified; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Univibes number: S394 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 1:23 (1:23) [1:23] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Curtis Knight (faint vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray 
Lucas (drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: All officially released sources for this track list the title as Got To Have It; it is a variation of the song 
Happy Birthday, which in turn is a short alternate take of Love, Love. This is the complete unedited “instrumental” 
mix of (1) Happy Birthday with the vocals still faintly heard in the background, and the addition of an overdubbed 
second drum part. The last bit of faint vocals heard is the phrase “but I’m happy” at the 1:14-1:15 mark, which is 
also the point at which (1) is edited; this may be where this short alternate take of Love, Love began to fall apart 
bringing it to a halt, though it is difficult to say for certain since the track fades out. If one were able to bring the 
vocals back up in the mix and remove the overdubbed drum part the result would likely sound as it did when the 
take was originally recorded. The source copy tests as lossy/MP3 in Trader’s Little Helper but it comes from a 
lossless vinyl LP source and tests as lossless in Exact Audio Copy (EAC). 
        Special Notes: See the Special Notes at the beginning of this session date’s section. Happy Birthday and 
Love, Love were both registered for copyright on August 14, 1967 (U.S. Copyright Office registration numbers 
EU0000009709 and EU0000010134), less than a week after the recording session. As a side note, Curtis 
Knight’s birthday is May 9th. 
        Official Release: The Album [Black Line]; Kassette: Second Time Around; Second Time Around [Astan; Time 
Wind]; Star Box: The Legend Of Jimi Hendrix [Astan] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on The Album [Black Line] is slightly clipped at the end, and was mastered 
with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track 
time = 1:24. The copy on Second Time Around [Astan]; track time = 1:23. The copy on Star Box: The Legend Of 
Jimi Hendrix [Astan]; track time = 1:23. 
 
331. Got To Have It [(3) Happy Birthday] (official wide stereo mix) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Jimi Hendrix Vol. 8 [Circolo Del Cassette] (new transfer); optimally amplified, channels flipped, and 
beginning/ending silence removed; track courtesy of Emil Vukov & GreenManalishi 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [1:24] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Curtis Knight (faint vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray 
Lucas (drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 330 Notes. This track was originally thought to be 
a mono mix that was mastered slightly fast, but a new transfer of the tape using Dolby B revealed that it is actually 
a wider stereo variation that is predominantly mixed to the side. The new transfer is a stereo opposite variation i.e. 
what’s heard in the left channel of other copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may 
merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method, contains 2 seconds of silence at the start, and 3 
seconds of silence at the end; original transfer track time = 1:20 and new transfer track time = 1:28. 
        Special Notes: See track 330 Special Notes. 

https://www.discogs.com/Curtis-Knight-Zeus-The-Second-Coming/master/647816
https://www.discogs.com/Curtis-Knight-Zeus-Sea-Of-Time/master/915026
https://cocatalog.loc.gov/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?DB=local&PAGE=First
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        Official Release: Jimi Hendrix Vol. 8 [Circolo Del Cassette] 
 
332. (1) Happy Birthday (official vocal extended edit of (3), stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Flashing [1968, Capitol ST 2894]; channels flipped; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Univibes number: S371 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 1:59 (2:00) [2:00] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas 
(drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track uses the short take heard in Got To Have It [(3) Happy Birthday], though it doesn’t include 
the overdubbed second drum part, and Knight’s vocals are back up in the mix here. At the 1:13 mark there is an 
edit which repeats the segment from 0:21-1:08, fading out 13 seconds before the end as heard in (3). The source 
copy tests as CDDA in Trader’s Little Helper with probability 43% but it comes from a lossless vinyl LP source and 
tests as lossless in Exact Audio Copy (EAC). 
        Special Notes: See the Special Notes at the beginning of this session date’s section. EarlyHendrix 
speculates that the vocals for Happy Birthday were cut live as the instrumental version (Got To Have It) has faintly 
heard vocals which “suggests that there is leakage from the vocals on the multitrack that can’t be mixed out, 
which in turn means the vocals may have been recorded live”. Happy Birthday and Love, Love were both 
registered for copyright on August 14, 1967 (U.S. Copyright Office registration numbers EU0000009709 and 
EU0000010134), less than a week after the August 8th recording session. This song first appeared on the 
Flashing album released on Capitol circa early-August 1968 and reviewed in the August 10, 1968 issue of Cash 
Box. As a side note, Curtis Knight’s birthday is May 9th. Bell notes a copy of this song on the following official 
releases, though which version is contained thereon is uncertain: La Balada De Jimi [Top Hits (Venezuela)]; Mr. 
Soul [Imperial (Iran)]. 
        Official Release: De Exportacion: An Hi Fi Rare Batch of Jimi Hendrix; Flashing [Capitol]; In Memoriam; Jimi 
Hendrix & Curtis Knight [London (Spain)]; The Legendary Jimi Hendrix: Flashing [51 West]; That Special Sound 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on De Exportacion: An Hi Fi Rare Batch of Jimi Hendrix; track time = 2:03. The 
copy on Flashing [1968, Capitol ST 2894] is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of 
other copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital 
transfer equipment and method; track time = 2:00. The copy on In Memoriam fades out 3 seconds early, and is a 
stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other copies is heard in the right channel here and 
vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 1:58. 
The copy on Jimi Hendrix & Curtis Knight [London (Spain)] is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the 
left channel of other copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result 
of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 1:59. The copy on The Legendary Jimi Hendrix: 
Flashing [51 West] fades out 3 seconds early, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left 
channel of other copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of 
the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 2:00. The copy on That Special Sound; track time = 1:59. 
 
333. Happy Birthday (official very wide stereo mix of (1)) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Jimi Hendrix In New-York; channels flipped; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [1:59] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas 
(drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 332 Notes. This is a very wide stereo variation of 
(1), particularly noticeable on the drums and Knight’s vocals which are mixed to the right whereas other variations 
they are mixed centrally or right-of-center. 
        Special Notes: See track 332 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Get That Feeling [London]; Jimi Hendrix & Curtis Knight [London/Teldec (West Germany)]; 
Jimi Hendrix In New-York; Strange Things - Get That Feeling (London [Spain]) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Get That Feeling [London] is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in 
the left channel of other copies of (1) is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be 
the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 2:00. The copy on Jimi Hendrix & Curtis 
Knight [London/Teldec (West Germany)] abruptly ends slightly early, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s 
heard in the left channel of other copies of (1) is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may 

http://www.earlyhendrix.com/knight1-menu-1967studio
https://cocatalog.loc.gov/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?DB=local&PAGE=First
https://www.americanradiohistory.com/hd2/IDX-Business/Music/Archive-Cash-Box-IDX/60s/1968/CB-1968-08-10-OCR-Page-0036.pdf
https://www.americanradiohistory.com/hd2/IDX-Business/Music/Archive-Cash-Box-IDX/60s/1968/CB-1968-08-10-OCR-Page-0036.pdf
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merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 1:59. The copy on Jimi Hendrix In 
New-York was digitally transferred with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the low end of the right channel 
at the 0:53.5 mark (amplitude clipping), and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of 
other copies of (1) is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the 
digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 1:59. The copy on Strange Things - Get That Feeling (London 
[Spain]) has noticeable vinyl surface noise, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel 
of other copies of (1) is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the 
digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 2:00. 
 
334. Happy Birthday (official alternate mix of (1), louder drums and vocals, very wide stereo) – Curtis 
Knight 
        Source: The Psychedelic Voodoo Child; optimally amplified 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:01] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas 
(drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 332 Notes. This alternate mix of (1) is in very 
wide stereo with the drums and vocals mixed louder. 
        Special Notes: See track 332 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: 16 Greatest Classics; Early Classics; Flashing [1986, Special Music Company, cassette]; 
The Great Jimi Hendrix [Goldies (Portugal, Spain)]; Hendrix In The Beginning [Movieplay]; Hendrix In The 
Beginning [ShowBizz]; Historic Hendrix; In The Beginning [Karussell/Polydor]; The Psychedelic Voodoo Child 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 103-104: Curtis Knight: The Complete Recordings Vol. 2 – Studio 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on 16 Greatest Classics slowly fades out early omitting 5 seconds at the end, 
and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other copies is heard in the right channel 
here and vice versa; track time = 1:57. The copy on ATM 103-104: Curtis Knight: The Complete Recordings Vol. 2 
– Studio; track time = 2:01. The copy on Early Classics fades out 3 seconds early, and has 8 seconds of silence 
at the end; track time = 2:05. The copy on Flashing [1986, Special Music Company, cassette] is clipped at the 
end; track time = 2:00. The copy on The Great Jimi Hendrix [Goldies (Portugal, Spain)] fades out 3 seconds early; 
track time = 2:00. The copy on Hendrix In The Beginning [Movieplay] slowly fades out early omitting 8 seconds at 
the end; track time = 1:54. The copy on Hendrix In The Beginning [ShowBizz] slowly fades out early omitting 8 
seconds at the end, and has 3 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 1:56. The copy on Historic Hendrix [CD] 
fades out 3 seconds early, and has 5 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 2:05. The copy on Historic 
Hendrix [vinyl] is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other copies is heard in the 
right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and 
method; track time = 1:59. The copy on In The Beginning [Karussell/Polydor] is labeled Feliz Cumpleanos, and 
has more hiss than the copy on The Psychedelic Voodoo Child; track time = 2:00. The copy on The Psychedelic 
Voodoo Child has slightly less hiss than the copy on ATM 103-104; track time = 2:01. 
 
335. Happy Birthday (official alternate mix of (1), louder drums and vocals, narrow stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: The Ballad Of Jimi [Nardem]; optimally amplified; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [1:59] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas 
(drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 332 Notes. This alternate mix of (1) is similar to 
the previous track with the drums and vocals mixed louder, though here the mix is in narrower stereo. 
        Special Notes: See track 332 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: The Ballad Of Jimi [Nardem]; My Best Friend [Time Wind]; The Wild One [Hallmark, 
Summit] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on The Ballad Of Jimi [Nardem]; track time = 1:59. The copy on My Best 
Friend [Time Wind] has a high-pitched vinyl transfer noise throughout; track time = 1:59. The copy on The Wild 
One [Hallmark] has vinyl surface noise; track time = 1:58. 
 
336. (6) Happy Birthday (official alternate mix of (1), less echo, mono) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Flashing [London (mono)]; optimally amplified 
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        Univibes number: S371 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 1:59 (2:00) [1:59] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas 
(drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is a mono mix of (1) that seems to have slightly less echo than what is heard in the stereo 
mix (1). The source copy tests as lossy/MP3 in Trader’s Little Helper but it comes from a lossless vinyl LP source 
and tests as lossless in Exact Audio Copy (EAC). 
        Special Notes: See track 332 Special Notes. Supposedly a copy of this track can be found on the mono 
version of the LP Flashing on Capitol Records [1968, Capitol 2894], but there seems to be a consensus among 
collectors that a mono version of that LP does not actually exist. 
        Official Release: Flashing [London (mono)]; An Hi Fi Rare Batch of Jimi Hendrix [Diresa]; An Hi Fi Rare 
Batch of Jimi Hendrix [Les Disques Motors] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Flashing [London] is very slightly incomplete on the ending fade-out; track 
time = 1:59. The copy on An Hi Fi Rare Batch of Jimi Hendrix [Diresa]; track time = 1:59. The copy on An Hi Fi 
Rare Batch of Jimi Hendrix [Les Disques Motors]; track time = 1:58. 
 
337. Happy Birthday (official alternate mix of (1), less echo louder guitar, mono) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Jimi Hendrix [Importa/Som]; optimally amplified; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [1:59] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas 
(drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 332 Notes. This mono alternate mix of (1) has 
the guitar mixed louder than what is heard in the stereo mix (1) or the mono mix (6). The amount of echo heard 
here is equivalent to what is heard in the mono mix (6), although both this mix and (6) seem to have slightly less 
echo than what is heard in the stereo mix (1). The source copy tests as CDDA in Trader’s Little Helper with 
probability 42% but it comes from a lossless vinyl LP source and tests as lossless in Exact Audio Copy (EAC). 
        Special Notes: See track 332 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Jimi Hendrix [Importa/Som] 
 
338. Happy Birthday (official alternate mix of (1), less echo louder guitar lower vocals, stereo) – Curtis 
Knight 
        Source: In The Beginning [Metronome]; channels flipped; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [1:59] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas 
(drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 332 Notes. This alternate mix of (1) has less 
echo, the guitar is mixed louder and left-of-center rather than to the left, and the vocals are mixed lower. The 
source copy is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other copies of (1) is heard in the 
right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and 
method. 
        Special Notes: See track 332 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: In The Beginning [Metronome] 
 
339. (2) Happy Birthday (official alternate mix of (1), louder guitar and drums, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: My Best Friend [Astan]; optimally amplified, channels flipped; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Univibes number: S371 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:00 (2:00) [2:00] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas 
(drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
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        Notes: This alternate mix of (1) has the drums mixed louder, and the guitar mixed louder and left-of-center 
rather than to the left. 
        Special Notes: See track 332 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Kassette: My Best Friend; My Best Friend [Astan]; Star Box: The Legend Of Jimi Hendrix 
[Astan] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on My Best Friend [Astan] is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the 
left channel of other copies of (1) is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the 
result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 2:00. The copy on Star Box: The Legend Of Jimi 
Hendrix [Astan] has vinyl surface noise, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of 
other copies of (1) is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the 
digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 2:00. 
 
340. (5) Happy Birthday (official extended edit alternate mix of (1), version 1, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Strange Things [Showcase]; optimally amplified; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Univibes number: S371 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:11 (2:18) [2:10] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas 
(drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: There are three extended edits of (1); this shortest version 1 has two edit points at 0:12 and 1:13. The 
first 12 seconds of this track is in very narrow stereo (nearly mono) primarily mixed to the right channel, there 
doesn’t seem to be any echo or reverb, and the drums are higher in the mix than what is heard at the beginning of 
(1). At the 0:12 mark there is an awkward edit where the track switches to standard stereo (though still primarily 
mixed to the right), and repeats the previous 1 second then continues on. In this standard stereo section there is 
light echo applied to the mix, and the drums and tambourine are still slightly higher in the mix than what is heard 
in (1). At the 0:32 mark there is a faintly heard comment in the background from someone, “hey”, that is not easily 
heard in other variations. At 1:13 there is another awkward edit which repeats the segment from 0:15-1:13 again, 
fading out at the end. 
        Special Notes: See track 332 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Flashing [Jugodisk, Powderworks]; The Legendary Jimi Hendrix [J.H. Records]; Strange 
Things [Showcase] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Flashing [Jugodisk] has slightly less hiss than the copy on Strange Things 
[Showcase], and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other copies is heard in the 
right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and 
method; track time = 2:11. The copy on The Legendary Jimi Hendrix [J.H. Records] sounds slightly muffled, and is 
a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other copies is heard in the right channel here 
and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 
2:10. The copy on Strange Things [Showcase] seems slightly less muffled than the copy on Flashing [Jugodisk]; 
track time = 2:10. Bell notes a copy of this track on The Wild One [Mercury], but it appears to be in mono; see the 
following track. 
 
341. Happy Birthday (official mono mix of (5)) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: The Wild One [Mercury]; optimally amplified; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:11] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas 
(drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 340 Notes. This is a mono mix of (5). The source 
copy tests as “cannot be qualified” in Trader’s Little Helper, but tests as lossless in Exact Audio Copy (EAC). 
        Special Notes: See track 332 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: The Wild One [Mercury] 
 
342. (4) Happy Birthday (official extended edit alternate mix of (1), version 2, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: The Complete PPX Studio Recordings 
        Univibes number: S1441 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:19 (2:21) [2:20] 
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        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas 
(drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: There are three extended edits of (1); this longer version 2 has one edit point at 1:43. This track is an 
extended edit of (1) with more echo applied to the mix. The track runs the same as (1) up until the 1:43 mark 
where there is an edit which repeats the segment from 0:32-1:07, again like (1) fading out 13 seconds before the 
end as heard in (3). 
        Special Notes: See track 332 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: The Authentic PPX Studio Recordings Vol. 2: Flashing; The Complete PPX Studio 
Recordings; Feed-Back [WHEI]; Summer Of Love Sessions 
        Alternate Sources: James Marshall Hendrix With Curtis Knight 1967 Vol.2 (2009, Lachacore) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on The Complete PPX Studio Recordings; track time = 2:20. The copy on 
Feed-Back [WHEI] tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 2:20. The copy on Get That Feeling & Flashing: The Authentic 
PPX Studio Recordings Vol. 1&2 [remastered] [1996, Grammy (Russia)]; track time = 2:20. The copy on James 
Marshall Hendrix With Curtis Knight 1967 Vol.2 (2009, Lachacore); track time = 2:20. The copy on Summer Of 
Love Sessions has 3 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 2:22. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
343. (7) Happy Birthday (official longer extended edit alternate mix of (1), version 3, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Soul [Telefunken]; optimally amplified; track courtesy of Hervé Champion 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:27 (2:27) [2:27] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas 
(drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: There are three extended edits of (1); this longest version 3 has two edit points at 1:13 and 2:05. This 
track is a slightly longer extended edit of (1) with the guitar mixed left-of-center rather than to the left, and the 
vocals, drums, and tambourine mixed right-of-center rather than centrally. The track runs the same as (1) up until 
the 1:13 mark where there is an edit which repeats the segment from 0:21-1:13. Where the repeated segment 
ends at the 2:05 mark there is another edit which repeats the segment from 0:21-0:41. 
        Special Notes: See track 332 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Soul [Telefunken] 
 
344. Mercy Lady Day [Love, Love] (official alternate mix of (1), stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Love Love [Music For Pleasure]; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [8:41] 
        Composers: James Marshall Hendrix & Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Curtis Knight? (tambourine), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas (drums). 
Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This is the complete original instrumental jam which later 
had vocals added to become the song Love, Love. The track runs completely to the ending final drum hit without 
fading out which makes this the most complete instrumental version. This alternate mix of (1) has less echo, and 
the guitar, drums, and tambourine are lower in the mix. The guitar and bass are mixed centrally, and the drums 
and tambourine are mixed to the right. There are two copies of this song on the source LP with this track being 
copy 2. 
        Special Notes: See the Special Notes at the beginning of this session date’s section. All officially released 
sources for this track list the title as Mercy Lady Day; it is a variation of the song Love, Love. Love, Love was 
registered for copyright on August 14, 1967 (U.S. Copyright Office registration number EU0000010134), less than 
a week after the August 8th recording session. Love, Love first appeared on the Flashing album released on 
Capitol circa early-August 1968 and reviewed in the August 10, 1968 issue of Cash Box. Bell notes a copy of 
Love, Love on the following official releases, though which version is contained thereon is uncertain: From The 
Beginning Vol. 3 [Astor] (2 copies); La Balada De Jimi [Top Hits (Venezuela)]. 
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        Official Release: Love Love [Music For Pleasure] 
 
345. Mercy Lady Day [(1) Love, Love] (official instrumental, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: ATM 103-104: Curtis Knight: The Complete Recordings Vol. 2 – Studio 
        Univibes number: S391 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 8:42 (8:44) [8:45] 
        Composers: James Marshall Hendrix & Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Curtis Knight? (tambourine), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas (drums). 
Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This is the complete original instrumental jam which later had vocals added to become the song Love, 
Love. The guitar and tambourine are mixed to the left, and the bass and drums are mixed centrally. The track 
fades out at the end, though the final drum hit is still heard. 
        Special Notes: See track 344 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: The Authentic PPX Studio Recordings Vol. 3: Ballad Of Jimi; The Complete PPX Studio 
Recordings; Guitar Experience; Jimi Hendrix Instrumental [Music For Pleasure]; The Legends Of Rock; Profile: 
Jimi Hendrix 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 103-104: Curtis Knight: The Complete Recordings Vol. 2 – Studio 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 103-104: Curtis Knight: The Complete Recordings Vol. 2 – Studio; 
track time = 8:45. The copy on The Complete PPX Studio Recordings fades out slightly early, and was mastered 
with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track 
time = 8:39. The copy on Guitar Experience fades out early, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in 
the left channel of other copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the 
result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 8:36. The copy on Jimi Hendrix Instrumental 
[Music For Pleasure] was digitally transferred with the levels slightly too high cutting off the low end of the right 
channel in several places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 8:41. The copy on The Legends 
Of Rock; track time = 8:43. 
 
346. Mercy Lady Day [(3) Love, Love] (official very narrow stereo mix of (1)) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Second Time Around [Astan]; optimally amplified; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Univibes number: S391 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 8:39 (8:41) [8:40] 
        Composers: James Marshall Hendrix & Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Curtis Knight? (tambourine), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas (drums). 
Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: Jimpress notes this track as the mono mix of (2); Bell notes it as very narrow stereo and slightly 
incomplete, which is correct. It is slightly more complete than (2) by @10 seconds and only @1-2 seconds 
incomplete in comparison to (1). The guitar is mixed left-of-center, and the bass, drums, and tambourine are 
mixed centrally. 
        Special Notes: See track 344 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: The Album [Black Line]; Guitar Giants Vol. 3; Jimi Hendrix Vol. 8 [Circolo Del Cassette]; 
Kassette: Second Time Around; Second Time Around [Astan; Time Wind]; Star Box: The Legend Of Jimi Hendrix 
[Astan]; The Story Of Jimi Hendrix [Babylon Budget] 
        Alternate Sources: James Marshall Hendrix With Curtis Knight 1967 Vol.2 (2009, Lachacore) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on The Album [Black Line] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the 
high and low ends throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 8:39. The copy on Guitar Giants Vol. 3 is 
noted by Jimpress as a copy of (2), and fades out slightly early; track time = 8:38. The copy on Jimi Hendrix Vol. 8 
[Circolo Del Cassette] was originally thought to be a mono mix mastered fast but a new transfer of the tape using 
Dolby C revealed that it is actually this mix though incomplete at the end fading out @24 second early; original 
transfer track time = 7:57, and new transfer track time = 8:19. The copy on James Marshall Hendrix With Curtis 
Knight 1967 Vol.2 (2009, Lachacore) was digitally transferred with the levels too high cutting off the high end in 
several places of the left channel (amplitude clipping); track time = 8:50. The copy on Second Time Around 
[Astan]; track time = 8:40. The copy on Star Box: The Legend Of Jimi Hendrix [Astan] has vinyl surface noise; 
track time = 8:39. The copy on The Story Of Jimi Hendrix [Babylon Budget] is slightly incomplete at the end but 
has very good sound; track time = 8:36. 
 
347. (2) Love, Love (official alternate mix edit of (1), stereo) – Curtis Knight 
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        Source: Golden Book: Flashing; optimally amplified, channels flipped; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Univibes number: S382 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 8:27 (8:41) [8:29] 
        Composers: James Marshall Hendrix & Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Curtis Knight? (tambourine), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas (drums). 
Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is a slightly incomplete alternate mix of (1) with the drums and tambourine lower in the mix. 
The guitar is mixed left-of-center, the bass and tambourine are mixed centrally, and the drums are mixed right-of-
center. The track fades out 8 seconds early in comparison to (1). 
        Special Notes: See track 344 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: 1967 Material [Pink Elephant]; The Ballad Of Jimi [EMI/Stateside, Jugoton/Yugoton]; Early 
Instrumentals [Capitol Special Markets, cassette tape] (labeled Love); The Eternal Fire Of Jimi Hendrix [Hallmark, 
Importa Som/Som Livre, Interdisc]; Flashing [FCA-112]; Golden Book: Flashing; The Great Jimi Hendrix In New 
York; In The Beginning [Karussell/Polydor]; In The Beginning [Metronome]; Jimi Hendrix With Curtis Knight [Music 
For Pleasure] 
        Alternate Sources: The Great Jimi Hendrix In New York [B656 bootleg CDR] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on 1967 Material [Pink Elephant] is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s 
heard in the left channel of other copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely 
be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 8:30. The copy on The Ballad Of Jimi 
[Stateside/Yugoton]; track time = 8:29. The copy on Early Instrumentals [Capitol Special Markets, cassette tape] 
has poor sound quality, is mastered slightly fast, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left 
channel of other copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of 
the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 8:13.The copy on The Eternal Fire Of Jimi Hendrix 
[Hallmark] is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other copies is heard in the right 
channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; 
track time = 8:25. The copy on The Eternal Fire Of Jimi Hendrix [Interdisc] is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s 
heard in the left channel of other copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely 
be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 8:30. The copy on Golden Book: Flashing 
(2019 transfer) seems to be a slightly wider stereo variation though this is probably the result of the digital transfer 
equipment and method as an older transfer copy is a standard stereo mix comparable to all other sources tested 
– the older transfer is used here, which is also a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of 
other copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that too may merely be the result of the 
digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 8:29. The copy on The Great Jimi Hendrix In New York is a 
stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other copies is heard in the right channel here and 
vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 8:31. 
The copy on In The Beginning [Karussell/Polydor] is labeled Amor Amor, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. 
what’s heard in the left channel of other copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may 
merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 8:29. The copy on In The 
Beginning [Metronome] has a noticeable amount of vinyl surface noise, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. 
what’s heard in the left channel of other copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may 
merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 8:29. There are two copies of this 
song on Jimi Hendrix With Curtis Knight [Music For Pleasure MFP 2M 046-95297] with copy 1 being this mix (2), 
and having a noticeable amount of vinyl surface noise; track time = 8:25. The copy on Jimi Hendrix With Curtis 
Knight [Music For Pleasure EMI-MFP 95297, cassette tape] has poor sound quality, and is mastered slightly fast; 
track time = 8:11. 
 
348. Love [(8) Love, Love] (official alternate mix of (2), stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: The Complete PPX Studio Recordings 
        Univibes number: S391 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 8:27 (8:25) [8:29] 
        Composers: James Marshall Hendrix & Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Curtis Knight? (tambourine), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas (drums). 
Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: All officially released sources for this track list the title as Love; it is a variation of the song Love, Love. 
It is an alternate but very similar mix of (2) with the guitar mixed centrally rather than left-of-center, and the 
tambourine mixed right-of-center rather than centrally. 
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        Special Notes: See track 344 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: The Authentic PPX Studio Recordings Vol. 5 & 6; The Complete PPX Studio Recordings; 
Summer Of Love Sessions 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on The Authentic PPX Studio Recordings Vol. 5 & 6; track time = 8:29. The 
copy on The Complete PPX Studio Recordings; track time = 8:29. The copy on Summer Of Love Sessions; track 
time = 8:32. 
 
349. (4) Love, Love (official complete vocal version, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Psychedelia; optimally amplified; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Univibes number: S376 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 8:36 (8:46) [8:42] 
        Composers: James Marshall Hendrix & Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas 
(drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track uses the instrumental heard in Mercy Lady Day [(1) Love, Love] as the backing track with 
vocals overdubbed presumably sometime shortly after the original recording session (August 8) and before the 
song was registered for copyright (August 14, 1967). In comparison to Mercy Lady Day [(1) Love, Love] there is 
less echo, the drums and tambourine are lower in the mix, and the guitar is higher in the mix. There is reverb 
added to the vocals which are panned to the right. 
        Special Notes: See the Special Notes at the beginning of this session date’s section. Love, Love was 
registered for copyright on August 14, 1967 (U.S. Copyright Office registration number EU0000010134), less than 
a week after the August 8th recording session. Presumably the vocals would have been overdubbed sometime 
between August 8-14. Love, Love first appeared on the Flashing album released on Capitol circa early-August 
1968 and reviewed in the August 10, 1968 issue of Cash Box. Bell notes a copy of Love, Love on the following 
official releases, though which version is contained thereon is uncertain: From The Beginning Vol. 3 [Astor] (2 
copies); La Balada De Jimi [Top Hits (Venezuela)]. 
        Jimpress contains an entry for (9) Love, Love, a mono version of (4) supposedly found on the mono version 
of the Flashing album on Capitol Records [1968, Capitol 2894], however there seems to be a consensus among 
collectors that a mono version of that LP does not actually exist, and therefore neither does (9). The entry should 
probably be deleted from Jimpress. 
        Official Release: Flashing [Capitol]; The Legendary Jimi Hendrix: Flashing [51 West]; Psychedelia 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Flashing [1968, Capitol ST 2894]; track time = 8:37. The copy on The 
Legendary Jimi Hendrix: Flashing [51 West]; track time = 8:38. The copy on Psychedelia has slightly better sound 
than the copy on Flashing [Capitol]; track time = 8:42. 
 
350. Love, Love (official alternate mix edit of (4), more echo, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Memorial 1942-1970; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [8:30] 
        Composers: James Marshall Hendrix & Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas 
(drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This alternate mix of (4) has more echo on the vocals, and 
the track fades out 13 seconds early. The source copy tests as lossy/MP3 in Trader’s Little Helper but it comes 
from a lossless vinyl LP source and tests as lossless in Exact Audio Copy (EAC). 
        Special Notes: See track 349 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Memorial 1942-1970 
 
351. (5) Love, Love (official alternate mix of (4), lower dry vocals, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: In Memoriam; optimally amplified, channels flipped; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Univibes number: S376 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 8:33 (8:35) [8:32] 
        Composers: James Marshall Hendrix & Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas 
(drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
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        Notes: This alternate mix of (4) has no added reverb on the vocals (“dry vocals”) which are lower in the mix, 
and the track fades out 6 seconds early. The source copy is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left 
channel of other versions of this song is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be 
the result of the digital transfer equipment and method. 
        Special Notes: See track 349 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: In Memoriam 
 
352. (13) Love, Love (official alternate mix of (4), louder dry vocals, wide stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Day Tripper [Quality]; optimally amplified; track courtesy of Hervé Champion 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 8:41 (8:41) [8:40] 
        Composers: James Marshall Hendrix & Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas 
(drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This alternate mix of (4) in wider stereo has no added reverb on the vocals (“dry vocals”), and the 
instruments are mixed slightly lower and far to the left. 
        Special Notes: See track 349 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Day Tripper [Quality]; Get That Feeling/Day Tripper [Quality] 
        Alternate Sources: Apartment Jams And Other Samplers [Bell, tape] (excerpt) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Apartment Jams And Other Samplers [Bell, tape] is taken from an unknown 
source, is only an excerpt from the end of the song fading in at the 6:30 mark of the complete track, contains a 
significant amount of tape hiss, and has 4 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 2:12. The copy on Day 
Tripper [Quality]; track time = 8:40. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
353. Love, Love (official dry alternate mix of (6), mono) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Love Love [1976, Music For Pleasure]; optimally amplified; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [5:19] 
        Composers: James Marshall Hendrix & Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas 
(drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 354 Notes. This alternate mix of (6) doesn’t seem 
to have any echo or reverb applied to the vocals or instruments, the vocals are further up front, and the word 
“love” which is dropped out on all other vocal versions of this song at the @2:52 mark is heard clearly here though 
slightly further back in the mix. This version also runs to the complete end as heard in (4) and includes the final 
lyrics, “Talkin’ ‘bout love, Love”. The mix is in mono though the left channel has slightly higher levels. 
        Special Notes: See track 354 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Love Love [1976, Music For Pleasure] 
 
354. (6) Love, Love (official edit of (4), stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: The Story Of Jimi Hendrix [Babylon Budget]; channels flipped and optimally amplified; track courtesy 
of Emil Vukov 
        Univibes number: S395 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 5:14 (5:15) [5:13] 
        Composers: James Marshall Hendrix & Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas 
(drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is a copiously edited version of (4) with some of the vocals “mixed out” though not 
completely as they can still be faintly heard in the background. The complete version (4) has been edited in 5 
places to create this version. The edit points are best discerned by comparison to the instrumental version Mercy 
Lady Day [(1) Love, Love]. The first segment of the track from 0:00-0:34 is the same. The first edit at 0:35 cuts out 
the section from 0:35-1:53. The second segment from 0:35-0:55 contains the section from 1:54-2:14. The second 
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edit at 0:55 cuts out the section from 2:15-2:59 . The third segment from 0:56-2:41 contains the section from 3:00-
4:47. The third edit at 2:41 cuts out the section from 4:48-5:04. The fourth segment from 2:42-3:52 contains the 
section from @5:05-6:21. The fourth edit at 3:53 cuts out the section from 6:22-6:52. The fifth segment from 3:53-
4:49 contains the section from 6:53-7:49. The fifth edit at 4:50 cuts out the section from 7:50-8:13. The sixth 
segment from 4:50-5:14 contains the section from 8:14-8:38 where the track fades out 7 seconds early. 
        The lyrics in red are omitted due to the edits, and the lyrics in blue are “mixed out” though still faintly heard in 
the background: “Love is where you find it. People looking high and low. Grass looks greener on the other side. 
Love can be found underneath your nose. Don’t talk about your neighbor ‘cause he’s your friend if he need be. 
Circumstance can make you brothers, understanding through the tree. Love is a direction that your heart will 
surely go. When you find that special someone you’ll be the very first one to know. Love, talkin’ ‘bout love, talkin’ 
‘bout love, I’m talkin’ ‘bout love. If you hate someone with feeling, next day love may take its place. If you start out 
with a head start you will surely win the race. Love, love, love, love. Love, when you need it, it’s like a headache 
with too much pain. Sometimes violent like a windstorm, sometimes gentle like falling rain. Love, love, love. L-o-v-
e, love. L-o-v-e, love. L-o-v-e, love. Talkin’ ‘bout love, talkin’ ‘bout love, talkin’ ‘bout love. If you ask a lonely 
person just what they’re looking for. You know that love will be the answer. They’ll say love and nothing more. 
Love, everybody needs love. Love. Love. Love, is where you find it. People looking high and low. Grass looks 
greener on the other side. Love can be found underneath your nose. Don’t talk about your neighbor ‘cause he’s 
your friend if he need be. Circumstance can make you brothers, understanding through the tree. If you hate 
someone with feeling, next day love may take its place. If you start out with a head start you will surely win the 
race. The race of Love. L-o-v-e, love. L-o-v-e, love. Love, love, oh love, talkin’ ‘bout love. When you need it, love, 
it’s like a headache. Talkin’ ‘bout love. Ask for lonely. Talk’ ‘bout love. Love, talkin’ ‘bout love, woah love, talkin’ 
‘bout love. If you ask a lonely person just what they’re longing for, love will be the answer. They’ll say love and 
nothing more. L-o-v-e, love. L-o-v-e, love. L-o-v-e, love. L-o-v-e, love. Love. Love. Love. Love. If you hate 
someone with feeling, next day love may take its place. If you start out with a head start you will surely win the 
race. The race of Love. L-o-v-e, love. L-o-v-e, love. The falling rain. Talkin’ ‘bout love. Love. Talkin’ ‘bout love. L-
o-v-e, love. L-o-v-e, love. L-o-v-e, love. Talkin’ ‘bout love. Brand new love, talkin’ ‘bout love. Brand new love. L-o-
v-e, love. L-o-v-e, love. Don’t talk about your neighbor cause he’s your friend if he need be. Circumstance can 
make you brothers, understanding through the tree. Talkin’ ‘bout love. Talkin’ ‘bout love. L-o-v-e, love. L-o-v-e, 
love. Talkin’ ‘bout love. Talkin’ ‘bout love. Talkin’ ‘bout love. Talkin’ ‘bout love. Talkin’ ‘bout love. Love, love. Love, 
love. Talkin’, talkin’, walkin’, talkin’, talkin’ ‘bout love. Love, love, love, love, love, love, love, love, love, love. L-o-v-
e, love. L-o-v-e, love. L-o-v-e, love. L-o-v-e, love. Talkin’ ‘bout love. Love.” 
        Complete copies of this track have four “L-O-V-E, love” phrases at the very end. In comparison to (4), there 
is more reverb on the vocals which are also lower in the mix. 
        Special Notes: See the Special Notes at the beginning of this session date’s section. Love, Love was 
registered for copyright on August 14, 1967 (U.S. Copyright Office registration number EU0000010134), less than 
a week after the August 8th recording session. Presumably the vocals would have been overdubbed sometime 
between August 8-14. Love, Love first appeared on the Flashing album released on Capitol circa early-August 
1968 and reviewed in the August 10, 1968 issue of Cash Box. Bell notes a copy of Love, Love on the following 
official releases, though which version is contained thereon is uncertain: From The Beginning Vol. 3 [Astor] (2 
copies); La Balada De Jimi [Top Hits (Venezuela)]. Some of the Official Release sources listed for (6) that were 
not available for testing may be the wider stereo mix; see the following track. 
        Official Release: 1967 Material [Pink Elephant]; The Ballad Of Jimi [EMI/Stateside, Jugoton/Yugoton]; The 
Eternal Fire Of Jimi Hendrix [Hallmark, Importa Som/Som Livre, Interdisc]; Flashing [Nardem]; The Great Jimi 
Hendrix In New York; Guitar Experience; Guitar Giants Vol. 2; Hush Now [Time Wind]; Jimi Hendrix & Curtis 
Knight [London (Spain)]; Jimi Hendrix With Curtis Knight [Music For Pleasure]; Still With Us; The Story Of Jimi 
Hendrix [Babylon Budget]; Strange Things [London]; Strange Things - Get That Feeling (London [Spain]); That 
Special Sound 
        Alternate Sources: The Great Jimi Hendrix In New York [B656 bootleg CDR] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on 1967 Material [Pink Elephant] fades out slightly early, and is a stereo 
opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other copies is heard in the right channel here and vice 
versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 5:13. The 
copy on The Ballad Of Jimi [Stateside/Yugoton]; track time = 5:16. The copy on The Eternal Fire Of Jimi Hendrix 
[Hallmark] is noted by Bell as sounding “like the instruments have more stereo separation”; track time = 5:12. The 
copy on The Eternal Fire Of Jimi Hendrix [Interdisc] fades out slightly early, is noted by Bell as sounding “like the 
instruments have more stereo separation”, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel 
of other copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital 
transfer equipment and method; track time = 5:14. The copy on Flashing [Nardem] fades out slightly early; track 
time = 5:11. The copy on The Great Jimi Hendrix In New York is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in 
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the left channel of other copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the 
result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 5:15. The copy on Guitar Experience fades out 
very slightly early, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other copies is heard in 
the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and 
method; track time = 5:13. The copy on Guitar Giants Vol. 2 is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the 
left channel of other copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result 
of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 5:14. The copy on Jimi Hendrix & Curtis Knight [London 
(Spain)] is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other copies is heard in the right 
channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; 
track time = 5:15. There are two copies of this song on Jimi Hendrix With Curtis Knight [Music For Pleasure MFP 
2M 046-95297] with copy 2 being a copy of (6) which sounds slightly muffled in comparison to other copies; track 
time = 5:12. The copy on Jimi Hendrix With Curtis Knight [Music For Pleasure EMI-MFP 95297, cassette tape] 
fades out slightly early, and is mastered slightly fast; track time = 5:03. The copy on Still With Us is slightly clipped 
at the start, fades out slightly early, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other 
copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer 
equipment and method; track time = 5:10. The copy on The Story Of Jimi Hendrix [Babylon Budget] is very slightly 
clipped at the end but has very good sound, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel 
of other copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital 
transfer equipment and method; track time = 5:13. The copy on Strange Things [London] has slightly better sound 
quality than most other complete copies tested; track time = 5:14. The copy on Strange Things - Get That Feeling 
(London [Spain]) is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other copies is heard in the 
right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and 
method; track time = 5:15. The copy on That Special Sound; track time = 5:12. 
 
355. Love, Love (official wide stereo mix of (6)) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: The Psychedelic Voodoo Child 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [5:14] 
        Composers: James Marshall Hendrix & Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas 
(drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 354 Notes. This is a wider stereo variation of (6). 
        Special Notes: See track 354 Special Notes. Some of the Official Release sources listed for (6) that were not 
available for testing may be this wider stereo mix. 
        Official Release: Early Classics; The Eternal Fire Of Jimi Hendrix [Mercury]; Flashing [1986, Special Music 
Company, cassette]; Hendrix In The Beginning [Movieplay]; Hendrix In The Beginning [ShowBizz]; Historic 
Hendrix; The Psychedelic Voodoo Child 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 103-104: Curtis Knight: The Complete Recordings Vol. 2 – Studio 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 103-104: Curtis Knight: The Complete Recordings Vol. 2 – Studio; 
track time = 5:13. The copy on Early Classics; track time = 5:15. The copy on The Eternal Fire Of Jimi Hendrix 
[Mercury]; track time = 5:13. The copy on Flashing [1986, Special Music Company, cassette] has the instruments 
mixed very slightly more to the left than other copies but not enough to warrant a separate entry; track time = 
5:12. The copy on Hendrix In The Beginning [Movieplay] fades out slightly early; track time = 5:09. The copy on 
Hendrix In The Beginning [ShowBizz] fades out very slightly early; track time = 5:11. The copy on Historic Hendrix 
[CD]; track time = 5:15. The copy on Historic Hendrix [vinyl] is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the 
left channel of other copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result 
of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 5:11. The copy on The Psychedelic Voodoo Child has 
slightly less hiss than the copy on Early Classics; track time = 5:14. 
 
356. (11) Love, Love (official mono mix of (6)) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Strange Things [London (mono)]; optimally amplified; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Univibes number: S395 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 5:16 (5:15) [5:15] 
        Composers: James Marshall Hendrix & Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas 
(drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: Mono mix of (6). Bell notes the addition of some reverb. 
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        Special Notes: See track 354 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: vinyl single [1969, London (Holland) FLX-3224; 1971, Ariola (Spain) 14.925A]; Strange 
Things [London (mono)] 
        Alternate Sources: Pre-Experience Singles [Bell, tape] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on vinyl single [1969, London (Holland) FLX-3224] fades out slightly early; 
track time = 5:14. The copy on vinyl single [1971, Ariola (Spain) 14.925A] fades out slightly early; track time = 
5:14. The copy on Pre-Experience Singles [Bell, tape] is presumably at least a first generation copy from a vinyl 
source, has a considerable amount of vinyl surface noise, and has 2 seconds of silence at the start; track time = 
5:19. The copy on Strange Things [London (mono)]; track time = 5:15. 
 
357. (10) Love, Love (official alternate mix of (6), stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Hush Now [Astan-Timewind]; optimally amplified, channels flipped, and speed corrected -2%; track 
courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Univibes number: S395 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 5:12 (5:15) [5:14] 
        Composers: James Marshall Hendrix & Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas 
(drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is an alternate mix of (6) that Bell notes has heavier reverb; Jimpress notes it has heavier 
echo. The mix here sounds very similar to (6) though the slightly heavier reverb is more noticeable particularly on 
the guitar. 
        Special Notes: See track 354 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Forever; Hush Now [Astan]; Hush Now [Astan-Timewind]; Kassette: Hush Now 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Forever fades out slightly early, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. 
what’s heard in the left channel of other copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may 
merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 5:15. The copy on Hush Now 
[Astan] is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other copies is heard in the right 
channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; 
track time = 5:12. The copy on Hush Now [Astan-Timewind] is slightly more complete on the ending fade-out than 
the copy on Hush Now [Astan], is probably mastered very slightly fast, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. 
what’s heard in the left channel of other copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may 
merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 5:07. 
 
358. (7) Love, Love (official alternate mix of (10), stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: The Complete PPX Studio Recordings 
        Univibes number: S395 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 5:12 (5:15) [5:15] 
        Composers: James Marshall Hendrix & Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas 
(drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This alternate mix of (10) has the vocals mixed higher and centrally rather than to the right, and the 
instruments are also mixed centrally. 
        Special Notes: See track 354 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: The Authentic PPX Studio Recordings Vol. 2: Flashing; Best Of The Authentic PPX Studio 
Recordings; The Complete PPX Studio Recordings; Summer Of Love Sessions 
        Alternate Sources: James Marshall Hendrix With Curtis Knight 1967 Vol.1 (2009, Lachacore) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Best Of The Authentic PPX Studio Recordings was mastered with the 
levels too high cutting off the low end in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 5:15. The 
copy on The Complete PPX Studio Recordings; track time = 5:15. The copy on Get That Feeling & Flashing: The 
Authentic PPX Studio Recordings Vol. 1&2 [remastered] [1996, Grammy (Russia)] fades out slightly early; track 
time = 5:12. The copy on James Marshall Hendrix With Curtis Knight 1967 Vol.1 (2009, Lachacore) is sub-labeled 
“vocal”, and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track 
(amplitude clipping); track time = 5:12. The copy on Summer Of Love Sessions; track time = 5:15. 
 
359. Love, Love (official alternate mix of (7), very narrow stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Early Psychedelic Vol. 1; optimally amplified; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
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        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [5:11] 
        Composers: James Marshall Hendrix & Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas 
(drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This alternate mix of (7) is in very narrow stereo (nearly 
mono), has slightly more echo, and the guitar is lower in the mix especially noticeable in the segment from 0:55-
1:13. Another point of difference can be heard at the 2:35-2:36 mark where there is a peculiar split-second guitar 
sound (heard at the 4:39 mark in (4)); in this mix the sound is clearly heard whereas in (7) and all other variations 
of (6), (10), and (11) there is a poor attempt to “mix it out” along with the word “love” that follows it as heard in (4). 
        Special Notes: See track 354 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Early Psychedelic Vol. 1 
 
360. (12) Love, Love (official altered instrumental, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: The Legendary Jimi Hendrix [J.H. Records]; optimally amplified, channels flipped; track courtesy of 
Doug Bell 
        Univibes number: S1430 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 8:59 (9:00) [9:01] 
        Composers: James Marshall Hendrix & Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Curtis Knight? (tambourine), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas (drums). 
Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (wah-wah guitar), Eddie Clarke? (second guitar), John Weier? (bass), unknown 
(drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. Secondary Producer: unknown. Secondary Engineer: 
unknown. 
        Notes: This is essentially a remake of the song probably recorded @1976 with new musicians, though Jimi’s 
complete original guitar part as heard in the instrumental version Mercy Lady Day [Love, Love] has been added 
into the mix. Additional recording and personnel details of this track are unknown. Presumably the unknown 
musicians who recorded the overdubs are associated with Curtis Knight as the LP this track is taken from 
contains two similar altered tracks with vocals by Knight ((4) How Would You Feel and (4) Welcome Home; see 
The Collector’s 1964-66 set). The Legendary Jimi Hendrix LP was released @1976. Knight recorded an album 
(The Second Coming) in March 1974 with musicians under the band name Zeus which included Eddie Clarke 
(lead guitar), John Weier (bass), Chris Perry (percussion), and Nicky Hogarth (keyboards). Eddie Clarke and 
Nicky Hogarth also appeared on the 1973 Knight Zeus album Sea Of Time. Eddie Clarke could be the possible 
second guitarist, and John Weier the possible bassist on this track, though that is purely speculative. The source 
copy is a stereo opposite variation i.e. Jimi’s guitar that is mostly heard in the left channel of other variations of 
this song is heard right-of-center here though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and 
method. 
        Special Notes: See the Special Notes at the beginning of this session date’s section. 
        Official Release: The Legendary Jimi Hendrix [J.H. Records] 
 
361. You Can’t Use My Name (official dialogue, complete, mono) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: You Can’t Use My Name: The RSVP/PPX Sessions; optimally amplified 
        Univibes number: S682 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (0:55) [0:56] 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (voice, guitar), Curtis Knight (voice), Ed Chalpin (voice), Mickey Lane? (voice?), 
unknown? (voice). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is the complete studio dialogue, in mono, prior to the first take of Gloomy Monday. It begins 
with a tape smear abrupt start with Jimi picking on the guitar, while in the background Curtis Knight instructs him, 
“Jimi, after you solo (indecipherable)…one more verse.” During this the engineer (or Chalpin) breaks in from the 
control booth, “Rollin’ when you are.”  There is a tape break at 0:06, resuming with more guitar picking and 
someone saying what sounds like, “Go to the bathroom”(?). At 0:08 Jimi strums and checks his guitar tuning, 
followed by the engineer (or Chalpin) saying, “Take 1, Gloomy Monday”. There seems to be another tape break at 
0:14, followed by Jimi saying, “Now dig, look, look you can’t just, you know, like if you use this (indecipherable). 
You can’t, you know, put my name on the, uh, playing rights.” To this Curtis Knight breaks in and emphatically 
states, “No, no, no…hell no,” during which Jimi is saying something else indecipherable in the background. At the 
0:22 mark there is a beep, possibly a tape break or marker, followed by Jimi (?) saying, “Now listen now, he can’t 
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do that, uh…(indecipherable)”. There are a couple more guitar notes, then someone asking, “OK?” Possibly 
Curtis then begins speaking, “We got…(indecipherable)”, as the engineer (or Chalpin, as noted by Ultimate 
Hendrix) breaks in, “Rolling”. Jimi then says, “Edward, can you hear me?” Chalpin responds, “I hear.” Jimi 
continues, “In other words you can’t, you know, like, you can’t use my name for none of this stuff though, right?” 
Faintly in the background Curtis calls out, “Gloomy Monday”. Chalpin says something indecipherable, at the same 
time that Curtis continues faintly in the background, “hold it, hold it (indecipherable)”. Someone, the unknown 
voice in the room (Ultimate Hendrix notes it is Curtis Knight speaking), then speaks up, “You can’t use his name 
for any of these.” Chalpin interrupts, “Alright, don’t worry about it.” Jimi then says through the microphone what 
sounds like, “No, but can he?” Chalpin chuckles as Jimi reiterates, “No, serious though, serious though, you 
know…” Chalpin tries to reassure him again, “(indecipherable), don’t worry about it.” Jimi asks, “Huh?”, and 
Chalpin responds again, “I won’t use it, don’t worry.” At 0:50 there seems to be another tape break, resuming with 
Jimi strumming a note then giving what seems to be instructions, “End of the (indecipherable)”. After another 
couple guitar strums, someone says, “Yeah”. At 0:55 there seems to be another tape break, resuming very briefly 
before the track ends. Viewing the track in Audacity shows that the right channel has been slightly amplified in 
comparison to the left channel. There is no entry for this made-up title in Bell, although it is noted in the entry for 
(5) Gloomy Monday. 
        Special Notes: See the Special Notes at the beginning of this session date’s section. 
        Official Release: You Can’t Use My Name: The RSVP/PPX Sessions 
 
362. You Can’t Use My Name (dialogue, incomplete, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: ATM 103-104: Curtis Knight: The Complete Recordings Vol. 2 – Studio; track separated from (5), 
optimally amplified 
        Univibes number: S682 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (0:55) [0:26] 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (voice, guitar), Curtis Knight (voice), Ed Chalpin (voice), Mickey Lane? (voice?), 
unknown? (voice). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: See track 361 Notes. This is the incomplete stereo version of the pre-Gloomy Monday take 1 studio 
dialogue corresponding to the section from 0:24-0:49 in the complete mono version; see previous track. 
        Special Notes: See the Special Notes at the beginning of this session date’s section. 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 103-104: Curtis Knight: The Complete Recordings Vol. 2 – Studio; Loose Ends Vol. 
2; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Sessions Vol. 2; The Wizard; You Can’t Use My Name! [B644 bootleg 
CDR]; You Can’t Use My Name [Major Tom]; You Can’t Use My Name [Rock Folders 2] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 103-104: Curtis Knight: The Complete Recordings Vol. 2 – Studio is 
combined with (5), is in stereo, and is incomplete, missing the first 24 seconds and the final 8 seconds; track time 
= 0:26+1:07=1:34. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) is combined with (5) and (6), is in stereo, and 
is incomplete, missing the first 24 seconds and the final 8 seconds; track time = 4:08. The copy on The Wizard is 
in stereo, is incomplete, missing the first 24 seconds and the final 8 seconds, and is a stereo opposite variation 
i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of the copy on You Can’t Use My Name [Rock Folders 2] is heard in the right 
channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; 
track time = 0:26. The copy on You Can’t Use My Name [Rock Folders 2] is in stereo, and is incomplete, missing 
the first 24 seconds; track time = 0:25. 
 
363. (5) Gloomy Monday (take 1, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: ATM 103-104: Curtis Knight: The Complete Recordings Vol. 2 – Studio; track-separated from You 
Can’t Use My Name, and opening tape silence from (6) removed at end 
        Univibes number: S683 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 1:05 (1:05) [1:05] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Curtis Knight (vocals), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas (drums). 
Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This is the first take from the session with no overdubs. It is much faster than the officially released 
variations of the song, and it flounders to a halt at the bridge section, “We’ll go out…” 
        Special Notes: See the Special Notes at the beginning of this session date’s section. Ultimate Hendrix notes, 
“Though the first take broke down midway through, the second take yielded the master.” This is probably incorrect 
unless Ultimate Hendrix somehow considers (5) and (6) together as the “first take” (possibly considering (5) a 
false start, though 1 minute hardly seems a false start), and (4) as the second take. The faster versions (5) and 
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(6) are the actual takes 1 and 2. The considerably slower version (4), which is the basis for all variations of (2), i.e. 
“the master”, is take 3; Jimpress Part III also agrees that all variations of (2) use the third take. The slowest and 
most complete version (10) would be take 4. The very early morning (or very late night, depending on one’s 
habits) second recording session, August 8th, was a Tuesday. Did Knight write this song just before the session, 
on a “gloomy” Monday? The song was registered for copyright on Wednesday, August 16, 1967 with Curtis Knight 
credited for the words and music. It first appeared on the Flashing album released on Capitol circa early-August 
1968 and reviewed in the August 10, 1968 issue of Cash Box. 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 103-104: Curtis Knight: The Complete Recordings Vol. 2 – Studio; Loose Ends Vol. 
2; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Sessions Vol. 2; The Wizard; You Can’t Use My Name! [B644 bootleg 
CDR]; You Can’t Use My Name [Major Tom]; You Can’t Use My Name [Rock Folders 2] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 103-104: Curtis Knight: The Complete Recordings Vol. 2 – Studio is 
combined with the opening studio chat referred to as You Can’t Use My Name (see previous track), and contains 
2 seconds of the tape silence prior to the start of (6) at the very end; track time = 0:26+1:07=1:34. The copy on 
Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) is combined with the opening studio chat referred to as You Can’t Use My 
Name and (6); track time = 4:08. The copy on The Wizard is labeled Gloomy Monday I, and is a stereo opposite 
variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and 
vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 1:06. 
The copy on You Can’t Use My Name [Rock Folders 2]; track time = 1:07. 
 
364. (6) Gloomy Monday (take 2, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: ATM 103-104: Curtis Knight: The Complete Recordings Vol. 2 – Studio; beginning tape silence re-
edited onto the start from the end of (5) 
        Univibes number: S684 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:33 (2:33) [2:37] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Curtis Knight (vocals), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas (drums). 
Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This is the second take from the session with no overdubs. The track begins with a beep, probably a 
place marker on the tape. The start of the song is incomplete with the opening drum beat/s heard in all other 
variations of this song cut off here. Like (5), this take is much faster than the officially released variations of the 
song. At the 1:52 mark Curtis has a false start on the next verse, which he then comes back in on at the 2:04 
mark. At 2:16 he begins floundering on the line, “I can’t wait…” as the song continues to a fade out that is cut at 
the very end. 
        Special Notes: See track 363 Special Notes. 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 103-104: Curtis Knight: The Complete Recordings Vol. 2 – Studio; Flames; Loose 
Ends Vol. 2; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Sessions Vol. 2; The Wizard; You Can’t Use My Name! [B644 
bootleg CDR]; You Can’t Use My Name [Major Tom]; You Can’t Use My Name [Rock Folders 2] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 103-104: Curtis Knight: The Complete Recordings Vol. 2 – Studio has 
2 seconds of the pre-song tape silence found at the end of (5); track time = 2:35. The copy on Moonbeams & 
Fairytales (Rev 3.1) is combined with the opening studio chat referred to as You Can’t Use My Name and (5); 
track time = 4:08. The copy on The Wizard is labeled Gloomy Monday II, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. 
what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa 
though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 2:30. The copy on 
You Can’t Use My Name [Rock Folders 2] has 4 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 2:35. 
 
365. (4) Gloomy Monday (official take 3, mono) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: ATM 103-104: Curtis Knight: The Complete Recordings Vol. 2 – Studio; optimally amplified 
        Univibes number: S397 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:06 (3:07) [3:07] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas 
(drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: Jimpress notes this track as an alternate mono mix of (the non-existent) “(1)” (see track 371 Special 
Notes) which uses a different vocal take, has different guitar parts, and runs longer. However, this mono track is 
actually the complete basic track that was used to create the edited and overdubbed (2) and its variations. In (2) 
the first segment from 0:00-0:07 is the same as the start of (4) from 0:00-0:07. In (2) the second segment from 
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0:08-0:42 corresponds to the segment in (4) from 1:59-2:33. In (2) the third segment from 0:43-0:45 is a repeat of 
0:38-0:40, which corresponds to the segment in (4) from 2:29-2:31. In (2) the fourth segment from 0:45 until the 
faded ending at 2:11 corresponds to the segment in (4) from 1:16-2:42. Thus what is heard in (4) from 0:08-1:15, 
and 2:43 until the end at 3:07 are sections that are not heard in (2). This take includes what are probably 
overdubs of a tambourine (played by Curtis?) and two additional guitar parts by Jimi; it’s possible the vocals may 
also be an overdub. 
        Special Notes: See track 363 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Hush Now [Astan]; Kassette: Hush Now; Memorial 1942-1970 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 103-104: Curtis Knight: The Complete Recordings Vol. 2 – Studio; Two Jimi Hendrix 
& Curtis Knight Tracks from a vinyl LP (MarkJ) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 103-104: Curtis Knight: The Complete Recordings Vol. 2 – Studio; 
track time = 3:07. The copy on Hush Now [Astan] has light vinyl surface noise; track time = 3:06. The copy on 
Memorial 1942-1970 has light vinyl surface noise; track time = 3:06. The copy on “Two Jimi Hendrix & Curtis 
Knight Tracks” from a vinyl LP (MarkJ), presumably from a gen1 cassette with the resultant slight tape hiss, has 1 
second of pre-track echo of the start of the song, and has 4 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 3:13. 
 
366. Gloomy Monday (official simulated (fake) stereo mix of (4)) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Still With Us; optimally amplified; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:06 (n/a) [3:04] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas 
(drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress. See track 365 Notes. This simulated (fake) stereo variation of (4) 
fades out 1-2 seconds earlier. The source copy tests as “cannot be qualified” in Trader’s Little Helper, but tests as 
lossless in Exact Audio Copy (EAC). 
        Special Notes: See track 363 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Still With Us 
 
367. (2) Gloomy Monday (official overdub edit of (4), stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: The Legends Of Rock; optimally amplified; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Univibes number: S372 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:12 (2:12) [2:12] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas 
(drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track uses (4) as the basic track, but it has been edited and remixed with an additional guitar part 
and harmony vocal overdubs. In (2) the first segment from 0:00-0:07 is the same as the start of (4) from 0:00-
0:07. In (2) the second segment from 0:08-0:42 corresponds to the segment in (4) from 1:59-2:33. In (2) the third 
segment from 0:43-0:45 is a repeat of 0:38-0:40, which corresponds to the segment in (4) from 2:29-2:31. In (2) 
the fourth segment from 0:45 until the faded ending at 2:11 corresponds to the segment in (4) from 1:16-2:42. 
Curtis has overdubbed harmony vocals, and there is an overdubbed tambourine, but no indication of who is 
playing it (Curtis?). There is an additional guitar overdub on this track which sounds like a fuzz guitar in places 
(0:08-@0:45), a wah-wah guitar in others (@0:47-1:07 and @1:52-end), and almost like a sitar from 1:08-1:13. 
See also track 649 which was created specifically for this compilation to demonstrate how the basic track for (2) 
was edited together from (4), and for comparison purposes with (2) to identify the additional overdubs. 
        Special Notes: See track 363 Special Notes. Jimpress contains a listing for (3) Gloomy Monday, specifically 
found on the vinyl LPs In Memoriam and Strange Things [stereo], described as an “alternate stereo mix of (1) with 
drums louder and the rhythm guitar central”. Bell also notes additional copies of (3) on Jimi Hendrix & Curtis 
Knight [London/Discolibro (Spain)] and Grandes Exitos, though he also states about (3) that, “this sounds 
identical to mix (2) to me”. Upon comparison of all available copies of (3) (Grandes Exitos was not available), they 
are all identical to the (standard) stereo mix (2). Therefore (3) does not actually exist, which is why it is not found 
on this compilation. The Official Release section notes which sources are cited by Jimpress and Bell as 
containing copies of the non-existent (3). Some of the Official Release and Alternate Sources listed for (2) that 
were not available for testing may be either of the three variation mixes; see the following three tracks. 
        Official Release: De Exportacion: An Hi Fi Rare Batch of Jimi Hendrix; Early Classics; Flashing [Capitol] (2); 
Grandes Exitos (3); In Memoriam (3); In The Beginning [Metronome]; Jimi Hendrix & Curtis Knight [London 
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(Spain)] (3); Jimi Hendrix Con Curtis Knight; The Legends Of Rock (2); Profile: Jimi Hendrix; Psychedelia; 
Strange [FCA-111]; Strange Things [London] (3); Strange Things [Music For Pleasure]; Strange Things - Get That 
Feeling (London [Spain]) (3); That Special Sound (2); The Wild One [Hallmark, Summit] 
        Alternate Sources: Pre-Experience And Related Tracks Part 4 [Bell, tape]; Pre-Experience Singles [Bell, 
tape] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on De Exportacion: An Hi Fi Rare Batch of Jimi Hendrix; track time = 2:16. The 
copy on Flashing [1968, Capitol ST 2894]; track time = 2:12. The copy on In Memoriam is noted by Jimpress as 
being a copy of (3), and fades out slightly early; track time = 2:08. The copy on In The Beginning [Metronome] has 
noticeable vinyl surface noise; track time = 2:12. The copy on Jimi Hendrix & Curtis Knight [London (Spain)] is 
noted by Jimpress as being a copy of (3); track time = 2:12. The copy on The Legendary Jimi Hendrix: Get That 
Feeling [51 West]; track time = 2:13. The copy on The Legends Of Rock has slightly better sound quality than 
other source copies tested; track time = 2:12. The copy on Psychedelia is slightly clipped at the end; track time = 
2:13. The copy on Strange Things [London] is noted by Jimpress as being a copy of (3), and has slightly better 
sound than other source copies of “(3)” tested, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left 
channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be 
the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 2:12. The copy on Strange Things [Music For 
Pleasure]; track time = 2:12. The copy on  The copy on That Special Sound is a stereo opposite variation i.e. 
what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa 
though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 2:12. The copy on 
The Wild One [Hallmark] is very slightly clipped at the end, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in 
the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may 
merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 2:11. 
 
368. Gloomy Monday (official very wide stereo mix of (2)) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: ATM 103-104: Curtis Knight: The Complete Recordings Vol. 2 – Studio; channels flipped 
        Univibes number: S372 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:12 (2:12) [2:13] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas 
(drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 367 Notes. This variation of (2) is a very wide 
stereo mix. 
        Special Notes: See track 367 Special Notes. Some of the Official Release and Alternate Sources listed for 
(2) that were not available for testing may be this very wide stereo mix. 
        Official Release: vinyl single [1970, Decca (Germany) DL-25430; Decca (Belgium) 105/26.261-Y]; vinyl EP 
[1972, Polydor (Mexico) 2204]; Early Classics; Flashing [1986, Special Music Company, cassette]; Historic 
Hendrix; In The Beginning [Karussell/Polydor]; The Legendary Jimi Hendrix [J.H. Records] 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 103-104: Curtis Knight: The Complete Recordings Vol. 2 – Studio; James Marshall 
Hendrix With Curtis Knight 1967 Vol.1 (2009, Lachacore) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on vinyl single [1970, Decca (Germany) DL-25430] is very slightly incomplete 
on the ending fade-out; track time = 2:13. The copy on vinyl EP [1972, Polydor (Mexico) 2204] has noticeable 
vinyl surface noise throughout; track time = 2:11. The copy on ATM 103-104: Curtis Knight: The Complete 
Recordings Vol. 2 – Studio has a fraction of a second more music on the ending fade-out than most other source 
copies, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard 
in the right channel here and vice versa; track time = 2:13. The copy on Early Classics is a stereo opposite 
variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and 
vice versa; track time = 2:15. The copy on Flashing [1986, Special Music Company, cassette]; track time = 2:12. 
The copy on Historic Hendrix [CD] has 3 seconds of silence at the end, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. 
what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa; 
track time = 2:15. The copy on Historic Hendrix [vinyl] fades out very slightly early; track time = 2:11. The copy on 
In The Beginning [Karussell/Polydor] is labeled Lunes Melancolico, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s 
heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that 
may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 2:13. The copy on James 
Marshall Hendrix With Curtis Knight 1967 Vol.1 (2009, Lachacore) is clipped at the end, and has noticeable vinyl 
surface noise; track time = 2:15. The copy on The Legendary Jimi Hendrix [J.H. Records]; track time = 2:12. 
 
369. Gloomy Monday (official wide stereo mix of (2)) – Curtis Knight 
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        Source: Strange Things - Get That Feeling (London [Spain]); track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Univibes number: S372 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:12] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas 
(drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 367 Notes. This variation of (2) is a wider stereo 
mix. The source copy tests as CDDA in Trader’s Little Helper with probability 76% but it comes from a lossless 
vinyl LP source and tests as lossless in Exact Audio Copy (EAC). 
        Special Notes: See track 367 Special Notes. Some of the Official Release and Alternate Sources listed for 
(2) that were not available for testing may be this wider stereo mix. 
        Official Release: Golden Book: Strange; Strange Things - Get That Feeling (London [Spain]) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on The copy on Golden Book: Strange (2019 transfer); track time = 2:12. The 
copy on Strange Things - Get That Feeling (London [Spain]); track time = 2:13. 
 
370. Gloomy Monday (official narrow stereo mix of (2)) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: The Great Jimi Hendrix In New York; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Univibes number: S372 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:12 (2:12) [2:13] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas 
(drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 367 Notes. This variation of (2) is a narrower 
stereo mix. The source copy tests as CDDA in Trader’s Little Helper with probability 54% but it comes from a 
lossless vinyl LP source and tests as lossless in Exact Audio Copy (EAC). 
        Special Notes: See track 367 Special Notes. Some of the Official Release and Alternate Sources listed for 
(2) that were not available for testing may be this narrower stereo mix. 
        Official Release: The Great Jimi Hendrix In New York 
        Alternate Sources: The Great Jimi Hendrix In New York [B656 bootleg CDR] 
 
371. (1) Gloomy Monday (official mono mix of (2)) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Jimi Hendrix [Importa/Som]; optimally amplified; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Univibes number: S372 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (2:10) [2:12] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas 
(drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is the mono mix of (2). 
        Special Notes: See track 363 Special Notes. Jimpress notes this mix can be found on the Flashing LP 
[Capitol, mono], but there is a consensus among collectors that a mono version of the Flashing LP [Capitol] does 
not actually exist, that only a stereo version exists. Jimpress also notes this mix can be found on a mono vinyl 
single that was released in five different countries: 1970, London (Denmark) HL-7126; London (England) HLZ-
10321; Decca (Germany) DL 25430, mono; London (Japan) TOP-1570; London/Jugoton (Yugoslavia) SL-8410. 
However the version released in England [London HLZ-10321] contains the alternate mono mix with louder drums 
and tambourine (9); the versions released in Germany [Decca DL 25430, mono] and Yugoslavia [London/Jugoton 
SL-8410] do contain the mono mix (1); what mix is contained on the versions released in Denmark [London HL-
7126] and Japan [London TOP-1570] is unknown as they were unavailable for comparison. As a side note, there 
are apparently a stereo and a mono version of the vinyl single [1970, Decca (Germany) DL 25430]; the stereo 
version contains a copy of the wider stereo variation of (2), and the mono version contains a copy of the mono 
mix (1). 
        Official Release: vinyl single [1970, Decca (Germany) DL 25430, mono; London (Denmark) HL-7126 
(possibly (9)); London/Jugoton (Yugoslavia) SL-8410; London (Japan) TOP-1570 (possibly (9))]; An Hi Fi Rare 
Batch of Jimi Hendrix [Diresa]; An Hi Fi Rare Batch of Jimi Hendrix [Les Disques Motors]; Jimi Hendrix 
[Importa/Som] 
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        Alternate Sources: Pre-Experience And Related Tracks Part 4 [Bell, tape] (from vinyl single [1970, Decca 
(Germany) DL 25430, mono]) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on vinyl single [1970, London/Jugoton (Yugoslavia) SL-8410] fades out 2 
seconds early; track time = 2:10. The copy on An Hi Fi Rare Batch of Jimi Hendrix [Diresa] sounds slightly 
muffled; track time = 2:12. The copy on An Hi Fi Rare Batch of Jimi Hendrix [Les Disques Motors]; track time = 
2:11. The copy on Jimi Hendrix [Importa/Som] has 2 seconds more music at the end than other copies; track time 
= 2:12. The copy on Pre-Experience And Related Tracks Part 4 [Bell, tape] is presumably at least a first 
generation copy from the vinyl single [1970, Decca (Germany) DL 25430], has noticeable vinyl surface noise, and 
has 5 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 2:19. 
 
372. (9) Gloomy Monday (official alternate mix of (1), louder drums and tambourine, mono) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: The Wild One [Mercury]; optimally amplified; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Univibes number: S372 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:12 (2:12) [2:12] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas 
(drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This alternate mono mix has louder drums and tambourine than what is heard in the standard mono 
mix (1) or the standard stereo mix (2). By comparing this to (1) and (2) one can especially notice the higher levels 
in the sections from @0:08-0:19, @1:19-1:27, and 1:59-end. Note that other international releases of the vinyl 
single [1970, London (England) HLZ-10321] contain copies of the standard mono mix (1): the versions released in 
Germany [Decca DL 25430, mono] and Yugoslavia [London/Jugoton SL-8410] do contain the mono mix (1); what 
mix is contained on the versions released in Denmark [London HL-7126] and Japan [London TOP-1570] is 
unknown as they were unavailable for comparison. 
        Special Notes: See track 363 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: vinyl single [1970, London (England) HLZ-10321]; Get That Feeling (aka El Sentir 
Psicodelico) [Groove]; Postumo; Strange Things [London (mono)]; The Wild One [Mercury] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on vinyl single [1970, London (England) HLZ-10321]; track time = 2:12. The 
copy on Get That Feeling (aka El Sentir Psicodelico) [Groove] is incomplete at the start, missing the opening 
drum beat; track time = 2:11. The copy on Postumo is incomplete at the start missing the opening drum beat; 
track time = 2:10. The copy on Strange Things [London (mono)] is very slightly clipped on the ending fade-out, 
and has 3 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 2:17. The copy on The Wild One [Mercury]; track time = 
2:12. 
 
373. (8) Gloomy Monday (official edit of (2), stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: Guitar Giants Vol. 3; optimally amplified; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 1:52 (1:52) [1:53] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas 
(drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: See track 367 Notes. This track is an edit of (2), edited at the 0:54 mark to omit the second “Make 
believe in the whole wide world” line. 
        Special Notes: See track 363 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Guitar Experience; Guitar Giants Vol. 3; Hush Now [Time Wind]; The Story Of Jimi Hendrix 
[Babylon Budget] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Guitar Experience is very slightly incomplete at the end, and has a 
considerable amount of vinyl surface noise; track time = 1:51. The copy on Guitar Giants Vol. 3; track time = 1:53. 
The copy on Hush Now [Astan-Time Wind] is very slightly incomplete at the end; track time = 1:49. The copy on 
The Story Of Jimi Hendrix [Babylon Budget]; track time = 1:51. 
 
374. (7) Gloomy Monday (official extended edit alternate mix of (2), stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: The Complete PPX Studio Recordings; channels flipped 
        Univibes number: S1438 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:31 (3:33) [3:33] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
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        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas 
(drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: See track 367 Notes. This is an extended edit of (2) with the segment from 0:45-2:04 repeated at the 
2:05 mark. At the 3:20 mark the track resumes from the original edit point in (2) and continues to the ending fade-
out. All source copies tested were a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of the standard 
stereo mix (2) is heard in the right channel here and vice versa. 
        Special Notes: See track 363 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: The Authentic PPX Studio Recordings Vol. 2: Flashing; The Complete PPX Studio 
Recordings; Summer Of Love Sessions 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on The Complete PPX Studio Recordings was mastered with the levels very 
slightly too high cutting off the high end at the 0:27.4 mark (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:33. The copy on 
Get That Feeling & Flashing: The Authentic PPX Studio Recordings Vol. 1&2 [remastered] [1996, Grammy 
(Russia)] was mastered with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the high end at the 0:27.4 mark (amplitude 
clipping); track time = 3:31. The copy on Summer Of Love Sessions was mastered with the levels very slightly too 
high cutting off the high end at the 0:27.4 mark (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:33. 
 
375. (10) Gloomy Monday (official take 4, very narrow stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: You Can’t Use My Name: The RSVP/PPX Sessions 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:31 (n/a) [3:31] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Curtis Knight (vocals), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas (drums). 
Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This fourth take from the session, in mono (or very narrow stereo), doesn’t have guitar or tambourine 
overdubs like the third take (4), but the harmony vocals by Curtis are overdubbed. This take is also considerably 
slower than the first two take (5) and (6), and slightly slower than (4) and variations of (2). 
        Special Notes: See track 363 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: You Can’t Use My Name: The RSVP/PPX Sessions 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
====================================================================================== 

2 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, United Kingdom 
====================================================================================== 
 
376. (5) One Rainy Wish (complete early mix, stereo) 
        Source: Making Of Axis: Bold As Love: Unreleased Studio Session 1967; optimally amplified 
        Univibes number: S240 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:54 (3:54) [3:52] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 2 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George 
Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This stereo mix has the least amount of effects, runs completely to the end, and is probably closer to 
the original recording than any other version. The guitar panning from 0:03-0:12 is very moderate compared to 
what is heard in (6) and (1). From 0:12-0:15 there are some buzzing guitar notes that pan back and forth between 
the channels; in all other versions, except possibly (2), these are either mixed very low or mixed out. The vocals 
are mixed to the left and the lead guitar is mixed to the right. Unlike all other versions there are no double-tracked 
vocals in the section from 1:15-1:42. At the 2:00 mark there is a guitar fill that is also heard in (2), (3), and (6) but 
that is mixed out in (1) (though still faintly heard) and (4). Like (2), (4), and (6) there is very heavy echo on the 
vocals from 3:06-3:11, whereas in (1) and (3) there is no echo. Like (2), (4), and (6) there is no panning on the 
vocals from 3:06 to the end. Like (6), and nearly like (2), the very end of the track contains the complete ending 
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“buzz saw” guitar note with heavy reverb. This track is part of the Sotheby Tapes, tapes that were the property of 
Hendrix’s former girlfriend Kathy Etchingham, sold for auction at Sotheby’s in London on 22 December 1981 to 
Hendrix collector Bob Terry. The original title of this track as written on the Sotheby tapes in Jimi’s handwriting 
was Golden Rose. Bell notes that there may be other entries listed under (5) that are actually copies of (6). 
        Special Notes: Ultimate Hendrix notes that 9 incomplete takes of this song were recorded on 1 October 
1967. The 2 October session had the actual first take designated as take 10, picking up the numbering from the 
previous day’s session. “Take 15”, actually take 6 from this date, became the master. Ultimate Hendrix also notes 
that Hendrix may also have recorded a lead vocal overdub on 14 October 1967. Jimpress Part I notes the 
recording date as 3 October 1967; Jimpress Part III notes the recording date as 2 October 1967. Jimpress Part I 
notes overdubs and possibly mixing were done on 29 October 1967. Final mixing for this song was done on 31 
October 1967. 
        Alternate Sources: The Alternate Axis: Bold As Love; ATM 005: To The Highest Bidder; ATM 158-160: Axis: 
Bold As Love - The Sessions; Axis Bold A Love: The Alternate Versions (incomplete start); Axis Bold As Love: 
Deluxe Edition Bootleg; Axis Bold As Love: Mono Release [Funky Monkey]; Axis: Bold As Love Sessions; Axis 
Bold As Love: Sessions Rare Tracks 1967; Axis Bold As Love: The Sotheby’s Reels [Gold Standard]; The Axis 
Love Sessions [1-CD]; The Axis Love Sessions [2-CD]; The Baker/Terry Tapes Part 1 [Bell, tape]; Beginnings 66-
68; Bob's DATs [Bell, tape]; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); First Steps; Get The 
Experience! (incomplete); In The Studio Volume 1 (labeled Golden Rose); Living Reels Vol. I; Making Of Axis: 
Bold As Love: Unreleased Studio Session 1967; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); The Nitopi Reels [Bell, tape]; 
The Nitopi Reels Part 2 [Bell, tape]; Notes In Colours; Other Side Of Axis (labeled Golden Rose); The Sotheby 
Auction Tapes [Midnight Beat]; Sotheby Plus Masters; Sotheby's And BBC [Bell, tape] (this copy nearly mono, 
perhaps should be mix (2) instead?); Sothebys Auction Tapes [STG 016] (artwork titled Southebys Auction 
Tapes); Sothebys Auction Tapes: New Edit/Repaired Version; Sotheby’s Defined; Sotheby's Mixes [Bell, tape]; 
Sotheby's Plus [Bell, tape]; Sotheby’s Private Reels (2 copies); The Sotheby’s Tapes [Bell, tape T0082]; The 
Sotheby’s Tapes ‘67-’68; Southeby Reel With Soft Machine; Studio ‘67 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on The Alternate Axis: Bold As Love has slightly more hiss than other 
complete copies tested; track time = 3:51. The copy on ATM 005: To The Highest Bidder is slightly clipped at the 
start; track time = 3:44. The copy on ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; track time = 3:52. The 
copy on Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg fades out slightly early; track time = 3:52. The copy on Axis 
Bold As Love: The Sotheby’s Reels [Gold Standard] is clipped at the beginning, is a stereo opposite variation i.e. 
what’s heard in the left channel of other copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa, and has a 
considerable amount of hiss throughout; track time = 3:43. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 
(2018, OP Dester); track time = 3:52. The copy on First Steps is slightly incomplete at the start, has very poor 
sound, volume fluctuations, is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other copies is 
heard in the right channel here and vice versa, and tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 3:44. The copy on Get The 
Experience! is incomplete at the start omitting the first 26 seconds; track time = 3:25. The copy on In The Studio 
Volume 1 is labeled Golden Rose, is slightly incomplete at the start, is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s 
heard in the left channel of other copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa, and was mastered with 
the levels very slightly too high cutting off the low end of the left channel at the 1:15.6 mark (amplitude clipping); 
track time = 3:54. The copy on Living Reels Vol. I has very poor sound quality, slightly muted and suffering from 
being overly de-noised, and seems to be mastered at a slower speed thus the time difference; track time = 4:01. 
The copy on Making Of Axis: Bold As Love: Unreleased Studio Session 1967 has excellent sound; track time = 
3:52. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) is slightly clipped at the start; track time = 3:45. The copy 
on Notes In Colours is clipped at the start, was mastered fast, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard 
in the left channel of other copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa; track time = 3:41. The copy on 
Other Side Of Axis is labeled Golden Rose, and has a very faint sound like a tape cassette spooling heard at the 
very beginning; track time = 3:52. The copy on The Sotheby Auction Tapes [Midnight Beat] is slightly incomplete 
at the start; track time = 3:54. The copy on Sotheby Plus Masters is labeled May This Be Love on the artwork; 
track time = 3:52. The copy on Sothebys Auction Tapes [STG 016] (artwork titled Southebys Auction Tapes) is 
labeled Golden Rose, and has some quick slight drop-outs on the ending fade-out; track time = 3:51. The copy on 
Sothebys Auction Tapes: New Edit/Repaired Version is slightly clipped at the end; track time = 3:52. There are 
two copies on Sotheby’s Private Reels with copy 1 having significant tape hiss (track time = 3:50), and copy 2 
having significant tape hiss and mastered slightly fast (track time = 3:37). The copy on Southeby Reel With Soft 
Machine is slightly incomplete at the start, has very poor sound with significant tape hiss, and is a stereo opposite 
variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa; 
track time = 3:57. The copy on Studio ’67 is incorrectly labeled “Safe Stereo”, and is slightly clipped at the start; 
track time = 3:43. 
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377. (6) One Rainy Wish (alternate mix of (5), double-tracked rhythm guitar, stereo) 
        Source: I Don’t Live Today [CD]; optimally amplified 
        Univibes number: S240 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:54 (3:54) [3:57] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 2 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George 
Chkiantz. 
        Notes: A distinctive feature of this complete stereo mix is the double-tracked rhythm guitar when it comes in 
at the 0:15 mark. There is echo applied to the mix, and aside from the opening guitar panning everything is mixed 
centrally. The guitar panning from 0:03-0:12 is the same as what is heard in the official stereo version (1). The 
panned buzzing guitar notes heard in (5) from 0:12-0:15 are mixed out here, there are double-tracked vocals from 
1:16-1:43, and there is very heavy echo on the vocals from 3:09-3:13. All copies tested are slightly incomplete at 
the start, missing the opening cymbal strike. Bell notes that there may be entries listed under (5) that are actually 
copies of (6). 
        Special Notes: See track 376 Special Notes. 
        Alternate Sources: The Complete Axis: Bold As Love Outtakes; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 
(2018, OP Dester); I Don’t Live Today [CD/LP]; In The Studio Volume 10; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); 
Studio '67 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on The Complete Axis: Bold As Love Outtakes is incorrectly sub-labeled 
“alternate mono version with longer intro”, and has 4 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 3:59. The copy on 
The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); track time = 3:55. The copy on I Don’t Live Today 
[CD]; track time = 3:57. The copy on In The Studio Volume 10 is noted by Jimpress as a copy of (2), and is known 
to be lossy/MP3 (all tracks on volumes 5-10 of this set are known to be lossy/MP3, i.e. no lossless copies exist); 
track time = 3:55. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) is sub-labeled “alternate mix”; track time = 
3:56. The copy on Studio '67 is incorrectly labeled (5); track time = 3:55. 
 
378. (2) One Rainy Wish (official alternate mix of (5), mono) 
        Source: Live & Unreleased: The Radio Show; optimally amplified 
        Univibes number: S240 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:52 (3:52) [3:57] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 2 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George 
Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This complete mono mix has echo applied throughout, the panned buzzing guitar notes heard in (5) 
from 0:12-0:15 are still present here (though obscured by the voice-over commentary), there are double-tracked 
vocals from 1:17-1:44, and there is very heavy echo on the vocals from 3:10-3:15. The beginning of the track 
contains voice-over commentary by Eddie Kramer, and the very end of the track contains slight voice-over 
commentary by Dave Kephart. Most bootleg and collectors’ copies of this track are incomplete at the start and 
end omitting the voice-over commentary heard on the officially released sources. 
        Special Notes: See track 376 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: The Jimi Hendrix Story [Arcade France]; Lifelines: The Jimi Hendrix Story; Live & 
Unreleased: The Radio Show 
        Alternate Sources: Astro Man; ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; Axis Bold As Love: 
Sessions Rare Tracks 1967; The Axis Love Sessions [1-CD]; Black Strings (incomplete); Brilliant Outtakes, 
Demos & Specials; The Complete Axis: Bold As Love Outtakes; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, 
OP Dester); First Rays Of The New Rising Sun [Living Legend]; Hoochie Coochie Man; Jimi Plays Berkeley/The 
Studio Outtakes...1966-1970; Live & Unreleased Part 1 [Westwood One pirate]; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 
3.1); Peace, Mud & Tears; Studio '67 (voice-over removed); The Studio Out-Takes 1966-1970; The Studio Out-
takes Volume 1 1966-1968; Voice Of Experience; Voodoo Blues 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Astro Man is incomplete at the start omitting the voice-over commentary 
section during the first @15 seconds of the instrumental intro, is further clipped at the start omitting another @1 
second, has 6 seconds of silence at the end, and was mastered with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the 
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low end of the left channel in several places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:44. The copy 
on ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions is incomplete at the start omitting the voice-over 
commentary section during the first @15 seconds of the instrumental intro, and was mastered with the levels very 
slightly too high cutting off the low end of the left channel at the 2:49.5 and 2:52.1 marks (amplitude clipping); 
track time = 3:39. The copy on The Complete Axis: Bold As Love Outtakes is incorrectly sub-labeled “alternate 
mono version with more guitars”, and is incomplete at the start omitting the voice-over commentary section during 
the first @15 seconds of the instrumental intro; track time = 3:44. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 
1967 (2018, OP Dester) is incomplete at the start omitting the voice-over commentary section during the first @15 
seconds of the instrumental intro, and was mastered with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the low end of 
the left channel at the 2:49.5 and 2:52.1 marks (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:39. The copy on First Rays Of 
The New Rising Sun [Living Legend] is incomplete at the start omitting the voice-over commentary section during 
the first @15 seconds of the instrumental intro, is further incomplete at the start omitting @9 more seconds, and is 
incomplete at the end fading out @4 seconds early; track time = 3:26. The copy on Lifelines: The Jimi Hendrix 
Story has the complete start and end of the track but there is voice-over commentary the first @15 seconds and 
the final 2 seconds; track time = 3:57. The copy on Live & Unreleased: The Radio Show has the complete start 
and end of the track but there is voice-over commentary the first @15 seconds and the final 2 seconds; track time 
= 3:57. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) is incomplete at the start omitting the voice-over 
commentary section during the first @15 seconds of the instrumental intro, and contains 6 seconds of voice-over 
commentary during the complete ending fade-out; track time = 3:44. The copy on Studio ’67 is incomplete at the 
start omitting the voice-over commentary section during the first @15 seconds of the instrumental intro; track time 
= 3:38. The copy on Voice Of Experience is incomplete at the start omitting the voice-over commentary section 
during the first @15 seconds of the instrumental intro, is further clipped at the start, and was mastered with the 
levels very slightly too high cutting off the low end of the left channel at the 2:12.0 mark (amplitude clipping); track 
time = 3:36. The copy on Voodoo Blues [The Snippin’ Engineer] is incomplete at the start omitting the voice-over 
commentary section during the first @15 seconds of the instrumental intro, has a fragment of the voice-over 
commentary at the end, and has 4 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 3:50. 
 
379. (4) One Rainy Wish (official alternate mix of (2), mono) 
        Source: Axis: Bold As Love [2018, Analogue Productions CAPP 19792 SA]; optimally amplified 
        Univibes number: S031 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:41 (3:42) [3:43] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 2 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George 
Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This original official mono mix was specifically created by Chas Chandler, Jimi Hendrix, and Eddie 
Kramer on 2 November 1967. It may be considered an alternate mix of (2). Like (2) there is echo applied 
throughout, there are double-tracked vocals from 1:14-1:41, and there is very heavy echo on the vocals from 
3:05-3:10. The panned buzzing guitar notes heard in (2) from 0:13-0:16 are completely mixed out here. The buzz-
saw guitar fill heard in (2) at the 0:31 mark is mixed very low here at the 0:29 mark. The buzz-saw guitar fill heard 
in (2) at the 2:03 mark is completely mixed out here. There may be other similarities and/or differences as well. 
The track fades out 10 seconds earlier than (2), although it is 2 seconds longer on the ending fade-out than the 
official stereo version (1). 
        Special Notes: See track 376 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Axis: Bold As Love (mono); Classic Singles Collection Vol. 2 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions (2 copies); Axis: Bold As Love (mono) 
(Prof. Stoned); Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg (sourced from 2002 Classic Records 612 003 LP); 
Axis: Bold As Love: Mono (sourced from 2002 Classic Records 612 003 LP); Axis: Bold As Love: Mono Edition 
[Track (fake), Reprieve]; Axis Bold As Love: Mono Release [Funky Monkey]; Axis Bold As Love: Sessions Rare 
Tracks 1967; Axis Bold As Love: The Mono Mix; The Complete Axis: Bold As Love Outtakes; The Complete 
Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Test Pressing Singles (2018, M. 
Sheridan) 
        Comparison Notes: Copy 1 on ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions is sourced from Axis: Bold 
As Love [Reprise R-6281 (mono)]; track time = 3:43. Copy 2 on ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions 
is sourced from Axis: Bold As Love [Track 612-003 (mono)]; track time = 3:44. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love 
[1967, Track 613-003]; track time = 3:44. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love (mono) (Prof. Stoned) is sourced from 
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Axis: Bold As Love [2002, Classic Records 612 003 LP]; track time = 3:43. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [2018, 
Analogue Productions CAPP 19792 SA]; track time = 3:43. The copy on Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition 
Bootleg is sourced from Axis: Bold As Love [2002, Classic Records 612 003 LP]; track time = 3:42. The copy on 
Axis: Bold As Love: Mono is sourced from Axis: Bold As Love [2002, Classic Records 612 003 LP], fades out 
slightly early, and was digitally transferred with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the low end at the 1:54.1 
mark of the right channel (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:43. The copy on The Complete Axis: Bold As Love 
Outtakes is sub-labeled “alternate mono version”, has noticeable vinyl surface noise, and was mastered with the 
levels too high cutting off the low end at the 1:32.2 mark of the right channel (amplitude clipping); track time = 
3:42. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); track time = 3:43. The copy on 
Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) has vinyl surface pops in places throughout the track, and was mastered with 
the levels very slightly too high cutting off the low end at the 1:32.2 mark of the right channel (amplitude clipping); 
track time = 3:42. The copy on Test Pressing Singles (2018, M. Sheridan) may be sourced from Classic Singles 
Collection Vol. 2 though it is uncertain since the A-side is If Six Was Nine (which does not appear on that 
compilation but does appear on Classic Singles Collection); track time = 3:42. 
 
380. (1) One Rainy Wish (official stereo mix) 
        Source: Axis: Bold As Love [2018, Analogue Productions CAPP 19792 SA]; optimally amplified, ending 
silence removed 
        Univibes number: S031 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:41 (3:41) [3:42] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 2 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George 
Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is the original official stereo mix. The guitar panning from 0:03-0:12 is the same as what is 
heard in (6). The panned buzzing guitar notes that are completely mixed out in (4) are mixed very low here from 
0:13-0:15. The vocals are primarily mixed to the left. The double tracked vocals from 1:15-1:43 are mixed left and 
right rather than centrally. The buzz-saw guitar fill that is completely mixed out in (4) is mixed very low here at the 
2:01 mark. Where the vocal segment in (4) from 3:05-3:10 has very heavy echo, here there is very little echo on 
the vocals from 3:07-3:12. The vocals from 3:10-3:37 are primarily mixed to the right though they are panned 
between the channels occasionally. The track fades out 2 seconds earlier than (4). 
        Special Notes: See track 376 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: vinyl single [1968, Reprise 0665; Polydor (Germany) 59199; Polydor (Italy) NH-59199; 
Barclay 060959; Polydor (Spain) 60.025; Polydor (Australia) NH-59141 (mono); 1970, Polydor (Brazil) FC-
126.028]; Axis: Bold As Love; The Experience Collection: Axis: Bold As Love; Inside The Experience (excerpt); 
Jimi Hendrix Reference Library: Octavia & Univibe (excerpt); Rainy Day Dream Away [Hear Music]; Sessions - 
Axis: Bold As Love [Polydor]; Suns And Rainbow - Axis: Bold As Love [aka The Old Barclay Box] 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; Axis: Bold As Love [B146 Barclay 
pirate]; Axis Bold As Love [B476 bootleg CDR]; Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg (from Reprise 6281-2 
DADC pressing without noise reduction); Axis Bold As Love: Sessions Rare Tracks 1967; Axis: Bolder Than Love; 
The Complete Axis: Bold As Love Outtakes; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); 
Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; track time = 3:41. The 
copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1967, Track 613-003]; track time = 3:43. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1968, 
Reprise RS 6281] has 3 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 3:45. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1974, 
Reprise RS 6281] has 5 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 3:46. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1997, 
MCA (Europe) MCD-11601-2] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places 
throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:42. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [2006, Experience 
Hendrix UICY-6207] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout 
the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:41. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [2010, Sony Legacy 88697-
62163-2] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track 
(amplitude clipping); track time = 3:42. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [2010, Sony Records Int’l SICP 2638-9] 
was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude 
clipping); track time = 3:42. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [2018, Analogue Productions CAPP 19792 SA] has 3 
seconds of silence at the end; track time = 3:45. The copy on Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg is 
sourced from Reprise 6281-2 DADC pressing without noise reduction, and has 4 seconds of silence at the end; 
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track time = 3:44. The copy on The Complete Axis: Bold As Love Outtakes is sub-labeled “alt stereo”, which 
would seem to indicate that it is a copy of either (2), (3), (5), or (6) but it is a copy of (1), and was mastered with 
the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time 
= 3:42. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); track time = 3:43. The copy on 
Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in 
places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:40. The copy on Rainy Day Dream Away [Hear 
Music] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track 
(amplitude clipping); track time = 3:42. The copy on Sessions - Axis: Bold As Love [Polydor] was mastered with 
the levels slightly too high cutting off the low end of the right channel in places throughout the track (amplitude 
clipping); track time = 3:41. The copy on Suns And Rainbow - Axis: Bold As Love [aka The Old Barclay Box, MJ 
1st transfer] is mastered very slightly fast, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of 
other copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital 
transfer equipment and method; track time = 3:36. 
 
381. (3) One Rainy Wish (official alternate mix of (1), stereo) 
        Source: Axis: Bold As Love [1989, Polydor [Japan] P20P 22002]; optimally amplified 
        Univibes number: S031 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:39 (3:49) [3:40] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 2 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George 
Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track, also known as the “Backtrack” or “safe” mix, is an alternate stereo mix of (1). Jimpress 
notes that there are some guitar parts louder in this mix, but comparing this to (1) the guitar levels seems to be 
equivalent between the mixes. The real differences between (3) and (1) primarily have to do with the panning. In 
this mix the panning on the guitar from 0:03-0:12 remains in the left channel rather than panning back and forth. 
In this mix the panning on the lead guitar from 2:27-2:29 and 2:32-2:34 goes from the center to the far left, 
whereas in (1) it remains in the center. In this mix the panning on the vocals from 3:21 to the end goes back and 
forth between the channels, whereas in (1) they remain mixed to the right and right-of-center. There are probably 
other small panning differences between the mixes. The buzz-saw guitar fill that is mixed very low in (1) is back 
up in the mix here at the 1:59 mark. 
        Special Notes: See track 376 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Axis: Bold As Love [1967, Polydor 184-110; 1967, Polydor 2459-391; 1967, Polydor 
239.000; 1967, Track 613 003; 1968, Polydor SLPM-1398; 1968, Polydor SMP-1398; 1971, Polydor MP-2193; 
1975, Polydor MP-2493; 1977, Polydor MPF-1076; 1979, Polydor MPX-4008; 1980, Polydor MPA-7005; 1989, 
Polydor 18MM-0582; 1989, Polydor 813-572-2; 1989, Polydor P33P-25023]; Backtrack Eleven: Axis: Bold As 
Love; Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Axis: Bold As Love [1980, Polydor 2625 038]; The Jimi Hendrix 
Experience [Karussell] 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; Axis: Bold As Love [Karussell (pirate) 
picture disc]; Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg (from Axis: Bold As Love [1989, Polydor (West Germany) 
813 572-2]); Axis Bold As Love: Sessions Rare Tracks 1967; The Complete Axis: Bold As Love Outtakes; The 
Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Studio '67 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; track time = 3:41. The 
copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1973, Polydor 2683 031]; track time = 3:42. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1989, 
Polydor (West Germany) 813 572-2] has 6 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 3:45. The copy on Axis: 
Bold As Love [1989, Polydor [Japan] P20P 22002] has slightly less his than most other source copies tested; 
track time = 3:40. The copy on Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg is sourced from Axis: Bold As Love 
[1989, Polydor (West Germany) 813 572-2], has 6 seconds of silence at the end, and was mastered with the 
levels very slightly too high cutting off the low end at the 1:18.0 mark (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:45. The 
copy on The Complete Axis: Bold As Love Outtakes is sub-labeled “wide stereo version”, which would seem to 
indicate that it is a copy of (5) but it is a copy of (3); track time = 3:42. The copy on The Complete Studio 
Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) has 6 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 3:45. The copy on Jimi 
Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Axis: Bold As Love [1980, Polydor (Australia) 2625 038] is slightly clipped at the 
start; track time = 3:41. The copy on Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Axis: Bold As Love [1980, Polydor 
(Germany) 2625 038] is slightly clipped at the start; track time = 3:40. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 
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3.1); track time = 3:41. The copy on Studio ’67 has vinyl surface pops in places throughout the track; track time = 
3:41. 
 
382. One Rainy Wish (official multitrack, instrumental, stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:50] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 2 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This track was extracted from the .mogg file (multiple .ogg 
files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video game. Presumably this is 
supposed to be the multitrack for the official stereo version (1), but the panning on the guitar throughout this track 
is different than what is heard in any other variation of this song. The vocals have been mixed out. The buzz-saw 
guitar fills that are mixed very low in (1) are back up in the mix here at the 0:29 and 2:00 marks. The lead guitar is 
mixed to the left rather than the right as in (1). The track contains the complete ending as heard in (5), (6), and 
(2). These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been 
extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Alternate Sources: Instrumentals Volume 1 (2017, Funkydrummer) 
 
383. One Rainy Wish (official multitrack, guitar, stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:50] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 2 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy 
Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This track was extracted from the .mogg file (multiple .ogg 
files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video game. Presumably this is 
supposed to be the multitrack for the official stereo version (1) (see track 380 Notes). The track consists of the 
isolated lead and rhythm guitar parts. The track contains the complete ending as heard in (5), (6), and (2), though 
it is slightly clipped at the very end. These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they 
test as lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
384. One Rainy Wish (official multitrack, guitars no solo mix, stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:50] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 2 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy 
Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This track was extracted from the .mogg file (multiple .ogg 
files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video game. Presumably this is 
supposed to be the multitrack for the official stereo version (1) (see track 380 Notes). The track consists of the 
isolated guitar parts without the lead guitar solo from 1:13-1:59. The track contains the complete ending as heard 
in (5), (6), and (2), though it is slightly clipped at the very end. These Rock Band multitracks often test as 
lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files which 
circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
385. One Rainy Wish (official multitrack, guitar 2, mono) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:50] 
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        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 2 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy 
Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This track was extracted from the .mogg file (multiple .ogg 
files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video game. Presumably this is 
supposed to be the multitrack for the official stereo version (1) (see track 380 Notes). The track consists of the 
isolated second rhythm guitar part, though the lead guitar can still be heard faintly in the background during the 
first segment. This particular guitar part is only present from 0:01-0:11 and 1:12-2:01. The track is in mono. These 
Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted 
from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
386. One Rainy Wish (official multitrack, rhythm guitar first half, mono) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [1:39] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 2 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy 
Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This track was extracted from the .mogg file (multiple .ogg 
files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video game. Presumably this is 
supposed to be the multitrack for the official stereo version (1) (see track 380 Notes). The track begins with and 
consists of only the isolated rhythm guitar part segment heard in the complete instrumental version from 0:30-
2:08, though the lead guitar can still be heard faintly in the background in places. The track is in mono, and fades 
out at the end. These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all 
have been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
387. One Rainy Wish (official multitrack, vocals, stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:50] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 2 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George 
Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This track was extracted from the .mogg file (multiple .ogg 
files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video game. Presumably this is 
supposed to be the multitrack for the official stereo version (1) (see track 380 Notes). The track consists of Jimi’s 
isolated vocals, though the instruments can still be heard faintly in the background. These Rock Band multitracks 
often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg 
files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
388. One Rainy Wish (official multitrack, bass, mono) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:50] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 2 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This track was extracted from the .mogg file (multiple .ogg 
files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video game. Presumably this is 
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supposed to be the multitrack for the official stereo version (1) (see track 380 Notes). The track consists of Noel’s 
isolated bass part, though the lead guitar and drums can still be heard faintly in the background. The track is in 
mono, and contains the complete ending as heard in (5), (6), and (2). These Rock Band multitracks often test as 
lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files which 
circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
389. One Rainy Wish (official multitrack, drums, stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:50] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 2 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This track was extracted from the .mogg file (multiple .ogg 
files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video game. Presumably this is 
supposed to be the multitrack for the official stereo version (1) (see track 380 Notes). The track consists of Mitch’s 
isolated drum part, though the guitars and bass can still be heard faintly in the background. The track contains the 
complete ending as heard in (5), (6), and (2), though it is slightly clipped at the very end. These Rock Band 
multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their 
original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
 
====================================================================================== 

1 or 3 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, United 
Kingdom 

====================================================================================== 
 
        Special Notes: Ultimate Hendrix causes some confusion as to the actual recording date for the officially 
released version of this song. In the section for the 1 October 1967 session it states that take 14 became the 
basic track. The 2 October 1967 section states that overdubbing was done on that date, including Hendrix’s wah-
wah guitar which took 4 takes to achieve. The final line in the 3 October 1967 section states the Axis: Bold As 
Love master was created during this session which saw the recording of 15 additional takes of the song: 
“Chandler called for overdubbing to begin immediately after the last take. The group successfully added a guitar 
and vocal from Hendrix, backing vocals from Mitchell and Redding, and cymbal and percussion from Mitchell.” So 
was the working master take 14 from the 1 October session or one of the 15 takes (take 14?) from the 3 October 
session? Was overdubbing done on 2 October (which would indicate the working master came from 1 October) or 
3 October? Jimpress notes the recording date as 1 October 1967; Jimpress 112 (Summer 2018 issue) notes the 
date as 2 October 1967. Bell notes the recording date as “first week October 1967”, with the exception of (6) Little 
Miss Lover which is specifically dated 3 October 1967 by Ultimate Hendrix. If the official version was recorded on 
1 October 1967 the Second Engineer was Andy Johns. If the official version was recorded on 3 October 1967 the 
Second Engineers were Andy Johns and George Chkiantz. Regardless of the recording date, Ultimate Hendrix 
notes mixing was done on 3 October 1967 with 12 different mixes attempted before a satisfactory mix was 
achieved. Final mixing was done on 31 October 1967 with George Chkiantz as the Second Engineer. 
 
390. (3) Little Miss Lover (official alternate take acetate, mono) 
        Source: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions 
        Univibes number: S265 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:13 (2:16) [2:19] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 1 or 3 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums), unknown 
(tambourine). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns, and possibly 
George Chkiantz. Secondary Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
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        Notes: This track is an alternate take from the same session as (1) originally found on an Emidisc acetate. 
Jimpress Part III notes that it’s possible this alternate take is from an earlier date than the other variations of this 
song. This acetate version of the song has heavy echo applied to the mix, there is a “wolf whistle” at the 0:03 
mark, and there are no backing or double-tracked vocals. 
        Special Notes: See the Special Notes at the beginning of this session date’s section. Someone is playing a 
tambourine on this track though who is playing it is uncertain. In Bell’s discography notes for the official versions 
(1), (2), and (7) he speculates Hendrix may be playing it, whereas for the acetate version (3) he speculates Mitch 
Mitchell may be playing it. In either case it is likely an overdub. Some of the Alternate Sources listed for (3) that 
were not available for testing may be the simulated (fake) stereo variation; see track 655. 
        Official Release: Calling Long Distance 
        Alternate Sources: 51st Anniversary: The Story Of Life; ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; 
Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg; Axis Bold As Love: Sessions Rare Tracks 1967; Axis Bold As Love: 
The Sotheby’s Reels [Gold Standard]; The Axis Love Sessions [1-CD]; Axis Outtakes; Axis Outtakes Volume 1; 
The Baker/Terry Tapes Part 1 [Bell, tape]; Beginnings 66-68; Bob's DATs [Bell, tape]; Calling Long Distance 
[Dynamite Studio pirate]; Can You Please Crawl Out Your Window [Major Tom]; The Complete Axis: Bold As 
Love Outtakes; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); First Steps; Making Of Axis: Bold As 
Love: Unreleased Studio Session 1967; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Notes In Colours; On A Public 
Saxophone; Rarities [The Genuine Pig]; Sotheby’s Defined (from Calling Long Distance); Stora Scenen, Gröna 
Lund, Stockholm 11.09.67 1st Show - 1st Source; Studio ‘67 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on 51st Anniversary: The Story Of Life is clipped (incomplete) at the end; track 
time = 2:15. There is supposedly a copy of this track on The Alternate Axis: Bold As Love, but it is a fake mono 
mix of (6); see track 659. The copy on ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions was mastered with the 
levels very slightly too high cutting off the low end at the 0:28.3 mark (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:19. The 
copy on Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the low end 
in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:21. The copy on Axis Bold As Love: The 
Sotheby’s Reels [Gold Standard] is clipped at the start; track time = 2:27. The copy on Axis Outtakes has 3 
seconds of silence at the end, tests as lossy/MP3, and was mastered with the levels very slightly too high cutting 
off the low end in a few places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:20. The copy on Calling 
Long Distance has a considerable amount of vinyl surface noise, and has 4 seconds of silence at the end; track 
time = 2:22. The copy on The Complete Axis: Bold As Love Outtakes is sub-labeled “alternate mono version” has 
an excerpt of unrelated audience applause at the start, and has 3 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 2:22. 
The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) was mastered with the levels very slightly 
too high cutting off the low end at the 0:28.3 mark (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:19. The copy on First Steps 
has 3 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 2:19. The copy on Making Of Axis: Bold As Love: Unreleased 
Studio Session 1967; track time = 2:18. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) was mastered with the 
levels very slightly too high cutting off the low end at the 0:28.4 mark (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:19. The 
copy on Notes In Colours is more prominently right of center, was mastered slightly slow, and is incomplete at the 
end; track time = 2:21. The copy on Rarities [The Genuine Pig] sounds like it’s been heavily processed, and is 
slightly clipped at the end; track time = 2:17. The copy on Studio '67; track time = 2:19. 
 
391. (8) Little Miss Lover (official phasing acetate of (1), very narrow stereo, lossy) 
        Source: internet download (MP3); track courtesy of Steve Rodham 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:20] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 1 or 3 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals), 
unknown (tambourine). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns, and 
possibly George Chkiantz. Secondary Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is taken from an Emidisc Assorted Phasing acetate (@1967) originally listed for auction on 
eBay in April 2017 by Psychotron Records for 1000 pounds. The acetate eventually sold on eBay in August 2017 
for 148 pounds. The track is presently only available as an MP3 file (lossy) unless and until someone can track 
down the person who bought the acetate and manage to get a lossless copy. This track is supposedly in stereo, 
though it sounds mono or at most very narrow stereo. Even in Audacity it is visually difficult to determine since, 
due to the extremely poor audio quality, some of the visual differences between the channels could merely be the 
result of the abundance of surface noise rather than the music itself. It does seem to be a variation of the 
standard stereo mix (1) since the backing vocals come in at the 1:42 mark as heard in (1) rather than earlier at the 
1:38 mark as heard in the standard mono mix (2). Again, due to the extremely poor audio quality it is difficult to 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wolf-whistling
https://www.discogs.com/Jimi-Hendrix-Simon-Dupree-And-The-Big-SoundWalham-Green-East-Wapping-Carpet-Cleaning-Rodent-And-Bogg/release/9082067
http://www.ebay.co.uk/itm/JIMI-HENDRIX-amp-OTHER-PSYCH-UNIQUE-MIXES-ONLY-ON-THIS-ACETATE-1967-LISTEN-/391745492486
http://psychotronrecords.co.uk/
https://www.popsike.com/JIMI-HENDRIX-OTHER-PSYCH-UNIQUE-MIXES-ONLY-ON-THIS-ACETATE-1967-LISTEN/391868782451.html
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determine exactly what are the differences between this track and the officially released stereo version (1), 
although there doesn’t seem to be any echo on the guitar particularly noticeable at the 1:34 mark, and the track 
fades out very slightly earlier. See also track 656 for a version of this track that has been sonically altered by a 
collector in an attempt to improve the sound quality. 
        Special Notes: See track 390 Special Notes. 
 
392. (1) Little Miss Lover (official stereo mix) 
        Source: Axis: Bold As Love [2018, Analogue Productions CAPP 19792 SA]; optimally amplified, ending 
silence removed 
        Univibes number: S032 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:20 (2:20) [2:22] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 1 or 3 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals), 
unknown (tambourine). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns, and 
possibly George Chkiantz. Secondary Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is in mono from the start to the 0:10 mark where it awkwardly switches to stereo. Jimi’s 
vocals are mixed to the left, the guitar to the right, and the bass, drums, and tambourine are mixed centrally, all up 
until the 1:09 mark where the phasing begins to move things around. 
        Special Notes: See track 390 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Axis: Bold As Love; Backtrack Eleven: Axis: Bold As Love; The Experience Collection: Axis: 
Bold As Love; The Jimi Hendrix Experience [Karussell]; Jimi Hendrix Reference Library: Fuzz, Feedback & Wah-
Wah (2 excerpts); Jimi Hendrix Reference Library: Octavia & Univibe (excerpt); Sessions - Axis: Bold As Love 
[Polydor]; Suns And Rainbow - Axis: Bold As Love [aka The Old Barclay Box] 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; Axis: Bold As Love [B146 Barclay 
pirate]; Axis Bold As Love [B476 bootleg CDR]; Axis: Bold As Love [Karussell (pirate) picture disc]; Axis Bold As 
Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg (from Reprise 6281-2 DADC pressing without noise reduction); Axis Bold As Love: 
Sessions Rare Tracks 1967; Axis: Bolder Than Love; The Complete Axis: Bold As Love Outtakes (copy 1); The 
Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions fades out very slightly 
early; track time = 2:21. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1967, Track 613 003)]; track time = 2:22. The copy on 
Axis: Bold As Love [1968, Reprise RS 6281] has 3 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 2:25. The copy on 
Axis: Bold As Love [1974, Reprise RS 6281] has 3 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 2:24. The copy on 
Axis: Bold As Love [1989, Polydor [Japan] P20P 22002] fades out slightly early; track time = 2:21. The copy on 
Axis: Bold As Love [1997, MCA (Europe) MCD-11601-2] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high 
and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:22. The copy on Axis: Bold As 
Love [2006, Experience Hendrix UICY-6207] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low 
ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:23. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [2010, 
Sony Legacy 88697-62163-2] is slightly clipped on the ending fade-out, has 3 seconds of silence at the end, and 
was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude 
clipping); track time = 2:24. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [2010, Sony Records Int’l SICP 2638-9] was 
mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude 
clipping); track time = 2:23. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [2018, Analogue Productions CAPP 19792 SA] has 3 
seconds of silence at the end; track time = 2:25. The copy on Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg is 
sourced from Reprise 6281-2 DADC pressing without noise reduction, fades out very slightly early, and has 4 
seconds of silence at the end; track time = 2:23. There are two copies of this song sub-labeled “alt stereo” on The 
Complete Axis: Bold As Love Outtakes with copy 1 being a copy of (1) although the sub-label of “alt stereo” would 
seem to indicate that it is a copy of (7) but it is a copy of (1), has 3 seconds of silence at the end, and was 
mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude 
clipping); track time = 2:23. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); track time = 
2:22. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high 
and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:21. The copy on Sessions - Axis: 
Bold As Love [Polydor] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places 
throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:21. The copy on Suns And Rainbow - Axis: Bold As Love 
[aka The Old Barclay Box, MJ 1st transfer] has 2 seconds of silence at the start, and vinyl surface noise the track; 
track time = 2:19. 
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393. (2) Little Miss Lover (official alternate mix of (1), mono) 
        Source: Axis: Bold As Love [2018, Analogue Productions CAPP 19792 SA]; optimally amplified, ending 
silence removed 
        Univibes number: S032 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:20 (2:20) [2:21] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 1 or 3 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals), 
unknown (tambourine). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns, and 
possibly George Chkiantz. Secondary Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This mono mix was specifically created by Chas Chandler, Jimi Hendrix, and Eddie Kramer on 2 
November 1967. There are double-tracked vocals on the phrase “little miss” at the 0:10 mark, which is particular 
to this mix. The backing vocals come in slightly sooner on this mix at the 1:38 mark rather than the 1:42 mark as 
heard in the stereo mix (1), and the ending fades out 2 seconds earlier. 
        Special Notes: See track 390 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Axis: Bold As Love (mono) 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love – The Sessions (3 copies); Axis: Bold As Love (mono) 
(Prof. Stoned); Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg (sourced from 2002 Classic Records 612 003 LP); 
Axis: Bold As Love: Mono (sourced from 2002 Classic Records 612 003 LP); Axis: Bold As Love: Mono Edition 
[Track (fake), Reprieve]; Axis Bold As Love: Mono Release [Funky Monkey]; Axis Bold As Love: Sessions Rare 
Tracks 1967; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love – The Sessions is sourced from Axis: 
Bold As Love [Reprise R-6281 (mono)]; track time = 2:22. There are two copies on the ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold 
As Love – The Sessions bonus disc with copy 1 sourced from Axis: Bold As Love [Reprise R-6281 (mono)] with 4 
seconds of silence at the end, vinyl surface noise, and a track time of 2:24, and copy 2 sourced from Axis: Bold 
As Love [Track 612-003 (mono)] with 5 seconds of silence at the end, a light hum throughout the track, and a 
track time of 2:26. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1967, Track 613-003] has 4 seconds of silence at the end, 
and a light hum throughout the track; track time = 2:25. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love (mono) (Prof. Stoned) is 
sourced from Axis: Bold As Love [2002, Classic Records 612 003 LP], and has 4 seconds of silence at the end; 
track time = 2:24. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [2018, Analogue Productions CAPP 19792 SA] has 3 seconds 
of silence at the end; track time = 2:24. The copy on Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg is sourced from 
Axis: Bold As Love [2002, Classic Records 612 003 LP], and has 4 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 
2:23. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love: Mono is sourced from Axis: Bold As Love [2002, Classic Records 612 003 
LP], and has 3 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 2:22. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 
1967 (2018, OP Dester); track time = 2:22. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) has 4 seconds of 
silence at the end, and light vinyl surface noise the track; track time = 2:24. 
 
394. (7) Little Miss Lover (official alternate mix of (1), earlier backing vocals, stereo) 
        Source: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions 
        Univibes number: S032 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:20 (2:20) [2:21] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 1 or 3 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals), 
unknown (tambourine). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns, and 
possibly George Chkiantz. Secondary Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is an alternate mix of (1) known as the “Backtrack” or “safe” mix. In this mix there begin to 
be differences in the panning starting at the 1:11 mark where the vocals on “see me walk towards you baby” 
remain to the left rather than panning to the right as in (1). In this mix the backing vocals come in sooner at the 
1:37 mark as in the mono mix (2) rather than at the 1:42 mark as in the stereo mix (1). In this mix the lead guitar 
from 1:52-2:14 pans back and forth between channels six times, whereas in (1) it goes from the right to the left 
then gradually pans back to the right only once. In this mix the lead guitar from 2:15 to the ending fade-out pans 
back and forth between the channels only once, whereas in (1) it quickly pans back and forth between the 
channels at least five times. 
        Special Notes: See track 390 Special Notes. 
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        Official Release: Axis: Bold As Love [1967, Polydor 184-110; 1967, Polydor 2459-391; 1967, Polydor 
239.000; 1967, Track 613 003; 1968, Polydor SLPM-1398; 1968, Polydor SMP-1398; 1971, Polydor MP-2193; 
1975, Polydor MP-2493; 1977, Polydor MPF-1076; 1979, Polydor MPX-4008; 1980, Polydor MPA-7005; 1989, 
Polydor 18MM-0582; 1989, Polydor 813-572-2; 1989, Polydor P33P-25023]; Backtrack Eleven: Axis: Bold As 
Love; Jimi Hendrix [1973, Polydor 2343-080; Polydor 3795-105; Polydor 3192-205; 1975, Contour 2870-481; 
Contour SG-043; 197?, Rainbow RDLC 1808]; Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Axis: Bold As Love [1980, 
Polydor 2625 038]; The Jimi Hendrix Experience [Karussell] 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; Axis: Bold As Love [Karussell (pirate) 
picture disc]; Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg (from Axis: Bold As Love [1989, Polydor (West Germany) 
813 572-2]); Axis Bold As Love: Sessions Rare Tracks 1967; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP 
Dester); Making Of Axis: Bold As Love: Unreleased Studio Session 1967; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); 
Studio ‘67 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; track time = 2:21. The 
copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1973, Polydor 2683 031] has 4 seconds of silence at the start, and 3 seconds of 
silence at the end; track time = 2:26. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1989, Polydor (West Germany) 813 572-2] 
has 5 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 2:25. The copy on Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg is 
sourced from Axis: Bold As Love [1989, Polydor (West Germany) 813 572-2] has 6 seconds of silence at the end; 
track time = 2:25. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) has 5 seconds of 
silence at the end; track time = 2:25. The copy on Jimi Hendrix [1973, Polydor 2343-080]; track time = 2:22. The 
copy on Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Axis: Bold As Love [1980, Polydor (Australia) 2625 038]; track time 
= 2:23. The copy on Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Axis: Bold As Love [1980, Polydor (Germany) 2625 
038] fades out very slightly early; track time = 2:20. The copy on Making Of Axis: Bold As Love: Unreleased 
Studio Session 1967; track time = 2:20. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) is sub-labeled “Backtrack 
mix”; track time = 2:21. The copy on Studio ’67; track time = 2:21. 
 
395. (6) Little Miss Lover (official alternate mix of (1), later backing vocals, stereo) 
        Source: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions 
        Univibes number: S1541 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:21 (2:21) [2:22] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals), 
unknown (tambourine). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns, and 
possibly George Chkiantz. Secondary Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: The Ultimate Hendrix notes for the 3 October 1967 session state, “This session produced an alternate 
mix that was included as part of the Jimi Hendrix Experience box set”, which would be this mix. There is heavy 
flanging on the opening drums, and the vocals are mixed centrally rather than to the left. The guitar solo from 
1:09-1:18 remains to the left before suddenly switching to the right at the 1:16 mark rather than panning slowly 
from the left to the right as in (1). The guitar solo from 1:30-1:37 remains mostly to the left before panning to the 
center rather than panning from the left to the center and back twice as in (1). The backing vocals come in slightly 
later at the 1:47 mark rather than at the 1:42 mark as in (1). The guitar solo from 1:52 to the ending fade-out pans 
from the center to the left then slowly to the right, back to the left, then the right again, whereas in (1) it pans from 
right-of-center to the left then slowly to the right once until the 2:15 mark where it pans quickly back and forth at 
least 5 times. Jimpress and Bell note that this mix uses “different vocals”, which presumably refers to the backing 
vocals coming in later since the lead and backing vocals are the same take as heard in (1) and all other versions. 
        Special Notes: See track 390 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: CD EP [2000, MCA (Europe) JHRPR01]; The Jimi Hendrix Experience [purple box] 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition 
Bootleg (from Reprise 6281-2 DADC pressing without noise reduction); Axis Bold As Love: Sessions Rare Tracks 
1967; The Complete Axis: Bold As Love Outtakes (copy 2); The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP 
Dester); Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Smash Alternates (2015, ghostryder14); Through The Haze: The 
Ultimate Experience; Voodoo Blues #3 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions was mastered with the 
levels very slightly too high cutting off the high end at the 1:30.0 mark and the low end at the 1:58.4 mark of the 
left channel (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:22. The copy on Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg is 
sourced from Reprise 6281-2 DADC pressing without noise reduction, has 3 seconds of silence at the end, and 
was mastered with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the low end at the 0:51.1 mark of the left channel 
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(amplitude clipping); track time = 2:24. There are two copies of this song sub-labeled “alt stereo” on The Complete 
Axis: Bold As Love Outtakes with copy 2 being a copy of (6) although the sub-label of “alt stereo” would seem to 
indicate that it is a copy of (7) but it is a copy of (6), has 5 seconds of silence at the end, and was mastered with 
the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time 
= 2:26. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) was mastered with the levels very 
slightly too high cutting off the high end at the 1:30.0 mark and the low end at the 1:58.4 mark of the left channel 
(amplitude clipping); track time = 2:22. The copy on The Jimi Hendrix Experience [purple box] was mastered with 
the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time 
= 2:21. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high 
and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:22. The copy on Smash 
Alternates (2015, ghostryder14) was mastered with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the low end at the 
1:25.7 mark of the left channel (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:21. The copy on Through The Haze: The 
Ultimate Experience; track time = 2:20. The copy on Voodoo Blues #3 was mastered with the levels very high 
cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:21. 
 
396. Little Miss Lover (official multitrack of (1), guitar, stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:28] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 1 or 3 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals), unknown 
(tambourine). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns, and possibly 
George Chkiantz. Secondary Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 392 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Jimi’s isolated guitar parts, though his vocals can still be very faintly heard in the 
background, the backing vocals are still present though lower in the mix, and the drums and tambourine can still 
be faintly heard in the background. The panning on the guitar from 1:20 onwards is different than what is heard in 
(1). These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been 
extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
397. Little Miss Lover (official multitrack of (1), vocals, stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:28] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 1 or 3 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals), 
unknown (tambourine). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns, and 
possibly George Chkiantz. Secondary Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 392 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Jimi’s isolated vocals, though the instruments and backing vocals can still be faintly 
heard in the background. From 1:09-1:21 and at 1:27 one can hear Jimi snapping his fingers, which is buried in 
the mix in (1). These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all 
have been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
398. Little Miss Lover (official multitrack of (1), backing vocals, stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:28] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 1 or 3 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
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        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals), 
unknown (tambourine). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns, and 
possibly George Chkiantz. Secondary Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 392 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of the isolated backing vocals by Noel and Mitch from 1:38-2:26, though the instruments 
and Jimi’s lead vocals can still be heard faintly in the background. Their vocals are in the right channel, though a 
strong echo of them is heard in the left channel. These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though 
sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among 
collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
399. Little Miss Lover (official multitrack of (1), bass, mono) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:28] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 1 or 3 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals). Producer: 
Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns, and possibly George Chkiantz. 
Secondary Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 392 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Noel’s isolated bass part, though the drums and backing vocals can still be heard 
faintly in the background, and some of Jimi’s guitar parts can be heard very faintly in spots. This track is in mono. 
These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been 
extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
400. Little Miss Lover (official multitrack of (1), drums, stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:28] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 1 or 3 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals), 
unknown (tambourine). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns, and 
possibly George Chkiantz. Secondary Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 392 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Mitch’s isolated drum part and the tambourine part played by an unspecified person, 
though the bass and backing vocals can still be heard faintly in the background. Some of Jimi’s guitar parts can 
be heard very faintly in spots. At the very end of the track there is a very faint split-second indecipherable 
comment by Jimi, possibly “one more time”, not heard in any other variation of this song. These Rock Band 
multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their 
original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
====================================================================================== 

3 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, United Kingdom 
====================================================================================== 
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       Special Notes: Jimpress notes the song title as You Got Me Floatin’, but the title on the original Track 
Records release is You’ve Got Me Floating, which is also how the song was originally copyrighted (Registration 
Number EU0000031443), although on some official releases the title is You Got Me Floatin’. Jimpress notes 
these tracks use take 7 from the session, but Ultimate Hendrix notes take 4 yielded the master. Ultimate Hendrix 
notes Graham Nash joined Trevor Burton and Roy Wood on backup vocals. Chas Chandler has stated that 
Trevor Burton and Roy Wood were mates of Noel’s, and that’s how they came in and sang on the song 
(Eyewitness Hendrix, page 113). Bell notes Chris Kefford or Roy Wood on backing vocals instead of Graham 
Nash. Final mixing for this song was done on 31 October 1967. The Rock Band multitrack labeled “guitar 2 
(fixed)” primarily contains the backwards guitar and voices segments in this song; reversing the segments reveals 
the presence of what sounds like an old-fashioned wind-up music box. 
 
401. (1) You’ve Got Me Floating (official stereo mix) 
        Source: Axis: Bold As Love [2018, Analogue Productions CAPP 19792 SA]; optimally amplified, ending 
unrelated fragment removed 
        Univibes number: S028 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:47 (2:47) [2:49] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals), Trevor 
Burton (backing vocals), Graham Nash (backing vocals), Roy Wood (backing vocals), unknown (tambourine), 
unknown (music box?). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineers: Andy Johns and 
George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This is the standard stereo mix of this song. 
        Special Notes: See the Special Notes at the beginning of this session date’s section. 
        Official Release: Axis: Bold As Love; The Experience Collection: Axis: Bold As Love; Inside The Experience; 
Jimi Hendrix Reference Library: Rhythm (excerpt); The Jimi Hendrix Story [Arcade France]; Lifelines: The Jimi 
Hendrix Story (excerpt); Live & Unreleased: The Radio Show (excerpt); Sessions - Axis: Bold As Love [Polydor]; 
Suns And Rainbow - Axis: Bold As Love [aka The Old Barclay Box] 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; Axis: Bold As Love [B146 Barclay 
pirate]; Axis Bold As Love [B476 bootleg CDR]; Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg (from Reprise 6281-2 
DADC pressing without noise reduction); Axis Bold As Love: Sessions Rare Tracks 1967; Axis: Bolder Than Love; 
The Complete Axis: Bold As Love Outtakes (copy 1); The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); 
Live & Unreleased Part 1 [Westwood One pirate]; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions fades out very slightly 
early; track time = 2:48. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1967, Track 613-003] fades out very slightly early; track 
time = 2:48. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1968, Reprise RS 6281] has 3 seconds of silence at the end; track 
time = 2:51. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1974, Reprise RS 6281]; track time = 2:49. The copy on Axis: Bold 
As Love [1997, MCA (Europe) MCD-11601-2] fades out very slightly early, and was mastered with the levels too 
high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:46. The 
copy on Axis: Bold As Love [2006, Experience Hendrix UICY-6207] fades out very slightly early, and was 
mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude 
clipping); track time = 2:46. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [2010, Sony Legacy 88697-62163-2] fades out very 
slightly early, and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the 
track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:48. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [2010, Sony Records Int’l SICP 
2638-9] fades out very slightly early, and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends 
in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:47. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [2018, 
Analogue Productions CAPP 19792 SA] has a fractional start of (1) Castles Made Of Sand at the very end due to 
an incorrectly placed track marker; track time = 2:50. The copy on Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg is 
sourced from Reprise 6281-2 DADC pressing without noise reduction, and has 5 seconds of silence at the end; 
track time = 2:51. The copy on The Complete Axis: Bold As Love Outtakes is copy 1 of the song on the set, sub-
labeled “alt stereo”, which would seem to indicate it was a copy of (2) but it is actually a copy of (1), and it fades 
out very slightly early; track time = 2:47. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) 
fades out very slightly early; track time = 2:48. The copy on Inside The Experience is incomplete at the start and 
end, and has voice-over commentary at the start and end; track time = 2:42. The copy on Moonbeams & 
Fairytales (Rev 3.1) fades out very slightly early, and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high 
and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:46. The copy on Sessions - Axis: 
Bold As Love [Polydor] fades out very slightly early, and was mastered with the levels slightly too high cutting off 

https://cocatalog.loc.gov/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?DB=local&PAGE=First
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uOTHhRDwJYM
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the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:47. The copy on Suns 
And Rainbow - Axis: Bold As Love [aka The Old Barclay Box, MJ 1st transfer] has 3 seconds of silence at the 
end, has considerable vinyl surface noise, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of 
most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of 
the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 2:46. 
 
402. (3) You’ve Got Me Floating (official alternate mix of (1), mono) 
        Source: Axis: Bold As Love [2018, Analogue Productions CAPP 19792 SA]; optimally amplified 
        Univibes number: S028 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:39 (2:40) [2:41] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals), Trevor 
Burton (backing vocals), Graham Nash (backing vocals), Roy Wood (backing vocals), unknown (tambourine), 
unknown (music box?). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineers: Andy Johns and 
George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This mono mix was specifically created by Chas Chandler, Jimi Hendrix, and Eddie Kramer on 2 
November 1967. The 6 seconds of backwards guitar and voices heard at the start of (1) have been removed here, 
and the vocals heard in (1) from the 2:41 mark to the end have been mixed out here from 2:34 to the end where 
the track fades out 2-3 seconds earlier than (1). 
        Special Notes: See the Special Notes at the beginning of this session date’s section. 
        Official Release: Axis: Bold As Love (mono) 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions (3 copies); Axis: Bold As Love (mono) 
(Prof. Stoned); Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg (sourced from 2002 Classic Records 612 003 LP); 
Axis: Bold As Love: Mono (sourced from 2002 Classic Records 612 003 LP); Axis: Bold As Love: Mono Edition 
[Track (fake), Reprieve]; Axis Bold As Love: Mono Release [Funky Monkey]; Axis Bold As Love: Sessions Rare 
Tracks 1967; Axis Bold As Love: The Mono Mix; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); 
Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love – The Sessions is sourced from Axis: 
Bold As Love [Reprise R-6281 (mono)]; track time = 2:41. There are two copies on the ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold 
As Love – The Sessions bonus disc with copy 1 sourced from Axis: Bold As Love [Reprise R-6281 (mono)] with 3 
seconds of silence at the end and a track time of 2:42, and copy 2 sourced from Axis: Bold As Love [Track 612-
003 (mono)] which is very slightly clipped/incomplete at the end with a track time of 2:39. The copy on Axis: Bold 
As Love [1967, Track 613-003] and is very slightly clipped/incomplete at the end; track time = 2:40. The copy on 
Axis: Bold As Love (mono) (Prof. Stoned) is sourced from Axis: Bold As Love [2002, Classic Records 612 003 
LP], and is very slightly clipped/incomplete at the end; track time = 2:39. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [2018, 
Analogue Productions CAPP 19792 SA]; track time = 2:39. The copy on Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition 
Bootleg is sourced from Axis: Bold As Love [2002, Classic Records 612 003 LP], is very slightly 
clipped/incomplete at the end, and was digitally transferred with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the low 
end at the 0:19.0 mark (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:39. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love: Mono is sourced 
from Axis: Bold As Love [2002, Classic Records 612 003 LP], and fades out very slightly early; track time = 2:38. 
The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); track time = 2:41. The copy on 
Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) has faint hiss throughout the track, and is very slightly clipped/incomplete at 
the end; track time = 2:38. 
 
403. (2) You’ve Got Me Floating (official alternate mix of (1), stereo) 
        Source: Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Axis: Bold As Love [1980, Polydor (Germany) 2625 038] 
        Univibes number: S028 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:40 (2:41) [2:42] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals), Trevor 
Burton (backing vocals), Graham Nash (backing vocals), Roy Wood (backing vocals), unknown (tambourine), 
unknown (music box?). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineers: Andy Johns and 
George Chkiantz. 
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        Notes: This track is an alternate stereo mix of (1), known as the “Backtrack” or “safe” mix. Like the mono mix 
(3), the 6 seconds of backwards guitar and voices heard at the start of (1) have been removed here, and the track 
fades out 2-3 seconds earlier than (1). There are numerous differences between this mix and (1); some of these 
are as follows. The UFO sound heard here from 0:06-0:08 is panned from the far right to the left and back to the 
right, whereas in (1) from 0:13-0:15 it is panned from the far left to the far right. The drums seem to be slightly 
lower in this mix. From 1:14-1:20 the drums in this mix remain to the left, whereas in (1) from 1:21-1:27 they pan 
from the left to the right and back to the left. From 1:25-1:34 the backwards guitar remains central in the mix, 
whereas in (1) from 1:32-1:41 it pans back and forth between the channels a few times. From 1:50-2:02 the 
backwards guitar is heard in the right channel, whereas in (1) from 1:57-2:10 it is heard in the left channel. From 
2:23-2:30 the high-pitched guitar is mixed to the far right, whereas in (1) from 2:30-2:37 it is slightly higher in the 
mix and left-of-center. The high-pitched guitar at the very end of the track is mixed to the far left, whereas in (1) it 
is mixed centrally. At the very end of complete copies of this track there is a 1-second very faintly heard fragment 
of backwards guitar in the left channel, heard here at the 2:39-2:40 mark. 
        Special Notes: See the Special Notes at the beginning of this session date’s section. 
        Official Release: Axis: Bold As Love [1967, Polydor 184-110; 1967, Polydor 2459-391; 1967, Polydor 
239.000; 1967, Track 613 003; 1968, Polydor SLPM-1398; 1968, Polydor SMP-1398; 1971, Polydor MP-2193; 
1975, Polydor MP-2493; 1977, Polydor MPF-1076; 1979, Polydor MPX-4008; 1980, Polydor MPA-7005; 1989, 
Polydor 18MM-0582; 1989, Polydor 813-572-2; 1989, Polydor P33P-25023]; Backtrack Eleven: Axis: Bold As 
Love; Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Axis: Bold As Love [1980, Polydor 2625 038]; The Jimi Hendrix 
Experience [Karussell] 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; Axis: Bold As Love [Karussell (pirate) 
picture disc]; Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg (from Axis: Bold As Love [1989, Polydor (West Germany) 
813 572-2]); Axis Bold As Love: Sessions Rare Tracks 1967; The Complete Axis: Bold As Love Outtakes (copy 
2); The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); Making Of Axis: Bold As Love: Unreleased Studio 
Session 1967; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Studio ‘67 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; track time = 2:41. The 
copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1973, Polydor 2683 031] has a second of odd music following the complete end of 
the song which sounds like a backwards play or rewind of some segment; track time = 2:42. The copy on Axis: 
Bold As Love [1989, Polydor (West Germany) 813 572-2] has 4 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 2:44. 
The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1989, Polydor [Japan] P20P 22002]; track time = 2:41. The copy on Axis Bold As 
Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg is sourced from Axis: Bold As Love [1989, Polydor (West Germany) 813 572-2], has 
4 seconds of silence at the end, and was mastered with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the low end at 
the 0:52.8 mark and the 2:12.8 mark of the left channel (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:44. The copy on The 
Complete Axis: Bold As Love Outtakes is copy 2 of the song on the set, sub-labeled “alt stereo”, and has a 
considerable amount of vinyl surface noise; track time = 2:41. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 
1967 (2018, OP Dester) has 4 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 2:44. The copy on Jimi Hendrix (10th 
Anniversary Box) - Axis: Bold As Love [1980, Polydor (Australia) 2625 038] has a second of odd music following 
the complete end of the song which sounds like a backwards play or rewind of some segment, has 3 seconds of 
silence at the start, and 3 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 2:46. The copy on Jimi Hendrix (10th 
Anniversary Box) - Axis: Bold As Love [1980, Polydor (Germany) 2625 038] has a second of odd music following 
the complete end of the song which sounds like a backwards play or rewind of some segment, and was digitally 
transferred with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the low end at the 0:48.4 mark of the left channel 
(amplitude clipping); track time = 2:42. The copy on Making Of Axis: Bold As Love: Unreleased Studio Session 
1967; track time = 2:40. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); track time = 2:41. The copy on Studio 
’67; track time = 2:41. 
 
404. You’ve Got Me Floating (official multitrack of (1), instrumental, stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:54] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums), unknown (tambourine), 
unknown combination of participants (backwards voices). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
Second Engineers: Andy Johns and George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 401 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The vocals have been mixed out here, though the faint voices can still be heard during the backwards 
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segments. This track contains the complete beginning of the track (@1 second more) rather than fading in as 
heard in (1), and the nearly complete ending (5 seconds more music) rather than fading out as heard in (1). The 
panning on the guitar from 1:22 onwards is different than what is heard in (1). 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 

 
405. You’ve Got Me Floating (official multitrack of (1), guitar, stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:54] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), unknown combination of participants (backwards voices). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineers: Andy Johns and George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 401 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Jimi’s isolated lead guitar part, which is mixed in the right channel up until the 1:24 
mark. There are two segments of backwards guitar and backwards voices with panning between the channels 
from 1:25-1:50 and from 1:57-2:17. From 2:17 until the end the guitar remains in the right channel until the very 
last second where it pans to the left. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
406. You’ve Got Me Floating (official multitrack of (1), guitar 2 (fixed), stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:54] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Mitch Mitchell (drums), unknown (tambourine), unknown combination of 
participants (backwards voices), unknown (music box?). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
Second Engineers: Andy Johns and George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 401 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track primarily consists of the backwards guitar and voices segments that pan between the channels 
from 0:00-0:08, 0:13-0:17, 0:58-1:13, 1:23-1:24, 1:50-1:54, and 2:17-2:53. There are two forwards guitar 
segments in the right channel from 1:25-1:49 and 1:57-2:17. The drums and tambourine can still be faintly heard 
in spots throughout the track. Reversing this track in Audacity reveals the presence of what sounds like an old-
fashioned wind-up music box; see track 663. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
407. You’ve Got Me Floating (official multitrack of (1), vocals, stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:54] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals), Trevor 
Burton (backing vocals), Graham Nash (backing vocals), Roy Wood (backing vocals), unknown (tambourine). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineers: Andy Johns and George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 401 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of the isolated vocal parts, though the instruments can still be heard in the background. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
408. You’ve Got Me Floating (official multitrack of (1), bass, stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:54] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uOTHhRDwJYM
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        Recording date/location: 3 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums), unknown (tambourine). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineers: Andy Johns and George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 401 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Noel’s isolated bass part, though the other instruments can still be heard at various 
volume levels in the background. There are what sound like slight digital errors at the 0:38, 1:48, and 1:50 marks. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
409. You’ve Got Me Floating (official multitrack of (1), drums, stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:54] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums), unknown (tambourine). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineers: Andy Johns and George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 401 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Mitch’s isolated drum part, though the other instruments can still be heard at various 
levels in the background. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
410. You’ve Got Me Floating (official multitrack of (1), kick drum, single-channel mono) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:54] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums), unknown (tambourine). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineers: Andy Johns and George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 401 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Mitch’s isolated kick drum part, though the other drum parts and instruments can still 
be heard at various levels in the background. This track is in mono with a single channel. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
 
====================================================================================== 

5 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, United Kingdom 
====================================================================================== 
 
411. (10) Bold As Love (official instrumental take 14 excerpts, stereo) 
        Source: An Inside Look: Axis: Bold As Love [DVD]; optimally amplified 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (0:54) [2:08] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 5 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. 
        Notes: This track is extracted from the documentary DVD accompanying the 2010 remaster of Axis: Bold As 
Love, titled An Inside Look. Eddie Kramer describes this track as “about take 14”. Ultimate Hendrix notes, “…a 
breakthrough came in the form of a charged, complete take 14. From there, each take seemed to get 
progressively better, culminating with two superb efforts at takes 19 and 20.” During the master tape playback 
Kramer isolates and comments upon segments of Jimi’s guitar part, Noel’s bass part, and Mitch’s drum part. 
There is also commentary by Noel Redding, Mitch Mitchell, and Chas Chandler. Jimpress notes that there are two 
parts to this take on the DVD source, but the second part is actually a segment of the official stereo version (1) 
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containing part of “Section II” from 2:47-3:52 with some brief voice-over commentary by Eddie Kramer at the end; 
the second part has not been included in this compilation. This track tests as lossy/MP3 due to its extraction from 
a video file. 
        Special Notes: The Ultimate Lyric Book (2012, Backbeat Books) shows handwritten lyrics for this song on 
stationary from The Shoreham Hotel and Motor Inn, Washington, DC. Ultimate Hendrix notes that the original 
working title for this song was “Tune X”, as noted for the 4 October 1967 session; the 5 October 1967 session had 
it marked as “Version II Title X”. 
        Official Release: An Inside Look: Axis: Bold As Love [DVD] 
 
412. (7) Bold As Love (official instrumental take 21, stereo) 
        Source: Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg 
        Univibes number: S1543 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 7:04 (7:08) [7:08] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 5 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums), unknown (tambourine?). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. 
        Notes: This track is take 21 from the session, an instrumental version of the song. There is an unknown 
tambourine player on this track not noted by the reference sources, unless Mitch is employing a ching ring on his 
hi-hat as he did on May This Be Love, and (20) Are You Experienced; see tracks 116-129 and 131. At 3:10 during 
Jimi’s solo there is a faintly heard indecipherable comment by someone, possibly “go! yeah!”, and again another 
“yeah!” at the 5:30 mark. At the very end of the track Jimi comments, “Hey, let’s try it one more time, alright,” to 
which (possibly) Chas exclaims, “Oh!”, and Eddie Kramer breaks in from the control booth, “Jimi…” 
        Special Notes: See track 411 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: The Jimi Hendrix Experience [purple box] 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition 
Bootleg; Axis Bold As Love: Sessions Rare Tracks 1967; The Complete Axis: Bold As Love Outtakes; The 
Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Sotheby's And BBC 
[Bell, tape]; Studio '67 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions was mastered with the 
levels slightly too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track 
time = 7:09. The copy on Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg has 3 seconds of silence at the end; track 
time = 7:11. The copy on The Complete Axis: Bold As Love Outtakes is sub-labeled “stereo backing track”, has 4 
seconds of silence at the end, and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in 
places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 7:12. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 
1967 (2018, OP Dester); track time = 7:09. The copy on The Jimi Hendrix Experience [purple box, CD] was 
mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude 
clipping); track time = 7:09. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) was mastered with the levels too high 
cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 7:08. The copy 
on Studio '67; track time = 7:09. 
 
413. (2) Bold As Love (alternate vocal take alternate mix of (1), stereo) 
        Source: Making Of Axis: Bold As Love: Unreleased Studio Session 1967; track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Univibes number: S817 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:34 (3:31) [3:33] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 5 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, bass), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. 
        Notes: Due to the lack of most overdubs heard in (1), this track is probably an early mix using a different 
vocal take. The vocals here are similar to (1) up until the 1:23 mark where the differences become obvious. The 
same basic track prior to overdubs that was used for (1) is also used here, but this mix doesn’t include the 
overdubbed lead guitar fills heard in the left channel of (1) from 0:27-0:45, 1:21-1:40, 1:46-2:46; 2:54-end, there is 
no phasing on the end section (2:47-end), and no overdubbed harpsichord. In this mix (2) Jimi’s vocals are to the 
left whereas in (1) they’re mixed centrally, and the track fades out 39 seconds earlier than (1). This track is part of 

https://www.sweetwater.com/store/detail/CRING--meinl-percussion-ching-ring-6-inch
https://meinlpercussion.com/products/Product/show/2524/2523/
https://meinlpercussion.com/products/Product/show/2524/2523/
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the Sotheby Tapes, tapes that were the property of Hendrix’s former girlfriend Kathy Etchingham, sold for auction 
at Sotheby’s in London on 22 December 1981 to Hendrix collector Bob Terry. 
        Special Notes: See track 415 Special Notes. 
        Alternate Sources: 51st Anniversary: The Story Of Life; ATM 005: To The Highest Bidder; ATM 158-160: 
Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg; Axis Bold As Love: Mono Release 
[Funky Monkey]; Axis: Bold As Love Sessions; Axis Bold As Love: Sessions Rare Tracks 1967; Axis Bold As 
Love: The Sotheby’s Reels [Gold Standard]; The Axis Love Sessions [1-CD]; The Axis Love Sessions [2-CD]; 
Axis Outtakes; Axis Outtakes Volume 1; Beginnings 66-68; Bob's DATs [Bell, tape]; The Complete Axis: Bold As 
Love Outtakes; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); The Completer; First Steps; Hell Fire 
Red; Hell Fire Red: Remastered; Hey Joe: In The Studio [aka Old Hey Joe]; In The Studio Volume 1; Jimi: A 
Musical Legacy; Living Reels Vol. I (2 copies); Making Of Axis: Bold As Love: Unreleased Studio Session 1967; 
The Master's Masters (labeled Axis: Bold As Love); Miscellaneous 2 [Bell, tape T0197]; Moonbeams & Fairytales 
(Rev 3.1); The Nitopi Reels [Bell, tape]; The Nitopi Reels Part 2 [Bell, tape]; Notes In Colours; Oh Man, Is This Me 
Or What; Other Side Of Axis; The Ross Tapes; Smash Alternates (2015, ghostryder14); The Sotheby Auction 
Tapes [Midnight Beat]; Sotheby's And BBC [Bell, tape]; Sothebys Auction Tapes [STG 016] (artwork titled 
Southebys Auction Tapes); Sothebys Auction Tapes: New Edit/Repaired Version; Sotheby’s Defined (from 
Symphony Of Experience); Sotheby's Mixes [Bell, tape]; Sotheby’s Private Reels (labeled Axis Bold As Love); 
The Sotheby’s Tapes [Bell, tape T0082]; The Sotheby’s Tapes ‘67-’68; Sotheby's Tapes And Studio Outtakes 
[Bell, tape]; Southeby Reel With Soft Machine; Studio '67; Studio Jams 2 [Bell, tape]; Symphony Of Experience; 
War Heroes: The Outtakes (16-track version) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on 51st Anniversary: The Story Of Life is slightly incomplete at the end, and is 
a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right 
channel here and vice versa; track time = 3:31. Bell notes a copy of this track on The Alternate Axis: Bold As 
Love, but it is a fake mono mix of (2); see track 665. The copy on ATM 005: To The Highest Bidder was mastered 
slightly fast, and tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 3:23. The copy on ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The 
Sessions was mastered with the levels slightly too high cutting off the low end in places throughout the track 
(amplitude clipping), and tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 3:34. The copy on Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition 
Bootleg has 3 seconds of silence at the end, and is slightly incomplete at the end; track time = 3:39. The copy on 
Axis Bold As Love: The Sotheby’s Reels [Gold Standard] is mastered fast, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. 
what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa; 
track time = 3:17. The copy on Axis Outtakes is slightly incomplete with a fade-in at the start and an incomplete 
fade-out at the end, is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies 
is heard in the right channel here and vice versa, was mastered slightly fast with the levels slightly too high cutting 
off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping), and tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 
3:19. The copy on The Complete Axis: Bold As Love Outtakes is sub-labeled “different vocal”, was mastered 
slightly fast, and was mastered with the levels slightly too high cutting off the high and low ends in places 
throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:24. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 
(2018, OP Dester); track time = 3:34. The copy on The Completer is slightly incomplete at the start, has digital 
errors throughout, is incomplete/clipped at the end, has 6 seconds of silence at the end, and tests as lossy/MP3; 
track time = 3:36. The copy on First Steps fades out slightly early, and tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 3:26. The 
copy on Hell Fire Red is slightly incomplete at the end, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the 
left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa; track time = 3:32. The 
copy on In The Studio Volume 1 is incomplete at the end, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in 
the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa; track time = 3:26. 
There are two copies of this track on Living Reels Vol. I with copy 1 labeled Axis Bold As Love having better 
sound quality than copy 2 (although still a considerable amount of tape hiss) and a track time of 3:38, and copy 2 
labeled Axis Bold As Love II and a track time of 3:34. The copy on Making Of Axis: Bold As Love: Unreleased 
Studio Session 1967; track time = 3:33. The copy on The Master's Masters is labeled Axis: Bold As Love, has 3 
seconds of silence at the start, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other 
source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa; track time = 3:39. The copy on Moonbeams & 
Fairytales (Rev 3.1) seems to be mastered slightly slow; track time = 3:38. The copy on Notes In Colours was 
mastered slightly fast, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source 
copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa; track time = 3:18. The copy on Other Side Of Axis fades 
out slightly early; track time = 3:37. The copy on The Ross Tapes is slightly incomplete at the end; track time = 
3:38. The copy on Smash Alternates (2015, ghostryder14) has a considerable amount of hiss throughout, and 
was mastered slightly fast; track time = 3:28. The copy on The Sotheby Auction Tapes [Midnight Beat] is 
incomplete at the end; track time = 3:31. The copy on Sothebys Auction Tapes [STG 016] (artwork titled 
Southebys Auction Tapes) is slightly incomplete at the end; track time = 3:36. The copy on Sothebys Auction 
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Tapes: New Edit/Repaired Version is slightly clipped at the end; track time = 3:37. The copy on Sotheby’s Private 
Reels is labeled Axis Bold As Love, is slightly incomplete with a fade-in at the start, and fades out early; track time 
= 3:27. The copy on Southeby Reel With Soft Machine has considerable tape hiss, and is a stereo opposite 
variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and 
vice versa; track time = 3:38. The copy on Studio '67; track time = 3:34. The copy on Symphony Of Experience; 
track time = 3:40. The copy on War Heroes: The Outtakes (16-track version) was mastered with the levels too 
high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:34. 
 
414. Bold As Love (narrow stereo mix of (2)) 
        Source: Get The Experience!; channels flipped 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:31] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 5 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, bass), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns.  
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 413 Notes. This is a narrower stereo variation of 
(2) with everything predominantly mixed to the left. The source copy is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s 
heard in the left channel of most other source copies of (2) is heard in the right channel here and vice versa. 
        Special Notes: See track 415 Special Notes. 
 
415. (1) Bold As Love (official stereo mix) 
        Source: Axis: Bold As Love [2018, Analogue Productions CAPP 19792 SA]; optimally amplified, ending 
silence removed 
        Univibes number: S033 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 4:11 (4:11) [4:12] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 5 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, harpsichord, bass), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: 
George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is the standard stereo mix of this song. 
        Special Notes: The Ultimate Lyric Book (2012, Backbeat Books) shows handwritten lyrics for this song on 
stationary from The Shoreham Hotel and Motor Inn, Washington, DC. Ultimate Hendrix notes that the original 
working title for this song was “Tune X”, as noted for the 4 October 1967 session; the 5 October 1967 session had 
it marked as “Version II Title X”. This song is divided into two sections from start-2:47 and 2:47-end. Ultimate 
Hendrix notes that take 27 from the 5 October session, coupled with take 2 of an edit piece consisting of the 
song’s ending, served as the working master until further refinements. The end section of the song, marked 
“Section II” on the studio tape box, was recorded on 29 October 1967 with the final take 10 edited onto the 5 
October 1967 master. On 29 October Hendrix overdubbed portions of Redding’s original 5 October bass line, 
especially during the song’s phased outro. Two phased versions of this song were mixed by Kramer and Chkiantz 
and the one that was less heavily treated became the version selected for the master. Final mixing for this song 
was done on 31 October 1967 at Olympic Sound Studios with George Chkiantz as the Second Engineer. Jimi 
plays the harpsichord during the “Section II” segment of this track, an instrument he previously used on Burning 
Of The Midnight Lamp. 
        Official Release: vinyl single [1968, Barclay 060-902]; An Inside Look: Axis: Bold As Love [DVD] (excerpt); 
Axis: Bold As Love; The Experience Collection: Axis: Bold As Love; Experience Hendrix: The Best Of Jimi 
Hendrix; Inside The Experience (excerpt); Jimi Hendrix Reference Library: Fuzz, Feedback & Wah-Wah (excerpt); 
Jimi Hendrix Reference Library: Rhythm (excerpt); Jimi Hendrix Reference Library: Whammy Bar & Finger 
Grease (excerpt); The Jimi Hendrix Story [Arcade France]; Lifelines: The Jimi Hendrix Story; Live & Unreleased: 
The Radio Show; Rainy Day Dream Away [Hear Music]; Sessions - Axis: Bold As Love [Polydor]; Suns And 
Rainbow - Axis: Bold As Love [aka The Old Barclay Box] 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; Axis: Bold As Love [B146 Barclay 
pirate]; Axis Bold As Love [B476 bootleg CDR]; Axis: Bold As Love [Karussell (pirate) picture disc]; Axis Bold As 
Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg (from Reprise 6281-2 DADC pressing without noise reduction); Axis Bold As Love: 
Sessions Rare Tracks 1967; Axis: Bolder Than Love; The Axis Love Sessions [1-CD]; The Complete Axis: Bold 
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As Love Outtakes (copy 1); The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); Live & Unreleased Part 1 
[Westwood One pirate]; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on An Inside Look: Axis: Bold As Love [DVD] is merely an excerpt of “Section 
II” from 2:47-3:52 with some brief voice-over commentary by Eddie Kramer at the end; track time = 1:04. The 
copy on ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions fades out slightly early, was mastered with the levels 
very slightly too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping), and 
tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 4:10. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1967, Track 613-003] is slightly clipped at 
the end; track time = 4:12. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1968, Reprise RS 6281] has 4 seconds of silence at 
the end; track time = 4:15. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1974, Reprise RS 6281] has 3 seconds of silence at 
the end; track time = 4:13. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1989, Polydor [Japan] P20P 22002] fades out slightly 
early; track time = 4:09. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1997, MCA (Europe) MCD-11601-2] has 2 seconds of 
silence at the start, and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places 
throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 4:14. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [2006, Experience 
Hendrix UICY-6207] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout 
the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 4:14. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [2010, Sony Legacy 88697-
62163-2] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track 
(amplitude clipping); track time = 4:11. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [2010, Sony Records Int’l SICP 2638-9] 
was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude 
clipping); track time = 4:13. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [2018, Analogue Productions CAPP 19792 SA] has 
12 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 4:22. The copy on Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg is 
sourced from Reprise 6281-2 DADC pressing without noise reduction, and has 11 seconds of silence at the end; 
track time = 4:20. There are two copies of this song sub-labeled “alt stereo” on The Complete Axis: Bold As Love 
Outtakes with copy 1 being a copy of (1), although the sub-label of “alt stereo” would seem to indicate that this is 
an alternate stereo mix, which it is not; track time = 4:12. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 
(2018, OP Dester); track time = 4:12. The copy on Experience Hendrix: The Best Of Jimi Hendrix was mastered 
with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track 
time = 4:11. The copy on Lifelines: The Jimi Hendrix Story is incomplete at the end and contains voice-over 
commentary during the fade-out; track time = 4:06. The copy on Live & Unreleased: The Radio Show is 
incomplete at the end and contains voice-over commentary during the fade-out; track time = 4:06. The copy on 
Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) fades out very slightly early; track time = 4:08. The copy on Rainy Day Dream 
Away [Hear Music] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout 
the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 4:12. The copy on Sessions - Axis: Bold As Love [Polydor] was 
mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude 
clipping); track time = 4:10. The copy on Suns And Rainbow - Axis: Bold As Love [aka The Old Barclay Box, MJ 
1st transfer] has 2 seconds of silence at the start, 3 seconds of silence at the end, has vinyl surface noise, and is 
a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right 
channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; 
track time = 4:09. 
 
416. (9) Bold As Love (official mono reduction of (1)) 
        Source: Jimi Hendrix Volume 3: Greatest Hits [Barclay]; optimally amplified, 2 seconds of ending silence 
removed; track courtesy of Doug Bell 
        Univibes number: S033 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 4:10 (n/a) [4:10] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 5 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, harpsichord, bass), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: 
George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This is a mono version of (1) created by “folding down” the stereo version, as opposed to (5) which is 
an independently created mono mix that has distinctive features from the stereo version (1). 
        Special Notes: See track 415 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Jimi Hendrix Volume 3: Greatest Hits [Barclay] 
 
417. (5) Bold As Love (official alternate mix of (1), mono) 
        Source: Axis: Bold As Love [2018, Analogue Productions CAPP 19792 SA]; ending silence removed 
        Univibes number: S033 
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        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 4:10 (4:11) [4:12] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 5 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, harpsichord, bass), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: 
George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This mono mix was specifically created by Chas Chandler, Jimi Hendrix, and Eddie Kramer on 2 
November 1967 at Olympic Studios with George Chkiantz as the Second Engineer. At the start of “Section II” 
there is more echo on the drums from 2:47-2:54 than what is heard in the standard stereo mix (1) or the mono 
reduction (9). The track begins to very slowly fade out starting @3:49, whereas in (1) the fade out doesn’t begin 
until @10 seconds later at @3:58-@4:02. 
        Special Notes: See track 415 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Axis: Bold As Love (mono) 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love – The Sessions (3 copies); Axis: Bold As Love (mono) 
(Prof. Stoned); Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg (sourced from 2002 Classic Records 612 003 LP); 
Axis: Bold As Love: Mono (sourced from 2002 Classic Records 612 003 LP); Axis: Bold As Love: Mono Edition 
[Track (fake), Reprieve]; Axis Bold As Love: Mono Release [Funky Monkey]; Axis Bold As Love: Sessions Rare 
Tracks 1967; Axis Bold As Love: The Mono Mix; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); 
Making Of Axis: Bold As Love: Unreleased Studio Session 1967; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love – The Sessions is sourced from Axis: 
Bold As Love [Reprise R-6281 (mono)], and was digitally transferred with the levels very slightly too high cutting 
off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 4:12. The ATM 158-160: 
Axis: Bold As Love – The Sessions bonus disc contains two copies with copy 1 sourced from Axis: Bold As Love 
[Reprise R-6281 (mono)] with a track time of 4:12, and copy 2 sourced from Axis: Bold As Love [Track 612-003 
(mono)] with a track time of 4:14. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1967, Track 613-003]; track time = 4:14. The 
copy on Axis: Bold As Love (mono) (Prof. Stoned) is sourced from Axis: Bold As Love [2002, Classic Records 612 
003 LP]; track time = 4:10. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [2018, Analogue Productions CAPP 19792 SA] has 4 
seconds of silence at the end; track time = 4:15. The copy on Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg is 
sourced from Axis: Bold As Love [2002, Classic Records 612 003 LP]; track time = 4:10. The copy on Axis: Bold 
As Love: Mono is sourced from Axis: Bold As Love [2002, Classic Records 612 003 LP]; track time = 4:09. The 
copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); track time = 4:13. The copy on Making Of 
Axis: Bold As Love: Unreleased Studio Session 1967; track time = 4:11. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales 
(Rev 3.1) has vinyl surface noise; track time = 4:07. 
 
418. (12) Bold As Love (official alternate mix of (1), different end phasing, stereo) 
        Source: Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) 
        Univibes number: S033 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 4:08 (4:07) [4:09] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 5 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, harpsichord, bass), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: 
George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is an alternate stereo mix of (1), known as the “Backtrack” or “safe” mix, with different 
phasing at the end of the track. At @3:52 in this mix (12) the guitar quickly moves from the forefront of the left 
channel further and further back, whereas in (1) the guitar remains in the forefront of the left channel. Where the 
repeated guitar phrase occurs from @3:58-4:01, in this mix (12) the phrase jumps to the very far back with more 
echo, whereas in (1) the phrase stays roughly in the same location. This mix (12) also fades out @2-3 seconds 
earlier than (1). 
        Special Notes: See track 415 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Axis: Bold As Love [1967, Polydor 184-110; 1967, Polydor 2459-391; 1967, Polydor 
239.000; 1967, Track 613 003; 1968, Polydor SLPM-1398; 1968, Polydor SMP-1398; 1971, Polydor MP-2193; 
1975, Polydor MP-2493; 1977, Polydor MPF-1076; 1979, Polydor MPX-4008; 1980, Polydor MPA-7005; 1989, 
Polydor 18MM-0582; 1989, Polydor 813-572-2; 1989, Polydor P33P-25023]; Backtrack Eleven: Axis: Bold As 
Love; Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Axis: Bold As Love [1980, Polydor 2625 038]; The Jimi Hendrix 
Experience [Karussell] 
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        Alternate Sources: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; Axis: Bold As Love [Karussell (pirate) 
picture disc]; Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg (from Axis: Bold As Love [1989, Polydor (West Germany) 
813 572-2]); Axis Bold As Love: Sessions Rare Tracks 1967; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP 
Dester); Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Studio '67 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions was mastered with the 
levels very slightly too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the right channel (amplitude 
clipping), and tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 4:09. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1973, Polydor 2683 031] 
has 3 seconds of silence at the start; track time = 4:12. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1989, Polydor (West 
Germany) 813 572-2]; track time = 4:08. The copy on Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg is sourced from 
Axis: Bold As Love [1989, Polydor (West Germany) 813 572-2], and was mastered with the levels slightly too high 
cutting off the low end in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 4:07. The copy on The 
Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); track time = 4:08. The copy on Jimi Hendrix (10th 
Anniversary Box) - Axis: Bold As Love [1980, Polydor (Australia) 2625 038] has 7 seconds of silence at the end; 
track time = 4:15. The copy on Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Axis: Bold As Love [1980, Polydor 
(Germany) 2625 038] fades out very slightly early; track time = 4:07. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 
3.1) is sub-labeled “Backtrack mix”; track time = 4:09. The copy on Studio '67; track time = 4:09. 
 
419. (13) Bold As Love (official alternate mix of (1), heavy end phasing, very narrow stereo) 
        Source: internet download (MP3); track courtesy of Steve Rodham 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [4:09] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 5 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, harpsichord, bass), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: 
George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This alternate mix of (1) has different phasing, and may be the more heavily treated version referred 
to in Ultimate Hendrix in the 29 October 1967 section: “two phased versions of this song were mixed by Kramer 
and Chkiantz and the one that was less heavily treated became the version selected for the master”, (1). This 
track is taken from an Emidisc Assorted Phasing acetate @1967 originally listed for auction on eBay in April 2017 
by Psychotron Records for 1000 pounds. The acetate eventually sold on eBay in August 2017 for 148 pounds. 
Due to the excessive surface noise it is difficult to adequately distinguish the differences between this mix (13) 
and (1) or (12), though the phasing at the end of the track does seem considerably heavier than what is heard in 
(1) or (12). This track sounds mono or at most very narrow stereo. Even in Audacity it is visually difficult to 
determine since, due to the extremely poor audio quality, some of the visual differences between the channels 
could merely be the result of the abundance of surface noise rather than the music itself. This track is presently 
only available as a low bit-rate MP3 file (96kb/s) unless and until someone can track down the person who bought 
the acetate and manage to get a lossless copy. See also track 668, a collector’s attempt to clean up the sound of 
this track. 
        Special Notes: See track 415 Special Notes. 
 
420. (3)+(4) Bold As Love (alternate mix of (1), vocals/drums delay, stereo)+(alternate mix edit of (1), heavy 
phasing/delay, stereo) 
        Source: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; channels flipped 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 4:11+1:26 (4:11+1:26) [5:31] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 5 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, harpsichord, bass), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: 
George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track contains two stereo alternate mixes of (1). The first mix (3) runs from 0:00-4:04, contains 
short delay on the vocals from 0:00-0:32, heavy delay on the drums at the start of “Section II” from 2:47-2:54, 
begins slowly fading out @3:53, and ends abruptly 6 seconds early. The second mix (4) runs from 4:04-5:30, 
begins abruptly shortly before the start of “Section II” as heard from the 2:44 mark in (1), contains heavy delay on 
the drums from 4:07-4:14 (2:47-2:54 as heard in (1)), there is heavy phasing on the harpsichord, and there is very 
heavy delay on the guitar from 5:02 until the ending fade-out (3:43-end as heard in (1)). All copies tested were 

https://www.discogs.com/Jimi-Hendrix-Simon-Dupree-And-The-Big-SoundWalham-Green-East-Wapping-Carpet-Cleaning-Rodent-And-Bogg/release/9082067
http://www.ebay.co.uk/itm/JIMI-HENDRIX-amp-OTHER-PSYCH-UNIQUE-MIXES-ONLY-ON-THIS-ACETATE-1967-LISTEN-/391745492486
http://psychotronrecords.co.uk/
https://www.popsike.com/JIMI-HENDRIX-OTHER-PSYCH-UNIQUE-MIXES-ONLY-ON-THIS-ACETATE-1967-LISTEN/391868782451.html
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stereo opposite variations i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of copies of (1) is heard in the right channel here 
and vice versa. 
        Special Notes: See track 415 Special Notes. 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 005: To The Highest Bidder; ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; Axis 
Bold As Love Sessions; The Complete Axis: Bold As Love Outtakes (copy 2); Hoochie Coochie Man; Master 
Series Volume 3 [Bell, tape]; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); The Axis Love Sessions [1-CD]; Axis Bold As 
Love: Sessions Rare Tracks 1967; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); Notes In Colours; 
Sotheby’s Defined; The Sotheby’s Tapes [Bell, tape T0082]; Studio '67; Studio Sessions Volume 1 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 005: To The Highest Bidder is clipped/incomplete at the start, and has 
23 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 5:38. The copy on ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The 
Sessions was mastered with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the high end at the 4:43.9 mark of the left 
channel (amplitude clipping); track time = 5:31. There are two copies of this song sub-labeled “alt stereo” on The 
Complete Axis: Bold As Love Outtakes with copy 2 being a copy of (3-4); track time = 5:22. The copy on The 
Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) was mastered with the levels very slightly too high cutting 
off the high end at the 4:43.9 mark of the left channel (amplitude clipping); track time = 5:31. The copy on 
Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) is split into separate tracks; track times = 4:04+1:26 (combined track time = 
5:31). The copy on Notes In Colours is incomplete at the end; track time = 5:26. The copy on Studio '67; track 
time = 5:31. The copy on Studio Sessions Volume 1 is clipped/incomplete at the start; track time = 5:16. 
 
421. (8) Bold As Love (official alternate mix of (1), left guitar removed, stereo) 
        Source: Backing Tracks; optimally amplified, channels flipped 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 4:06 (4:06) [4:16] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 5 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, harpsichord, bass), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: 
George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is an alternate mix of (1) created by Eddie Kramer for the Line 6 Guitarport, made available 
via online download only. For practicing purposes the lead guitar part heard in the left channel of (1) has been 
removed, and the lead guitar part heard in the right channel of (1) has been mixed low. The overdubbed drum 
part heard in (1) from 2:51-2:54 has been mixed out. “Section II” (2:53-end) has no phasing, and the harpsichord 
is mixed centrally rather than to the right. The track fades out to the complete end rather than fading out slightly 
early as heard in (1). The track begins with a 4-count metronome beat. The source copy is sub-labeled No 
Guitars, A Flat Major - Step Down, tests as lossy/MP3 in Trader’s Little Helper due to having been sourced from 
an internet-only download, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other 
source copies of (1) is heard in the right channel here and vice versa. 
        Special Notes: See track 415 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Line 6 GuitarPort (online) 
        Alternate Sources: Backing Tracks (sub-labeled No Guitars, A Flat Major - Step Down); Jimi Hendrix Studio 
Tapes Without Guitar Univibe Wah [2006, eBay]; Line 6 Mixes [Bell, tape]; No Guitar 
 
422. Bold As Love (official repeat edit of (1), stereo) 
        Source: Inside The Experience 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [1:03] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 5 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, harpsichord, bass), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: 
George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress. This official edit of (1) begins at the 1:48 mark as heard in (1), runs 
to the 2:03 mark then repeats that 14-second segment again, then runs on until the 2:33 mark as heard in (1) 
where it merges into the start of (1) You’ve Got Me Floating. 
        Official Release: Inside The Experience 
 
 
 

 

DISC 22 – STUDIO RECORDINGS 

https://line6.com/guitarport/guitarportonline.html
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423. Bold As Love (official multitrack of (1), instrumental, no fade, stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [4:12] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 5 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, harpsichord, bass), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: 
George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 415 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of the instruments only, though Jimi’s vocals can still be faintly heard in the background. 
The guitar solo from 1:47-2:48 contains no panning as heard in (1) but remains in the left channel. There is no 
phasing during “Section II” (2:48-end), the panning on the solo from 3:41-end is slightly different, and the 
harpsichord is mixed centrally rather than to the right. The track comes to the complete abrupt end rather than 
fading out slightly early as heard in (1). These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes 
they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
424. Bold As Love (official multitrack of (1), guitar, stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [4:11] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 5 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: 
Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 415 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Jimi’s isolated rhythm guitar part from 0:00-1:49, and his lead guitar part from 1:47-
end. Jimi’s vocals and Mitch’s drums can still be faintly heard in the background in places, and Jimi’s bass 
overdub can also be faintly heard during the “Section II” segment of the song from 2:56-end. These Rock Band 
multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their 
original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Alternate Sources: The Solo Guitar Track CD (track 8) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game]; track time = 4:11. The copy 
on The Solo Guitar Track CD; track time = 4:11. 
 
425. Bold As Love (official multitrack of (1), guitar 2, stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [4:11] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 5 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, harpsichord, bass), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: 
George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 415 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Jimi’s guitar fills from 0:15-1:41, and 1:47-2:45. Jimi’s vocals and rhythm guitar, 
Noel’s bass, and Mitch’s drums can still be faintly heard in the background in places. From 2:56-end Jimi’s 
harpsichord and guitar fills are isolated. Some of the harpsichord playing is reminiscent of classical pieces of 
music in places. These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; 
all have been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
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        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Alternate Sources: The Solo Guitar Track CD (track 7) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game]; track time = 4:11. The copy 
on The Solo Guitar Track CD; track time = 4:11. 
 
426. Bold As Love (official multitrack of (1), vocals, mono) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [4:11] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 5 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, bass), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George 
Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 415 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Jimi’s isolated vocals in mono from 0:00-1:55, though the guitar, bass and drums can 
still be heard faintly in the background. At the 0:54 mark there is the sound of what might be Jimi fumbling with the 
page of lyrics. From 1:56 until the end of the track is silence. These Rock Band multitracks often test as 
lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files which 
circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
427. Bold As Love (official multitrack of (1), bass, single-channel mono) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [4:11] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 5 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, bass), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George 
Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 415 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Noel’s isolated bass part from 0:00-2:48, and Jimi’s isolated bass part from 2:56-end, 
though the guitar can still be heard in the background and the drums can still be faintly heard in the background. 
This track is in mono with a single channel. These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though 
sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among 
collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
428. Bold As Love (official multitrack of (1), drums, stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [4:11] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 5 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, bass), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George 
Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 415 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Mitch’s isolated drum part, though the bass and guitar can still be heard in the 
background. These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all 
have been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
429. (7) Castles Made Of Sand (official instrumental take 8?, stereo) 
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        Source: West Coast Seattle Boy: The Jimi Hendrix Anthology 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:10 (3:14) [3:12] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 5 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. 
        Notes: Jimpress notes that is an alternate basic track from the same session as (1), although which 
particular take is unknown. Ultimate Hendrix notes the session for this song, initially called “Title Z”, began with 3 
false starts followed by 6 unsuccessful takes, all of which were “scrubbed”. Under the new title “Sand Castles”, 
the group “began anew” making “slow incremental progress before finishing a complete eighth take…Hendrix 
played the song faster at this stage…” The 18th take became the basic track for the version released on Axis: Bold 
As Love. It’s quite possible that this track is take 8 from the session. 
        Official Release: West Coast Seattle Boy: The Jimi Hendrix Anthology 
        Alternate Sources: The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) was mastered 
with the levels slightly too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude 
clipping); track time = 3:12. The copy on West Coast Seattle Boy: The Jimi Hendrix Anthology was mastered with 
the levels slightly too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); 
track time = 3:12. 
 
430. (1) Castles Made Of Sand (official stereo mix) 
        Source: Axis: Bold As Love [2018, Analogue Productions CAPP 19792 SA]; optimally amplified, beginning 
fragment reinstated 
        Univibes number: S029 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:49 (2:49) [2:49] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 5 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George 
Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track contains some backwards guitar segments. 
        Special Notes: Jimpress notes that this track uses take 15 from the recording session, however Ultimate 
Hendrix notes take 18 became the basic track. Overdubs were done on 27 October 1967. Final mixing was done 
on 31 October 1967 with George Chkiantz as the Second Engineer. 
        Official Release: Axis: Bold As Love; Best Of Jimi Hendrix [Universe Gold]; The Experience Collection: Axis: 
Bold As Love; Experience Hendrix: The Best Of Jimi Hendrix; Greatest Hits [2010, Experience Hendrix/Sony 
Music]; Inside The Experience; Jimi Hendrix Reference Library: Rhythm (excerpt); Kiss The Sky; Sessions - Axis: 
Bold As Love [Polydor]; Suns And Rainbow - Axis: Bold As Love [aka The Old Barclay Box]; Ultimate Experience 
[Polydor] 
        Alternate Sources: All Along The Watchtower [Experience Hendrix (fake) 10” LP]; ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold 
As Love - The Sessions; Axis: Bold As Love [B146 Barclay pirate]; Axis Bold As Love [B476 bootleg CDR]; Axis 
Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg (from Reprise 6281-2 DADC pressing without noise reduction); Axis Bold 
As Love: Sessions Rare Tracks 1967; Axis: Bolder Than Love; The Best Of Jimi Hendrix [Musical]; The Complete 
Axis: Bold As Love Outtakes; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); Moonbeams & 
Fairytales (Rev 3.1) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions is slightly incomplete at 
the start; track time = 2:48. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1967, Track 613-003]; track time = 2:49. The copy on 
Axis: Bold As Love [1968, Reprise RS 6281]; track time = 2:50. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1997, MCA 
(Europe) MCD-11601-2] is slightly incomplete at the start and end, and was mastered with the levels too high 
cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:48. The copy 
on Axis: Bold As Love [2006, Experience Hendrix UICY-6207] is slightly clipped at the start and end, and was 
mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude 
clipping); track time = 2:47. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [2010, Sony Legacy 88697-62163-2] was mastered 
with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track 
time = 2:48. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [2010, Sony Records Int’l SICP 2638-9] was mastered with the 
levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 
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2:49. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [2018, Analogue Productions CAPP 19792 SA] is slightly clipped at the 
start, although the clipped beginning is tacked onto the end of (1) You’ve Got Me Floating due to an incorrectly 
placed track marker; track time =  2:48. The copy on Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg is sourced from 
Reprise 6281-2 DADC pressing without noise reduction, and is slightly incomplete at the start; track time = 2:47. 
The copy on Best Of Jimi Hendrix [Universe Gold] is incomplete at the start, fades out slightly early, is a stereo 
opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel 
here and vice versa, and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the low end in places throughout the 
track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:44. The copy on The Complete Axis: Bold As Love Outtakes is sub-
labeled “alt stereo”, which would seem to indicate it was a copy of (2) or (3) but it is a copy of (1), and was 
mastered with the levels slightly too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track 
(amplitude clipping); track time = 2:47. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); 
track time = 2:49. The copy on Experience Hendrix: The Best Of Jimi Hendrix is slightly incomplete at the start, 
and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track 
(amplitude clipping); track time = 2:47. The copy on Greatest Hits [2010, Experience Hendrix/Sony Music] is 
slightly incomplete at the start on the fade-in, is clipped at the end, and was mastered with the levels too high 
cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:50. The copy 
on Inside The Experience is incomplete at the start, has voice-over commentary at the start, is incomplete at the 
end, and has voice-over commentary on the ending fade-out; track time = 2:41. The copy on Kiss The Sky [1984, 
Warner Bros. 1-25119] is slightly incomplete at the start, has 4 seconds of silence at the end, and has vinyl 
surface noise; track time = 2:49. The copy on Kiss The Sky [1989, Polydor (Japan) P20P 22017] is slightly 
incomplete at the start; track time = 2:49. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) is slightly incomplete at 
the start and end, and was mastered with the levels slightly too high cutting off the high and low ends in places 
throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:47. The copy on Sessions - Axis: Bold As Love [Polydor] 
is slightly incomplete at the start, and was mastered with the levels slightly too high cutting off the high and low 
ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:47. The copy on Suns And Rainbow - Axis: 
Bold As Love [aka The Old Barclay Box, MJ 1st transfer] is clipped at the end, and is a stereo opposite variation 
i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa 
though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 2:43. The copy on 
Ultimate Experience [Polydor] is incomplete at the start; track time = 2:49. 
 
431. Castles Made Of Sand (official narrow stereo mix of (1)) 
        Source: Axis: Bold As Love [1974, Reprise RS 6281]; optimally amplified 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:46] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 5 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George 
Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 430 Notes. This is a narrower stereo variation of 
(1), and it is slightly incomplete at the start. 
        Special Notes: See track 430 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Axis: Bold As Love [1974, Reprise RS 6281] 
 
432. (5) Castles Made Of Sand (official alternate mix of (1), mono) 
        Source: Axis: Bold As Love [2018, Analogue Productions CAPP 19792 SA]; optimally amplified 
        Univibes number: S029 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:46 (2:49) [2:48] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 5 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George 
Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This mono mix was specifically created by Chas Chandler, Jimi Hendrix, and Eddie Kramer on 2 
November 1967 with George Chkiantz as the Second Engineer. One can hear the opening backwards guitar 
notes in this mix slightly better than what is heard in (1), and they also have heavy echo applied. The clean guitar 
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notes heard from 0:08-0:19 have no echo on them, whereas in (1) they have light echo applied. The track begins 
to slowly fade out sooner at the 2:36 mark as opposed to the 2:41 mark as heard in (1). 
        Special Notes: See track 430 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Axis: Bold As Love (mono) 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions (3 copies); Axis: Bold As Love (mono) 
(Prof. Stoned); Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg (sourced from 2002 Classic Records 612 003 LP); 
Axis: Bold As Love: Mono (sourced from 2002 Classic Records 612 003 LP); Axis: Bold As Love: Mono Edition 
[Track (fake), Reprieve]; Axis Bold As Love: Mono Release [Funky Monkey]; Axis Bold As Love: Sessions Rare 
Tracks 1967; Axis Bold As Love: The Mono Mix; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); 
Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions is sourced from Axis: 
Bold As Love [Reprise R-6281 (mono)]; track time = 2:48. There are two copies of this track on the ATM 158-160: 
Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions bonus disc with copy 1 sourced from Axis: Bold As Love [Reprise R-6281 
(mono)] having 3 seconds of silence at the end, vinyl surface noise, and with a track time of 2:50, and copy 2 
sourced from Axis: Bold As Love [Track 612-003 (mono)] having vinyl surface noise with a track time of 2:48. The 
copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1967, Track 613-003 (mono)]; track time = 2:49. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love 
(mono) (Prof. Stoned) is sourced from Axis: Bold As Love [2002, Classic Records 612 003 LP]; track time = 2:48. 
The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [2018, Analogue Productions CAPP 19792 SA]; track time = 2:48. The copy on 
Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg is sourced from Axis: Bold As Love [2002, Classic Records 612 003 
LP]; track time = 2:48. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love: Mono is sourced from Axis: Bold As Love [2002, Classic 
Records 612 003 LP] is slightly incomplete at the end; track time = 2:47. The copy on The Complete Studio 
Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); track time = 2:48. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) has vinyl 
surface noise; track time = 2:48. 
 
433. (2) Castles Made Of Sand (official alternate mix of (1), different panning, stereo) 
        Source: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions 
        Univibes number: S029 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:46 (2:49) [2:49] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 5 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George 
Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This alternate stereo mix of (1), known as the “Backtrack” or “safe” mix. In this mix (2) the guitar part 
from 0:02-0:08 briefly begins centrally then pans to the right channel, whereas in (1) it is entirely in the right 
channel. The guitar part from 0:08-0:19 in (1) has a faint delayed echo in the left channel, whereas in this mix (2) 
there is no delayed echo. In (1) at the 0:15 mark one can faintly hear Jimi make an indecipherable sound, 
whereas in this mix (2) it has been mixed out. From 0:21-0:26 in (1) there is a backwards guitar part heard in the 
left channel, whereas in this mix (2) it has been lowered in the mix. In (1) at the 0:53 and 1:31 marks the word 
“eventually” pans from the left to the center, whereas in this mix (2) it remains in the center. In (1) from 2:20-2:24 
the phrase “slips into the sea eventually” pans from the left to the center to the right and back to the center, 
whereas in this mix (2) it remains in the center throughout. In (1) from 2:35-end the guitar pans from the right to 
the center then back and forth between the channels slightly during the fade-out, whereas in this mix (2) the guitar 
remains in the right channel throughout. 
        Special Notes: See track 430 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Axis: Bold As Love [1967, Polydor 184-110; 1967, Polydor 2459-391; 1967, Polydor 
239.000; 1967, Track 613 003; 1968, Polydor SLPM-1398; 1968, Polydor SMP-1398; 1971, Polydor MP-2193; 
1975, Polydor MP-2493; 1977, Polydor MPF-1076; 1979, Polydor MPX-4008; 1980, Polydor MPA-7005; 1989, 
Polydor 18MM-0582; 1989, Polydor 813-572-2; 1989, Polydor P33P-25023]; Backtrack Eleven: Axis: Bold As 
Love; Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Axis: Bold As Love [1980, Polydor 2625 038]; The Jimi Hendrix 
Experience [Karussell] 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; Axis: Bold As Love [Karussell (pirate) 
picture disc]; Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg (from Axis: Bold As Love [1989, Polydor (West Germany) 
813 572-2]); Axis Bold As Love: Sessions Rare Tracks 1967; The Axis Love Sessions [1-CD]; The Complete 
Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Studio '67 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; track time = 2:49. The 
copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) is slightly incomplete at the start; track time = 
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2:49. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1973, Polydor 2683 031] is slightly incomplete at the start; track time = 
2:48. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1989, Polydor (West Germany) 813 572-2] is slightly incomplete at the 
start; track time = 2:49. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1989, Polydor [Japan] P20P 22002] is slightly incomplete 
at the start; track time = 2:46. The copy on Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg is sourced from Axis: Bold 
As Love [1989, Polydor (West Germany) 813 572-2], is slightly incomplete at the start, and was mastered with the 
levels very slightly too high cutting off the low end at the 1:42.1 mark of the left channel (amplitude clipping); track 
time = 2:49. The copy on Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Axis: Bold As Love [1980, Polydor (Australia) 
2625 038] is incomplete at the start; track time = 2:45. The copy on Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Axis: 
Bold As Love [1980, Polydor (Germany) 2625 038] is incomplete at the start; track time = 2:45. The copy on 
Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); track time = 2:49. The copy on Studio ’67; track time = 2:49. 
 
434. (3) Castles Made Of Sand (alternate mix of (1), light echo, stereo) 
        Source: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions 
        Univibes number: S1108 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:48 (2:48) [2:52] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 5 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George 
Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This alternate stereo mix of (1) has light echo applied to the mix. There is different panning on the 
guitar from 2:34-end; in this mix (3) it begins centrally then pans slowly between the channels, whereas in (1) it 
begins in the right channel then remains primarily in the center with slight quick fluctuations between the 
channels. The ending fade-out is also 2-3 seconds longer here than what is heard in (1). This track is part of the 
Sotheby Tapes, tapes that were the property of Hendrix’s former girlfriend Kathy Etchingham, sold for auction at 
Sotheby’s in London on 22 December 1981 to Hendrix collector Bob Terry. 
        Special Notes: See track 430 Special Notes. Some of the Alternate Sources listed for (3) that were not 
available for testing may be the narrower stereo mix; see the following track. 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 005: To The Highest Bidder; ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; Axis 
Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg; Axis Bold As Love: Mono Release [Funky Monkey]; Axis: Bold As Love 
Sessions; Axis Bold As Love: Sessions Rare Tracks 1967; The Axis Love Sessions [1-CD]; The Axis Love 
Sessions [2-CD]; The Baker/Terry Tapes Part 1 [Bell, tape] (2 copies); Beginnings 66-68; Bob's DATs [Bell, tape]; 
Can You Please Crawl Out Your Window [Major Tom]; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); 
First Steps; In The Studio Volume 1; Living Reels Vol. I; Making Of Axis: Bold As Love: Unreleased Studio 
Session 1967; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); The Nitopi Reels [Bell, tape]; The Nitopi Reels Part 2 [Bell, 
tape]; Notes In Colours; Sotheby's And BBC [Bell, tape]; Sotheby’s Defined; Sotheby's Mixes [Bell, tape]; 
Sotheby's Plus [Bell, tape]; Sotheby’s Private Reels (2 copies, 1 mix possibly closer to official?); The Sotheby’s 
Tapes [Bell, tape T0082]; The Sotheby’s Tapes ‘67-’68; Southeby Reel With Soft Machine; Studio '67 
        Comparison Notes: Bell notes a copy of this track on The Alternate Axis: Bold As Love, but it is a fake mono 
mix of (3); see track 677. The copy on ATM 005: To The Highest Bidder is very slightly incomplete at the start, is 
a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right 
channel here and vice versa, and tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 2:47. The copy on ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As 
Love - The Sessions; track time = 2:52. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); 
track time = 2:52. The copy on First Steps fades out early, is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the 
left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa, and tests as lossy/MP3; 
track time = 2:39. The copy on In The Studio Volume 1 is incomplete by a fade-in at the start, slightly incomplete 
at the end, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is 
heard in the right channel here and vice versa; track time = 2:47. The copy on Living Reels Vol. I has 2 seconds 
of silence at the start, and a noticeable amount of tape hiss throughout; track time = 2:59. The copy on Making Of 
Axis: Bold As Love: Unreleased Studio Session 1967; track time = 2:51. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales 
(Rev 3.1) is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in 
the right channel here and vice versa; track time = 2:51. The copy on Notes In Colours is very slightly incomplete 
at the start, and incomplete on the ending fade-out; track time = 2:44. There are two copies on Sotheby’s Private 
Reels with copy 1 incomplete at the start due to a fade-in (track time = 2:48), and copy 2 slightly incomplete at the 
start, mastered fast, a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is 
heard in the right channel here and vice versa, and noted by Bell as possibly closer to the official mix (1) (track 
time = 2:40). The copy on Southeby Reel With Soft Machine is very slightly incomplete by a fade-in at the start, 
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has 7 seconds of the silence at the end, has a considerable amount of tape hiss, and is a stereo opposite 
variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and 
vice versa; track time = 2:58. The copy on Studio '67; track time = 2:52. 
 
435. Castles Made Of Sand (alternate mix of (3), narrow stereo) 
        Source: Sothebys Auction Tapes: New Edit/Repaired Version; optimally amplified 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:51] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 5 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George 
Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 434 Notes. This is a narrower stereo alternate 
mix of (3) with the guitar part from 0:01-0:21 mixed centrally rather than to the right. The fade-out is slightly 
clipped at the very end. 
        Special Notes: See track 430 Special Notes. Some of the Alternate Sources listed for (3) that were not 
available for testing may be this narrower stereo mix. 
        Alternate Sources: Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg; Axis Bold As Love: The Sotheby’s Reels 
[Gold Standard]; Other Side Of Axis; The Sotheby Auction Tapes [Midnight Beat]; Sotheby Plus Masters; 
Sothebys Auction Tapes [STG 016] (artwork titled Southebys Auction Tapes); Sothebys Auction Tapes: New 
Edit/Repaired Version 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg has 3 seconds of silence at the 
end; track time = 2:52. The copy on Axis Bold As Love: The Sotheby’s Reels [Gold Standard] sounds muffled in 
comparison to other copies, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other 
source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa; track time = 2:46. The copy on Other Side Of Axis 
is very slightly incomplete at the start; track time = 2:51. The copy on The Sotheby Auction Tapes [Midnight Beat] 
is incomplete by a fade-in at the start, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of 
most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa; track time = 2:48. The copy on 
Sotheby Plus Masters was mastered with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the high end at the 1:38.0 
mark of the left channel (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:51. The copy on Sothebys Auction Tapes [STG 016] 
(artwork titled Southebys Auction Tapes); track time = 2:51. The copy on Sothebys Auction Tapes: New 
Edit/Repaired Version; track time = 2:51. 
 
436. (6) Castles Made Of Sand (official Kramer isolation mix of (1), stereo) 
        Source: An Inside Look: Axis: Bold As Love [DVD] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:24] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 5 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George 
Chkiantz. 
        Notes: See track 430 Notes. This track is extracted from the documentary DVD accompanying the 2010 
remaster of Axis: Bold As Love, titled An Inside Look. During the playback of the master tape (from 0:00-1:44) 
Eddie Kramer isolates a segment of Jimi’s vocals wherein Jimi is heard turning the page of his lyrics at the 0:56 
mark. Next there is commentary by Chas Chandler. This is followed by the complete end guitar section (2:45-end 
as heard in (1)) but without the panning and fade-out which allows one to hear the full ending with a flourish of 
cymbals by Mitch. This track tests as lossy/MP3 due to its extraction from a video file. 
        Special Notes: See track 430 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: An Inside Look: Axis: Bold As Love [DVD] 
 
437. Castles Made Of Sand (official multitrack of (1), instrumental, stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:48] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 5 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
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        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 430 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of the instruments only with Jimi’s vocals mixed out. The start of the track is slightly 
clipped, missing the first @2 seconds of backwards guitar. The drums are mixed into both channels whereas in 
(1) they’re mixed centrally. The backwards guitar section at the end suddenly goes from stereo to mono at the 
2:56 mark then end abruptly at 2:40 followed by 8 seconds of silence. These Rock Band multitracks often test as 
lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files which 
circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Alternate Sources: Instrumentals Volume 1 (2017, Funkydrummer) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Instrumentals Volume 1 (2017, Funkydrummer); track time = 2:41. The 
copy on Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game]; track time = 2:48. 
 
438. Castles Made Of Sand (official multitrack of (1), guitar, mono) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:50] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 5 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 430 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Jimi’s isolated guitar lead guitar part and backwards guitar parts though the bass and 
drums can still be faintly heard in the background. This track is in mono. These Rock Band multitracks often test 
as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files 
which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Alternate Sources: The Solo Guitar Track CD 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game]; track time = 2:50. The copy 
on The Solo Guitar Track CD; track time = 2:49. 
 
439. Castles Made Of Sand (official multitrack of (1), guitar 2, stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:50] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 5 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 430 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. From 0:00-1:31 the track consists of Jimi’s isolated backwards guitar parts, though other guitar parts and 
the drums can still be faintly heard in the background. From 1:33-2:31 the track consists of Jimi’s isolated forward 
and backwards guitar part though other guitar parts and the drums can still be faintly heard in the background. 
These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been 
extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
440. Castles Made Of Sand (official multitrack of (1), vocals, stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:50] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 5 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
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        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second 
Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 430 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Jimi’s isolated vocals from 0:20-2:33 though the guitar can still be heard faintly in the 
background. Unlike (1) where the vocals are primarily mixed centrally, here the vocals are primarily in the right 
channel throughout though they do pan briefly to the left channel on the word “eventually”. At the 0:56 mark one 
can hear Jimi turning his lyrics page. These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes 
they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
441. Castles Made Of Sand (official multitrack of (1), bass, mono) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:50] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 5 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 430 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Noel’s isolated bass part, though the drums and guitar are still heard in the 
background. This track is in mono. These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they 
test as lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
442. Castles Made Of Sand (official multitrack of (1), drums, stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:50] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 5 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 430 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Mitch’s drum part accompanied by Noel’s bass part, though the guitar can still be 
heard faintly in the background. From 1:01-1:05, 2:02, and likely in other places there is a tambourine sound 
heard which is probably a ching ring on Mitch’s hi-hat. These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, 
though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate 
among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
 
====================================================================================== 

14 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, United Kingdom 
====================================================================================== 
 
443. Little Wing [(7) Angel] (official instrumental, stereo) 
        Source: Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg; optimally amplified 
        Univibes number: S1454 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:42 (2:44) [2:46] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 14 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
Second Engineer: Andy Johns. 

https://www.sweetwater.com/store/detail/CRING--meinl-percussion-ching-ring-6-inch
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        Notes: This is the earliest known version of what was to become the song Angel (see The Collector’s 1970 
compilation). This track appeared on South Saturn Delta with the title Little Wing, though it bears no resemblance 
whatsoever to that song which was first recorded 25 October 1967 (see tracks 458-459). As Jimpress notes, “if 
the working title of this track [Little Wing, as listed on the tape box] is correct, then Jimi had completely rewritten 
the song” by 25 October 1967. At the 1:31, 1:59, 2:14 and likely other places there is a tambourine sound heard 
which is probably a ching ring on Mitch’s hi-hat. 
        Official Release: South Saturn Delta; South Saturn Delta Sampler 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition 
Bootleg; Axis Bold As Love: Sessions Rare Tracks 1967; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP 
Dester); Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Studio '67 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions was mastered with the 
levels very slightly too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping), 
and tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 2:44. The copy on Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg has 3 seconds 
of silence at the end; track time =  2:46. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) 
was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude 
clipping); track time = 2:44. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) was mastered with the levels too high 
cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:43. The copy 
on South Saturn Delta [CD] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places 
throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:44. The copy on Studio '67 has faint vinyl noise on the 
ending fade-out; track time = 2:43. 
 
 
====================================================================================== 

25 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, United Kingdom 
====================================================================================== 
 
444. (2) Wait Until Tomorrow (longer alternate mix of (1), ADT vocals, stereo) 
        Source: Sothebys Auction Tapes: New Edit/Repaired Version; optimally amplified, ending silence removed 
        Univibes number: S1105 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:26 (3:26) [3:20] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 25 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals, shaker, 
tambourine). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. Secondary 
Second Engineer: Andy Johns. 
        Notes: This longer alternate mix of (1) has ADT (Automatic Double-Tracking) on the vocals, the drums are 
lower in the mix, the shaker is mixed left-of-center rather than far left, and the backing vocals are mixed to the left 
rather than centrally. The very beginning of the track has a split-second indecipherable comment by someone. 
The first 8 seconds of guitar intro are mixed left-of-center rather than to the right as heard in (1). From 0:03-0:23, 
0:50-1:04, and 1:34-1:49 there are tambourine shakes that have been mixed out in (1). From 0:47-0:49 and 1:28-
1:29 the guitar briefly pans to the left channel, whereas in (1) it remains in the right channel. From 3:01-end 
contains the complete ending of the track not heard in any other version. This track is part of the Sotheby Tapes, 
tapes that were the property of Hendrix’s former girlfriend Kathy Etchingham, sold for auction at Sotheby’s in 
London on 22 December 1981 to Hendrix collector Bob Terry. The original title of this track as written on the 
Sotheby tapes in Jimi’s handwriting was (We’re Gonna) Wait Until Tomorrow. 
        Special Notes: See track 448 Special Notes. Some of the Alternate Sources listed for (2) that were not 
available for testing may be the wider stereo mix, the narrower stereo mix, or the alternate mix; see the following 
three tracks. 
        Alternate Sources: Axis Bold A Love: The Alternate Versions; Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg; 
Axis Bold As Love: Mono Release [Funky Monkey]; Axis: Bold As Love Sessions; Axis Bold As Love: Sessions 
Rare Tracks 1967; The Axis Love Sessions [1-CD]; The Axis Love Sessions [2-CD]; The Baker/Terry Tapes Part 
1 [Bell, tape]; Beginnings 66-68; Bob's DATs [Bell, tape]; The Complete Axis: Bold As Love Outtakes; The 
Complete BBC Session And...; In The Studio Volume 1; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); The Nitopi Reels 
[Bell, tape]; The Nitopi Reels Part 2 [Bell, tape]; Other Side Of Axis; The Ross Tapes; The Sotheby Auction Tapes 
[Midnight Beat]; Sotheby Plus Masters; Sothebys Auction Tapes [STG 016] (artwork titled Southebys Auction 
Tapes); Sothebys Auction Tapes: New Edit/Repaired Version; Sotheby’s Defined; Sotheby's Mixes [Bell, tape]; 

https://www.sweetwater.com/store/detail/CRING--meinl-percussion-ching-ring-6-inch
https://meinlpercussion.com/products/Product/show/2524/2523/
https://meinlpercussion.com/products/Product/show/2524/2523/
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Sotheby's Plus [Bell, tape]; Sotheby’s Private Reels (copy 2); The Sotheby’s Tapes [Bell, tape T0082]; Southeby 
Reel With Soft Machine 
        Comparison Notes: Bell notes a copy of this track on The Alternate Axis: Bold As Love, but it is a fake mono 
mix of (2); see track 680. The copy on Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg has 3 seconds of silence at the 
end; track time = 3:23. The copy on The Complete Axis: Bold As Love Outtakes is sub-labeled “delayed vocal”, 
fades out very slightly early, and was mastered with the levels slightly too high cutting off the high and low ends in 
places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:22. The copy on In The Studio Volume 1 is slightly 
clipped on the opening comment, is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other 
source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa, and was mastered with the levels very slightly too 
high cutting off the high and low ends in several places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 
3:25. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) is slightly clipped on the opening comment; track time = 
3:26. The copy on Other Side Of Axis is missing the opening comment; track time = 3:22. The copy on The Ross 
Tapes has poor sound quality; track time = 3:22. The copy on The Sotheby Auction Tapes [Midnight Beat] is sub-
labeled Take 1, and is slightly clipped on the opening comment; track time = 3:26. The copy on Sotheby Plus 
Masters has a slight buzzing sound throughout, and was mastered with the levels very slightly too high cutting off 
the low end at the 2:57.0 mark (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:23. The copy on Sothebys Auction Tapes [STG 
016] (artwork titled Southebys Auction Tapes) is slightly clipped at the end; track time = 3:20. The copy on 
Sothebys Auction Tapes: New Edit/Repaired Version; track time = 3:22. The copy on Sotheby’s Private Reels is 
copy 2 (there are 2 copies of this song the first of which is the wider stereo mix) which is mastered slightly fast; 
track time = 3:11. The copy on Southeby Reel With Soft Machine is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in 
the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa; track time = 3:28. 
 
445. Wait Until Tomorrow (wide stereo mix of (2)) 
        Source: ATM 005: To The Highest Bidder; speed corrected -3%, optimally amplified, beginning silence and 
ending unrelated excerpt removed 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:21] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 25 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals, shaker, 
tambourine). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. Secondary 
Second Engineer: Andy Johns. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 444 Notes. This is a wider stereo variation of (2). 
The source copy tests as CDDA in Trader’s Little Helper with probability 43% but tests as lossless in Exact Audio 
Copy (EAC). 
        Special Notes: See track 448 Special Notes. Some of the Alternate Sources listed for (2) that were not 
available for testing may be this wider stereo mix. 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 005: To The Highest Bidder; First Steps; Living Reels Vol. I; Sotheby’s Private 
Reels (copy 1) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 005: To The Highest Bidder has 4 seconds of silence at the start, and 
a fraction of a second of unrelated music at the end, and seems to be mastered very slightly faster than other 
source copies of (2); track time = 3:20. The copy on First Steps is slightly clipped on the opening comment, and 
was mastered with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the low end at the 0:30 mark of the left channel 
(amplitude clipping); track time = 3:21. The copy on Living Reels Vol. I has a noticeable amount of tape hiss, 
poorer sound quality than other copies, and is mastered at a slower speed thus the time difference; track time = 
3:30. The copy on Sotheby’s Private Reels is copy 1 (there are 2 copies of this song the second of which is a 
copy of (2)) which is clipped on the opening comment, and the sound seems slightly muffled; track time = 3:21. 
 
446. Wait Until Tomorrow (narrow stereo mix of (2)) 
        Source: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; optimally amplified 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:22] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 25 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals, shaker, 
tambourine). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. Secondary 
Second Engineer: Andy Johns. 
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        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 444 Notes. This is a narrower stereo variation of 
(2). 
        Special Notes: See track 448 Special Notes. Some of the Alternate Sources listed for (2) that were not 
available for testing may be this narrower stereo mix. 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; Axis Bold As Love: The Sotheby’s 
Reels [Gold Standard]; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); Making Of Axis: Bold As Love: 
Unreleased Studio Session 1967; Studio '67 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; track time = 3:22. The 
copy on Axis Bold As Love: The Sotheby’s Reels [Gold Standard] has 9 seconds of silence at the end; track time 
= 3:23. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); track time = 3:22. The copy on 
Making Of Axis: Bold As Love: Unreleased Studio Session 1967; track time = 3:21. The copy on Studio '67; track 
time = 3:22. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
447. Wait Until Tomorrow (alternate mix of (2), wide stereo) 
        Source: Get The Experience!; channels flipped 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:21] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 25 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals, shaker, 
tambourine). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. Secondary 
Second Engineer: Andy Johns. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 444 Notes. This variation of (2) seems to be a 
slightly different wider stereo mix possibly with added delay, though it’s possible the sound differences could 
simply be the result of being a lower generation nearer-to-the-master copy of (2). The source copy was mastered 
with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the low end in several places throughout the track (amplitude 
clipping), and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is 
heard in the right channel here and vice versa. 
        Special Notes: See track 448 Special Notes. Some of the Alternate Sources listed for (2) that were not 
available for testing may be this wider stereo alternate mix. 
 
448. (1) Wait Until Tomorrow (official stereo mix) 
        Source: Axis: Bold As Love [2018, Analogue Productions CAPP 19792 SA]; optimally amplified 
        Univibes number: S024 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:01 (3:01) [3:02] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 25 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals, shaker, 
tambourine). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. Secondary 
Second Engineer: Andy Johns. 
        Notes: This is the standard stereo mix. 
        Special Notes: This track uses take 14 from the recording session. Vocal and percussion overdubs were 
done on 30 October 1967 with Second Engineers George Chkiantz and Andy Johns. Final mixing for this song 
was done on 31 October 1967, but this song, which was part of Side A of Axis: Bold As Love, was lost by Hendrix 
when he left the master tape box in a taxi cab that night. The track had to be completely remixed the following 
day, 1 November 1967. 
        Official Release: Axis: Bold As Love; Backtrack Eleven: Axis: Bold As Love; Best Of Jimi Hendrix [Universe 
Gold]; The Experience Collection: Axis: Bold As Love; Greatest Hits [2010, Experience Hendrix/Sony Music]; 
Inside The Experience; Jimi Hendrix Reference Library: Rhythm (excerpt); Legacy; Rainy Day Dream Away [Hear 
Music]; Sessions - Axis: Bold As Love [Polydor]; Suns And Rainbow - Axis: Bold As Love [aka The Old Barclay 
Box]; Ultimate Experience [Polydor] 
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        Alternate Sources: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; Axis: Bold As Love [B146 Barclay 
pirate]; Axis Bold As Love [B476 bootleg CDR]; Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg (from Reprise 6281-2 
DADC pressing without noise reduction); Axis Bold As Love: Sessions Rare Tracks 1967; Axis: Bolder Than Love; 
The Best Of Jimi Hendrix [Musical]; The Complete Axis: Bold As Love Outtakes; The Complete Studio Recordings 
1967 (2018, OP Dester); Legacy [B616 pirate CDR]; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions fades out slowly very 
slightly early; track time = 3:02. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1967, Track 613-003] has slightly less hiss than 
other complete copies; track time = 3:02. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1968, Reprise RS 6281]; track time = 
3:03. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1974, Reprise RS 6281]; track time = 3:02. The copy on Axis: Bold As 
Love [1997, MCA (Europe) MCD-11601-2] has 2 seconds of silence at the start, and was mastered with the levels 
too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:03. 
The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [2006, Experience Hendrix UICY-6207] has 2 seconds of silence at the start, was 
mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude 
clipping); track time = 3:04. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [2010, Sony Legacy 88697-62163-2] was mastered 
with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track 
time = 3:02. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [2010, Sony Records Int’l SICP 2638-9] has 2 seconds of silence at 
the start, and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the 
track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:05. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [2018, Analogue Productions CAPP 
19792 SA]; track time = 3:02. The copy on Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg is sourced from Reprise 
6281-2 DADC pressing without noise reduction; track time = 3:01. The copy on Best Of Jimi Hendrix [Universe 
Gold] fades out early, is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source 
copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa, and was mastered with the levels slightly too high cutting 
off the low end in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:00. The copy on The Complete 
Axis: Bold As Love Outtakes is sub-labeled “alt stereo”, which would seem to indicate that it is a copy of (6) or (7) 
but it is a copy of (1); track time = 3:01. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); 
track time = 3:02. The copy on Greatest Hits [2010, Experience Hendrix/Sony Music]; track time = 3:04. The copy 
on Inside The Experience is incomplete at the end, and contains voice-over commentary at the end; track time = 
2:54. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high 
and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:01. The copy on Rainy Day 
Dream Away [Hear Music] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places 
throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:03. The copy on Sessions - Axis: Bold As Love [Polydor] 
fades out slowly very slightly early, and was mastered with the levels slightly too high cutting off the high and low 
ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:01. The copy on Suns And Rainbow - Axis: 
Bold As Love [aka The Old Barclay Box, MJ 1st transfer] has 2 seconds of silence at the start, is very slightly 
clipped on the ending fade-out, has vinyl surface noise, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the 
left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely 
be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 2:58. The copy on Ultimate Experience 
[Polydor] fades out early; track time = 3:02. 
 
449. (3) Wait Until Tomorrow (official mono mix) 
        Source: Axis: Bold As Love [2018, Analogue Productions CAPP 19792 SA]; optimally amplified 
        Univibes number: S024 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:01 (3:01) [3:02] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 25 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals, shaker, 
tambourine). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. Secondary 
Second Engineer: Andy Johns. 
        Notes: This mono mix was specifically created by Chas Chandler, Jimi Hendrix, and Eddie Kramer on 2 
November 1967. This mix begins slowly fading out sooner at the @2:47 mark whereas the standard stereo mix 
(1) begins fading out slightly later at the @2:52 mark. 
        Special Notes: See track 448 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Axis: Bold As Love (mono) 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions (3 copies); Axis: Bold As Love (mono) 
(Prof. Stoned); Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg (sourced from 2002 Classic Records 612 003 LP); 
Axis: Bold As Love: Mono (sourced from 2002 Classic Records 612 003 LP); Axis: Bold As Love: Mono Edition 
[Track (fake), Reprieve]; Axis Bold As Love: Mono Release [Funky Monkey]; Axis Bold As Love: Sessions Rare 
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Tracks 1967; Axis Bold As Love: The Mono Mix; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); 
Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions is sourced from Axis: 
Bold As Love [Reprise R-6281 (mono)]; track time = 3:03. There are two copies of this track on the ATM 158-160: 
Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions bonus disc with copy 1 sourced from Axis: Bold As Love [Reprise R-6281 
(mono)] having 3 seconds of silence at the end with a track time of 3:04, and copy 2 sourced from Axis: Bold As 
Love [Track 612-003 (mono)] with a track time of 3:03. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1967, Track 613-003 
(mono)] has less hiss than other copies tested; track time = 3:03. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love (mono) (Prof. 
Stoned) is sourced from Axis: Bold As Love [2002, Classic Records 612 003 LP]; track time = 3:03. The copy on 
Axis: Bold As Love [2018, Analogue Productions CAPP 19792 SA]; track time = 3:02. The copy on Axis Bold As 
Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg is sourced from Axis: Bold As Love [2002, Classic Records 612 003 LP], and was 
digitally transferred with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the low end at the 2:07.1 mark (amplitude 
clipping); track time = 3:02. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love: Mono is sourced from Axis: Bold As Love [2002, 
Classic Records 612 003 LP], and fades out very slightly early; track time = 3:02. The copy on The Complete 
Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); track time = 3:03. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) 
has considerably more hiss than other copies tested; track time = 3:03. 
 
450. (7) Wait Until Tomorrow (official alternate mix of (1), stereo) 
        Source: Axis: Bold As Love [1989, Polydor (West Germany) 813 572-2]; optimally amplified, ending silence 
removed 
        Univibes number: S024 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:00 (3:00) [3:01] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 25 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals, shaker, 
tambourine). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. Secondary 
Second Engineer: Andy Johns. 
        Notes: This track is an alternate mix of (1), known as the “Backtrack” or “safe” mix, which has the first 8 
seconds of guitar intro mixed centrally rather than to the right as heard in (1). From 2:41-2:43 there is a steady 
shaking of the tambourine that is mixed out in (1). This mix (7) slowly fades out sooner at the @2:51 mark rather 
than at the @2:58 mark as heard in (1). More complete copies of this mix end after “we’ll have to wait...”, while 
most copies tested end before that phrase, whereas (1) ends very slightly later on “we’ll have to wait ‘til 
tomorrow”. 
        Special Notes: See track 448 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Axis: Bold As Love [1967, Polydor 184-110; 1967, Polydor 2459-391; 1967, Polydor 
239.000; 1967, Track 613 003; 1968, Polydor SLPM-1398; 1968, Polydor SMP-1398; 1971, Polydor MP-2193; 
1975, Polydor MP-2493; 1977, Polydor MPF-1076; 1979, Polydor MPX-4008; 1980, Polydor MPA-7005; 1989, 
Polydor 18MM-0582; 1989, Polydor 813-572-2; 1989, Polydor P33P-25023]; Backtrack Eleven: Axis: Bold As 
Love; Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Axis: Bold As Love [1980, Polydor 2625 038]; The Jimi Hendrix 
Experience [Karussell] 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; Axis: Bold As Love [Karussell (pirate) 
picture disc]; Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg (from Axis: Bold As Love [1989, Polydor (West Germany) 
813 572-2]); Axis Bold As Love: Sessions Rare Tracks 1967; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP 
Dester); Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Studio '67 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions fades out slightly early; 
track time = 3:01. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1970, Polydor (Mexico) 184-110] has vinyl surface noise, 
fades out slightly early, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source 
copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer 
equipment and method; track time = 3:03. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1973, Polydor 2683 031] has 4 
seconds of silence at the start, and fades out slightly early; track time = 3:05. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love 
[1989, Polydor (West Germany) 813 572-2] has 5 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 3:06. The copy on 
Axis: Bold As Love [1989, Polydor [Japan] P20P 22002] fades out slightly early; track time = 3:00. The copy on 
Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg is sourced from Axis: Bold As Love [1989, Polydor (West Germany) 
813 572-2] fades out slightly early, has 6 seconds of silence at the end, and was mastered with the levels very 
slightly too high cutting off the low end at the 2:07.3 mark of the left channel (amplitude clipping); track time = 
3:05. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) has 5 seconds of silence at the end; 
track time = 3:06. The copy on Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Axis: Bold As Love [1980, Polydor 
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(Australia) 2625 038] fades out early; track time = 2:57. The copy on Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Axis: 
Bold As Love [1980, Polydor (Germany) 2625 038] fades out slightly early, and was digitally transferred with the 
levels very slightly too high cutting off the low end at the 0:22.4 mark of the left channel (amplitude clipping); track 
time = 3:00. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) is sub-labeled “Backtrack mix” fades out slightly 
early; track time = 3:01. The copy on Studio '67 fades out slightly early; track time = 3:01. 
 
451. (6) Wait Until Tomorrow (official longer alternate mix of (1), low guitar, stereo) 
        Source: Backing Tracks; optimally amplified 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:18 (3:18) [3:28] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 25 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals, shaker, 
tambourine). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. Secondary 
Second Engineer: Andy Johns. 
        Notes: This track is a longer alternate mix of (1) created by Eddie Kramer specifically for the Line 6 
Guitarport (via online download only), mixing the guitar low for practicing purposes, though still faintly heard in the 
background. The track begins with an 8-beat metronome count-in, and the tambourine and shaker are lower in 
the mix than what is heard in (1). The track doesn’t fade out as heard in (1) but continues on until nearly the 
complete end as heard in (2), stopping just before the final backing vocals “don’t have to wait”. The source copy 
tests as lossy/MP3 due to having been sourced from an internet-only download. 
        Special Notes: See track 448 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Line 6 GuitarPort (online) 
        Alternate Sources: Backing Tracks (sub-labeled A Flat Major - Step Down); Jimi Hendrix Studio Tapes 
Without Guitar Univibe Wah [2006, eBay]; Line 6 Mixes [Bell, tape]; No Guitar 
 
452. Wait Until Tomorrow (official multitrack of (1), instrumental, stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:20] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 25 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals, shaker, 
tambourine). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. Secondary 
Second Engineer: Andy Johns. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 448 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of the instruments only with the vocals mixed out. There is echo applied to the mix, the 
drums are mixed to the left rather than centrally, the shakers are mixed to the right rather than the left, the track 
runs longer to the 3:14 mark as heard in (2), and contains 4 seconds of silence at the very end. These Rock Band 
multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their 
original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
453. Wait Until Tomorrow (official multitrack of (1), guitar, stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:24] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 25 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. Secondary Second Engineer: Andy Johns. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 448 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Jimi’s isolated guitar part, though the drums can still be faintly heard in the 
background. The faintly heard drums are in the right channel rather than centrally as heard in (1), and the track 
runs longer to the 3:14 mark as heard in (2). These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though 
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sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among 
collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
454. Wait Until Tomorrow (official multitrack of (1), vocals, stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:25] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 25 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals, shaker, 
tambourine). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. Secondary 
Second Engineer: Andy Johns. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 448 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of the isolated lead and backing vocal parts, though the instruments can still be faintly 
heard in the background. The vocals are mixed far to the left rather than left-of-center as heard in (1), the track 
runs longer to the 3:14 mark as heard in (2), and contains 4 seconds of silence at the very end. These Rock Band 
multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their 
original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
455. Wait Until Tomorrow (official multitrack of (1), bass, mono) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:24] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 25 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. Secondary Second Engineer: Andy Johns. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 448 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Noel’s isolated bass part, though the guitar and drums can still be heard in the 
background. The track runs longer to the 3:14 mark as heard in (2), and contains 3 seconds of silence at the very 
end. This track is in mono. These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as 
lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
456. Wait Until Tomorrow (official multitrack of (1), drums, mono) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:22] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 25 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. Secondary Second Engineer: Andy Johns. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 448 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Mitch’s isolated drums part, though the guitar and bass can still be heard faintly in the 
background. The track runs longer to the 3:14 mark as heard in (2). This track is in mono. These Rock Band 
multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their 
original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
457. Wait Until Tomorrow (official multitrack of (1), percussion, stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:25] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
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        Recording date/location: 25 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums, shaker, tambourine). Producer: 
Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. Secondary Second Engineer: Andy 
Johns. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 448 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of the tambourine and shaker parts primarily heard in the right channel, though the other 
instruments can still be faintly heard in the left channel. The track runs longer to the 3:14 mark as heard in (2), 
and contains 4 seconds of silence at the very end. These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though 
sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among 
collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
458. (16) Little Wing (official instrumental take 1, stereo) 
        Source: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions 
        Univibes number: S1540 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:21 (3:23) [3:23] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 25 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is take 1 from a demo session for this song. Jimpress notes that on this attempt Jimi is 
using an Octivider on the guitar solo. From 1:02-1:05, 1:33, and likely in other places there is a tambourine sound 
heard which is probably a ching ring on Mitch’s hi-hat. 
        Special Notes: Hendrix has stated, “We put the guitar through the Leslie speaker of an organ, and it sounds 
like “Jelly Bread”, you know?” (Eyewitness Hendrix, page 115). Jelly Bread is a 1963 instrumental by Booker T & 
The MG’s. Ultimate Hendrix notes that this song was initially incorrectly labeled “Little Wind” on the studio tape 
box by tape operator George Chkiantz before he corrected the notation. 
        Official Release: The Jimi Hendrix Experience [purple box] 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition 
Bootleg; Axis Bold As Love: Sessions Rare Tracks 1967; The Axis Love Sessions [1-CD]; Axis Outtakes; Axis 
Outtakes Volume 1; The Complete Axis: Bold As Love Outtakes; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, 
OP Dester); Jimi Hendrix [Concert Series Live]; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Sotheby's And BBC [Bell, 
tape]; Studio '67; Through The Haze: The Ultimate Experience; Voodoo Blues #3 
        Comparison Notes: Bell notes a copy of this track on The Alternate Axis: Bold As Love, but it is a fake mono 
mix of (16); see track 684. The copy on ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; track time = 3:23. The 
copy on Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg has 4 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 3:25. The 
copy on Axis Outtakes has 3 seconds of silence at the end, and tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 3:25. The copy 
on The Complete Axis: Bold As Love Outtakes is sub-labeled “mono backing track”, and was mastered with the 
levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 
3:26. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); track time = 3:23. The copy on The 
Jimi Hendrix Experience [purple box] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in 
places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:23. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 
3.1) has 4 seconds of silence at the end, and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low 
ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:26. The copy on Studio '67 has 4 seconds 
of silence at the end; track time = 3:26. The copy on Through The Haze: The Ultimate Experience; track time = 
3:23. The copy on Voodoo Blues #3 was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in 
places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:24. 
 
459. (18) Little Wing (official instrumental take 2, incomplete, mono) 
        Source: An Inside Look: Axis: Bold As Love [DVD] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (2:00) [2:01] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 25 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 

http://www.tonehome.de/colorsound-sola-sound/octivider/
https://www.sweetwater.com/store/detail/CRING--meinl-percussion-ching-ring-6-inch
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5hvnvUadhSk
https://www.discogs.com/Booker-T-The-MGs-Jelly-Bread-Aw-Mercy/release/3324275
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        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is extracted from the documentary DVD accompanying the 2010 remaster of Axis: Bold As 
Love, titled An Inside Look. Eddie Kramer describes this as “take 2”, presumably dating it to the 25 October 1967 
session as opposed to take 2 from the 28 October 1967 session which became the backing track for the officially 
released version. In places there is a tambourine sound heard which is probably a ching ring on Mitch’s hi-hat. 
There is also voice-over commentary by Chas Chandler. This track tests as lossy/MP3 due to its extraction from a 
video file. 
        Special Notes: See track 458 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: An Inside Look: Axis: Bold As Love [DVD] 
 
 
====================================================================================== 

26 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, United Kingdom 
====================================================================================== 
 
460. (1) Ain’t No Telling (official stereo mix) 
        Source: Axis: Bold As Love [2018, Analogue Productions CAPP 19792 SA] 
        Univibes number: S025 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 1:47 (1:47) [1:49] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 26 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: 
George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This is the standard stereo mix. 
        Special Notes: This track uses take 15 from the recording session with the final end section edited on from 
one of a few takes specifically recorded for the end section. Final mixing for this song was done on 31 October 
1967 with George Chkiantz as Second Engineer, but this song, which was part of Side A of the album, was lost by 
Hendrix when he left the master tape box in a taxi cab that night. The track had to be completely remixed the 
following day, 1 November 1967. 
        Official Release: Axis: Bold As Love; The Experience Collection: Axis: Bold As Love; Greatest Hits 
[Experience Hendrix/Sony Music]; Jimi Hendrix Reference Library: Rhythm (excerpt); Jimi Hendrix Reference 
Library: Whammy Bar & Finger Grease (excerpt); Sessions - Axis: Bold As Love [Polydor]; Suns And Rainbow - 
Axis: Bold As Love [aka The Old Barclay Box] 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; Axis: Bold As Love [B146 Barclay 
pirate]; Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg (from Reprise 6281-2 DADC pressing without noise reduction); 
Axis Bold As Love: Sessions Rare Tracks 1967; Axis: Bolder Than Love; The Complete Axis: Bold As Love 
Outtakes; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); 
Sotheby's And BBC [Bell, tape] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; track time = 1:48. The 
copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1967, Track 613-003] has an underlying humming sound probably due to the digital 
transfer; track time = 1:48. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1968, Reprise RS 6281] has 3 seconds of silence at 
the end; track time = 1:51. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1974, Reprise RS 6281] has 3 seconds of silence at 
the end; track time = 1:51. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1997, MCA (Europe) MCD-11601-2] was mastered 
with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track 
time = 1:47. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [2006, Experience Hendrix UICY-6207] was mastered with the levels 
too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 1:47. 
The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [2010, Sony Legacy 88697-62163-2] was mastered with the levels too high 
cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 1:50. The copy 
on Axis: Bold As Love [2010, Sony Records Int’l SICP 2638-9] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off 
the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 1:48. The copy on Axis: 
Bold As Love [2018, Analogue Productions CAPP 19792 SA]; track time = 1:49. The copy on Axis Bold As Love: 
Deluxe Edition Bootleg is sourced from Reprise 6281-2 DADC pressing without noise reduction, and has 4 
seconds of silence at the end; track time = 1:50. The copy on The Complete Axis: Bold As Love Outtakes is 
labeled an “alt stereo” mix though it seems to be a copy of (1), and was mastered with the levels too high cutting 
off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 1:49. The copy on The 
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Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) has an underlying humming sound probably due to the 
digital transfer of the source copy; track time = 1:48. The copy on Greatest Hits [2010, Experience Hendrix/Sony 
Music]; track time = 1:51. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) was mastered with the levels too high 
cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 1:48. The copy 
on Sessions - Axis: Bold As Love [Polydor] has 3 seconds of silence at the end, and was mastered with the levels 
slightly too high cutting off the low end in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 1:49. The 
copy on Suns And Rainbow - Axis: Bold As Love [aka The Old Barclay Box, MJ 1st transfer] has vinyl surface 
noise, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard 
in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and 
method; track time = 1:48. 
 
461. (5) Ain’t No Telling (official alternate mix of (1), mono) 
        Source: Axis: Bold As Love [2018, Analogue Productions CAPP 19792 SA]; optimally amplified 
        Univibes number: S025 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 1:48 (1:49) [1:49] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 26 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: 
George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This mono mix was specifically created by Chas Chandler, Jimi Hendrix, and Eddie Kramer on 2 
November 1967. From 0:35-0:46 the volume levels on the guitar fill fluctuate, especially noticeable from 0:40-
0:42, whereas in the standard stereo mix (1) they remain constant and up front in the right channel. 
        Special Notes: See track 460 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Axis: Bold As Love (mono) 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions (3 copies); Axis: Bold As Love (mono) 
(Prof. Stoned); Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg (sourced from 2002 Classic Records 612 003 LP); 
Axis: Bold As Love: Mono (sourced from 2002 Classic Records 612 003 LP); Axis: Bold As Love: Mono Edition 
[Track (fake), Reprieve]; Axis Bold As Love: Mono Release [Funky Monkey]; Axis Bold As Love: Sessions Rare 
Tracks 1967; Axis Bold As Love: The Mono Mix; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); 
Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Notes In Colours 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love – The Sessions is sourced from Axis: 
Bold As Love [Reprise R-6281 (mono)]; track time = 1:50. There are two copies on the ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold 
As Love – The Sessions bonus disc with copy 1 sourced from Axis: Bold As Love [Reprise R-6281 (mono)] with 
vinyl surface noise, 3 seconds of silence at the end, and a track time of 1:52, and copy 2 sourced from Axis: Bold 
As Love [Track 612-003 (mono)] with a track time of 1:49. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1967, Track 613-003 
(mono)] generally has better sound than all other copies tested; track time = 1:49. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love 
(mono) (Prof. Stoned) is sourced from Axis: Bold As Love [2002, Classic Records 612 003 LP]; track time = 1:48. 
The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [2018, Analogue Productions CAPP 19792 SA]; track time = 1:49. The copy on 
Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg is sourced from Axis: Bold As Love [2002, Classic Records 612 003 
LP]; track time = 1:48. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love: Mono is sourced from Axis: Bold As Love [2002, Classic 
Records 612 003 LP] and fades out very slightly early; track time = 1:48. The copy on The Complete Studio 
Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); track time = 1:50. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) is very 
slightly clipped at the end; track time = 1:48. The copy on Notes In Colours contains some vinyl clicks, is slightly 
muffled with a considerable amount of hiss as though it is sourced from a tape copy of a vinyl LP, and is slightly 
incomplete at the start and the end; track time = 1:52. 
 
462. (2) Ain’t No Telling (official alternate mix of (1), left-to-center opening, stereo) 
        Source: Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Axis: Bold As Love [1980, Polydor (Germany) 2625 038] 
        Univibes number: S025 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 1:47 (1:46) [1:47] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 26 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: 
George Chkiantz. 
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        Notes: This is an alternate stereo mix of (1) known as the “Backtrack” or “safe” mix. The guitar note heard 
from 0:01-0:02 pans from the left to the center, whereas in (1) it pans from the center to the right. The extra guitar 
part heard centrally from 1:41 to the end in (1) is mixed out here. In this mix (2) the end section from 1:41 
onwards is mixed to the right rather than centrally as heard in (1). 
        Special Notes: See track 460 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Axis: Bold As Love [1967, Polydor 184-110; 1967, Polydor 2459-391; 1967, Polydor 
239.000; 1967, Track 613 003; 1968, Polydor SLPM-1398; 1968, Polydor SMP-1398; 1971, Polydor MP-2193; 
1975, Polydor MP-2493; 1977, Polydor MPF-1076; 1979, Polydor MPX-4008; 1980, Polydor MPA-7005; 1989, 
Polydor 18MM-0582; 1989, Polydor 813-572-2; 1989, Polydor P33P-25023]; Backtrack Eleven: Axis: Bold As 
Love; Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Axis: Bold As Love [1980, Polydor 2625 038]; The Jimi Hendrix 
Experience [Karussell] 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; Axis: Bold As Love [Karussell (pirate) 
picture disc]; Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg (from Axis: Bold As Love [1989, Polydor (West Germany) 
813 572-2]); Axis Bold As Love: Sessions Rare Tracks 1967; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP 
Dester); Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Studio '67 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; track time = 1:49. The 
copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1970, Polydor (Mexico) 184-110] has a considerable amount of vinyl surface noise, 
and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the 
right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and 
method; track time = 1:48. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1973, Polydor 2683 031] has 4 seconds of silence at 
the start; track time = 1:52. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1989, Polydor (West Germany) 813 572-2]; track 
time = 1:52. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1989, Polydor [Japan] P20P 22002] has 5 seconds of silence at the 
end; track time = 1:48. The copy on Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg is sourced from Axis: Bold As 
Love [1989, Polydor (West Germany) 813 572-2] has 5 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 1:52. The copy 
on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) has 5 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 
1:52. The copy on Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Axis: Bold As Love [1980, Polydor (Australia) 2625 038] 
has light vinyl surface noise throughout; track time = 1:48. The copy on Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - 
Axis: Bold As Love [1980, Polydor (Germany) 2625 038] has slightly less hiss than other copies tested; track time 
= 1:47. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); track time = 1:49. The copy on Studio '67; track time = 
1:49. 
 
463. (6) Ain’t No Telling (alternate mix of (1), right opening + drums/vocals central, stereo) 
        Source: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 1:49 (1:49) [1:51] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 26 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: 
George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This is an alternate stereo mix of (1). The guitar note heard from 0:01-0:02 remains in the right 
channel, whereas in (1) it pans from the center to the right. There is an extra guitar note from 1:38-1:40 that is not 
heard in (1). 
        Special Notes: See track 460 Special Notes. 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition 
Bootleg; Axis Bold As Love: Sessions Rare Tracks 1967; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP 
Dester) (2 copies, 1 misidentified as (4)); The Nitopi Reels Part 2 [Bell, tape]; Studio '67 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; track time = 1:51. The 
copy on Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg is noted as a copy of (3); track time = 1:52. There are two 
copies of this track on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) one of which is misidentified as 
a copy of (4); track time (copy 1) = 1:51, track time (copy 2 misidentified as (4)) = 1:54. The copy on Studio '67; 
track time = 1:51. 
 
464. Ain’t No Telling (narrow stereo mix of (6)) 
        Source: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [1:51] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
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        Recording date/location: 26 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: 
George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 463 Notes. The sources for this track are all 
noted as being copies of (3), but they instead seem to be narrower stereo mixes of (6).  
        Special Notes: See track 460 Special Notes. 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; Axis Bold As Love: The Sotheby's 
Reels [Gold Standard] (copy 1); The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); Making Of Axis: Bold 
As Love: Unreleased Studio Session 1967; Studio '67 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions is noted in the reference 
sources as a copy of (3); track time = 1:51. The copy on Axis Bold As Love: The Sotheby's Reels [Gold Standard] 
(copy 1) is noted in the reference sources as a copy of (3), and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in 
the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa; track time = 1:49. 
The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) is likely sourced from ATM 158-160, and 
is noted as a copy of (3); track time = 1:51. The copy on Making Of Axis: Bold As Love: Unreleased Studio 
Session 1967 is noted in the reference sources as a copy of (3); track time = 1:50. The copy on Studio '67 is likely 
sourced from ATM 158-160, and is noted as a copy of (3); track time = 1:51. 
 
465. (3) Ain’t No Telling (alternate mix of (1), right opening + drums/vocals left, stereo) 
        Source: Other Side Of Axis 
        Univibes number: S025 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 1:50 (1:51) [1:50] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 26 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: 
George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This is an alternate stereo mix of (1) that is similar to the alternate mix (6), except that here the 
drums, vocals, and end section from 1:41 onwards are mixed to the left rather than centrally as heard in (6) and 
(1). The guitar note heard from 0:01-0:02 remains in the right channel, whereas in (1) it pans from the center to 
the right. There is an extra guitar note from 1:38-1:40 that is not heard in (1). This track is part of the Sotheby 
Tapes, tapes that were the property of Hendrix’s former girlfriend Kathy Etchingham, sold for auction at Sotheby’s 
in London on 22 December 1981 to Hendrix collector Bob Terry. The original title of this track as written on the 
Sotheby tapes in Jimi’s handwriting was See You Tomorrow. 
        Special Notes: See track 460 Special Notes. Some of the Alternate Sources listed for (3) that were not 
available for testing may be the wider stereo mix or the narrower stereo mix; see the following two tracks. 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 005: To The Highest Bidder; Axis Bold As Love: Mono Release [Funky Monkey]; 
Axis: Bold As Love Sessions; Axis Bold As Love: Sessions Rare Tracks 1967; Axis Bold As Love: The Sotheby’s 
Reels [Gold Standard]; The Axis Love Sessions [1-CD]; The Axis Love Sessions [2-CD]; The Baker/Terry Tapes 
Part 1 [Bell, tape]; Beginnings 66-68; Bob's DATs [Bell, tape]; First Steps; In The Studio Volume 1 (2 copies, 1 
misidentified as (4)); Living Reels Vol. I; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); The Nitopi Reels [Bell, tape]; Other 
Side Of Axis; The Sotheby Auction Tapes [Midnight Beat] (2 copies); Sotheby Plus Masters; Sothebys Auction 
Tapes [STG 016] (artwork titled Southebys Auction Tapes); Sothebys Auction Tapes: New Edit/Repaired Version; 
Sotheby’s Defined; Sotheby's Mixes [Bell, tape]; Sotheby's Plus [Bell, tape]; Sotheby’s Private Reels (2 copies); 
The Sotheby’s Tapes [Bell, tape T0082]; The Sotheby’s Tapes ‘67-’68 
        Comparison Notes: Bell notes a copy of this track on The Alternate Axis: Bold As Love, but it is a fake mono 
mix of (3); see track 689. The copy on ATM 005: To The Highest Bidder is clipped/incomplete at the start with the 
missing piece found at the end of track 01 on ATM 005; track time = 1:46. The copy on First Steps tests has a 
considerable amount of hiss, and tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 1:50. There are two copies of this track on In 
The Studio Volume 1 one of which is misidentified as a copy of (4), both are a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s 
heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa; track time 
(copy 1) = 1:51, track time (copy 2 misidentified as (4)) = 1:50. The copy on Living Reels Vol. I has a noticeable 
amount of tape his and has been overly de-noised; track time = 1:56. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 
3.1); track time = 1:52. The copy on Other Side Of Axis; track time = 1:50. There are two copies of this track on 
The Sotheby Auction Tapes [Midnight Beat] with copy 1 testing as CDDA in Trader’s Little Helper with probability 
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42% but testing as lossless in Exact Audio Copy (EAC) with a track time of 1:51, and copy 2 labeled “different 
mix” though it is exactly the same mix as copy 1 with a track time of 1:51. The copy on Sotheby Plus Masters; 
track time = 1:51. The copy on Sothebys Auction Tapes [STG 016] (artwork titled Southebys Auction Tapes); 
track time = 1:48. The copy on Sothebys Auction Tapes: New Edit/Repaired Version; track time = 1:50. There are 
two copies on Sotheby’s Private Reels with copy 1 incomplete at the start due to a fade-in (track time = 1:51), and 
copy 2 incomplete at the start due to a fade-in and mastered fast (track time = 1:44). 
 
466. Ain’t No Telling (official multitrack of (1), instrumental, stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [1:49] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 26 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals). Producer: 
Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George 
Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 460 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of the instruments only with Jimi’s vocals mixed out, though the backing vocals can still 
be heard faintly in the background. This is also a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of 
(1) is heard in the right channel here and vice versa. The opening notes are mixed centrally rather than to the left 
as heard in (1). The lead guitar fills heard in the right channel of (1) are lower in the mix here, and the repetitive 
guitar notes heard from 0:36-0:46 are lower in the mix here than what is heard in (1). The end section from 1:41 
onwards pans from the side to the center rather than centrally as heard in (1). 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
467. Ain’t No Telling (official multitrack of (1), guitar, stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [1:53] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 26 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (vocals), Mitch Mitchell (vocals). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 460 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Jimi’s isolated guitar parts, though the backing vocals can still be heard faintly in the 
background. This is also a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of (1) is heard in the right 
channel here and vice versa. There are 3 seconds of silence at the start of the track. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Alternate Sources: The Solo Guitar Track CD 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game]; track time = 1:53. The copy 
on The Solo Guitar Track CD; track time = 1:52. 
 
468. Ain’t No Telling (official multitrack of (1), guitar 2 and backing vocals, mono) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [1:53] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 26 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (vocals), Mitch Mitchell (vocals). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George 
Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 460 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Jimi’s isolated rhythm guitar part plus the backing vocals, though some of the other 
guitar parts and an occasional fragment of Jimi’s vocals can still be heard faintly in the background. There are 6 
seconds of silence at the start of the track. This track is in mono. 
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        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
469. Ain’t No Telling (official multitrack of (1), vocals, stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [1:53] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 26 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: 
George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 460 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Jimi’s isolated vocals, though the instruments and backing vocals can still be heard in 
the background. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
470. Ain’t No Telling (official multitrack of (1), bass, mono) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [1:53] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 26 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals). Producer: 
Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George 
Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 460 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Noel’s isolated bass part, though the other instruments and backing vocals can still 
be heard in the background. This track is in mono. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
471. Ain’t No Telling (official multitrack of (1), drums, mono) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [1:53] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 26 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: 
George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 460 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Mitch’s isolated drums part accompanied by the bass, though the guitar and backing 
vocals can still be heard faintly in the background. This track is in mono. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
 
====================================================================================== 

27 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, United Kingdom 
====================================================================================== 
 
472. (1) EXP (official stereo mix) 
        Source: Axis: Bold As Love [1967, Track 613-003] 
        Univibes number: S021 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 1:54 (1:54) [1:55] 
        Composers: James Marshall Hendrix, John Graham (Mitch) Mitchell, & David Noel Redding 
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        Recording date/location: 27 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, voice), Mitch Mitchell (voice). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Terry 
Brown. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This is the standard stereo mix. On this mix Mitch’s “bu-bu-but” vocals at the 0:35 mark are central 
then pan to the left, and Jimi’s vocals are mixed to the “back of the room”. The section of the space ship sounds 
from 1:14-1:20 slowly pans from the right to the left and back to the right. 
        Special Notes: Final mixing for this song was done on 31 October 1967 with George Chkiantz as Second 
Engineer, but this song, which was part of Side A of the album, was lost by Hendrix when he left the master tape 
box in a taxi cab that night. The track had to be completely remixed the following day, 1 November 1967. 
        Official Release: Axis: Bold As Love; Backtrack Eleven: Axis: Bold As Love; The Experience Collection: Axis: 
Bold As Love; Inside The Experience (2 excerpts); Jimi Hendrix Reference Library: Fuzz, Feedback & Wah-Wah 
(excerpt); Suns And Rainbow - Axis: Bold As Love [aka The Old Barclay Box] 
        Alternate Sources: Axis: Bold As Love [B146 Barclay pirate]; Axis Bold As Love [B476 bootleg CDR]; Axis: 
Bold As Love [Karussell (pirate) picture disc]; Axis Bold As Love: Sessions Rare Tracks 1967; Axis: Bolder Than 
Love; The Axis Love Sessions [1-CD]; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1967, Track 613-003]; track time = 1:55. The copy on 
Axis: Bold As Love [1968, Reprise RS 6281]; track time = 1:55. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1974, Reprise 
RS 6281]; track time = 1:57. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); track time = 
1:55. The copy on Suns And Rainbow - Axis: Bold As Love [aka The Old Barclay Box, MJ 1st transfer] has 5 
seconds of silence at the start, is slightly incomplete at the end, has vinyl surface noise, and is a stereo opposite 
variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa 
though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 1:56. 
 
473. EXP (official wide stereo mix of (1)) 
        Source: Axis: Bold As Love [2018, Analogue Productions CAPP 19792 SA]; optimally amplified 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [1:54] 
        Composers: James Marshall Hendrix, John Graham (Mitch) Mitchell, & David Noel Redding 
        Recording date/location: 27 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, voice), Mitch Mitchell (voice). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Terry 
Brown. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 472 Notes. This is a wider stereo mix of (1). 
        Special Notes: See track 472 Special Notes. Some of the Official Release and Alternate Sources listed for 
(1) that were not available for testing may be this wider stereo mix. 
        Official Release: Axis: Bold As Love [1997, MCA MCD-11601-2]; [2006, Experience Hendrix UICY-6207]; 
Axis: Bold As Love [2010, Sony Legacy 88697-62163-2]; Axis: Bold As Love [2010, Sony Records Int’l SICP 
2638-9]; Axis: Bold As Love [2018, Analogue Productions CAPP 19792 SA]; Sessions - Axis: Bold As Love 
[Polydor] 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition 
Bootleg (from Reprise 6281-2 DADC pressing without noise reduction); The Complete Axis: Bold As Love 
Outtakes; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; track time = 1:55. The 
copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1997, MCA MCD-11601-2] has noticeable hiss throughout; track time = 1:56. The 
copy on Axis: Bold As Love [2006, Experience Hendrix UICY-6207] has noticeable hiss throughout; track time = 
1:56. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [2010, Sony Legacy 88697-62163-2] has noticeable hiss throughout, and 
was mastered with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the high end in a couple places of the left channel 
(amplitude clipping); track time = 1:55. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [2010, Sony Records Int’l SICP 2638-9] 
was mastered with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the high end in a few places of the left channel 
(amplitude clipping); track time = 1:55. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [2018, Analogue Productions CAPP 
19792 SA] has more hiss than the excellent sounding ATM 158-160 copy, but despite that is clearer than the ATM 
158-160 copy; track time =  1:54. The copy on Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg is sourced from Reprise 
6281-2 DADC pressing without noise reduction, and is very slightly clipped at the end; track time = 1:54. The copy 
on The Complete Axis: Bold As Love Outtakes is sub-labeled “alt stereo”, which would seem to indicate it was a 
copy of (2) or (6) but it is a copy of (1); track time = 1:54. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) is very 
slightly clipped at the end, and has noticeable hiss throughout; track time = 1:54. The copy on Sessions - Axis: 
Bold As Love [Polydor], and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places 
throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 1:55. 
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474. EXP (alternate mix of (1), different space ship panning, wide stereo) 
        Source: Making Of Axis: Bold As Love: Unreleased Studio Session 1967 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [1:52] 
        Composers: James Marshall Hendrix, John Graham (Mitch) Mitchell, & David Noel Redding 
        Recording date/location: 27 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, voice), Mitch Mitchell (voice). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Terry 
Brown. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 472 Notes. Like the standard stereo mix (1), 
Mitch’s “bu-bu-but” vocals at the 0:35 mark are central then pan to the left, and Jimi’s vocals are mixed to the 
“back of the room”. However the panning of the space ship sounds are the same as what is heard in the alternate 
mix (2), although the ending fade-out is slightly incomplete in comparison to (2). 
        Special Notes: See track 472 Special Notes. 
        Alternate Sources: Making Of Axis: Bold As Love: Unreleased Studio Session 1967 
 
475. (2) EXP (alternate mix of (1), Jimi’s vocals up front, wide stereo) 
        Source: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions 
        Univibes number: S1103 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 1:50 (1:50) [1:55] 
        Composers: James Marshall Hendrix, John Graham (Mitch) Mitchell, & David Noel Redding 
        Recording date/location: 27 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums, voice). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Terry Brown. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This wider stereo alternate mix of (1) has Jimi’s vocals up front in the mix rather than in the “back of 
the room” as heard in (1). Mitch’s “bu-bu-but” vocals at the 0:35 mark remain in the left channel rather than 
panning from the center to the left as heard in (1). The panning on the space ships sounds are also different than 
what is heard in (1), for example the section from 1:14-1:20 circles from the left to the center to the right then back 
to the left, to the center, and to the right again. This track is part of the Sotheby Tapes, tapes that were the 
property of Hendrix’s former girlfriend Kathy Etchingham, sold for auction at Sotheby’s in London on 22 December 
1981 to Hendrix collector Bob Terry. 
        Special Notes: See track 472 Special Notes. 
        Alternate Sources: 51st Anniversary: The Story Of Life; ATM 005: To The Highest Bidder; ATM 158-160: 
Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg; Axis Bold As Love: Mono Release 
[Funky Monkey]; Axis: Bold As Love Sessions; Axis Bold As Love: Sessions Rare Tracks 1967; Axis Bold As 
Love: The Sotheby’s Reels [Gold Standard]; The Axis Love Sessions [1-CD]; The Axis Love Sessions [2-CD]; 
Bob's DATs [Bell, tape]; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); Hell Fire Red; Hell Fire Red: 
Remastered; Hoochie Coochie Man; Jimi: A Musical Legacy; Living Reels Vol. I; Miscellaneous 2 [Bell, tape 
T0197]; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); The Nitopi Reels [Bell, tape]; The Nitopi Reels Part 2 [Bell, tape]; 
Other Side Of Axis; The Ross Tapes; Sothebys Auction Tapes [STG 016] (artwork titled Southebys Auction 
Tapes); Sothebys Auction Tapes: New Edit/Repaired Version; Sotheby’s Defined; Sotheby's Mixes [Bell, tape]; 
Sotheby’s Private Reels; The Sotheby’s Tapes [Bell, tape T0082]; The Sotheby’s Tapes ‘67-’68; Studio '67; Studio 
Sessions Volume 1 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on 51st Anniversary: The Story Of Life has a peculiar faint noise throughout 
that sounds like an electric whip cracking; track time = 1:56. The copy on ATM 005: To The Highest Bidder was 
mastered very slightly fast, is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source 
copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa; track time = 1:49. The copy on ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold 
As Love - The Sessions; track time = 1:55. The copy on Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg has 3 seconds 
of silence at the end, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source 
copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa; track time = 1:57. The copy on Axis Bold As Love: The 
Sotheby’s Reels [Gold Standard] was mastered slightly fast; track time = 1:47. The copy on The Complete Studio 
Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); track time = 1:55. The copy on Hell Fire Red has a slight drop-out near the 
end; track time = 1:53. The copy on Living Reels Vol. I has good sound although it sounds as though it has been 
overly de-noised, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source 
copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa; track time = 1:56. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales 
(Rev 3.1) is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in 
the right channel here and vice versa; track time = 1:54. The copy on Other Side Of Axis sounds as though it has 
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had excessive noise reduction applied, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of 
most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa; track time = 1:55. The copy on The 
Ross Tapes is slightly incomplete at the end, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left 
channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa; track time = 1:56. The copy 
on Sothebys Auction Tapes [STG 016] (artwork titled Southebys Auction Tapes) is incomplete at the end, and is a 
stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right 
channel here and vice versa; track time = 1:53. The copy on Sothebys Auction Tapes: New Edit/Repaired Version 
is incomplete at the end, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other 
source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa; track time = 1:53. The copy on Sotheby’s Private 
Reels is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the 
right channel here and vice versa, and fades out very slightly early; track time = 1:52. The copy on Studio '67; 
track time = 1:55. The copy on Studio Sessions Volume 1 has very poor sound, is a stereo opposite variation i.e. 
what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa, and 
sounds as though it has had excessive noise reduction applied; track time = 1:52. 
 
476. (6) EXP (official alternate mix of (1), different later guitar panning, wide stereo) 
        Source: Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Axis: Bold As Love [1980, Polydor (Germany) 2625 038]; 
optimally amplified 
        Univibes number: S021 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 1:54 (1:54) [1:54] 
        Composers: James Marshall Hendrix, John Graham (Mitch) Mitchell, & David Noel Redding 
        Recording date/location: 27 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, voice), Mitch Mitchell (voice). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Terry 
Brown. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This wider stereo alternate mix of (1) is known as the “Backtrack” or “safe” mix. Like the alternate mix 
(2), Jimi’s vocals are up front rather than in the “back of the room” as heard in (1), and Mitch’s “bu-bu-but” vocals 
at the 0:35 mark remain in the left channel rather than panning from the center to the left as heard in (1). However 
the panning on the space ships sounds are different than what is heard in (1) or (2), for example the section from 
1:14-1:20 pans from the center to the left then back to the center and then to the right. 
        Special Notes: See track 472 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Axis: Bold As Love [1967, Polydor 184-110; 1967, Polydor 2459-391; 1967, Polydor 
239.000; 1967, Track 613 003; 1968, Polydor SLPM-1398; 1968, Polydor SMP-1398; 1971, Polydor MP-2193; 
1975, Polydor MP-2493; 1977, Polydor MPF-1076; 1979, Polydor MPX-4008; 1980, Polydor MPA-7005; 1989, 
Polydor 18MM-0582; 1989, Polydor 813-572-2; 1989, Polydor P20P 22002; 1989, Polydor P33P-25023]; 
Backtrack Eleven: Axis: Bold As Love; Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Axis: Bold As Love [1980, Polydor 
2625 038]; The Jimi Hendrix Experience [Karussell] 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; Axis: Bold As Love [Karussell (pirate) 
picture disc]; Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg (from Axis: Bold As Love [1989, Polydor (West Germany) 
813 572-2]); Axis Bold As Love: Sessions Rare Tracks 1967; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP 
Dester); Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Studio '67 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; track time = 1:55. The 
copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1970, Polydor (Mexico) 184-110] has a considerable amount of vinyl surface noise, 
and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the 
right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and 
method; track time = 1:54. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1973, Polydor 2683 031] has 2 seconds of silence at 
the start; track time = 1:56. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1989, Polydor (West Germany) 813 572-2]; track 
time = 1:54. The copy on Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg is sourced from Axis: Bold As Love [1989, 
Polydor (West Germany) 813 572-2]; track time = 1:54. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1989, Polydor P20P 
22002] is very slightly incomplete at the end, and has noticeable hiss throughout; track time = 1:54. The copy on 
The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); track time = 1:54. The copy on Jimi Hendrix (10th 
Anniversary Box) - Axis: Bold As Love [1980, Polydor (Australia) 2625 038] has 4 seconds of silence at the start, 
and slight vinyl surface noise throughout; track time = 1:57. The copy on Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - 
Axis: Bold As Love [1980, Polydor (Germany) 2625 038] has less hiss than other copies tested; track time = 1:54. 
The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) has a considerable amount of hiss throughout; track time = 1:55. 
The copy on Studio '67 is sub-labeled “replacement track”; track time = 1:55. 
 
477. (3) EXP (official alternate mix edit of (1), mono) 
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        Source: Axis: Bold As Love [2018, Analogue Productions CAPP 19792 SA]; optimally amplified 
        Univibes number: S021 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 1:12 (1:10) [1:13] 
        Composers: James Marshall Hendrix, John Graham (Mitch) Mitchell, & David Noel Redding 
        Recording date/location: 27 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, voice), Mitch Mitchell (voice). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Terry 
Brown. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This shorter mono mix was specifically created by Chas Chandler, Jimi Hendrix, and Eddie Kramer 
on 2 November 1967. On this mix everything remains in the center, Jimi’s vocals are up front in the mix, and the 
space ship sounds slowly fade out @40 seconds early with slightly different level fluctuations towards the end. 
        Special Notes: See track 472 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Axis: Bold As Love (mono) 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions (3 copies); Axis: Bold As Love (mono) 
(Prof. Stoned); Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg (sourced from 2002 Classic Records 612 003 LP); 
Axis: Bold As Love: Mono (sourced from 2002 Classic Records 612 003 LP); Axis: Bold As Love: Mono Edition 
[Track (fake), Reprieve]; Axis Bold As Love: Mono Release [Funky Monkey]; Axis Bold As Love: Sessions Rare 
Tracks 1967; Axis Bold As Love: The Mono Mix; The Complete Axis: Bold As Love Outtakes; The Complete 
Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Studio ‘67 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love – The Sessions is sourced from Axis: 
Bold As Love [Reprise R-6281 (mono)]; track time = 1:14. There are two copies on the ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold 
As Love – The Sessions bonus disc with copy 1 sourced from Axis: Bold As Love [Reprise R-6281 (mono)] with a 
track time of 1:15, and copy 2 sourced from Axis: Bold As Love [Track 612-003 (mono)] with a track time of 1:12. 
The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1967, Track 613-003 (mono)] has less hiss and vinyl surface noise than all other 
copies tested; track time = 1:13. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love (mono) (Prof. Stoned) is sourced from Axis: Bold 
As Love [2002, Classic Records 612 003 LP]; track time = 1:12. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [2018, Analogue 
Productions CAPP 19792 SA]; track time = 1:13. The copy on Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg is 
sourced from Axis: Bold As Love [2002, Classic Records 612 003 LP]; track time = 1:12. The copy on Axis: Bold 
As Love: Mono is sourced from Axis: Bold As Love [2002, Classic Records 612 003 LP]; track time = 1:11. The 
copy on The Complete Axis: Bold As Love Outtakes is slightly clipped at the end, and has vinyl surface noise; 
track time = 1:10. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); track time = 1:14. The 
copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); track time = 1:12. The copy on Studio ‘67; track time = 1:14. 
 
478. (1) Spanish Castle Magic (early instrumental take, stereo) 
        Source: Axis Bold As Love: The Sotheby’s Reels [Gold Standard]; optimally amplified, ending silence 
removed 
        Univibes number: S1005 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:42 (2:42) [2:44] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 27 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Terry Brown. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. 
        Notes: Ultimate Hendrix notes that this track uses one of “4 sluggish instrumental takes” that were recorded 
at the 27 October 1967 recording session, although which take is unknown. Jimpress Part I notes the recording 
date as 28 October 1967, but Jimpress Part III notes it as 27 October 1967. This track is part of the Sotheby 
Tapes, tapes that were the property of Hendrix’s former girlfriend Kathy Etchingham, sold for auction at Sotheby’s 
in London on 22 December 1981 to Hendrix collector Bob Terry. This mix has the drums and bass mixed centrally 
and the guitar mixed to the left. Most copies tested are missing the opening indecipherable pre-count-in control 
booth comment and Jimi’s complete count-in, “1, 2, 1-2-3”; most copies that do have a count-in do not have the 
beginning “1, 2”. In places throughout the track there is a tambourine sound heard which is probably a ching ring 
on Mitch’s hi-hat. 
        Special Notes: Some of the Alternate Sources listed for (1) that were not available for testing may be the 
wider stereo mix; see the following track. 
        Alternate Sources: Axis Bold A Love: The Alternate Versions; Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg; 
Axis Bold As Love: Mono Release [Funky Monkey]; Axis: Bold As Love Sessions; Axis Bold As Love: Sessions 
Rare Tracks 1967; Axis Bold As Love: The Sotheby’s Reels [Gold Standard]; The Axis Love Sessions [1-CD]; The 
Axis Love Sessions [2-CD]; The Baker/Terry Tapes Part 1 [Bell, tape] (2 copies); Beginnings 66-68; Bob's DATs 
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[Bell, tape]; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); First Steps; Hey Joe: In The Studio [aka 
Old Hey Joe]; In The Studio Volume 1; The Lost Experience; The Nitopi Reels [Bell, tape]; The Nitopi Reels Part 2 
[Bell, tape]; Notes In Colours; Other Side Of Axis; The Sotheby Auction Tapes [Midnight Beat]; Sotheby Plus 
Masters; Sotheby's And BBC [Bell, tape]; Sothebys Auction Tapes [STG 016] (artwork titled Southebys Auction 
Tapes); Sothebys Auction Tapes: New Edit/Repaired Version; Sotheby’s Defined; Sotheby's Mixes [Bell, tape]; 
Sotheby's Plus [Bell, tape]; Sotheby’s Private Reels (2 copies); The Sotheby’s Tapes [Bell, tape T0082]; 
Sotheby's Tapes And Studio Outtakes [Bell, tape]; Southeby Reel With Soft Machine; Studio Jams 2 [Bell, tape]; 
Symphony Of Experience 
        Comparison Notes: Bell notes a copy of this track on The Alternate Axis: Bold As Love, but it is a copy of (3); 
see track 695. The copy on Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg is missing most of the opening count-in, 
and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the low end in places throughout the track (amplitude 
clipping); track time = 2:47. The copy on Axis Bold As Love: The Sotheby’s Reels [Gold Standard] is sub-labeled 
“instrumental”, has 1.5 seconds of indecipherable studio chatter at the very start not found on any other copy 
tested, and has 4 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 2:47. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 
1967 (2018, OP Dester) is missing the opening count-in, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the 
left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa; track time = 2:45. The 
copy on First Steps is missing the opening count-in, is an inferior sounding probably higher generation copy, and 
tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 2:42. The copy on In The Studio Volume 1 is missing the opening count-in, and is 
a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right 
channel here and vice versa; track time = 2:42. The copy on Notes In Colours fades out early, and is a stereo 
opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel 
here and vice versa; track time = 2:38. The copy on Other Side Of Axis is missing the opening count-in; track time 
= 2:43. The copy on The Sotheby Auction Tapes [Midnight Beat] is sub-labeled Take 1, and is missing the 
opening count-in; track time = 2:42. The copy on Sotheby Plus Masters is missing most of the opening count-in; 
track time = 2:45. The copy on Sothebys Auction Tapes [STG 016] (artwork titled Southebys Auction Tapes) is 
missing most of the opening count-in; track time = 2:44. The copy on Sothebys Auction Tapes: New Edit/Repaired 
Version is missing most of the opening count-in, and is slightly clipped at the end; track time = 2:46. There are two 
copies on Sotheby’s Private Reels with copy 1 having the complete opening count-in but fading out a few second 
early (track time = 2:45), and copy 2 missing part of the opening count-in, mastered slightly fast, fading out early, 
and noted by Bell as having the percussion mixed more up front and the guitar mixed down a bit though the mix 
sounds similar to if not the same as (1) to my ears (track time = 2:32). The copy on Southeby Reel With Soft 
Machine is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in 
the right channel here and vice versa, and has an excessive amount of hiss; track time = 2:48. The copy on 
Symphony Of Experience is clipped on the ending fade-out; track time = 2:40. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
479. Spanish Castle Magic (wide stereo mix of (1)) 
        Source: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:46] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 27 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Terry Brown. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 478 Notes. This is a wider stereo variation of (1), 
especially noticeable by the drums being right-of-center rather than straight down the center. The indecipherable 
pre-count-in control booth comment and part of Jimi’s complete count-in (“1, 2,”) are missing from the start. 
        Special Notes: Some of the Alternate Sources listed for (1) that were not available for testing may be this 
wider stereo mix. 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 005: To The Highest Bidder; ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; The 
Complete Axis: Bold As Love Outtakes; Get The Experience!; Living Reels Vol. I; Making Of Axis: Bold As Love: 
Unreleased Studio Session 1967; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); The Ross Tapes; Studio '67 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 005: To The Highest Bidder; track time = 2:42. The copy on ATM 158-
160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; track time = 2:46. The copy on The Complete Axis: Bold As Love 
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Outtakes is sub-labeled “stereo backing track”, and is missing the opening count-in; track time = 2:39. The copy 
on Get The Experience! has a slightly rawer sound than the ATM copies but that may be due to the ATM sources 
being treated with various audio cleanup technologies; track time = 2:42. The copy on Living Reels Vol. I is 
missing the opening count-in, has a noticeable amount of tape hiss, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s 
heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa; track time 
= 2:50. The copy on Making Of Axis: Bold As Love: Unreleased Studio Session 1967; track time = 2:45. The copy 
on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); track time = 2:42. The copy on The Ross Tapes is an inferior sounding 
probably higher generation copy; track time = 2:43. The copy on Studio '67; track time = 2:46. 
 
 
====================================================================================== 

28 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, United Kingdom 
====================================================================================== 
 
480. (2) Spanish Castle Magic (official stereo mix) 
        Source: Axis: Bold As Love [2018, Analogue Productions CAPP 19792 SA]; optimally amplified 
        Univibes number: S023 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:01 (3:01) [3:05] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 28 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, piano, bass), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: 
Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George 
Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This is the standard stereo mix. 
        Special Notes: Jimpress notes this as the “definitive take from the same session as (1)” (see tracks 478-479) 
with the basic track recorded 27 October and overdubs done on 28 October, however this track was actually 
recorded the day after (1), on 28 October not 27 October 1967. This track uses the final take 14 from the 28 
October session. Overdubs were also done on 28 October; Hendrix recorded his lead vocal, added lead guitar 
parts, and replaced portions of Redding’s original bass track. Additional vocal and percussion overdub 
refinements were done on 30 October 1967. Final mixing for this song was done on 31 October 1967 with George 
Chkiantz as Second Engineer, but this song, which was part of Side A of the album, was lost by Hendrix when he 
left the master tape box in a taxi cab that night. The track had to be completely remixed the following day, 1 
November 1967. In places throughout the track (such as 0:32, 1:26, 1:45, and 2:13) there is a tambourine sound 
heard which is probably a ching ring on Mitch’s hi-hat. 
        Official Release: vinyl single [1968, Polydor (Japan) DP-1585]; Axis: Bold As Love; Backtrack Eleven: Axis: 
Bold As Love; Classic Singles Collection; The Experience Collection: Axis: Bold As Love; Greatest Hits [2010, 
Experience Hendrix/Sony Music]; Jimi Hendrix Reference Library: Fuzz, Feedback & Wah-Wah (2 excerpts); The 
Jimi Hendrix Story [Arcade France]; Legacy; Lifelines: The Jimi Hendrix Story; Live & Unreleased: The Radio 
Show; Sessions - Axis: Bold As Love [Polydor]; Suns And Rainbow - Axis: Bold As Love [aka The Old Barclay 
Box] 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; Axis: Bold As Love [B146 Barclay 
pirate]; Axis Bold As Love [B476 bootleg CDR]; Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg (from Reprise 6281-2 
DADC pressing without noise reduction); Axis Bold As Love: Sessions Rare Tracks 1967; Axis: Bolder Than Love; 
The Axis Love Sessions [1-CD]; The Complete Axis: Bold As Love Outtakes; The Complete Studio Recordings 
1967 (2018, OP Dester); Legacy [B616 pirate CDR]; Live & Unreleased Part 1 [Westwood One pirate]; 
Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Test Pressing Singles (2018, M. Sheridan) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions fades out slightly early; 
track time = 3:03. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1967, Track 613-003] has slight vinyl surface noise; track time 
= 3:03. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1968, Reprise RS 6281]; track time = 3:05. The copy on Axis: Bold As 
Love [1968, Reprise RS 6281]; track time = 3:05. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1974, Reprise RS 6281] has 4 
seconds of silence at the end; track time = 3:05. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1997, MCA (Europe) MCD-
11601-2] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track 
(amplitude clipping); track time = 3:04. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [2006, Experience Hendrix UICY-6207] 
fades out very slightly early, and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places 
throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:03. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [2010, Sony Legacy 
88697-62163-2] has 3 seconds of silence at the end, and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the 
high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:05. The copy on Axis: Bold 
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As Love [2010, Sony Records Int’l SICP 2638-9] fades out very slightly early, and was mastered with the levels 
too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:02. 
The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [2018, Analogue Productions CAPP 19792 SA]; track time = 3:05. The copy on 
Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg is sourced from Reprise 6281-2 DADC pressing without noise 
reduction, and has 3 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 3:04. The copy on The Complete Axis: Bold As 
Love Outtakes is sub-labeled “alt stereo”, which would seem to indicate that it is a copy of (65) or (68) but it is a 
copy of (2), and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the 
track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:00. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP 
Dester); track time = 3:03. The copy on Greatest Hits [2010, Experience Hendrix/Sony Music] fades out very 
slightly early, and has 4 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 3:06. The copy on Lifelines: The Jimi Hendrix 
Story is incomplete on the ending fade-out, and has voice-over commentary at the end; track time = 2:58. The 
copy on Live & Unreleased: The Radio Show is incomplete on the ending fade-out, and has voice-over 
commentary at the end; track time = 2:59. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) was mastered with the 
levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 
3:02. The copy on Sessions - Axis: Bold As Love [Polydor] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the 
low end in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:02. The copy on Suns And Rainbow - 
Axis: Bold As Love [aka The Old Barclay Box, MJ 1st transfer] is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in 
the left channel of other copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the 
result of the digital transfer equipment and method, and was mastered very slightly too fast; track time = 3:00. The 
copy on Test Pressing Singles (2018, M. Sheridan) is probably sourced from Classic Singles Collection, and 
fades out very slightly early; track time = 3:01. 
 
481. (4) Spanish Castle Magic (official mono mix) 
        Source: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love – The Sessions 
        Univibes number: S023 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:04 (3:04) [3:07] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 28 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, piano, bass), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: 
Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George 
Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This mono mix was specifically created by Chas Chandler, Jimi Hendrix, and Eddie Kramer on 2 
November 1967. 
        Special Notes: See track 480 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Axis: Bold As Love (mono) 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love – The Sessions (3 copies); Axis: Bold As Love (mono) 
(Prof. Stoned); Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg (sourced from 2002 Classic Records 612 003 LP); 
Axis: Bold As Love: Mono (sourced from 2002 Classic Records 612 003 LP); Axis: Bold As Love: Mono Edition 
[Track (fake), Reprieve]; Axis Bold As Love: Mono Release [Funky Monkey]; Axis Bold As Love: Sessions Rare 
Tracks 1967; Axis Bold As Love: The Mono Mix; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); 
Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love – The Sessions is sourced from Axis: 
Bold As Love [Reprise R-6281 (mono)]; track time = 3:06. There are two copies on the ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold 
As Love – The Sessions bonus disc with copy 1 sourced from Axis: Bold As Love [Reprise R-6281 (mono)] with 3 
seconds of silence at the end and a track time of 3:07, and copy 2 sourced from Axis: Bold As Love [Track 612-
003 (mono)] being slightly clipped at the end with a track time of 3:05. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1967, 
Track 613-003]; track time = 3:05. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love (mono) (Prof. Stoned) is sourced from Axis: 
Bold As Love [2002, Classic Records 612 003 LP], and is slightly clipped at the end; track time = 3:04. The copy 
on Axis: Bold As Love [2018, Analogue Productions CAPP 19792 SA] is very slightly incomplete on the ending 
fade-out; track time = 3:04. The copy on Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg is sourced from Axis: Bold As 
Love [2002, Classic Records 612 003 LP], and is slightly clipped at the end; track time = 3:04. The copy on Axis: 
Bold As Love: Mono is sourced from Axis: Bold As Love [2002, Classic Records 612 003 LP], and is very slightly 
clipped on the ending fade-out; track time = 3:05. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP 
Dester); track time = 3:06. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) is clipped at the end; track time = 
3:04. 
 
482. (68) Spanish Castle Magic (official alternate mix of (2), different guitar panning, stereo) 
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        Source: Axis: Bold As Love [1989, Polydor (West Germany) 813 572-2]; optimally amplified, ending silence 
removed 
        Univibes number: S023 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:03 (3:03) [3:04] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 28 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, piano, bass), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: 
Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George 
Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is a stereo alternate mix of (2), known as the “Backtrack” or “safe” mix, which is very similar 
to (2). One point where the difference between them is detectable is at the 1:58 mark on the longer screaming 
guitar note: in (2) it pans from the center to the right, whereas in this mix (68) it pans from the left to the center. 
Another point of difference is heard on the “buzz saw” guitar notes from 2:58-end: in (2) the guitar pans quickly 
from the right to the center and back to the right, whereas in this mix (68) it remains in the right channel and 
moves increasingly wider to the right. The sources noted in Jimpress and Bell for copies of (2) and (68) probably 
need closer inspection as, for example, the copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1989, Polydor (Japan) P20P 22002] is 
noted as being a copy of (2) but it is actually a copy of (68). 
        Special Notes: See track 480 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Axis: Bold As Love [1967, Polydor 184-110; 1967, Polydor 2459-391; 1967, Polydor 
239.000; 1967, Track 613 003; 1968, Polydor SLPM-1398; 1968, Polydor SMP-1398; 1971, Polydor MP-2193; 
1975, Polydor MP-2493; 1977, Polydor MPF-1076; 1979, Polydor MPX-4008; 1980, Polydor MPA-7005; 1989, 
Polydor 18MM-0582; 1989, Polydor 813-572-2; 1989, Polydor P33P-25023]; Backtrack Eleven: Axis: Bold As 
Love; Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Axis: Bold As Love [1980, Polydor 2625 038]; The Jimi Hendrix 
Experience [Karussell] 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; Axis: Bold As Love [Karussell (pirate) 
picture disc]; Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg (from Axis: Bold As Love [1989, Polydor (West Germany) 
813 572-2]); Axis Bold As Love: Sessions Rare Tracks 1967; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP 
Dester); Studio '67 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; track time = 3:05. The 
copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1970, Polydor (Mexico) 184-110] is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in 
the left channel of other copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the 
result of the digital transfer equipment and method, and has a considerable amount of vinyl surface noise; track 
time = 3:05. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1973, Polydor 2683 031] has 2 seconds of silence at the start; track 
time = 3:07. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1989, Polydor (West Germany) 813 572-2] has 4 seconds of silence 
at the end; track time = 3:08. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1989, Polydor [Japan] P20P 22002]; track time = 
3:04. The copy on Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg is sourced from Axis: Bold As Love [1989, Polydor 
(West Germany) 813 572-2] was mastered with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the low end at the 
1:51.4 mark of the right channel (amplitude clipping), and has 4 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 3:08. 
The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) has 4 seconds of silence at the end; track 
time = 3:08. The copy on Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Axis: Bold As Love [1980, Polydor (Australia) 
2625 038] has 3 seconds of silence at the start; track time = 3:05. The copy on Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary 
Box) - Axis: Bold As Love [1980, Polydor (Germany) 2625 038]; track time = 3:03. The copy on Studio '67; track 
time = 3:05. 
 
483. (65) Spanish Castle Magic (official alternate mix of (2), guitar low, stereo) 
        Source: Backing Tracks 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:03 (3:03) [3:12] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 28 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, piano, bass), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: 
Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George 
Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is an alternate mix of (2) created by Eddie Kramer specifically for the Line 6 Guitarport (via 
online download only), mixing the guitar low for practicing purposes. There is very little echo on the mix, 
especially on Jimi’s vocals, whereas (2) has a considerable amount of echo. The track begins with a 4-beat 
metronome count-in, and there are 3 seconds more music at the end of the track than what is heard in (2). 
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        Special Notes: See track 480 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Line 6 GuitarPort (online) 
        Alternate Sources: Backing Tracks (sub-labeled E Flat Major Half Step Down); Jimi Hendrix Studio Tapes 
Without Guitar Univibe Wah [2006, eBay]; Line 6 Mixes [Bell, tape]; No Guitar 
 
484. Spanish Castle Magic (official Kramer isolation mix of (2), stereo) 
        Source: An Inside Look: Axis: Bold As Love [DVD]; optimally amplified 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [0:59] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 28 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, piano, bass), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: 
Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George 
Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 480 Notes. This track is extracted from the 
documentary DVD accompanying the 2010 remaster of Axis: Bold As Love, titled An Inside Look. Eddie Kramer 
isolates and comments upon small parts of Jimi’s piano part from the master tapes. The end of the track contains 
brief voice-over commentary by Noel Redding. This track tests as lossy/MP3 due to its extraction from a video file. 
        Official Release: An Inside Look: Axis: Bold As Love [DVD] 
 
485. Spanish Castle Magic (official multitrack of (2), instrumental, stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:10] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 28 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, piano, bass), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George 
Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 480 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of the instruments only with Jimi’s vocals mixed out. The track comes to the complete 
end rather than fading out as in (2), and there are 4 seconds more music at the end than what is heard in (2). 
These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been 
extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
486. Spanish Castle Magic (official multitrack of (2), instrumental, piano mix, stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:10] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 28 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, piano, bass), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George 
Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 480 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of the bass, drums, and piano only, though the guitar can still be heard faintly from 1:11-
1:12. The very beginning of the track contains a low drum beat not heard at the start of any other version. The 
track comes to the complete end rather than fading out as in (2), and there are 4 seconds more music at the end 
than what is heard in (2). These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as 
lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
487. Spanish Castle Magic (official multitrack of (2), guitar, stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:15] 

https://line6.com/guitarport/guitarportonline.html
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        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 28 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, piano), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie 
Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 480 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Jimi’s isolated guitar part, though the drums and piano can still be very faintly heard 
in the background in places. The track comes to the complete end rather than fading out as in (2), and there are 4 
seconds more music at the end than what is heard in (2). These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, 
though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate 
among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
488. Spanish Castle Magic (official multitrack of (2), vocals, stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:15] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 28 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, piano, bass), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: 
Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George 
Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 480 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Jimi’s isolated vocals, though the instruments can still be heard faintly in the 
background in places throughout the track. At the 2:29 mark Jimi laughingly remarks what sounds like, “I can’t 
sing this solo”. From 2:35-2:36 one can hear Jimi snapping his fingers, an aspect of the track that is buried in the 
mix heard in (2). The track comes to the complete end rather than fading out as in (2), and there are 4 seconds 
more music at the end than what is heard in (2). These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though 
sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among 
collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
 489. Spanish Castle Magic (official multitrack of (2), bass, mono) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:15] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 28 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, piano, bass), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George 
Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 480 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Jimi and Noel’s isolated bass parts, though the other instruments can still be heard 
faintly in the background. Ultimate Hendrix notes that Jimi replaced portions of Redding’s original bass track 
during overdubs on 28 October; which parts are Noel and which parts are Jimi may be best left to the experts, 
though it seems perhaps all of Noel’s parts were replaced. The track comes to the complete end rather than 
fading out as in (2), and there are 4 seconds more music at the end than what is heard in (2). This track is in 
mono. These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have 
been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
490. Spanish Castle Magic (official multitrack of (2), drums, stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:15] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
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        Recording date/location: 28 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, bass), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George 
Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 480 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Mitch’s isolated drums, though the guitar and bass can still be faintly heard in the 
background. In places throughout the track there is a tambourine sound heard which is probably a ching ring on 
Mitch’s hi-hat. The track comes to the complete end rather than fading out as in (2), and there are 4 seconds 
more music at the end than what is heard in (2). These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though 
sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among 
collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
491. Spanish Castle Magic (official multitrack of (2), piano, stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:15] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 28 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (piano), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 480 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Jimi’s isolated piano part, though the drums can still be heard faintly and briefly in the 
background in places. Although the track is in stereo, the piano is primarily heard in the right channel. The track 
comes to the complete end rather than fading out as in (2), and there are 4 seconds more music at the end than 
what is heard in (2). These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as 
lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
492. (1) Little Wing (official stereo mix) 
        Source: Axis: Bold As Love [2018, Analogue Productions CAPP 19792 SA]; optimally amplified, ending 
silence removed 
        Univibes number: S026 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:24 (2:24) [2:26] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 28 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, glockenspiel), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: 
George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This is the standard stereo mix. 
        Special Notes: This track uses take 2 from the recording session. Overdubs included Hendrix playing 
glockenspiel and six takes of lead guitar. Unspecified mixing session date noted in the October 29 section of 
Ultimate Hendrix, which could be either 29, 30, or 31 October: “The engineers [Eddie Kramer and George 
Chkiantz] also applied phasing to the October 28 master of Little Wing. Although the basic track had been 
completed, Kramer half-phased Hendrix’s vocal and fed it through a revolving Leslie organ speaker during the 
mixing process.” Final mixing for this song was done on 31 October 1967 with George Chkiantz as Second 
Engineer, but this song, which was part of Side A of the album, was lost by Hendrix when he left the master tape 
box in a taxi cab that night. The track had to be completely remixed the following day, 1 November 1967. The 
reference sources note Mitch on tambourine (heard at 1:07 and 1:39), though it is more likely a ching ring on his 
hi-hat. 
        Official Release: Axis: Bold As Love; Experience Collection: Axis: Bold As Love; Experience Hendrix: The 
Best Of Jimi Hendrix; Classic Singles Collection; Greatest Hits [2010, Experience Hendrix/Sony Music]; Inside 
The Experience; Jimi Hendrix Reference Library: Octavia & Univibe (excerpt); Jimi Hendrix Reference Library: 
Rhythm (excerpt); The Jimi Hendrix Story [Arcade France] (2 copies); Lifelines: The Jimi Hendrix Story; Live & 

https://www.sweetwater.com/store/detail/CRING--meinl-percussion-ching-ring-6-inch
https://www.sweetwater.com/store/detail/CRING--meinl-percussion-ching-ring-6-inch
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Unreleased: The Radio Show; Rainy Day Dream Away [Hear Music]; Sessions - Axis: Bold As Love [Polydor]; 
Suns And Rainbow - Axis: Bold As Love [aka The Old Barclay Box]; Ultimate Experience [Polydor]; Voodoo Child: 
The Jimi Hendrix Collection 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; Axis: Bold As Love [B146 Barclay 
pirate]; Axis Bold As Love [B476 bootleg CDR]; Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg (from Reprise 6281-2 
DADC pressing without noise reduction); Axis Bold As Love: Sessions Rare Tracks 1967; Axis: Bolder Than Love; 
The Best Of Jimi Hendrix [Musical]; Black Strings; The Complete Axis: Bold As Love Outtakes; The Complete 
Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); First Rays Of The New Rising Sun [Living Legend]; Jimi Hendrix 
[Falcon Neue Medien/Eurosound]; Jimi Hendrix [Universe 3323]; Live & Unreleased Part 1 [Westwood One 
pirate]; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) (2 copies, 1 a fake alternate mix); Test Pressing Singles (2018, M. 
Sheridan) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions slowly fades out slightly 
early; track time = 2:25. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1967, Track 613-003] has a very light hum throughout; 
track time = 2:26. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1968, Reprise RS 6281] has 3 seconds of silence at the end; 
track time = 2:28. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1974, Reprise RS 6281] has 4 seconds of silence at the end; 
track time = 2:29. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1997, MCA (Europe) MCD-11601-2] fades out very slightly 
early, and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track 
(amplitude clipping); track time = 2:26. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [2006, Experience Hendrix UICY-6207] 
was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude 
clipping); track time = 2:27. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [2010, Sony Legacy 88697-62163-2] fades out very 
slightly early, and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the 
track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:27. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [2010, Sony Records Int’l SICP 
2638-9] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track 
(amplitude clipping); track time = 2:27. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [2018, Analogue Productions CAPP 
19792 SA] has 3 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 2:29. The copy on Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition 
Bootleg is sourced from Reprise 6281-2 DADC pressing without noise reduction, and has 4 seconds of silence at 
the end; track time = 2:28. The copy on The Complete Axis: Bold As Love Outtakes is sub-labeled “alt stereo”, 
which would seem to indicate that it is a copy of (2) but it is a copy of (1), and was mastered with the levels too 
high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:27. The 
copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); track time = 2:26. The copy on Experience 
Hendrix: The Best Of Jimi Hendrix fades out very slightly early, and was mastered with the levels too high cutting 
off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:25. The copy on First 
Rays Of The New Rising Sun [Living Legend] is slightly clipped at the start, and is incomplete at the end; track 
time = 2:20. The copy on Greatest Hits [2010, Experience Hendrix/Sony Music] has 3 seconds of silence at the 
end, and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track 
(amplitude clipping); track time = 2:28. The copy on Inside The Experience has voice-over commentary at the 
start, and is incomplete at the end; track time = 2:18. The copy on Lifelines: The Jimi Hendrix Story fades out 
slightly early; track time = 2:24. The copy on Live & Unreleased: The Radio Show fades out slightly early; track 
time = 2:23. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) fades out very slightly early, and was mastered with 
the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time 
= 2:25. The copy on Rainy Day Dream Away [Hear Music] fades out very slightly early, and was mastered with 
the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time 
= 2:27. The copy on Sessions - Axis: Bold As Love [Polydor] was mastered with the levels slightly too high cutting 
off the low end in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:25. The copy on Suns And 
Rainbow - Axis: Bold As Love [aka The Old Barclay Box, MJ 1st transfer] has noticeable vinyl surface noise, and 
is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other copies is heard in the right channel here 
and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 
2:23. The copy on Test Pressing Singles (2018, M. Sheridan) is probably sourced from Classic Singles Collection; 
track time = 2:24. The copy on Ultimate Experience [Polydor]; track time = 2:27. The copy on Voodoo Child: The 
Jimi Hendrix Collection fades out very slightly early, and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high 
and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:25. 
 
493. (3) Little Wing (official mono mix) 
        Source: Axis: Bold As Love [2018, Analogue Productions CAPP 19792 SA]; optimally amplified 
        Univibes number: S026 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:25 (2:24) [2:26] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
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        Recording date/location: 28 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, glockenspiel), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: 
George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This mono mix was specifically created by Chas Chandler, Jimi Hendrix, and Eddie Kramer on 2 
November 1967. 
        Special Notes: See track 492 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Axis: Bold As Love (mono) 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions (3 copies); Axis: Bold As Love (mono) 
(Prof. Stoned); Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg (sourced from 2002 Classic Records 612 003 LP); 
Axis: Bold As Love: Mono (sourced from 2002 Classic Records 612 003 LP); Axis: Bold As Love: Mono Edition 
[Track (fake), Reprieve]; Axis Bold As Love: Mono Release [Funky Monkey]; Axis Bold As Love: Sessions Rare 
Tracks 1967; Axis Bold As Love: The Mono Mix; Axis Bold As Love: The Sotheby’s Reels [Gold Standard]; The 
Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Smash Alternates 
(2015, ghostryder14) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love – The Sessions is sourced from Axis: 
Bold As Love [Reprise R-6281 (mono)]; track time = 2:26. There are two copies on the ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold 
As Love – The Sessions bonus disc with copy 1 sourced from Axis: Bold As Love [Reprise R-6281 (mono)] with 3 
seconds of silence at the end, noticeable vinyl surface noise and a track time of 2:28, and copy 2 sourced from 
Axis: Bold As Love [Track 612-003 (mono)] with a track time of 2:27. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1967, 
Track 613-003]; track time = 2:26. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love (mono) (Prof. Stoned) is sourced from Axis: 
Bold As Love [2002, Classic Records 612 003 LP]; track time = 2:26. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [2018, 
Analogue Productions CAPP 19792 SA]; track time = 2:26. The copy on Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition 
Bootleg is sourced from Axis: Bold As Love [2002, Classic Records 612 003 LP], and was digitally transferred 
with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the low end at the 1:38.3 mark (amplitude clipping); track time = 
2:26. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love: Mono is sourced from Axis: Bold As Love [2002, Classic Records 612 003 
LP] and fades out very slightly early; track time = 2:26. The copy on Axis Bold As Love: The Sotheby’s Reels 
[Gold Standard] is noted in the liner notes as being an alternate mono mix from a UK vinyl LP, but noted by Bell 
as being a fake mono mix of (1), although it seems to be the official mono mix (3) with even the vinyl surface 
noise clearly heard; track time = 2:26. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); 
track time = 2:26. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) has slightly more hiss than other copies tested; 
track time = 2:26. The copy on Smash Alternates (2015, ghostryder14) was mastered with the levels too high 
cutting off the high end at the 1:15.1 mark (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:25. 
 
494. (2) Little Wing (official alternate mix of (1), stereo) 
        Source: Axis: Bold As Love [1989, Polydor [Japan] P20P 22002]; optimally amplified 
        Univibes number: S026 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:26 (2:24) [2:26] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 28 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, glockenspiel), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: 
George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This is an alternate stereo mix of (1), known as the “Backtrack” or “safe” mix. In this mix (2) the 
central vocals don’t have the same amount of echo as heard in (1) where the echo is heard lightly in the right 
channel. There is also an extra guitar note at the 1:05 mark that is not heard in (1). The fade-out on this mix is 
slightly smoother than what is heard in (1), gradually fading out from @2:15 whereas in (1) the fade-out begins 
more abruptly @2:18. 
        Special Notes: See track 492 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Axis: Bold As Love [1967, Polydor 184-110; 1967, Polydor 2459-391; 1967, Polydor 
239.000; 1967, Track 613 003; 1968, Polydor SLPM-1398; 1968, Polydor SMP-1398; 1971, Polydor MP-2193; 
1975, Polydor MP-2493; 1977, Polydor MPF-1076; 1979, Polydor MPX-4008; 1980, Polydor MPA-7005; 1989, 
Polydor 18MM-0582; 1989, Polydor 813-572-2; 1989, Polydor P33P-25023]; Backtrack Eleven: Axis: Bold As 
Love; Jimi Hendrix [1973, Polydor 2343-080; Polydor 3795-105; Polydor 3192-205; 1975, Contour 2870-481; 
Contour SG-043; 197?, Rainbow RDLC 1808]; Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Axis: Bold As Love [1980, 
Polydor 2625 038]; The Jimi Hendrix Experience [Karussell] 
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        Alternate Sources: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; Axis: Bold As Love [Karussell (pirate) 
picture disc]; Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg (from Axis: Bold As Love [1989, Polydor (West Germany) 
813 572-2]); Axis Bold As Love: Sessions Rare Tracks 1967; The Complete Axis: Bold As Love Outtakes; The 
Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); Making Of Axis: Bold As Love: Unreleased Studio Session 
1967; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Studio ’67; TV On The Radio: Tommy Vance Tribute Show 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; track time = 2:27. The 
copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1970, Polydor (Mexico) 184-110] has a considerable amount of vinyl surface noise, 
and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other copies is heard in the right channel 
here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time 
= 2:28. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1973, Polydor 2683 031] has 3 seconds of silence at the start; track time 
= 2:28. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1989, Polydor (West Germany) 813 572-2] has 5 seconds of silence at 
the end; track time = 2:30. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1989, Polydor [Japan] P20P 22002]; track time = 
2:26. The copy on Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg is sourced from Axis: Bold As Love [1989, Polydor 
(West Germany) 813 572-2] has 5 seconds of silence at the end, and was mastered with the levels very slightly 
too high cutting off the low end at the 2:11.2 mark of the right channel (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:30. The 
copy on The Complete Axis: Bold As Love Outtakes is sub-labeled “slightly different guitar”, has a considerable 
amount of vinyl surface noise, and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in 
places throughout the right channel (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:27. The copy on The Complete Studio 
Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) has 5 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 2:30. The copy on Jimi 
Hendrix [1973, Polydor 2343-080]; track time = 2:25. The copy on Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Axis: 
Bold As Love [1980, Polydor (Australia) 2625 038] fades out slightly early; track time = 2:22. The copy on Jimi 
Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Axis: Bold As Love [1980, Polydor (Germany) 2625 038] was digitally 
transferred with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the low end at the 0:34.7 mark of the right channel 
(amplitude clipping); track time = 2:25. The copy on Making Of Axis: Bold As Love: Unreleased Studio Session 
1967 is incomplete at the end; track time = 2:23. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); track time = 
2:27. The copy on Studio '67; track time = 2:27. 
 
495. (19) Little Wing (official Kramer isolation mix of (1), stereo) 
        Source: An Inside Look: Axis: Bold As Love [DVD] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (1:24) [1:32] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 28 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, glockenspiel), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: 
George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: See track 492 Notes. This track is extracted from the documentary DVD accompanying the 2010 
remaster of Axis: Bold As Love, titled An Inside Look. Eddie Kramer comments upon a section of the track by 
isolating the bass, drums, and glockenspiel together from the master tapes. The track begins at the @1:04 mark 
as heard in (1) with voice-over commentary by Chas Chandler. Rather than fading out as in (1) we hear the 
complete un-faded ending where the song fumbles to a halt followed by studio comments by Jimi, Chas (chopped 
fragment), Eddie (faintly, “so you want that Jimi?”), and possibly Andy Johns (“Yeah”). This track tests as 
lossy/MP3 due to its extraction from a video file. 
        Official Release: An Inside Look: Axis: Bold As Love [DVD] 
 
496. Little Wing (official multitrack of (1), version 1, original guitar, stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:10] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 28 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, glockenspiel), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: 
George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 492 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. This “version 1” multitrack begins at the 0:33 mark as heard in (1) and ends at the 2:09 mark as heard 
there, stretching out and slowing down the sustained guitar note to create a new ending. It consists of Jimi’s 
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isolated guitar part, though the drums and glockenspiel can still be faintly heard in the background. From 1:06 
onwards Jimi’s lead guitar part is heard, and Jimi’s vocals are briefly heard from 1:10-1:13 and 1:40-1:44. These 
Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted 
from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
497. Little Wing (official multitrack of (1), version 1, rhythm guitar, stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:10] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 28 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 492 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. This “version 1” multitrack begins at the 0:33 mark as heard in (1) and ends at the 2:09 mark as heard 
there. It consists of Jimi’s isolated guitar part, though the drums can still be faintly heard in the background up 
until the 1:06 mark. From 0:00-1:06 this track sounds the same as the “original guitar” multitrack, though from 
1:06 onwards this track differs in that only Jimi’s rhythm guitar part is heard. These Rock Band multitracks often 
test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files 
which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
498. Little Wing (official multitrack of (1), version 1, guitar solo, stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:10] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 28 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, glockenspiel), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 492 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. This “version 1” multitrack begins at the 0:33 mark as heard in (1) and ends at the 2:09 mark as heard 
there. The first 1:05 of the track is silent. From 1:06 onwards this track is the same as what is heard in the 
“original guitar” multitrack: Jimi’s lead guitar part is heard, and Jimi’s vocals are briefly heard from 1:10-1:13 and 
1:40-1:44. The drums and glockenspiel can still be faintly heard in the background from 1:06 onwards. These 
Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted 
from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
499. Little Wing (official multitrack of (1), version 1, original guitar 2, stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:10] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 28 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 492 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. This “version 1” multitrack begins at the 0:33 mark as heard in (1) and ends at the 2:09 mark as heard 
there. The first 1:05 of the track is silent. From 1:06 onwards this track is the same as what is heard in the “rhythm 
guitar” multitrack: only Jimi’s rhythm guitar part is heard, though the drums can still be very faintly heard in places. 
These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been 
extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
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500. Little Wing (official multitrack of (1), version 1, vocals, mono) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:10] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 28 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, glockenspiel), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: 
George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 492 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. This “version 1” multitrack begins at the 0:33 mark as heard in (1) and ends at the 2:09 mark as heard 
there. It consists of Jimi’s isolated vocals, though the instruments can still be heard faintly in the background. 
From 1:07 onwards the track is silent. This track is in mono. These Rock Band multitracks often test as 
lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files which 
circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
501. Little Wing (official multitrack of (1), version 1, bass, mono) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:10] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 28 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, glockenspiel), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George 
Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 492 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. This “version 1” multitrack begins at the 0:33 mark as heard in (1) and ends at the 2:09 mark as heard 
there. It consists of Noel’s isolated bass part, though the other instruments can still be faintly heard in the 
background. This track is in mono. These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they 
test as lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
502. Little Wing (official multitrack of (1), version 1, drums, mono) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:10] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 28 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 492 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. This “version 1” multitrack begins at the 0:33 mark as heard in (1) and ends at the 2:09 mark as heard 
there. It consists of Mitch’s isolated drums part, though the guitar and bass can still be heard faintly in the 
background. The ching ring on Mitch’s hi-hat can be clearly heard at the 0:33 and 1:05 marks here. This track is in 
mono. These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have 
been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
503. Little Wing (official multitrack of (1), instrumental, intro appended, stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:44] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 

https://www.sweetwater.com/store/detail/CRING--meinl-percussion-ching-ring-6-inch
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        Recording date/location: 28 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George 
Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 492 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. This “version 2” multitrack, erroneously sub-labeled “intro appended”, has an edit at the 2:23 mark which 
splices in a repeat of the segment from 1:51-2:09, stretching out and slowing down the sustained guitar note 
heard at the 2:09 mark to create a new ending. It consists of the guitar, bass, and drums only with Jimi’s vocals 
and glockenspiel mixed out, except for two brief segments of vocals from 1:44-1:46 and 2:14-2:17. These Rock 
Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from 
their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
504. Little Wing (official multitrack of (1), version 2, guitar, stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:47] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 28 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, glockenspiel), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: 
George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 492 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. This “version 2” multitrack has an edit at the 2:23 mark which splices in a repeat of the segment from 1:51-
2:09, stretching out and slowing down the sustained guitar note heard at the 2:09 mark to create a new ending. It 
consists of Jimi’s isolated guitar part, though the vocals and other instruments can still be faintly heard in the 
background. From 1:44 onwards Jimi’s lead guitar part is heard, and Jimi’s vocals are briefly heard from 1:47-1:50 
and 2:17-2:21. These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all 
have been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. See also track 702. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 

 
505. Little Wing (official multitrack of (1), version 2, rhythm guitar, stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:47] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 28 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 492 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. This “version 2” multitrack has an edit at the 2:23 mark which splices in a repeat of the segment from 1:51-
2:09, stretching out and slowing down the sustained guitar note heard at the 2:09 mark to create a new ending. It 
consists of Jimi’s isolated guitar part, though the drums can still be faintly heard in the background up until the 
1:43 mark where there is a brief drop-out. From 0:00-1:43 this track sounds the same as the “guitar” multitrack, 
though from 1:44 onwards this track differs in that only Jimi’s rhythm guitar part is heard, though the drums can 
still be very faintly heard in places. These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they 
test as lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 

 
506. Little Wing (official multitrack of (1), version 2, guitar solo, stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:47] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
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        Recording date/location: 28 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, glockenspiel), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 492 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. This “version 2” multitrack has an edit at the 2:23 mark which splices in a repeat of the segment from 1:51-
2:09, stretching out and slowing down the sustained guitar note heard at the 2:09 mark to create a new ending. 
The first 1:43 of the track is silent. From 1:44 onwards this track is the same as what is heard in the “guitar” 
multitrack: Jimi’s lead guitar part is heard, and Jimi’s vocals are briefly heard from 1:47-1:50 and 2:17-2:21. The 
drums and glockenspiel can still be faintly heard in the background from 1:44 onwards. These Rock Band 
multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their 
original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 

 
507. Little Wing (official multitrack of (1), version 2, guitar 2, stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:47] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 28 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 492 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. This “version 2” multitrack has an edit at the 2:23 mark which splices in a repeat of the segment from 1:51-
2:09, stretching out and slowing down the sustained guitar note heard at the 2:09 mark to create a new ending. 
The first 1:43 of the track is silent. From 1:44 onwards this track is the same as what is heard in the “rhythm 
guitar” multitrack: only Jimi’s rhythm guitar part is heard, though the drums can still be very faintly heard in places. 
These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been 
extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
508. Little Wing (official multitrack of (1), version 2, vocals, mono) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:47] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 28 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, glockenspiel), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: 
George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 492 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. This “version 2” multitrack has an edit at the 2:23 mark which splices in a repeat of the segment from 1:51-
2:09, stretching out and slowing down the sustained guitar note heard at the 2:09 mark to create a new ending. It 
consists of Jimi’s isolated vocals, though the instruments can still be heard faintly in the background. From 1:45 
onwards the track is silent. This track is in mono. These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though 
sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among 
collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
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509. Little Wing (official multitrack of (1), version 2, bass, mono) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:47] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 28 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, glockenspiel), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George 
Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 492 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. This “version 2” multitrack has an edit at the 2:23 mark which splices in a repeat of the segment from 1:51-
2:09, stretching out and slowing down the sustained guitar note heard at the 2:09 mark to create a new ending. It 
consists of Noel’s isolated bass part, though the other instruments can still be faintly heard in the background. 
This track is in mono. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 

 
510. Little Wing (official multitrack of (1), version 2, drums, mono) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:47] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 28 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, glockenspiel), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George 
Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 492 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. This “version 2” multitrack has an edit at the 2:23 mark which splices in a repeat of the segment from 1:51-
2:09, stretching out and slowing down the sustained guitar note heard at the 2:09 mark to create a new ending. It 
consists of Mitch’s isolated drums part, though the other instruments can still be faintly heard in the background 
with the glockenspiel heard clearly at the start. The ching ring on Mitch’s hi-hat can be clearly heard at the 1:10, 
1:42, and 2:22 marks here. This track is in mono. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
 
====================================================================================== 

29 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, United Kingdom 
====================================================================================== 
 
511. (1) Up From The Skies (official stereo mix) 
        Source: Axis: Bold As Love [2018, Analogue Productions CAPP 19792 SA]; optimally amplified 
        Univibes number: S022 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:57 (2:56) [2:57] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 29 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George 
Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This is the standard stereo mix. 
        Special Notes: This track uses take 3 from the recording session. Final mixing for this song was done on 31 
October 1967 with George Chkiantz as Second Engineer, but this song, which was part of Side A of the album, 
was lost by Hendrix when he left the master tape box in a taxi cab that night. The track had to be completely 
remixed the following day, 1 November 1967. 
        Official Release: vinyl single [1968, Reprise 0665; Polydor (Germany) 59199; Polydor (Italy) NH-59199; 
Barclay 060959; Polydor (Spain) 60.025; Polydor (Australia) NH-59141 (mono)]; vinyl split single [1968, Polydor 
(Italy) NH-59199/AS-020]; vinyl EP [1968, Polydor (Mexico) EPO-1499, labeled Desde El Infinito]; Axis: Bold As 

https://www.sweetwater.com/store/detail/CRING--meinl-percussion-ching-ring-6-inch
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Love; Classic Singles Collection; Greatest Hits [2010, Experience Hendrix/Sony Music]; Jimi Hendrix Reference 
Library: Fuzz, Feedback & Wah-Wah (2 excerpts); Sessions - Axis: Bold As Love [Polydor]; Suns And Rainbow - 
Axis: Bold As Love [aka The Old Barclay Box] 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; Axis: Bold As Love [B146 Barclay 
pirate]; Axis Bold As Love [B476 bootleg CDR]; Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg (from Reprise 6281-2 
DADC pressing without noise reduction); Axis Bold As Love: Sessions Rare Tracks 1967; Axis: Bolder Than Love; 
The Complete Axis: Bold As Love Outtakes; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); 
Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Test Pressing Singles (2018, M. Sheridan, 4 copies) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions fades out very slightly 
early; track time = 2:57. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1967, Track 613-003]; track time = 2:57. The copy on 
Axis: Bold As Love [1968, Reprise RS 6281]; track time = 2:57. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1974, Reprise 
RS 6281] fades out very slightly early; track time = 2:58. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1997, MCA (Europe) 
MCD-11601-2] fades out very slightly early, and was mastered with the levels slightly too high cutting off the high 
and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:56. The copy on Axis: Bold As 
Love [2006, Experience Hendrix UICY-6207] fades out very slightly early, and was mastered with the levels 
slightly too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 
2:56. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [2010, Sony Legacy 88697-62163-2] was mastered with the levels too high 
cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:57. The copy 
on Axis: Bold As Love [2010, Sony Records Int’l SICP 2638-9] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off 
the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:57. The copy on Axis: 
Bold As Love [2018, Analogue Productions CAPP 19792 SA] is fractionally more complete at the end than other 
copies tested; track time = 2:57. The copy on Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg is sourced from Reprise 
6281-2 DADC pressing without noise reduction; track time = 2:56. The copy on The Complete Axis: Bold As Love 
Outtakes is sub-labeled “alt stereo”, which would seem to indicate it was a copy of (2) but it is a copy of (1), and it 
fades out very slightly early; track time = 2:57. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP 
Dester); track time = 2:57. The copy on Greatest Hits [2010, Experience Hendrix/Sony Music] fades out very 
slightly early, and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the 
track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:59. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) fades out very 
slightly early, and was mastered with the levels slightly too high cutting off the high and low ends in places 
throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:56. The copy on Sessions - Axis: Bold As Love [Polydor] 
fades out very slightly early, and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the low end in places 
throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:56. The copy on Suns And Rainbow - Axis: Bold As Love 
[aka The Old Barclay Box, MJ 1st transfer] has noticeable vinyl surface noise, and is a stereo opposite variation 
i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that 
may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 2:53. There are four copies of 
this track on Test Pressing Singles (2018, M. Sheridan), probably sourced from Classic Singles Collection; all 
track times = 2:56. 
 
512. (7) Up From The Skies (official mono reduction of (1)) 
        Source: Jimi Hendrix Volume 3: Greatest Hits [Barclay]; track courtesy of Doug Bell; optimally amplified, 3 
seconds of ending silence removed 
        Univibes number: S022 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:55 (2:55) [2:56] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 29 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George 
Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is a mono version of (1) created by “folding down” the stereo version, as opposed to (4) 
which is an individual mono mix. 
        Special Notes: See track 511 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Jimi Hendrix Volume 3: Greatest Hits [Barclay] 
 
513. (4) Up From The Skies (official alternate mix of (1), mono) 
        Source: Axis: Bold As Love [2018, Analogue Productions CAPP 19792 SA]; optimally amplified 
        Univibes number: S022 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:57 (2:56) [2:58] 
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        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 29 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George 
Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This mono mix was specifically created by Chas Chandler, Jimi Hendrix, and Eddie Kramer on 2 
November 1967. The start of the track fades in very slightly. There is very light echo on the vocals in this mix (4), 
whereas in (1) the vocals have no echo. At the 2:39 mark on the phrase “aw, shucks” Jimi’s vocals are up front in 
this mix (4), whereas in (1) they’re lower and further back in the mix. This mix (4) begins fading out @2:52, 
whereas in (1) the fade-out begins slowly @2:47. The end of this mix (4) contains @1 second more of the song 
than the standard stereo mix (1) or the alternate stereo mix (2). 
        Special Notes: See track 511 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Axis: Bold As Love (mono); Classic Singles Collection Vol. 2 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions (3 copies); Axis: Bold As Love (mono) 
(Prof. Stoned); Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg (sourced from 2002 Classic Records 612 003 LP); 
Axis: Bold As Love: Mono (sourced from 2002 Classic Records 612 003 LP); Axis: Bold As Love: Mono Edition 
[Track (fake), Reprieve]; Axis Bold As Love: Mono Release [Funky Monkey]; Axis Bold As Love: Sessions Rare 
Tracks 1967; Axis Bold As Love: The Mono Mix; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); 
Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions is sourced from Axis: 
Bold As Love [Reprise R-6281 (mono)] has noticeable vinyl surface noise; track time = 2:59. There are two copies 
of this track on the ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions bonus disc with copy 1 sourced from Axis: 
Bold As Love [Reprise R-6281 (mono)] with 5 seconds of silence at the end, vinyl surface noise and a track time 
of 3:02, and copy 2 sourced from Axis: Bold As Love [Track 612-003 (mono)] which was digitally transferred with 
the levels very slightly too high cutting off the high end at the 2:42.5 mark (amplitude clipping) with a track time of 
3:00. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1967, Track 613-003]; track time = 2:59. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love 
(mono) (Prof. Stoned) is sourced from Axis: Bold As Love [2002, Classic Records 612 003 LP]; track time = 2:57. 
The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [2018, Analogue Productions CAPP 19792 SA]; track time = 2:58. The copy on 
Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg is sourced from Axis: Bold As Love [2002, Classic Records 612 003 
LP]; track time = 2:58. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love: Mono is sourced from Axis: Bold As Love [2002, Classic 
Records 612 003 LP], and is very slightly clipped on the ending fade-out; track time = 3:00. The copy on The 
Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) has noticeable vinyl surface noise; track time = 2:59. The 
copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) has slightly more hiss than other copies tested; track time = 2:59. 
 
514. (2) Up From The Skies (official alternate mix of (1), no vocal panning, stereo) 
        Source: Making Of Axis: Bold As Love: Unreleased Studio Session 1967 
        Univibes number: S022 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:56 (2:56) [2:58] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 29 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George 
Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is an alternate stereo mix of (1), known as the “Backtrack” or “safe” mix. Nearly all copies 
of this track that were tested are stereo opposite variations of (1), i.e. what’s heard in the left channel in (1) is 
heard in the right channel here and vice versa. In this alternate mix (2) Jimi’s vocals remain just left-of-center 
throughout the track, whereas in (1) the vocals are generally just right-of-center (due to (1) and (2) being stereo 
opposites) but they frequently pan briefly to the left between 1:15-2:40. The panning on the guitar in this mix (2) is 
also different, particularly noticeable during the solo from 2:29-end where the guitar generally pans slowly back 
and forth between the channels, whereas in (1) the panning between the channels is much faster. 
        Special Notes: See track 511 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Axis: Bold As Love [1967, Polydor 184-110; 1967, Polydor 2459-391; 1967, Polydor 
239.000; 1967, Track 613 003; 1968, Polydor SLPM-1398; 1968, Polydor SMP-1398; 1971, Polydor MP-2193; 
1975, Polydor MP-2493; 1977, Polydor MPF-1076; 1979, Polydor MPX-4008; 1980, Polydor MPA-7005; 1989, 
Polydor 18MM-0582; 1989, Polydor 813-572-2; 1989, Polydor P33P-25023]; Backtrack Eleven: Axis: Bold As 
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Love; Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Axis: Bold As Love [1980, Polydor 2625 038]; The Jimi Hendrix 
Experience [Karussell] 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; Axis: Bold As Love [Karussell (pirate) 
picture disc]; Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg (from Axis: Bold As Love [1989, Polydor (West Germany) 
813 572-2]); Axis Bold As Love: Sessions Rare Tracks 1967; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP 
Dester); Making Of Axis: Bold As Love: Unreleased Studio Session 1967; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); 
Studio '67 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; track time = 2:58. The 
copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1970, Polydor (Mexico) 184-110] has a considerable amount of vinyl surface noise, 
and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other copies is heard in the right channel 
here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time 
= 2:59. The copy on Axis: Bold As Love [1973, Polydor 2683 031]; track time = 2:57. The copy on Axis: Bold As 
Love [1989, Polydor (West Germany) 813 572-2] has 4 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 3:01. The copy 
on Axis: Bold As Love [1989, Polydor [Japan] P20P 22002]; track time = 2:57. The copy on Axis Bold As Love: 
Deluxe Edition Bootleg is sourced from Axis: Bold As Love [1989, Polydor (West Germany) 813 572-2], has 4 
seconds of silence at the end, and was mastered with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the low end in a 
few places of the right channel from 2:39-2:45 (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:01. The copy on The Complete 
Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) has 4 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 3:01. The copy on 
Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Axis: Bold As Love [1980, Polydor (Australia) 2625 038]; track time = 2:57. 
The copy on Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Axis: Bold As Love [1980, Polydor (Germany) 2625 038]; track 
time = 2:57. The copy on Making Of Axis: Bold As Love: Unreleased Studio Session 1967; track time = 2:58. The 
copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); track time = 2:58. The copy on Studio '67; track time = 2:58. 
 
515. (3) Up From The Skies (alternate mix of (1), no vocal or guitar panning, stereo) 
        Source: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions 
        Univibes number: S1104 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:55 (2:56) [2:58] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 29 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George 
Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is an alternate stereo mix of (1). There is light echo applied to this track, whereas (1) has 
no echo. The vocals in this mix (3) remain far to the right throughout the track, whereas in (1) they are mixed just 
right-of-center and pan frequently and briefly to the left between 1:15-2:40. The guitar remains in the left channel 
throughout the track without any panning, whereas (1) has frequent panning throughout. This mix (3) quickly 
fades out instrumentally at the very end, whereas (1) begins slowly fading out at @2:47 and contains one more 
“everything” sung by Jimi not heard in this mix. This track is part of the Sotheby Tapes, tapes that were the 
property of Hendrix’s former girlfriend Kathy Etchingham, sold for auction at Sotheby’s in London on 22 December 
1981 to Hendrix collector Bob Terry. 
        Special Notes: See track 511 Special Notes. Some of the Alternate Sources listed for (3) that were not 
available for testing may be the wider stereo mix; see the following track. 
        Alternate Sources: 51st Anniversary: The Story Of Life; ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; 
Axis Bold As Love: Deluxe Edition Bootleg; Axis Bold As Love: Mono Release [Funky Monkey]; Axis: Bold As 
Love Sessions; Axis Bold As Love: Sessions Rare Tracks 1967; Axis Bold As Love: The Sotheby’s Reels [Gold 
Standard]; The Axis Love Sessions [1-CD]; The Axis Love Sessions [2-CD]; Bob’s DATs [Bell, tape]; The 
Complete Axis: Bold As Love Outtakes; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); Hell Fire Red; 
Hell Fire Red: Remastered; Jimi: A Musical Legacy; Living Reels Vol. I (2 copies); Miscellaneous 2 [Bell, tape 
T0197]; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); The Nitopi Reels [Bell, tape]; The Nitopi Reels Part 2 [Bell, tape]; 
Notes In Colours (incorrectly labeled EXP); Other Side Of Axis; The Ross Tapes; Sotheby's And BBC [Bell, tape]; 
Sothebys Auction Tapes [STG 016] (artwork titled Southebys Auction Tapes); Sothebys Auction Tapes: New 
Edit/Repaired Version; Sotheby's Defined; Sotheby's Mixes [Bell, tape]; Sotheby’s Private Reels; The Sotheby’s 
Tapes [Bell, tape T0082]; The Sotheby’s Tapes ‘67-’68; Studio '67 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on 51st Anniversary: The Story Of Life is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s 
heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa; track time 
= 2:55. Bell notes a copy of this track on The Alternate Axis: Bold As Love, but it is a fake mono mix of (3); see 
track 705. The copy on ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; track time = 2:58. The copy on Are You 
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Experienced?: Deluxe Edition Bootleg; track time = 2:58. The copy on Axis Bold As Love: The Sotheby's Reels 
[Gold Standard] was mastered slightly fast, has 5 seconds of silence at the end, and was mastered with the levels 
very slightly too high cutting off the high end at the 0:01.7 mark of the left channel (amplitude clipping); track time 
= 2:48. The copy on The Complete Axis: Bold As Love Outtakes; track time = 2:55. The copy on The Complete 
Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); track time = 2:58. The copy on Hell Fire Red is a stereo opposite 
variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and 
vice versa; track time = 2:55. There are two copies of this track on Living Reels Vol. I with copy 1 having a track 
time of 3:01, and copy 2 labeled Up From The Skies II having a track time of 2:58. The copy on Moonbeams & 
Fairytales (Rev 3.1) is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies 
is heard in the right channel here and vice versa; track time = 2:55. The copy on Notes In Colours is incorrectly 
labeled EXP, was mastered fast, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most 
other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa; track time = 2:45. The copy on Other Side 
Of Axis; track time = 2:59. The copy on The Ross Tapes has inferior sound compared to other source copies 
tested, and runs slightly slow; track time = 3:01. The copy on Sothebys Auction Tapes [STG 016] (artwork titled 
Southebys Auction Tapes); track time = 2:57. The copy on Sothebys Auction Tapes: New Edit/Repaired Version; 
track time = 2:57. The copy on Sotheby’s Private Reels; track time = 2:53. The copy on Studio '67; track time = 
2:58. 
 
516. Up From The Skies (wide stereo mix of (3)) 
        Source: In The Studio Volume 1 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:55] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 29 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George 
Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 515 Notes. This track is a wider stereo variation 
of (3), and is 2-3 seconds incomplete at the end. 
        Special Notes: See track 511 Special Notes. Some of the Alternate Sources listed for (3) that were not 
available for testing may be this wider stereo variation. 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 005: To The Highest Bidder; In The Studio Volume 1; The Sotheby Auction Tapes 
[Midnight Beat] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 005: To The Highest Bidder is very slightly clipped at the start, is 
slightly incomplete at the end, and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in 
places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:56. The copy on In The Studio Volume 1 fades in 
slightly at the start, is incomplete at the end, and was mastered with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the 
low end at the 0:40.3 mark of the right channel (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:55. The copy on The Sotheby 
Auction Tapes [Midnight Beat] fades in slightly at the start, fades out slightly early, and is a stereo opposite 
variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and 
vice versa; track time = 2:56. 
 
517. (6) Up From The Skies (official alternate mix of (1), guitar mixed low, stereo) 
        Source: Line 6 GuitarPort (online); track courtesy of Steve Jakaub; ending silence removed 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (2:56) [3:06] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 29 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George 
Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is an alternate mix of (1) by Eddie Kramer for the Line 6 Guitarport, mixing the lead guitar 
low for practicing purposes; made available via online download only to subscribers with a passcode. This track is 
nearly impossible to locate among collectors as it does not appear on the few collector-compiled discs which 
contain the other Line 6 Guitarport mixes. The track begins with a 4-count metronome beat. The guitar is mixed 
low and remains in the center throughout rather than primarily mixed to the left with some panning in sections as 
heard in (1). The drums are mixed to the left rather than centrally as heard in (1). The vocals are mixed centrally 
throughout rather than primarily mixed to the right with some panning in sections as heard in (1). There are 4 

https://line6.com/guitarport/guitarportonline.html
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seconds more music at the end than what is heard in (1). The original file contained 4 seconds of silence at the 
very end, was mastered with the levels slightly too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the 
left channel (amplitude clipping), and tests as lossy/MP3 in Trader’s Little Helper due to having been sourced 
from an internet-only download. 
        Special Notes: See track 511 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Line 6 GuitarPort (online) 
 
518. Up From The Skies (official multitrack of (1), instrumental, stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:01] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 29 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 511 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of the instruments only without vocals. Unlike (1) which slowly fades out starting @2:47, 
this track continues on 3 more seconds longer and only fades out at the very end. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
519. Up From The Skies (official multitrack of (1), guitar, stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:01] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 29 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 511 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Jimi’s isolated guitar part, though the bass and drums can still be heard faintly in the 
background. Unlike (1) which slowly fades out starting @2:47, this track continues on 3 more seconds longer and 
only fades out at the very end. See also track 706. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
520. Up From The Skies (official multitrack of (1), vocals, stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:01] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 29 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George 
Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 511 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Jim’s isolated vocals though the instruments can still be faintly heard in the 
background. The vocals have light echo applied, unlike (1) which has no echo on the vocals. At the 0:14, 1:07-
1:08, 2:27, and 2:30 marks there is the sound of what is probably Jimi rustling the lyrics page. Unlike (1) which 
has panning on the guitar from side to side in various places throughout the track, here the faintly heard guitar 
remains primarily in the center panning only slightly from right-of-center to center. Unlike (1) which has panning 
on the vocals from side to side from 1:15-2:07, here the vocals remain primarily in the center panning only slightly 
from right-of-center to center. Unlike (1) which has the vocals mixed centrally from 2:08-2:23, here the vocals are 
mixed right-of-center. Unlike (1) which slowly fades out starting @2:47, this track continues on 3 more seconds 
longer with 2 more “everything”s and only fades out at the very end. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 

https://line6.com/guitarport/guitarportonline.html
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521. Up From The Skies (official multitrack of (1), bass, mono) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:01] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 29 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 511 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Noel’s isolated bass part, though the guitar and drums can still be heard faintly in the 
background. This track is in mono. Unlike (1) which slowly fades out starting @2:47, this track continues on 2 
more seconds longer without fading and ends abruptly. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
522. Up From The Skies (official multitrack of (1), drums, mono) 
        Source: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:01] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 29 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George 
Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 511 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a special edition release for the Rock Band music video 
game. The track consists of Mitch’s drums and Noel’s bass parts, though the guitar can still be heard faintly in the 
background. This track is in mono. Unlike (1) which slowly fades out starting @2:47, this track continues on 2 
more seconds longer without fading and ends abruptly. 
        Official Release: Rock Band: Axis: Bold As Love [video game] 
 
 
====================================================================================== 

19 December 1967 Bruce Fleming's photo studio, 12 Great Newport Street,  
Leicester Square, London, England, United Kingdom 

====================================================================================== 
 
523. (4) Hear My Train A-Comin' (official false start + complete take, mono) 
        Source: Studio Sessions Volume 1 
        Official Release (false start): Experience aka See My Music Talking [VHS, DVD] 
       Univibes number: S144 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 0:40+3:02 (0:40+3:03) [3:49] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 19 December 1967 Bruce Fleming's photo studio, 12 Great Newport Street, 
Leicester Square, London, England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (12-string acoustic guitar, vocals). Cameraman: Peter Neal. 
        Notes: Technically not a studio recording, i.e. recorded in a professional music recording studio, this track 
may more accurately be described as either a live recording or perhaps a private recording; it is included here as 
an exception. Prior to the recording of this track there was a filmed fake interview conducted by Mitch Mitchell and 
Noel Redding, which can be seen in the film Experience aka See My Music Talking. Afterwards the film maker 
Peter Neal had a little bit of film left which was used to record this track. The track begins with a 39-second false 
start comprised of guitar only. At the 0:40 mark Jimi stops saying, “No, I wanna do it again. Hey, can we just do 
that one more time? Don’t waste all that film there. Stop it for a second. ‘Cause I was scared to death, so then, 
can I just do it one more time though? Can I just do it one more time.” Peter Neal responds, “Yeah,” followed by 
Jimi immediately launching into the complete take of the song. 
        Alternate Sources (false start): ATM 072-073: Healing Power; Loaded Guitar; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 
3.1); Studio Sessions Volume 1; The Wild Man Of Pop Plays, Volume 2 

https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0062949/
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0062949/
http://starting-at-zero.com/film/experience/
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        Official Release (complete take): CD single [1994, Polydor (Spain) 853-336-2 (promo)]; Blues; Experience 
aka See My Music Talking [VHS, DVD]; A Film About Jimi Hendrix [VHS, DVD]; Soundtrack Recordings From 
The Film: Jimi Hendrix 
        Alternate Sources (complete take): ATM 072-073: Healing Power; Blues: Smashing Amps [Toasted] (labeled 
Waitin’ For That Train); First Time In Canada; The Golden (Un)plugged Album; Hoochie Coochie Man; Loaded 
Guitar; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); ‘Scuse Me While I Kiss The Sky [DVD]; Smashing Amps [TMOQ; 
Slipped Disc Records] (labeled Waitin’ For That Train); Soundtrack Recordings From The Film: Jimi Hendrix 
[B657 pirate CDR]; Studio Sessions Volume 1; Thanks Ottawa For The Memories; Turn ‘Er On (labeled Train 
Station, from A Film About JH); T.V. Star ’67 (from See My Music Talking); The Wild Man Of Pop Plays, Volume 2 
(from See My Music Talking) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 072-073: Healing Power is probably sourced from Studio Sessions 
Volume 1, and was mastered with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the low end at the 2:49.4 mark 
(amplitude clipping); track time = 0:49+2:58=3:47. The copy on Blues [1994, MCA MCAD-11060] is the complete 
take only; track time = 3:04. The copy on Blues [2010, EH 88697 78726 2] is the complete take only; track time = 
3:05. The copy on The Golden (Un)plugged Album is the complete take only, and has a considerable amount of 
vinyl surface noise; track time = 3:02. The copy on Loaded Guitar is sourced from Experience aka See My Music 
Talking which includes voice-over commentary by Alexis Korner during the false start; track time = 
0:48+3:01=3:49. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) is sourced from Experience aka See My Music 
Talking which includes voice-over commentary by Alexis Korner during the false start; track time = 0:50. The copy 
on Soundtrack Recordings From The Film: Jimi Hendrix is the complete take only, and has vinyl surface noise; 
track time = 3:11. The copy on Studio Sessions Volume 1 was mastered with the levels very slightly too high 
cutting off the low end at the 2:49.8 mark (amplitude clipping); track time = 0:49+3:00=3:49. The copy on The Wild 
Man Of Pop Plays, Volume 2 is split into two tracks, and is sourced from Experience aka See My Music Talking 
which includes voice-over commentary by Alexis Korner during the false start; track time = 0:37+3:18=3:55. 
 
 
====================================================================================== 
20 December 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, United Kingdom 
====================================================================================== 
 
524. (6) Crosstown Traffic (instrumental backing track for (1), stereo) 
        Source: Freezer Burn: Bootleg! 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:30 (2:30) [2:40] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 20 December 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, piano), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is an instrumental mix of the backing track for (1) without lead guitar, kazoo, and vocals. 
The track begins with 3 seconds of tape sounds, and runs to the end with no fade-out, fumbling to a halt. This is 
followed by Jimi commenting, “No…I just can’t…”, to which Eddie Kramer responds, “Yeah, I know, you were very 
close”, with Jimi reiterating, “I just can’t…” at which point the tape ends followed by 3 seconds of silence. This 
track is part of the Freezer Tapes obtained from Arthur “Freezer” Parr who found them left behind in a warehouse 
walled-up/hidden recording studio previously used by Alan Douglas. 
        Alternate Sources: collector’s copy [stplsd > Crosstown Torrents]; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 
(2018, OP Dester); Freezer Burn: Bootleg! 
        Comparison Notes: The copy uploaded to Crosstown Torrents by collector stplsd is noted as being a “piano 
overdub, no lead or vocal” obtained “from the source” which supposedly means a copy obtained either directly or 
indirectly from Arthur “Freezer” Parr, and sounds identical to the other copies tested; track time = 2:40. The copy 
on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); track time = 2:40. The copy on Freezer Burn: 
Bootleg!; track time = 2:40. 
 
525. (7) Crosstown Traffic (early alternate mix of (1), no panning, stereo) 
        Source: Freezer Burn: Bootleg! 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:24 (2:24) [2:29] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 20 December 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 

https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0062949/
https://www.discogs.com/master/view/697120
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        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, piano, comb & paper kazoo), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch 
Mitchell (drums), and Dave Mason (backing vocals). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second 
Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is an alternate stereo mix of (1), probably an early mix of (1) without any panning, both the 
lead and backing vocals are mixed to the left, and the song comes to a dead stop at the end rather than fading 
out. The end of the track doesn’t have the fake audience applause as heard in (1). The short guitar solo faintly 
heard in the right channel of (1) from 1:35-1:43 is also missing from the mix. This track is part of the Freezer 
Tapes obtained from Arthur “Freezer” Parr who found them left behind in a warehouse walled-up/hidden recording 
studio previously used by Alan Douglas. 
        Special Notes: See track 526 Special Notes. 
        Alternate Sources: The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); Freezer Burn: Bootleg! 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); track time = 
2:29. The copy on Freezer Burn: Bootleg!; track time = 2:29. 
 
526. (1) Crosstown Traffic (official stereo mix) 
        Source: Electric Ladyland [2010, Sony Legacy 88697-62398-1-S1 (Prof. Stoned transfer)] 
        Univibes number: S037 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:24 (2:25) [2:25] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 20 December 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, piano, comb & paper kazoo), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch 
Mitchell (drums), and Dave Mason (backing vocals). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second 
Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This is the standard stereo mix. 
        Special Notes: The Rock Band multitracks for this song (see tracks 533-541) reveal that the end of the track 
contains an edit at the 2:19 mark which repeats the segment from 1:52-1:54 before cross-fading into the next 
track on the Electric Ladyland album, Voodoo Chile, with fake audience applause. Ultimate Hendrix notes only 
Noel Redding and Dave Mason on backing vocals, not Mitch Mitchell as indicated in the reference sources, which 
is also verified by Noel Redding on the Kramer isolation mix (version 1) of Crosstown Traffic (see tracks 530-531). 
Overdubs and mixing for this track were done on 21 December 1967. Velvert Turner has stated (Eyewitness 
Hendrix, page 124): “Jimi said, “Have you got a comb on you, man?” Somebody get me some cellophane.” If you 
take a comb and put cellophane across it and blow through it, it gives a kazoo sound. So the guitar track, the solo, 
is laced with the sound of a kazoo – Jimi with his paper and comb.” 
        Official Release: vinyl single [1968, Reprise 0792; Polydor (Germany, Italy) 59256; Barclay 061-038; 1969, 
Track 604029; Polydor (Japan) DP-1625; 1972, Reprise 0742; Barclay 061.361; 1983?, Reprise 0742 (stereo); 
1990, Polydor (England) PZ-71 (12”); Polydor (England) 873-855-1 (12”); Polydor (England) PZ-100 (12”); 
Polydor (France?) 879-061-1 (12”); 1990?, Polydor (England) PO-71; Polydor (England) PO-122 (12”)]; vinyl split 
single [1969, Polydor (Italy) 59256/AS-046]; vinyl EP [1969?, Polydor (Portugal) 60595; 1972, Polydor (Germany) 
2835-040; 1970s?, Polydor (Uruguay, Argentina) 10150, labeled El Trafico de la Ciudad / Trafico en la Ciudad]; 
CD EP [1990, Polydor (England) PZCD-71; Polydor (England) PZCD-100]; The Best Of Jimi Hendrix [Karussell]; 
Best Of Jimi Hendrix [Universe Gold]; Classic Singles Collection; Cornerstones 1967-1970 [CD]; Electric 
Ladyland; Electric Ladyland, Part 2 [Track 613017]; The Experience Collection: Electric Ladyland; Experience 
Hendrix: The Best Of Jimi Hendrix; Greatest Hits [2010, Experience Hendrix/Sony Music]; Hey Joe! [Selles]; 
Inside The Experience; Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Electric Ladyland [1980, Polydor 2625 038]; Kiss 
The Sky; Legacy; Rainy Day Dream Away [Hear Music]; Sessions - Electric Ladyland [Polydor]; The Singles 
Album; The Singles Collection; Smash Hits [Reprise]; Suns And Rainbow - Electric Ladyland [aka The Old 
Barclay Box]; Ultimate Experience [Polydor]; Voodoo Child Sampler; Voodoo Child: The Jimi Hendrix Collection 
        Alternate Sources: All Along The Watchtower [Experience Hendrix (fake) 10” LP]; All The Hits [Duchesse; 
Universe]; ATM 091: In Glorious Mono; ATM 234-235: Electric Ladyland Sessions Vol. 1; The Best Of Jimi 
Hendrix [Dureco]; The Best Of Jimi Hendrix [Musical]; Burnin’ Soul; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, 
OP Dester); Dave Mason Jams [Bell, tape]; Electric Ladyland [B145 pirate LP]; Electric Ladyland [Barclay picture 
disc]; Electric Ladyland [Beat]; Electric Ladyland [CDM]; Electric Ladyland And Beyond; Electric Ladyland 
Outtakes (Part 1) [Bell, tape]; Jimi Hendrix [Bell (bootleg label)]; Legacy [B616 pirate CDR]; Moonbeams & 
Fairytales (Rev 3.1); More Electric Ladyland Sessions; Naked Ladyland; The Nitopi Reels [Bell, tape]; Red House 
[The Entertainers/Sarabandas]; TV On The Radio: Tommy Vance Tribute Show 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on All The Hits [Universe] has 2 seconds of silence at the start, and fades out 
early; track time = 2:19. The copy on ATM 091: In Glorious Mono fades out early, and is a stereo opposite 
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variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa; 
track time = 2:13. The copy on ATM 234-235: Electric Ladyland Sessions Vol. 1; track time = 2:26. The copy on 
The Best Of Jimi Hendrix [Karussell 2499 043 (Germany)] is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the 
left channel of other copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result 
of the digital transfer equipment and method; track time = 2:26. The copy on Best Of Jimi Hendrix [Universe Gold] 
fades out early; track time = 2:16. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) was 
mastered with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the low end at the 0:28.0 and 0:34.5 marks of the right 
channel (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:24. The copy on Cornerstones 1967-1970 [CD] has 2 seconds of 
silence at the start, and fades out slightly early; track time = 2:27. The copy on Electric Ladyland [1968, Reprise 
RST 6307 reel] has excellent sound; track time = 2:24. The copy on Electric Ladyland [1967, Track 613008]; track 
time = 2:23. The copy on Electric Ladyland, Part 2 [Track 613017]; track time = 2:23. The copy on Electric 
Ladyland [1984, Polydor (West Germany) 823-359-2] was digitally transferred with the levels very slightly too high 
cutting off the low end at the 0:28.0 and 0:34.5 marks of the right channel (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:24. 
The copy on Electric Ladyland [1989, Polydor (Japan) P36P 22004] was mastered with the levels very slightly too 
high cutting off the low end at the 0:28.4 and 0:34.8 marks of the right channel (amplitude clipping); track time = 
2:26. The copy on Electric Ladyland [1993, PolyGram International Music 847-233-2] was mastered with the 
levels slightly too high cutting off the low end in several places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track 
time = 2:26. The copy on Electric Ladyland [1997, MCA MCA2-11600]; track time = 2:24. The copy on Electric 
Ladyland [1997, MCA MCD-11600] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in 
places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:24. The copy on Electric Ladyland [2010, Sony 
Legacy 88697-62164-2] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places 
throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:26. The copy on Electric Ladyland [2010, Sony Legacy 
88697-62398-1-S1 (Prof. Stoned transfer)]; track time = 2:25. The copy on Electric Ladyland [2010, Experience 
Hendrix (Japan) SICP 2641-2] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places 
throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:24. The copy on Electric Ladyland: 50th Anniversary 
Deluxe Edition [2018, Experience Hendrix 19075859022] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the 
high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:26. The copy on Electric 
Ladyland And Beyond was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the low end in places throughout the track 
(amplitude clipping); track time = 2:26. The copy on Experience Hendrix: The Best Of Jimi Hendrix fades out 
early, and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track 
(amplitude clipping); track time = 2:19. The copy on Greatest Hits [2010, Experience Hendrix/Sony Music]; track 
time = 2:29. The copy on Inside The Experience has voice-over commentary during the start and end; track time 
= 2:22. The copy on Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Electric Ladyland [1980, Polydor (Australia) 2625 038]; 
track time = 2:22. The copy on Jimi Hendrix (10th Anniversary Box) - Electric Ladyland [1980, Polydor (Germany) 
2625 038]; track time = 2:18. The copy on Kiss The Sky [1984, Warner Bros. 1-25119] slowly fades out early, has 
4 seconds of silence at the end, and has vinyl surface noise; track time = 2:21. The copy on Kiss The Sky [1989, 
Polydor (Japan) P20P 22017] slowly fades out early; track time = 2:18. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales 
(Rev 3.1); track time = 2:24. The copy on Naked Ladyland was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the 
high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping), and tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 2:26. 
The copy on Rainy Day Dream Away [Hear Music] fades out early, and was mastered with the levels too high 
cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:21. The copy 
on Sessions - Electric Ladyland [Polydor] was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the low end in places 
throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:24. The copy on The Singles Album [1983, Polydor (West 
Germany) 2625 047] fades out early, has 4 seconds of silence at the end, and has vinyl surface noise; track time 
= 2:20. The copy on The Singles Album [1989, Polydor (Japan) P58P 20112-13] fades out early, and has 4 
seconds of silence at the end; track time = 2:20. The copy on The Singles Collection [2003, MCA 
0602498145036] slowly fades out very slightly early; track time = 2:25. The copy on Smash Hits [1976, Reprise 
MS 2025] slowly fades out early, and has vinyl surface noise; track time = 2:19. The copy on Smash Hits [1988, 
Polydor 613004] was mastered with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the low end at the 0:32.2 mark 
(amplitude clipping); track time = 2:20. The copy on Smash Hits [2002, MCA (USA) 088-112-984-2] fades out 
early, has 6 seconds of silence at the end, and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low 
ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:19. The copy on Suns And Rainbow - 
Electric Ladyland [aka The Old Barclay Box, MJ 1st transfer] has 1 second of the previous album track at the 
beginning, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other copies is heard in the 
right channel here and vice versa though that may merely be the result of the digital transfer equipment and 
method; track time = 2:24. The copy on Ultimate Experience [Polydor] fades out early; track time = 2:21. The copy 
on Voodoo Child: The Jimi Hendrix Collection fades out early, and was mastered with the levels too high cutting 
off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:19. 
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527. (4) Crosstown Traffic (official mono reduction of (1)) 
        Source: Electric Ladyland [Polydor (Brazil), mono]; optimally amplified 
        Univibes number: S037 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:25 (2:25) [2:24] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 20 December 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, piano, comb & paper kazoo), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch 
Mitchell (drums), and Dave Mason (backing vocals). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second 
Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: Jimpress notes (3) as a mono mix and (4) as an “alternate mono mix which is a fold-down of the 
stereo version (1) rather than a proper mono mix like (3)”. However, Bell correctly notes that (3) “is actually the 
true mono reduction and identical to (4)”. In other words, what are noted by Jimpress as (3) and (4) are both the 
stereo track folded down into mono with no difference between them, and a true mono mix does not exist. 
Therefore the Jimpress number (3), the non-existent “proper mono mix”, should be deleted, thus this compilation 
does not contain a copy of “(3)”. The Official Releases and Alternate Sources fields note the number assigned by 
Jimpress to the copy on that source. Sources that use a vinyl single fade-out earlier than the stereo version (1), 
essentially eliminating the fake applause that segues into “Voodoo Chile” on the Electric Ladyland album. 
        Special Notes: See track 526 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: vinyl single [1968, Polydor 59 256; Reprise 0792; 1970, Reprise 0742] (3); vinyl single 
[1968, Polydor (Australia) NH-59153 (mono), possibly slightly edited; 1983?, Reprise GRE-0742 (mono); Reprise 
(Canada) REP-0742; Reprise (Canada) GS-45141] (4); Classic Singles Collection Vol. 2 (3); Electric Ladyland 
[Polydor (Brazil), mono] (4); Jimi Hendrix Volume 3: Greatest Hits [Barclay] (4) 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 234-235: Electric Ladyland Sessions Vol. 1 (from Jimi Hendrix Volume 3: Greatest 
Hits [Barclay]) (4); Axis: Bold As Love: Mono Edition [Track (fake), Reprieve] (4); Axis Bold As Love: The Mono 
Mix (3); The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) (4); Lost In The Mists Of Time (3); Moonbeams 
& Fairytales (Rev 3.1) (3); Moonlight Is White (3); More Electric Ladyland Sessions (3); Naked Ladyland (4); The 
Obscure Singles [aka The Jimpress Collection: Pre-Experience Singles / Mono Singles] (3) and (4); Studio ’67; 
Test Pressing Singles (2018, M. Sheridan) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 234-235: Electric Ladyland Sessions Vol. 1 (from Jimi Hendrix Volume 
3: Greatest Hits [Barclay]) is noted in reference sources as (4), and fades out early; track time = 2:22. The copy 
on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) is noted as (4), fades out early, and was mastered 
with the levels slightly too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude 
clipping); track time = 2:22. The copy on Electric Ladyland [Polydor (Brazil), mono] is noted in reference sources 
as (4); track time = 2:24. The copy on Jimi Hendrix Volume 3: Greatest Hits [Barclay] is noted in reference 
sources as (4), and fades out early; track time = 2:20. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) is noted in 
reference sources as (3), fades out early, and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low 
ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:17. The copy on Moonlight Is White is 
noted in reference sources as (3), fades out early, was mastered with the levels slightly too high cutting off the 
high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping), and tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 2:10. 
The copy on Naked Ladyland is noted in reference sources as (4), fades out early, was mastered with the levels 
slightly too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping), and tests as 
lossy/MP3; track time = 2:22. The copy on Studio ‘67; track time = 2:17. The copy on Test Pressing Singles 
(2018, M. Sheridan) is probably sourced from Classic Singles Collection Vol. 2 which is noted in reference 
sources as (3), and fades out early; track time = 2:17. 
 
528. (2) Crosstown Traffic (alternate mix of (1), lead & backing vocals in opposite channels, stereo) 
        Source: ATM 234-235: Electric Ladyland Sessions Vol. 1; channels flipped and optimally amplified 
        Univibes number: S037 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:24 (2:26) [2:25] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 20 December 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, piano, comb & paper kazoo), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch 
Mitchell (drums), and Dave Mason (backing vocals). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second 
Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
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        Notes: This track is an alternate stereo mix of (1). The panning and placement of instruments throughout the 
track is different than what is heard in (1). Jimi’s vocals are mixed far to the right, whereas in (1) they’re mixed 
right-of-center, and the backing vocals are primarily mixed far to the left, whereas in (1) they moderately pan 
between the left and center. Jimpress notes “the odd guitar fill which is higher in this mix”, however the guitar is 
slightly lower in the mix than what is heard in (1). The end of the track doesn’t have the fake audience applause 
as heard in (1). 
        Special Notes: See track 526 Special Notes. 
        Alternate Sources: The Alternate Electric Ladyland [The Swingin' Pig]; ATM 063-064: On The Road To 
Electric Ladyland; ATM 234-235: Electric Ladyland Sessions Vol. 1; Beginnings 66-68; Bob Terry Studio Tape 
#20; Complete Electric Ladyland Outtakes (2 copies); The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); 
The Echo Tape; Electric Ladyland [Beat]; Electric Ladyland And Beyond; Electric Ladyland Revisited; Electric 
Landlady; First Steps; In The Studio Volume 10 (lossy); Letters From Ladyland; Miscellaneous 1 [Bell, tape 
T0196]; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); More Electric Ladyland Sessions; Naked Ladyland; Raw Blues 
(Version 2) [Bell, tape]; Screaming Eagle (mastered slightly fast); Smash Alternates (2015, ghostryder14); Studio 
'67; Unsurpassed Studio Takes; Voodoo In Ladyland; War Heroes: The Outtakes 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 063-064: On The Road To Electric Ladyland (restored version) was 
mastered with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the low end at the 1:44.4 mark of the right channel 
(amplitude clipping); track time = 2:25. The copy on ATM 234-235: Electric Ladyland Sessions Vol. 1 is a stereo 
opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other copies is heard in the right channel here and vice 
versa; track time = 2:25. The copy on Bob Terry Studio Tape #20 has 9 seconds of silence at the end, and has 
inferior sound compared to other copies tested; track time = 2:31. There are two copies of this track on Complete 
Electric Ladyland Outtakes with copy 1 being a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of 
other copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa, and mastered with the levels slightly too high 
cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping) (track time = 2:21), and copy 
2 the standard channel arrangement; track time = 2:23. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 
(2018, OP Dester); track time = 2:25. The copy on The Echo Tape has 7 seconds of silence at the start, has 8 
seconds of silence at the end, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other 
copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa; track time = 2:39. The copy on Electric Ladyland And 
Beyond fades out early; track time = 2:19. The copy on Electric Ladyland Revisited is sub-labeled “alternate mix”, 
is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other copies is heard in the right channel here 
and vice versa, and was mastered with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the low end in a few places 
throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:26. The copy on First Steps fades out slightly early, is a 
stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other copies is heard in the right channel here and 
vice versa, was mastered slightly slow, and tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 2:28. The copy on In The Studio 
Volume 10 fades out slightly early, is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other 
copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa, and is known to be lossy/MP3 (all tracks on volumes 5-
10 of this set are known to be lossy/MP3, i.e. no lossless copies exist); track time = 2:24. The copy on 
Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 2:25. The copy on Naked Ladyland was 
mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude 
clipping), and tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 2:25. The copy on Screaming Eagle was mastered slightly fast, 
and has 2 seconds of silence at the start; track time = 2:20. The copy on Smash Alternates (2015, ghostryder14) 
is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other copies is heard in the right channel here 
and vice versa; track time = 2:22. The copy on Studio '67; track time = 2:25. The copy on Unsurpassed Studio 
Takes fades out slightly early, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other 
copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa; track time = 2:29. The copy on War Heroes: The 
Outtakes (12-track version) fades out very slightly early, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the 
left channel of other copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa, and tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 
2:23. The copy on War Heroes: The Outtakes (16-track version) fades out slightly early, and was mastered with 
the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time 
= 2:23. 
 
529. (5) Crosstown Traffic (official alternate mix of (1), lead guitar low, stereo) 
        Source: Backing Tracks 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:14 (2:14) [2:19] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 20 December 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
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        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, piano, comb & paper kazoo), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch 
Mitchell (drums), and Dave Mason (backing vocals). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second 
Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: Alternate mix of (1) by Eddie Kramer for the Line 6 Guitarport, mixing the lead guitar low for practicing 
purposes; made available via online download only. The track begins with a 4-count metronome beat, there is no 
panning throughout the track as heard in (1), and the track begins fading out slightly later than what is heard in (1) 
but is also 11 seconds incomplete at the end. In this mix one can hear what is likely a ching ring on Mitch’s hi-hat, 
sounding like a tambourine, at the 1:40 and 1:45 marks and faintly in other spots in the track. The source copy 
tests as lossy/MP3 due to having been sourced from an internet-only download. 
        Special Notes: See track 526 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Line 6 GuitarPort (online) 
        Alternate Sources: Backing Tracks (sub-labeled C Sharp Major Half Step Down); Jimi Hendrix Studio Tapes 
Without Guitar Univibe Wah [2006, eBay]; Line 6 Mixes [Bell, tape]; No Guitar 
 
530. Crosstown Traffic (official Kramer isolation mix of (1), version 1, stereo) 
        Source: At Last The Beginning: The Making Of Electric Ladyland [DVD] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [5:24] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 20 December 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, piano, comb & paper kazoo), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch 
Mitchell (drums), and Dave Mason (backing vocals). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second 
Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Bell. See track 526 Notes. This version is found on At Last The Beginning: 
The Making Of Electric Ladyland [DVD] from 40:48-46:26. Eddie Kramer isolates Jimi’s vocals, the backing 
vocals, Jimi on comb and paper kazoo, Jimi’s lead guitar, and Jimi’s rhythm guitar from the multi-track master 
tape. There is overdub commentary by Chas Chandler, Eddie Kramer, Noel Redding, Velvert Turner, and Mike 
Finnigan. At 2:11-2:15 Redding verifies that the backing vocals were done by himself and Dave Mason, not 
including Mitch Mitchell as noted in the reference sources. 
        Official Release: At Last The Beginning: The Making Of Electric Ladyland [DVD] 
 
531. Crosstown Traffic (official Kramer isolation mix of (1), alternate edit of version 1, stereo) 
        Source: Classic Albums: Electric Ladyland [DVD]; optimally amplified 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [4:14] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 20 December 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, piano, comb & paper kazoo), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch 
Mitchell (drums), and Dave Mason (backing vocals). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second 
Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Bell. See track 526 Notes. This version is found on Classic Albums: Electric 
Ladyland [DVD] from 31:20-42:02 and contains less of Chas Chandler’s commentary as heard in the full version 
(previous track). Eddie Kramer isolates Jimi’s vocals, the backing vocals, Jimi on comb and paper kazoo, Jimi’s 
lead guitar, and Jimi’s rhythm guitar from the multi-track master tape. There is overdub commentary by Chas 
Chandler, Noel Redding, Eddie Kramer, Velvert Turner, and Mike Finnigan. At 1:26-1:30 Redding verifies that the 
backing vocals were done by himself and Dave Mason, not including Mitch Mitchell as noted in the reference 
sources. This track tests as lossy/MP3 due to its extraction from a video file. 
        Official Release: Classic Albums: Electric Ladyland [DVD, VHS] 
 
532. Crosstown Traffic (official Kramer isolation mix of (1), version 2, stereo) 
        Source: An Inside Look: Electric Ladyland [DVD] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [1:59] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 20 December 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, piano, comb & paper kazoo), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch 
Mitchell (drums), and Dave Mason (backing vocals). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second 
Engineer: George Chkiantz. 

https://www.sweetwater.com/store/detail/CRING--meinl-percussion-ching-ring-6-inch
https://line6.com/guitarport/guitarportonline.html
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        Notes: This track is not listed in Bell. See track 526 Notes. This version is found on An Inside Look: Electric 
Ladyland [DVD] is found from the 0:00 - 2:14 mark. Eddie Kramer isolates Jimi’s vocals and the backing vocals 
from the multi-track master tape. There is overdub commentary by Chas Chandler, Eddie Kramer, Noel Redding, 
and Mike Finnigan, all of which is not heard in either of the version 1 tracks (see previous two tracks). This track 
tests as lossy/MP3 due to its extraction from a video file. 
        Official Release: An Inside Look: Electric Ladyland [DVD] 
 
533. Crosstown Traffic (official multitrack of (1), instrumental version 1, very narrow stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band 3 [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:22] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 20 December 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, piano, comb & paper kazoo), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 526 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a release for the Rock Band music video game. The track 
consists of the instruments only, including Jimi’s comb and paper kazoo. It is in very narrow stereo, nearly mono, 
and contains slightly more echo than what is heard in (1). The track comes to a complete end on a roll of piano 
notes, which reveals that the official version (1) contains an edit at the 2:19 mark, just before Jimi’s verbalization 
as heard here, which repeats the segment from 1:52-1:54 before cross-fading into Voodoo Chile with fake 
audience applause. These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as 
lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band 3 [video game] 
        Alternate Sources: Instrumentals Volume 1 (2017, Funkydrummer) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Instrumentals Volume 1 (2017, Funkydrummer); track time = 2:22. The 
copy on Rock Band 3 [video game]; track time = 2:22. 
 
534. Crosstown Traffic (official multitrack of (1), instrumental version 2, very narrow stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band 3 [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:23] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 20 December 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, piano, comb & paper kazoo), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 526 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a release for the Rock Band music video game. The track 
consists of the instruments only, including Jimi’s comb and paper kazoo. In this version 2 the piano is lower in the 
mix than what is heard in version 1 (see the previous track). The track is in very narrow stereo, nearly mono. The 
track comes to a complete end, which reveals that the official version (1) contains an edit at the 2:19 mark, just 
before Jimi’s verbalization as heard here, which repeats the segment from 1:52-1:54 before cross-fading into 
Voodoo Chile with fake audience applause. These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though 
sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among 
collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band 3 [video game] 
 
535. Crosstown Traffic (official multitrack of (1), guitars only, stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band 3 [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:33] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 20 December 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, comb & paper kazoo), Noel Redding (bass). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 526 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a release for the Rock Band music video game. The track 
consists of Jimi’s isolated guitar parts accompanied by his comb and paper kazoo, though the bass can still be 
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heard faintly in the background. The song ends with Jimi’s vocalization and some guitar notes, followed by 12 
seconds of silence. These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as 
lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band 3 [video game] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
536. Crosstown Traffic (official multitrack of (1), guitar, stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band 3 [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:37] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 20 December 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, comb & paper kazoo), Noel Redding (bass). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 526 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a release for the Rock Band music video game. The track 
consists of Jimi’s isolated guitar parts accompanied by his comb and paper kazoo, though the bass can still be 
heard faintly in the background. This track sounds similar to the previous track though the second guitar is lower 
in the mix here. The track begins with 3 seconds of silence and ends with Jimi’s vocalization and some guitar 
notes, followed by 12 seconds of silence. These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though 
sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among 
collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band 3 [video game] 
 
537. Crosstown Traffic (official multitrack of (1), guitar 2, mono) 
        Source: Rock Band 3 [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:37] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 20 December 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 526 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a release for the Rock Band music video game. The track 
consists of Jimi’s isolated second guitar part, though the lead guitar part can still be faintly heard in the 
background along with the drums and bass in places throughout the track. The track begins with 3 seconds of 
silence and ends with 13 seconds of silence. This track is in mono. These Rock Band multitracks often test as 
lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files which 
circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band 3 [video game] 
 
 538. Crosstown Traffic (official multitrack of (1), vocals, mono) 
        Source: Rock Band 3 [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:37] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 20 December 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, piano, comb & paper kazoo), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch 
Mitchell (drums), and Dave Mason (backing vocals). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second 
Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 526 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a release for the Rock Band music video game. The track 
consists of the isolated lead and backing vocals, along with the comb & paper kazoo in select spots from 1:46 
onwards, though the instruments can still be faintly heard in the background. The track begins with 3 seconds of 
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silence and ends with 13 seconds of silence. This track is in mono. These Rock Band multitracks often test as 
lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from their original .mogg files which 
circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band 3 [video game] 
 
 539. Crosstown Traffic (official multitrack of (1), bass, mono) 
        Source: Rock Band 3 [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:37] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 20 December 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 526 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a release for the Rock Band music video game. The track 
consists of Noel’s isolated bass part, though the guitar and drums can still be heard faintly in the background. The 
track begins with 7 seconds of silence and ends with 13 seconds of silence. This track is in mono, and sounds 
slightly muffled. These Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all 
have been extracted from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band 3 [video game] 
 
 540. Crosstown Traffic (official multitrack of (1), drums, mono) 
        Source: Rock Band 3 [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:37] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 20 December 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, piano), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 526 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a release for the Rock Band music video game. The track 
consists of Mitch’s isolated drums, though the guitars, bass, and piano can still be heard in the background. The 
track begins with 3 seconds of silence and ends with 13 seconds of silence. This track is in mono. These Rock 
Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted from 
their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band 3 [video game] 
 
 541. Crosstown Traffic (official multitrack of (1), keyboards, narrow stereo) 
        Source: Rock Band 3 [video game] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:37] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 20 December 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (piano), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 526 Notes. This track was extracted from the 
.mogg file (multiple .ogg files) for this song found on a release for the Rock Band music video game. The track 
consists of Jimi’s isolated piano part accompanied by Mitch’s drums. The track begins with 3 seconds of silence 
and ends with 13 seconds of silence. This track is in narrow stereo with higher levels in the left channel. These 
Rock Band multitracks often test as lossy/MP3, though sometimes they test as lossless; all have been extracted 
from their original .mogg files which circulate among collectors. 
        Official Release: Rock Band 3 [video game] 
 
542. (1) Dream (acetate mix, mono) 
        Source: ATM 234-235: Electric Ladyland Sessions Vol. 1 
        Univibes number: S266 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:10 (2:05) [2:13] 
        Composer: David Noel Redding 
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        Recording date/location: 20 December 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (bass), Noel Redding (guitar, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals). Producer: 
Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is taken from an Emidisc acetate, thus the heavy surface noise on all source copies. Noel 
Redding takes the lead on this track with Jimi playing bass. The track begins with what sounds like the end of 
Noel’s count-in to the song, “four!” 
        Special Notes: This song and the song Dance (see tracks 546-550) were cut for the band as an acetate 
single in early 1968. Jimpress Part III notes overdubs were done on 29 December 1967. Jimpress Part I notes 
additional recordings for this track were added 30 December 1967. Ultimate Hendrix notes Hendrix (bass), 
Redding (lead guitar, vocals), but no specifics about Mitchell. The liner notes for Noel Redding – The Experience 
Sessions notes Mitchell on drums and backing vocals. Bell notes Hendrix also on harmony vocals for this version 
[S266], but not on the official version [S1595]. The track begins with the end of Mitch’s count-in, “4”; the complete 
count-in can be heard in (3) (see track 544). The track fades out 5 seconds before the complete abrupt ending as 
heard in (3). Some of the Alternate Sources listed for (1) that were not available for testing may be the simulated 
(fake) stereo mix; see the following track. 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 234-235: Electric Ladyland Sessions Vol. 1; Axis Bold A Love: The Alternate 
Versions; Axis Bold As Love: Mono Release [Funky Monkey]; The Axis Love Sessions [1-CD]; Axis Outtakes; 
Axis Outtakes Volume 1; The Baker/Terry Tapes Part 1 [Bell, tape]; Beginnings 66-68; Bob's DATs [Bell, tape]; 
Can You Please Crawl Out Your Window [Major Tom]; Get The Experience!; Jimi: A Musical Legacy; More 
Electric Ladyland Sessions; Naked Ladyland; Symphony Of Experience 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 234-235: Electric Ladyland Sessions Vol. 1; track time = 2:13. The 
copy on Axis Outtakes is missing the opening count-in excerpt, fades out early, and tests as lossy/MP3; track time 
= 2:04. The copy on Get The Experience! is missing the opening count-in excerpt, and fades out early; track time 
= 2:08. The copy on Naked Ladyland tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 2:13. The copy on Symphony Of 
Experience is missing the opening count-in excerpt, and runs slightly fast; track time = 2:07. 
 
543. Dream (simulated (fake) stereo mix of (1)) 
        Source: Kiss The Sunshine; optimally amplified, ending silence removed 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:06] 
        Composer: David Noel Redding 
        Recording date/location: 20 December 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (bass), Noel Redding (guitar, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals). Producer: 
Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 542 Notes. Jimpress notes (1) as being in mono, 
though this version seems to be in stereo, or more likely the mono mix (1) has been manipulated to make a 
simulated (fake) stereo version. Acetate surface noise can be heard throughout the track. The music is 
predominantly heard in the left channel. The speed of this variation is slightly faster than the mono mix, thus the 
time difference. The source copy tests as lossy/MP3 in Trader’s Little Helper but tests as lossless in Exact Audio 
Copy (EAC). 
        Special Notes: See track 542 Special Notes. Some of the Alternate Sources listed for (1) that were not 
available for testing may be this simulated (fake) stereo mix. 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 063-064: On The Road To Electric Ladyland; The Complete Electric Ladyland 
Outtakes; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); The Completer; First Steps; In The Studio 
Volume 1; Kiss The Sunshine; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Notes In Colours; The Sotheby Auction Tapes 
[Midnight Beat]; Studio '67 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 063-064: On The Road To Electric Ladyland has the opening count-in 
excerpt clipped at the start; track time = 2:06. The copy on The Complete Electric Ladyland Outtakes has the 
opening count-in excerpt clipped at the start; track time = 2:06. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 
1967 (2018, OP Dester) is missing the opening count-in excerpt, fades out early, and is a stereo opposite 
variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa; 
track time = 2:08. The copy on The Completer contains digital errors throughout the track, has 5 seconds of 
silence at the end, and tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 2:13. The copy on First Steps fades out early, is a stereo 
opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other copies is heard in the right channel here and vice 
versa, and tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 2:08. The copy on In The Studio Volume 1 is missing the opening 
count-in excerpt, is slightly clipped at the start of the music, fades out early, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. 
what’s heard in the left channel of other copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa; track time = 
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2:05. The copy on Kiss The Sunshine may have been mastered slightly fast, and has 3 seconds of silence at the 
end; track time = 2:08. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) has the opening count-in excerpt clipped 
at the start; track time = 2:06. The copy on Notes In Colours fades out slightly early; track time = 2:10. The copy 
on The Sotheby Auction Tapes [Midnight Beat] is missing the opening count-in excerpt, is slightly clipped at the 
start of the music, and fades out early; track time = 2:05. The copy on Studio '67 has the opening count-in excerpt 
clipped at the start; track time = 2:06. 
 
544. (3) Dream (complete alternate mix of (1), stereo) 
        Source: Freezer Burn: Bootleg! 
        Univibes number: S1595 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:15 (2:19) [2:23] 
        Composer: David Noel Redding 
        Recording date/location: 20 December 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, bass), Noel Redding (guitar, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is a stereo mix of (1) with lead guitar overdubs by Jimi. The track begins with a tape smear 
followed by some brief, faint vocalizations by Jimi and Noel, followed by Mitch’s count-in, “1, 2, 3, 4”. The track 
runs 5 seconds longer than (1) to the complete abrupt ending where it sounds like Jimi may be saying, “Oh, I 
fucked up” as the tape cuts out. There are 3 seconds of silence at the very end of the track. 
        Special Notes: See track 542 Special Notes. 
        Alternate Sources: The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); Freezer Burn: Bootleg!; Under 
The Gypsy Sun 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); track time = 
2:23. The copy on Freezer Burn: Bootleg!; track time = 2:23. The copy on Under The Gypsy Sun; track time = 
2:21. 
 
545. (2) Dream (official stereo version of (3)) 
        Source: Noel Redding – The Experience Sessions [CD]; optimally amplified 
        Univibes number: S1595 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:15 (2:19) [2:19] 
        Composer: David Noel Redding 
        Recording date/location: 20 December 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, bass), Noel Redding (guitar, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is a stereo mix of (1) with lead guitar overdubs by Jimi. This is the same mix as (3), but it 
begins a fraction of a second later than what is heard in (3), and the abrupt ending is faded out rather than 
remaining at the same levels as the rest of the track as heard in (3). One can still hear at the very end what may 
be Jimi saying, “Oh, I fucked up”. At the 0:55 mark there is what sounds like a tambourine but is probably a ching 
ring on Mitch’s hi-hat. 
        Special Notes: See track 542 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Noel Redding – The Experience Sessions 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 234-235: Electric Ladyland Sessions Vol. 1; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 
(2018, OP Dester); Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); More Electric Ladyland Sessions; Naked Ladyland; Studio 
'67 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 234-235: Electric Ladyland Sessions Vol. 1; track time = 2:19. The 
copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); track time = 2:19. The copy on Moonbeams & 
Fairytales (Rev 3.1); track time = 2:19. The copy on Naked Ladyland tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 2:19. The 
copy on Noel Redding – The Experience Sessions [CD]; track time = 2:19. The copy on Studio ’67; track time = 
2:19. 
 
546. (5) Dance (complete instrumental mix, stereo) 
        Source: Freezer Burn: Bootleg! 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:14 (2:22) [2:22] 
        Composers: David Noel Redding & John Graham (Mitch) Mitchell 
        Recording date/location: 20 December 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
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        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: Bell notes this track as an alternate instrumental mix of (1); Jimpress notes it as an alternate 
instrumental stereo mix of (4) [Touch You] – both descriptions are essentially correct. The track begins with a 
clipped comment, what sounds like Eddie Kramer noting from the control booth that this is take 7 (“…even”), 
followed by Jimi faintly counting in the song, “1-2-3”. The lead guitar is mixed far to the left and the second guitar 
is mixed to the right, whereas in the official version (4) [Touch You] the lead guitar is mixed centrally and the 
second guitar is mixed to the left. As the song flounders to an ending one can hear what sounds like Chas 
Chandler asking from the control booth, “You wanna hear it?” This is followed by a couple of noodling bass notes 
as the tape cuts out. 
        Special Notes: This song and the song Dream (see tracks 542-545) were cut for the band as an acetate 
single in early 1968. Ultimate Hendrix notes that Hendrix lifted Redding’s lead guitar line from this song and later 
developed the riff, first evolving into the song Lullaby For The Summer, which further evolved into the song Ezy 
Rider (aka Highway Of Desire). The Jimpress numbers (2) and (3) for this song were deleted with the entries 
reassigned to Lullaby For The Summer. 
        Alternate Sources: The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); Freezer Burn: Bootleg! 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); track time = 
2:22. The copy on Freezer Burn: Bootleg!; track time = 2:22. 
 
547. Touch You [(4) Dance] (official alternate instrumental mix, stereo) 
        Source: vinyl single [2011, Sony Legacy 88697-85851-7] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:13 (2:12) [2:16] 
        Composers: David Noel Redding & John Graham (Mitch) Mitchell 
        Recording date/location: 20 December 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is an alternate mix of (5) [Dance] in that it has been treated with reverb, the lead guitar is 
mixed centrally and the second guitar is mixed to the left, whereas in (5) there is no reverb, the lead guitar is 
mixed far to the left and the second guitar is mixed to the right. This track is also a longer instrumental version of 
(1) [Dance]. As the song flounders to an ending, it fades out with what sounds like Chas Chandler asking from the 
control booth, “You wanna hear it?” 
        Special Notes: See track 546 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: vinyl single [2011, Sony Legacy 88697-85851-7; Music On Vinyl MOV7005]; CD single 
[2011, Sony Legacy 88697-86150-2] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on the CD single [2011, Sony Legacy 88697-86150-2] was mastered with the 
levels slightly too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track 
time = 2:16. The copy on vinyl single [2011, Sony Legacy 88697-85851-7]; track time = 2:16. 
 
548. (6) Dance (complete vocal mix, stereo) 
        Source: Freezer Burn: Bootleg! 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:14 (2:13) [2:21] 
        Composers: David Noel Redding & John Graham (Mitch) Mitchell 
        Recording date/location: 20 December 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: Bell notes this track as a longer vocal mix of (1). Jimpress notes it as an alternate mix of (4) with 
vocals added, being the same vocal take as (1) but dry with no reverb, and more complete with Mitch singing the 
chorus “I…just want to dance with you” twice from 0:28-0:41 and again from 1:13-1:25, which is missing from (1). 
Both Bell and Jimpress’ descriptions are essentially correct. Like (5), the track begins with a clipped comment, 
what sounds like Eddie Kramer noting from the control booth that this is take 7 (“…even”). However, instead of 
this being followed by Jimi faintly counting in the song as heard in (5), which is missing here, there is some 
additional control booth commentary by someone (George Chkiantz?) that is completely indecipherable. The lead 
guitar is mixed to the left (unlike (5) where it is mixed far to the left), and the second guitar is mixed to the right. At 
the 1:59 mark Mitch utters some indecipherable comment that sounds possibly like “sock it to me one more”. Also 
like (5), as the song flounders to an ending one can hear what sounds like Chas Chandler asking from the control 
booth, “You wanna hear it?” This is followed by a couple of noodling bass notes as the tape cuts out. 
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        Special Notes: See track 546 Special Notes. 
        Alternate Sources: The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); Freezer Burn: Bootleg! 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); track time = 
2:21. The copy on Freezer Burn: Bootleg!; track time = 2:21. 
 
549. (1) Dance (incomplete alternate vocal mix, mono) 
        Source: ATM 234-235: Electric Ladyland Sessions Vol. 1 
        Univibes number: S267 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 1:57 (1:57) [1:58] 
        Composers: David Noel Redding & John Graham (Mitch) Mitchell 
        Recording date/location: 20 December 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is taken from an Emidisc acetate, thus the heavy surface noise on all source copies. This 
mono mix has added reverb, and is missing the chorus that is heard in (6) from 0:28-0:41 and 1:13-1:25. The 
track quickly fades out on Mitch’s indecipherable ending comment that sounds possibly like “sock it to me one 
more”, which can be heard more completely in (6) at the 1:59 mark. 
        Special Notes: See track 546 Special Notes. Some of the Alternate Sources listed for (1) that were not 
available for testing may be the stereo mix; see the following track. 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 234-235: Electric Ladyland Sessions Vol. 1; Axis Bold A Love: The Alternate 
Versions; Axis Bold As Love: Mono Release [Funky Monkey]; The Axis Love Sessions [1-CD]; Axis Outtakes; 
Axis Outtakes Volume 1; The Baker/Terry Tapes Part 1 [Bell, tape]; Beginnings 66-68; Bob's DATs [Bell, tape]; 
Can You Please Crawl Out Your Window [Major Tom]; The Completer; Get The Experience!; Hoochie Coochie 
Man; Jimi: A Musical Legacy; More Electric Ladyland Sessions; Naked Ladyland; Notes In Colours; Sessions 8 
[Major Tom]; Symphony Of Experience 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 234-235: Electric Ladyland Sessions Vol. 1; track time = 1:58. The 
copy on Axis Outtakes fades out early, has 4 seconds of silence at the end, and was mastered with the levels too 
high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping), and tests as lossy/MP3; 
track time = 1:55. The copy on The Completer is clipped at the start, is incomplete at the end, has 6 seconds of 
silence at the end, has digital errors throughout the track, and tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 1:56. The copy on 
Get The Experience!; track time = 1:59. The copy on Naked Ladyland was mastered with the levels slightly too 
high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping), and tests as lossy/MP3; 
track time = 1:58. The copy on Notes In Colours fades in at the start; track time = 2:01. The copy on Sessions 8 
[Major Tom] has 4 seconds of silence at the end, and tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 1:52. The copy on 
Symphony Of Experience runs slightly fast; track time = 1:54. 
 
550. Dance (simulated (fake) stereo mix of (1)) 
        Source: ATM 063-064: On The Road To Electric Ladyland; optimally amplified 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [1:52] 
        Composers: David Noel Redding & John Graham (Mitch) Mitchell 
        Recording date/location: 20 December 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 549 Notes. This mix seems to be in simulated 
(fake) stereo with the music predominantly heard in the left channel. One can hear the needle lifting from the 
grooves of the acetate at the very end of the track. 
        Special Notes: See track 546 Special Notes. Some of the Alternate Sources listed for (1) that were not 
available for testing may be this stereo mix. 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 063-064: On The Road To Electric Ladyland; The Complete Electric Ladyland 
Outtakes; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); First Steps; In The Studio Volume 1; Kiss 
The Sunshine; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); The Sotheby Auction Tapes [Midnight Beat]; Studio '67; Studio 
Sessions Volume 1 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 063-064: On The Road To Electric Ladyland (restored version); track 
time = 1:52. The copy on The Complete Electric Ladyland Outtakes has more hiss than other copies tested; track 
time = 1:57. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 fades out slightly early, and is a stereo opposite 
variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa; 
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track time = 1:57. The copy on First Steps is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of 
other copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa, and tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 1:57. The 
copy on In The Studio Volume 1 fades out slightly early, and is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the 
left channel of other copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa; track time = 1:56. The copy on Kiss 
The Sunshine has 3 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 1:54. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 
3.1); track time = 1:52. The copy on The Sotheby Auction Tapes [Midnight Beat] fades out slightly early; track time 
= 1:57. The copy on Studio '67 fades in slightly at the start, has 3 seconds of silence at the end, and is a stereo 
opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other copies is heard in the right channel here and vice 
versa; track time = 2:01. The copy on Studio Sessions Volume 1 has 3 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 
1:54. 
 
 
====================================================================================== 
28 December 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, United Kingdom 
====================================================================================== 
 
551. (2) Little One (incomplete early mix, very narrow stereo) 
        Source: ATM 234-235: Electric Ladyland Sessions Vol. 1 
        Univibes number: S880 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:36 (3:27) [3:38] 
        Composers: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 28 December 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums), and Dave Mason (sitar). Producer: Jimi 
Hendrix. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is sometimes noted as “instrumental take 2”, but it uses the same backing track as (4) and 
(1) with a different bass take and slide guitar replacing the lead guitar heard in (4) and (1). This mix doesn’t 
contain the percussion heard in (4) and (1), the sitar is further up in the mix, and the shouts by Dave Mason faintly 
heard in (4) and (1) are not present here. This version contains the complete beginning of the track, 2 seconds 
more music than what is heard in (4) or (1) which fade in at the start. The track fades out just prior to Jimi’s final 
solo as heard in (4) beginning at the 3:41 mark. These various qualities would seem to indicate that this track is 
actually an earlier mix than what is heard in (4) and (1). Bell notes this track as being in mono; Jimpress doesn’t 
indicate whether this track is in mono or stereo. Comparing different copies from various sources proved to be 
problematic in that a few copies were mono, while most were very narrow stereo (nearly mono) with some having 
slightly more stereo separation than others, and a few that were a wider stereo mix (see the following track). The 
differences between those that seemed to be a mono mix and those that seemed to be a very narrow stereo 
(nearly mono) mix were often subtle, so I decided to group these together here and call them all “very narrow 
stereo”. All of these were viewed in Audacity where most showed some slight differences between the channels; 
true mono mixes would have identical channels. 
        Special Notes: According to Ultimate Hendrix, this song’s working title was Try Out. The basic track was 
achieved with just Hendrix on rhythm guitar and Dave Mason on sitar. Hendrix then overdubbed drums with the 
aid of a Rhythm Ace (metronome device), recording 12 different drum takes. Overdubs were done the following 
day (29 December 1967) with Dave Mason and Mitch Mitchell. Mitchell recorded drum parts, and Hendrix 
recorded the bass part with the bass track achieved on his second take. Hendrix then recorded a slide guitar 
track, and Mitchell recorded additional percussion. Recording continued with Hendrix creating a second rhythm 
guitar part, and Dave Mason creating background shouts. The reference sources do not indicate whether or not 
Jimi’s original drum part with the Rhythm Ace was retained for the finished recording, but variations of the song do 
not seem to have a drum part other than Mitchell’s. 
        Alternate Sources: Aloha!; ATM 005: To The Highest Bidder; ATM 234-235: Electric Ladyland Sessions Vol. 
1; Axis Bold As Love: Mono Release [Funky Monkey]; The Axis Love Sessions [1-CD]; The Axis Love Sessions 
[2-CD]; Axis Outtakes Volume 1; The Baker/Terry Tapes Part 1 [Bell, tape]; Bob's DATs [Bell, tape]; The 
Complete Axis: Bold As Love Outtakes; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); Dave Mason 
Jams [Bell, tape]; Electric Gypsy [B704]; Every Way To Paradise (labeled Little One (Take 2)); In The Studio 
Volume 1; Incident At Rainbow Bridge/Isle Of Wight Festival [Triangle] (labeled Jam With Brian Jones); The Lost 
Experience; Making Of Axis: Bold As Love: Unreleased Studio Session 1967; More Electric Ladyland Sessions; 
Naked Ladyland; Notes In Colours; Other Side Of Axis; Outtake Masters: Lonely Avenue; The Ross Tapes 
(incomplete end); Sessions Vol. 2; The Sotheby Auction Tapes [Midnight Beat] (sub-labeled Take 2); Sotheby 
Plus Masters; Sothebys Auction Tapes [STG 016] (artwork titled Southebys Auction Tapes); Sothebys Auction 
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Tapes: New Edit/Repaired Version; Sotheby’s Defined; Sotheby's Mixes [Bell, tape]; Sotheby's Plus [Bell, tape]; 
Sotheby’s Private Reels (2 copies, labeled Instrumental #2 with Brian Jones and Instrumental #4 with Brian 
Jones); The Sotheby’s Tapes [Bell, tape T0082]; The Sotheby’s Tapes ‘67-’68; Sotheby's Tapes And Studio 
Outtakes [Bell, tape]; Southeby Reel With Soft Machine; Voice Of Experience; Voodoo Blues; The Rolling Stones 
- Brian Jones: He Is Not Dead; The Rolling Stones – Lost And Found Vol. 9 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on  ATM 005: To The Highest Bidder has the music primarily heard left of 
center, is clipped at the start, and tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 3:28. The copy on ATM 234-235: Electric 
Ladyland Sessions Vol. 1 was mastered with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the high end at the 1:34.6 
mark of the left channel (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:38. The copy on The Complete Axis: Bold As Love 
Outtakes has the music primarily heard right of center, has 5 seconds of silence at the start, has inferior sound 
compared to other copies tested (likely sourced from Southeby Reel With Soft Machine), and was mastered 
slower than other copies; track time = 3:49. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP 
Dester) is incomplete at the start due to a fade-in, and fades out early; track time = 3:36. The copy on Every Way 
To Paradise is labeled Little One (Take 2), is combined with and preceded by (1), and fades out slightly early; 
track time = 3:31+3:36=7:07. The copy on In The Studio Volume 1 is incomplete at the start due to a fade-in, and 
fades out early; track time = 3:33. The copy on Making Of Axis: Bold As Love: Unreleased Studio Session 1967 
has very good sound, but is incomplete at the start due to a fade-in, and fades out early; track time = 3:33. The 
copy on Naked Ladyland was mastered with the levels slightly too high cutting off the high and low ends in places 
throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:38. The copy on Notes In Colours fades in slightly at the 
start, and fades out early; track time = 3:26. The copy on Other Side Of Axis fades out early; track time = 3:33. 
The copy on The Ross Tapes is incomplete missing @1:30 at the end; track time = 2:05. The copy on The 
Sotheby Auction Tapes [Midnight Beat] is incomplete at the start due to a fade-in, and fades out early; track time 
= 3:34. The copy on Sotheby Plus Masters is incomplete at the end; track time = 3:33. The copy on Sothebys 
Auction Tapes [STG 016] (artwork titled Southebys Auction Tapes) has considerably less hiss than the copy on 
ATM 234-235 but it is slightly clipped on the ending fade-out; track time = 3:31. The copy on Sothebys Auction 
Tapes: New Edit/Repaired Version has considerably less hiss than the copy on ATM 234-235 but it is slightly 
clipped on the ending fade-out; track time = 3:33. There are two copies on Sotheby’s Private Reels with copy 1 
labeled Instrumental #2 with Brian Jones fading in slightly late and fading out early (track time = 3:30), and copy 2 
labeled Instrumental #4 with Brian Jones fading in slightly late and mastered slightly fast (track time = 3:21). The 
copy on Southeby Reel With Soft Machine has the music primarily heard right of center, has 5 seconds of silence 
at the start, has inferior sound compared to other copies tested, and was mastered slower than other copies; track 
time = 3:49. The copy on Voice Of Experience is combined with and preceded by (1), is incomplete at the start 
(the 3:24 mark), and fades out very early; track time = 3:24+2:49=6:13. The copy on Voodoo Blues [The Snippin’ 
Engineer] has the music primarily heard left of center, is incomplete at the start due to a fade-in, fades out early, 
and was mastered with the levels slightly too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track 
(amplitude clipping); track time = 3:29. 
 
552. Little One (wide stereo mix of (2)) 
        Source: Symphony Of Experience; track courtesy of Hervé Champion 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:28] 
        Composers: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 28 December 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums), and Dave Mason (sitar). Producer: Jimi 
Hendrix. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 551 Notes. This variation of (2) is a wider stereo 
mix, i.e. wider than the very narrow stereo (nearly mono) mix that is heard in (2). 
        Special Notes: See track 551 Special Notes. 
        Alternate Sources: Axis Outtakes; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); (Slight Return) [Jon’s Attic]; Studio 
'67; Symphony Of Experience 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Axis Outtakes has higher levels in the right channel, has 3 seconds of 
silence at the end, was mastered with the levels slightly too high cutting off the high and low ends in places 
throughout the track (amplitude clipping), and tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 3:29. The copy on Moonbeams & 
Fairytales (Rev 3.1) has higher levels in the right channel; track time = 3:28. The copy on (Slight Return) [Jon’s 
Attic, version 1] is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other copies is heard in the 
right channel here and vice versa with considerably higher levels in the left channel (though the channels have 
equivalent levels when viewed in Audacity), has the music primarily heard in the left channel and only faintly in the 
right channel, and has 4 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 3:42. The copy on Studio '67 has higher 
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levels in the right channel; track time = 3:28. The copy on Symphony Of Experience has higher levels in the right 
channel and is quite likely the initial source for most copies; track time = 3:28. 
 
553. (4) Little One (official complete later mix, stereo) 
        Source: West Coast Seattle Boy: The Jimi Hendrix Anthology 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 4:06 (4:12) [4:11] 
        Composers: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 28 December 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums, shakers, temple block, cowbell), and Dave 
Mason (sitar, shouting). Producer: Jimi Hendrix. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is the complete stereo mix of (1) which runs half a minute longer to the end of the track 
rather than fading out. The song flounders to an end as Jimi says, “Aw man, my earphones came off”. This is 
followed by what sounds like Eddie Kramer saying, “That’s alright. Come have a listen.” 
        Special Notes: See track 551 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: West Coast Seattle Boy: The Jimi Hendrix Anthology 
        Alternate Sources: The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); track time = 
4:11. The copy on West Coast Seattle Boy: The Jimi Hendrix Anthology; track time = 4:11. 
 
554. (1) Little One (incomplete later mix, very narrow stereo) 
        Source: ATM 234-235: Electric Ladyland Sessions Vol. 1 
        Univibes number: S879 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:34 (3:24) [3:35] 
        Composers: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 28 December 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums, shakers, temple block, cowbell), and Dave 
Mason (sitar, shouting). Producer: Jimi Hendrix. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is an incomplete version of (4), fading out @31 seconds before the complete end of the 
song just prior to Jimi’s final solo as heard in (4) beginning at the 3:41 mark. Bell notes this track as being in 
mono; Jimpress doesn’t indicate whether this track is in mono or stereo. Like copies of (2), comparing different 
copies from various sources proved to be problematic in that, while viewing the tracks in Audacity as well as 
listening with earphones on, a few copies were mono, while most were very narrow stereo (nearly mono) with 
some having slightly more stereo separation than others, and still a few more were a wider stereo mix (see the 
following track). The differences between those that seemed to be a mono mix and those that seemed to be a 
very narrow stereo (nearly mono) mix were often subtle, so I decided to group these two together here and call 
them all “very narrow stereo”. All of these were viewed in Audacity where most showed some slight differences 
between the channels; true mono mixes would have identical channels. 
        Special Notes: See track 551 Special Notes. 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 063-064: On The Road To Electric Ladyland; ATM 234-235: Electric Ladyland 
Sessions Vol. 1; Axis Bold As Love: Mono Release [Funky Monkey]; Axis: Bold As Love Sessions; The Axis Love 
Sessions [1-CD]; The Axis Love Sessions [2-CD]; Axis Outtakes Volume 1; The Baker/Terry Tapes Part 1 [Bell, 
tape]; Beginnings 66-68; Bob's DATs [Bell, tape]; Brilliant Outtakes, Demos & Specials; The Complete Axis: Bold 
As Love Outtakes; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); Dave Mason Jams [Bell, tape]; 
Electric Gypsy [B704]; Every Way To Paradise (labeled Little One (Take 1)); First Steps; In The Studio Volume 1; 
Incident At Rainbow Bridge/Isle Of Wight Festival [Triangle] (labeled Jam With Brian Jones); Jimi: A Musical 
Legacy; Kiss The Sunshine; Living Reels Vol. I; The Lost Experience; Making Of Axis: Bold As Love: Unreleased 
Studio Session 1967; More Electric Ladyland Sessions; Naked Ladyland; Notes In Colours; Other Side Of Axis; 
Outtake Masters: Lonely Avenue; The Ross Tapes; Sessions Vol. 2; The Sotheby Auction Tapes [Midnight Beat] 
(sub-labeled Take 1); Sotheby Plus Masters; Sothebys Auction Tapes [STG 016] (artwork titled Southebys 
Auction Tapes); Sothebys Auction Tapes: New Edit/Repaired Version; Sotheby’s Defined; Sotheby's Mixes [Bell, 
tape]; Sotheby's Plus [Bell, tape]; Sotheby’s Private Reels (2 copies, labeled Instrumental #1 with Brian Jones and 
Instrumental #3 with Brian Jones); The Sotheby’s Tapes [Bell, tape T0082]; The Sotheby’s Tapes ‘67-’68; 
Sotheby's Tapes And Studio Outtakes [Bell, tape]; Southeby Reel With Soft Machine; Symphony Of Experience; 
Voice Of Experience; Voodoo Blues; The Rolling Stones - Brian Jones: He Is Not Dead; The Rolling Stones - Lost 
And Found Vol. 5 
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        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 063-064: On The Road To Electric Ladyland fades in slightly late at 
the start, and tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 3:27. The copy on ATM 234-235: Electric Ladyland Sessions Vol. 
1; track time = 3:35. The copy on The Complete Axis: Bold As Love Outtakes fades in slightly late at the start, and 
has 6 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 3:45. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, 
OP Dester) fades in slightly late at the start, fades out early, and has 3 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 
3:34. The copy on Every Way To Paradise is labeled Little One (Take 2), is combined with and preceded by (1), 
and was mastered with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the high end at the 3:21.3 mark (amplitude 
clipping); track time = 3:31+3:36=7:07. The copy on First Steps is slightly clipped at the start, fades out early, and 
was mastered slightly fast; track time = 3:17. The copy on In The Studio Volume 1 is slightly clipped at the start, 
and fades out early; track time = 3:31. The copy on Kiss The Sunshine fades in slightly late at the start, and tests 
as lossy/MP3; track time = 3:29. The copy on Living Reels Vol. I is labeled Sitar Song, has poor sound quality, 
and is mastered slightly fast; track time = 3:22. The copy on Making Of Axis: Bold As Love: Unreleased Studio 
Session 1967 has very good sound, but fades in slightly late at the start, fades out early; track time = 3:32. The 
copy on Naked Ladyland tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 3:35. The copy on Notes In Colours is incomplete at the 
start, and fades out early; track time = 3:21. The copy on Other Side Of Axis; track time = 3:33. The copy on The 
Ross Tapes; track time = 3:32. The copy on The Sotheby Auction Tapes [Midnight Beat] is sub-labeled Take 1, 
fades in slightly late at the start, and fades out early; track time = 3:32. The copy on Sotheby Plus Masters is 
slightly clipped on the ending fade-out; track time = 3:31. The copy on Sothebys Auction Tapes [STG 016] 
(artwork titled Southebys Auction Tapes) has considerably less hiss than the copy on ATM 234-235 but it is 
slightly clipped on the ending fade-out; track time = 3:31. The copy on Sothebys Auction Tapes: New 
Edit/Repaired Version has considerably less hiss than the copy on ATM 234-235 but it is slightly clipped on the 
ending fade-out; track time = 3:33. There are two copies on Sotheby’s Private Reels with copy 1 labeled 
Instrumental #1 with Brian Jones fading in slightly late and fading out early (track time = 3:27), and copy 2 labeled 
Instrumental #3 with Brian Jones fading in slightly late and mastered slightly fast (track time = 3:19). The copy on 
Southeby Reel With Soft Machine fades in slightly late at the start, has 6 seconds of silence at the end, and has 
inferior sound compared to other copies tested; track time = 3:45. The copy on Symphony Of Experience is 
slightly clipped on the ending fade-out, and runs slightly fast; track time = 3:27. The copy on Voice Of Experience 
is combined with and followed by (2), is clipped at the start, and is incomplete at the end where the combined 
track merges into (2) at the 3:24 mark; track time = 3:24+2:49=6:13. The copy on Voodoo Blues [The Snippin’ 
Engineer] is incomplete at the start, and fades out early; track time = 3:28. 
 
555. Little One (wide stereo mix of (1)) 
        Source: Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); speed corrected -4% and optimally amplified 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:33] 
        Composers: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 28 December 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums, shakers, temple block, cowbell), and Dave 
Mason (sitar, shouting). Producer: Jimi Hendrix. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 554 Notes. This variation of (1) is a wider stereo 
mix, i.e. wider than the very narrow stereo (nearly mono) mix that is heard in (1). 
        Special Notes: See track 551 Special Notes. 
        Alternate Sources: Axis Outtakes; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); (Slight Return) [Jon’s Attic]; Studio '67 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Axis Outtakes was mastered with the levels slightly too high cutting off the 
high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping), and tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 3:26. 
The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) has considerably higher levels in the right channel (notably when 
viewed in Audacity), fades in slightly late at the start, is slightly clipped on the ending fade-out, and is mastered 
slightly faster than most copies thus the timing difference; track time = 3:24. The copy on (Slight Return) [Jon’s 
Attic, version 1] is a stereo opposite variation i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of other copies is heard in the 
right channel here and vice versa with considerably higher levels in the left channel (though the channels have 
equivalent levels when viewed in Audacity), has the music primarily heard in the left channel and only faintly in the 
right channel, and has 3 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 3:39. The copy on Studio '67 has 
considerably higher levels in the right channel (notably when viewed in Audacity), fades in slightly late at the start, 
is slightly clipped on the ending fade-out, and is mastered slightly faster than most copies thus the timing 
difference (most likely sourced from Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1)); track time = 3:24. 
 
556. Little One (official later mix edit, mono) 
        Source: Lifelines: The Jimi Hendrix Story; optimally amplified 
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        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:08 (n/a) [2:08] 
        Composers: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 28 December 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums, shakers, temple block, cowbell), and Dave 
Mason (sitar, shouting). Producer: Jimi Hendrix. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress. This edit of (4) and (1) is in true mono as verified by viewing it in 
Audacity where the channels are identical. It begins at the 0:18 mark as heard in (4) and (1), and ends around the 
2:23 mark as heard in (4) and (1). The track contains voice-over commentary by Chas Chandler, Mitch Mitchell, 
and Dave Kephart. 
        Special Notes: See track 551 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: The Jimi Hendrix Story [Arcade France]; Lifelines: The Jimi Hendrix Story; Live & 
Unreleased: The Radio Show 
        Alternate Sources: Live & Unreleased Part 1 [Westwood One pirate] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Lifelines: The Jimi Hendrix Story has 14 seconds more of the track than the 
copy on Live & Unreleased: The Radio Show, just before Chas Chandler begins his voice-over commentary at the 
0:26 mark, and the ending voice-over commentary is different as well (“Johnny Halliday, who was so impressed 
with the trio that he took them on a short tour of France”); track time = 2:08. The copy on Live & Unreleased: The 
Radio Show is shorter than the copy on Lifelines: The Jimi Hendrix Story with 14 seconds of the track cut out prior 
to Chas Chandler’s voice-over commentary starting at the 0:08 mark, and the ending voice-over commentary is 
different (“Johnny Halliday, who was so impressed with the trio that he took them on to Munich and Hamburg 
too”); track time = 1:51. 
 
557. There Ain’t Nothing Wrong [(3) Little One] (official vocal alternate mix of (4), stereo) 
        Source: ATM 234-235: Electric Ladyland Sessions Vol. 1 
        Univibes number: S930 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:52 (3:53) [3:53] 
        Composers: James Marshall Hendrix & David Noel Redding 
        Recording date/location: 28 December 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, bass), Noel Redding (bass, guitar, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums), and Dave 
Mason (sitar). Producer: Jimi Hendrix. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. Secondary 
Producer: Chas Chandler. 
        Notes: This track is part of The Chandler Tapes, tapes that were discovered by Chas Chandler in 1987. 
Additional work on the tapes was done under Chandler’s supervision in June 1987 at AIR Studios, Lyndhurst Hall, 
Lyndhurst Rd., Hampstead, London, England for a proposed new album which never came about. This track 
contains additional bass, rhythm guitar, and vocal overdubs by Noel Redding who wrote the lyrics, plus additional 
drum overdubs by Mitch Mitchell. The percussion by Mitchell and the shouts by Dave Mason heard in (4) and (1) 
have been mixed out here. The sitar is lower in the mix here than what is heard in (4) and (1). The track fades in 
at the start 2 seconds later than what is heard in (4) and (1), and fades out 13 seconds earlier than what is heard 
in (4). 
        Special Notes: See track 551 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: Noel Redding – The Experience Sessions 
        Alternate Sources: The Alternate Electric Ladyland [Polyboy] (labeled Ain’t Nothing Wrong With That); ATM 
234-235: Electric Ladyland Sessions Vol. 1; The Complete Axis: Bold As Love Outtakes; The Complete Studio 
Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); De Lane Lea Demos And Olympic Outs; Electric Ladyland Outtakes (labeled 
Ain’t Nothing Wrong With That); In Flame; The Late Experience; Letters From Ladyland; Moonbeams & Fairytales 
(Rev 3.1); More Electric Ladyland Sessions; Naked Ladyland; Outtakes & Studio Sessions; Studio '67; Studio 
Haze; Studio Recordings 1967-1968; Voodoo In Ladyland; Winterland Vol. 2 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 234-235: Electric Ladyland Sessions Vol. 1; track time = 3:53. The 
copy on The Complete Axis: Bold As Love Outtakes is slightly incomplete at the start due to a late fade-in, and 
fades out very slightly early; track time = 3:49. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP 
Dester) has a considerable amount of hiss throughout, and has 3 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 3:54. 
The copy on De Lane Lea Demos And Olympic Outs has a considerable amount of hiss throughout, and has 3 
seconds of silence at the end; track time = 3:54. The copy on Electric Ladyland Outtakes is labeled Ain’t Nothing 
Wrong With That, is slightly incomplete at the start due to a late fade-in, and fades out very slightly early; track 
time = 3:49. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) was mastered with the levels slightly too high cutting 
off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:53. The copy on 
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Naked Ladyland tests was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places 
throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:51. The copy on Noel Redding – The Experience 
Sessions [CD] was mastered with the levels slightly too high cutting off the high and low ends in places 
throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:53. The copy on Studio '67; track time = 3:52. The copy 
on Studio Haze has a considerable amount of hiss throughout, and has 3 seconds of silence at the end; track 
time = 3:55. 
 
558. Sweet Angel [(10) Angel] (official mono mix, complete) 
        Source: The Jimi Hendrix Experience [purple box] 
        Univibes number: S1459 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 4:08 (4:11) [4:12] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: probably 28 December 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, 
London, England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, bass, vocals). Producer: Jimi Hendrix. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This track is a demo that Jimi created on his own using an Ace Tone Rhythm Ace drum machine for 
percussion. Bell describes this track as the complete mono mix from the 4-track master, whereas Jimpress 
describes it as a complete alternate mix of (8) (see the following track). It begins with Kramer’s slowly spoken 
count-in “1” followed by the start of the Rhythm Ace. The opening lyric line is missing the phrase “story 
yesterday”, which can be heard at the start of (8). If (10) and (8) are essentially the same take and mix, which 
they seem to be on careful comparison, the reason for the missing lyric phrase at the start is unclear. At the very 
end of the song Eddie Kramer speaks from the control booth, “Come in”, whereas at the very end of (8) one 
hears, “Come in Jim…” 
        Special Notes: The liner notes to South Saturn Delta, written by John McDermott, give the recording date of 
this track as 13 November 1967. Ultimate Hendrix, co-authored by John McDermott, creates some confusion as 
to the correct recording date, a fact also pointed out by Jimpress. In the section for the 13 November 1967 
session, with Hendrix acting as Producer and Eddie Kramer as the Engineer, it states: "Hendrix returned to 
Olympic Studios to record Sweet Angel, a new song he had in the works. In early October the guitarist had 
recorded a dynamic instrumental demo of Sweet Angel [see track 443]…While he didn’t have it developed in time 
for [Axis: Bold As Love], Hendrix continued to refine the song in the weeks that followed. A significant 
transformation ensued and, like Little Wing, Hendrix recast the song as a gentle ballad.” No further information is 
given about the 13 November recording. In the section for the 28 December 1967 session, with Hendrix acting as 
Producer, Eddie Kramer as the Engineer, and George Chkiantz as the Second Engineer, it states in regards to 
Hendrix working on Little One (see tracks 551-557), “With the aid of a Rhythm Ace, a simple metronome device 
he had used successfully during a solo session in November [13 November] for Sweet Angel…” After working on 
Little One it is then stated, “Working independently, Hendrix then crafted an elaborate four-track demo of Sweet 
Angel, beautifully capturing the essence of his new song. To maintain the song’s tempo, Hendrix again used the 
Rhythm Ace as a guide and successfully recorded bass and guitar parts. One inspired take delivered the master 
on to which overdubbing began. These further modifications included a lead vocal and bass guitar. Drums came 
next, and Hendrix again moved behind the drum kit to create the parts he desired. Kramer recorded five separate 
attempts, but Hendrix was apparently unsatisfied with his efforts. He switched back to guitar and recorded another 
complete take of the song at a slower tempo. This new recording brimmed with promise as well. Hendrix 
attempted once more to overdub the percussion parts himself before the session drew to a close…This engaging 
demo recording of Sweet Angel was also issued after Hendrix’s death and has most recently been featured as 
part of the Jimi Hendrix Experience [purple] box set.” The last sentence refers to the demo first being released on 
South Saturn Delta (Sweet Angel [(8) Angel]) and then later on the purple box set (Sweet Angel [(10) Angel]), 
although whether Ultimate Hendrix is referring to the first (faster) take or the second (slower) take is unclear; the 
tempo on both (8) and (10) is the same, although faster than the tempo of the song when it was eventually 
finished in 1970 as Angel. Due to the brevity of the notes in Ultimate Hendrix for the 13 November entry, versus 
the considerably detailed notes for the 28 December entry, I have decided to go with 28 December as the correct 
recording date for this track. 
        Official Release: The Jimi Hendrix Experience [purple box]; South Saturn Delta [2011 remastered reissue] 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; Axis Bold As Love: Sessions Rare 
Tracks 1967; The Complete Axis: Bold As Love Outtakes; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Studio '67; Voodoo 
Blues #3 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions was mastered with the 
levels slightly too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping), and 
tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 4:15. The copy on The Complete Axis: Bold As Love Outtakes; track time = 4:12. 

https://encyclotronic.com/drum-machines/ace-tone/fr-3-r60/
https://encyclotronic.com/drum-machines/ace-tone/fr-3-r60/
https://encyclotronic.com/drum-machines/ace-tone/fr-3-r60/
https://encyclotronic.com/drum-machines/ace-tone/fr-3-r60/
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The copy on The Jimi Hendrix Experience [purple box] was mastered with the levels slightly too high cutting off 
the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 4:12. The copy on 
Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) was mastered with the levels slightly too high cutting off the high and low ends 
in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 4:11. The copy on South Saturn Delta [2011 
remastered reissue] is missing the opening 3 seconds, and was mastered with the levels slightly too high cutting 
off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 4:09. The copy on 
Studio '67 doesn’t have amplitude clipping like the other copies tested, so unless it is sourced from either the vinyl 
LP version of The Jimi Hendrix Experience [purple box] or South Saturn Delta [2011 remastered reissue] it may 
have been manipulated to decrease the levels, which if so the track would still be lacking the same high and low 
ends that are cut off on the CD release; track time = 4:11. The copy on Voodoo Blues #3 was mastered with the 
levels very high cutting off the high and low ends throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 4:14. 
 
559. Sweet Angel [(8) Angel] (official mono mix, incomplete) 
        Source: South Saturn Delta [1997 CD release] 
        Univibes number: S1459 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:51 (3:55) [3:55] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: probably 28 December 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, 
London, England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, bass, vocals). Producer: Jimi Hendrix. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: Jimpress notes that the start of this version is missing due to the master tape being damaged, but if 
that is so, how do we have the complete version heard in (10), and why is (10) missing the beginning lyric line 
“story yesterday” which can be heard at the start of this version? In this version (8) the track fades in at the 0:17 
mark as heard in (10). At the very end of the song Eddie Kramer speaks from the control booth, “Come in Jim…”, 
whereas at the very end of (10) one hears only, “Come in”. 
        Special Notes: See track 558 Special Notes. 
        Official Release: South Saturn Delta [1997-2009 releases] 
        Alternate Sources: The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 
3.1); Studio '67 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) was mastered 
with the levels slightly too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude 
clipping); track time = 3:55. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) was mastered with the levels slightly 
too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:55. 
The copy on South Saturn Delta [1997 CD release] was mastered with the levels slightly too high cutting off the 
high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:55. The copy on Studio '67 
doesn’t have amplitude clipping like the other copies tested, so unless it is sourced from the vinyl LP version of 
South Saturn Delta it may have been manipulated to decrease the levels, which if so the track would still be 
lacking the same high and low ends that are cut off on the CD release; track time = 3:55. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“I believe you live and live again until you have got all the evil and hatred out of the soul.” – Jimi Hendrix 

4 January 1969 Top Of The Pops interview with Tony Norman, London (1992, Electric Gypsy by Shapiro & Glebbeek, pg. 329) 
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Related & Remixed Recordings 
 
560. Purple Haze (fake mono mix of (2)) 
        Source: Axis: Mono [Roaring Mouse] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:53] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-created recording. Bell notes it as a fake 
mono reduction of the stereo mix (2)  (i.e. using both channels of the stereo mix), but it is a fake mono mix using 
the left channel of (2) doubled into mono. See also track 005. 
        Alternate Sources: Axis: Mono [Roaring Mouse]; The First Studio Sessions 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Axis: Mono [Roaring Mouse]; track time = 2:53. The copy on The First 
Studio Sessions fades out slightly early; track time = 2:45. 
 
561. (5) Purple Haze (alternate mix with heavy echo, simulated (fake) stereo) 

        Source: Symphony Of Experience; optimally amplified 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:16 (2:17) [2:18] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer.. 
        Notes: Jimpress notes this track as an incomplete alternate mono mix of (1) with heavy echo added; Bell 
notes it as an incomplete alternate mix in simulated (fake) stereo with two lead vocals. As Jimpress notes, it does 
seem to have heavy echo rather than two lead vocals, and viewing the track in Audacity, as Bell notes it does 
seem to be simulated (fake) stereo rather than mono. The overall sound quality of this recording is very muddy. 
The copy of this track found on the collector’s set Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1), which was sourced from 
Symphony Of Experience where this track first appeared in 1993, has 2.5 seconds of extraneous noises at the 
beginning of the track which sounds like a turntable needle dropping onto a record. It should be noted that this 
track doesn’t appear on any vinyl bootlegs. Because of the needle drop at the beginning of the track, unless what 
we are hearing is an acetate, I am somewhat suspicious of this being a true studio mix, but rather some collector 
manipulation of a preexisting track found on vinyl, in other words, a fake. The coughing heard in (4) at the 0:02 
mark, and in (120), (2), (1), and (3) at the 0:29 mark is heard here at the 0:33 mark. The “billiard balls” sound that 
is heard in (4) at the 0:27 mark and in (120) at the 0:53 mark is mixed out here at the 0:57 mark. The cough heard 
in (4) at the 0:54 mark, in (120) at the 1:20 mark, and in (133) and (121) at the 1:20 mark is mixed out here at the 
1:24 mark, which is also the case with the official versions (2), (1), and (3). Both Mitch’s vocal phrase “What’s 
going on man?” heard at the 1:04 mark in (4) and the 1:29 mark in (120), as well as Jimi’s following phrase in (4) 
and (133), “Something’s happening”, have been mixed out here, which is also the case with the official versions 
(2), (1), and (3). All of the anomalies and vocal phrases heard in the early mixes (4), (120), (133), and (121) that 
have been mixed out of the official versions (2), (1), and (3), which are also mixed out here, would seem to add 
weight to the speculation that this is a collector-manipulated track of an official version from a vinyl source, 
possibly a manipulation of (1) or (3) (see tracks 006-007). The track ends abruptly @33 seconds early, dropping 
off at the end at the @2:15 mark as heard in (2), (1), and (3). 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced; Can You 
Please Crawl Out Your Window [Major Tom]; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); 
Everything You Ever Wanted To Know About Purple Haze [Bell, tape]; Jimi: A Musical Legacy; The Making Of 
Are You Experienced [Wonderland]; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Studio '67; Symphony Of Experience 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced 
tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 2:17. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); 
track time = 2:17. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1), which was sourced from Symphony Of 
Experience, has 2.5 seconds of extraneous noises at the beginning of the track which sounds like a turntable 
needle dropping onto a record, which may indicate this track was originally sourced from an acetate; track time = 
2:20. The copy on Studio ’67 tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 2:17. The copy on Symphony Of Experience has 
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2.5 seconds of extraneous noises at the beginning of the track which sounds like a turntable needle dropping onto 
a record, which may indicate this track was originally sourced from an acetate; track time = 2:20. 
 
562. Purple Haze (combined Rock Band multitracks alternate mix of (2), stereo) 
        Source: The Collector’s 1967 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:56] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This is a collector-created track {David Chance} and not a 
professionally-created recording prepared especially for this compilation. This was created using the Rock Band 
multitracks, except the instrumental version (see tracks 012-016). Using Audacity, the separate multitracks were 
imported then mixed and rendered into a new track. The opening drum beat count-in was removed, otherwise 
there were no other manipulations to create this track. The purpose of this track is to show that the Rock Band 
version of this song is actually an alternate mix of the official mix (2). For example, the lead guitar is mixed to the 
left rather than left-of-center, the vocals are in the center rather than to the right, the backing vocals by Mitch and 
Noel are further up in the mix, the background vocalizations by Jimi heard in (2) are buried in the mix here, and 
the track comes to a complete end rather than fading out as in (2). See also track 005. 
 
563. 51st Anniversary (fake mono mix of (5)) 
        Source: The First Studio Sessions; optimally amplified 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:18] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Dave Siddle. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress. This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-created 
recording. Bell notes this simply as a mono mix of (5). It appears to be the right channel of the stereo mix (5) 
doubled into mono. See also track 020. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
564. 3rd Stone From The Sun (fake mono mix of (2)) 
        Source: Axis: Mono [Roaring Mouse] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [6:48] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). 
        Notes: This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-created recording. Bell notes it as a fake 
mono reduction of the stereo mix (2) (i.e. using both channels of the stereo mix), but it is a fake mono mix using 
the left channel of (2) doubled into mono. See also track 022. 
        Alternate Sources: Axis: Mono [Roaring Mouse]; The First Studio Sessions 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Axis: Mono [Roaring Mouse]; track time = 6:48. The copy on The First 
Studio Sessions is clipped on the ending fade-out; track time = 6:39. 
 
565. (4) 3rd Stone From The Sun (fake double-speed alternate mix of (2), mono) 
        Source: ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:20 (3:23) [3:21] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
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        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, voice), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums), Chas Chandler 
(voice). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Secondary 
Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-created recording. Jimpress notes that this 
track “sounds like an overdub session with the speeded-up backing track quiet in the background with Jimi up 
front adding the vocal narration and effects, which would appear, slowed down, on the finished track”. However it 
is a verified fake created using (2), confirmed by Doug Bell who was easily able to recreate this track from (2). 
This first appeared on the 1999 bootleg Lost In The Mists Of Time. See also track 022. 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced; The 
Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); Lost In The Mists Of Time; The Making Of Are You 
Experienced [Wonderland]; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Studio '67 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You 
Experienced; track time = 3:21. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); track time 
= 3:21. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); track time = 3:21. The copy on Studio '67; track time = 
3:21. 
 
566. (7) 3rd Stone From The Sun (slowed version of (2) with unrelated overdubs, stereo) 
        Source: bootleg 12” vinyl single [2008, Reprise Records (fake) / Celebrate Life MN-12572]; track courtesy of 
Doug Bell 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 4:35 (4:35) [4:38] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, voice), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums), Chas Chandler 
(voice). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Secondary 
Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This is technically a collector-created track, although created by professionals {Paul Nickerson and 
Francis Englehardt}, and not an officially recognized professionally-created recording, although it does have a 
Jimpress number. Jimpress notes this is a sonically altered version of the vocal overdub session (4) (track 565) 
which has been slowed down significantly and the parts that are clearly Chas Chandler’s voice altered to 
resemble an alien on speed. However, since (4) is actually a fake created from (2) (see track 022), this track 
would also be a manipulation of (2). An additional alien voice has been added during the latter stages of the track, 
the interplanetary dialogue spoken by “DG9” who is, apparently, an anti-philosopher speaking on behalf of 
“Polygamy, Inc.” 
        Alternate Sources: bootleg 12” vinyl single [2008, Reprise Records (fake) / Celebrate Life MN-12572]; Bell 
tape T0200a 
 
567. 3rd Stone From The Sun (last mix reconstitution, mono) 
        Source: Soundcloud; mono single-channel doubled 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [7:08] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, voice), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums), Chas Chandler 
(voice). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Secondary 
Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This is a collector-created track {nameeman} and not a 
professionally-created recording. It was created using the RockBand mogg multi-track files; see tracks 025-030. 
The track is a single-channel mono mix; for this compilation the channel has been doubled. 
 
568. 3rd Stone From The Sun (combined Rock Band multitracks alternate mix of (2), stereo) 
        Source: The Collector’s 1967 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [6:47] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 

https://www.discogs.com/Jimi-Hendrix-1983-A-Merman-I-Should-Turn-To-Be/release/1573593
http://kilt-dg9.blogspot.com/
https://www.discogs.com/Jimi-Hendrix-1983-A-Merman-I-Should-Turn-To-Be/release/1573593
https://soundcloud.com/nameeman-1/third-stonelast-mix
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        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, voice), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums), Chas Chandler 
(voice). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Secondary 
Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This is a collector-created track {David Chance} and not a 
professionally-created recording prepared especially for this compilation. This was created using the Rock Band 
multitracks, except the instrumental version (see tracks 026-030). Using Audacity, the separate multitracks were 
imported then mixed and rendered into a new track. The opening drum beat count-in was removed, otherwise 
there were no other manipulations to create this track. The purpose of this track is to show that the Rock Band 
version of this song is actually an alternate mix of the official mix (2). For example, the drums are mixed to the 
right rather than centrally, and the track comes to a complete end rather than fading out as in (2). See also track 
022. 
 
569. 3rd Stone From The Sun (fake alternate vocal mix of (2), stereo) 
        Source: The Collector’s 1967 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [6:51] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, voice), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums), Chas Chandler 
(voice). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Secondary 
Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This is a collector-created track {David Chance} and not a 
professionally-created recording prepared especially for this compilation. This was created using the Rock Band 
multitracks, the instrumental version (see track 025) and the vocals 1 version (see track 027). The purpose of this 
track is to highlight the first level of vocals that are buried in the mix of the official version (2). 
 
570. 3rd Stone From The Sun (fake instrumental mix of (2), stereo) 
        Source: Instrumentals Volume 1 (2017, Funkydrummer) 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [6:46] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, voice), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums), Chas Chandler 
(voice). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Secondary 
Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This is a collector-created track {funkydrummer} and not a 
professionally-created recording. It sounds like the left channel of the official stereo mix (2) has been doubled into 
mono, along with some other manipulations. The source copy tests as lossy/MP3 in Trader’s Little Helper but 
tests as lossless in Exact Audio Copy (EAC). See also track 022. 
 
571. 3rd Stone From The Sun (fake mono mix of Rock Band multitrack of (2) guitar) 
        Source: The Solo Guitar Track CD 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [6:50] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, voice), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums), Chas Chandler 
(voice). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Secondary 
Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This is presumably a collector-created track and not a 
professionally-created recording. It is a mono version of the Rock Band multitrack of (2) guitar using the left 
channel of the stereo version doubled into mono. The source copy tests as lossy/MP3 in Trader’s Little Helper but 
tests as lossless in Exact Audio Copy (EAC). See also track 026. 
 
572. Fire (edit of (90), mono) 
        Source: Studio ‘67; optimally amplified 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:07] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
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        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This is a collector-created track {WillJamz} and not a 
professionally-created recording. All sources for (90) stop abruptly around the 1:49 mark after the solo then 
continue on after a couple seconds of silence, and there are two more quick dropouts at 2:04 and 2:05. This edit 
attempts to correct those errors. See also track 031. 
 
573. Fire (fake mono mix of (2), left channel) 
        Source: The First Studio Sessions; optimally amplified 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:34] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-created recording. This track uses the left 
channel of the stereo mix (2) to create a fake mono mix. The source copy fades out 6 seconds earlier than (2), 
and tests as lossy/MP3 in Trader’s Little Helper but tests as lossless in Exact Audio Copy (EAC). See also track 
033. 
 
574. Fire (fake mono mix of (2), right channel) 
        Source: Sotheby’s Private Reels; optimally amplified 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:48] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-created recording. This track uses the right 
channel of the stereo mix (2) to create a fake mono mix. See also track 033.  
 
575. Fire (fake demo of (2), mono) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Acetates / Demos / Remixes; optimally amplified 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:29] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-
created recording. Upon listening to this “demo” it is evidently mastered too fast, and it has the sound of a live 
recording that has originated from an old television broadcast. After speed-correcting the track (see next track) 
and comparing it to all known live 1967 versions of Fire and the official studio stereo version (2), it is not a live 
recording at all, but most likely a cleverly manipulated copy of (2) with added echo and other audio treatments to 
make it sound like something it is not. Even the whooping noises that are heard near the end of (2) are present 
here at the 2:23 mark. There are 3-4 seconds of tape hiss at the beginning of the track, the track fades in late at 
the start omitting the first 4 seconds, and there is heavy echo applied to the track which is in narrow stereo mixed 
predominantly left-of-center. See also track 033. 
        Special Notes: It is quite possible that this track and the following 3 tracks are all variations of the same fake 
collector-created track. They all share similar qualities: the track fades in late at the start omitting the first 4 
seconds, there is heavy echo applied to the track, there are level and panning fluctuations throughout, and the 
whooping noises that are heard near the end of the official version (2) are present. The first appearance of the 
fake track from which all of these may stem was most likely on a cassette tape that probably traces back to Tony 
Ross, the collector from whom The Ross Tapes originate. “Mikesline” (Are You Experienced: Acetates / Demos / 
Remixes) obtained a copy from Ross in the 1980s. The fake track first showed up in the digital era on Living 
Reels Vol. I. 

http://crosstowntorrents.org/showthread.php?196-The-Ross-Tapes-Vols-2-3-6-7-amp-Miscellaneous
http://crosstowntorrents.org/showthread.php?1512-Are-You-Experienced-Acetates-Demos-Remixes
https://www.guitars101.com/forums/f145/jimi-hendrix-1967-you-experienced-acetates-demos-remixes-573826.html
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576. Fire (fake demo of (2), mono, speed-corrected) 
        Source: The Collector’s 1967 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:45] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See track 575 Notes. This is a collector-created track 
{David Chance} and not a professionally-created recording prepared especially for this compilation. This is a 
speed-corrected version of the previous track with the speed adjusted -10% and the levels optimally amplified. 
        Special Notes: See track 575 Special Notes. 
 
577. Fire (fake low vocals alternate mix of (2), stereo) 
        Source: Rare Tracks Vol. 2 [Bell, tape] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:37 (n/a) [2:40] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress. This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-created 
recording. This track is described in the documentation for Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) as being an 
alternate mix with low vocals from a collector’s tape, which likely refers to Doug Bell’s tape titled Rare Tracks Vol. 
2. Bell’s track list document also describes the track as an alternate mix with low vocals, but his discography 
document describes it as a fake low-vocals mix. A better description might be “lower vocals” as the vocals have 
levels similar to the instruments; in (2) the vocals are more dominant. The track fades in late at the start omitting 
the first 4 seconds, there is heavy echo applied to the track, and there are level and panning fluctuations 
throughout. Even the whooping noises that are heard near the end of (2) are present here at the 2:31 mark. See 
also track 033. 
        Alternate Sources: The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 
3.1); Rare Tracks Vol. 2 [Bell, tape]; Studio '67 
        Special Notes: See track 575 Special Notes. 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); track time = 
2:37. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) has 2 seconds of tape hiss and silence at the end; track 
time = 2:40. The copy on Rare Tracks Vol. 2 [Bell, tape] has 2 seconds of tape hiss and silence at the end; track 
time = 2:40. The copy on Studio ’67 is noted as being “padded”, though what that means is unknown as it seems 
to sound exactly the same as the copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) except the ending tape his and 
silence have been removed; track time = 2:37. 
 
578. Fire (fake alternate mix of (2), stereo) 
        Source: Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:38] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-created recording. This track is very similar 
to the fake low vocals alternate mix (see the previous track). The primary difference here from the fake low vocals 
alternate mix seems to be the vocals are more dominant as in the official version (2). See also track 033. 
        Special Notes: See track 575 Special Notes. 
        Alternate Sources: Living Reels Vol. I; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Living Reels Vol. I is noted by Bell as being a fake mono mix, but the track 
is in stereo; track time = 2:40. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); track time = 2:38. 
 
579. Fire (merge of (2) and (3), stereo) 

https://ldb-sites.neocities.org/word2007docs/jhecard3.pdf
https://ldb-sites.neocities.org/word2007docs/jhe1b.pdf
https://ldb-sites.neocities.org/word2007docs/jhe1b.pdf
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        Source: Silver Blue To Bloody Red Vol. 2 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:35] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-
created recording. The track description is noted as “merge; guitar to one side, vocals to the other”. See also 
tracks 033 and 032. 
 
580. Fire (combined Rock Band multitracks alternate mix of (106), stereo) 
        Source: The Collector’s 1967 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:44] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This is a collector-created track {David Chance} and not a 
professionally-created recording prepared especially for this compilation. This was created using the Rock Band 
multitracks, except the instrumental version (see tracks 039-043). Using Audacity, the separate multitracks were 
imported then mixed and rendered into a new track. The opening drum beat count-in was removed, otherwise 
there were no other manipulations to create this track. The purpose of this track is to show that the Rock Band 
version of this song is actually an alternate mix of the official mix (106). For example, the backing vocals are 
mixed centrally and further upfront rather than to the left and further back as in (106), and the drum break heard at 
the end of (106) from 2:41-2:46 has been edited out here. See also track 036. 
 
581. The Wind Cries Mary (fake mono mix of (2)) 
        Source: The First Studio Sessions; optimally amplified 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:16] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress. This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-created 
recording. Bell notes this is a fake mono mix using the left channel of the stereo mix (2). The source copy tests as 
CDDA in Trader’s Little Helper with probability 43% but tests as lossless in Exact Audio Copy (EAC). See also 
track 044. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
582. The Wind Cries Mary (combined Rock Band multitracks version 1 alternate mix of (2), stereo) 
        Source: The Collector’s 1967 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:23] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This is a collector-created track {David Chance} and not a 
professionally-created recording prepared especially for this compilation. This was created using the Rock Band 
multitracks, except the instrumental version (see tracks 050-055). Using Audacity, the separate multitracks were 
imported then mixed and rendered into a new track. The opening drum beat count-in and ending silence were 
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removed, otherwise there were no other manipulations to create this track. The purpose of this track is to show 
that the Rock Band version of this song is actually an alternate mix of the official mix (2). For example, the drums 
are lower in the mix and left-of-center rather than to the left, and the vocals and lead guitar are in the center rather 
than to the right. The source copy tests as lossy/MP3 in Trader’s Little Helper but tests as lossless in Exact Audio 
Copy (EAC). See also track 044. 
 
583. The Wind Cries Mary (combined Rock Band multitracks version 2 alternate mix of (2), stereo) 
        Source: The Collector’s 1967 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:20] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This is a collector-created track {David Chance} and not a 
professionally-created recording prepared especially for this compilation. This was created using the Rock Band 
multitracks (see tracks 056-060). Using Audacity, the separate multitracks were imported then mixed and 
rendered into a new track. The opening drum beat count-in and ending silence were removed, otherwise there 
were no other manipulations to create this track. The purpose of this track is to show that the Rock Band version 
of this song is actually an alternate mix of the official mix (2). For example, the drums are lower in the mix, and the 
vocals are to the left rather than the right. See also track 044. 
 
584. (4) Love Or Confusion (fake alternate mix of (2), mono) 
        Source: Fake Studio Mixes; track courtesy of Doug Bell 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:10 (3:10) [3:14] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Secondary Second Engineer: George 
Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-created recording. Bell notes this track as a 
fake mix of (2) with some volume alterations in places, created by “left-right” differencing the channels of the 
stereo mix (2) to remove the centered parts, and then adding some stereo effect back in either by simulated (fake) 
stereo means, such as EQ or reverb, or adding a little of the original stereo mix back in. Jimpress notes it as an 
alternate mix of (1) with the vocals very high and backing track low. See also track 061. 
 
585. Love Or Confusion (combined Rock Band multitracks alternate mix of (2), stereo) 
        Source: The Collector’s 1967 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:13] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Secondary Second Engineer: George 
Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This is a collector-created track {David Chance} and not a 
professionally-created recording prepared especially for this compilation. This was created using the Rock Band 
multitracks, except the instrumental version (see tracks 066-070). Using Audacity, the separate multitracks were 
imported then mixed and rendered into a new track. The opening drum beat count-in was removed, otherwise 
there were no other manipulations to create this track. The purpose of this track is to show that the Rock Band 
version of this song is actually an alternate mix of the official mix (2). For example, the vocals, lead guitar and 
drums are lower in the mix, the vocals are left-of-center rather than to the left, and the panning on the guitar at the 
end of the track is different as well as coming to a complete abrupt end rather than fading out as in (2). See also 
track 061. 
 
586. The Wind Cries Mary (fake mono mix of (3)) 
        Source: The First Studio Sessions 
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        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:29] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress. This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-created 
recording. It is noted in Bell under the listing for (26) (see track 073). This is a fake mono mix using the left 
channel of the stereo mix (3). See also tracks 071-072. 
 
587. Remember (simulated (fake) stereo mix of (3-7)) 
        Source: ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced; separate tracks 
combined and optimally amplified 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [13:41] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: possibly 8 February 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, 
London, England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums), Chas Chandler? 
(tambourine). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This track is a simulated (fake) stereo mix of (3-7), most 
likely created by a collector from the mono mix (see track 074) and first appearing on the bootleg Are You 
Experienced: The Sessions Vol. 2. This track contains five instrumental takes of the song in attempt to get a 
backing track. The track begins with 44 seconds of studio noises, chatter, and instrument noodling. From 0:22-
0:25 Jimi plays the opening notes to the song, and again from 0:34-0:38. Take 1 runs from 0:45-1:14. Following 
this there are two false starts from 1:15-1:21 and 1:22-1:32. This is followed by more instrument noodling and 
studio chatter. Take 2 runs from 1:48-4:17. This is followed by more studio chatter and Jimi tuning his guitar. 
There are two tape breaks at 4:31 and 4:32. There is a false start from 4:34-4:41, followed by more of Jimi tuning, 
studio chatter, and instrument noodling. Jimi plays the opening notes to the song again from 6:04-6:06, followed 
by more tuning. Take 3 runs from 6:14-7:01. Again there is more of Jimi tuning and studio chatter from Chas. 
Take 4 runs from 7:50-9:36. There is more studio chatter, instrument noodling with Jimi and Noel practicing the 
main riff, and more guitar tuning. There is a tape break at 10:13, followed by take 5 which runs from 10:15-13:09. 
Chas makes some more comments, with Mitch adding his remarks. At 13:34 Jimi checks his tuning then begins 
practicing the bridge riff. There is a tape break at the 13:42 mark, which marks the actual beginning of (8); see 
next track. 
        Special Notes: Some of the Alternate Sources listed for (3-7) mono that were not available for testing may be 
this simulated (fake) stereo mix; see track 074. 
        Alternate Sources: Are You Experienced: The Sessions Vol. 2; ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The 
Making Of Are You Experienced; Olympic Gold Vol. 2 (partial) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Are You Experienced: The Sessions Vol. 2 is combined with the simulated 
(fake) stereo version of (8), is missing 22 seconds of studio chatter at the beginning of the simulated (fake) stereo 
version of (3), was mastered with the levels slightly too high cutting off the high and low ends in places during the 
simulated (fake) stereo versions of (4) and (8) (amplitude clipping), and is missing the final 5 seconds of studio 
chatter by Chas Chandler at the end of the simulated (fake) stereo version of (8); combined track time = 16:46. 
The copy on ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced was sourced from Are 
You Experienced: The Sessions Vol. 2 (except the pre-studio chatter for the simulated (fake) stereo version of (3) 
which was sourced from Out Of The Studio 2 and is in mono), is divided into separate tracks for each take, and 
contains the pre-take studio chatter and false start for the simulated (fake) stereo version of (8) at the end of the 
simulated (fake) stereo version of (7); combined track time = 1:47+2:46+3:15+2:24+4:05=14:19, with the 
simulated (fake) stereo version of (8) = 17:10. The copy on Olympic Gold Vol. 2 is divided into separate tracks for 
each take, contains the pre-take studio chatter and false start for (8) at the end of (7), and seems to have less 
tape hiss than other source copies, but (3) and (4) seem to be in simulated (fake) stereo, with the track switching 
to mono at the 4:32 mark for the remainder of the takes, at which point there is also a repeat of Mitch’s comment 
“hang on”, indicating there was a splice here from another source; combined track time = 
1:47+2:44+3:17+2:24+4:06=14:20. 
 
588. Remember (simulated (fake) stereo mix of (8)) 
        Source: ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced; optimally amplified 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:28] 
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        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: possibly 8 February 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, 
London, England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums), Chas Chandler? or 
Mitch Mitchell? (tambourine). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This track is a simulated (fake) stereo mix of (8), most likely 
created by a collector from the mono mix (8) and first appearing on the bootleg Are You Experienced: The 
Sessions Vol. 2. See also track 075. 
        Special Notes: Some of the Alternate Sources listed for (8) that were not available for testing may be this 
simulated (fake) stereo mix; see track 075. 
        Alternate Sources: Are You Experienced: The Sessions Vol. 2; ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The 
Making Of Are You Experienced 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Are You Experienced: The Sessions Vol. 2 is combined with the simulated 
(fake) stereo version of (3-7), was mastered with the levels slightly too high cutting off the high and low ends in 
places during the simulated (fake) stereo versions of (4) and (8) (amplitude clipping), and is missing the final 5 
seconds of studio chatter by Chas Chandler at the end of the simulated (fake) stereo version of (8); combined 
track time = 16:46. The copy on ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced was 
sourced from Are You Experienced: The Sessions Vol. 2, has the beginning false start and studio chatter at the 
end of the simulated (fake) stereo version of (7), and is missing the final 5 seconds of studio chatter by Chas 
Chandler; track time = 2:50. 
 
589. (51) I Don't Live Today (fake mono mix of (5)) 
        Source: Out Of The Studio 2; optimally amplified, beginning and ending silence removed 
        Univibes number: S1059 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:19 (2:22) [2:41] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 20 February 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Dave Siddle. 
        Notes: This track is the mono mix of (5); see track 081. Comparing this track to the stereo version (5) in 
Audacity, it looks as though this track may simply be the right channel of (5) doubled into both channels to create 
a mono mix, i.e. this is probably not a true mono mix but a collector-created track. 
        Special Notes: Several sources for this track have (5), (6), (7), (4), and (3) combined together in that order, 
which may be how these first circulated among collectors, edited together in this manner, though there are tape 
breaks after each take/segment. There is no indication as to what the actual take numbers are for these; it is quite 
possible that there were takes prior to and after (5), after (6), and after (7). (4) is obviously the basic track that 
was used for the official release (2). Although (3) differs from the others in that it is a vocal overdub alternate mix 
rather than an instrumental take, I have kept it in place as it appears on bootlegs, i.e. following (4). The combined 
takes/segments runs 16:27. For this compilation I have joined the source tracks from Moonbeams & Fairytales 
(Rev 3.1), then separated them again at the precise tape breaks 2:54, 5:04, 7:39, and 11:59; the original timings 
for each segment are noted in the Comparison Notes sections. 
        Alternate Sources: The 1st Experienced; Are You Experienced And More; Are You Experienced Sessions 
1966-67; Are You More Experienced; Astro Man; The Complete Are You Experienced Outtakes; The Complete 
Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); The First Studio Sessions; Olympic Gold Vol. 1; Olympic Sessions; 
Out Of The Studio 2; Out Of The Studio: Strongest Edition; Studio '67; Studio Out-Takes Volume 1...1966-1968 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Are You Experienced And More is combined with (52), and was mastered 
with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the low end at the 0:08.5 mark (amplitude clipping); combined track 
time = 4:42, combined track time for (51-53) = 6:53, combined track time for (51-53,50,49) = 15:12. The copy on 
Astro Man is combined with (52), (53), (50), and (49), is missing the studio chatter, etc. prior to the start of (51), 
and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track 
(amplitude clipping); combined track time = 15:32. The copy on The Complete Are You Experienced Outtakes is 
combined with (52), (53), (50), and (49), and was mastered with the levels slightly too high cutting off the high and 
low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); combined track time = 15:44. The copy on The 
Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); track time = 2:39, combined track time for (51-53) = 6:54, 
combined track time for (51-53,50,49) = 15:13. The copy on The First Studio Sessions; track time = 2:39, 
combined track time for (51-53,50,49) = 15:45. The copy on Olympic Gold Vol. 1; track time = 2:48, combined 
track time for (51-53) = 7:52, combined track time for (51-53,50,49) = 16:42. The copy on Out Of The Studio 2 is 
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combined with (52), (53), (50), and (49), and has 5 seconds of silence at the start, followed by 7 seconds of studio 
chatter before the actual start of (51); combined track time = 16:47. The copy on Out Of The Studio: Strongest 
Edition is combined with (52) and (53); combined track time = 7:15. The copy on Studio ’67; track time = 2:42, 
combined track time for (51-53) = 7:10, combined track time for (51-53,50,49) = 15:42. 
 
590. (52) I Don't Live Today (fake mono mix of (6)) 
        Source: Out Of The Studio 2; optimally amplified 
        Univibes number: S1060 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 1:08 (1:09) [1:39] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 20 February 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Dave Siddle. 
        Notes: This track is the mono mix of (6); see track 082. Comparing this track to the stereo version (6) in 
Audacity, it looks as though this track may simply be the right channel of (6) doubled into both channels to create 
a mono mix, i.e. this is probably not a true mono mix but a collector-created track. 
        Special Notes: See track 589 Special Notes. 
        Alternate Sources: The 1st Experienced; Are You Experienced And More; Are You Experienced Sessions 
1966-67; Are You More Experienced; Astro Man; The Complete Are You Experienced Outtakes; The Complete 
Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); The First Studio Sessions; Olympic Gold Vol. 1; Olympic Sessions; 
Out Of The Studio 2; Out Of The Studio: Strongest Edition; Studio '67; Studio Out-Takes Volume 1...1966-1968 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Are You Experienced And More is combined with (51), and was mastered 
with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); 
combined track time = 4:42, combined track time for (51-53) = 6:53, combined track time for (51-53,50,49) = 
15:12. The copy on Astro Man is combined with (51), (53), (50), and (49), and was mastered with the levels too 
high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); combined track time = 
15:32. The copy on The Complete Are You Experienced Outtakes is combined with (51), (53), (50), and (49), and 
was mastered with the levels slightly too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track 
(amplitude clipping); combined track time = 15:44. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP 
Dester); track time = 2:05, combined track time for (51-53) = 6:54, combined track time for (51-53,50,49) = 15:13. 
The copy on The First Studio Sessions; track time = 2:08, combined track time for (51-53,50,49) = 15:45. The 
copy on Olympic Gold Vol. 1; track time = 2:12. The copy on Out Of The Studio 2 is combined with (51), (53), 
(50), and (49); combined track time = 16:47. The copy on Out Of The Studio: Strongest Edition is combined with 
(51) and (53); combined track time = 7:15. The copy on Studio ’67; track time = 2:12, combined track time for (51-
53) = 7:10, combined track time for (51-53,50,49) = 15:42. 
 
591. (53) I Don't Live Today (fake mono mix of (7)) 
        Source: Out Of The Studio 2; optimally amplified 
        Univibes number: S1061 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:07 (2:10) [3:25] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 20 February 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Dave Siddle. 
        Notes: This track is the mono mix of (7); see track 083. Comparing this track to the stereo version (7) in 
Audacity, it looks as though this track may simply be the right channel of (7) doubled into both channels to create 
a mono mix, i.e. this is probably not a true mono mix but a collector-created track. 
        Special Notes: See track 589 Special Notes. 
        Alternate Sources: The 1st Experienced; Are You Experienced And More; Are You Experienced Sessions 
1966-67; Are You More Experienced; Astro Man; The Complete Are You Experienced Outtakes; The Complete 
Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); The First Studio Sessions; Olympic Gold Vol. 1; Olympic Sessions; 
Out Of The Studio 2; Out Of The Studio: Strongest Edition; Studio '67; Studio Out-Takes Volume 1...1966-1968 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Are You Experienced And More; track time = 2:11, combined track time for 
(51-53) = 6:53, combined track time for (51-53,50,49) = 15:12. The copy on Astro Man is combined with (51), 
(52), (50), and (49), has edited out the tape silence between (53) and (50), and was mastered with the levels too 
high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); combined track time = 
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15:32. The copy on The Complete Are You Experienced Outtakes is combined with (51), (52), (50), and (49), and 
was mastered with the levels slightly too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track 
(amplitude clipping); combined track time = 15:44. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP 
Dester); track time = 2:09, combined track time for (51-53) = 6:54, combined track time for (51-53,50,49) = 15:13. 
The copy on The First Studio Sessions; track time = 2:17, combined track time for (51-53,50,49) = 15:45. The 
copy on Olympic Gold Vol. 1 contains @38 seconds of tape silence at the end; track time = 2:51. The copy on 
Out Of The Studio 2 is combined with (51), (52), (50), and (49), and contains @33 seconds of tape silence 
following the end of (53) and prior to the tape start of (50); combined track time = 16:47. The copy on Out Of The 
Studio: Strongest Edition is combined with (51) and (52); combined track time = 7:15. The copy on Studio ’67; 
track time = 2:15, combined track time for (51-53) = 7:10, combined track time for (51-53,50,49) = 15:42. 
 
592. (50) I Don't Live Today (fake mono mix of (4)) 
        Source: Out Of The Studio 2; optimally amplified 
        Univibes number: S1062 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 4:12 (4:18) [4:17] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 20 February 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This track is the mono mix of (4); see track 084. Comparing this track to the stereo version (4) in 
Audacity, it looks as though this track may simply be the right channel of (4) doubled into both channels to create 
a mono mix, i.e. this is probably not a true mono mix but a collector-created track. 
        Special Notes: See track 589 Special Notes. 
        Alternate Sources: The 1st Experienced; Are You Experienced And More; Are You Experienced Sessions 
1966-67; Are You More Experienced; Astro Man; The Complete Are You Experienced Outtakes; The Complete 
Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); The First Studio Sessions; Olympic Gold Vol. 1; Olympic Sessions; 
Out Of The Studio 2; Studio '67; Studio Out-Takes Volume 1...1966-1968 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Are You Experienced And More; track time = 4:14, combined track time for 
(51-53) = 6:53, combined track time for (51-53,50,49) = 15:12. The copy on Astro Man is combined with (51), 
(52), (53), and (49), and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places 
throughout the track (amplitude clipping); combined track time = 15:32. The copy on The Complete Are You 
Experienced Outtakes is combined with (51), (52), (53), and (49), and was mastered with the levels slightly too 
high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); combined track time = 
15:44. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); track time = 4:13, combined track 
time for (51-53) = 6:54, combined track time for (51-53,50,49) = 15:13. The copy on The First Studio Sessions; 
track time = 4:19, combined track time for (51-53,50,49) = 15:45. The copy on Olympic Gold Vol. 1; track time = 
4:21. The copy on Out Of The Studio 2 is combined with (51), (52), (53), and (49); combined track time = 16:47. 
The copy on Studio ’67; track time = 4:13, combined track time for (51-53) = 7:10, combined track time for (51-
53,50,49) = 15:42. 
 
593. (49) I Don't Live Today (fake mono mix of (3)) 
        Source: Out Of The Studio 2; optimally amplified 
        Univibes number: S1461 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 4:12 (4:19) [4:28] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 20 February 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This track is the mono mix of (3); see track 085. Comparing this track to the stereo version (3) in 
Audacity, it looks as though this track may simply be the right channel of (3) doubled into both channels to create 
a mono mix, i.e. this is probably not a true mono mix but a collector-created track. 
        Special Notes: See track 589 Special Notes. 
        Alternate Sources: The 1st Experienced; Are You Experienced And More; Are You Experienced Sessions 
1966-67; Are You More Experienced; Astro Man; The Complete Are You Experienced Outtakes; The Complete 
Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); Electric Warrior; The First Studio Sessions; Olympic Gold Vol. 1; 
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Olympic Sessions; Out Of The Studio 2; Studio '67; Studio Out-Takes Volume 1...1966-1968; Through The Haze: 
The Ultimate Experience 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Are You Experienced And More; track time = 4:04, combined track time for 
(51-53) = 6:53, combined track time for (51-53,50,49) = 15:12. The copy on Astro Man is combined with (51), 
(52), (53), and (50), and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places 
throughout the track (amplitude clipping); combined track time = 15:32. The copy on The Complete Are You 
Experienced Outtakes is combined with (51), (52), (53), and (50), and was mastered with the levels slightly too 
high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); combined track time = 
15:44. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); track time = 4:04, combined track 
time for (51-53) = 6:54, combined track time for (51-53,50,49) = 15:13. The copy on Electric Warrior contains a 12 
second edit at 1:23 removing some tape glitches; track time = 4:04. The copy on The First Studio Sessions; track 
time = 4:20, combined track time for (51-53,50,49) = 15:45. The copy on Olympic Gold Vol. 1 contains tape 
glitches at 1:23; track time = 4:28. The copy on Out Of The Studio 2 is combined with (51), (52), (53), and (50), 
and contains a 12 second edit at 1:23, removing some tape glitches; combined track time = 16:47. The copy on 
Studio ’67 is incorrectly labeled (3), and (3) is incorrectly labeled (49); track time = 4:19, combined track time for 
(51-53) = 7:10, combined track time for (51-53,50,49) = 15:42. The copy on Through The Haze: The Ultimate 
Experience; track time = 4:02. 
 
594. (42) I Don't Live Today (fake alternate mix of (2), vocals and guitar mixed high, stereo) 
        Source: Can You Please Crawl Out Your Window [Major Tom]; track courtesy of Hans-Peter Johnsen; 
beginning and ending unrelated tracks removed, speed-corrected -10.8% 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:29 {mastered fast} (3:42) [3:57] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 20 February 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This track is most likely a collector-created track and not a professionally-created recording which 
uses (2) to create a fake alternate mix with the vocals and lead guitar mixed high and the backing track low. See 
the following track for the non-denoised and non-EQ’d lossy version from a tape source. This mix is similar to (57) 
(see track 596), but here the vocals and lead guitar are only moderately higher in the mix than the backing track, 
whereas in (57) the vocals and lead guitar are mixed very high and the backing track is mixed very low. See also 
track 086. 
        Alternate Sources: Can You Please Crawl Out Your Window [Major Tom] (mastered fast); Come On 
Stockholm [Bell, tape, filler] (mastered fast) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Can You Please Crawl Out Your Window [Major Tom] contains the end of 
an unrelated track at the beginning and the start of an unrelated track at the end, has been heavily denoised and 
EQ’d, was mastered fast, and was mastered with the levels slightly too high cutting off the high and low ends in 
places throughout the left channel (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:45, without unrelated parts = 3:32. The copy 
on Come On Stockholm [Bell, tape, filler] is sourced from Can You Please Crawl Out Your Window [Major Tom]. 
There is supposedly a copy of this track on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) but it is actually a copy of version 
1 of the fake alternate mono mix of (2) found on Sotheby’s Private Reels; see track 597. There is supposedly a 
copy of this track on Studio ‘67 but it is actually a copy of version 1 of the fake alternate mono mix of (2) found on 
Sotheby’s Private Reels; see track 597. 
 
595. I Don't Live Today (raw tape source of (42), stereo) 
        Source: collector’s tape; track courtesy of Steve Rodham; speed-corrected -10.8% 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:29 {mastered fast} (3:42) [3:56] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 20 February 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: See track 594 Notes. This duplicate of (42) has been sourced from a collector’s tape that hasn’t had 
denoising or equalization applied to it as found on the bootleg Can You Please Crawl Out Your Window [Major 
Tom]. This track is lossy/MP3. 
 
596. (57) I Don't Live Today (fake incomplete alternate mix of (2), vocals and guitar mixed very high, mono) 
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        Source: Fake Studio Mixes; track courtesy of Doug Bell 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:39 (3:39) [3:41] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 20 February 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-created recording. Bell notes this track as a 
fake mix of (2), created by “left-right” differencing the channels of the stereo mix (2) to remove the centered parts, 
and then adding some stereo effect back in either by simulated (fake) stereo means, such as EQ or reverb, or 
adding a little of the original stereo mix back in. Jimpress notes this as an alternate mix of (1) with the vocals and 
one guitar part high in the mix, the backing track virtually inaudible, and that this differs from (42) in that it is much 
better quality and the vocals are treated with echo as opposed to ADT (automatic double tracking). The beginning 
is incomplete, missing the first 10 seconds as heard in (2), and the ending fade-out is incomplete/clipped. This 
mix is similar to (42) (see previous two tracks), but here the vocals and lead guitar are mixed very high with the 
backing track mixed very low, whereas in (42) the vocals and lead guitar are only mixed moderately higher than 
the backing track. See also track 086. 
        Alternate Sources: Fake Studio Mixes [Bell, tape]; Silver Blue To Bloody Red, Vol. 2: Mixes, Merges, & 
Guest Appearances 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Fake Studio Mixes [Bell, tape]; track time = 3:41. The copy on Silver Blue 
To Bloody Red, Vol. 2: Mixes, Merges, & Guest Appearances; track time = 3:39. 
 
597. I Don't Live Today (fake alternate mix of (2), low vocals version 1, mono) 
        Source: Sotheby's Private Reels; optimally amplified 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:59] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 20 February 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-created recording. This is a fake mono 
alternate mix that is mastered slightly slow and primarily uses the left channel of the stereo mix (2) but also some 
of the right channel since some of the spoken parts from the right channel can still be heard. The end of the track 
is incomplete, fading out 3 seconds earlier than (2). See also track 086. 
        Alternate Sources: Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) (mislabeled (42)); Studio ’67 (mislabeled (42)); 
Sotheby's Private Reels 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) is mislabeled as a copy of (42)); track 
time = 3:59. The copy on Studio ’67 is mislabeled as a copy of (42)); track time = 3:59. The copy on Sotheby's 
Private Reels; track time = 3:59. 
 
598. I Don't Live Today (fake alternate mix of (2), low vocals version 2, mono) 
        Source: The First Studio Sessions 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:47] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 20 February 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-created recording. This is a fake mono 
alternate mix using the left channel of the stereo mix (2) which omits the spoken parts heard in the right channel 
of (2). The source copy tests as lossy/MP3 in Trader’s Little Helper but tests as lossless in Exact Audio Copy 
(EAC). See also track 086. 
 
599. I Don't Live Today (fake acetate 1, alternate mix of (2), narrow stereo) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Acetates / Demos / Remixes; optimally amplified 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:47] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
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        Recording date/location: 20 February 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-
created recording. The first appearance of the fake track probably traces back to Tony Ross, the collector from 
whom The Ross Tapes originate. “Mikesline” (Are You Experienced: Acetates / Demos / Remixes) obtained a 
copy from Ross in the 1980s. On the source disc it is sub-titled “acetate 1”. It is a fake “low vocals” alternate mix 
of (2) in narrow stereo that primarily uses the left channel of the stereo mix (2). See also track 086. 
 
600. I Don't Live Today (fake acetate 2, alternate mix of (2), mono) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Acetates / Demos / Remixes; optimally amplified, ending unrelated fragment 
removed 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:45] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 20 February 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-
created recording. The first appearance of the fake track probably traces back to Tony Ross, the collector from 
whom The Ross Tapes originate. “Mikesline” (Are You Experienced: Acetates / Demos / Remixes) obtained a 
copy from Ross in the 1980s. On the source disc it is sub-titled “acetate 2”. It is a fake alternate mix of (2) in mono 
that primarily uses the right channel of the stereo mix (2). The end of the track is incomplete, fading out 4 seconds 
earlier than (2). The very end of the track contains 4 seconds of unrelated music, what sounds like the end of a 
live version of Purple Haze. See also track 086. 
 
601. I Don't Live Today (fake acetate 3, incomplete alternate mix of (2), narrow stereo) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Acetates / Demos / Remixes; optimally amplified 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:06] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 20 February 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-
created recording. The first appearance of the fake track probably traces back to Tony Ross, the collector from 
whom The Ross Tapes originate. “Mikesline” (Are You Experienced: Acetates / Demos / Remixes) obtained a 
copy from Ross in the 1980s. On the source disc it is sub-titled “acetate 3”. It is a fake incomplete alternate mix of 
(2) in narrow stereo that has been mastered fast using the first section of (2) up to the 2:16 mark. See also track 
086. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
602. I Don't Live Today (fake incomplete alternate mix of (2), stereo) 
        Source: Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:17] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 20 February 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress. This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-created 
recording. Bell notes this is a fake mono mix made from the stereo mix (2). It appears to primarily use the right 
channel of the first section of (2), fading out at the 2:16 mark. See also track 086. 

 

DISC 29 – RELATED & REMIXED RECORDINGS 

DISC 1 – STUDIO & PRIVATE RECORDINGS 

http://crosstowntorrents.org/showthread.php?196-The-Ross-Tapes-Vols-2-3-6-7-amp-Miscellaneous
http://crosstowntorrents.org/showthread.php?1512-Are-You-Experienced-Acetates-Demos-Remixes
https://www.guitars101.com/forums/f145/jimi-hendrix-1967-you-experienced-acetates-demos-remixes-573826.html
http://crosstowntorrents.org/showthread.php?196-The-Ross-Tapes-Vols-2-3-6-7-amp-Miscellaneous
http://crosstowntorrents.org/showthread.php?1512-Are-You-Experienced-Acetates-Demos-Remixes
https://www.guitars101.com/forums/f145/jimi-hendrix-1967-you-experienced-acetates-demos-remixes-573826.html
http://crosstowntorrents.org/showthread.php?196-The-Ross-Tapes-Vols-2-3-6-7-amp-Miscellaneous
http://crosstowntorrents.org/showthread.php?1512-Are-You-Experienced-Acetates-Demos-Remixes
https://www.guitars101.com/forums/f145/jimi-hendrix-1967-you-experienced-acetates-demos-remixes-573826.html
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        Alternate Sources: Living Reels Vol. I; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Living Reels Vol. I is noted by Bell as a fake mono mix, but it is in stereo; 
track time = 2:19. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); track time = 2:17. 
 
603. Manic Depression (fake mono mix of (2)) 
        Source: The First Studio Sessions 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:40] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 29 March 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-created recording. Bell notes this as a fake 
mono mix using the left channel of the stereo mix (2). The source copy tests as lossy/MP3 in Trader’s Little 
Helper but tests as lossless in Exact Audio Copy (EAC). See also track 095. 
 
604. Manic Depression (combined Rock Band multitracks alternate mix of (2), stereo) 
        Source: The Collector’s 1967 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:43] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 29 March 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Dave Siddle. Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This is a collector-created track {David Chance} and not a 
professionally-created recording prepared especially for this compilation. This was created using the Rock Band 
multitracks, except the instrumental version and the vocals clean-up version (see tracks 100-101,103-104). The 
purpose of this track is to show that the Rock Band version of this song is actually an alternate mix of the official 
mix (2). Using Audacity, the separate multitracks were imported then mixed and rendered into a new track. The 
opening silence was removed, otherwise there were no other manipulations to create this track. See also track 
095. 
 
605. Highway Chile (combined Rock Band multitracks alternate mix of (2), stereo) 
        Source: The Collector’s 1967 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:38] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 April 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: 
Laurie (unknown last name). 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This is a collector-created track {David Chance} and not a 
professionally-created recording prepared especially for this compilation. This was created using the Rock Band 
multitracks, except the instrumental version (see tracks 111-115). The purpose of this track is to show that the 
Rock Band version of this song is actually an alternate mix of the official mix (2). Using Audacity, the separate 
multitracks were imported then mixed and rendered into a new track. The opening silence was removed, 
otherwise there were no other manipulations to create this track. The source copy tests as CDDA in Trader’s Little 
Helper with probability 43% but tests as lossless in Exact Audio Copy (EAC). See also track 107. 
 
606. Highway Chile (fake mono mix of Rock Band multitrack of (2) guitar) 
        Source: The Solo Guitar Track CD 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:42] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 April 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: 
Laurie (unknown last name). 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This is presumably a collector-created track and not a 
professionally-created recording. It is a mono version of the Rock Band multitrack of (2) guitar using the right 
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channel of the stereo version doubled into mono. The start of the track also contains an opening drum beat count-
in not heard in the Rock Band stereo version; some of the songs from the Rock Band multitracks do contain drum 
beat count-ins. The source copy tests as lossy/MP3 in Trader’s Little Helper but tests as lossless in Exact Audio 
Copy (EAC). See also track 111. 
 
607. May This Be Love (fake mono mix of (3), left channel) 
        Source: The First Studio Sessions 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:09] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 April 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums with ching ring on hi-
hat). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Laurie (unknown last name). 
Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-created recording. Bell notes this as a fake 
mono mix using the left channel of the stereo mix (3). The source copy tests as lossy/MP3 in Trader’s Little 
Helper but tests as lossless in Exact Audio Copy (EAC). See also track 116. 
 
608. May This Be Love (fake mono mix of (3), right channel) 
        Source: Sotheby's Private Reels 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:15] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 April 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums with ching ring on hi-
hat). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Laurie (unknown last name). 
Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-
created recording. This is a fake mono mix using the right channel of the stereo mix (3). See also track 116. 
 
609. May This Be Love (combined Rock Band multitracks alternate mix of (3), stereo) 
        Source: The Collector’s 1967 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:15] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 April 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
Second Engineer: Laurie (unknown last name). Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This is a collector-created track {David Chance} and not a 
professionally-created recording prepared especially for this compilation. This was created using the Rock Band 
multitracks, except the instrumental version (see tracks 125-129). The purpose of this track is to show that the 
Rock Band version of this song is actually an alternate mix of the official mix (3). Using Audacity, the separate 
multitracks were imported then mixed and rendered into a new track. The opening drum beat count-in and ending 
silence were removed, otherwise there were no other manipulations to create this track. See also track 116. 
 
610. May This Be Love (fake mono mix of Rock Band multitrack of (3) guitar) 
        Source: The Solo Guitar Track CD 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:22] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 April 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
Second Engineer: Laurie (unknown last name). Secondary Engineer: Eddie Kramer. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This is presumably a collector-created track and not a 
professionally-created recording. It is a mono version of the Rock Band multitrack of (3) guitar using the right 
channel of the stereo version doubled into mono. The source copy tests as lossy/MP3 in Trader’s Little Helper but 
tests as lossless in Exact Audio Copy (EAC). See also track 125. 
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611. Are You Experienced (fake mono mix of (2), left channel) 
        Source: Axis: Mono [Roaring Mouse] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [4:15] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 April 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, piano), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Laurie (unknown last name). Secondary Second Engineer: 
George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-created recording. Bell notes it as a fake 
mono reduction of the stereo mix (2) (i.e. using both channels of the stereo mix), but it is a fake mono mix using 
the left channel of (2) doubled into mono. The source copy was mastered with the levels slightly too high cutting 
off the high and low ends in several places throughout the track (amplitude clipping). See also track 132. 
        Alternate Sources: Axis: Mono [Roaring Mouse]; The First Studio Sessions 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Axis: Mono [Roaring Mouse]; track time = 4:15. The copy on The First 
Studio Sessions is clipped on the ending fade-out; track time = 4:06. 
 
612. Are You Experienced (fake mono mix of (2), right channel) 
        Source: Sotheby’s Private Reels; optimally amplified 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [4:13] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 April 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, piano), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Laurie (unknown last name). Secondary Second Engineer: 
George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-created recording. This track is a fake mono 
mix using the right channel of the stereo mix (2). See also track 132. 
        Alternate Sources: Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Sotheby’s Private Reels 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) has slightly higher levels in the right 
channel (likely sourced from Sotheby’s Private Reels); track time = 4:12. The copy on Sotheby’s Private Reels 
has slightly higher levels in the right channel; track time = 4:13. 
 
613. Are You Experienced (combined Rock Band multitracks alternate mix of (2), stereo) 
        Source: The Collector’s 1967 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [4:17] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 April 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, piano), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Laurie (unknown last name). Secondary Second Engineer: 
George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This is a collector-created track {David Chance} and not a 
professionally-created recording prepared especially for this compilation. This was created using the Rock Band 
multitracks, except the instrumental version and the underneath rhythm reversed track (see tracks 137,139-142). 
The purpose of this track is to show that the Rock Band version of this song is actually an alternate mix of the 
official mix (2). Using Audacity, the separate multitracks were imported then mixed and rendered into a new track; 
there were no other manipulations to create this track. The source copy tests as lossy/MP3 in Trader’s Little 
Helper but tests as lossless in Exact Audio Copy (EAC). See also track 132. 
 
614. (18) Are You Experienced (fake extended mix of (2), mono) 
        Source: Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); optimally amplified 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (5:20) [5:19] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 April 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
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        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, piano), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Laurie (unknown last name). Secondary Second Engineer: 
George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-created recording. Jimpress states, “This 
would seem to be another amateur hatchet job with the backward solo (3) reversed and inserted in the song (2) 
after the reverse solo” to extend the track, yet a Jimpress number is still assigned to this fake extended mix. This 
track in mono runs similarly to the official stereo mix (2) up until the @2:49 mark where the segment heard in (3) 
from @0:02-1:11 (see tracks 620-623) has been spliced on which then runs to the @4:01 mark here. At the 
@4:01 mark the track resumes from the initial splice point to finish with what is heard in (2) from @2:50 to the 
end. The source copy tests as lossy/MP3 in Trader’s Little Helper but tests as lossless in Exact Audio Copy 
(EAC). See also track 132. 
        Alternate Sources: The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); Lost In The Mists Of Time; 
Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) is slightly clipped 
on the opening fade-in; track time = 5:18. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); track time = 5:19. 
 
615. Are You Experienced (fake remix of (2) version 1, narrow stereo) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Acetates / Demos / Remixes; optimally amplified 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [5:00] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 April 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, piano), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Laurie (unknown last name). Secondary Second Engineer: 
George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-
created recording. Like (18) it is an attempt to create an extended mix of (2). The first appearance of this fake 
track probably traces back to Tony Ross, the collector from whom The Ross Tapes originate. “Mikesline” (Are You 
Experienced: Acetates / Demos / Remixes) obtained a copy from Ross in the 1980s. The track runs similarly to 
the official stereo mix (2) up until the 4:01 mark where the segment heard in (3) from 0:03-0:57 (see tracks 620-
623) has been spliced on, fading in at the start and end of the segment plus running slightly fast, which then runs 
to the 4:52 mark here. At the 4:53 mark the track resumes from the initial splice point to finish with what is heard 
in (2) from 4:04 to the end. Aside from the spliced-on segment from (3), the drums throughout the remainder  of 
the track are mixed to the left rather than to the right as heard in (2), and the guitar is mixed to the right rather 
than to the left as heard in (2). See also track 132. 
 
616. Are You Experienced (fake remix of (2) version 2, narrow stereo) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Acetates / Demos / Remixes; optimally amplified 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:46] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 April 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, piano), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Laurie (unknown last name). Secondary Second Engineer: 
George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-
created recording. The first appearance of this fake track probably traces back to Tony Ross, the collector from 
whom The Ross Tapes originate. “Mikesline” (Are You Experienced: Acetates / Demos / Remixes) obtained a 
copy from Ross in the 1980s. The track runs slightly faster than (2), the beginning has removed the segment from 
@0:02-0:04, then runs similarly to the official stereo mix (2) up until the 1:37 mark (which corresponds to the 1:45 
mark in (2)) where the segment heard in (3) from 0:09-1:10 (see tracks 620-623) has been spliced on, which then 
runs to the 2:37 mark here. At the 2:38 mark the track resumes from the 2:49 mark as heard in (2) and runs until 
the 3:59 mark as heard in (2). The very end of the track has an unrelated 1-second faintly heard fragment from 
another song. See also track 132. 
 
617. (22) Are You Experienced (fake instrumental mix of (2), lead and rhythm guitars middle solo, mono) 
        Source: Fake Studio Mixes; track courtesy of Doug Bell 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 4:07 (4:08) [4:09] 

http://crosstowntorrents.org/showthread.php?196-The-Ross-Tapes-Vols-2-3-6-7-amp-Miscellaneous
http://crosstowntorrents.org/showthread.php?1512-Are-You-Experienced-Acetates-Demos-Remixes
https://www.guitars101.com/forums/f145/jimi-hendrix-1967-you-experienced-acetates-demos-remixes-573826.html
http://crosstowntorrents.org/showthread.php?196-The-Ross-Tapes-Vols-2-3-6-7-amp-Miscellaneous
http://crosstowntorrents.org/showthread.php?1512-Are-You-Experienced-Acetates-Demos-Remixes
https://www.guitars101.com/forums/f145/jimi-hendrix-1967-you-experienced-acetates-demos-remixes-573826.html
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        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 April 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, piano), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Laurie (unknown last name). Secondary Second Engineer: 
George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-created recording. Bell notes this track as a 
fake mix of (2) plus some alteration of the middle solo. Jimpress notes this as an alternate instrumental mix of (1) 
with the vocals heard very faintly in the background, and that during the middle solo the backing track is faded 
and only the backward lead and rhythm guitars remain in the mix, after which the backing track is faded back in. 
See also track 132. 
        Alternate Sources: Fake Studio Mixes [Bell, tape]; Silver Blue To Bloody Red, Vol. 2: Mixes, Merges, & 
Guest Appearances 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Fake Studio Mixes [Bell, tape]; track time = 4:09. The copy on Silver Blue 
To Bloody Red, Vol. 2: Mixes, Merges, & Guest Appearances; track time = 4:07. 
 
618. (21) Are You Experienced (fake instrumental mix of (2), rhythm guitar middle solo, mono) 
        Source: Fake Studio Mixes; track courtesy of Doug Bell 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 4:00 (4:00) [4:05] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 April 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, piano), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Laurie (unknown last name). Secondary Second Engineer: 
George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-created recording. Bell notes this track as a 
fake mix of (2). Jimpress notes this as an alternate instrumental mix of (1) “which is likely an amateur 
manipulation of the official track and sounds similar to (22)”. Here the first 8 seconds are missing and in the 
middle solo only the rhythm guitar is left in the mix, though the backward lead guitar can be heard very faintly. 
See also track 132. 
 
619. Are You Experienced (fake mono mix of Rock Band multitrack of (2) guitar) 
        Source: The Solo Guitar Track CD; optimally amplified, beginning silence removed, and ending repeat error 
removed 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [4:15] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 April 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, piano), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Laurie (unknown last name). Secondary Second Engineer: 
George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This presumably is a collector-created track and not a 
professionally-created recording. It is a mono version of the Rock Band multitrack of (2) guitar using the right 
channel of the stereo version doubled into mono. The source copy has 3 seconds of silence at the start of the 
track, and an error at the 4:24 mark which is a repeat of the start of the track; track time = 4:40. See also track 
137. 
 
620. (3a) Are You Experienced (incomplete reversed version of (1), variation 1, mono) 
        Source: ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced 
        Univibes number: S017 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:48 (2:45) [2:50] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 April 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, piano), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Laurie (unknown last name). Secondary Second Engineer: 
George Chkiantz. 
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        Notes: This is probably a collector-created track and not a professionally-created recording. This track uses 
a segment from the official mono version (1) from 0:00-2:50, reversing the segment presumably to highlight the 
backward guitar track as it was originally played by Jimi. In other words, what you are hearing at the beginning of 
the track is what is heard in (1) from the 2:50 mark backwards to the beginning. This track first appeared on the 
bootleg CD Symphony Of Experience released in late 1993. Quite likely some of the copies on the Alternate 
Sources listed that were not available for testing are one of the variations of this track; see the following 3 tracks. 
See also track 134. 
        Alternate Sources: The 1st Experienced (2 copies, 1 incomplete); ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The 
Making Of Are You Experienced; Axis Bold A Love: The Alternate Versions; Axis Bold As Love: Mono Release 
[Funky Monkey]; Can You Please Crawl Out Your Window [Major Tom] (2 copies); The Complete Are You 
Experienced Outtakes; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); En Ecoutant Des Images (2 
copies); Get The Experience!; I Am Experienced (2 incomplete copies); Jimi: A Musical Legacy; The Making Of 
Are You Experienced [Wonderland]; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Studio '67; Silver Blue To Bloody Red 
[Gypsy Eye Project]; Symphony Of Experience 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You 
Experienced; track time = 2:50. The copy on The Complete Are You Experienced Outtakes is missing 3 seconds 
from the beginning, has 3 seconds of silence at the end of the track, and is primarily heard in the left channel; 
track time = 2:42. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester) is primarily heard in the 
left channel; track time = 2:46. The copy on Get The Experience! is missing 3 seconds from the beginning, has 3 
seconds of silence at the end of the track, and is primarily heard in the left channel; track time = 2:42. The copy 
on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) is primarily heard in the left channel; track time = 2:45. The copy on Studio 
'67 is likely sourced from ATM 109-112: Maximum Experience - The Making Of Are You Experienced; track time = 
2:50. The copy on Symphony Of Experience is primarily heard in the left channel; track time = 2:46. 
 
621. (3b) Are You Experienced (incomplete reversed version of (1), variation 2, mono) 
        Source: First Steps; optimally amplified 
        Univibes number: S017 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:04] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 April 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, piano), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Laurie (unknown last name). Secondary Second Engineer: 
George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: See track 620 Notes. This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-created recording. This 
variation of (3a) contains 38 seconds of an unrelated backward guitar solo (source details unknown) that has 
been reversed prior to the start of (3a), and most of the section containing Jimi’s backward vocals has been 
edited out. This track is lossy/MP3. See also track 134. 
        Special Notes: Some of the Alternate Sources listed for (3a) that were not available for testing may contain a 
copy of this variation. 
        Alternate Sources: Beginnings 66-68; First Steps 
 
622. (3c) Are You Experienced (incomplete reversed version of (1), variation 3, mono) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Acetates / Demos / Remixes; optimally amplified 
        Univibes number: S017 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [1:24] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 April 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, piano), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Laurie (unknown last name). Secondary Second Engineer: 
George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: See track 620 Notes. This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-created recording. This 
variation of (3a) has edited out the entire section containing Jimi’s backwards vocals. Like most variations of (3a) 
this track is primarily heard in the left channel. See also track 134. 
        Special Notes: Some of the Alternate Sources listed for (3a) that were not available for testing may contain a 
copy of this variation. 
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623. (3d) Are You Experienced (incomplete reversed version of (1), variation 4, mono) 
        Source: collector’s tape {Markum7}; optimally amplified, opening silence removed 
        Univibes number: S017 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [1:08] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 April 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, piano), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Laurie (unknown last name). Secondary Second Engineer: 
George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: See track 620 Notes. This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-created recording. This 
variation of (3a) has an edited studio comment by Jimi, “OK, one more time” (from the May 3, 1968 Voodoo Child 
(Slight Return) session, also found on variations of …And The Gods Made Love) spliced on prior to the start, is 
missing the first 4 seconds heard in other variations of (3a), has edited out the entire section containing Jimi’s 
backwards vocals, and edited out the segment heard in (3b) from 1:00-1:13. Like most variations of (3a) this track 
is primarily heard in the left channel. See also track 134. 
        Special Notes: Some of the Alternate Sources listed for (3a) that were not available for testing may contain a 
copy of this variation. 
        Alternate Sources: collector’s tape {Markum7}; Screaming Eagle 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on the collector’s tape uploaded to the torrent site Dime-A-Dozen by Markum7 
has 3 seconds of silence at the start; track time = 1:10. The copy on Screaming Eagle runs slightly fast, has 3 
seconds of silence at the start, and 13 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 1:19. 
 
624. She's So Fine (fake mono mix of (4)) 
        Source: The Alternate Axis: Bold As Love 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:34] 
        Composer: David Noel Redding 
        Recording date/location: 4 May 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, congas). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. Secondary Second 
Engineer: Andy Johns. 
        Notes: This is likely a collector-created track and not a professionally-created recording. This track is not 
listed in Jimpress. Bell notes it as a copy of (4), but all copies of (4) that were tested were in stereo, but this track 
is in mono. The source copy tests as lossy/MP3 in Trader’s Little Helper but tests as lossless in Exact Audio Copy 
(EAC). See also track 145. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
625. She's So Fine (fake mono mix of (1)) 
        Source: Axis: Mono [Roaring Mouse] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:37] 
        Composer: David Noel Redding 
        Recording date/location: 4 May 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, congas, 
vocals). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. Secondary 
Second Engineer: Andy Johns. 
        Notes: This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-created recording. This track is not listed in 
Jimpress. Bell notes it as a fake mono reduction of the stereo mix (1). It appears to be the stereo version (1) 
mixed down to mono using both channels. See also track 148. 
 
626. (6) She's So Fine (fake alternate mix of (1), stereo) 
        Source: Fake Studio Mixes; optimally amplified; track courtesy of Doug Bell 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:38 (2:38) [2:42] 
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        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 4 May 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, congas, 
vocals). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. Secondary 
Second Engineer: Andy Johns. 
        Notes: This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-created recording. Bell notes this track as a 
fake mix of (1), with the left channel L-R mono, the right channel average mono, and a few other minor 
alterations. Jimpress notes it as an alternate mix of (1) with the bass and drums mixed to one channel, and the 
two guitars in the solo mixed centrally. See also track 148. 
 
627. She’s So Fine (combined Rock Band multitracks alternate mix of (1), stereo) 
        Source: The Collector’s 1967 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:39] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 4 May 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, congas, 
vocals). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. Secondary 
Second Engineer: Andy Johns. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This is a collector-created track {David Chance} and not a 
professionally-created recording prepared especially for this compilation. This was created using the Rock Band 
multitracks, except the instrumental version (see tracks 152-158). The purpose of this track is to show that the 
Rock Band version of this song is actually an alternate mix of the official mix (1). Using Audacity, the separate 
multitracks were imported then mixed and rendered into a new track. The opening drum beat count-in and ending 
silence were removed, otherwise there were no other manipulations to create this track. See also track 148. 
 
628. Taking Care Of No Business (simulated (fake) stereo mix of (1)) 
        Source: Electric Warrior; optimally amplified 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:24] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 4 May 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, voice), Mitch Mitchell (drums, tambourine, 
voice), unknown road crew member (voice), unknown (tuba), and unknown (saxophone). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-created recording. Bell notes this has one 
channel of (1) inverted to give a simulated (fake) stereo effect. The source copy tests as lossy/MP3 in Trader’s 
Little Helper but tests as probably lossless (inconclusive) in Exact Audio Copy (EAC). See also track 159. 
 
629. If Six Was Nine (fake alternate mix of (1), version 1, mono) 
        Source: Axis Bold As Love: The Sotheby’s Reels [Gold Standard]; optimally amplified 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [5:38] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 4 May 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, recorder, foot stomping), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell 
(drums, congas), Graham Nash (foot stomping), Gary Walker [Gary Leeds] (foot stomping), Chas Chandler (foot 
stomping). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-created recording. It appears to be the 
stereo version (1) mixed down to mono using both channels. See also track 161. 
        Alternate Sources: Axis Bold As Love: The Sotheby’s Reels [Gold Standard]; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 
3.1) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Axis Bold As Love: The Sotheby’s Reels [Gold Standard]; track time = 5:38. 
The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) is sourced from Axis Bold As Love: The Sotheby’s Reels [Gold 
Standard], and has 2 seconds of silence at the start; track time = 5:40. 
 
630. If Six Was Nine (fake alternate mix of (1), version 2, mono) 
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        Source: Axis: Mono [Roaring Mouse] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [5:32] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 4 May 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, recorder, foot stomping), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell 
(drums, congas), Graham Nash (foot stomping), Gary Walker [Gary Leeds] (foot stomping), Chas Chandler (foot 
stomping). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-created recording. Bell notes it as a fake 
mono reduction of the stereo mix (1) (see version 1, previous track), but it is a fake mono mix created by doubling 
the right channel of the stereo mix (1) into mono. The source copy is slightly incomplete at the end. See also track 
161. 
 
631. (5) If Six Was Nine (incomplete fake instrumental mix of (1), version 1, mono) 
        Source: Fake Studio Mixes; optimally amplified; track courtesy of Doug Bell 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:17 (2:19) [2:20] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 4 May 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, recorder, foot stomping), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell 
(drums, congas), Graham Nash (foot stomping), Gary Walker [Gary Leeds] (foot stomping), Chas Chandler (foot 
stomping). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-created recording. Bell notes this track as an 
incomplete fake alternate mix using two portions of the left channel of the Polydor mix (1). Jimpress notes it as an 
incomplete alternate instrumental mix of (1) which has been edited at 1:31 to remove the “white collared 
conservative…” section, continuing with the post-solo “fall mountains…” part, and ending prematurely. See also 
track 161. 
 
632. (6) If Six Was Nine (incomplete fake instrumental mix of (1), version 2, mono) 
        Source: Fake Studio Mixes; optimally amplified; track courtesy of Doug Bell 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:57 (3:00) [3:03] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 4 May 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, recorder, foot stomping), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell 
(drums, congas), Graham Nash (foot stomping), Gary Walker [Gary Leeds] (foot stomping), Chas Chandler (foot 
stomping). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-created recording. Bell notes this track as an 
incomplete fake alternate mix which switches between the two channels of the Polydor mix (1). Jimpress notes it 
as an incomplete instrumental mix of (1) which begins with the “white collared conservative…” section and 
subsequent solo, but the “fall mountains…” part is edited out and the track continues with the end solo. See also 
track 161. 
 
633. If Six Was Nine (combined Rock Band multitracks version 1 alternate mix of (1), stereo) 
        Source: The Collector’s 1967 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [5:33] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 4 May 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, recorder, foot stomping), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell 
(drums, congas), Graham Nash (foot stomping), Gary Walker [Gary Leeds] (foot stomping), Chas Chandler (foot 
stomping). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This is a collector-created track {David Chance} and not a 
professionally-created recording prepared especially for this compilation. This was created using the Rock Band 
multitracks, except the instrumental version (see tracks 167-171). The purpose of this track is to show that the 
Rock Band version of this song is actually an alternate mix of the official mix (1). Using Audacity, the separate 
multitracks were imported then mixed and rendered into a new track. The opening silence was removed, 
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otherwise there were no other manipulations to create this track. The source copy tests as lossy/MP3 in Trader’s 
Little Helper but tests as lossless in Exact Audio Copy (EAC). See also track 161. 
 
634. If Six Was Nine (combined Rock Band multitracks version 2 alternate mix of (1), stereo) 
        Source: The Collector’s 1967 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [5:33] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 4 May 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, recorder, foot stomping), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell 
(drums, congas), Graham Nash (foot stomping), Gary Walker [Gary Leeds] (foot stomping), Chas Chandler (foot 
stomping). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This is a collector-created track {David Chance} and not a 
professionally-created recording prepared especially for this compilation. This was created using the Rock Band 
multitracks, except the instrumental version (see tracks 172-179). The purpose of this track is to show that the 
Rock Band version of this song is actually an alternate mix of the official mix (1). Using Audacity, the separate 
multitracks were imported then mixed and rendered into a new track. The opening and ending silence were 
removed, otherwise there were no other manipulations to create this track. See also track 161. 
 
635. If Six Was Nine (fake mono mix of Rock Band multitrack of (1) version 2 guitar) 
        Source: The Solo Guitar Track CD 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [5:45] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 4 May 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, recorder, foot stomping), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell 
(drums, congas), Graham Nash (foot stomping), Gary Walker [Gary Leeds] (foot stomping), Chas Chandler (foot 
stomping). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This is presumably a collector-created track and not a 
professionally-created recording. It appears to be the stereo version of the Rock Band multitrack of (1) version 2 
guitar mixed down to mono using both channels. See also track 172. 
 
636. If Six Was Nine (official split variation of (7), part 1, stereo) 
        Source: Axis: Bold As Love [1970, Polydor (Mexico) 184-110]; optimally amplified; track courtesy of 
FendersFingers 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [1:31] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 4 May 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, recorder, foot stomping), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell 
(drums, congas), Graham Nash (foot stomping), Gary Walker [Gary Leeds] (foot stomping), Chas Chandler (foot 
stomping). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. JMHVinyl notes this odd variation which splits the song into 
its two parts (Section A and Section B) as recorded in the studio. Section B is track 3 on Side 1 of the album, and 
Section A is track 7 on Side 1. There is a considerable amount of vinyl surface noise on this rare variation; if 
anyone has a cleaner copy please share it via JPIO. See also track 163 Notes. 
        Official Release: Axis: Bold As Love [1970, Polydor (Mexico) 184-110] 
 
637. If Six Was Nine (official split variation of (7), part 2, stereo) 
        Source: Axis: Bold As Love [1970, Polydor (Mexico) 184-110]; optimally amplified; track courtesy of 
FendersFingers 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [4:03] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 4 May 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, recorder, foot stomping), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell 
(drums, congas), Graham Nash (foot stomping), Gary Walker [Gary Leeds] (foot stomping), Chas Chandler (foot 
stomping). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 

https://www.discogs.com/The-Jimi-Hendrix-Experience-Axis-Bold-As-Love/release/6057085
http://www.jmhvinyl.co.uk/axis.-bold-as-love-pg-2.html
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/JimiPassItOn/info
https://www.discogs.com/The-Jimi-Hendrix-Experience-Axis-Bold-As-Love/release/6057085
https://www.discogs.com/The-Jimi-Hendrix-Experience-Axis-Bold-As-Love/release/6057085
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        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. See tracks 636 and 163 Notes. 
        Official Release: Axis: Bold As Love [1970, Polydor (Mexico) 184-110] 
 
638. If Six Was Nine (edit of (4), mono) 
        Source: If 6 Was 9; optimally amplified 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [4:41] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 4 May 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, recorder, foot stomping), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell 
(drums, congas), Graham Nash (foot stomping), Gary Walker [Gary Leeds] (foot stomping), Chas Chandler (foot 
stomping). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This is a collector-created track {Polipus "Emilovious"} and 
not a professionally-created recording. It is an edit of (4) that has removed the “white collar conservative” segment 
from 1:49-3:06. The source copy tests as CDDA in Trader’s Little Helper with probability 43% but tests as lossless 
in Exact Audio Copy (EAC). See also track 164. 
 
639. Burning Of The Midnight Lamp (composite edit of (12), mono) 
        Source: Crosstown Torrents download 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:50] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: July 6-7, 1967 Mayfair Recording Studio Inc., 701 Seventh Avenue, New York, New 
York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, harpsichord, mellotron), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums, 
percussion). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Gary Kellgren. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This is a collector-created track {Scott/Skizzle} and not a 
professionally-created recording. The various mixes from (12) (early take mixes demo tape) were used to create a 
complete mix of the song. The source copy tests as lossy/MP3 in Trader’s Little Helper but tests as lossless in 
Exact Audio Copy (EAC). See also track 194. 
 
640. Burning Of The Midnight Lamp (edit of (4), mono) 
        Source: Studio ‘67; optimally amplified 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [17:09] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: July 6-7, 1967 Mayfair Recording Studio Inc., 701 Seventh Avenue, New York, New 
York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, harpsichord, mellotron), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums, 
percussion, tambourine?), The Sweet Inspirations: Cissy Houston, Myrna Smith, and Estelle Brown (backing 
vocals). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Gary Kellgren. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This is a collector-created track {WillJamz} and not a 
professionally-created recording. Aside from the count-ins by Gary Kellgren, the non-music content from (4) (later 
take mixes demo tape) has been edited out to create this track. It is essentially all of the various playbacks or 
mixes without the extraneous tape material. The source copy tests as CDDA in Trader’s Little Helper with 
probability 43% but tests as lossless in Exact Audio Copy (EAC). See also track 196. 
 
641. Burning Of The Midnight Lamp (composite edit of (4) and (13), mono) 
        Source: Smash Alternates (2015, ghostryder14) 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:39] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: July 6-7, 1967 Mayfair Recording Studio Inc., 701 Seventh Avenue, New York, New 
York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, harpsichord, mellotron), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums, 
percussion, tambourine?), The Sweet Inspirations: Cissy Houston, Myrna Smith, and Estelle Brown (backing 
vocals). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Gary Kellgren. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This is a collector-created track {ghostryder14} and not a 
professionally-created recording. The first nearly complete segment of (4) has had a complete ending stitched on 
at the @3:32 mark that has been lifted from the official mono reduction (13). The track was mastered with the 
levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping). The source 

https://www.discogs.com/The-Jimi-Hendrix-Experience-Axis-Bold-As-Love/release/6057085
http://crosstowntorrents.org/showthread.php?270-If-6-Was-9-Flac-Art&p=1455
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copy tests as lossy/MP3 in Trader’s Little Helper but tests as lossless in Exact Audio Copy (EAC). See also tracks 
196 and 200. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
642. Burning Of The Midnight Lamp (re-edited mix of (1) and (5), mono) 
        Source: Electric Ladyland Revisited 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:39] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: July 6-7, 1967 Mayfair Recording Studio Inc., 701 Seventh Avenue, New York, New 
York, U.S.A. + 6 October 1967 Playhouse Theatre, London, England 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, harpsichord, mellotron), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums, 
percussion, tambourine?), The Sweet Inspirations: Cissy Houston, Myrna Smith, and Estelle Brown (backing 
vocals). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Gary Kellgren. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-
created recording. The track is sub-labeled “re-edited mix”, and consists of a composite of the officially released 
mono version (1) and the live version (5) from BBC Sessions (BBC Radio 1 “Top Gear” session, 6 October 1967 
Playhouse Theatre, London, England). There are 4 splices in the track at 1:12, 2:16, 2:29, and 3:25 where the 
song alternates between corresponding segments of the song from (1) and (5). The track begins with (1) up until 
the 1:12 mark where the corresponding segment of the song from (5) is spliced on from 1:12-2:16. At 2:16 the 
corresponding segment of the song from (1) resumes from 2:16-2:29. At 2:29 the corresponding segment of the 
song from (5) is spliced on from 2:29-3:25. At 3:25 the corresponding segment of the song from (1) resumes from 
3:25 to the end. See also track 199. 
 
643. (8) Day Tripper drum solo (instrumental excerpt, stereo) 
        Source: Freezer Burn: Bootleg! 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 1:33 (1:34) [1:37] 
        Composers: John Winston Lennon & James Paul McCartney 
        Recording date/location: unknown, possibly July 17, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, 
U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix? (fuzz bass?), Ray Lucas? (drums), Ed “Bugs” Gregory? (bass). Producer: Ed 
Chalpin? Engineer: Mickey Lane? 
        Notes: This track is part of the Freezer Tapes obtained from Arthur “Freezer” Parr who found them left 
behind in a warehouse walled-up/hidden recording studio previously used by Alan Douglas. It is believed to be an 
outtake from the July 17, 1967 Curtis Knight session, though one has to wonder why Alan Douglas would be in 
possession of a tape presumably produced (and owned) by Ed Chalpin. To my ears the quality of this track 
seems very different to the Curtis Knight tracks, especially the proficiency of the drummer. I suspect this may be a 
later recording, perhaps from 1969 or 1970, but it is included in this compilation until it can be properly identified. 
The track starts in progress with the basic riff of Day Tripper played on fuzz bass accompanied by drums. The 
badly distorted fuzz bass stops at the 0:11 mark as the drums continue on alone. Around the 0:38 mark a straight 
bass is heard coming in briefly and very faintly in the background. From 0:47-0:50 there is a burst of bass 
distortion. At the 0:55 mark someone (Jimi?) is faintly heard in the background exclaiming, “Yeah!” The tape is 
abruptly cut off at the 1:33 mark, followed by a few faint noises and tape silence. 
 
644. Get That Feeling (merge of (1) and (3), stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: ATM 103-104: Curtis Knight: The Complete Recordings Vol. 2 - Studio 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 10:43 (n/a) [10:44] 
        Composers: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) & Edward H. Gregory Jr. (Ed “Bugs” Gregory) 
        Recording date/location: July 17, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (8-string fuzz bass), Curtis Knight (vocals), “Shears” (electric 12-string guitar), Ed 
“Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas (drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress. See the Special Notes at the beginning of this session date’s 
section. This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-created recording. Most likely the purpose of this 
track was to re-create the entire jam; (1) contains the drum solo segment (7:49-8:24) but not the complete ending, 
and (3) contains the complete ending but not the drum solo segment. This merge of the two versions has (1) 
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running from 0:00-8:59 at which point the segment in (3) from 8:21 to the end is spliced on. See also tracks 255 
and 263. 
 
645. The Stars That Play With Laughing Sam’s Dice (fake alternate mix of (5), mono) 
        Source: The Echo Tape; optimally amplified, opening silence removed 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [4:41] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: July 19, 1967 Mayfair Recording Studio Inc., 701 Seventh Avenue, New York, New 
York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums), Devon Wilson and 
unknown others (crowd noises, whistling). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Gary Kellgren. 
        Notes: This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-created recording. This fake alternate mix of 
(5) has heavy reverb added. See also track 270. 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 063-064: On The Road To Electric Ladyland; Bob Terry Studio Tape #20; The Echo 
Tape; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Sessions 9 [Major Tom]; War Heroes: The Outtakes (16-track version) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 063-064: On The Road To Electric Ladyland (restored version) is 
noted as possibly being a fake reverb mix of (5), is missing Jimi’s ending comment, “you want me to try that 
again?” and the ending studio noises, has slightly higher levels in the right channel, and was mastered with the 
levels too high cutting off the high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 
4:28. The copy on Bob Terry Studio Tape #20 doesn’t have the right channel amplification as on most other 
source copies, is missing most of the opening count-in, and the ending studio noises after Jimi asks, “you want 
me to try that again?”; track time = 4:20. The copy on The Echo Tape has 5 seconds of silence at the start, and 
has higher levels in the right channel; track time = 4:47. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) is sub-
labeled “different mix”, is missing Jimi’s ending comment, “you want me to try that again?” and the ending studio 
noises, has slightly higher levels in the right channel, and was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the 
high and low ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping); track time = 4:27. The copy on Sessions 9 
[Major Tom] doesn’t have the right channel amplification as on most other source copies, has muffled sound, and 
is noted by Bell as a fake mono mix of (3) though it is more likely a copy of (5) that has the count-in and ending 
comments and studio noises removed; track time = 4:13. The copy on War Heroes: The Outtakes (16-track 
version) is missing the opening count-in, and is missing Jimi’s ending comment, “you want me to try that again?” 
and the ending studio noises; track time = 4:22. 
 
646. The Stars That Play With Laughing Sam’s Dice (altered mix of (3), stereo) 
        Source: Valleys Of Neptune (2005, K. Max) 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [4:23] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: July 19-20, 1967 Mayfair Recording Studio Inc., 701 Seventh Avenue, New York, 
New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums), Devon Wilson and 
unknown others (crowd noises, whistling). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Gary Kellgren. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This is a collector-created track {Kurt Max} and not a 
professionally-created recording. Reverb and possibly other audio enhancements have been added to (3). See 
also track 274. 
 
647. Level [(2) Hush Now] (restored version, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: ATM 103-104: Curtis Knight: The Complete Recordings Vol. 2 – Studio; optimally amplified 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 1:15 (n/a) [1:22] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (wah-wah guitar), Curtis Knight? (tambourine), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray 
Lucas (drums), “Shears”? or unknown (second guitar). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress. This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-created 
recording. The repeated section has been removed to restore the take to its original form as it was initially 
recorded. See also track 297. 
 
648. Happy Birthday (wide stereo edit of mono mix of (5)) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: The Wild One [Mercury] (Emil Vukov 2018 transfer bonus track); track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:10] 
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        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas 
(drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This is a collector-created track {Emil Vukov} and not a 
professionally-created recording. This mono track from The Wild One [Mercury] has been manipulated to give it a 
wide stereo effect. See also track 341. 
 
649. Gloomy Monday (fake alternate mix of (2), mono) – Curtis Knight 
        Source: The Collector’s 1967 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:12 (2:12) [2:12] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: August 8, 1967 Studio 76, 1650 Broadway, New York, New York, U.S.A. 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Curtis Knight (vocals, tambourine?), Ed “Bugs” Gregory (bass), Ray Lucas 
(drums). Producer: Ed Chalpin. Engineer: Mickey Lane. 
        Notes: This is a collector-created track {David Chance} and not a professionally-created recording. This track 
was created specifically for this compilation to demonstrate how the basic track for (2) was edited together from 
(4), and for comparison purposes with (2) to identify the additional overdubs. It was created by editing together 
segments of (4). See also tracks 365 and 367. 
 
650. One Rainy Wish (fake mono mix of (1), version 1) 
        Source: Axis: Mono [Roaring Mouse]; optimally amplified 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:40] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 2 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress. This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-created 
recording. Bell notes it as a fake mono reduction of the stereo mix (1) (i.e. using both channels of the stereo mix), 
but it is a fake mono mix created by doubling the left channel of the official stereo mix (1) into mono. See also 
track 380. 
 
651. One Rainy Wish (fake mono mix of (1), version 2) 
        Source: The Ross Tapes 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:37] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 2 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress. This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-created 
recording. The left channel of the official stereo mix (1) has been doubled into mono, plus some additional sound 
alterations have caused the vocals to be mixed higher. The ending fade-out is slightly clipped. See also track 380. 
 
652. One Rainy Wish (combined Rock Band multitracks alternate mix of (1), stereo) 
        Source: The Collector’s 1967 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:50] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 2 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second 
Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This is a collector-created track {David Chance} and not a 
professionally-created recording prepared especially for this compilation. This was created using the Rock Band 
multitracks, except the instrumental version and the rhythm guitar first half track (see tracks 383-385,386-389). 
The purpose of this track is to show that the Rock Band version of this song is actually an alternate mix of the 
official mix (1). Using Audacity, the separate multitracks were imported then mixed and rendered into a new track; 
there were no other manipulations to create this track. See also track 380. 
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653. One Rainy Wish (fake alternate mix edit of (1), stereo) 
        Source: The Collector’s 1967 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [4:09] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 2 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second 
Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This is a collector-created track {David Chance} and not a 
professionally-created recording. This track was specifically created for this compilation using sections of the 
Rock Band multitracks for the vocals and the guitars no solo mix; see tracks 387 and 384. These particular 
segments of the song from the multitracks are strikingly beautiful, which is the sole reason why this fake was 
created. 
 
654. One Rainy Wish (fake instrumental version of (1), stereo) 
        Source: The Solo Guitar Track CD 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:50] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 2 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This track is most likely a collector-created track and not a 
professionally-created recording which merges the Rock Band multitracks for the guitar, and the guitars no solo 
mix; see tracks 383 and 384. 
 
655. Little Miss Lover (simulated (fake) stereo mix of (3)) 
        Source: The Sotheby Auction Tapes [Midnight Beat]; optimally amplified 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:15] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 1 or 3 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums), unknown 
(tambourine). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns, and possibly 
George Chkiantz. Secondary Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This is likely a collector-created track and not a 
professionally-created recording. It appears that the alternate take acetate mono mix (3) has had the left channel 
amplified to simulate a stereo mix; everything is mixed heavily to the left channel and the right channel is barely 
audible. The source copy tests as lossy/MP3 in Trader’s Little Helper but tests as lossless in Exact Audio Copy 
(EAC). See also track 390. 
        Alternate Sources: The Completer; In The Studio Volume 1; The Sotheby Auction Tapes [Midnight Beat] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on The Completer contains some unrelated studio comments at the start 
(“Want me to try it again?”, spliced on from (5) The Stars That Play With Laughing Sam’s Dice; see track 270), 
has 6 seconds of silence at the end, has digital errors throughout, and tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 2:26. The 
copy on In The Studio Volume 1 is @7 seconds incomplete at the end; track time = 2:14. The copy on The 
Sotheby Auction Tapes [Midnight Beat] is @7 seconds incomplete at the end; track time = 2:15. 
 
656. Little Miss Lover (manually de-clicked + EQ’d version of (8), very narrow stereo) 
        Source: track courtesy of Emil Vukov 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:19] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 1 or 3 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums), unknown 
(tambourine). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns, and possibly 
George Chkiantz. Secondary Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This is a collector-created track {Emil Vukov} and not a 
professionally-created recording. The original internet download MP3 track (see track 391) has been manually de-
clicked and then equalized in an attempt to improve the sound quality. This track is lossy/MP3. 
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657. Little Miss Lover (fake mono mix of (1)) 
        Source: Axis: Mono [Roaring Mouse]; optimally amplified 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:20] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 1 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals), 
unknown (tambourine). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns, and 
possibly George Chkiantz. Secondary Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress. This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-created 
recording. Bell notes it as a fake mono reduction of the stereo mix (1). It appears to be the stereo version (1) 
mixed down to mono using both channels. See also track 392. 
 
658. Little Miss Lover (combined Rock Band multitracks alternate mix of (1), stereo) 
        Source: The Collector’s 1967 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:28] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 1 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals), 
unknown (tambourine). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns, and 
possibly George Chkiantz. Secondary Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This is a collector-created track {David Chance} and not a 
professionally-created recording prepared especially for this compilation. This was created using the Rock Band 
multitracks (see tracks 396-400). The purpose of this track is to show that the Rock Band version of this song is 
actually an alternate mix of the official mix (1). Using Audacity, the separate multitracks were imported then mixed 
and rendered into a new track; there were no other manipulations to create this track. See also track 392. 
 
659. Little Miss Lover (fake mono mix of (6)) 
        Source: The Alternate Axis: Bold As Love 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:19] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals), 
unknown (tambourine). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns, and 
possibly George Chkiantz. Secondary Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress. Bell notes it as a copy of (3), but it is actually a fake mono mix of 
(6). This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-created recording. The left channel of the official 
stereo mix (6) has been doubled into mono. The track was mastered with the levels very slightly too high cutting 
off the low end at the 0:10.8 and 0:26.1 marks (amplitude clipping). See also track 395. 
 
660. You’ve Got Me Floating (fake mono mix of (1)) 
        Source: Axis: Mono [Roaring Mouse] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:47] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals), Trevor 
Burton (backing vocals), Graham Nash (backing vocals), unknown (tambourine), unknown (music box?). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineers: Andy Johns and George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress. This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-created 
recording. Bell notes it as a fake mono reduction of the stereo mix (1) (i.e. using both channels of the stereo mix), 
but the left channel of the official stereo mix (1) has been doubled into mono. See also track 401. 
        Alternate Sources: The Alternate Axis: Bold As Love; Axis: Mono [Roaring Mouse] 
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        Comparison Notes: The copy on The Alternate Axis: Bold As Love is missing the opening 5 seconds of 
panning sounds heard in (1), and fades out early; track time = 2:39. The copy on Axis: Mono [Roaring Mouse]; 
track time = 2:47. 
 
661. (4) You’ve Got Me Floating (fake alternate mix of (1), mono) 
        Source: Electric Warrior 
        Univibes number: S1107 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:38 (2:38) [2:40] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals), Trevor 
Burton (backing vocals), Graham Nash (backing vocals), Roy Wood (backing vocals), unknown (tambourine), 
unknown (music box?). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineers: Andy Johns and 
George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-created recording. Bell notes that this fake 
mono mix uses parts of each of the stereo channels of (1); the bass/drums channel is used through the end of the 
first verse, and the guitar channel is used for the remainder of the track. All copies that were tested are missing 5 
seconds of the opening as heard in (1), and are also slightly clipped on the ending fade-out. See also track 401. 
        Alternate Sources: Axis Bold A Love: The Alternate Versions; Axis Bold As Love: Mono Release [Funky 
Monkey]; Axis Bold As Love: The Sotheby’s Reels [Gold Standard]; Axis Outtakes; Axis Outtakes Volume 1; 
Beginnings 66-68; Brilliant Outtakes, Demos & Specials; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP 
Dester); Electric Warrior; First Steps; Get The Experience!; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Sotheby’s 
Defined; Studio ‘67 
        Comparison Notes: Bell notes a copy of this track on The Alternate Axis: Bold As Love, but it is a fake mono 
mix of (1); see previous track. The copy on Axis Bold As Love: The Sotheby’s Reels [Gold Standard]; track time 
=2:44. The copy on Axis Outtakes has 3 seconds of silence at the end, was mastered with the levels very slightly 
too high cutting off the low end at the 1:13.7 mark (amplitude clipping), and tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 2:42. 
The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); track time = 2:40. The copy on Electric 
Warrior has 3 seconds of silence at the end, and was mastered with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the 
high end at the 0:04.4 mark (amplitude clipping); track time = 2:42. The copy on First Steps fades out slightly 
early; track time = 2:40. The copy on Get The Experience! has 3 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 2:45. 
The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) has an unrelated fractional excerpt at the beginning; track time = 
2:41. The copy on Studio ’67; track time = 2:40. 
 

662. You’ve Got Me Floating (combined Rock Band multitracks alternate mix of (1), stereo) 

        Source: The Collector’s 1967 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:54] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), unknown combination of participants (backwards voices), unknown (music 
box?). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineers: Andy Johns and George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This is a collector-created track {David Chance} and not a 
professionally-created recording prepared especially for this compilation. This was created using the Rock Band 
multitracks, except the instrumental version and the guitar 2 (fixed) version (see tracks 405,407-410). The 
purpose of this track is to show that the Rock Band version of this song is actually an alternate mix of the official 
mix (1). Using Audacity, the separate multitracks were imported then mixed and rendered into a new track; there 
were no other manipulations to create this track. See also track 401. 
 
663. You’ve Got Me Floating (reversed edit of multitrack of (1), guitar 2 (fixed), stereo) 
        Source: The Collector’s 1967 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [1:03] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), unknown combination of participants (backwards voices), unknown (music 
box?). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineers: Andy Johns and George Chkiantz. 
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        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This is a collector-created track {David Chance} and not a 
professionally-created recording. This track was specifically created for this compilation primarily to reveal the 
presence of what sounds like an old-fashioned wind-up music box being played during the backwards guitar and 
voices segments. See also track 406. 
 
664. (5) You’ve Got Me Floating (fake alternate mix of (2), mono) 
        Source: Fake Studio Mixes; track courtesy of Doug Bell 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:39 (2:41) [2:44] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals), Trevor 
Burton (backing vocals), Graham Nash (backing vocals), unknown (tambourine), unknown (music box?). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineers: Andy Johns and George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-created recording. Bell notes this track as a 
fake alternate mix of the Polydor mix (2). Jimpress notes it as an alternate instrumental mix of (1) with no 
backward guitar part. See also track 403. 
        Alternate Sources: Fake Studio Mixes [Bell, tape]; Silver Blue To Bloody Red, Vol. 2: Mixes, Merges, & 
Guest Appearances 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Fake Studio Mixes [Bell, tape]; track time = 2:44. The copy on Silver Blue 
To Bloody Red, Vol. 2: Mixes, Merges, & Guest Appearances has some slight noise on the ending fade-out; track 
time = 2:39. 
 
665. Bold As Love (fake mono mix of (2)) 
        Source: The Alternate Axis: Bold As Love 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:29] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 5 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, harpsichord, bass), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: 
George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This is likely a collector-created track and not a professionally-created recording. This track is not 
listed in Jimpress. Bell notes it as a copy of (2), but all copies of (2) that were tested were in stereo, but this track 
is in mono. There is a slight tape warble from 1:11-1:12 which may point to this being a copy of (2) on a collector’s 
mono tape, or it may be the stereo version (2) mixed down to mono using both channels. The end of the track is 
incomplete fading out 5 seconds early. The source copy tests as lossy/MP3 in Trader’s Little Helper but tests as 
lossless in Exact Audio Copy (EAC). See also track 413. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
666. Bold As Love (fake mono mix of (1)) 
        Source: Axis: Mono [Roaring Mouse]; optimally amplified 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [4:10] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 5 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, harpsichord), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). 
        Notes: This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-created recording. This track is not listed in 
Jimpress. Bell notes it as a fake mono reduction of the stereo mix (1). It appears to be the stereo version (1) 
mixed down to mono using both channels. See also track 415. 
 
667. Bold As Love (combined Rock Band multitracks alternate mix of (1), stereo) 
        Source: The Collector’s 1967 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [4:11] 
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        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 5 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, harpsichord, bass), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: 
George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This is a collector-created track {David Chance} and not a 
professionally-created recording prepared especially for this compilation. This was created using the Rock Band 
multitracks, except the instrumental version (see tracks 424-428). The purpose of this track is to show that the 
Rock Band version of this song is actually an alternate mix of the official mix (1). Using Audacity, the separate 
multitracks were imported then mixed and rendered into a new track; there were no other manipulations to create 
this track. See also track 415. 
 
668. Bold As Love (clean-up of (13), very narrow stereo) 
        Source: track courtesy of GreenManalishi 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [4:09] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 5 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, harpsichord, bass), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: 
George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress. This is a collector-created track {GreenManalishi} and not a 
professionally-created recording. The low bit-rate MP3 file (96kb/s) that currently circulates is the only source for 
(13) Bold As Love, which contains excessive surface noise. A collector has attempted to work magic on the 
impossible by removing some of the hiss with Audacity (using the last 2 seconds of the track as a template) and 
removing clicks using Goldwave. I have optimally amplified his efforts for this compilation. The results are an 
improvement over the abysmal original. This track is lossy/MP3. See also track 419. 
 
669. (11) Bold As Love (fake alternate mix merge of (1) and (2), stereo) 
        Source: Fake Studio Mixes; track courtesy of Doug Bell 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 4:08 (4:08) [4:10] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 5 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, harpsichord), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). 
        Notes: This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-created recording. Bell notes this track as a 
fake alternate mix combining (1) and (2) overlaid in different channels. Jimpress notes it as an alternate mix of (1) 
which has double-tracked vocals at the start. During the second verse there are two vocal takes mixed hard left 
and right. One is the official stereo mix (1), the other is the alternate vocal take as featured on (2). There’s also no 
lead guitar on this version, or phasing effects, though the harpsichord part can be heard clearly during the end 
solo. Both sources for this track test as lossy/MP3 in Trader’s Little Helper but test as probably lossless 
(inconclusive) in Exact Audio Copy (EAC). See also tracks 415 and 413. 
        Alternate Sources: Fake Studio Mixes [Bell, tape]; Silver Blue To Bloody Red, Vol. 2: Mixes, Merges, & 
Guest Appearances 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Fake Studio Mixes [Bell, tape]; track time = 4:10. The copy on Silver Blue 
To Bloody Red, Vol. 2: Mixes, Merges, & Guest Appearances; track time = 4:08. 
 
670. Bold As Love (merge of (2) and (1), stereo) 
        Source: Silver Blue To Bloody Red: Merges 1983 to 1970  
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:32] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 5 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, harpsichord), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-
created recording. The source notes describe it as a merge of the Sotheby's Tape version (2) and the Barclay Box 
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version (1). The track fades out in the same manner as (2), i.e. 39 seconds earlier than (1). See also tracks 415 
and 413. 
 
671. Castles Made Of Sand (fake mono mix of (1)) 
        Source: Axis: Mono [Roaring Mouse]; optimally amplified 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:46] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 5 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress. This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-created 
recording. Bell notes it as a fake mono reduction of the stereo mix (1) (i.e. using both channels of the stereo mix), 
but it is a fake mono mix created by doubling the left channel of the stereo mix (1) into mono. See also track 430. 
 
672. Castles Made Of Sand (combined Rock Band multitracks alternate mix of (1), stereo) 
        Source: The Collector’s 1967 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:42] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 5 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George 
Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This is a collector-created track {David Chance} and not a 
professionally-created recording prepared especially for this compilation. This was created using the Rock Band 
multitracks, except the instrumental version (see tracks 438-442). The purpose of this track is to show that the 
Rock Band version of this song is actually an alternate mix of the official mix (1). Using Audacity, the separate 
multitracks were imported then mixed and rendered into a new track. The opening and ending silence were 
removed, otherwise there were no other manipulations to create this track. The source copy tests as lossy/MP3 in 
Trader’s Little Helper but tests as lossless in Exact Audio Copy (EAC). See also track 430. 
 
673. Castles Made Of Sand (fake low vocals alternate mix of (1), mono) 
        Source: The Ross Tapes 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:46] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 5 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-
created recording. The track is in mono and has most likely been created from the official stereo mix (1). The 
notes and file for The Ross Tapes indicate “vocals removed” and “low vocals” respectively. The vocals are low in 
the mix, though they are heard at the 2:19 mark which is where the vocals are briefly panned to the left channel in 
the official stereo mix (1). The source copy was mastered with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the low 
end at the 0:24.8 mark of the left channel (amplitude clipping). See also track 430. 
 
674. (4) Castles Made Of Sand (incomplete reversed playback of left channel of (1), mono) 
        Source: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions 
        Univibes number: S029 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:19 (2:18) [2:27] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 5 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George 
Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is an edited version of one channel of (1) played backward to reveal the backward guitar 
part as it was played forward when Jimi originally recorded it. It seems likely that this a collector-created track and 
not a professionally-created recording. There are two variations of this track which are not differentiated by 
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Jimpress or Bell. This version uses the left channel of the stereo mix (1) doubled into mono and reversed, and the 
other version uses the right channel of the stereo mix (1) doubled into mono and reversed. See also tracks 675 
and 430. 
        Special Notes: Some of the Alternate Sources listed for this left channel mix that were not available for 
testing may be the right channel mix; see the following track. 
        Alternate Sources: ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; Axis Bold As Love: Sessions Rare 
Tracks 1967; Beginnings 66-68; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); Jimi: A Musical 
Legacy; Studio ’67 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on ATM 158-160: Axis: Bold As Love - The Sessions; track time = 2:27. The 
copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); track time = 2:27. The copy on Studio '67; 
track time = 2:27. 
 
675. (4) Castles Made Of Sand (incomplete reversed playback of right channel of (1), mono) 
        Source: Symphony Of Experience; optimally amplified, ending silence removed 
        Univibes number: S029 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:19 (2:18) [2:18] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 5 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George 
Chkiantz. 
        Notes: See track 674 Notes. This track uses the right channel of the stereo mix (1) doubled into mono and 
reversed. See also tracks 674 and 430. 
        Special Notes: Some of the Alternate Sources listed for the left channel mix (previous track) that were not 
available for testing may be this right channel mix. 
        Alternate Sources: The Complete Axis: Bold As Love Outtakes; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); 
Symphony Of Experience 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on The Complete Axis: Bold As Love Outtakes is sub-labeled “reverse guitar 
overdub”, and has 4 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 2:23. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 
3.1) has 4 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 2:23. The copy on Symphony Of Experience has 2 seconds 
of silence at the end, and is likely the initial source for all other copies; track time = 2:20. 
 
676. Castles Made Of Sand (reversed playback of selected backward guitar parts of (1), mono) 
        Source: Are You Experienced: Acetates / Demos / Remixes; optimally amplified 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [0:40] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 5 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George 
Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-
created recording. The track is sub-labeled “backwards” on the source disc. It contains four sections of the 
backward guitar parts from (1) played in reverse and spliced together. See also track 430. 
 
677. Castles Made Of Sand (fake mono mix of (3)) 
        Source: The Alternate Axis: Bold As Love 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:50] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 5 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George 
Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This is likely a collector-created track and not a professionally-created recording. This track is not 
listed in Jimpress. Bell notes it as a copy of (3), but all copies of (3) that were tested were in stereo, but this track 
is in mono. It appears to be the stereo version (3) mixed down to mono using both channels. The source copy 
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was mastered with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the low end at the 1:39.1 mark of the right channel 
(amplitude clipping), and tests as lossy/MP3 in Trader’s Little Helper but tests as lossless in Exact Audio Copy 
(EAC). See also track 434. 
 
678. Castles Made Of Sand (fake alternate mix of (3), stereo) 
        Source: Smash Alternates (2015, ghostryder14) 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:48] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 5 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, harpsichord), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This is a collector-created track {ghostryder14} and not a 
professionally-created recording. Light echo has been added to the vocals. The track is incomplete on the fade-in, 
fades out slightly early, and was mastered with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the low end at the 1:36.7 
and 1:37.8 marks of the left channel (amplitude clipping). See also track 434. 
 
679. Castles Made Of Sand (merge of (3) and (1), stereo) 
        Source: Silver Blue To Bloody Red: Merges 1983 to 1970  
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:47] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 5 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, harpsichord), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-
created recording. The source notes describe it as a merge of the Sotheby's Tape version (3) and the Barclay Box 
version (1). See also tracks 434 and 430. 
 
680. Wait Until Tomorrow (fake mono mix of (2)) 
        Source: The Alternate Axis: Bold As Love 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:21] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 25 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals, shaker, 
tambourine). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. Secondary 
Second Engineer: Andy Johns. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress. Bell notes it as a copy of (2), but all copies of (2) that were tested 
were in stereo, but this track is in mono. This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-created 
recording. It appears to be the stereo version (2) mixed down to mono using both channels. The source copy was 
mastered with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the low end at the 2:55 mark (amplitude clipping), and 
tests as lossy/MP3 in Trader’s Little Helper but tests as lossless in Exact Audio Copy (EAC). See also track 444. 
        Alternate Sources: The Alternate Axis: Bold As Love; Sotheby's And BBC [Bell, tape] 
 
681. Wait Until Tomorrow (fake mono mix of (1)) 
        Source: Axis: Mono [Roaring Mouse] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:59] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 25 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals, 
tambourine). 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress. Bell notes it as a fake mono reduction of the stereo mix (1) (i.e. 
using both channels of the stereo mix), but it is a fake mono mix using the right channel of the stereo mix (1). See 
also track 448. 
 
682. Wait Until Tomorrow (combined Rock Band multitracks alternate mix of (1), stereo) 
        Source: The Collector’s 1967 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:18] 
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        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 25 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals, 
tambourine). 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This is a collector-created track {David Chance} and not a 
professionally-created recording prepared especially for this compilation. This was created using the Rock Band 
multitracks, except the instrumental version (see tracks 453-457). The purpose of this track is to show that the 
Rock Band version of this song is actually an alternate mix of the official mix (1). Using Audacity, the separate 
multitracks were imported then mixed and rendered into a new track. The opening and ending silence were 
removed, otherwise there were no other manipulations to create this track. See also track 448. 
 
683. Wait Until Tomorrow (merge of (2) and (1), stereo) 
        Source: Silver Blue To Bloody Red: Merges 1983 to 1970; optimally amplified 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:14] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 25 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals, 
tambourine). 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-
created recording. The source notes describe it as a merge of the Sotheby's Tape version (2) and the Barclay Box 
version (1). See also tracks 444 and 448. 
 
684. Little Wing (fake mono mix of (16)) 
        Source: The Alternate Axis: Bold As Love 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:23] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 25 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress. Bell notes it as a copy of (16), but all copies of (16) that were 
tested were in stereo, but this track is in mono. This is likely a collector created track. It appears to be the right 
channel of the stereo mix (16) doubled into mono, although it could possibly be a mixdown into mono using both 
channels of the stereo mix (16) – it is difficult to determine which is the case. The source copy tests as CDDA in 
Trader’s Little Helper with probability 43% but tests as lossless in Exact Audio Copy (EAC). See also track 458. 
 
685. Ain’t No Telling (fake mono mix of (1), version 1) 
        Source: Axis: Mono [Roaring Mouse] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [1:47] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 26 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals). 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress. This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-created 
recording. The right channel of the official stereo mix (1) has been doubled into mono. See also track 460. 
 
686. Ain’t No Telling (fake mono mix of (1), version 2) 
        Source: The Ross Tapes 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [1:47] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 26 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals). 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress. This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-created 
recording. Bell notes that it was created by “left-right” differencing the channels of the stereo mix (1) to remove the 
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centered parts, and then adding some stereo effect back in either by simulated (fake) stereo means, such as EQ 
or reverb, or adding a little of the original stereo mix back in. See also track 460. 
 
687. (4) Ain’t No Telling (fake alternate mix of (1), narrow stereo) 
        Source: Get The Experience!; beginning and ending silence removed 
        Univibes number: S1106 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 1:46 (1:48) [1:49] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 26 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: 
George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-created recording. This fake mix primarily 
uses the left channel of the stereo mix (1) doubled into mono. There may also be some stereo effect added back 
in either by simulated (fake) stereo means, such as EQ or reverb, or adding a little of the original stereo mix back 
in. Jimpress and Bell note this track as being in mono, but all copies tested seemed to be in narrow stereo with 
obvious differences between the channels when viewed in Audacity. See also track 460. 
        Alternate Sources: Are You Experienced: Acetates / Demos / Remixes; Axis Bold A Love: The Alternate 
Versions; Axis Bold As Love: Mono Release [Funky Monkey]; Axis Bold As Love: The Sotheby’s Reels [Gold 
Standard] (copy 2); Get The Experience!; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Sotheby’s Defined; Studio '67 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Are You Experienced: Acetates / Demos / Remixes; track time = 1:48. The 
copy on Axis Bold As Love: The Sotheby's Reels [Gold Standard] (copy 2); track time = 1:47. There is supposedly 
a copy of this track on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester), but it is in stereo and seems to 
be a second copy of (6). The copy on Get The Experience! has 2 seconds of silence at the end; track time = 1:51. 
There is supposedly a copy of this track on In The Studio Volume 1, but it is in stereo and seems to be a second 
copy of (3). The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) is a stereo opposite variation mixed right of center 
i.e. what’s heard in the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa; 
track time = 1:47. The copy on Studio '67 is a stereo opposite variation mixed right of center i.e. what’s heard in 
the left channel of most other source copies is heard in the right channel here and vice versa; track time = 1:46. 
 
688. Ain’t No Telling (combined Rock Band multitracks alternate mix of (1), stereo) 
        Source: The Collector’s 1967 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [1:49] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 26 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: 
George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This is a collector-created track {David Chance} and not a 
professionally-created recording prepared especially for this compilation. This was created using the Rock Band 
multitracks, except the instrumental version (see tracks 467-471). The purpose of this track is to show that the 
Rock Band version of this song is actually an alternate mix of the official mix (1). Using Audacity, the separate 
multitracks were imported then mixed and rendered into a new track. The opening silence was removed, 
otherwise there were no other manipulations to create this track. See also track 460. 
 
689. Ain’t No Telling (fake mono mix of (3)) 
        Source: The Alternate Axis: Bold As Love 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [1:50] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 26 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch Mitchell (drums, vocals). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: 
George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress. Bell notes it as a copy of (3), but all copies of (3) that were tested 
were in stereo, but this track is in mono. This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-created 
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recording. It appears to be the stereo version (3) mixed down to mono using both channels. The source copy 
tests as lossy/MP3 in Trader’s Little Helper but tests as lossless in Exact Audio Copy (EAC). See also track 465. 
 
690. EXP (fake mono mix of (1), right channel) 
        Source: Axis: Mono [Roaring Mouse] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [1:56] 
        Composers: James Marshall Hendrix, John Graham (Mitch) Mitchell, & David Noel Redding 
        Recording date/location: 27 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, voice), Mitch Mitchell (voice). 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress. This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-created 
recording. It is a fake mix using the right channel of the official stereo mix (1) doubled into mono. See also track 
472. 
 
691. EXP (fake mono mix of (1), left channel) 
        Source: The Alternate Axis: Bold As Love 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [1:56] 
        Composers: James Marshall Hendrix, John Graham (Mitch) Mitchell, & David Noel Redding 
        Recording date/location: 27 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, voice), Mitch Mitchell (voice). 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-
created recording. It is a fake mix using the left channel of the official stereo mix (1) doubled into mono. The 
source copy tests as CDDA in Trader’s Little Helper with probability 42% but tests as lossless in Exact Audio 
Copy (EAC). See also track 472. 
 
692. EXP (fake alternate mix of (1), stereo) 
        Source: Sotheby's And BBC [Bell, tape]; track courtesy of Doug Bell 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 1:53 (n/a) [1:55] 
        Composers: James Marshall Hendrix, John Graham (Mitch) Mitchell, & David Noel Redding 
        Recording date/location: 27 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums, voice). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Terry Brown. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress. Bell lists this in the section for (2) with the note “with pitch 
variations during 2nd half of track”. Comparing this to all other variations of EXP, some noticeable points of 
difference can be detected from 1:08-1:17 where the panning is very different, sounding more like it is being 
played from a terribly warped vinyl record, and the segment from 1:46-1:50 where the space ship taking off 
sounds very different as well. The differences noted here sound very similar to the same segments in the fake 
mono mix of (1), left channel (see track 691). I suspect this track is actually a collector-created track and not a 
professionally-created recording, possibly created by primarily using the left channel of (1) and then adding some 
stereo effect back in either by simulated (fake) stereo means, such as EQ or reverb, or adding a little of the 
original stereo mix back in. See also track 472. 
 
693. (5) EXP (fake alternate mix of (1), mono) 
        Source: Fake Studio Mixes; optimally amplified; track courtesy of Doug Bell 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:01 (2:03) [2:05] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 27 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, voice), Mitch Mitchell (voice). 
        Notes: This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-created recording. Jimpress notes this track 
as an alternate mono mix of (1). Bell notes it as a fake mix of (1). From 0:05-0:26 Mitch’s speeded-up vocals as 
heard in (1) have been slowed down, though the speed fluctuates and warbles throughout this section. One 
notable point about this track concerns the segment where Mitch utters, “bu-bu-but…I don’t believe it” in disbelief. 
Here his utterance is not heard at all from 0:38-0:43 but the guitar sounds are heard clearly. In the stereo mix (1) 
Mitch’s utterance is heard in both channels, so if this is a fake whoever created it did a remarkable job of mixing 
his vocals out in this segment without losing any of the background guitars. His utterance has instead been 
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spliced on to the end of the track with the background guitars normally heard in (1) mixed nearly completely out, 
though still very faintly heard. See also track 472. 
 
694. Spanish Castle Magic (fake mono mix of (2)) 
        Source: Axis: Mono [Roaring Mouse]; optimally amplified 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:01] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 28 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, piano), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress. This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-created 
recording. It sounds as though the right channel of the stereo mix (2) was primarily used and doubled into mono, 
though some of the left channel can be heard as well. See also track 480. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
695. (3) Spanish Castle Magic (fake alternate mix of (2), mono) 
        Source: Notes In Colours; optimally amplified 
        Univibes number: S1113 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 3:06 (3:06) [3:09] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 28 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, piano, bass), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: 
Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George 
Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-created recording. Jimpress describes this 
as an alternate mix of (2) with no lead guitar and a piano playing bass notes. Bell notes that it is the “piano” 
channel of the official stereo mix (2). The right channel of the stereo mix (2) has been doubled into mono. There is 
a considerable amount of tape hiss present on this fake. See also track 480. 
        Alternate Sources: The Alternate Axis: Bold As Love; Axis Outtakes; Axis Outtakes Volume 1; The Complete 
Axis: Bold As Love Outtakes; The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP Dester); Moonbeams & 
Fairytales (Rev 3.1); Notes In Colours; Sotheby’s Defined; Studio '67 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on The Alternate Axis: Bold As Love; track time = 3:08. The copy on Axis 
Outtakes has 3 seconds of silence at the end, was mastered with the levels too high cutting off the high and low 
ends in places throughout the track (amplitude clipping), and tests as lossy/MP3; track time = 3:11. The copy on 
The Complete Axis: Bold As Love Outtakes is sub-labeled “alt mono version with piano bass”, has 4 seconds of 
silence at the end, and was mastered with the levels very slightly too high cutting off the high end at the 0:23.0 
mark (amplitude clipping); track time = 3:06. The copy on The Complete Studio Recordings 1967 (2018, OP 
Dester) has slightly higher levels in the right channel; track time = 3:08. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales 
(Rev 3.1) has slightly higher levels in the right channel; track time = 3:08. The copy on Notes In Colours has 
slightly higher levels in the right channel; track time = 3:09. The copy on Studio '67 has slightly higher levels in the 
right channel; track time = 3:08. 
 
696. Spanish Castle Magic (combined Rock Band multitracks alternate mix of (2), stereo) 
        Source: The Collector’s 1967 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:09] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 28 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, piano, bass), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: 
Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George 
Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This is a collector-created track {David Chance} and not a 
professionally-created recording prepared especially for this compilation. This was created using the Rock Band 
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multitracks, except the instrumental version and the instrumental piano mix (see tracks 487-491). The purpose of 
this track is to show that the Rock Band version of this song is actually an alternate mix of the official mix (2). 
Using Audacity, the separate multitracks were imported then mixed and rendered into a new track. The opening 
drum beat count-in and ending silence were removed, otherwise there were no other manipulations to create this 
track. The source copy tests as CDDA in Trader’s Little Helper with probability 54% but tests as lossless in Exact 
Audio Copy (EAC). See also track 480. 
 
697. Spanish Castle Magic (merge of (65) and (4), stereo) 
        Source: Silver Blue To Bloody Red Vol. 2 
        Univibes number: S1113 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:06] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 28 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, piano, bass), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: 
Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George 
Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-
created recording. The source notes describe it as, “focusing heavily on Jimi's piano playing in the right channel, 
and with no wild panning during and after the guitar solo.” It is a merge of (65) and (4). The source copy tests as 
lossy/MP3 in Trader’s Little Helper but tests as lossless in Exact Audio Copy (EAC). See also tracks 483 and 481. 
 
698. Little Wing (fake alternate mix of (1), stereo) 
        Source: Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1); optimally amplified 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:26] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 28 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, glockenspiel), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums, 
tambourine). 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress. Bell notes it as a fake mono mix, but this track is in stereo. This is 
a collector-created track and not a professionally-created recording. It was likely created by “left-right” differencing 
the channels of the stereo mix (1) to remove the centered parts, and then adding some stereo effect back in either 
by simulated (fake) stereo means, such as EQ or reverb, or adding a little of the original stereo mix back in. See 
also track 492. 
        Alternate Sources: Living Reels Vol. I; Moonbeams & Fairytales (Rev 3.1) 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Living Reels Vol. I; track time = 2:27. The copy on Moonbeams & Fairytales 
(Rev 3.1); track time = 2:26. 
 
699. Little Wing (fake alternate mix of (1), mono) 
        Source: Axis: Mono [Roaring Mouse] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:25] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 28 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, glockenspiel), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums, 
tambourine). 
        Notes: This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-created recording. It sounds as though the 
left channel of the stereo mix (1) was primarily used and doubled into mono, though some of the right channel can 
be heard as well. One notable difference heard in the channels of the official stereo mix (1) is that the vocals in 
the right channel have reverb applied whereas the left channel vocals have no effects applied; it is this difference 
that was used to determine that primarily the left channel was used for this fake. See also track 492. 
        Alternate Sources: Axis: Mono [Roaring Mouse] 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Axis: Mono [Roaring Mouse] seems to be using the left channel of (1) 
doubled into mono; track time = 2:25. Bell notes a copy of this track on Axis Bold As Love: The Sotheby’s Reels 
[Gold Standard], but it seems to be the official mono mix (3) with even the vinyl surface noise clearly heard. 
 
700. Little Wing (combined Rock Band multitracks version 1 alternate mix edit of (1), stereo) 
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        Source: The Collector’s 1967 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:10] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 28 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, glockenspiel), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: 
George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This is a collector-created track {David Chance} and not a 
professionally-created recording prepared especially for this compilation. This was created using the Rock Band 
multitracks, except the instrumental version (see tracks 469-502). The purpose of this track is to show that the 
Rock Band version of this song is actually an alternate mix of the official mix (1). Using Audacity, the separate 
multitracks were imported then mixed and rendered into a new track; there were no other manipulations to create 
this track. This “version 1” multitrack begins at the 0:33 mark as heard in (1) and ends at the 2:09 mark as heard 
there, stretching out and slowing down the sustained guitar note to create a new ending. The source copy tests as 
lossy/MP3 in Trader’s Little Helper but tests as lossless in Exact Audio Copy (EAC). See also track 492. 
 
701. Little Wing (combined Rock Band multitracks version 2 alternate mix of (1), stereo) 
        Source: The Collector’s 1967 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:43] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 28 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, glockenspiel), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). 
Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: 
George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This is a collector-created track {David Chance} and not a 
professionally-created recording prepared especially for this compilation. This was created using the Rock Band 
multitracks, except the instrumental version (see tracks 504-510). The purpose of this track is to show that the 
Rock Band version of this song is actually an alternate mix of the official mix (1). Using Audacity, the separate 
multitracks were imported then mixed and rendered into a new track. The opening silence was removed, 
otherwise there were no other manipulations to create this track. The source copy tests as CDDA in Trader’s Little 
Helper with probability 49% but tests as lossless in Exact Audio Copy (EAC). See also track 492. 
 
702. Little Wing (fake mono mix of Rock Band multitrack of (1) version 2 guitar) 
        Source: The Solo Guitar Track CD 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:50] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 3 April 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, England, 
United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas Chandler. 
Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This is presumably a collector-created track and not a 
professionally-created recording. It is a mono version of the Rock Band multitrack of (1) version 2 guitar that has 
been created by either mixing down both channels of the stereo mix into mono, or using one of the channels of 
the stereo mix doubled into mono – it is difficult to determine which is the case. See also track 504. 
 
703. Up From The Skies (fake mono mix of (1)) 
        Source: Axis: Mono [Roaring Mouse] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:56] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 29 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress. This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-created 
recording. It appears to be the stereo version (1) mixed down to mono using both channels. See also track 511. 
 
704. Up From The Skies (combined Rock Band multitracks alternate mix of (1), stereo) 
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        Source: The Collector’s 1967 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:01] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 29 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This is a collector-created track {David Chance} and not a 
professionally-created recording prepared especially for this compilation. This was created using the Rock Band 
multitracks, except the instrumental version (see tracks 519-522). The purpose of this track is to show that the 
Rock Band version of this song is actually an alternate mix of the official mix (1). Using Audacity, the separate 
multitracks were imported then mixed and rendered into a new track; there were no other manipulations to create 
this track. See also track 511. 
 
705. Up From The Skies (fake mono mix of (3)) 
        Source: The Alternate Axis: Bold As Love 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:58] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 29 October 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). Producer: Chas 
Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second Engineer: Andy Johns. Secondary Second Engineer: George 
Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress. Bell notes it as a copy of (3), but all copies of (3) that were tested 
were in stereo, but this track is in mono. This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-created 
recording. It appears to be the stereo version (3) mixed down to mono using both channels. The source copy 
tests as lossy/MP3 in Trader’s Little Helper but tests as lossless in Exact Audio Copy (EAC). See also track 515. 
 
706. Up From The Skies (fake mono mix of Rock Band multitrack of (1) guitar) 
        Source: The Solo Guitar Track CD 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:01] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 11 January 1967 De Lane Lea Music Recording Studios, 129 Kingsway, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals), Noel Redding (bass), Mitch Mitchell (drums). 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This is presumably a collector-created track and not a 
professionally-created recording. It is a mono version of the Rock Band multitrack of (1) guitar using both 
channels of the stereo version mixed down to mono. The source copy tests as lossy/MP3 in Trader’s Little Helper 
but tests as lossless in Exact Audio Copy (EAC). See also track 519. 
 
707. Crosstown Traffic (combined Rock Band multitracks alternate mix of (1), stereo) 
        Source: The Collector’s 1967 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:24] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: 20 December 1967 Olympic Sound Studios, 117 Church Road, Barnes, London, 
England, United Kingdom 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, piano, comb & paper kazoo), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch 
Mitchell (drums), and Dave Mason (backing vocals). Producer: Chas Chandler. Engineer: Eddie Kramer. Second 
Engineer: George Chkiantz. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress or Bell. This is a collector-created track {David Chance} and not a 
professionally-created recording prepared especially for this compilation. This was created using the Rock Band 
multitracks, except the instrumental version 1, instrumental version 2, and the guitars only tracks (see tracks 536-
541). The purpose of this track is to show that the Rock Band version of this song is actually an alternate mix of 
the official mix (1). Using Audacity, the separate multitracks were imported then mixed and rendered into a new 
track. The opening and ending silence were removed, otherwise there were no other manipulations to create this 
track. See also track 526. 
 
708. Art Attack (official medley, mono: (2) Hey Joe / (2) Foxy Lady / (2) Purple Haze / (1) Crosstown Traffic 
/ (2) Fire) 
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        Source: ‘Scuse Me While I Kiss The Sky [bootleg DVD] 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [3:47] 
        Composer: William Moses Roberts Jr. (Billy Roberts) / James Marshall Hendrix 
        Personnel: Jimi Hendrix (guitar, vocals, piano, comb & paper kazoo), Noel Redding (bass, vocals), Mitch 
Mitchell (drums, vocals), Chas Chandler (bass), and Dave Mason (backing vocals). Produced by Chas Chandler. 
VHS Video produced by Alan Douglas and Chip Branton. 
        Notes: This track is not listed in any of the reference sources. This is the audio extracted from a promotional 
film titled Art Attack that was originally included as part of the 26-minute VHS video compilation Johnny B Goode 
released in 1985. It is a 4-minute video of speed painter Denny Dent splattering paint on a dark alley wall that 
quickly emerges as a gigantic abstract painting of Jimi Hendrix in profile. An alternate version of the video (though 
with the same soundtrack) in which Dent creates the painting in a studio is available on the bootleg DVD ‘Scuse 
Me While I Kiss The Sky. This track is in mono, and begins with 10 seconds of (2) 1983…A Merman I Should 
Turn To Be, followed by 42 seconds of (2) Hey Joe, 43 seconds of (2) Foxy Lady, 28 seconds of (2) Purple Haze, 
36 seconds of (1) Crosstown Traffic, and 66 seconds of (2) Fire. See also tracks 005, 526, and 033. See Denny 
Dent’s website for more information about the artist. 
        Official Release: Johnny B. Goode [VHS video] 
        Alternate Sources: ‘Scuse Me While I Kiss The Sky [bootleg DVD] 
 
709. Purple Haze (fraud, stereo) 
        Source: Bits And Pieces 2; optimally amplified; track courtesy of Hervé Champion 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:41] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: unknown 
        Personnel: unknown (acoustic guitar), unknown (acoustic guitar). 
        Notes: This Hendrix fake is two guitarists playing amplified acoustic guitars in a classical style. Whoever 
created this track also added some fake vinyl noise in the background, unless this is actually sourced from some 
unknown vinyl. See also the similar sounding cover of Little Wing (track 713) probably by one of the performers 
here, and possibly also May This Be Love (track 711). 
 
710. 3rd Stone From The Sun (fraud, stereo) 
        Source: Guitar Greats: Jimi Hendrix and Johnny Winter; track courtesy of Steve Rodham 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [6:40] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: unknown 
        Personnel: unknown (guitar), unknown (bass), unknown (drums). 
        Notes: This fake Hendrix track is labeled Johnny’s Boogie on the 3” CDR bootleg disc that it comes from. 
This track contains a considerable amount of tape hiss and seems to be sourced from vinyl. 
 
711. May This Be Love (fraud, stereo) 
        Source: Aprocrypha 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:14] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: unknown 
        Personnel: unknown (acoustic guitar), unknown (acoustic guitar). 
        Notes: This fake Hendrix track is only found on a collector’s disc from 2003 called Apocrypha. It is obviously 
not Hendrix. It is performed in the American Primitive guitar style of John Fahey. The performers may be the 
same persons who covered Purple Haze (track 709) and Little Wing (track 713). 
 
712. Wait Until Tomorrow (fraud, mono) 
        Source: Symphony Of Experience; optimally amplified 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:02 (n/a) [2:05] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: probably @1993 
        Personnel: unknown (guitar) 
        Notes: This track is not listed in Jimpress. This is a collector-created track and not a professionally-created 
recording. This first appeared on the bootleg Symphony Of Experience released in late 1993. The liner notes 
state, “This acoustic solo try-out shows the song in an early form and was probably recorded in September or 
early October ’67. Studio time was still booked on a tight budget so it is likely this was recorded at Jimi’s 

https://www.discogs.com/Jimi-Hendrix-Johnny-B-Goode/master/582835
http://dennydent.com/index.html
http://dennydent.com/index.html
https://crosstowntorrents.org/showthread.php?659-Apocrypha-Flac-Art
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apartment as the ambient sound quality would seem to confirm.” On Get The Experience! the track is noted as an 
electric guitar demo recorded at Jimi’s apartment. More likely it’s some amateur trying to pass off their bedroom 
noodling as an authentic Hendrix recording. Bell’s discography entry for this track simply states, “fake!”. 
        Alternate Sources: Axis Bold As Love: The Alternate Versions; Get The Experience!; Symphony Of 
Experience 
        Comparison Notes: The copy on Get The Experience! seems to be in very narrow stereo, nearly mono, with 
the sound almost straight down the middle, and contains slightly more tape hiss than the copy on Symphony Of 
Experience; track time = 2:06. The copy on Symphony Of Experience is primarily heard left-of-center; track time = 
2:05. 
 
713. Little Wing (fraud, stereo)  
        Source: Bits And Pieces 2; optimally amplified; track courtesy of Hervé Champion 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: n/a (n/a) [2:23] 
        Composer: James Marshall Hendrix 
        Recording date/location: unknown 
        Personnel: unknown (guitar) 
        Notes: This Hendrix fake is someone playing an amplified acoustic guitar in a classical style. Whoever 
created this track also added some fake vinyl noise in the background, unless this is actually sourced from some 
unknown vinyl. See also the similar sounding cover of Purple Haze (track 709) probably by this performer, and 
possibly also May This Be Love (track 711). Excellent cover version. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“I believe you live and live again until you have got all the evil and hatred out of the soul.” – Jimi Hendrix 

4 January 1969 Top Of The Pops interview with Tony Norman, London (1992, Electric Gypsy by Shapiro & Glebbeek, pg. 329) 
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Cover Sources 
 
714. Ballad Of Jimi (official 1966 version, stereo) – Curtis Knight & The Squires 
        Source: Strange Things [1974, Music For Pleasure 2M 046-95.397]; optimally amplified 
        Track time as per Bell/Jimpress/actual: 2:19 (n/a) [2:18] 
        Composer: Mont Curtis McNear (Curtis Knight) 
        Recording date/location: 1966 unknown studio, New York, New York, USA. 
        Personnel: Curtis Knight (vocals, acoustic guitar?), Napoleon “Hank” Anderson? (bass), Marion Booker? 
(drums), and Nathaniel “Nate” Edmonds Sr.? (piano). Produced by Ed Chalpin. 
        Notes: Jimpress notes this “1966 version” (as noted on the vinyl label) does not appear to include Jimi, a 
verdict shared by EarlyHendrix. Bell includes it in his listings noted as “With Curtis Knight, stereo, original vocal, 
with piano”. Jimpress notes it has the earlier lyrics as on (2) Ballad Of Jimi (see tracks 278-281) but with a 
backing track consisting of bass, drums, faint acoustic guitar, and piano, and that the tempo gives the song a 
swing feel. 
        Official Release: Strange Things [1974, Music For Pleasure 2M 046-95.397] 
 
715. Day Tripper (official mono mix) – The Beatles 
        Source: Yesterday And Today [2014, Capitol B0019708-02 (remastered)] 
        Track time: [2:56] 
        Composers: John Winston Lennon & James Paul McCartney 
        Notes: The vinyl single of this song has numerous releases, as does the version found on the album. This is 
the official mono mix. See also tracks 207-218 and 643. 
        Original (Official) Release: vinyl single [1965, Parlophone R 5389]; Yesterday And Today [1966, Capitol T 
2553] 
 
716. La Poupée Qui Fait Non (official stereo mix) – Michel Polnareff 
        Source: La Compilation [1991, Epic/Sony Music Special Marketing EPC 469261-2] 
        Track time: [3:13] 
        Composers: Michel Polnareff & Gérald Biesel (Franck Gérald) 
        Notes: See also tracks 105-106. 
        Original (Official) Release: vinyl single [1966, Disc’Az AZ 10234] 
 
717. Ode To Billy Joe (official stereo mix) – Bobbie Gentry 
        Source: The Girl From Chickasaw County: The Complete Capitol Masters [2018, UMC 5383971]; optimally 
amplified 
        Track time: [4:15] 
        Composer: Roberta Lee Streeter (Bobbie Gentry) 
        Notes: See also Odd Ball (tracks 248-254). 
        Original (Official) Release: vinyl single [1967, Capitol P-4294 (promo 1); Capitol P 5950 (promo 2); Capitol 
6140 (stock)] 
 
718. Rock Me Baby (official mono mix) – B.B. King 
        Source: King Of The Blues [2003, Ace CDCHM 897] 
        Track time: [3:01] 
        Composer: Riley B. King (B.B. King) 
        Notes: The 1964 Kent single gives the composer credits as King – Josea. Josea was Joe Josea, a 
pseudonym for record label owner Joseph Bihari (Modern Records, Meteor Records), who likely had nothing to do 
with the actual composition of the song, but added his name for royalty purposes. The lyrical composition of this 
song extends back to the song Rockin’ and Rollin’ by Melvin “Lil’ Son” Jackson. See also track 143: Here He 
Comes (Lover Man) [(46) Lover Man]. 
        Original (Official) Release: vinyl single [1964, Kent K393x45 {US}; Ember EMB S196 {UK}; Reo 8774X 
{Canada}; Astor A-7043 {Australia}] 
 
719. Rockin’ And Rollin’ (official mono mix) – Lil’ Son Jackson 
        Source: The Complete Imperial Recordings [1995, Capitol CDP 724383174423]; optimally amplified 
        Track time: [2:31] 

http://earlyhendrix.com/knight1-menu-1967studio
https://www.discogs.com/Beatles-We-Can-Work-It-Out-Day-Tripper/master/45985
https://www.discogs.com/The-Beatles-Yesterday-And-Today/master/59364
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Melvin_Jackson
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        Composer: Melvin Jackson 
        Notes: Jackson’s song owes much to the lyrics of several older blues songs by various artists; see the 
song’s Wikipedia entry for more information. See also track 143: Here He Comes (Lover Man) [(46) Lover Man]. 
        Original (Official) Release: vinyl single [1950, Imperial 5113] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“I believe you live and live again until you have got all the evil and hatred out of the soul.” – Jimi Hendrix 

4 January 1969 Top Of The Pops interview with Tony Norman, London (1992, Electric Gypsy by Shapiro & Glebbeek, pg. 329) 
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Brief CD Track List 
 
 
============================= DISC 1 ============================= 
001. (4) Purple Haze (incomplete overdub session, stereo) 
002. (120) Purple Haze (early mix, version 1, mono) 
003. (133) Purple Haze (early mix, version 2, mono) 
004. (121) Purple Haze (intermediate mix of (2), mono) 
005. (2) Purple Haze (official stereo mix) 
006. (1) Purple Haze (official mono mix) 
007. (3) Purple Haze (official alternate mono mix) 
008. (119) Purple Haze (official alternate vocal take of (2), stereo) 
009. (126) Purple Haze (official incomplete alternate mix of (119), mono) 
010. Purple Haze (official Kramer isolation mix of (2), stereo) 
011. Purple Haze (official multitrack of (2), instrumental, stereo) 
012. Purple Haze (official multitrack of (2), guitar, stereo) 
013. Purple Haze (official multitrack of (2), tracks, stereo) 
014. Purple Haze (official multitrack of (2), vocals, stereo) 
015. Purple Haze (official multitrack of (2), bass, mono) 
016. Purple Haze (official multitrack of (2), drums, mono) 
017. (2-4) 51st Anniversary (2 instrumental takes + composite backing track, mono) 
018. (1) 51st Anniversary (official version, mono) 
019. 51st Anniversary (official simulated (fake) stereo mix of (1)) 
020. (5) 51st Anniversary (alternate mix of (1), stereo) 
021. (5) 3rd Stone From The Sun (official voice overdub session, stereo) 
022. (2) 3rd Stone From The Sun (official stereo mix) 
023. 3rd Stone From The Sun (official simulated (fake) stereo mix of (1)) 
============================= DISC 2 ============================= 
024. (1) 3rd Stone From The Sun (official mono mix) 
025. 3rd Stone From The Sun (official multitrack of (2), instrumental, stereo) 
026. 3rd Stone From The Sun (official multitrack of (2), guitar, stereo) 
027. 3rd Stone From The Sun (official multitrack of (2), vocals 1, stereo) 
028. 3rd Stone From The Sun (official multitrack of (2), vocals 2, stereo) 
029. 3rd Stone From The Sun (official multitrack of (2), bass, mono) 
030. 3rd Stone From The Sun (official multitrack of (2), drums, mono) 
031. (86-90) Fire (instrumental takes, mono) 
032. (3) Fire (take 7, instrumental backing track, mono) 
033. (2) Fire (official stereo mix) 
034. Fire (official simulated (fake) stereo mix of (1)) 
035. (1) Fire (official mono mix) 
036. (106) Fire (official slightly longer alternate mix, stereo drums) 
037. (101) Fire (official alternate mix of (2), mono) 
038. Fire (official multitrack of (106), instrumental, stereo) 
039. Fire (official multitrack of (106), guitars, stereo) 
040. Fire (official multitrack of (106), lead vocals, mono) 
============================= DISC 3 ============================= 
041. Fire (official multitrack of (106), backing vocals, mono) 
042. Fire (official multitrack of (106), bass, mono) 
043. Fire (official multitrack of (106), drums, mono) 
044. (2) The Wind Cries Mary (official stereo mix) 
045. (1) The Wind Cries Mary (official alternate mix of (2), mono) 
046. The Wind Cries Mary (official alternate mix of (1), simulated (fake) stereo) 
047. (25) The Wind Cries Mary (official alternate mix of (2), low guitar, stereo) 
048. The Wind Cries Mary (official Kramer isolation mix of (2), stereo) 
049. The Wind Cries Mary (official multitrack of (2), instrumental, stereo) 
050. The Wind Cries Mary (official multitrack of (2), version 1, guitar, stereo) 
051. The Wind Cries Mary (official multitrack of (2), version 1, vocals + guitar solo, stereo) 
052. The Wind Cries Mary (official multitrack of (2), version 1, bass, mono) 
053. The Wind Cries Mary (official multitrack of (2), version 1, snare drum, mono) 
054. The Wind Cries Mary (official multitrack of (2), version 1, kick drum, mono) 
055. The Wind Cries Mary (official multitrack of (2), version 1, hi hat, stereo) 
056. The Wind Cries Mary (official multitrack of (2), version 2, guitar, stereo) 
057. The Wind Cries Mary (official multitrack of (2), version 2, guitar 2, stereo) 
058. The Wind Cries Mary (official multitrack of (2), version 2, vocals, stereo) 
059. The Wind Cries Mary (official multitrack of (2), version 2, bass, mono) 
060. The Wind Cries Mary (official multitrack of (2), version 2, drums, stereo) 
061. (2) Love Or Confusion (official stereo mix) 
062. Love Or Confusion (official alternate mix of (1), simulated (fake) stereo) 
063. (1) Love Or Confusion (official alternate mix of (2), mono) 
064. (5) Love Or Confusion (official alternate mix, stereo) 
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============================= DISC 4 ============================= 
065. Love Or Confusion (official multitrack of (2), instrumental, stereo) 
066. Love Or Confusion (official multitrack of (2), guitar, stereo) 
067. Love Or Confusion (official multitrack of (2), tracks, stereo) 
068. Love Or Confusion (official multitrack of (2), vocals, stereo) 
069. Love Or Confusion (official multitrack of (2), bass, single-channel mono) 
070. Love Or Confusion (official multitrack of (2), drums, mono) 
071. (3) The Wind Cries Mary (alternate instrumental take, stereo) 
072. The Wind Cries Mary (narrow stereo mix of (3)) 
073. (26) The Wind Cries Mary (alternate mix of (3), mono) 
074. (3-7) Remember (5 instrumental takes, mono) 
075. (8) Remember (vocal overdub session, mono) 
076. (2) Remember (official stereo mix) 
077. Remember (official simulated (fake) stereo mix of (1), version 1) 
078. Remember (official simulated (fake) stereo mix of (1), version 2) 
079. Remember (official simulated (fake) stereo mix of (1), version 3) 
080. (1) Remember (official mono mix) 
081. (5) I Don't Live Today (first instrumental take, stereo) 
082. (6) I Don't Live Today (second instrumental take, stereo) 
083. (7) I Don't Live Today (third instrumental take, stereo) 
084. (4) I Don't Live Today (fourth instrumental take, stereo) 
085. (3) I Don't Live Today (overdub session, stereo) 
============================= DISC 5 ============================= 
086. (2) I Don't Live Today (official stereo mix) 
087. I Don't Live Today (official simulated (fake) stereo mix of (1)) 
088. (1) I Don't Live Today (official alternate mix of (2), mono) 
089. I Don't Live Today (official alternate mix of (2), stereo) 
090. I Don't Live Today (official alternate mix of (1), mono) 
091. (11) Manic Depression (first instrumental take, stereo) 
092. (12) Manic Depression (second instrumental take, stereo) 
093. (17) Manic Depression (vocal alternate mix of (12), mono) 
094. (10) Manic Depression (vocal overdub session, mono) 
095. (2) Manic Depression (official stereo mix) 
096. Manic Depression (official simulated (fake) stereo mix of (1)) 
097. (1) Manic Depression (official mono mix) 
098. (14) Manic Depression (official alternate mix of (1), mono) 
099. Manic Depression (official multitrack of (2), instrumental, stereo) 
100. Manic Depression (official multitrack of (2), guitar, stereo) 
101. Manic Depression (official multitrack of (2), vocals, stereo) 
102. Manic Depression (official multitrack of (2), vocals (clean-up), stereo) 
103. Manic Depression (official multitrack of (2), bass (clean-up), mono) 
104. Manic Depression (official multitrack of (2), drums, stereo) 
105. (1) La Poupée Qui Fait Non (stereo mix) 
106. (2) La Poupée Qui Fait Non (alternate mix of (1), mono) 
============================= DISC 6 ============================= 
107. (2) Highway Chile (official stereo mix) 
108. Highway Chile (official simulated (fake) stereo mix of (1)) 
109. (1) Highway Chile (official mono mix) 
110. Highway Chile (official multitrack of (2), instrumental, stereo) 
111. Highway Chile (official multitrack of (2), guitar, stereo) 
112. Highway Chile (official multitrack of (2), second guitar, stereo) 
113. Highway Chile (official multitrack of (2), vocals, stereo) 
114. Highway Chile (official multitrack of (2), bass, mono) 
115. Highway Chile (official multitrack of (2), drums, stereo) 
116. (3) May This Be Love (official stereo mix) 
117. May This Be Love (official simulated (fake) stereo mix of (1)) 
118. (1) May This Be Love (official alternate mix of (3), mono) 
119. May This Be Love (official alternate mix of (1), mono) 
120. (2) May This Be Love (official longer alternate mix of (1), mono) 
121. (4) May This Be Love (official alternate mix of (3), stereo) 
122. May This Be Love (official fake live mix of (3), stereo) 
123. May This Be Love (official Kramer isolation mix of (3), stereo) 
124. May This Be Love (official multitrack of (3), instrumental, stereo) 
125. May This Be Love (official multitrack of (3), guitar, stereo) 
126. May This Be Love (official multitrack of (3), second guitar, mono) 
127. May This Be Love (official multitrack of (3), vocals, mono) 
128. May This Be Love (official multitrack of (3), bass, mono) 
129. May This Be Love (official multitrack of (3), drums, stereo) 
130. Title #3 (official, very narrow stereo) 
============================= DISC 7 ============================= 
131. (20) Are You Experienced (official longer alternate instrumental take, mono) 
132. (2) Are You Experienced (official stereo mix) 
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133. Are You Experienced (official simulated (fake) stereo mix of (1)) 
134. (1) Are You Experienced (official mono mix) 
135. Are You Experienced (official Kramer isolation mix of (2), stereo) 
136. Are You Experienced (official multitrack of (2), instrumental, stereo) 
137. Are You Experienced (official multitrack of (2), guitar, stereo) 
138. Are You Experienced (official multitrack of (2), underneath rhythm re-reversed, stereo) 
139. Are You Experienced (official multitrack of (2), vocals, stereo) 
140. Are You Experienced (official multitrack of (2), piano, stereo) 
141. Are You Experienced (official multitrack of (2), bass, stereo) 
142. Are You Experienced (official multitrack of (2), drums, stereo) 
143. Here He Comes (Lover Man) [(46) Lover Man] (official instrumental, stereo) 
144. (5) She's So Fine (official instrumental alternate mix of (1), stereo)  
145. (4) She's So Fine (original vocal alternate mix of (1), stereo) 
146. She's So Fine (alternate mix of (4), stereo) 
147. She's So Fine (alternate mix of (4), drums to the side, stereo) 
148. (1) She's So Fine (official stereo mix) 
149. (3) She's So Fine (official mono mix) 
150. (2) She's So Fine (official alternate mix of (1), stereo) 
151. She's So Fine (official multitrack of (1), instrumental, stereo) 
152. She's So Fine (official multitrack of (1), guitars, stereo) 
============================= DISC 8 ============================= 
153. She's So Fine (official multitrack of (1), guitars 1 re-split, mono) 
154. She's So Fine (official multitrack of (1), guitars 2 re-split, mono) 
155. She's So Fine (official multitrack of (1), guitar 2, stereo) 
156. She's So Fine (official multitrack of (1), vocals, mono) 
157. She's So Fine (official multitrack of (1), bass, mono) 
158. She's So Fine (official multitrack of (1), drums, stereo) 
159. (1) Taking Care Of No Business (altered bar crowd overdub take 1 mix, mono) 
160. (2) Taking Care Of No Business (official bar crowd overdub take 2 mix, stereo) 
161. (1) If Six Was Nine (official stereo mix) 
162. (2) If Six Was Nine (official mono mix) 
163. (7) If Six Was Nine (official alternate mix of (1), stereo) 
164. (4) If Six Was Nine (official longer alternate mix, mono) 
165. If Six Was Nine (official Kramer isolation mix of (1), stereo) 
166. If Six Was Nine (official multitrack of (1), instrumental, stereo) 
167. If Six Was Nine (official multitrack of (1), version 1, guitar, stereo) 
168. If Six Was Nine (official multitrack of (1), version 1, vocals, stereo) 
169. If Six Was Nine (official multitrack of (1), version 1, bass, mono) 
170. If Six Was Nine (official multitrack of (1), version 1, drums, stereo) 
============================= DISC 9 ============================= 
171. If Six Was Nine (official multitrack of (1), version 1, stamping etcetera, stereo) 
172. If Six Was Nine (official multitrack of (1), version 2, guitar, stereo) 
173. If Six Was Nine (official multitrack of (1), version 2, vocals, stereo) 
174. If Six Was Nine (official multitrack of (1), version 2, bass, mono) 
175. If Six Was Nine (official multitrack of (1), version 2, cymbals, stereo) 
176. If Six Was Nine (official multitrack of (1), version 2, kick drum, stereo) 
177. If Six Was Nine (official multitrack of (1), version 2, snare drum, stereo) 
178. If Six Was Nine (official multitrack of (1), version 2, toms, stereo) 
179. If Six Was Nine (official multitrack of (1), version 2, stamping and effects, stereo) 
180. (23) Mr. Bad Luck [(23) Look Over Yonder] (early mix, mono) 
181. (22) Mr. Bad Luck [(22) Look Over Yonder] (official stereo mix) 
182. (1) Look Over Yonder / Mr. Bad Luck [(1) Look Over Yonder] (official alternate mix, mono) 
183. (21) Mr. Bad Luck [(21) Look Over Yonder] (official altered mix, stereo) 
184. (11) Burning Of The Midnight Lamp (early instrumental session, stereo) 
185. (4) Cat Talking To Me (official take 2 instrumental stereo mix) 
186. (2a) Cat Talking To Me (mono mix of (4)) 
187. (2b) Cat Talking To Me (official mono mix edit of (4)) 
188. (3) Cat Talking To Me (official take 2 altered mix, narrow stereo) 
189. (1) Cat Talking To Me (alternate mix edit of (3), very narrow stereo) 
============================= DISC 10 ============================= 
190. (1) The Stars That Play With Laughing Sam’s Dice (instrumental acetate, mono) 
191. Burning Of The Midnight Lamp (official instrumental basic track fragment, mono) 
192. (15) Burning Of The Midnight Lamp (instrumental basic track, mono) 
193. Burning Of The Midnight Lamp (early take mixes demo tape part 1, mono) 
194. (12) Burning Of The Midnight Lamp (early take mixes demo tape part 2, mono) 
195. (16) Burning Of The Midnight Lamp (early take alternate mix, stereo) 
196. (4) Burning Of The Midnight Lamp (later take mixes demo tape, mono) 
197. (3) Burning Of The Midnight Lamp (acetate of (2), stereo) 
198. (2) Burning Of The Midnight Lamp (official stereo mix) 
199. (1) Burning Of The Midnight Lamp (official mono mix) 
200. (13) Burning Of The Midnight Lamp (official mono reduction of (2)) 
201. Burning Of The Midnight Lamp (alternate mix of (2), stereo) 
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202. Burning Of The Midnight Lamp (official Kramer isolation mix of (2), version 1, stereo) 
203. Burning Of The Midnight Lamp (official Kramer isolation mix of (2), version 2, stereo) 
204. Burning Of The Midnight Lamp (official Kramer isolation mix of (2), version 3 - wah-wah guitars, mono) 
205. Burning Of The Midnight Lamp (official Kramer isolation mix of (2), version 3 - bass guitar, mono) 
206. Burning Of The Midnight Lamp (official Kramer isolation mix of (2), version 3 - backing vocals, mono) 
============================= DISC 11 ============================= 
207. (1) Day Tripper (official complete instrumental, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
208. Day Tripper (official narrow stereo mix of (1)) – Curtis Knight 
209. Day Tripper (official mono mix of (1)) – Curtis Knight 
210. (2) Day Tripper (official stereo mix) – Curtis Knight 
211. Day Tripper (official wide stereo mix of (2)) – Curtis Knight 
212. (6) Day Tripper (official very wide stereo mix of (2)) – Curtis Knight 
213. Day Tripper (official very narrow stereo mix of (2)) – Curtis Knight 
214. (7) Day Tripper (official mono mix of (2)) – Curtis Knight 
215. Day Tripper (official alternate mix of (2), lower drums, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
216. Day Tripper (official alternate mix of (2), higher fuzz bass, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
217. Day Tripper (official alternate mix of (2), lower guitar, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
218. (5) Day Tripper (official extended edit alternate mix of (2), stereo) – Curtis Knight 
219. (1) Future Trip (official stereo mix) – Curtis Knight 
220. Future Trip (official wide stereo mix of (1)) – Curtis Knight 
221. Future Trip (official narrow stereo mix of (1)) – Curtis Knight 
222. Future Trip (official very narrow stereo mix of (1)) – Curtis Knight 
223. (2) Future Trip (official mono mix) – Curtis Knight 
224. (3) Flashing (official longer stereo mix of (2)) – Curtis Knight 
225. Flashing (official alternate mix of (3), lower drums, wide stereo) – Curtis Knight 
226. Flashing (official alternate mix of (3), lower drums, narrow stereo) – Curtis Knight 
227. Flashing (official alternate mix of (3), right tambourine, narrow stereo) – Curtis Knight 
228. Flashing (official alternate mix of (3), loud tambourine, narrow stereo) – Curtis Knight 
============================= DISC 12 ============================= 
229. (5) Flashing (official mono mix of (3)) – Curtis Knight 
230. (2) Flashing (official edit of (3), stereo) – Curtis Knight 
231. Flashing (official alternate mix of (2), wide stereo) – Curtis Knight 
232. (1) Flashing (official mono mix of (2)) – Curtis Knight 
233. Flashing (official alternate mix of (1), simulated (fake) stereo) – Curtis Knight 
234. Flashing (official alternate mix of (2), more echo higher tambourine right, wide stereo) – Curtis Knight 
235. Flashing (official alternate mix of (2), more echo higher tambourine central, wide stereo) – Curtis Knight 
236. Flashing (official alternate mix of (2), low tambourine, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
237. (4) Flashing (official extended edit alternate mix of (2), stereo) – Curtis Knight 
238. Sleepy Fate [(2) No Business] (official longer instrumental mix, narrow stereo) – Curtis Knight 
239. Sleepy Fate [(2) No Business] (official wide stereo mix) – Curtis Knight 
240. No Business (official dry mix, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
241. (5) No Business (official alternate mix, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
242. No Business (official wide stereo mix of (5)) – Curtis Knight 
243. (4) No Business (official narrow stereo mix) – Curtis Knight 
244. No Business (official wide stereo mix of (4)) – Curtis Knight 
245. No Business (official fake mono mix) – Curtis Knight 
246. (1) No Business (official mono mix) – Curtis Knight 
247. (3) No Business (official extended edit, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
248. Instrumental [(3) Odd Ball] (official complete stereo mix) – Curtis Knight 
249. (1) Odd Ball (official edit of (3), stereo) – Curtis Knight 
250. Odd Ball (official very wide stereo mix of (1)) – Curtis Knight 
251. Odd Ball (official narrow stereo mix of (1)) – Curtis Knight 
252. (4) Odd Ball (official edit of (3), mono) – Curtis Knight 
253. Odd Ball (official alternate mix of (1), wide stereo) – Curtis Knight 
254. (2) Odd Ball (official alternate mix edit of (1), stereo) – Curtis Knight 
============================= DISC 13 ============================= 
255. Second Time Around [(1) Get That Feeling] (official incomplete instrumental backing track, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
256. Second Time Around [(1) Get That Feeling] (official alternate mix, wide stereo) – Curtis Knight 
257. (2) Get That Feeling (official stereo mix) – Curtis Knight 
258. Get That Feeling (official very wide stereo mix of (2)) – Curtis Knight 
259. Get That Feeling (official very wide stereo mix edit of (2)) – Curtis Knight 
260. Get That Feeling (official wide stereo mix of (2)) – Curtis Knight 
261. Get That Feeling (official narrow stereo mix of (2)) – Curtis Knight 
262. (5) Get That Feeling (official mono mix of (2)) – Curtis Knight 
============================= DISC 14 ============================= 
NOTE: If burning to CDR, this disc may require using software capable of over-burning (such as Nero). 
263. (3) Get That Feeling (official alternate mix of (2), stereo) – Curtis Knight 
264. (4) Get That Feeling (official edit of (3), stereo) – Curtis Knight 
265. (6) Get That Feeling (official alternate mix of (3), mono) – Curtis Knight 
266. Get That Feeling (official alternate mix edit of (6), mono) – Curtis Knight 
267. Get That Feeling (official alternate mix edit of (3), heavy echo, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
268. Get That Feeling (official instrumental mix edit of (5), mono) – Curtis Knight 
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269. The Stars That Play With Laughing Sam’s Dice (vocal overdub fragment, mono) 
270. (5) The Stars That Play With Laughing Sam’s Dice (vocal overdub session, mono) 
271. (4) The Stars That Play With Laughing Sam’s Dice (alternate mix of (2), lower vocals, stereo) 
272. The Stars That Play With Laughing Sam’s Dice (wide stereo mix of (4)) 
273. The Stars That Play With Laughing Sam’s Dice (narrow stereo mix of (4)) 
274. (3) The Stars That Play With Laughing Sam’s Dice (official alternate mix of (2), echo vocals, stereo) 
275. The Stars That Play With Laughing Sam’s Dice (official slightly longer mono mix of (2)) 
276. (2) The Stars That Play With Laughing Sam’s Dice (official mono mix) 
277. The Stars That Play With Laughing Sam’s Dice (official simulated (fake) stereo mix of (2)) 
278. (2) Ballad Of Jimi (official original lyrics version, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
============================= DISC 15 ============================= 
279. Ballad Of Jimi (official very wide stereo mix of (2)) – Curtis Knight 
280. Ballad Of Jimi (official wide stereo mix of (2)) – Curtis Knight 
281. Ballad Of Jimi (official narrow stereo mix of (2)) – Curtis Knight 
282. (8) Ballad Of Jimi (official mono mix of (2)) – Curtis Knight 
283. My Best Friend [(1) Ballad Of Jimi] (official instrumental alternate mix of (2), stereo) – Curtis Knight 
284. My Best Friend [(1) Ballad Of Jimi] (official wide stereo mix) – Curtis Knight 
285. My Best Friend [(1) Ballad Of Jimi] (official alternate mix, guitars left, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
286. My Best Friend [(1) Ballad Of Jimi] (official alternate mix, wah-wah guitar low, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
287. My Best Friend [(6) Ballad Of Jimi] (official alternate mix, guitars high, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
288. (7) Ballad Of Jimi (official 1970 lyrics version, enhanced stereo) – Curtis Knight 
289. (4) Ballad Of Jimi (official mono mix of (7)) – Curtis Knight 
290. (3) Ballad Of Jimi (official alternate mix of (7), stereo) – Curtis Knight 
291. (5) Ballad Of Jimi (official 1970 lyrics version alternate vocal take, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
292. Ballad Of Jimi (official alternate mix of (5), 12-string mixed low, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
293. (9) Ballad Of Jimi (official alternate mix of (5), longer acoustic guitar, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
294. Ballad Of Jimi (official wide stereo mix of (9)) – Curtis Knight 
295. Wah Wah [(1) Hush Now] (official take 1 instrumental, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
296. Wah Wah [(1) Hush Now] (official wide stereo mix) – Curtis Knight 
297. Level [(2) Hush Now] (official extended edit of (1), stereo) – Curtis Knight 
298. Level [(9) Hush Now] (official variation of (2), stereo) – Curtis Knight 
299. Level [(2) Hush Now] (official wide stereo mix) – Curtis Knight 
300. Level [(2) Hush Now] (official very narrow stereo mix) – Curtis Knight 
301. Level [(2) Hush Now] (official alternate mix, wide stereo) – Curtis Knight 
302. (5) Hush Now (official take 2 instrumental, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
303. Hush Now (official narrow stereo mix of (5)) – Curtis Knight 
304. Hush Now (official long edit of (5), stereo) – Curtis Knight 
305. Hush Now (official alternate mix short edit of (5), narrow stereo) – Curtis Knight 
============================= DISC 16 ============================= 
306. Torture Me Honey [(4) Hush Now] (official alternate mix of (5), stereo) – Curtis Knight 
307. Torture Me Honey [(4) Hush Now] (official alternate mix, more echo, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
308. Torture Me Honey [(4) Hush Now] (official alternate mix, higher second guitar, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
309. Torture Me Honey [(4) Hush Now] (official alternate mix, higher bass, fake mono) – Curtis Knight 
310. Torture Me Honey [(4) Hush Now] (official alternate mix, no reverb, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
311. (13) Hush Now (official alternate mix longest edit of (5), stereo) – Curtis Knight 
312. (3) Hush Now (official edit of (13), stereo) – Curtis Knight 
313. Hush Now (official wide stereo mix of (3)) – Curtis Knight 
314. Hush Now (official narrow stereo mix of (3)) – Curtis Knight 
315. (7) Hush Now (official alternate mix vocal overdub of (5), stereo) – Curtis Knight 
316. Hush Now (official ultra wide stereo mix of (7)) – Curtis Knight 
317. Hush Now (official very wide stereo mix of (7)) – Curtis Knight 
318. Hush Now (official wide stereo mix of (7)) – Curtis Knight 
============================= DISC 17 ============================= 
319. (11) Hush Now (official mono mix of (7)) – Curtis Knight 
320. (8) Hush Now (official alternate mix edit of (7), stereo) – Curtis Knight 
321. Hush Now (official alternate mix of (8), very wide stereo) – Curtis Knight 
322. (10) Hush Now (official alternate mix of (8), mono) – Curtis Knight 
323. Hush Now (official alternate mix of (8), narrow stereo) – Curtis Knight 
324. Hush Now (official alternate mix of (10), mono) – Curtis Knight 
325. Hush Now (official alternate mix of (8), wide stereo) – Curtis Knight 
326. Hush Now (official simulated (fake) stereo mix of (6a)) – Curtis Knight 
327. (6a) Hush Now (official alternate mix of (7), mono) – Curtis Knight 
328. (6b) Hush Now (official edit of (6a), mono) – Curtis Knight 
329. (12) Hush Now (official altered instrumental mix, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
330. Got To Have It [(3) Happy Birthday] (official stereo mix) – Curtis Knight 
331. Got To Have It [(3) Happy Birthday] (official wide stereo mix) – Curtis Knight 
332. (1) Happy Birthday (official vocal extended edit of (3), stereo) – Curtis Knight 
333. Happy Birthday (official very wide stereo mix of (1)) – Curtis Knight 
334. Happy Birthday (official alternate mix of (1), louder drums and vocals, very wide stereo) – Curtis Knight 
335. Happy Birthday (official alternate mix of (1), louder drums and vocals, narrow stereo) – Curtis Knight 
336. (6) Happy Birthday (official alternate mix of (1), less echo, mono) – Curtis Knight 
337. Happy Birthday (official alternate mix of (1), less echo louder guitar, mono) – Curtis Knight 
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338. Happy Birthday (official alternate mix of (1), less echo louder guitar lower vocals, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
339. (2) Happy Birthday (official alternate mix of (1), louder guitar and drums, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
340. (5) Happy Birthday (official extended edit alternate mix of (1), version 1, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
341. Happy Birthday (official mono mix of (5)) – Curtis Knight 
342. (4) Happy Birthday (official extended edit alternate mix of (1), version 2, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
============================= DISC 18 ============================= 
NOTE: If burning to CDR, this disc may require using software capable of over-burning (such as Nero). 
343. (7) Happy Birthday (official longer extended edit alternate mix of (1), version 3, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
344. Mercy Lady Day [Love, Love] (official alternate mix of (1), stereo) – Curtis Knight 
345. Mercy Lady Day [(1) Love, Love] (official instrumental, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
346. Mercy Lady Day [(3) Love, Love] (official very narrow stereo mix of (1)) – Curtis Knight 
347. (2) Love, Love (official alternate mix edit of (1), stereo) – Curtis Knight 
348. Love [(8) Love, Love] (official alternate mix of (2), stereo) – Curtis Knight 
349. (4) Love, Love (official complete vocal version, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
350. Love, Love (official alternate mix edit of (4), more echo, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
351. (5) Love, Love (official alternate mix of (4), lower dry vocals, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
352. (13) Love, Love (official alternate mix of (4), louder dry vocals, wide stereo) – Curtis Knight 
============================= DISC 19 ============================= 
353. Love, Love (official dry alternate mix of (6), mono) – Curtis Knight 
354. (6) Love, Love (official edit of (4), stereo) – Curtis Knight 
355. Love, Love (official wide stereo mix of (6)) – Curtis Knight 
356. (11) Love, Love (official mono mix of (6)) – Curtis Knight 
357. (10) Love, Love (official alternate mix of (6), stereo) – Curtis Knight 
358. (7) Love, Love (official alternate mix of (10), stereo) – Curtis Knight 
359. Love, Love (official alternate mix of (7), very narrow stereo) – Curtis Knight 
360. (12) Love, Love (official altered instrumental, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
361. You Can’t Use My Name (official dialogue, complete, mono) – Curtis Knight 
362. You Can’t Use My Name (dialogue, incomplete, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
363. (5) Gloomy Monday (take 1, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
364. (6) Gloomy Monday (take 2, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
365. (4) Gloomy Monday (official take 3, mono) – Curtis Knight 
366. Gloomy Monday (official simulated (fake) stereo mix of (4)) – Curtis Knight 
367. (2) Gloomy Monday (official overdub edit of (4), stereo) – Curtis Knight 
368. Gloomy Monday (official very wide stereo mix of (2)) – Curtis Knight 
369. Gloomy Monday (official wide stereo mix of (2)) – Curtis Knight 
370. Gloomy Monday (official narrow stereo mix of (2)) – Curtis Knight 
371. (1) Gloomy Monday (official mono mix of (2)) – Curtis Knight 
372. (9) Gloomy Monday (official alternate mix of (1), louder drums and tambourine, mono) – Curtis Knight 
373. (8) Gloomy Monday (official edit of (2), stereo) – Curtis Knight 
374. (7) Gloomy Monday (official extended edit alternate mix of (2), stereo) – Curtis Knight 
375. (10) Gloomy Monday (official take 4, very narrow stereo) – Curtis Knight 
============================= DISC 20 ============================= 
376. (5) One Rainy Wish (complete early mix, stereo) 
377. (6) One Rainy Wish (alternate mix of (5), double-tracked rhythm guitar, stereo) 
378. (2) One Rainy Wish (official alternate mix of (5), mono) 
379. (4) One Rainy Wish (official alternate mix of (2), mono) 
380. (1) One Rainy Wish (official stereo mix) 
381. (3) One Rainy Wish (official alternate mix of (1), stereo) 
382. One Rainy Wish (official multitrack, instrumental, stereo) 
383. One Rainy Wish (official multitrack, guitar, stereo) 
384. One Rainy Wish (official multitrack, guitars no solo mix, stereo) 
385. One Rainy Wish (official multitrack, guitar 2, mono) 
386. One Rainy Wish (official multitrack, rhythm guitar first half, mono) 
387. One Rainy Wish (official multitrack, vocals, stereo) 
388. One Rainy Wish (official multitrack, bass, mono) 
389. One Rainy Wish (official multitrack, drums, stereo) 
390. (3) Little Miss Lover (official alternate take acetate, mono) 
391. (8) Little Miss Lover (official phasing acetate of (1), very narrow stereo, lossy) 
392. (1) Little Miss Lover (official stereo mix) 
393. (2) Little Miss Lover (official alternate mix of (1), mono) 
394. (7) Little Miss Lover (official alternate mix of (1), earlier backing vocals, stereo) 
395. (6) Little Miss Lover (official alternate mix of (1), later backing vocals, stereo) 
396. Little Miss Lover (official multitrack of (1), guitar, stereo) 
397. Little Miss Lover (official multitrack of (1), vocals, stereo) 
398. Little Miss Lover (official multitrack of (1), backing vocals, stereo) 
399. Little Miss Lover (official multitrack of (1), bass, mono) 
400. Little Miss Lover (official multitrack of (1), drums, stereo) 
============================= DISC 21 ============================= 
401. (1) You’ve Got Me Floating (official stereo mix) 
402. (3) You’ve Got Me Floating (official alternate mix of (1), mono) 
403. (2) You’ve Got Me Floating (official alternate mix of (1), stereo) 
404. You’ve Got Me Floating (official multitrack of (1), instrumental, stereo) 
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405. You’ve Got Me Floating (official multitrack of (1), guitar, stereo) 
406. You’ve Got Me Floating (official multitrack of (1), guitar 2 (fixed), stereo) 
407. You’ve Got Me Floating (official multitrack of (1), vocals, stereo) 
408. You’ve Got Me Floating (official multitrack of (1), bass, stereo) 
409. You’ve Got Me Floating (official multitrack of (1), drums, stereo) 
410. You’ve Got Me Floating (official multitrack of (1), kick drum, single-channel mono) 
411. (10) Bold As Love (official instrumental take 14 excerpts, stereo) 
412. (7) Bold As Love (official instrumental take 21, stereo) 
413. (2) Bold As Love (alternate vocal take alternate mix of (1), stereo) 
414. Bold As Love (narrow stereo mix of (2)) 
415. (1) Bold As Love (official stereo mix) 
416. (9) Bold As Love (official mono reduction of (1)) 
417. (5) Bold As Love (official alternate mix of (1), mono) 
418. (12) Bold As Love (official alternate mix of (1), different end phasing, stereo) 
419. (13) Bold As Love (official alternate mix of (1), heavy end phasing, very narrow stereo) 
420. (3)+(4) Bold As Love (alternate mix of (1), vocals/drums delay, stereo)+(alternate mix edit of (1), heavy phasing/delay, stereo) 
421. (8) Bold As Love (official alternate mix of (1), left guitar removed, stereo) 
422. Bold As Love (official repeat edit of (1), stereo) 
============================= DISC 22 ============================= 
423. Bold As Love (official multitrack of (1), instrumental, no fade, stereo) 
424. Bold As Love (official multitrack of (1), guitar, stereo) 
425. Bold As Love (official multitrack of (1), guitar 2, stereo) 
426. Bold As Love (official multitrack of (1), vocals, mono) 
427. Bold As Love (official multitrack of (1), bass, single-channel mono) 
428. Bold As Love (official multitrack of (1), drums, stereo) 
429. (7) Castles Made Of Sand (official instrumental take 8?, stereo) 
430. (1) Castles Made Of Sand (official stereo mix) 
431. Castles Made Of Sand (official narrow stereo mix of (1)) 
432. (5) Castles Made Of Sand (official alternate mix of (1), mono) 
433. (2) Castles Made Of Sand (official alternate mix of (1), different panning, stereo) 
434. (3) Castles Made Of Sand (alternate mix of (1), light echo, stereo) 
435. Castles Made Of Sand (alternate mix of (3), narrow stereo) 
436. (6) Castles Made Of Sand (official Kramer isolation mix of (1), stereo) 
437. Castles Made Of Sand (official multitrack of (1), instrumental, stereo) 
438. Castles Made Of Sand (official multitrack of (1), guitar, mono) 
439. Castles Made Of Sand (official multitrack of (1), guitar 2, stereo) 
440. Castles Made Of Sand (official multitrack of (1), vocals, stereo) 
441. Castles Made Of Sand (official multitrack of (1), bass, mono) 
442. Castles Made Of Sand (official multitrack of (1), drums, stereo) 
443. Little Wing [(7) Angel] (official instrumental, stereo) 
444. (2) Wait Until Tomorrow (longer alternate mix of (1), ADT vocals, stereo) 
445. Wait Until Tomorrow (wide stereo mix of (2)) 
446. Wait Until Tomorrow (narrow stereo mix of (2)) 
============================= DISC 23 ============================= 
447. Wait Until Tomorrow (alternate mix of (2), wide stereo) 
448. (1) Wait Until Tomorrow (official stereo mix) 
449. (3) Wait Until Tomorrow (official mono mix) 
450. (7) Wait Until Tomorrow (official alternate mix of (1), stereo) 
451. (6) Wait Until Tomorrow (official longer alternate mix of (1), low guitar, stereo) 
452. Wait Until Tomorrow (official multitrack of (1), instrumental, stereo) 
453. Wait Until Tomorrow (official multitrack of (1), guitar, stereo) 
454. Wait Until Tomorrow (official multitrack of (1), vocals, stereo) 
455. Wait Until Tomorrow (official multitrack of (1), bass, mono) 
456. Wait Until Tomorrow (official multitrack of (1), drums, mono) 
457. Wait Until Tomorrow (official multitrack of (1), percussion, stereo) 
458. (16) Little Wing (official instrumental take 1, stereo) 
459. (18) Little Wing (official instrumental take 2, incomplete, mono) 
460. (1) Ain’t No Telling (official stereo mix) 
461. (5) Ain’t No Telling (official alternate mix of (1), mono) 
462. (2) Ain’t No Telling (official alternate mix of (1), left-to-center opening, stereo) 
463. (6) Ain’t No Telling (alternate mix of (1), right opening + drums/vocals central, stereo) 
464. Ain’t No Telling (narrow stereo mix of (6)) 
465. (3) Ain’t No Telling (alternate mix of (1), right opening + drums/vocals left, stereo) 
466. Ain’t No Telling (official multitrack of (1), instrumental, stereo) 
467. Ain’t No Telling (official multitrack of (1), guitar, stereo) 
468. Ain’t No Telling (official multitrack of (1), guitar 2 and backing vocals, mono) 
469. Ain’t No Telling (official multitrack of (1), vocals, stereo) 
470. Ain’t No Telling (official multitrack of (1), bass, mono) 
471. Ain’t No Telling (official multitrack of (1), drums, mono) 
472. (1) EXP (official stereo mix) 
473. EXP (official wide stereo mix of (1)) 
474. EXP (alternate mix of (1), different space ship panning, wide stereo) 
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475. (2) EXP (alternate mix of (1), Jimi’s vocals up front, wide stereo) 
476. (6) EXP (official alternate mix of (1), different later guitar panning, wide stereo) 
477. (3) EXP (official alternate mix edit of (1), mono) 
478. (1) Spanish Castle Magic (early instrumental take, stereo) 
============================= DISC 24 ============================= 
479. Spanish Castle Magic (wide stereo mix of (1)) 
480. (2) Spanish Castle Magic (official stereo mix) 
481. (4) Spanish Castle Magic (official mono mix) 
482. (68) Spanish Castle Magic (official alternate mix of (2), different guitar panning, stereo) 
483. (65) Spanish Castle Magic (official alternate mix of (2), guitar low, stereo) 
484. Spanish Castle Magic (official Kramer isolation mix of (2), stereo) 
485. Spanish Castle Magic (official multitrack of (2), instrumental, stereo) 
486. Spanish Castle Magic (official multitrack of (2), instrumental, piano mix, stereo) 
487. Spanish Castle Magic (official multitrack of (2), guitar, stereo) 
488. Spanish Castle Magic (official multitrack of (2), vocals, stereo) 
489. Spanish Castle Magic (official multitrack of (2), bass, mono) 
490. Spanish Castle Magic (official multitrack of (2), drums, stereo) 
491. Spanish Castle Magic (official multitrack of (2), piano, stereo) 
492. (1) Little Wing (official stereo mix) 
493. (3) Little Wing (official mono mix) 
494. (2) Little Wing (official alternate mix of (1), stereo) 
495. (19) Little Wing (official Kramer isolation mix of (1), stereo) 
496. Little Wing (official multitrack of (1), version 1, original guitar, stereo) 
497. Little Wing (official multitrack of (1), version 1, rhythm guitar, stereo) 
498. Little Wing (official multitrack of (1), version 1, guitar solo, stereo) 
499. Little Wing (official multitrack of (1), version 1, original guitar 2, stereo) 
500. Little Wing (official multitrack of (1), version 1, vocals, mono) 
501. Little Wing (official multitrack of (1), version 1, bass, mono) 
502. Little Wing (official multitrack of (1), version 1, drums, mono) 
503. Little Wing (official multitrack of (1), instrumental, intro appended, stereo) 
504. Little Wing (official multitrack of (1), version 2, guitar, stereo) 
505. Little Wing (official multitrack of (1), version 2, rhythm guitar, stereo) 
506. Little Wing (official multitrack of (1), version 2, guitar solo, stereo) 
507. Little Wing (official multitrack of (1), version 2, guitar 2, stereo) 
508. Little Wing (official multitrack of (1), version 2, vocals, mono) 
============================= DISC 25 ============================= 
509. Little Wing (official multitrack of (1), version 2, bass, mono) 
510. Little Wing (official multitrack of (1), version 2, drums, mono) 
511. (1) Up From The Skies (official stereo mix) 
512. (7) Up From The Skies (official mono reduction of (1)) 
513. (4) Up From The Skies (official alternate mix of (1), mono) 
514. (2) Up From The Skies (official alternate mix of (1), no vocal panning, stereo) 
515. (3) Up From The Skies (alternate mix of (1), no vocal or guitar panning, stereo) 
516. Up From The Skies (wide stereo mix of (3)) 
517. (6) Up From The Skies (official alternate mix of (1), guitar mixed low, stereo) 
518. Up From The Skies (official multitrack of (1), instrumental, stereo) 
519. Up From The Skies (official multitrack of (1), guitar, stereo) 
520. Up From The Skies (official multitrack of (1), vocals, stereo) 
521. Up From The Skies (official multitrack of (1), bass, mono) 
522. Up From The Skies (official multitrack of (1), drums, mono) 
523. (4) Hear My Train A-Comin' (official false start + complete take, mono) 
524. (6) Crosstown Traffic (instrumental backing track for (1), stereo) 
525. (7) Crosstown Traffic (early alternate mix of (1), no panning, stereo) 
526. (1) Crosstown Traffic (official stereo mix) 
527. (4) Crosstown Traffic (official mono reduction of (1)) 
528. (2) Crosstown Traffic (alternate mix of (1), lead & backing vocals in opposite channels, stereo) 
529. (5) Crosstown Traffic (official alternate mix of (1), lead guitar low, stereo) 
530. Crosstown Traffic (official Kramer isolation mix of (1), version 1, stereo) 
531. Crosstown Traffic (official Kramer isolation mix of (1), alternate edit of version 1, stereo) 
532. Crosstown Traffic (official Kramer isolation mix of (1), version 2, stereo) 
533. Crosstown Traffic (official multitrack of (1), instrumental version 1, very narrow stereo) 
534. Crosstown Traffic (official multitrack of (1), instrumental version 2, very narrow stereo) 
535. Crosstown Traffic (official multitrack of (1), guitars only, stereo) 
============================= DISC 26 ============================= 
536. Crosstown Traffic (official multitrack of (1), guitar, stereo) 
537. Crosstown Traffic (official multitrack of (1), guitar 2, mono) 
538. Crosstown Traffic (official multitrack of (1), vocals, mono) 
539. Crosstown Traffic (official multitrack of (1), bass, mono) 
540. Crosstown Traffic (official multitrack of (1), drums, mono) 
541. Crosstown Traffic (official multitrack of (1), keyboards, narrow stereo) 
542. (1) Dream (acetate mix, mono) 
543. Dream (simulated (fake) stereo mix of (1)) 
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544. (3) Dream (complete alternate mix of (1), stereo) 
545. (2) Dream (official stereo version of (3)) 
546. (5) Dance (complete instrumental mix, stereo) 
547. Touch You [(4) Dance] (official alternate instrumental mix, stereo) 
548. (6) Dance (complete vocal mix, stereo) 
549. (1) Dance (incomplete alternate vocal mix, mono) 
550. Dance (simulated (fake) stereo mix of (1)) 
551. (2) Little One (incomplete early mix, very narrow stereo) 
552. Little One (wide stereo mix of (2)) 
553. (4) Little One (official complete later mix, stereo) 
554. (1) Little One (incomplete later mix, very narrow stereo) 
555. Little One (wide stereo mix of (1)) 
556. Little One (official later mix edit, mono) 
557. There Ain’t Nothing Wrong [(3) Little One] (official vocal alternate mix of (4), stereo) 
558. Sweet Angel [(10) Angel] (official mono mix, complete) 
559. Sweet Angel [(8) Angel] (official mono mix, incomplete) 
560. Purple Haze (fake mono mix of (2)) 
561. (5) Purple Haze (alternate mix with heavy echo, simulated (fake) stereo) 
562. Purple Haze (combined Rock Band multitracks alternate mix of (2), stereo) 
563. 51st Anniversary (fake mono mix of (5)) 
============================= DISC 27 ============================= 
564. 3rd Stone From The Sun (fake mono mix of (2)) 
565. (4) 3rd Stone From The Sun (fake double-speed alternate mix of (2), mono) 
566. (7) 3rd Stone From The Sun (slowed version of (2) with unrelated overdubs, stereo) 
567. 3rd Stone From The Sun (last mix reconstitution, mono) 
568. 3rd Stone From The Sun (combined Rock Band multitracks alternate mix of (2), stereo) 
569. 3rd Stone From The Sun (fake alternate vocal mix of (2), stereo) 
570. 3rd Stone From The Sun (fake instrumental mix of (2), stereo) 
571. 3rd Stone From The Sun (fake mono mix of Rock Band multitrack of (2) guitar) 
572. Fire (edit of (90), mono) 
573. Fire (fake mono mix of (2), left channel) 
574. Fire (fake mono mix of (2), right channel) 
575. Fire (fake demo of (2), mono) 
576. Fire (fake demo of (2), mono, speed-corrected) 
577. Fire (fake low vocals alternate mix of (2), stereo) 
578. Fire (fake alternate mix of (2), stereo) 
579. Fire (merge of (2) and (3), stereo) 
580. Fire (combined Rock Band multitracks alternate mix of (106), stereo) 
581. The Wind Cries Mary (fake mono mix of (2)) 
============================= DISC 28 ============================= 
582. The Wind Cries Mary (combined Rock Band multitracks version 1 alternate mix of (2), stereo) 
583. The Wind Cries Mary (combined Rock Band multitracks version 2 alternate mix of (2), stereo) 
584. (4) Love Or Confusion (fake alternate mix of (2), mono) 
585. Love Or Confusion (combined Rock Band multitracks alternate mix of (2), stereo) 
586. The Wind Cries Mary (fake mono mix of (3)) 
587. Remember (simulated (fake) stereo mix of (3-7)) 
588. Remember (simulated (fake) stereo mix of (8)) 
589. (51) I Don't Live Today (fake mono mix of (5)) 
590. (52) I Don't Live Today (fake mono mix of (6)) 
591. (53) I Don't Live Today (fake mono mix of (7)) 
592. (50) I Don't Live Today (fake mono mix of (4)) 
593. (49) I Don't Live Today (fake mono mix of (3)) 
594. (42) I Don't Live Today (fake alternate mix of (2), vocals and guitar mixed high, stereo) 
595. I Don't Live Today (raw tape source of (42), stereo) 
596. (57) I Don't Live Today (fake incomplete alternate mix of (2), vocals and guitar mixed very high, mono) 
597. I Don't Live Today (fake alternate mix of (2), low vocals version 1, mono) 
598. I Don't Live Today (fake alternate mix of (2), low vocals version 2, mono) 
599. I Don't Live Today (fake acetate 1, alternate mix of (2), narrow stereo) 
600. I Don't Live Today (fake acetate 2, alternate mix of (2), mono) 
601. I Don't Live Today (fake acetate 3, incomplete alternate mix of (2), narrow stereo) 
============================= DISC 29 ============================= 
602. I Don't Live Today (fake incomplete alternate mix of (2), stereo) 
603. Manic Depression (fake mono mix of (2)) 
604. Manic Depression (combined Rock Band multitracks alternate mix of (2), stereo) 
605. Highway Chile (combined Rock Band multitracks alternate mix of (2), stereo) 
606. Highway Chile (fake mono mix of Rock Band multitrack of (2) guitar) 
607. May This Be Love (fake mono mix of (3), left channel) 
608. May This Be Love (fake mono mix of (3), right channel) 
609. May This Be Love (combined Rock Band multitracks alternate mix of (3), stereo) 
610. May This Be Love (fake mono mix of Rock Band multitrack of (3) guitar) 
611. Are You Experienced (fake mono mix of (2), left channel) 
612. Are You Experienced (fake mono mix of (2), right channel) 
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613. Are You Experienced (combined Rock Band multitracks alternate mix of (2), stereo) 
614. (18) Are You Experienced (fake extended mix of (2), mono) 
615. Are You Experienced (fake remix of (2) version 1, narrow stereo) 
616. Are You Experienced (fake remix of (2) version 2, narrow stereo) 
617. (22) Are You Experienced (fake instrumental mix of (2), lead and rhythm guitars middle solo, mono) 
618. (21) Are You Experienced (fake instrumental mix of (2), rhythm guitar middle solo, mono) 
619. Are You Experienced (fake mono mix of Rock Band multitrack of (2) guitar) 
620. (3a) Are You Experienced (incomplete reversed version of (1), variation 1, mono) 
621. (3b) Are You Experienced (incomplete reversed version of (1), variation 2, mono) 
622. (3c) Are You Experienced (incomplete reversed version of (1), variation 3, mono) 
623. (3d) Are You Experienced (incomplete reversed version of (1), variation 4, mono) 
624. She's So Fine (fake mono mix of (4)) 
============================= DISC 30 ============================= 
625. She's So Fine (fake mono mix of (1)) 
626. (6) She's So Fine (fake alternate mix of (1), stereo) 
627. She’s So Fine (combined Rock Band multitracks alternate mix of (1), stereo) 
628. Taking Care Of No Business (simulated (fake) stereo mix of (1)) 
629. If Six Was Nine (fake alternate mix of (1), version 1, mono) 
630. If Six Was Nine (fake alternate mix of (1), version 2, mono) 
631. (5) If Six Was Nine (incomplete fake instrumental mix of (1), version 1, mono) 
632. (6) If Six Was Nine (incomplete fake instrumental mix of (1), version 2, mono) 
633. If Six Was Nine (combined Rock Band multitracks version 1 alternate mix of (1), stereo) 
634. If Six Was Nine (combined Rock Band multitracks version 2 alternate mix of (1), stereo) 
635. If Six Was Nine (fake mono mix of Rock Band multitrack of (1) version 2 guitar) 
636. If Six Was Nine (official split variation of (7), part 1, stereo) 
637. If Six Was Nine (official split variation of (7), part 2, stereo) 
638. If Six Was Nine (edit of (4), mono) 
639. Burning Of The Midnight Lamp (composite edit of (12), mono) 
640. Burning Of The Midnight Lamp (edit of (4), mono) 
641. Burning Of The Midnight Lamp (composite edit of (4) and (13), mono) 
============================= DISC 31 ============================= 
642. Burning Of The Midnight Lamp (re-edited mix of (1) and (5), mono) 
643. (8) Day Tripper drum solo (instrumental excerpt, stereo) 
644. Get That Feeling (merge of (1) and (3), stereo) – Curtis Knight 
645. The Stars That Play With Laughing Sam’s Dice (fake alternate mix of (5), mono) 
646. The Stars That Play With Laughing Sam’s Dice (altered mix of (3), stereo) 
647. Level [(2) Hush Now] (restored version, stereo) – Curtis Knight 
648. Happy Birthday (wide stereo edit of mono mix of (5)) – Curtis Knight 
649. Gloomy Monday (fake alternate mix of (2), mono) – Curtis Knight 
650. One Rainy Wish (fake mono mix of (1), version 1) 
651. One Rainy Wish (fake mono mix of (1), version 2) 
652. One Rainy Wish (combined Rock Band multitracks alternate mix of (1), stereo) 
653. One Rainy Wish (fake alternate mix edit of (1), stereo) 
654. One Rainy Wish (fake instrumental version of (1), stereo) 
655. Little Miss Lover (simulated (fake) stereo mix of (3)) 
656. Little Miss Lover (manually de-clicked + EQ’d version of (8), very narrow stereo) 
657. Little Miss Lover (fake mono mix of (1)) 
658. Little Miss Lover (combined Rock Band multitracks alternate mix of (1), stereo) 
659. Little Miss Lover (fake mono mix of (6)) 
660. You’ve Got Me Floating (fake mono mix of (1)) 
661. (4) You’ve Got Me Floating (fake alternate mix of (1), mono) 
662. You’ve Got Me Floating (combined Rock Band multitracks alternate mix of (1), stereo) 
663. You’ve Got Me Floating (reversed edit of multitrack of (1), guitar 2 (fixed), stereo) 
664. (5) You’ve Got Me Floating (fake alternate mix of (2), mono) 
665. Bold As Love (fake mono mix of (2)) 
============================= DISC 32 ============================= 
666. Bold As Love (fake mono mix of (1)) 
667. Bold As Love (combined Rock Band multitracks alternate mix of (1), stereo) 
668. Bold As Love (clean-up of (13), very narrow stereo) 
669. (11) Bold As Love (fake alternate mix merge of (1) and (2), stereo) 
670. Bold As Love (merge of (2) and (1), stereo) 
671. Castles Made Of Sand (fake mono mix of (1)) 
672. Castles Made Of Sand (combined Rock Band multitracks alternate mix of (1), stereo) 
673. Castles Made Of Sand (fake low vocals alternate mix of (1), mono) 
674. (4) Castles Made Of Sand (incomplete reversed playback of left channel of (1), mono) 
675. (4) Castles Made Of Sand (incomplete reversed playback of right channel of (1), mono) 
676. Castles Made Of Sand (reversed playback of selected backward guitar parts of (1), mono) 
677. Castles Made Of Sand (fake mono mix of (3)) 
678. Castles Made Of Sand (fake alternate mix of (3), stereo) 
679. Castles Made Of Sand (merge of (3) and (1), stereo) 
680. Wait Until Tomorrow (fake mono mix of (2)) 
681. Wait Until Tomorrow (fake mono mix of (1)) 
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682. Wait Until Tomorrow (combined Rock Band multitracks alternate mix of (1), stereo) 
683. Wait Until Tomorrow (merge of (2) and (1), stereo) 
684. Little Wing (fake mono mix of (16)) 
685. Ain’t No Telling (fake mono mix of (1), version 1) 
686. Ain’t No Telling (fake mono mix of (1), version 2) 
687. (4) Ain’t No Telling (fake alternate mix of (1), narrow stereo) 
688. Ain’t No Telling (combined Rock Band multitracks alternate mix of (1), stereo) 
689. Ain’t No Telling (fake mono mix of (3)) 
690. EXP (fake mono mix of (1), right channel) 
691. EXP (fake mono mix of (1), left channel) 
692. EXP (fake alternate mix of (1), stereo) 
693. (5) EXP (fake alternate mix of (1), mono) 
694. Spanish Castle Magic (fake mono mix of (2)) 
============================= DISC 33 ============================= 
695. (3) Spanish Castle Magic (fake alternate mix of (2), mono) 
696. Spanish Castle Magic (combined Rock Band multitracks alternate mix of (2), stereo) 
697. Spanish Castle Magic (merge of (65) and (4), stereo) 
698. Little Wing (fake alternate mix of (1), stereo) 
699. Little Wing (fake alternate mix of (1), mono) 
700. Little Wing (combined Rock Band multitracks version 1 alternate mix edit of (1), stereo) 
701. Little Wing (combined Rock Band multitracks version 2 alternate mix of (1), stereo) 
702. Little Wing (fake mono mix of Rock Band multitrack of (1) version 2 guitar) 
703. Up From The Skies (fake mono mix of (1)) 
704. Up From The Skies (combined Rock Band multitracks alternate mix of (1), stereo) 
705. Up From The Skies (fake mono mix of (3)) 
706. Up From The Skies (fake mono mix of Rock Band multitrack of (1) guitar) 
707. Crosstown Traffic (combined Rock Band multitracks alternate mix of (1), stereo) 
708. Art Attack (official medley, mono: (2) Hey Joe / (2) Foxy Lady / (2) Purple Haze / (1) Crosstown Traffic / (2) Fire) 
709. Purple Haze (fraud, stereo) 
710. 3rd Stone From The Sun (fraud, stereo) 
711. May This Be Love (fraud, stereo) 
712. Wait Until Tomorrow (fraud, mono) 
713. Little Wing (fraud, stereo)  
714. Ballad Of Jimi (official 1966 version, stereo) – Curtis Knight & The Squires 
715. Day Tripper (official mono mix) – The Beatles 
716. La Poupée Qui Fait Non (official stereo mix) – Michel Polnareff 
717. Ode To Billy Joe (official stereo mix) – Bobbie Gentry 
718. Rock Me Baby (official mono mix) – B.B. King 
719. Rockin’ And Rollin’ (official mono mix) – Lil’ Son Jackson 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“I believe you live and live again until you have got all the evil and hatred out of the soul.” – Jimi Hendrix 

4 January 1969 Top Of The Pops interview with Tony Norman, London (1992, Electric Gypsy by Shapiro & Glebbeek, pg. 329) 
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Song Index 
 
3rd Stone From The Sun: 021-030, 564-571, 710 
51st Anniversary: 017-020, 563 
Ain’t No Telling: 460-471, 685-689 
Ain’t Nothing Wrong With That – see There Ain’t Nothing Wrong: 557 
Angel: 443, 558-559 
Are You Experienced: 131-142, 611-623 
Art Attack: 708 
Ballad Of Jimi: 278-294, 714 
Between The Lines – see Title #3: 130 
Bold As Love: 411-428, 665-670 
Burning Of The Midnight Lamp: 184, 191-206, 639-642 
Castles Made Of Sand: 429-442, 671-679 
Cat Talking To Me: 185-189 
Crosstown Traffic: 524-541, 707, 708 
Curtis Knight tracks: 207-268, 278-375, 643 
Dance: 546-550 
Day Tripper: 207-218, 643, 715 
Dream: 542-545 
EXP: 472-477, 690-693 
Fire: 031-043, 572-580, 708 
Flashing: 224-237 
Future Trip: 219-223 
Get That Feeling: 255-268, 644 
Gloomy Monday: 363-375, 649 
Golden Rose – see (5) One Rainy Wish: 376 
Got To Have It: 330-331 
Happy Birthday: 330-343, 648 
Hear My Train A-Comin': 523 
Here He Comes (Lover Man): 143; see also Rock Me Baby: 718; see also Rockin’ And Rollin’: 719 
Highway Chile: 107-115, 605-606 
Hush Now: 295-329, 647 
I Don't Live Today: 081-090, 589-602 
If Six Was Nine: 161-179, 629-638 
Instrumental – see (3) Odd Ball: 248 
Instrumental #1 with Brian Jones – see (1) Little One: 554 
Instrumental #2 with Brian Jones – see (2) Little One: 551 
Instrumental #3 with Brian Jones – see (1) Little One: 554 
Instrumental #4 with Brian Jones – see (2) Little One: 551 
Jam With Brian Jones – see (1) Little One: 554; see also (2) Little One: 551 
La Poupée Qui Fait Non: 105-106, 716 
Let Me Light Your Fire – see (2) Fire: 033 
Level: 297-301, 647 
Little Miss Lover: 390-400, 655-659 
Little One: 551-557 
Little Wind – see (16) and (18) Little Wing: 458, 459, 684 
Little Wing: 458-459, 492-510, 684, 698-702, 713; see also (7) Angel: 443 
Lonely Avenue Jam – see (2a) Cat Talking To Me: 186 
Look Over Yonder: 180-183 
Love: 348; see also (2) Love, Love: 347 
Love, Love: 344-360 
Love Or Confusion: 061-070, 584-585 
Lover Man: 143; see also Rock Me Baby: 718; see also Rockin’ And Rollin’: 719 
Ma Poupee Qui Fait Non – see La Poupée Qui Fait Non: 105 
May This Be Love: 116-129, 607-610, 711 
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Manic Depression: 091-104, 603-604 
Mercy Lady Day: 344-346 
Mr. Bad Luck: 180-183 
My Best Friend: 283-287 
No Business: 238-247 
No No No – see (2) La Poupée Qui Fait Non: 106 
No, No, No, No – see (1) La Poupée Qui Fait Non: 105 
Noises – see 3rd Stone From The Sun: 021-030, 564-571 
Odd Ball: 248-254; see also Ode To Billy Joe: 717 
Ode To Billy Joe: 718; see also Odd Ball: 248-254 
One Rainy Wish: 376-389, 650-654 
Purple Haze: 001-016, 560-562, 708-709 
Remember: 074-080, 587-588 
Rock Me Baby: 718-719; see also Here He Comes (Lover Man): 143 
Rockin’ And Rollin’: 719; see also Here He Comes (Lover Man): 143 
Sand Castles – see Castles Made Of Sand: 429-442, 671-679 
Second Time Around: 255-256 
See You Tomorrow – see (3) Ain’t No Telling: 465 
She’s So Fine: 144-158, 624-627 
Sitar Song: see (1) Little One: 554 
Sleepy Fate: 238-239 
Spanish Castle Magic: 478-491, 694-697 
The Stars That Play With Laughing Sam’s Dice: 190, 269-277, 645-646 
STP-LSD – see The Stars That Play With Laughing Sam’s Dice: 190, 269-277, 645-646 
Sweet Angel: 558-559 
Symphony Of The Experience – see If Six Was Nine: 161-179, 629-638 
Taking Care Of No Business: 159-160, 628 
There Ain’t Nothing Wrong: 557 
Third Stone From The Sun – see 3rd Stone From The Sun: 021-030, 564-571, 710 
Title #3: 130 
Title #4 – see Are You Experienced: 131-142, 611-623 
Title Z – see Castles Made Of Sand: 429-442, 671-679 
Torture Me Honey: 306-310 
Touch You: 547 
Train Station – see (4) Hear My Train A-Comin’: 523 
Try Out – see Little One: 551-557 
Tune X – see Bold As Love: 411-428, 665-670 
Up From The Skies: 511-522, 703-706 
Version II Title X – see Bold As Love: 411-428, 665-670 
Wah Wah: 295-296 
Wait Until Tomorrow: 444-457, 680-683, 712 
Waitin’ For That Train – see (4) Hear My Train A-Comin’: 523 
Waterfall: see (2) May This Be Love: 120 
(We’re Gonna) Wait Until Tomorrow – (2) Wait Until Tomorrow: 444 
Wild Chat – see 3rd Stone From The Sun: 021-030, 564-571 
The Wind Cries Mary: 044-060, 071-073, 581-583, 586 
You Can’t Use My Name: 361-362 
You’ve Got Me Floating: 401-410, 660-664 
 
 
“I believe you live and live again until you have got all the evil and hatred out of the soul.” – Jimi Hendrix 

4 January 1969 Top Of The Pops interview with Tony Norman, London (1992, Electric Gypsy by Shapiro & Glebbeek, pg. 329) 
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Flac Fingerprints 
 
001. (4) Purple Haze (incomplete overdub session, stereo).flac:10c0c12e87b85a983eadc98bab97de9e 
002. (120) Purple Haze (early mix, version 1, mono).flac:eafb23e7cf8aab450703e6be03a0d6cf 
003. (133) Purple Haze (early mix, version 2, mono).flac:ea5f1f89dca1f8d525983f50bc2fd8b0 
004. (121) Purple Haze (intermediate mix of (2), mono).flac:e1f2df4bf8ecc81d59d7dc5a58113969 
005. (2) Purple Haze (official stereo mix).flac:397ff955ff787b3681540c430f3e704c 
006. (1) Purple Haze (official mono mix).flac:f0454892feaa4e87589b6a7eff525862 
007. (3) Purple Haze (official alternate mono mix).flac:7cc8da410f72297d33126acb52564111 
008. (119) Purple Haze (official alternate vocal take of (2), stereo).flac:30e4fec11e8628271bf8313586f36457 
009. (126) Purple Haze (official incomplete alternate mix of (119), mono).flac:0c3aadd713371d15cc9e61ce114e4342 
010. Purple Haze (official Kramer isolation mix of (2), stereo).flac:c446b283db64d453a17ba3521d98eb16 
011. Purple Haze (official multitrack of (2), instrumental, stereo).flac:86929721f0c9d8daced79e934a982d17 
012. Purple Haze (official multitrack of (2), guitar, stereo).flac:e686843d48a2d2d23e6b944974973ebf 
013. Purple Haze (official multitrack of (2), tracks, stereo).flac:d1d3a4a9bb67eeeb73a95a9f26679afc 
014. Purple Haze (official multitrack of (2), vocals, stereo).flac:803e39d3e51e1a02e24810602c389856 
015. Purple Haze (official multitrack of (2), bass, mono).flac:870c3265bdaadd2139bed77346075257 
016. Purple Haze (official multitrack of (2), drums, mono).flac:2bb2c1056bde9985fd53b891605c3c5d 
017. (2-4) 51st Anniversary (2 instrumental takes + composite backing track, mono).flac:87060aa1dd5b0b9e9d36b653e1dccc97 
018. (1) 51st Anniversary (official version, mono).flac:65f5772308e95f6c151e49658176e845 
019. 51st Anniversary (official simulated (fake) stereo mix of (1)).flac:4418bf0793c7aced09ff278bcfa16ac5 
020. (5) 51st Anniversary (alternate mix of (1), stereo).flac:f79ea4e0dd2f0f8d5bf02af3a25d086c 
021. (5) 3rd Stone From The Sun (official voice overdub session, stereo).flac:0f44cc098f7aeb966939f7c4ddabcebe 
022. (2) 3rd Stone From The Sun (official stereo mix).flac:30d53a92e2427856b9f528fe1c14f62b 
023. 3rd Stone From The Sun (official simulated (fake) stereo mix of (1)).flac:8aa4946e35959d63fe389d139bd687ab 
024. (1) 3rd Stone From The Sun (official mono mix).flac:7506c2bff59962c5c86812d5c1e44fe4 
025. 3rd Stone From The Sun (official multitrack of (2), instrumental, stereo).flac:2cc84965ed56fd922718cfc61f43e316 
026. 3rd Stone From The Sun (official multitrack of (2), guitar, stereo).flac:5bdd526bb36e8f14a673257862367ac2 
027. 3rd Stone From The Sun (official multitrack of (2), vocals 1, stereo).flac:51e83f8ea9bec4c65ab69b21fdb17540 
028. 3rd Stone From The Sun (official multitrack of (2), vocals 2, stereo).flac:6ef8c44a9c8bf1b78e15df2e632d2049 
029. 3rd Stone From The Sun (official multitrack of (2), bass, mono).flac:0f5ae835a708472b903a65903d70c856 
030. 3rd Stone From The Sun (official multitrack of (2), drums, mono).flac:bb44c8e1ea974cac8488de4d3da410f5 
031. (86-90) Fire (instrumental takes, mono).flac:2a6c5825fe7389a3cc49ea2e70d63adf 
032. (3) Fire (take 7, instrumental backing track, mono).flac:570d668f512a74d9c5728fbedd49cd42 
033. (2) Fire (official stereo mix).flac:46ee2ca458067dbcc035756081267e15 
034. Fire (official simulated (fake) stereo mix of (1)).flac:cb0cc3a6105cfd13871b9c14a876287c 
035. (1) Fire (official mono mix).flac:e36893dd9a2fa74c9357931a4c269161 
036. (106) Fire (official slightly longer alternate mix, stereo drums).flac:b9b9ef942c361a0f36ab5e1ef5ea6cd8 
037. (101) Fire (official alternate mix of (2), mono).flac:96e779dce60c0bc84e0ffd3fc0d102dd 
038. Fire (official multitrack of (106), instrumental, stereo).flac:6b947028040679b72bef1642bcbd4b95 
039. Fire (official multitrack of (106), guitars, stereo).flac:033e04fe4d9645cdc6a700aa6f4352f5 
040. Fire (official multitrack of (106), lead vocals, mono).flac:b870f1b393bf85920708423b7ec54d6d 
041. Fire (official multitrack of (106), backing vocals, mono).flac:1dc0f40c43c4c30c72db211c9aa813e7 
042. Fire (official multitrack of (106), bass, mono).flac:f82343160e5a1ee21053356648c826b3 
043. Fire (official multitrack of (106), drums, mono).flac:1f40200f297d18b71b88288fc13de745 
044. (2) The Wind Cries Mary (official stereo mix).flac:c0fd873a8402c88145e216e1890c47ea 
045. (1) The Wind Cries Mary (official alternate mix of (2), mono).flac:1b493da66e8b55f87abedd7323dba93e 
046. The Wind Cries Mary (official alternate mix of (1), simulated (fake) stereo).flac:cb95c657fe096a9c85c4c466844f2cb4 
047. (25) The Wind Cries Mary (official alternate mix of (2), low guitar, stereo).flac:3c37f9850b92d6b12cb9e14bc426db1f 
048. The Wind Cries Mary (official Kramer isolation mix of (2), stereo).flac:f2c9d31c08471459c1e4e12bf1071322 
049. The Wind Cries Mary (official multitrack of (2), instrumental, stereo).flac:e30d704df1112d6cc3fedf64418d0845 
050. The Wind Cries Mary (official multitrack of (2), version 1, guitar, stereo).flac:d7d61a3252850a1179e114c8ef44383c 
051. The Wind Cries Mary (official multitrack of (2), version 1, vocals + guitar solo, stereo).flac:ecf00f67f45f361fcae0ca9e0540e9fc 
052. The Wind Cries Mary (official multitrack of (2), version 1, bass, mono).flac:d6953495b6b0a259322c9474165e5f4a 
053. The Wind Cries Mary (official multitrack of (2), version 1, snare drum, mono).flac:0506bf7c2efd56e15bcdade55500f0eb 
054. The Wind Cries Mary (official multitrack of (2), version 1, kick drum, mono).flac:5879b0ff63bf60b166cd4223c3752a73 
055. The Wind Cries Mary (official multitrack of (2), version 1, hi hat, stereo).flac:291300f223d859a93912007abf03ea87 
056. The Wind Cries Mary (official multitrack of (2), version 2, guitar, stereo).flac:80e6d2e30869e56103f8e986ea8c266e 
057. The Wind Cries Mary (official multitrack of (2), version 2, guitar 2, stereo).flac:07953e07673ec0060b5e02a2ff441622 
058. The Wind Cries Mary (official multitrack of (2), version 2, vocals, stereo).flac:b1e1e4c24032d2055c4aeb7d14d7e6ed 
059. The Wind Cries Mary (official multitrack of (2), version 2, bass, mono).flac:c97c9110bac100cce205e9a3e7b1343a 
060. The Wind Cries Mary (official multitrack of (2), version 2, drums, stereo).flac:c9c44655d097d7eeafb82e966c9350c3 
061. (2) Love Or Confusion (official stereo mix).flac:f31af3e4007c5bf9e8d970ee16bbf92b 
062. Love Or Confusion (official alternate mix of (1), simulated (fake) stereo).flac:a3fe0efd9506ed7cd401b85ca6544b34 
063. (1) Love Or Confusion (official alternate mix of (2), mono).flac:39f06b8115a3f9ed8de80a45a6a5aa9f 
064. (5) Love Or Confusion (official alternate mix, stereo).flac:94486825473d24e2a2eaab383d871098 
065. Love Or Confusion (official multitrack of (2), instrumental, stereo).flac:6c64de968f9d30c144d010f21697bea8 
066. Love Or Confusion (official multitrack of (2), guitar, stereo).flac:8c74ba9474eb8ebff8e097f2c156cb84 
067. Love Or Confusion (official multitrack of (2), tracks, stereo).flac:c0f0a0181a07da19bc0029296dd82924 
068. Love Or Confusion (official multitrack of (2), vocals, stereo).flac:17a4c1a53ed760209bb7f98298447a5e 
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069. Love Or Confusion (official multitrack of (2), bass, single-channel mono).flac:a20d733051eb8246a60d81009e20fe78 
070. Love Or Confusion (official multitrack of (2), drums, mono).flac:f4c89ccf0d380fca5745b1a970fd5bfe 
071. (3) The Wind Cries Mary (alternate instrumental take, stereo).flac:c8a15a2beaa6782f173f51f0e2abb545 
072. The Wind Cries Mary (narrow stereo mix of (3)).flac:da389c5afbcbe866d97b11ae85406395 
073. (26) The Wind Cries Mary (alternate mix of (3), mono).flac:8be13b0e41a50def5e0d505c8fd9cf19 
074. (3-7) Remember (5 instrumental takes, mono).flac:73e8a2e75ca61a2bb46ffc433241f6f5 
075. (8) Remember (vocal overdub session, mono).flac:36c3a359e350025d16aadbe185cfba02 
076. (2) Remember (official stereo mix).flac:79184fc8707e664f34bc0c23eb264092 
077. Remember (official simulated (fake) stereo mix of (1), version 1).flac:3c4072a029148ee0d5f6b9026a3836e4 
078. Remember (official simulated (fake) stereo mix of (1), version 2).flac:485c8a8213512eb5de7ca53f3855323c 
079. Remember (official simulated (fake) stereo mix of (1), version 3).flac:e95064d198cfc94b5ee51cc6e746721c 
080. (1) Remember (official mono mix).flac:733ad9daf3467a99b1d7aed9967236be 
081. (5) I Don't Live Today (first instrumental take, stereo).flac:7cc33b2aa65a4d8e919038442c13c566 
082. (6) I Don't Live Today (second instrumental take, stereo).flac:2cde58f369a9a4055da5e28e35af6a1c 
083. (7) I Don't Live Today (third instrumental take, stereo).flac:6b1f3a54ff5e179c4d57ea86b79e92d7 
084. (4) I Don't Live Today (fourth instrumental take, stereo).flac:d88cb2a8dfd5f6da840d6fa49451fe7a 
085. (3) I Don't Live Today (overdub session, stereo).flac:b19188f6d8adbc35fb3eb9cdeea9e70b 
086. (2) I Don't Live Today (official stereo mix).flac:b3b3fccc454c98229270f59716877e17 
087. I Don't Live Today (official simulated (fake) stereo mix of (1)).flac:ed34c8a18f9b91c747da3e3d3dc7b99b 
088. (1) I Don't Live Today (official alternate mix of (2), mono).flac:8655ea02e8a8ad70fcddffdb59819628 
089. I Don't Live Today (official alternate mix of (2), stereo).flac:c5ca346d4eb0bc9e9ab20c801be86a95 
090. I Don't Live Today (official alternate mix of (1), mono).flac:a6d67d2161a95dba47247de081053bc3 
091. (11) Manic Depression (first instrumental take, stereo).flac:ae3f0a7b710b193c9be549dc28519fa8 
092. (12) Manic Depression (second instrumental take, stereo).flac:8ad2dc9ee6ee1eb4b3b076191930d242 
093. (17) Manic Depression (alternate mix of (12), mono).flac:56511aab795d07ed2236a9b60c1b3f5d 
094. (10) Manic Depression (vocal overdub session, mono).flac:cd89be3a689cdb568e9de7866ef56647 
095. (2) Manic Depression (official stereo mix).flac:85e4c36de919ed0a37560f1a4a3efbd1 
096. Manic Depression (official simulated (fake) stereo mix of (1)).flac:d94bfcc0566081399f34b13627a0037b 
097. (1) Manic Depression (official mono mix).flac:8d7f5b1ba54d68feffeec3106b9d120f 
098. (14) Manic Depression (official alternate mix of (1), mono).flac:09b7cbd5f10a0fd9dc83d6d1d5978b43 
099. Manic Depression (official multitrack of (2), instrumental, stereo).flac:776eec562e82260cf234969c1ad62d0c 
100. Manic Depression (official multitrack of (2), guitar, stereo).flac:1402aa7b4f3c5b545e8aba5775b188aa 
101. Manic Depression (official multitrack of (2), vocals, stereo).flac:a0e2a56220b2b0f1200c0bce26d5ad52 
102. Manic Depression (official multitrack of (2), vocals (clean-up), stereo).flac:78adbae61d1565b09fb4e215a110c031 
103. Manic Depression (official multitrack of (2), bass (clean-up), mono).flac:a25574620a46dc1381a898d05ba89c28 
104. Manic Depression (official multitrack of (2), drums, stereo).flac:8d29a08cc4dcada8cd7735c0df4633d2 
105. (1) La Poupée Qui Fait Non (stereo mix).flac:c9a7c09bee327bd1d4be928b42dccf47 
106. (2) La Poupée Qui Fait Non (alternate mix of (1), mono).flac:ebf537186e8fccfa5baae49b9b6f78a8 
107. (2) Highway Chile (official stereo mix).flac:9acbbbab4c0860375e3bfe70ac7fe907 
108. Highway Chile (official simulated (fake) stereo mix of (1)).flac:a0f6817476e90b88eedf5d088356be31 
109. (1) Highway Chile (official mono mix).flac:eff7c50fd4e44c9831ac7201cba5c720 
110. Highway Chile (official multitrack of (2), instrumental, stereo).flac:966c0acd65374ec454934ab71032ad1a 
111. Highway Chile (official multitrack of (2), guitar, stereo).flac:e9b4074873e33fc718e219a33bed393b 
112. Highway Chile (official multitrack of (2), second guitar, stereo).flac:914878f44cacc7b37a88d1bba5d7891f 
113. Highway Chile (official multitrack of (2), vocals, stereo).flac:119dcfb960dbddc876acd15822cb88a7 
114. Highway Chile (official multitrack of (2), bass, mono).flac:b43d5ad3ff66b56da800f46e1db6d215 
115. Highway Chile (official multitrack of (2), drums, stereo).flac:2381312dd7c7cc7a52c3a4f6db93fcf7 
116. (3) May This Be Love (official stereo mix).flac:1e8e8da3cc999b52db1601ece7c5d284 
117. May This Be Love (official simulated (fake) stereo mix of (1)).flac:b63e2b83ea59423129a3f75c50d70d99 
118. (1) May This Be Love (official alternate mix of (3), mono).flac:fc7b95cd97f4e528bfbf14424316ff6e 
119. May This Be Love (official alternate mix of (1), mono).flac:bee13210c84a5e722637859b98fbfc44 
120. (2) May This Be Love (official longer alternate mix of (1), mono).flac:82fa6c91df8529429f075b9a76648bd0 
121. (4) May This Be Love (official alternate mix of (3), stereo).flac:3316b0d9809ff677ea8169a8282d232b 
122. May This Be Love (official fake live mix of (3), stereo).flac:84d3e381abf013768a882e9e8e93c51a 
123. May This Be Love (official Kramer isolation mix of (3), stereo).flac:6012d9088a22c68165a359f7a57dc13f 
124. May This Be Love (official multitrack of (3), instrumental, stereo).flac:a4dfe1c24f7225c5c437e55cc9d8e51a 
125. May This Be Love (official multitrack of (3), guitar, stereo).flac:f4ba381249f9e8861e43e5f0f3e7a111 
126. May This Be Love (official multitrack of (3), second guitar, mono).flac:2eb6e31bb6d8e968494667d3c6fde3fd 
127. May This Be Love (official multitrack of (3), vocals, mono).flac:c3bdd9f609b1d4c83190a0c53a52f037 
128. May This Be Love (official multitrack of (3), bass, mono).flac:f829074685eb13daf97e8511627718b6 
129. May This Be Love (official multitrack of (3), drums, stereo).flac:4e40fe758a186061a16e37a6c5984bc1 
130. Title #3 (official, very narrow stereo).flac:2c362434173b8953e9c9e01ffe8095ac 
131. (20) Are You Experienced (official longer alternate instrumental take, mono).flac:ab92081ddafd9a38794135d44508ed20 
132. (2) Are You Experienced (official stereo mix).flac:7ac62909b4fedaf027de81daff64aa1c 
133. Are You Experienced (official simulated (fake) stereo mix of (1)).flac:07f43eeb11ecb34689eccc58465f4bc4 
134. (1) Are You Experienced (official mono mix).flac:01148ac8451c6450a227dd26c29a3e67 
135. Are You Experienced (official Kramer isolation mix of (2), stereo).flac:ad411ec5218b07be97a693c126495890 
136. Are You Experienced (official multitrack of (2), instrumental, stereo).flac:900158bef3f535ab5cee91fa45fd9f95 
137. Are You Experienced (official multitrack of (2), guitar, stereo).flac:2c73038a50243e4fd13ae4d8c1a34158 
138. Are You Experienced (official multitrack of (2), underneath rhythm re-reversed, stereo).flac:3002064863b56ce8dbb0ccc5bb7a9800 
139. Are You Experienced (official multitrack of (2), vocals, stereo).flac:718897f86521ae420f33a43135b9a59c 
140. Are You Experienced (official multitrack of (2), piano, stereo).flac:96395f77fb082533fa929f3405d0dd25 
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141. Are You Experienced (official multitrack of (2), bass, stereo).flac:e3ff5de598e36e546d5a81bb50ed638f 
142. Are You Experienced (official multitrack of (2), drums, stereo).flac:9e18ba7b2ec759da4fe3e0cd0e857595 
143. Here He Comes (Lover Man) [(46) Lover Man] (official instrumental, stereo).flac:977e07261397646e51130b0e4a717f70 
144. (5) She's So Fine (official instrumental alternate mix of (1), stereo) .flac:8dcfaf1235d6eef50f71948511ee0c35 
145. (4) She's So Fine (original vocal alternate mix of (1), stereo).flac:3876605d2327cb23a3daff9cc375277f 
146. She's So Fine (alternate mix of (4), stereo).flac:a5ce6346c710ccd95193e32559cb988d 
147. She's So Fine (alternate mix of (4), drums to the side, stereo).flac:944e30342039de7c6214a1aabb132b33 
148. (1) She's So Fine (official stereo mix).flac:31e80409757c2553e7eb6845177e7bb1 
149. (3) She's So Fine (official mono mix).flac:7709d2a2bcb34f0acc99737684eb29b2 
150. (2) She's So Fine (official alternate mix of (1), stereo).flac:e8e02ff7bd0bba7bee5173b66dd7eeb6 
151. She's So Fine (official multitrack of (1), instrumental, stereo).flac:e188868e84045fdbe5499a7681b721fc 
152. She's So Fine (official multitrack of (1), guitars, stereo).flac:cd3a7ee6c99fcf863a9eabd81dc9d54d 
153. She's So Fine (official multitrack of (1), guitars 1 re-split, mono).flac:9e9e48ea29195be3d0ce9a0b7e5f9317 
154. She's So Fine (official multitrack of (1), guitars 2 re-split, mono).flac:93f333e08cb0b34bb3bc5fda50023b8e 
155. She's So Fine (official multitrack of (1), guitar 2, stereo).flac:487ea58756e6b45461f3de8b20009c6c 
156. She's So Fine (official multitrack of (1), vocals, mono).flac:108a4d5cd4959ad4baa9924156340c51 
157. She's So Fine (official multitrack of (1), bass, mono).flac:59bf89fafb466dddc58a8c47b6ab0807 
158. She's So Fine (official multitrack of (1), drums, stereo).flac:918ca43d6e922dea0e006f7eff4d2bc5 
159. (1) Taking Care Of No Business (altered bar crowd overdub take 1 mix, mono).flac:6817e369b58169e6a9fbb3f4de974c65 
160. (2) Taking Care Of No Business (official bar crowd overdub take 2 mix, stereo).flac:313c458411a32b585f9845a1f488999f 
161. (1) If Six Was Nine (official stereo mix).flac:716adc3d972d63568fc04ba7eee57ac0 
162. (2) If Six Was Nine (official mono mix).flac:14ada904c5db26c8de1c9fb9ff828ea1 
163. (7) If Six Was Nine (official alternate mix of (1), stereo).flac:8f14c66ec2ddd9a6a4c95114d4a1e397 
164. (4) If Six Was Nine (official longer alternate mix, mono).flac:4c4ec89b831580b29c2b337b1a0f7608 
165. If Six Was Nine (official Kramer isolation mix of (1), stereo).flac:58ed8be37a5c55968acb7933c0004f39 
166. If Six Was Nine (official multitrack of (1), instrumental, stereo).flac:80b16ee0a52d0c82ef618129d722bef8 
167. If Six Was Nine (official multitrack of (1), version 1, guitar, stereo).flac:ec1c8602d19885cd1c46b4daa6b4218e 
168. If Six Was Nine (official multitrack of (1), version 1, vocals, stereo).flac:9f172e2b1a4c418c91bdf74398c45d2d 
169. If Six Was Nine (official multitrack of (1), version 1, bass, mono).flac:7103f70648502179f9690689fe36981e 
170. If Six Was Nine (official multitrack of (1), version 1, drums, stereo).flac:68c175d52271abc1bcdd7abd198668ce 
171. If Six Was Nine (official multitrack of (1), version 1, stamping etcetera, stereo).flac:869a15f04afc179c319fafd131a2fffd 
172. If Six Was Nine (official multitrack of (1), version 2, guitar, stereo).flac:f7f8b74e1a74748b659899e4d9432de3 
173. If Six Was Nine (official multitrack of (1), version 2, vocals, stereo).flac:f1b8c99ed8954046cfa53ad2975633c3 
174. If Six Was Nine (official multitrack of (1), version 2, bass, mono).flac:c72ae119ae8d9b6fb5b5fd42ce6158b4 
175. If Six Was Nine (official multitrack of (1), version 2, cymbals, stereo).flac:95e23cd8a5cc6b8b118764c73a90d570 
176. If Six Was Nine (official multitrack of (1), version 2, kick drum, stereo).flac:9563ae40b061f8ea906975019ca89b89 
177. If Six Was Nine (official multitrack of (1), version 2, snare drum, stereo).flac:929a3f165a4b6ade5687276d310f4c19 
178. If Six Was Nine (official multitrack of (1), version 2, toms, stereo).flac:2106a367ad2b252b608aa8561c12c672 
179. If Six Was Nine (official multitrack of (1), version 2, stamping and effects, stereo).flac:aa8292996ae12acd601a88b44ed1f5c1 
180. (23) Mr. Bad Luck [(23) Look Over Yonder] (early mix, mono).flac:4d25a5fc3293ea139f304424cf026025 
181. (22) Mr. Bad Luck [(22) Look Over Yonder] (official stereo mix).flac:f6e57721d13bd718b18c0fd2801a3795 
182. (1) Look Over Yonder - Mr. Bad Luck [(1) Look Over Yonder] (official alternate mix, mono).flac:b785b03408944e9ec055a7c1f2715c40 
183. (21) Mr. Bad Luck [(21) Look Over Yonder] (official altered mix, stereo).flac:67912548567942b9c5c75aff8172e1a6 
184. (11) Burning Of The Midnight Lamp (early instrumental session, stereo).flac:56a3844421ad814e66fb4e79f86a87ba 
185. (4) Cat Talking To Me (official take 2 instrumental stereo mix).flac:3076416cfccf33f6ff9c6cc53f14a428 
186. (2a) Cat Talking To Me (mono mix of (4)).flac:6f1c476f5f1ee31b27b1d75781f02ade 
187. (2b) Cat Talking To Me (official mono mix edit of (4)).flac:64524c429813672ecfe3ba045535864a 
188. (3) Cat Talking To Me (official take 2 altered mix, narrow stereo).flac:9084132ad6b547f5d542d83332494ead 
189. (1) Cat Talking To Me (alternate mix edit of (3), very narrow stereo).flac:5d1516645dccd003f62721c6f8c18f55 
190. (1) The Stars That Play With Laughing Sam’s Dice (instrumental acetate, mono).flac:98122056b64d8142c6a5a69da61cfc0d 
191. Burning Of The Midnight Lamp (official instrumental basic track fragment, mono).flac:e46d73cbd293a1a11d2b1e0762f33d05 
192. (15) Burning Of The Midnight Lamp (instrumental basic track, mono).flac:343b0f9111d909e12da9b3c19f9163a6 
193. Burning Of The Midnight Lamp (early take mixes demo tape part 1, mono).flac:d830c2e0cb6c2e5720ec1df0186e0d00 
194. (12) Burning Of The Midnight Lamp (early take mixes demo tape part 2, mono).flac:8651d4ef1b9cd466ffc961b5382934f7 
195. (16) Burning Of The Midnight Lamp (early take alternate mix, stereo).flac:561e9345ed948a0d676d623b6680a00a 
196. (4) Burning Of The Midnight Lamp (later take mixes demo tape, mono).flac:a3122e31aa5207eed7ad33b9f0496b81 
197. (3) Burning Of The Midnight Lamp (acetate of (2), stereo).flac:e8860b24700990f8f2c075787b605ed8 
198. (2) Burning Of The Midnight Lamp (official stereo mix).flac:3d1fe1c3ed722ea630816041c0e5f3ae 
199. (1) Burning Of The Midnight Lamp (official mono mix).flac:bcf4288a1229d42b008aff1e2767e680 
200. (13) Burning Of The Midnight Lamp (official mono reduction of (2)).flac:2407623bb8432754bf1459cf508d9a59 
201. Burning Of The Midnight Lamp (alternate mix of (2), stereo).flac:0cfbcd60b45c5411a7651978312a2bd1 
202. Burning Of The Midnight Lamp (official Kramer isolation mix of (2), version 1, stereo).flac:8e10bb83b8d47396f07fcc18a8ab514f 
203. Burning Of The Midnight Lamp (official Kramer isolation mix of (2), version 2, stereo).flac:64da81f638ed0125b094920b14a8967b 
204. Burning Of The Midnight Lamp (official Kramer isolation mix of (2), version 3 – wah-wah guitars, 
mono).flac:add8652015c6ea2ab46e77597ed7cf2b 
205. Burning Of The Midnight Lamp (official Kramer isolation mix of (2), version 3 – bass guitar, 
mono).flac:42b0011bd1c841b3faeb1d6393cf8a04 
206. Burning Of The Midnight Lamp (official Kramer isolation mix of (2), version 3 – backing vocals, 
mono).flac:c3c1c081eafee435f818d1d936ed1a8c 
207. (1) Day Tripper (official complete instrumental, stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:ba61cebfec6cccae0190c5d311724535 
208. Day Tripper (official narrow stereo mix of (1)) – Curtis Knight.flac:6e9c6ef1c2d4d15cdbbe6abe1364671c 
209. Day Tripper (official mono mix of (1)) – Curtis Knight.flac:dde545117098a566ecc6ffee407a50f7 
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210. (2) Day Tripper (official stereo mix) – Curtis Knight.flac:769f3601d2d1c55771be9d751a011e44 
211. Day Tripper (official wide stereo mix of (2)) – Curtis Knight.flac:627e13b4ff63c4de42ffd97777d5683d 
212. (6) Day Tripper (official very wide stereo mix of (2)) – Curtis Knight.flac:9ce2b9524ae75f28437aa5c4c723454b 
213. Day Tripper (official very narrow stereo mix of (2)) – Curtis Knight.flac:b1e70cf111b563727ac49a89a028b105 
214. (7) Day Tripper (official mono mix of (2)) – Curtis Knight.flac:9473a1aebf65d4cc52701b7ece185d60 
215. Day Tripper (official alternate mix of (2), lower drums, stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:afc88673913d3af5b30d2ad9552071a9 
216. Day Tripper (official alternate mix of (2), higher fuzz bass, stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:92684b0f147950ed98d4c4b193465987 
217. Day Tripper (official alternate mix of (2), lower guitar, stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:e4c76cad16a33d60703beaa07e7d8cc3 
218. (5) Day Tripper (official extended edit alternate mix of (2), stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:fc5220930a1c5fb79248ef205f515036 
219. (1) Future Trip (official stereo mix) – Curtis Knight.flac:d22b111011303d69cebe7c5e5f6e2d7a 
220. Future Trip (official wide stereo mix of (1)) – Curtis Knight.flac:e6a5a81e95cb457e201cf2d5bcfcd29f 
221. Future Trip (official narrow stereo mix of (1)) – Curtis Knight.flac:d7f11a26ecc822645d4d956659132064 
222. Future Trip (official very narrow stereo mix of (1)) – Curtis Knight.flac:d4d7b1d3978bad0ea93ca75bc9817cbb 
223. (2) Future Trip (official mono mix) – Curtis Knight.flac:01614aeed09f3aeb97e081199d721868 
224. (3) Flashing (official longer stereo mix of (2)) – Curtis Knight.flac:54324a1f73378748ebf69cd91875f525 
225. Flashing (official alternate mix of (3), lower drums, wide stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:b0b4ab76e8b4bec5f788826cbf94c904 
226. Flashing (official alternate mix of (3), lower drums, narrow stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:e2db39a4655a0a7ee93197ec7f5c0714 
227. Flashing (official alternate mix of (3), right tambourine, narrow stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:788e9d0f7b7784fbd2266151f1a88ebf 
228. Flashing (official alternate mix of (3), loud tambourine, narrow stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:7dfab941e4874d4acbe533659042d7b3 
229. (5) Flashing (official mono mix of (3)) – Curtis Knight.flac:31b1ae691f50abe293d2bb51eedbf451 
230. (2) Flashing (official edit of (3), stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:f0d41d76acda295ffb30c210ca5a9851 
231. Flashing (official alternate mix of (2), wide stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:657bfde1f8ed785525097be257aa67ed 
232. (1) Flashing (official mono mix of (2)) – Curtis Knight.flac:fc0a0ab6214cd581feaad98b1acd3c4a 
233. Flashing (official alternate mix of (1), simulated (fake) stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:6f0c50c77428ffa79939cacb1d63da2d 
234. Flashing (official alternate mix of (2), more echo higher tambourine right, wide stereo) – Curtis 
Knight.flac:096835a8c31d63c92046e255c3dcbf2d 
235. Flashing (official alternate mix of (2), more echo higher tambourine central, wide stereo) – Curtis 
Knight.flac:2cf066730826e71fa7b5c4b218067670 
236. Flashing (official alternate mix of (2), low tambourine, stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:2f874f65f867b62ebe5880758e97d516 
237. (4) Flashing (official extended edit alternate mix of (2), stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:adf86a47b79d49f599f29f893431b742 
238. Sleepy Fate [(2) No Business] (official longer instrumental mix, narrow stereo) – Curtis 
Knight.flac:c91e3b78c5820425993aaed88056cd94 
239. Sleepy Fate [(2) No Business] (official wide stereo mix) – Curtis Knight.flac:51b0f194f675df656cbe0694f4f2676c 
240. No Business (official dry mix, stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:53176a40185fd6544ea16bcea359af6b 
241. (5) No Business (official alternate mix, stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:2ac37c25807b6ea8df6856b7877f144b 
242. No Business (official wide stereo mix of (5)) – Curtis Knight.flac:f6dee3efd2792fbae6d85c2d1b8be8cc 
243. (4) No Business (official narrow stereo mix) – Curtis Knight.flac:a55e86fce3637f33c7678d1b70bb2e70 
244. No Business (official wide stereo mix of (4)) – Curtis Knight.flac:f9dd1b7defbc1da62ea9fcf37bc840f6 
245. No Business (official fake mono mix) – Curtis Knight.flac:6f0390c50dde0c646012ddb79bfb21a6 
246. (1) No Business (official mono mix) – Curtis Knight.flac:abc76b3a8afa5903a219e77a1a4a9af1 
247. (3) No Business (official extended edit, stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:d57d897d907cb77d412fda174e865e3f 
248. Instrumental [(3) Odd Ball] (official complete stereo mix) – Curtis Knight.flac:bde226912cfac3bf86fc65cdca54e437 
249. (1) Odd Ball (official edit of (3), stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:da5f81e04c516afa7f857553c72dc8ea 
250. Odd Ball (official very wide stereo mix of (1)) – Curtis Knight.flac:cff30682eccd03b9faeb0e8e5ea478e8 
251. Odd Ball (official narrow stereo mix of (1)) – Curtis Knight.flac:c669850b6ef412cc47af1e0e55c4351e 
252. (4) Odd Ball (official edit of (3), mono) – Curtis Knight.flac:958f91ef0659c1b80fafbb8502e5c9ce 
253. Odd Ball (official alternate mix of (1), wide stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:d725cd12e2f501a8c0e6638a5c914a40 
254. (2) Odd Ball (official alternate mix edit of (1), stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:ae0d7997050d76c44fbcff45b24c50ae 
255. Second Time Around [(1) Get That Feeling] (official incomplete instrumental backing track, stereo) – Curtis 
Knight.flac:e43bc074bb47af4e9be54b5487a3dd5b 
256. Second Time Around [(1) Get That Feeling] (official alternate mix, wide stereo) – Curtis 
Knight.flac:359ba5bd15a129e46274588684447c94 
257. (2) Get That Feeling (official stereo mix) – Curtis Knight.flac:044bd545f2469fc1e4d2c2602c376102 
258. Get That Feeling (official very wide stereo mix of (2)) – Curtis Knight.flac:439b3f54fcfc8019415b4950b5d7967e 
259. Get That Feeling (official very wide stereo mix edit of (2)) – Curtis Knight.flac:105d8663aa7e5174322677e0f149e841 
260. Get That Feeling (official wide stereo mix of (2)) – Curtis Knight.flac:1114bb178af15c842867e19c4dbb60b4 
261. Get That Feeling (official narrow stereo mix of (2)) – Curtis Knight.flac:877c100af8e258883fdc18e89fa0a36a 
262. (5) Get That Feeling (official mono mix of (2)) – Curtis Knight.flac:fcf57afd3c696adaa5224750225ec88a 
263. (3) Get That Feeling (official alternate mix of (2), stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:baaea0b1bb5342844497317cd70ac6eb 
264. (4) Get That Feeling (official edit of (3), stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:945fcc266b589deb31aa0920276cb81c 
265. (6) Get That Feeling (official alternate mix of (3), mono) – Curtis Knight.flac:0d60547eb6349ed1d0a2767057ec1db9 
266. Get That Feeling (official alternate mix edit of (6), mono) – Curtis Knight.flac:b8087ad102ba3e50541375858d360a0c 
267. Get That Feeling (official alternate mix edit of (3), heavy echo, stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:bd97b5db80ac5bc55297a92507ce8e12 
268. Get That Feeling (official instrumental mix edit of (5), mono) – Curtis Knight.flac:d6cd01e0dbc36a525c2c2111aadfb342 
269. The Stars That Play With Laughing Sam’s Dice (vocal overdub fragment, mono).flac:d8237594ca8fde392d17ecb49527fc79 
270. (5) The Stars That Play With Laughing Sam’s Dice (vocal overdub session, mono).flac:85c2afee99cf995940c2a3570f29aa75 
271. (4) The Stars That Play With Laughing Sam’s Dice (alternate mix of (2), lower vocals, stereo).flac:f21908d450aefc551ab6e00aded66c46 
272. The Stars That Play With Laughing Sam’s Dice (wide stereo mix of (4)).flac:a0ec2e887b0af6b5009244da9ebc131f 
273. The Stars That Play With Laughing Sam’s Dice (narrow stereo mix of (4)).flac:eeea6a5ba36053acfaee7c173f4e74ca 
274. (3) The Stars That Play With Laughing Sam’s Dice (official alternate mix of (2), echo vocals, 
stereo).flac:cc5538fab65fbce60cfbdf0f5f19293d 
275. The Stars That Play With Laughing Sam’s Dice (official slightly longer mono mix of (2)).flac:bfca71b1d865970876cc7a39f3cba283 
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276. (2) The Stars That Play With Laughing Sam’s Dice (official mono mix).flac:6d640d11bd47e5b97b130608529c8100 
277. The Stars That Play With Laughing Sam’s Dice (official simulated (fake) stereo mix of (2)).flac:1560c2dd6e57f0dc1b519a06d274ee93 
278. (2) Ballad Of Jimi (official original lyrics version, stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:3953c4697fa969914835a7abbb8f672d 
279. Ballad Of Jimi (official very wide stereo mix of (2)) – Curtis Knight.flac:f50952b80f2ddfc0da1a2482ede81bd6 
280. Ballad Of Jimi (official wide stereo mix of (2)) – Curtis Knight.flac:591dec16e95a06fb0bd50702ee7ba130 
281. Ballad Of Jimi (official narrow stereo mix of (2)) – Curtis Knight.flac:25312a8aa4a22f0b2b4abe0d58438d57 
282. (8) Ballad Of Jimi (official mono mix of (2)) – Curtis Knight.flac:025a057df1a73ca9039a703eb273a03c 
283. My Best Friend [(1) Ballad Of Jimi] (official instrumental alternate mix of (2), stereo) – Curtis 
Knight.flac:91a671afdd93b3448211a53048db1ebc 
284. My Best Friend [(1) Ballad Of Jimi] (official wide stereo mix) – Curtis Knight.flac:626b6b60514f48f00d9940cf31e19950 
285. My Best Friend [(1) Ballad Of Jimi] (official alternate mix, guitars left, stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:93fee11f2872801a0c15c8cd2ff7727e 
286. My Best Friend [(1) Ballad Of Jimi] (official alternate mix, wah-wah guitar low, stereo) – Curtis 
Knight.flac:fcd3323278ef47160e40d6820e112fea 
287. My Best Friend [(6) Ballad Of Jimi] (official alternate mix, guitars high, stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:cfc857c1b1b2e4eb9452c8de593dd15a 
288. (7) Ballad Of Jimi (official 1970 lyrics version, enhanced stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:aa1d1b27e0d59078754c470108ca4034 
289. (4) Ballad Of Jimi (official mono mix of (7)) – Curtis Knight.flac:82f0ac48c84cc7e2bdff28d953430861 
290. (3) Ballad Of Jimi (official alternate mix of (7), stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:a83a8941286b3823e9bc2b34631bc5c6 
291. (5) Ballad Of Jimi (official 1970 lyrics version alternate vocal take, stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:f6b4da8c09480f18a7f0e48b67987e45 
292. Ballad Of Jimi (official alternate mix of (5), 12-string mixed low, stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:90102145fa45861f3f1faf5d4a6b8fa3 
293. (9) Ballad Of Jimi (official alternate mix of (5), longer acoustic guitar, stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:b616951fe5643f1bb812745cdd7006d4 
294. Ballad Of Jimi (official wide stereo mix of (9)) – Curtis Knight.flac:e55dae4cc0907bb72845d31798dae709 
295. Wah Wah [(1) Hush Now] (official take 1 instrumental, stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:2bc4ece9c349dcfcfe1f14944c10eb4a 
296. Wah Wah [(1) Hush Now] (official wide stereo mix) – Curtis Knight.flac:127b8d0de46e1bd8badb292b69af5db7 
297. Level [(2) Hush Now] (official extended edit of (1), stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:a2650e7546b1be2734c7f6cf55da49a6 
298. Level [(9) Hush Now] (official variation of (2), stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:32360e6fd6b4f733369a13ee12a909d7 
299. Level [(2) Hush Now] (official wide stereo mix) – Curtis Knight.flac:d188a5bc91b97009268478e111f7f661 
300. Level [(2) Hush Now] (official very narrow stereo mix) – Curtis Knight.flac:9f08987c7e0757a7031cab0c74b05bd7 
301. Level [(2) Hush Now] (official alternate mix, wide stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:36184944876de2a7e508d4970dc74bda 
302. (5) Hush Now (official take 2 instrumental, stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:bb45b5ebc46bec2bbe2ac6c7d835e427 
303. Hush Now (official narrow stereo mix of (5)) – Curtis Knight.flac:352b062133551584b66c1815fd69e5d4 
304. Hush Now (official long edit of (5), stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:2e6af8bbb264cc2b345ccf90a76aa3fa 
305. Hush Now (official alternate mix short edit of (5), narrow stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:143eb866f3309ef975019a704f1fe7cf 
306. Torture Me Honey [(4) Hush Now] (official alternate mix of (5), stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:070fbc4618c02f9653d0e681d19ad3bc 
307. Torture Me Honey [(4) Hush Now] (official alternate mix, more echo, stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:f4897f091dd4d335ef59640e2fb41cd6 
308. Torture Me Honey [(4) Hush Now] (official alternate mix, higher second guitar, stereo) – Curtis 
Knight.flac:a6c85e7552c8c98b6826cfff0fa31211 
309. Torture Me Honey [(4) Hush Now] (official alternate mix, higher bass, fake mono) – Curtis 
Knight.flac:bbab9247b770b24252ced8811a5a2c28 
310. Torture Me Honey [(4) Hush Now] (official alternate mix, no reverb, stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:5ca08fd0772bfac1b5fa364402fcd416 
311. (13) Hush Now (official alternate mix longest edit of (5), stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:8fd0882297c2bf5cbe987338b5f761f4 
312. (3) Hush Now (official edit of (13), stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:5a6f32eb4090f475bc647eda15df89d4 
313. Hush Now (official wide stereo mix of (3)) – Curtis Knight.flac:3d3ff60481f5d40e8d7b28ff5d57c0eb 
314. Hush Now (official narrow stereo mix of (3)) – Curtis Knight.flac:ceacde5f9f9a3b7362da63dd0c83838b 
315. (7) Hush Now (official alternate mix vocal overdub of (5), stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:8c1520e86e0dd3a24503e256d224e37a 
316. Hush Now (official ultra wide stereo mix of (7)) – Curtis Knight.flac:20db92b4892187bd4fc1146ef3532203 
317. Hush Now (official very wide stereo mix of (7)) – Curtis Knight.flac:47eef258dcae23576d6a766bedeb1592 
318. Hush Now (official wide stereo mix of (7)) – Curtis Knight.flac:b2c80cdd015d35e4e5237ac50637f117 
319. (11) Hush Now (official mono mix of (7)) – Curtis Knight.flac:fc16df2c2b7ac2ec018671f385082615 
320. (8) Hush Now (official alternate mix edit of (7), stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:af6a44ef23d381fa1887478daa9ccbf6 
321. Hush Now (official alternate mix of (8), very wide stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:a879b80d208570493f2725c95f4d03ad 
322. (10) Hush Now (official alternate mix of (8), mono) – Curtis Knight.flac:7d6d594291120ef40d28e1745fb9a422 
323. Hush Now (official alternate mix of (8), narrow stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:7ea1c75c8c757628e094ef44b59b187a 
324. Hush Now (official alternate mix of (10), mono) – Curtis Knight.flac:85a0317460e18c2a06bde56fffee8e34 
325. Hush Now (official alternate mix of (8), wide stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:f2d17c9fc8855d6ab14a27140905e999 
326. Hush Now (official simulated (fake) stereo mix of (6a)) – Curtis Knight.flac:e63729e0701e5e72b414a86eadcabd5c 
327. (6a) Hush Now (official alternate mix of (7), mono) – Curtis Knight.flac:55d5ddbd8f89f3c165dc57f71d61f720 
328. (6b) Hush Now (official edit of (6a), mono) – Curtis Knight.flac:794c9324fa05a8b0f9962ae8456c7fac 
329. (12) Hush Now (official altered instrumental mix, stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:febf977f721189e035445295dc219d0f 
330. Got To Have It [(3) Happy Birthday] (official stereo mix) – Curtis Knight.flac:345084fba417e2693a9d4950dafe1115 
331. Got To Have It [(3) Happy Birthday] (official wide stereo mix) – Curtis Knight.flac:e9814ec06f1493d184ae43d2cf1b4e02 
332. (1) Happy Birthday (official vocal extended edit of (3), stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:9ae37354c487be7367bb8361018ec54b 
333. Happy Birthday (official very wide stereo mix of (1)) – Curtis Knight.flac:1e159422f548813d1d51163a28dab86a 
334. Happy Birthday (official alternate mix of (1), louder drums and vocals, very wide stereo) – Curtis 
Knight.flac:4de920b66d8d22598d120577486e0196 
335. Happy Birthday (official alternate mix of (1), louder drums and vocals, narrow stereo) – Curtis 
Knight.flac:83a572cb4bfccc9b60980557719e5fe6 
336. (6) Happy Birthday (official alternate mix of (1), less echo, mono) – Curtis Knight.flac:d09e3adcde22beedfc33f7d2e5740e96 
337. Happy Birthday (official alternate mix of (1), less echo louder guitar, mono) – Curtis Knight.flac:62e78f5b714807b1192e7023e4fd1751 
338. Happy Birthday (official alternate mix of (1), less echo louder guitar lower vocals, stereo) – Curtis 
Knight.flac:dc396559c3fa4f80627e609d1fab00e3 
339. (2) Happy Birthday (official alternate mix of (1), louder guitar and drums, stereo) – Curtis 
Knight.flac:1af0ee771c85e41b19e6c185cbc6c541 
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340. (5) Happy Birthday (official extended edit alternate mix of (1), version 1, stereo) – Curtis 
Knight.flac:4e246818bd10bbe7bd2460b31418f332 
341. Happy Birthday (official mono mix of (5)) – Curtis Knight.flac:4dc40a0caa093d67b39ca926591ca514 
342. (4) Happy Birthday (official extended edit alternate mix of (1), version 2, stereo) – Curtis 
Knight.flac:deefe0564c5d8f6b3e00a347de2eccea 
343. (7) Happy Birthday (official longer extended edit alternate mix of (1), version 3, stereo) – Curtis 
Knight.flac:ffe876cd836e9f3931096eb59f876803 
344. Mercy Lady Day [Love, Love] (official alternate mix of (1), stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:2e6bc21764ac75f93ab09bbe3ee07877 
345. Mercy Lady Day [(1) Love, Love] (official instrumental, stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:67e695d4b44f39a818b0ce75cf0a7dc1 
346. Mercy Lady Day [(3) Love, Love] (official very narrow stereo mix of (1)) – Curtis Knight.flac:acd38806a7b90341be95826d6448d18e 
347. (2) Love, Love (official alternate mix edit of (1), stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:fd9b30c1f039b445e5adf4f3d07d4954 
348. Love [(8) Love, Love] (official alternate mix of (2), stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:318576812cc11231854a15c64879103e 
349. (4) Love, Love (official complete vocal version, stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:36edec2b90819f9f62760f02be7d6e87 
350. Love, Love (official alternate mix edit of (4), more echo, stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:a62c4d2386417857fa7a172f433071fc 
351. (5) Love, Love (official alternate mix of (4), lower dry vocals, stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:30108b764abf640b802bb088753c3e2f 
352. (13) Love, Love (official alternate mix of (4), louder dry vocals, wide stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:97023b6ce6afcbdb534195451b09801d 
353. Love, Love (official dry alternate mix of (6), mono) – Curtis Knight.flac:fbd405906c0c2058e4245dd7469290ce 
354. (6) Love, Love (official edit of (4), stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:a4d10fe3250c95d574666186fde2b552 
355. Love, Love (official wide stereo mix of (6)) – Curtis Knight.flac:0f976c1c318853708027f1986b1802b2 
356. (11) Love, Love (official mono mix of (6)) – Curtis Knight.flac:eb141fe8625fed9071a7dbad610c18ce 
357. (10) Love, Love (official alternate mix of (6), stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:727a313b9f88974c84c9ab2c56ae33f2 
358. (7) Love, Love (official alternate mix of (10), stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:14cd1ba93b22308b4aca514a138bbc83 
359. Love, Love (official alternate mix of (7), very narrow stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:8835799faf6434bf3706ecc155166a65 
360. (12) Love, Love (official altered instrumental, stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:7252ee6cc1480bf8a0dcb88fd87564ea 
361. You Can’t Use My Name (official dialogue, complete, mono) – Curtis Knight.flac:e4c4636ff408ff0246d407b9910e7ae9 
362. You Can’t Use My Name (dialogue, incomplete, stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:88e3376b2907562502bddfc2ffba24f3 
363. (5) Gloomy Monday (take 1, stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:9c7b0a8d1e983c8468dd968dcc16c6ae 
364. (6) Gloomy Monday (take 2, stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:090b415d40de2346a81c0649989dc3df 
365. (4) Gloomy Monday (official take 3, mono) – Curtis Knight.flac:f8e65fc4f8406f25b8b0ce8ca95332ab 
366. Gloomy Monday (official simulated (fake) stereo mix of (4)) – Curtis Knight.flac:cfd352ffb8ff3b64376d766d0df00c32 
367. (2) Gloomy Monday (official overdub edit of (4), stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:cbfed46edb95f62cc4e2768d2682a6fa 
368. Gloomy Monday (official very wide stereo mix of (2)) – Curtis Knight.flac:0d72fbaad443b841d6f42d525a1d291e 
369. Gloomy Monday (official wide stereo mix of (2)).flac:5cfa7c94cfbc2c4341a67e9484065e49 
370. Gloomy Monday (official narrow stereo mix of (2)) – Curtis Knight.flac:76ce7f4b54c95eaaa0a1de8b6f424c69 
371. (1) Gloomy Monday (official mono mix of (2)) – Curtis Knight.flac:37fc8b1d84455711e5a375d8d9e4bbe0 
372. (9) Gloomy Monday (official alternate mix of (1), louder drums and tambourine, mono) – Curtis 
Knight.flac:064fa620d8447195c0cc024c0f18b9d2 
373. (8) Gloomy Monday (official edit of (2), stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:0b7869d679605672936ba99a9d6e64c6 
374. (7) Gloomy Monday (official extended edit alternate mix of (2), stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:e699f982e8b9dde51e6706322488dc8e 
375. (10) Gloomy Monday (official take 4, very narrow stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:0bbea2bf9143cecbd9a1dad700513319 
376. (5) One Rainy Wish (complete early mix, stereo).flac:134eeb6161e1925f1b6a6605c1b0bca4 
377. (6) One Rainy Wish (alternate mix of (5), double-tracked rhythm guitar, stereo).flac:42bd42ec4db18940c18378c6f2c5d2cf 
378. (2) One Rainy Wish (official alternate mix of (5), mono).flac:42a5b9097173f41955c46518260c99f1 
379. (4) One Rainy Wish (official alternate mix of (2), mono).flac:30b32b440f53220faac9e54669695e12 
380. (1) One Rainy Wish (official stereo mix).flac:160770726727bed1c5b25aae1748398e 
381. (3) One Rainy Wish (official alternate mix of (1), stereo).flac:0bb933f407cdcbdd645b70588f35cc85 
382. One Rainy Wish (official multitrack, instrumental, stereo).flac:ce2e2d430f4c9cb1c5f0f94a4707d116 
383. One Rainy Wish (official multitrack, guitar, stereo).flac:3033e0c4ca8c1dd3fafd125290186420 
384. One Rainy Wish (official multitrack, guitars no solo mix, stereo).flac:f0d137b99e965f64431fe157db79b115 
385. One Rainy Wish (official multitrack, guitar 2, mono).flac:f800c0df7232ba30f464891476761f84 
386. One Rainy Wish (official multitrack, rhythm guitar first half, mono).flac:717d807f37057f004812f4b4ac86ca2f 
387. One Rainy Wish (official multitrack, vocals, stereo).flac:5012e01739ea7e9521cbcb2c595526b0 
388. One Rainy Wish (official multitrack, bass, mono).flac:f0be31d0911cf472990d6a9a228d3355 
389. One Rainy Wish (official multitrack, drums, stereo).flac:7cb2a98cb39490fd8c3fcbfc645e8752 
390. (3) Little Miss Lover (official alternate take acetate, mono).flac:cfad6b3dac085404535385196bcadf19 
392. (1) Little Miss Lover (official stereo mix).flac:415ece9732f3f10981c97eb56267e0f0 
393. (2) Little Miss Lover (official alternate mix of (1), mono).flac:2799fff94f65c2b9d219f66e8782cdab 
394. (7) Little Miss Lover (official alternate mix of (1), earlier backing vocals, stereo).flac:1803a2add6efeed540f71c4b9a219d7f 
395. (6) Little Miss Lover (official alternate mix of (1), later backing vocals, stereo).flac:33a20c408feafd8e820c584e4426786f 
396. Little Miss Lover (official multitrack of (1), guitar, stereo).flac:f9741fb52356e5858f12b90c267c5226 
397. Little Miss Lover (official multitrack of (1), vocals, stereo).flac:e8cd1f2ba0def2454ec01f749602a213 
398. Little Miss Lover (official multitrack of (1), backing vocals, stereo).flac:68ce45246b7fb4ca4f95f130f7093df9 
399. Little Miss Lover (official multitrack of (1), bass, mono).flac:53a7424417cedda6b1734dc439a686c9 
400. Little Miss Lover (official multitrack of (1), drums, stereo).flac:22dc9ae6cde695bb87068b8f5dc0202f 
401. (1) You’ve Got Me Floating (official stereo mix).flac:38b20c1be91d1e16cb838c481e6e965e 
402. (3) You’ve Got Me Floating (official alternate mix of (1), mono).flac:b080d4321cf84c2a0453d8109c530e14 
403. (2) You’ve Got Me Floating (official alternate mix of (1), stereo).flac:0b257cbf9631f6b74f2706c180ec6bea 
404. You’ve Got Me Floating (official multitrack of (1), instrumental, stereo).flac:762031113765942999899ccdb749f4d8 
405. You’ve Got Me Floating (official multitrack of (1), guitar, stereo).flac:4abd64b4bfa46d58201e40a823894904 
406. You’ve Got Me Floating (official multitrack of (1), guitar 2 (fixed), stereo).flac:75be206b03c275e5416864a62ac3dd52 
407. You’ve Got Me Floating (official multitrack of (1), vocals, stereo).flac:f25cec83173d6f683de6c18a018dc578 
408. You’ve Got Me Floating (official multitrack of (1), bass, stereo).flac:e47dcdc2aca4585e9e50ac2aa58d924c 
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409. You’ve Got Me Floating (official multitrack of (1), drums, stereo).flac:4101c835a87916f9d4c66ae9efd48754 
410. You’ve Got Me Floating (official multitrack of (1), kick drum, single-channel mono).flac:d965561a683b91d66fb2a7d62ec47c4a 
411. (10) Bold As Love (official instrumental take 14 excerpts, stereo).flac:40f334b147df15f97d6decdb5a30d52e 
412. (7) Bold As Love (official instrumental take 21, stereo).flac:5638f1d26e3c1d09cc8439585c456d9b 
413. (2) Bold As Love (alternate vocal take alternate mix of (1), stereo).flac:0997bc8f9aed10f4126dbd8112c95f8d 
414. Bold As Love (narrow stereo mix of (2)).flac:79efb22941232e9c7448c77ab82f06b2 
415. (1) Bold As Love (official stereo mix).flac:7298f6b51bcd473fe8487713f2188a11 
416. (9) Bold As Love (official mono reduction of (1)).flac:25574e574dc9de2d82f46a62f73ead70 
417. (5) Bold As Love (official alternate mix of (1), mono).flac:fe40c99dd6dbdec633a873a3a0630849 
418. (12) Bold As Love (official alternate mix of (1), different end phasing, stereo).flac:e6b0627da60db79167f8658102b73436 
420. (3)+(4) Bold As Love (alternate mix of (1), vocals-drums delay, stereo)+(alternate mix edit of (1), heavy phasing-delay, 
stereo).flac:21f4ce8dd4a85b754b52645f93f4aacd 
421. (8) Bold As Love (official alternate mix of (1), left guitar removed, stereo).flac:21fa73c3017bbd327d40b82c72efbf0e 
422. Bold As Love (official repeat edit of (1), stereo).flac:21b5dcfde1efa40f3dc0b6a3aa84b382 
423. Bold As Love (official multitrack of (1), instrumental, no fade, stereo).flac:756c3fa78b04768b0ee25b3d14f878d4 
424. Bold As Love (official multitrack of (1), guitar, stereo).flac:3c82a38fc0753caeeb53781daae66884 
425. Bold As Love (official multitrack of (1), guitar 2, stereo).flac:a19ffbd04f099afb815626c79d0424ec 
426. Bold As Love (official multitrack of (1), vocals, mono).flac:87bc78bb7dbdfdcdd9cf9744b66d533d 
427. Bold As Love (official multitrack of (1), bass, single-channel mono).flac:4ee54a6dd4b5f1479f5c5ff1c9f8310d 
428. Bold As Love (official multitrack of (1), drums, stereo).flac:2d856946a2fc8dc911f64760a47fa56c 
429. (7) Castles Made Of Sand (official instrumental take 8, stereo).flac:a209e925e640db56bae9ef2da5e0f55a 
430. (1) Castles Made Of Sand (official stereo mix).flac:62f2c912c379502b12f3978286b40e32 
431. Castles Made Of Sand (official narrow stereo mix of (1)).flac:27fb84add831efc182f8ac18125a5d3c 
432. (5) Castles Made Of Sand (official alternate mix of (1), mono).flac:5840d111c8504727e75bca0093d452ec 
433. (2) Castles Made Of Sand (official alternate mix of (1), different panning, stereo).flac:7a591f25a7c00dc341d70478495b7a71 
434. (3) Castles Made Of Sand (alternate mix of (1), light echo, stereo).flac:20b4d435d39622bdfbce56606635ca16 
435. Castles Made Of Sand (alternate mix of (3), narrow stereo).flac:13168389ae596b24abd0c37405008db0 
436. (6) Castles Made Of Sand (official Kramer isolation mix of (1), stereo).flac:a4f02db64e28ed3a624acb05c74cdeb2 
437. Castles Made Of Sand (official multitrack of (1), instrumental, stereo).flac:7f846f82a125a5427006379bcfa37b8a 
438. Castles Made Of Sand (official multitrack of (1), guitar, mono).flac:3160e1d8461fcab3624b43c76f64872a 
439. Castles Made Of Sand (official multitrack of (1), guitar 2, stereo).flac:ccd3f33ea7aa553d6b0d023d15a7ac2b 
440. Castles Made Of Sand (official multitrack of (1), vocals, stereo).flac:95dbce1bd5b3fc4136b60417394e540f 
441. Castles Made Of Sand (official multitrack of (1), bass, mono).flac:15f19b3cb975819252dd2a837b28ab19 
442. Castles Made Of Sand (official multitrack of (1), drums, stereo).flac:51c21ce175f27cbf021c784db44499a5 
443. Little Wing [(7) Angel] (official instrumental, stereo).flac:e87e54737aebe3156909d6116257bdff 
444. (2) Wait Until Tomorrow (longer alternate mix of (1), ADT vocals, stereo).flac:e58866b3f1e17799c9410568dee7c85d 
445. Wait Until Tomorrow (wide stereo mix of (2)).flac:b38c643491fa394023a3a2b37f390b6f 
446. Wait Until Tomorrow (narrow stereo mix of (2)).flac:04a997a84687820843ea5421dd21142a 
447. Wait Until Tomorrow (alternate mix of (2), wide stereo).flac:44fd0744ff3c3608d2fc3f2b0e2c0431 
448. (1) Wait Until Tomorrow (official stereo mix).flac:d304a89994130a896991dfabef3c8cd3 
449. (3) Wait Until Tomorrow (official mono mix).flac:e756c1fcf05c02a16b0f14cda3038b73 
450. (7) Wait Until Tomorrow (official alternate mix of (1), stereo).flac:1a8a0b58ea0f940599c67932e990d4c9 
451. (6) Wait Until Tomorrow (official longer alternate mix of (1), low guitar, stereo).flac:d10e8a67860d2a6c7b437005bf643364 
452. Wait Until Tomorrow (official multitrack of (1), instrumental, stereo).flac:c2d2665a019ce22cc448171c98b2d845 
453. Wait Until Tomorrow (official multitrack of (1), guitar, stereo).flac:f59ad9b0e30bf193b17c58ac943a73c8 
454. Wait Until Tomorrow (official multitrack of (1), vocals, stereo).flac:a0cb84eed30f2c1b8dd26c26c100a541 
455. Wait Until Tomorrow (official multitrack of (1), bass, mono).flac:cdbfdbd42f975e1144e6832e09bb502a 
456. Wait Until Tomorrow (official multitrack of (1), drums, mono).flac:6eb39a95ff65aa15d68ae3008fd62107 
457. Wait Until Tomorrow (official multitrack of (1), percussion, stereo).flac:3f4fbbba225415b0c7fb75a2754d2501 
458. (16) Little Wing (official instrumental take 1, stereo).flac:a989289b1082410fdbae0adca61c5576 
459. (18) Little Wing (official instrumental take 2, incomplete, mono).flac:738806ad07d6ad4d2b8d6ccff60b74a8 
460. (1) Ain’t No Telling (official stereo mix).flac:2753a12473c51768be10ec44fa30a0f2 
461. (5) Ain’t No Telling (official alternate mix of (1), mono).flac:d6ffb915f156de95653d20594d243486 
462. (2) Ain’t No Telling (official alternate mix of (1), left-to-center opening, stereo).flac:84b13d1c266d007b49cc50ddb5307cbf 
463. (6) Ain’t No Telling (alternate mix of (1), right opening + drums-vocals central, stereo).flac:49c699fb135692424a1bff2814d1adb2 
464. Ain’t No Telling (narrow stereo mix of (6)).flac:74d905e47db0939990ea429b646f25aa 
465. (3) Ain’t No Telling (alternate mix of (1), right opening + drums-vocals left, stereo).flac:8f9d80cef8118b25bd801164d1aab2a4 
466. Ain’t No Telling (official multitrack of (1), instrumental, stereo).flac:31bf1024a8ade3c9433a16f20bb48aac 
467. Ain’t No Telling (official multitrack of (1), guitar, stereo).flac:07cb9e1d7c20792c4a2d82473c8582e5 
468. Ain’t No Telling (official multitrack of (1), guitar 2 and backing vocals, mono).flac:e01cac03e6cefe549951873935701771 
469. Ain’t No Telling (official multitrack of (1), vocals, stereo).flac:48ac5b1ac5f6b86ddc82886298c1c155 
470. Ain’t No Telling (official multitrack of (1), bass, mono).flac:d7e4c2ef441ccdf52c5ed740daa5509b 
471. Ain’t No Telling (official multitrack of (1), drums, mono).flac:25284317ba8efaff589f9f77f69b8297 
472. (1) EXP (official stereo mix).flac:cbd433d1728c72c02b4543bfe1cf159a 
473. EXP (official wide stereo mix of (1)).flac:05d90b9c2ab97974260be111907f7942 
474. EXP (alternate mix of (1), different space ship panning, wide stereo).flac:04f83bcdf4eea04b9d3662561f9a9acd 
475. (2) EXP (alternate mix of (1), Jimi’s vocals up front, wide stereo).flac:862e585dee22aa2f7e0753621c0ff40e 
476. (6) EXP (official alternate mix of (1), different later guitar panning, wide stereo).flac:4cf763b57c6dda0f00085ed6c0da57f0 
477. (3) EXP (official alternate mix edit of (1), mono).flac:4d7fbe7a80c7b19e9a81c34eb2d9c66d 
478. (1) Spanish Castle Magic (early instrumental take, stereo).flac:de718f4245536764896c95197f103df8 
479. Spanish Castle Magic (wide stereo mix of (1)).flac:f1c19252d47e3fe493e84bce35b04e7e 
480. (2) Spanish Castle Magic (official stereo mix).flac:3276d1f8304bf8a3145af55216f361ec 
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481. (4) Spanish Castle Magic (official mono mix).flac:123164ba040db441771b1a257d15385a 
482. (68) Spanish Castle Magic (official alternate mix of (2), different guitar panning, stereo).flac:31984ce32b7c5c4be5433136a6fc6f8b 
483. (65) Spanish Castle Magic (official alternate mix of (2), guitar low, stereo).flac:a106eb4596bcf4afdbfbca9265e083cf 
484. Spanish Castle Magic (official Kramer isolation mix of (2), stereo).flac:97ff1a76451874b87249b9a8e1073d79 
485. Spanish Castle Magic (official multitrack of (2), instrumental, stereo).flac:001964c48ed380f357e18cef617ced11 
486. Spanish Castle Magic (official multitrack of (2), instrumental, piano mix, stereo).flac:437ebf075a76fa889574f93d5d44df5e 
487. Spanish Castle Magic (official multitrack of (2), guitar, stereo).flac:93dcffb13e64994fa89804db130b6002 
488. Spanish Castle Magic (official multitrack of (2), vocals, stereo).flac:80447d98ea2e69bd67917edd1606c5bc 
489. Spanish Castle Magic (official multitrack of (2), bass, mono).flac:09934ca67124c6c5b03a0bef5504f85b 
490. Spanish Castle Magic (official multitrack of (2), drums, stereo).flac:cc63329b10d27a7e05b7e852f8f7adb6 
491. Spanish Castle Magic (official multitrack of (2), piano, stereo).flac:6b2d7a644b4a302db0c8340fa423d085 
492. (1) Little Wing (official stereo mix).flac:4524268fd286b79cb26113ece4476b9d 
493. (3) Little Wing (official mono mix).flac:faf2a9365749e6ea578e047bd330b840 
494. (2) Little Wing (official alternate mix of (1), stereo).flac:ce06e42d4d4224350bb47c7b6474fc6e 
495. (19) Little Wing (official Kramer isolation mix of (1), stereo).flac:b5ddf2053b15a35c91612207b1550bc4 
496. Little Wing (official multitrack of (1), version 1, original guitar, stereo).flac:80a447fbe5274653d6e69804efa4b497 
497. Little Wing (official multitrack of (1), version 1, rhythm guitar, stereo).flac:090c001712e1c296a19b9f674e8bb700 
498. Little Wing (official multitrack of (1), version 1, guitar solo, stereo).flac:c0e31ce7bb89db1a861a3c52d80d47aa 
499. Little Wing (official multitrack of (1), version 1, original guitar 2, stereo).flac:0b8831f5568622887a90abf2ac674d4e 
500. Little Wing (official multitrack of (1), version 1, vocals, mono).flac:4eb0617c42f9b15c27080cb14080c57c 
501. Little Wing (official multitrack of (1), version 1, bass, mono).flac:3e84ab3a9356fca84cd45a282b88f677 
502. Little Wing (official multitrack of (1), version 1, drums, mono).flac:d64c81be04b96b56d92b6950821d2cff 
503. Little Wing (official multitrack of (1), instrumental, intro appended, stereo).flac:7a7bcbcd7e36e7401db4db95d0d24672 
504. Little Wing (official multitrack of (1), version 2, guitar, stereo).flac:da31beaf3666b7cf5e6e98310d30194f 
505. Little Wing (official multitrack of (1), version 2, rhythm guitar, stereo).flac:5cc243051533b2edfc9371a820c75455 
506. Little Wing (official multitrack of (1), version 2, guitar solo, stereo).flac:2843fd19056e49f70c3fc357c5f0a7d1 
507. Little Wing (official multitrack of (1), version 2, guitar 2, stereo).flac:24a2c130b0894eb3cbe6c9119dc36a7b 
508. Little Wing (official multitrack of (1), version 2, vocals, mono).flac:5ab82869da03a2e54086179cd3a42c40 
509. Little Wing (official multitrack of (1), version 2, bass, mono).flac:6d90427992c453baee620e6c677cc212 
510. Little Wing (official multitrack of (1), version 2, drums, mono).flac:4c8343c3837a4a20fc30b96db0513f68 
511. (1) Up From The Skies (official stereo mix).flac:144f4db92ffb0666f3162b08545e6c54 
512. (7) Up From The Skies (official mono reduction of (1)).flac:5f29b3a2d1cdff39c5422ca7826fd24e 
513. (4) Up From The Skies (official alternate mix of (1), mono).flac:ab20eb6612cb9f6176ddd2b5512ecb10 
514. (2) Up From The Skies (official alternate mix of (1), no vocal panning, stereo).flac:c74675706695c108d0b1450b2887f7f9 
515. (3) Up From The Skies (alternate mix of (1), no vocal or guitar panning, stereo).flac:6ace5dfc519ce11340df2ebc509ac20a 
516. Up From The Skies (wide stereo mix of (3)).flac:20ad1931e254909724019ca59f873c83 
517. (6) Up From The Skies (official alternate mix of (1), guitar mixed low, stereo).flac:0c34b2758cbfd718c3d827dfdd1b0843 
518. Up From The Skies (official multitrack of (1), instrumental, stereo).flac:df784d073daf72e2f3ae6a87cb8cbb74 
519. Up From The Skies (official multitrack of (1), guitar, stereo).flac:73317f6adf214fd28ad650fe9e82eb23 
520. Up From The Skies (official multitrack of (1), vocals, stereo).flac:772e8cf3d3b61704e1667b33fd224083 
521. Up From The Skies (official multitrack of (1), bass, mono).flac:c1cbbcea0f844cae571e6cb5134ad275 
522. Up From The Skies (official multitrack of (1), drums, mono).flac:be39bd9c60c14e491ffe2cbf8123b39d 
523. (4) Hear My Train A-Comin' (official false start + complete take, mono).flac:7546c264383db4dbe1a27f896db8c13e 
524. (6) Crosstown Traffic (instrumental backing track for (1), stereo).flac:1a5de6bd18ab3b7a97847528af724433 
525. (7) Crosstown Traffic (early alternate mix of (1), no panning, stereo).flac:13b33b3144ed15ad9904943576bd7305 
526. (1) Crosstown Traffic (official stereo mix).flac:c82bcaa0dee900582b4f189d29f59a28 
527. (4) Crosstown Traffic (official mono reduction of (1)).flac:db8b33b692fb4311efd7cc2ce4f536af 
528. (2) Crosstown Traffic (alternate mix of (1), lead & backing vocals in opposite channels, 
stereo).flac:5f6e430a6411f4a663c900d3e2a40896 
529. (5) Crosstown Traffic (official alternate mix of (1), lead guitar low, stereo).flac:367e29af4712f771fe4d15e4d518988e 
530. Crosstown Traffic (official Kramer isolation mix of (1), version 1, stereo).flac:343ab8dca82689d96d2dd451a4328366 
531. Crosstown Traffic (official Kramer isolation mix of (1), alternate edit of version 1, stereo).flac:79037f34fe25cb8da826b5acf4cb6187 
532. Crosstown Traffic (official Kramer isolation mix of (1), version 2, stereo).flac:1113e83816a99c1299b3f68aa665af93 
533. Crosstown Traffic (official multitrack of (1), instrumental version 1, very narrow stereo).flac:4c40e756f6654c8cacd6f3d56ede72e9 
534. Crosstown Traffic (official multitrack of (1), instrumental version 2, very narrow stereo).flac:db2de3a82b798f8c2e69d7fcb30e5be2 
535. Crosstown Traffic (official multitrack of (1), guitars only, stereo).flac:cbb12aa17f0c6755f99321d11afb4f09 
536. Crosstown Traffic (official multitrack of (1), guitar, stereo).flac:e81ad0a9d262e7735c91126074adb160 
537. Crosstown Traffic (official multitrack of (1), guitar 2, mono).flac:b9382cfb4f080ed846b22078ad20c542 
538. Crosstown Traffic (official multitrack of (1), vocals, mono).flac:d788c052cd3c0f946fdb26ebde137760 
539. Crosstown Traffic (official multitrack of (1), bass, mono).flac:9ffef86d0885cb46f5fb653ac2a4e96d 
540. Crosstown Traffic (official multitrack of (1), drums, mono).flac:bb7a29f0242dd63703447478216a9754 
541. Crosstown Traffic (official multitrack of (1), keyboards, narrow stereo).flac:5e64a076e6db15b00593b050018b3656 
542. (1) Dream (acetate mix, mono).flac:692940543933fe5e0418a37fdf2115f3 
543. Dream (simulated (fake) stereo mix of (1)).flac:858ee8b8c76e8f8a0ed6db2129b49098 
544. (3) Dream (complete alternate mix of (1), stereo).flac:67f460787688ae508a1a6a2c3c6f2588 
545. (2) Dream (official stereo version of (3)).flac:a71501536655158af9809b673ebeb90f 
546. (5) Dance (complete instrumental mix, stereo).flac:5967b4334ba76e7f5a540bcb320a1393 
547. Touch You [(4) Dance] (official alternate instrumental mix, stereo).flac:8d271ff4f36b5a5c6713fd8d5b0e4680 
548. (6) Dance (complete vocal mix, stereo).flac:a30675bd4dc481ce89d8bf36023a1cde 
549. (1) Dance (incomplete alternate vocal mix, mono).flac:30c80cc29087da651af0675e4838c213 
550. Dance (simulated (fake) stereo mix of (1)).flac:dace45322c254995de892cde66ce4386 
551. (2) Little One (incomplete early mix, very narrow stereo).flac:9ab7c767ea6c36e9a0a6c6321c0b382a 
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552. Little One (wide stereo mix of (2)).flac:b6ddfe674b3a157ba51c68f9172f8bf8 
553. (4) Little One (official complete later mix, stereo).flac:d3816e4e918fe82c99268c538c4b9ee5 
554. (1) Little One (incomplete later mix, very narrow stereo).flac:99c2d91d5d4590818cfc508c54bd6686 
555. Little One (wide stereo mix of (1)).flac:3bfcf3fbe7ce6124e81c25420b6eece0 
556. Little One (official later mix edit, mono).flac:b4845c00301ebe4fcdc7b70b0a563894 
557. There Ain’t Nothing Wrong [(3) Little One] (official vocal alternate mix of (4), stereo).flac:518433b8cda035cb31b24f6b33f8e237 
558. Sweet Angel [(10) Angel] (official mono mix, complete).flac:83a9703c8bdafb4427ec7a0a136b75d0 
559. Sweet Angel [(8) Angel] (official mono mix, incomplete).flac:62622eea119321e25c9ff142644716ef 
560. Purple Haze (fake mono mix of (2)).flac:679a65bd412713df88ececc282f6a285 
561. (5) Purple Haze (alternate mix with heavy echo, simulated (fake) stereo).flac:4626852ce2918a85c3ebe8a602fccaee 
562. Purple Haze (combined Rock Band multitracks alternate mix of (2), stereo).flac:174d0ef9a7605a76400956b2561e5561 
563. 51st Anniversary (fake mono mix of (5)).flac:9461b6e0a89656f1b7ab7936e1c8ce81 
564. 3rd Stone From The Sun (fake mono mix of (2)).flac:cbe6e163585d7062be23ff11204e7e20 
565. (4) 3rd Stone From The Sun (fake double-speed alternate mix of (2), mono).flac:27557fa04282110e4b00761f99ef86a7 
566. (7) 3rd Stone From The Sun (slowed version of (2) with unrelated overdubs, stereo).flac:7038dda23735aedc2242f2d369ce1e2c 
567. 3rd Stone From The Sun (last mix reconstitution, mono).flac:3bde0f323b510caa5a95dbc678664e7c 
568. 3rd Stone From The Sun (combined Rock Band multitracks alternate mix of (2), stereo).flac:80f25c272c9928d7067fbe27a34d0e10 
569. 3rd Stone From The Sun (fake alternate vocal mix of (2), stereo).flac:46d940238bd345d0556a3d574d8eb89c 
570. 3rd Stone From The Sun (fake instrumental mix of (2), stereo).flac:85e044b0b36601d4e70805c24f79a7d3 
571. 3rd Stone From The Sun (fake mono mix of Rock Band multitrack of (2) guitar).flac:b6408696149da6bb7df612227282b0f5 
572. Fire (edit of (90), mono).flac:6cc4adec90f746fef5d68371009f9f4b 
573. Fire (fake mono mix of (2), left channel).flac:925556294c0360f1f3e52e282ff552aa 
574. Fire (fake mono mix of (2), right channel).flac:956cb32c7e8db11ad5d4376558f04b31 
575. Fire (fake demo of (2), mono).flac:86e35d669841d0a7cfaf3930c8d4b5ea 
576. Fire (fake demo of (2), mono, speed-corrected).flac:57f94f0deb8e4f8689e722b611c9ee0f 
577. Fire (fake low vocals alternate mix of (2), stereo).flac:5a695a507467a6f52128cad56394bc34 
578. Fire (fake alternate mix of (2), stereo).flac:5aa16956b49de71abaca35b643fed8ca 
579. Fire (merge of (2) and (3), stereo).flac:43689c5cf586ca602bfc8b6d83d2830b 
580. Fire (combined Rock Band multitracks alternate mix of (106), stereo).flac:0e1b36a8c102ae297f70a0de47dcc103 
581. The Wind Cries Mary (fake mono mix of (2)).flac:1b5a2204c49a530f650e986a2a5f1e97 
582. The Wind Cries Mary (combined Rock Band multitracks version 1 alternate mix of (2), stereo).flac:fdfd3e31117b7ce9df227f62a6864eb9 
583. The Wind Cries Mary (combined Rock Band multitracks version 2 alternate mix of (2), stereo).flac:983bfaf965012fba8196edee6d5d3de1 
584. (4) Love Or Confusion (fake alternate mix of (2), mono).flac:b1c096e6bbfa3d1b23aaac8bfa15c421 
585. Love Or Confusion (combined Rock Band multitracks alternate mix of (2), stereo).flac:4a940e41b4f1f3b43bc8a0e1d0e14a33 
586. The Wind Cries Mary (fake mono mix of (3)).flac:bf2fcd2f0dab5964d3f8c1f53ae53f3d 
587. Remember (simulated (fake) stereo mix of (3-7)).flac:d356e8319d9f92b231dbada3058695ea 
588. Remember (simulated (fake) stereo mix of (8)).flac:a1662762c465cbeee5d2c1336b93f66f 
589. (51) I Don't Live Today (fake mono mix of (5)).flac:f089f9a0412d408784cfe784d3f82a54 
590. (52) I Don't Live Today (fake mono mix of (6)).flac:85f00b9e91cf2e59b50768331be32b55 
591. (53) I Don't Live Today (fake mono mix of (7)).flac:5312b532436452acea83932685f5abc0 
592. (50) I Don't Live Today (fake mono mix of (4)).flac:c6455a33375dffb84b173ba32edb3f47 
593. (49) I Don't Live Today (fake mono mix of (3)).flac:f27c35b0d5ea047aab8f2d0f0ac17014 
594. (42) I Don't Live Today (fake alternate mix of (2), vocals and guitar mixed high, stereo).flac:9e33e95f4237bb73d066e05251cd8844 
595. I Don't Live Today (raw tape source of (42), stereo).flac:62e91d53fef3230e3d7efc5d85c684f8 
596. (57) I Don't Live Today (fake incomplete alternate mix of (2), vocals and guitar mixed very high, 
mono).flac:b4141a6dd0171b24b4d7454ddbd64205 
597. I Don't Live Today (fake alternate mix of (2), low vocals version 1, mono).flac:67fbd1c4d72f91248d5ac6682e168f36 
598. I Don't Live Today (fake alternate mix of (2), low vocals version 2, mono).flac:d12d73933432bcfc6fee56ffa305e44f 
599. I Don't Live Today (fake acetate 1, alternate mix of (2), narrow stereo).flac:bc7945816dd750dfd1b4f0680f1f49fa 
600. I Don't Live Today (fake acetate 2, alternate mix of (2), mono).flac:2f3696949e6ba0483d232ddc0a67106a 
601. I Don't Live Today (fake acetate 3, incomplete alternate mix of (2), narrow stereo).flac:752e4d5f4a0e73f86a6891d8721d7887 
602. I Don't Live Today (fake incomplete alternate mix of (2), stereo).flac:7c01060d8fea73738c8d75394c9a3b55 
603. Manic Depression (fake mono mix of (2)).flac:cfc32bb3e77833ce9ed050176c4cab6b 
604. Manic Depression (combined Rock Band multitracks alternate mix of (2), stereo).flac:ca72b27f5b0cbfc5007f126217aeee01 
605. Highway Chile (combined Rock Band multitracks alternate mix of (2), stereo).flac:3a22d44821d059f3aa74987308182d5a 
606. Highway Chile (fake mono mix of Rock Band multitrack of (2) guitar).flac:ed985ab5d6a0914250c268d9cb2f931a 
607. May This Be Love (fake mono mix of (3), left channel).flac:1f8b2d29eabbc8596d942290f668e063 
608. May This Be Love (fake mono mix of (3), right channel).flac:ca324284a240ca4ad50d20f6ff4283fb 
609. May This Be Love (combined Rock Band multitracks alternate mix of (3), stereo).flac:fc99faddc37e1d6b55af351db29b2c11 
610. May This Be Love (fake mono mix of Rock Band multitrack of (3) guitar).flac:8b67382331115ec0b999374ac5d52116 
611. Are You Experienced (fake mono mix of (2), left channel).flac:3b73c45cbb5a99c546c95eaa8ada28f2 
612. Are You Experienced (fake mono mix of (2), right channel).flac:915b4143b844d11078ee1203810292e2 
613. Are You Experienced (combined Rock Band multitracks alternate mix of (2), stereo).flac:59d0e66eb5ec52c3729ccd160db241aa 
614. (18) Are You Experienced (fake extended mix of (2), mono).flac:3840cb93b1935d7a8a8a28dee0e3ce1b 
615. Are You Experienced (fake remix of (2) version 1, narrow stereo).flac:4f158450e872ecccf78b62ca427667b3 
616. Are You Experienced (fake remix of (2) version 2, narrow stereo).flac:912a00007b3b99593c0800a4f926f6c3 
617. (22) Are You Experienced (fake instrumental mix of (2), lead and rhythm guitars middle solo, 
mono).flac:b0c8874bb8302265674a6598d8615fb4 
618. (21) Are You Experienced (fake instrumental mix of (2), rhythm guitar middle solo, mono).flac:597505006922558afd7b14cff36dfed5 
619. Are You Experienced (fake mono mix of Rock Band multitrack of (2) guitar).flac:5d54ea973e76229bea366254fc873b1a 
620. (3a) Are You Experienced (incomplete reversed version of (1), variation 1, mono).flac:6e3ff638c4188b90dc1fa694a94545b7 
621. (3b) Are You Experienced (incomplete reversed version of (1), variation 2, mono).flac:d0318c5b204b658baeacc724c5a79352 
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622. (3c) Are You Experienced (incomplete reversed version of (1), variation 3, mono).flac:0a52a5d2e6d68a55385939103252097e 
623. (3d) Are You Experienced (incomplete reversed version of (1), variation 4, mono).flac:51dba1b311941cd37237cded2736a345 
624. She's So Fine (fake mono mix of (4)).flac:1e7a6f7b38999ffe99f9beccd7311c01 
625. She's So Fine (fake mono mix of (1)).flac:fbe50e7feb3a902cbfaa7ee03c8ec498 
626. (6) She's So Fine (fake alternate mix of (1), stereo).flac:dde4638980858ed25ec67a1ded180339 
627. She’s So Fine (combined Rock Band multitracks alternate mix of (1), stereo).flac:6e5780851ec1169807ea9d83be62c3e0 
628. Taking Care Of No Business (simulated (fake) stereo mix of (1)).flac:76135c300b36b4f60434dc50f08763a4 
629. If Six Was Nine (fake alternate mix of (1), version 1, mono).flac:b77b94073d788192bc260e0fa4460467 
630. If Six Was Nine (fake alternate mix of (1), version 2, mono).flac:618f18946142eef8b6e396486ba7566d 
631. (5) If Six Was Nine (incomplete fake instrumental mix of (1), version 1, mono).flac:970e1f2c6dbbd224b08ad32dfead4406 
632. (6) If Six Was Nine (incomplete fake instrumental mix of (1), version 2, mono).flac:a99ea649a99385e891dceb8f673c3f68 
633. If Six Was Nine (combined Rock Band multitracks version 1 alternate mix of (1), stereo).flac:2c35df602af75c44167f325d9de15f33 
634. If Six Was Nine (combined Rock Band multitracks version 2 alternate mix of (1), stereo).flac:cbf35044a042c9ed1914174873e34e8d 
635. If Six Was Nine (fake mono mix of Rock Band multitrack of (1) version 2 guitar).flac:698ad39a2735dbfedaf03aa7ca784b52 
636. If Six Was Nine (official split variation of (7), part 1, stereo).flac:d20dd583fb34e98db1e2e64fff3e00ef 
637. If Six Was Nine (official split variation of (7), part 2, stereo).flac:bdbe68e90969babe0bf7c6e97213bbf9 
638. If Six Was Nine (edit of (4), mono).flac:1472219f81b7d43e3ccb134314fc6de2 
639. Burning Of The Midnight Lamp (composite edit of (12), mono).flac:c46f086f2084f02751e2870b5b946724 
640. Burning Of The Midnight Lamp (edit of (4), mono).flac:06dfac6f1f00757d9d978aa63884b603 
641. Burning Of The Midnight Lamp (composite edit of (4) and (13), mono).flac:36d8993aa3e0c2ced4abeacb9023a267 
642. Burning Of The Midnight Lamp (re-edited mix of (1) and (5), mono).flac:57ea8530527d8265b175b658045ee01e 
643. (8) Day Tripper drum solo (instrumental excerpt, stereo).flac:c37cfbb971bbb4fd7899e4fe4fd6d0e7 
644. Get That Feeling (merge of (1) and (3), stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:27910372b684daeae3982449616096bc 
645. The Stars That Play With Laughing Sam’s Dice (fake alternate mix of (5), mono).flac:dc1ecbcce7434d77dbb3c7652e2a34b8 
646. The Stars That Play With Laughing Sam’s Dice (altered mix of (3), stereo).flac:ac0bce80eaacd0a30958cda61f3b0ad5 
647. Level [(2) Hush Now] (restored version, stereo) – Curtis Knight.flac:67a850be28e6c3a923215a42948e8743 
648. Happy Birthday (wide stereo edit of mono mix of (5)) – Curtis Knight.flac:fe7c4f92809ae88a403c664b6d88f3fa 
649. Gloomy Monday (fake alternate mix of (2), mono) – Curtis Knight.flac:dfff2d174fcf9a97e537148ca26bad12 
650. One Rainy Wish (fake mono mix of (1), version 1).flac:7f9c72f1eae014c8e467a7a57ccfcc06 
651. One Rainy Wish (fake mono mix of (1), version 2).flac:2dd81bea41c7777edda8fb003bcfb292 
652. One Rainy Wish (combined Rock Band multitracks alternate mix of (1), stereo).flac:5d09efaed21f1d44ad172b0e52482c63 
653. One Rainy Wish (fake alternate mix edit of (1), stereo).flac:72bfaf5c19b6b4496260e0ba253e9d4c 
654. One Rainy Wish (fake instrumental version of (1), stereo).flac:af423da6685a6d838a820860ae13f271 
655. Little Miss Lover (simulated (fake) stereo mix of (3)).flac:5702c0470afb6b790890681bf4192aa2 
656. Little Miss Lover (manually de-clicked + EQ’d version of (8), very narrow stereo).flac:ecf7cd15446e7b29c16d164928acd77b 
657. Little Miss Lover (fake mono mix of (1)).flac:39a2770cdd64ba5bbd69859637a47b22 
658. Little Miss Lover (combined Rock Band multitracks alternate mix of (1), stereo).flac:85606941f3466e3e438b2a62e00cf6f8 
659. Little Miss Lover (fake mono mix of (6)).flac:43f28353adf5ce3c1a39134bdcb95cdb 
660. You’ve Got Me Floating (fake mono mix of (1)).flac:307ff886d1729d1ff173a56f906a028c 
661. (4) You’ve Got Me Floating (fake alternate mix of (1), mono).flac:f898d694e047e03e925adfc11854a526 
662. You’ve Got Me Floating (combined Rock Band multitracks alternate mix of (1), stereo).flac:f0cd6293093445cdb85b43c64aab6eb5 
663. You’ve Got Me Floating (reversed edit of multitrack of (1), guitar 2 (fixed), stereo).flac:cc41643a90d2e5d9792d882a026f86e5 
664. (5) You’ve Got Me Floating (fake alternate mix of (2), mono).flac:ea037183980dbd6c7ec9459f17dcf68d 
665. Bold As Love (fake mono mix of (2)).flac:eb69c403060b01979cc5555e82816a00 
666. Bold As Love (fake mono mix of (1)).flac:1fc5447426ab5f301125112fba795564 
667. Bold As Love (combined Rock Band multitracks alternate mix of (1), stereo).flac:8d569aab917d2472b214e05317dd81eb 
668. Bold As Love (clean-up of (13), very narrow stereo).flac:d144a0ba130dfa308532fd9e7c04f55a 
669. (11) Bold As Love (fake alternate mix merge of (1) and (2), stereo).flac:eec399ad21e8a38091ed9445e70fce1e 
670. Bold As Love (merge of (2) and (1), stereo).flac:82dc1267e2cc0fb3ca5f07941ad878da 
671. Castles Made Of Sand (fake mono mix of (1)).flac:ba6cc48885e54fe3798b24667c048f11 
672. Castles Made Of Sand (combined Rock Band multitracks alternate mix of (1), stereo).flac:1fc67cc20959fc35f5b71d2d4dee2db7 
673. Castles Made Of Sand (fake low vocals alternate mix of (1), mono).flac:523da6cbd8ac4299b57af3e6ee070954 
674. (4) Castles Made Of Sand (incomplete reversed playback of left channel of (1), mono).flac:b4ead0e5bcdd6e8d0d7182eef7e32b6e 
675. (4) Castles Made Of Sand (incomplete reversed playback of right channel of (1), mono).flac:c09cee8ae72cb233c742a489e5d75d0b 
676. Castles Made Of Sand (reversed playback of selected backward guitar parts of (1), mono).flac:8999b4b4947d7dfab686b639941aac86 
677. Castles Made Of Sand (fake mono mix of (3)).flac:9ac8fa882cf2ae993260690ebc2bdd81 
678. Castles Made Of Sand (fake alternate mix of (3), stereo).flac:fc191c2a8fde7699d7e3e99065c3efef 
679. Castles Made Of Sand (merge of (3) and (1), stereo).flac:ec313a43f48b09bf1576b275e15a4b12 
680. Wait Until Tomorrow (fake mono mix of (2)).flac:3841d0db0f2071ac273c193c4739e880 
681. Wait Until Tomorrow (fake mono mix of (1)).flac:1db8d2df4aef94638a6856caae29d49b 
682. Wait Until Tomorrow (combined Rock Band multitracks alternate mix of (1), stereo).flac:cedbf7f5512e8238f83ad29830fe57ae 
683. Wait Until Tomorrow (merge of (2) and (1), stereo).flac:3a367f72688b9be1ce46b0e2ea5e185f 
684. Little Wing (fake mono mix of (16)).flac:dbd6bf2b66176d160dbc87abcf59f739 
685. Ain’t No Telling (fake mono mix of (1), version 1).flac:491292f45461ab4e4cd9dc9d2e0d56a7 
686. Ain’t No Telling (fake mono mix of (1), version 2).flac:07511f8b9c07b418d63e2f112376c328 
687. (4) Ain’t No Telling (fake alternate mix of (1), narrow stereo).flac:a513785dbce2506abec5ddd7961c7907 
688. Ain’t No Telling (combined Rock Band multitracks alternate mix of (1), stereo).flac:b9f86a129088a7131e415b7da73b9085 
689. Ain’t No Telling (fake mono mix of (3)).flac:6a8845f8690814ec22f01863e4c556d0 
690. EXP (fake mono mix of (1), right channel).flac:561d54e8d6e8003cf24e11d82e0bbfae 
691. EXP (fake mono mix of (1), left channel).flac:9c3683a2be35f3478c94244503a17abe 
692. EXP (fake alternate mix of (1), stereo).flac:cbfa232e5b0ef6efd9d6fc736d7516a1 
693. (5) EXP (fake alternate mix of (1), mono).flac:d0face23500b74ceabfd558b4ba61d3d 
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694. Spanish Castle Magic (fake mono mix of (2)).flac:a168098eec8d3bd457c6b7229b7407c3 
695. (3) Spanish Castle Magic (fake alternate mix of (2), mono).flac:0f1685a83b1764be6adebc1106960096 
696. Spanish Castle Magic (combined Rock Band multitracks alternate mix of (2), stereo).flac:5434285d017bb7ecbf91439aff3a25d8 
697. Spanish Castle Magic (merge of (65) and (4), stereo).flac:2ee3918eb778cbccfd244f16260c10b7 
698. Little Wing (fake alternate mix of (1), stereo).flac:8da9ad5751361a83fd776f56d71ee92a 
699. Little Wing (fake alternate mix of (1), mono).flac:dd392d62cadb3d1680c16fd13afc3945 
700. Little Wing (combined Rock Band multitracks version 1 alternate mix edit of (1), stereo).flac:3d08e74ad1ad954ed091587b530d3b61 
701. Little Wing (combined Rock Band multitracks version 2 alternate mix of (1), stereo).flac:db37228f2ea6e5d28a14c87f6e34da02 
702. Little Wing (fake mono mix of Rock Band multitrack of (1) version 2 guitar).flac:a6a34a2f63901595cab658648724e8b4 
703. Up From The Skies (fake mono mix of (1)).flac:8abc2f7e5ffe40a79d1a332d0bb60e8f 
704. Up From The Skies (combined Rock Band multitracks alternate mix of (1), stereo).flac:95d57234b9cf08662c6e36f6686c9369 
705. Up From The Skies (fake mono mix of (3)).flac:c7ffa1bfc6796b80a119470dccb6d0dc 
706. Up From The Skies (fake mono mix of Rock Band multitrack of (1) guitar).flac:017907a849802dcebd354c3a7fe13c99 
707. Crosstown Traffic (combined Rock Band multitracks alternate mix of (1), stereo).flac:790ca8e0d45ca7d20280516167d87a2f 
708. Art Attack (official medley, mono) (2) Hey Joe + (2) Foxy Lady + (2) Purple Haze + (1) Crosstown Traffic + (2) 
Fire).flac:55c9ed28ae12dfd408cae6bdb1b03d6d 
709. Purple Haze (fraud, stereo).flac:e3b1d61a9fa60ddf55538b83784b8795 
710. 3rd Stone From The Sun (fraud, stereo).flac:43e250da974f325f6e77ac0b5deb9dc4 
711. May This Be Love (fraud, stereo).flac:bb099ad65d98d5a17a2462f98306dd63 
712. Wait Until Tomorrow (fraud, mono).flac:b0c8d6035487283d698d7c4a94ca65fe 
713. Little Wing (fraud, stereo) .flac:471335357187306830851d8ba59fc5ef 
714. Ballad Of Jimi (official 1966 version, stereo) – Curtis Knight & The Squires.flac:66ff305080b634c04bb4701bb46d3b64 
715. Day Tripper (official mono mix) – The Beatles.flac:1038a09a3ae37704e1c38266a6f2d09d 
716. La Poupée Qui Fait Non (official stereo mix) – Michel Polnareff.flac:6766722c06ec2a5da4143a36d1b62b83 
717. Ode To Billy Joe (official stereo mix) – Bobbie Gentry.flac:03d09bb90af16af46bff50cc2eb69c5d 
718. Rock Me Baby (official mono mix) – B.B. King.flac:e8bd1c494d5390845fbccb2352f2a5de 
719. Rockin’ And Rollin’ [Rock Me Baby] (official mono mix) – Lil’ Son Jackson.flac:78b3c192493b30e5aa136de9271c4230 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“I believe you live and live again until you have got all the evil and hatred out of the soul.” – Jimi Hendrix 

4 January 1969 Top Of The Pops interview with Tony Norman, London (1992, Electric Gypsy by Shapiro & Glebbeek, pg. 329) 

 

 


